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SOME GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL
RECONSTRUCTION. 1

By H. J. Mackinder, M.P.

I have undertaken to say a few words on the question of the recon-

struction of Europe, and on the influence which geographical conditions

must have on that reconstruction, whatever the reconstruction itself

may be. There are many reconstructions possible, but there is only one

geography upon which they can be based, and therefore, although it is

not possible for us to say anything at present of the conditions under

which the reconstruction will have to be effected, it is perhaps useful

and pertinent already to be taking stock of the geographical conditions

which must affect any reconstruction.

In the speech that was made by Mr. Asquith at the Guildhall

yesterday he made only one reference to the West and many references

to the East. He told us that there were German intrigues on foot which
in this country took the form of suggesting that Germany was ready to

yield up Belgium, and that thus we British were fighting now not for

the cause which took us originally into the war, but merely that the

ambitions of our foreign Allies might be fulfilled.

Mr. Asquith thua referred to Belgium. In passing, I am not quite

sure whether Germany would be content without tying Antwerp in

some way to German destinies, but let that pass. What I draw your
attention to is the fact that that was the one reference made by the

Prime Minister to the West. But note what he said in regard to the
East.

He referred to the Young Turkish movement which put away

1 Report of a lecture delivered at a meeting of the Glasgow School of Social Study and
Training, in Glasgow University on November 10, 1916.

VOL. XXXIII. A
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Abdul Hamid. He referred to the annexation of Bosnia and Herze-
govina by Austria in 1908, when the Kaiser shook his mailed fist in the
face of the Czar. He referred to the massacre of the Armenians. He
referred to the fact that we at any rate should not be content with the
restoration of Belgium, but that we should require also the restoration

of Serbia. He referred to M. Venizelos, that great European statesman.
That is to say, there were at least five distinct points at which he
touched the East for one where he touched the West. Now that is a
very important fact for us to keep in mind through the coming winter,

for our patience is going to be tried this winter.

I have entitled what I have to say to you to-day " some " geographical
considerations in regard to the reconstruction, and I did so purposely,
because I felt that it was comparatively useless to talk about the
conditions in the West. In the west of Europe there is very little

change to be made in the matter of geography. It is quite possible

that Alsace and Lorraine may change hands, but after all there is no great

fundamental question involved in that. A very interesting economic
question will, however, be involved, which is not perhaps generally

realised. Within Lorraine there are very extensive iron deposits, while

within Alsace there are very considerable potash deposits. In the age
in which we are now living the ownership of the raw materials of the

industry of the world is of even greater significance and importance than
it has been in the past. In the transfer of Alsace and Lorraine which
we hope will be effected, there will not only be a return to the status quo

before 1870, but there will also be a transfer of iron and potash, whose
full import was doubtless hardly realised in 1870, and the effect may
be very curious, because if that iron, to think only of iron, passes into

French hands, then there may be a competition within France which
may go hard against the present French producers of iron and steel.

But that, after all, is a minor though interesting speculation.

From the very beginning of the war I have felt that the greatest

changes are coming in the East. The war began in regard to an Eastern

question, for it was the murder at Serajevo which led to that ultimatum

from Austria which brought about the first declaration of war, that of

Austria against Serbia. I think it not too much to say that had it not

been for the unsettlement of the Near East we should never have had
this great struggle. It was that unsettlement which gave the oppor-

tunity, which furnished the temptation to German ambition at any rate

in that direction. Well, then, I am going to ask your attention mainly

to the South-Eastern, and to some extent to the Eastern front.

Let me launch in the first instance a generalisation which may not

be complete, but at any rate, I think, has a good deal of content. We
have the old Shakespearean division of robbers into land robbers and

sea robbers. Now, it is a curious fact, and one which has been one of

the great sources of disquiet in Europe, that very few peoples have

conquered and settled both by land and sea. In considering the

eastern seas we get rather an interesting commentary on that idea.

' Venice was a great Italian power for more than a thousand years. The
Venetians only late in their history acquired considerable possessions
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landward. But during the whole of their history they dominated the

Adriatic, except when for a time the Genoese contested their domination.

The result was that they formed settlements, Italian settlements, along

the shores of the Adriatic, at Cattaro, Ragusa, Spalato, Zara, Fiume,

Trieste, and other points. The result is that the northern Adriatic

became an Italian sea.

You will notice that gulfs and bays are almost always named by

sailors from the port to which they are bound. The Adriatic Sea is

so known from the ancient port of Adria, to which the mariners of old

times were bound. Later it was known as the Gulf of Venice. Con-

stantly we find the same thing
;
in England, in Devonshire, you have a

bay to which seamen sometimes gave the name of Bideford Bay and

sometimes Barnstaple Bay, there being two sets of fishermen who were

in the habit of calling at two different ports in the bay. And so you find

it always everywhere—the sailor gives a name to the sea, and he names
it from the port to which he is bound. These facts are all aspects of

the same idea, namely, that the boatmen and seamen dominating a sea,

treat that sea as a high road, settle round it, and have a tendency to

give us the distribution of a race not on a land, but round a sea. I think

it was Plato who described the Greeks as frogs squatted round a pond.

The Italians from Venetian times squatted round the north of the

Adriatic. Round the Aegean there are the Greeks. In neither case

have you what in the jargon of diplomacy is known as a national hinter-

land to the ports. Entering by Trieste, you cross the Karst plateau and

come into the land of the Slovenes, and then you cross the Karawanken
mountains into the land of the Germans. In other words, the Italian is

but a veneer, a coastal veneer, on the solid oak, let us say, of the

Slavonian and German inland population. So is it all along this coast.

Fiume, Spalato, Cattaro, Ragusa—Italian names all of them, but you
have only to go to their suburbs, and certainly you need only drive a

very short distance into the country behind them, and you are in the

land of the Dalmatians— that is to say, of the Serbs.

Come to the Aegean, and what do you find there ! If you take that

larger Greece which M. Venizelos seeks to form, if you go to Salonica,

you find that, though it is a Greek city and a Jewish city, yet a very

short distance inland you come to Turkish villages, and to what we will

call with caution Macedonian villages, for they are claimed in the German
maps as Bulgarian, and in the Serbian maps as Serbian. The same is

the case with Smyrna, on the coast of Asia Minor, a Greek city, if ever

there was one, a great centre of commerce. But pass a short distance

inland and you come to the land of the Turks, the only land which is

inhabited by a great Turkish peasantry. The Greeks are all round the

Aegean. They are a people of the sea rather than a people of the land.

The same thing holds in regard to the Baltic. There we have to

note that, at the eastern end of Germany, Prussia thrusts a long limb,

known by the names of the Provinces of Western and Eastern Prussia,

along the coast of the Baltic, and to the south of this limb is Poland.

You will find at the very end of the limb Konigsberg, or Kingstown, a

thoroughly German city. Similarly the German influence spreads on
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beyond into the Baltic Provinces. St. Petersburg itself had a German
name, which has been converted into Petrograd since the war began.

Dorpat was a German University, though situated within Russian terri-

tory. The landed aristocracy of these coastal Baltic Provinces is almost
entirely a German aristocracy. That is to say, in the later Middle Ages
the Teutonic knights and the merchants of the Hanseatic cities, passing

along the shores of the Baltic, founded their settlements eastwards right

away to the very head of the Gulf of Finland, but inland, in their rear,

there was no background of Germans, but there were Poles and Letts

and Lithuanians. Thus there was founded in the Middle Ages a con-

dition of things in the case of the Baltic exactly analogous to that which
had come about in ancient times in the Aegean Sea, and in the earlier

Middle Ages in the Adriatic Sea.

It is this extraordinary condition of things in the East which is at

the root of half of our difficulties. We have a condition of things

which in carpentry is described as veneering. There is a sea veneer or

sea front of one race put on to a continental background of another race,

and that is the normal condition of things in the region of which I am
speaking, and every instance of that produces an international problem.

Consider these problems at the present moment. The Italians are

fighting their way towards Trieste. They regard Trieste as a portion

of Italy, up till now unredeemed. But apart from its Italian language,

it must be remembered that Trieste has a great economic position. It

is one of the chief ports of Europe. And obviously no port can exist

unless there is an area behind it into which it can distribute its

imports and from which it can gather its exports. Trieste has

been, was up till the declaration of war by Italy, the great port of

a very large portion of Europe, and great engineering works have

been constructed in order to facilitate the convergence of traffic

upon Trieste. You have the oldest railway in Austria-Hungary, the

Sudbahn, the southern railway, a great company railway that competes

with the State railway, and runs on the one hand from Vienna and on

the other hand from Buda-Pest to Trieste. And then in recent years a

railway with a succession of three of the great tunnels of the world has

been made from southern Germany through the Tauern, one of the

great ranges of the Central Alps, and then southward and approaching

Trieste through the Karawanken tunnel, and through the eastern slopes

of the Terglou or Triglav, the last of the high Alps, by yet a third

tunnel, and so to Gorizia, which is now, of course, in the hands of the

Italians. Enormous sums of money have been spent in constructing these

converging lines upon Trieste. There is yet another line, the Hungarian

State railway from Buda-Pest. A conflict will arise in Trieste itself

between the love which the Italians of Trieste must have towards the

great homeland of all Italians and those vested interests which have

grown up and have been solidified in these engineering works, those

vested interests which make Trieste dependent upon trade drawn from

the very centre of Europe, even from Vienna, where Trieste competes

with Hamburg.
But the solid structure of Europe in rear of the Italian veneer at
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Trieste is not simply German. In between the big German interior and

the coastal strip that is Italian there is thrust a wedge of Slav people,

the Slovenes of Carniola, of Laibach, close kin to the Serbs. The Jugo-

slavs, the southern Slavs, claim Carniola. But the effect will be to put

a wedge of the future great Serbia between Trieste and the interior,

which is German and Magyar, and feeds the port of Trieste with its

traffic. There is one of the problems which geography offers, and

history too, to the future congress which may assemble to settle the

future of Europe. I can only imagine that some compromise must
be effected which, while it gratifies the Italians and the Italian people of

Trieste by allowing of the Italian tricolour being flown on the buildings

of Trieste, will at the same time avoid the erection of two successive

customs' frontiers, one on this side and one on the far side of the Slav

wedge between Trieste and the interior of Europe on which Trieste

depends for its traffic. Some complicated measure, we may assume, will

be necessary.

There is a similar problem in the case of Salonica. You have got

the Greek of Salonica, but if the Serb of the future great Serbia is to

have any comfortable access to the sea, it must be down the Morava and
down the Yardar valley to Salonica. I chose that adjective "comfort-

able" purposely, because access to this coast of Dalmatia from such a

place as Belgrade is essentially uncomfortable—the gradients for the

mountain railways are very steep, and the opportunities for tunnels are

not great. I cannot conceive as within practical politics any powerful

Serbia—and to be useful to Europe and to the future peace of Europe,

any future Serbia must be relatively powerful—without the possession

of that great valley system of the Morava and Yardar, and free and un-

controlled access to the Aegean Sea at Salonica. But however much we
may feel that the Serb deserves all the good things that fate can bring

his way, on the other hand we have to remember that whatever hard

things we may feel inclined to say about the Greek just now, we pledged

ourselves to M. Yenizelos a few months ago, and M. Yenizelos, with the

eye of a geographer and a statesman, has established himself at Salonica.

There again you have got exactly the same problem of the great

interior, consuming imports and producing exports, and the coastal

veneer, which includes the port of Salonica, and that coastal veneer

Greek and not Serbian.

The same thing is true when you come to Smyrna, a little bit out-

side Europe, but I always include Asia Minor in Europe ; for I have no
respect for the definitions that you find in your text-books as to what
Europe is and what it is not. The text-books set children to learn pre-

cisely where is the boundary which separates Europe from Asia. But
though I have spent a great many years thinking about things geo-

graphical, I say frankly I do not know where this boundary is. I know
roughly where history Avould put it, and that is approximately along the

Taurus range. That is the limit of the areas inhabited by Arabs.

There is almost as great a difference between an Arab and a Turk as

there is between a Britisher and a Turk. The two sides certainly of the

Sea of Marmora belong to the same world of civilisation. Scutari, on
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the Asiatic side, is but a suburb of Constantinople, while Asia Minor
contains a peasantry of Turkish language, and very good fellows they
are. Our trouble is that the Pashas of Constantinople are not good
fellows. But the peasantry of Asia Minor are a solid fact, so many
millions of them, and I do not suppose that Christian Europe is going to

deal with the Turkish peasantry of Asia Minor as the Turkish Pashas
have dealt with the Armenians. But that solid Turkish fact is an inland

fact. Along the coast of the Aegean you have a Creek veneer, including

the Greek port of Smyrna. The Italians have already pegged out some
sort of claim to what is known as the Dodecanese group of islands, and
they also have ambitions in the direction of a portion of the Greek
veneering along the coast of Asia Minor. Europe, if we carry our
success to the point that has been indicated by Mr. Asquith, if we carry

our success to the point of ejecting Turkey from the domination of

Constantinople, Europe will have to deal with that derelict Turkish
peasantry of Asia Minor and with the Greek claims to Smyrna, com-
plicated, perhaps, by some other ambitions. There again is exactly the

same problem.

Then when you turn to the north, to the Baltic, what is the position

there ? You have the largest of all the peoples that do not figure on
the political map of Europe, the Poles. You have something like twenty
million people speaking the Polish tongue. The Poles used to own
Prussia before Prussia was German, because, of course, the original

Prussians were not Germans. They were the last people in Europe to

become Christian. Their region was conquered by the Teutonic knights,

and of course in the Middle Ages there were no qualms as to the methods
that were to be employed by missionaries. The pagan was driven into

the river, and he was told to come out baptized. That may account for

some things that happen in Belgium to-day ! But the net result of all

that rough history has been that if the Polish twenty millions are to have
an independent access to the Baltic, it must be by taking possession of

Dantzic or Konigsberg, which are important and undeniably German
cities. There is a German veneer between Poland and the sea. You
have got exactly the same problem at Dantzic that you have at Smyrna,
that you have at Salonica, that you have at Trieste.

Let us turn from those facts to certain more general considerations.

There are four great peoples whose destiny will have to be settled in the

coming reconstruction. There are the Serbs, the Roumans, the Czechs

or Bohemians, and the Poles. There is also another people whom I do
not wish to put in the same category with these four, and that is the

Hungarians or the Magyars. Perhaps I should add a sixth, the

Bulgarians, whom I would put with the Magyars. Xow consider each

of these peoples for one moment, and let us take first the two peoples

who have made their bid for empire, the Bulgarians, and the Magyars
or Hungarians.

It is a curious point that the Hungarians and the Bulgarians histori-

cally have much in common. Essentially they were in origin both of

them Turkish. The}^ came down into this part of the world through

the grassy steppe lands of southern Russia, and one band went to the
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north of the Transylvanian mountains into Hungary, while the other

went to the south of the Transylvanian mountains across the Danube.

The Hungarians kept their language but accepted the Latin form of

Christianity. The Bulgarians gave up their language and accepted the

Slavonic tongue and the Greek form of Christianity. They differ in

tongue, in religion, and yet the curious Turkishness in them both is

obvious in their subsequent politics. The trouble has been that Bulgaria

has aimed at making a Balkan Empire. The trouble is that the Hun-
garian has succeeded in maintaining the Hapsburg Empire. Both these

peoples essentially are horse-riding peoples of the interior. They are

settled in two very different lands, it is true, but they are both of them
settled in the midst of other peoples. The Bulgarian has the Rouman
to the north of him, the Serb to the west of him, the Greek to the south

of him, and then, of course, he has had to struggle with the Turk inter-

vening. The Magyar is neighbour to many peoples—to the German to

the west, to the Czech and Slovak to the north, to the Ruthenian or red

Russian to the north-east, to the Rouman to the east and south-east of

him, and to the Serb and Croat to the south-west. He is ringed round

with peoples to an even greater degree, counting them by numbers, than

is the Bulgarian.

Now take the other peoples. The Serbs extend from the Adriatic

to the Drave river, which is the first of the three great rivers—the

Drave, the Tisza, and the Save—that run into the Danube. The Serbs

occupy a wedge of land, gradually broadening to the south-east. They
occupy the provinces, if you allow me to include the Slovenes as Serbian,

of Carniola, of Croatia, of Bosnia-Herzegovina, of Montenegro, of Old

Serbia or northern Macedonia, of the kingdom of Serbia as it was
before the Balkan War, and of the southern portions of the Banat, and
the southern portion of that tongue of land that lies between the Danube
and the Tisza—a compact area with defined boundaries. Northward
lies the Karawanken range, the last high range of the Alps in this

direction, roughly dividing the German from the Slav. North-eastward

the Danube divides the completely level, or all but level, plain of the

Hungarian horsemen from the hilly, and presently from the mountainous

and forested land to the south-west.

Then we move away to the east. Here we get the Roumanians.

The Roumanian is an extraordinary fact in the racial geography of this

region. The old Roman boundary, the boundary of the old Roman
Empire, followed the two rivers, the Rhine and the Danube. But for

one short period in Roman history, roughly two generations, there was
a Roman venture beyond the Danube. There came a speculative fever

into Rome. Gold was found in the Transylvanian mountains north of

the Danube. Trajan conquered the land that was then called Dacia,

and a fever seized Rome, like the South Sea Bubble which seized on

London, and a Roman colony was founded round the Transylvanian

mines, which colony has lasted to these days, and is to-day Roumania.

You have here a language close kin to the Italian. Now, a very inter-

esting fact is this, that the Roumanians inhabit all this mountain land

of Transylvania, together with the glacis to the east and the south of it,
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which constitutes the two portions of the present kingdom of Roumania,.

Wallachia and Moldavia, and the boundaries are perfectly defined—the

Danube to the south, and to the west, precisely—as nearly as in the

facts of Nature you ever find a thing precise—precisely along the foot

of the hills, and where the plain begins the Roumanian tongue gives way
to the Magyar tongue, the Hungarian tongue. That is to say, that the

hill men, the men of the forests, the men of the mines, stop at the foot

of the hills, and the Magyar horsemen, whose wealth was in flocks and
herds, begin and spread wherever the level plain extends, from the foot

of the mountains in all directions. There are of course Saxon and
Szekler enclaves in Transylvania, but they are minorities of mediaeval

introduction.

So you have in Serbia, Hungary, and Roumania three quite clear-

cut distributions of peoples, except at one or two points. In the Banat

you have some confusion, but elsewhere you have a fairly clear demarca-

tion of people. In Bohemia and Moravia and on the border of the

northern Carpathians you have a Slavonic people—Czechs to the west,

Slovaks to the east—but really one people, a people in the very heart of

Europe—a people occupying a curiously elongated and rather indefen-

sible territory, a people divided into, two portions—hill men to the

east, and men of the plain to the west. The hills which surround

Bohemia are inhabited by Germans. The Czechs are the people who
have withstood the Hapsburgs of Vienna most energetically during this

war. I believe it is a fact that no inconsiderable portion of the prisoners

taken by the Russians have been Czechs and Slovaks, voluntarily passing

over to the enemy.

Then there are the Poles. Of course, a kingdom of Poland has been

founded under German " protection "
; but that kingdom does not reverse

the old division of Poland which was brought about by Frederick the

Great, by Frederick the Second of Prussia, more than a hundred years

ago. As far as I can gather there is no suggestion that in the German
kingdom of Poland either Galicia from Austria or Posen from Prussia

shall be included. Now consider the position of the Pole.

If we study the map of Europe from Moscow to Paris we see a

succession of four great peoples, and I propose for a moment to consider

the distribution of each of these peoples. First there is the Russian.

Now there is nothing in which the ordinary political map of Europe

—

or, for the matter of that, the school text-books—is more deceptive

than in regard to Russia. We are told that Russia is half Europe.

I should prefer to say that the effective Russia is between one-quarter

and one-third of Europe. What is the effective Russia—and it is

rather important to seize this idea, for a reason that I will give in a

moment? If we draw a line on the map from Petrograd eastward to

the Volga, then along the Volga to its first great bend at Kazan, then

southward to the second great bend at Tzaritzyn, and then southwest-

ward along the river Don to the Sea of Azoff, we have defined the

northern and eastern limits of the real Russia. Something like

120 million Russians, excluding the Poles, live in that great area of

plain land which is included between the Baltic and the Black Seas, and is
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defined northward and eastward by the Volga river. In all the area

that lies to the north of Petrograd and the Volga, in all that vast

area that extends right away to the Arctic shores, you have only some

2 million people—not more than one to a square mile, and even in

parts not more than one person to 10 square miles. East of the

Volga you have a desert area for the most part. In some places it

is a salt desert, a region that is traversed by Cossacks and Kalmucks ;

only in one direction is there a belt of population. From the neighbour-

hood of Kazan along the Kama river there runs a belt of settlement

which spreads out across the Ural range,- and this belt extends through

the wheat zone of Siberia two-thirds of the way across Asia—but that is

really a colonial annexe.

The real Russia, the Eussia that constitutes a great power in Europe

—and that is the point—occupies only about half the area that is marked

as Eussia on the map of Europe, apart altogether from the map of Asia.

For though we commonly think of Eussia as a hyphen between Europe

and Asia, the real Eussia is entirely and wholly and obviously European.

The real Eussia that matters and counts lies between the Baltic and

Black Seas. The Volga is the ditch which separates the more thickly

inhabited area from the wilds beyond, and even in the ca6e of the Volga

the river-borne trade finds its out-port by canal to Petrograd. In so far

as Petrograd is important among the ports of Europe, it owes its im-

portance to this communication with theVolga. The more truly Eussian

ports are places like Eiga on the Baltic and Odessa on the Black Sea.

Most of the population lies between those places.

Xow this real Eussia, with its 120 million people, has near, though

not quite, at its centre Moscow, and has in different directions Petro-

grad, Eiga, Odessa, and Kieff. The cities are relatively small ; in the

whole 120 millions you have not, I suppose, an urban population of

more than 10 millions. After you have named the cities I have just

mentioned—Moscow, Petrograd, Eiga, Kieff, and Odessa—the rest of

the towns are relatively, as we should think, small—relatively, most of

them, not more than Greenocks and Paisleys.

"We come next to the Poles. The Poles are essentially a people

established on the river Vistula. Their two historic cities are both on

the Vistula—to the south is Cracow, and farther to the north Warsaw.

As I have said, they are a people of some 20 million souls. They extend

from the Carpathian Mountains almost, but not quite, to the Baltic, be-

cause there is a German veneer along the coast, and even in the case of

the Eussians there is a German veneer along the Baltic coast, and there

used to be a Greek and afterwards a Turkish veneer to the south

along the Black Sea coast, which was removed by Eussia a hundred

years ago.

Beyond the Poles you come to the Germans, a population of some

65 millions of people in the German Empire. Deduct, say, 3 millions

for the Poles of Posen and the Danes along the border of Schleswig
;

deduct, perhaps, another couple of millions for Alsace and Lorraine, and

you are left with 60 millions; add to that 10 million Germans in

Austria, and you have some 70 million people. And so we have 120
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million Russians, 20 million Poles, and some 70 million Germans. Then
lastly you come to the French, roughly 40 millions of them—in fact,

rather more than 40 millions if you include the Walloons of Belgium.

It is at once obvious, therefore, that we have got a grand division

among four great peoples—the 120 million Russians with Moscow for

their centre, 20 million Poles with Warsaw for their centre, 70 million

Germans with Berlin for their main centre, and Vienna as a minor
centre, and then 40 million French, with Paris for their centre ; and
there are no sharp boundaries within this succession of four peoples.

Between the French and the Germans there was erected by the

diplomatic foresight of Europe a barrier—the kingdom of Belgium
and Holland, which was a single kingdom as it emerged from the

Congress of Vienna rather more than a hundred years ago. Some
Belgians and some Dutchmen have told me in recent times, just

before the war, that they deeply regretted the events of 1830 which
separated them. Then there is the Swiss Republic to the south,

constituting the other portion of the barrier. There was left just a

narrow entry, which is Alsace-Lorraine. The work, of course, of the

Vienna Congress was not thoroughly done. If the}^ had completed the

barrier between France and Germany, if they had linked Switzerland

up with Belgium and Holland, possibly events might have been different.

At any rate, there would have been some considerable force to resist

attack from either side. The problem of course now will never be

solved in that way. France undoubtedly will remain as the neighbour

of Germany to the east.

But how shall we solve the like problem on the eastern side 1 Is

there to be a buffer state of Poland between Russia and the Germans.

One thing is certain, that whatever the result of this war, the German
race as an active agency in the centre of Europe will remain. It is not

for me to solve the Polish problem. I have merely pointed out to you
the existence of this people of 20 millions occupying the Vistula basin,

but with no very definite boundaries eastward or westward, and with a

German veneer along the Baltic coast to the north of it. And what

about Hungary, a land with some 10 million Hungarians'? I have often

wondered that some statesman of genius never arose in Buda-Pest who
saw that for Hungary there was an alternative, and that she need not

have been what she is to-day, an appendage of Germany. The Hun-
garian, for the sake of exercising empire over the surrounding peoples,

consented to base his own strength upon German support. Europe can

have peace if we can erect on the Danube and southward to the Aegean

Sea sufficient native strength to dam the ambitions, mainly of the

Germans, and to a minor extent of the Magyars. There are 10 million

souls in the Serb region; 10 millions in the Rouman region; 10

millions in the Magj^ar region; 10 millions in the Czech and Slovak

region—peoples approximately equal in importance. You have the

material there for a federation and a balance of power, but from the

history of the Magyars we can hardly hope that it will be effective.

What we can get, however, is a barrier formed partly by Serbia, a great

Serbia, and partly by Roumania, a great Roumania, which will extend
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across from the Black Sea to the Adriatic. And if we give Serbia access

to the Aegean through Salonica, then we can afford to allow Italy enough

for her strategical security along the Adriatic coast.

There are just two things I want to say further. The first is that I

do sincerely trust that those of us who generously and in accord with

our British history espouse the cause of the peoples who are seeking

liberty—I do hope that we shall recognise that a purely racial solution

is not necessarily the most stable solution. Even in our enthusiasm for

the Serbs—and they deserve enthusiasm—we must recognise the posi-

tion of Italy, with a coastline towards the Adriatic without a single

port that can harbour a modern fleet, with a coastline such as that

to-day her fleet defending her shores lies in Taranto harbour, and

Venice with its art treasures is exposed to attack from the Dalmatian

coast, where the Austrian fleet still in large measure rules. We have

therefore to balance the legitimate needs, the vital needs, of our Italian

Ally in this matter not merely with our generous impulse to create a

great Serbia, but with the vital European necessity of creating a great

Serbia, having a main exit to the Aegean, although no doubt also minor

exits to the Adriatic, and compatibly with this we must put the

minimum possible Slav population under Italian rule.

The other thing I would say is this. It is what I began with this

evening—that as we exercise our patience and our constancy through

the long-drawn later stages of this war, we should never rest satisfied

with a return to what is known as the status quo ante in the West, but

should keep before our minds this, that it was the East that caused the

war. It was the Hungarian rule over a portion of the Serb and a por-

tion of the Eouman race which produced the unrest that afforded the

opportunity to the ambitious, and we shall have war again unless we
prosecute this war to the point of solving in a firm manner these long-

standing difficulties of the south-east which we know as the Near

Eastern question. Primarily they owe their origin to the fact that

the Magyars, Bulgarians, and Turks—horse-riders—have conquered the

Slav and Romance interior, while the Italians and Greeks have put a

coastal veneer round the seas, shutting out the main peoples of the

lands from access to the open sea which has now become the great

highway of the world, and certainly of civilisation.

These are some scattered thoughts pertaining, I hope, to many
things that may occur in the near future. I have had no idea of being

systematic. I have merely asked you to look at the map of Europe
and to people it with certain facts, which facts I ask you to keep in mind,

and steadily in mind, in the midst of the turmoil and of the rumours

and of the flotsam and jetsam of facts which figure in the newspapers.

Let us never forget that a century ago a terrible war, of longer

duration than we hope this war will be, came to an end ; that the

strongest powers, the conquerors in that war, were this country and

Russia : yet the brains which made the new map of Europe were neither

Russian nor British, but the brains of the Frenchman Talleyrand and
the Austrian Metternich. Let us beware that a like thing does not

happen again.
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EDALE : A STUDY OF A PENNINE DALE. 1

By C. B. Fawcett, B.Litt., M.Sc.

(With Sketch-Map and Figures.)

The dale marked on the large-scale maps of the High Peak District

as the " Yale of Edale " is the high-lying valley along the south-

eastern side of the Peak. From the heights above Dalehead to Edale

End the valley stretches for nearly five miles in a line from west-south-

west to east-north-east. In its widest parts the breadth from crest to

crest reaches three miles ; but most of this is moorland, and the width

of the habitable portion nowhere exceeds one mile, and averages little

more than half that distance. The total area of the civil parish of

Edale is eleven square miles, of which the greater part is uncultivated

and uninhabited moorland. The highest parts of the surrounding

moors lie to the north-west, where the Peak exceeds an altitude of 2000
feet for a length of nearly three miles overlooking the dale ; though its

highest summit reaches only 2088 feet. These figures indicate clearly

the fact that the " Peak " is really a very flat moor. The other summit
heights of the moors show a general decrease in altitude towards the

south-east as they recede from the Peak until Lose Hill, at the opposite

corner, reaches only 1563 feet above Ordnance datum.

Until the railway reached it in the present generation (1894) Edale,

in the heart of the High Peak District, surrounded by empty moor-

lands, and with little to attract attention, was one of the most isolated

valleys of the Pennines. It is sufficiently large and compact to form a

distinct township, but too remote and poor to be a populous one ; and

its people were compelled by their isolation to be self-supporting. A
brief study of the conditions and modes of life in such a valley, and of

the changes wrought in them by its being brought into communication

with the outer world, may be of some interest, and may help to throw

light on larger and more complex problems.

Edale is the upper part of the valley of the river Noe, one of the

headstreams of the Derbyshire Derwent. Where this stream leaves

Edale it is still more than 600 feet above sea-level; though for more

than two-thirds of the length of the valley its bottom is below the 800-

feet contour. Hence the depth of the valley is approximately a

thousand feet. The river lies nearer to the southern than to the

northern edge ; but the latter is much the higher, and the two slopes

are about equally steep. From all parts of these slopes small streams

have cut gullies leading down towards the river. Most of these gullies

are very small—only a few feet in depth—and some of the smallest

are occupied by wet-weather streams only. In the longer northern

1 It has not been our usual custom to publish here detailed regional surveys of areas

outside Scotland. An exception has been made in the case of the present paper because

the region treated has more than a local importance, and the deductions based upon the

survey are applicable to parts of Scotland as well as of England.

—

Ed. S.G.M.
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slope from the edge of the Peak some of the gullies, locally termed cloughs,
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reach depths of as much as 200 feet. And from this side come the only

important tributaries of the Noe, of which Grinds Brook is the chief.
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The topography of the dale shows three well-marked natural divi-

sions, which are of very unequal importance to its inhabitants (see Figs.

2 and 3). From the edge of the moorland the upper slopes plunge
steeply downward at such angles that they have but a thin covering of

stony soil : in many places precipitous slopes occur, and the angle of

these steep slopes is often over rather than under 30°. The "scars," or

precipices, of the Millstone Grit occur in only a few places. They are

locally named " tors."

At an elevation of from 1000 to 900 feet above the sea this upper
slope passes, usually by a distinct break of slope, into the second topo-

graphic division, the valley floor. This is an area of moderate slope

from the foot of the hills towards the axis of the valley, with a surface

which is smooth in its general outlines but contains numerous small

irregularities, especially where the side streams have cut miniature

ravines in crossing it.

At several places on the steep upper slopes landslides have occurred

in fairly recent times. In each case the view seen is the steep bare

cliff left as a scar on the upper slope, and below it an irregular mass,

with a hummocky surface, formed by the fallen material when it came
to rest on the shelf. When seen from a distance the more recent of

these landslides bear some likeness to large quarries. All the fallen

masses are now covered with vegetation, and on several of them trees

have grown. One of them, situated below Broadlee-bank Tor to the

east of Upper Booth, still has a pond and some small marshes in the

hollows of its surface. Apart from the evidence they give as to the

mode of formation of the valley, the landslides are of importance mainly

as encroachments on the habitable valley floor. An encroachment in

some respects similar to these, but not yet covered by vegetation, is

formed by material excavated in the boring of the Cowburn tunnel

and dumped in a huge heap near its entrance.

Along the axis of the dale the valley floor is intersected by the

younger and narrower valley in which the river now flows. This inner

valley reaches a depth of twenty to thirty feet, with a very variable

width. In a few places it is almost a ravine ; and at its widest, near the

mill, it is less than a hundred yards across. It is usually marked off by

very abrupt slopes.

This younger valley has cut the main valley floor into two sections,

which present the appearance of broad green shelves projecting from

the base of the upper slopes towards the middle of the dale, and running

back with the contours into every side valley. On these shelves are to

be found practically all the cultivated ground, nearly all the dwellings,

except three or four houses about the mill, and the road and railway.

The steep slopes above and the gorge below are alike of minor importance.

The physical geography of Edale may be described briefly in terms

of the development suggested above. Along the line of a minor upfold

of the rocks (cf. Fig. 2, A B), in the surface which is now represented by

the tops of the high moorlands, and was the Tertiary peneplain of the

Pennine region, with a south-easterly slope, the ancestor of the river Xoe

cut out a narrow valley to a depth of a little more than a thousand feet.
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At this depth downward erosion ceased to be dominant ; and the valley

was gradually broadened until its floor reached a width of about half a

mile. Over this floor was spread a layer of soil formed by weathering,

by the wash and creep of rock-waste from the slopes above, and by
stream deposits. Where the streams have cut through it the maximum
thickness of this layer of soil is seen to be now from twelve to fifteen

feet. It may be more in some other places ; but it is probably deepest
along the centre of the dale. 1 At a later stage in the evolution of

the valley the streams again began to cut downward, and so formed the
present youthful inner valleys of the Noe and its larger tributaries.

The Peak

1. Kinder Scout < rrit.

2. Shale.

3. Shale Grit.

4. Sandstoi

5. Shales and Thin Limestones.

6. Mountain Limestone.
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on a small scale features which are common to many valleys of the

Pennines from the Trent to the Tyne. And it may fairly he regarded

as being, from the point of view of physical geography, a typical

Pennine dale.

The rocks of Edale are mainly sandstones and shales of the Carboni-

ferous series (see Section AB, Fig. 2). Along the edge of the Peak, from

Kinder Low to the Madwoman's Stones, a distance of some four miles,

there are several places in which groups of fantastically carved rocks

stand out above the peat moors. Those to the west are masses of a

hard, coarse-grained sandstone, in which many small quartz pebbles are

embedded. These have been carved by wind erosion into forms of very

great variety ; and many of them stand up like sentinels overlooking the

lonely moorland. It is easy for a vivid imagination to see here the

midnight revel of the fairies, the witches' dance, or the temples and

worshippers of prehistoric time. Some such places may well have been

used by the men of the stone ages ; but none of those which I have seen

in this neighbourhood owes anything to human agency.

All the fences on the higher ground, and many of those on the lower,

are formed by dry stone walls. In these there are holes at frequent

intervals for the passage of sheep. These openings can be closed by stone

slabs. The stones of these walls are mostly local thin-bedded sandstones.

There is, however, no important quarry in the dale : and the stone used

in most of the larger buildings has been imported. A shaly sandstone,

found in sheets of an inch or so in thickness, has been largely used as

a roofing material. One or two stone barns built, like the field walls,

without mortar are still in use. The chinks in them are partly stopped

with moss or sods. 1 The fact that no good limestone occurs in Edale

probably accounts for the sparing use of mortar. In addition to the

absence of lime and of good building stone there are no mines of any

sort in Edale. This lack of the minerals which have elsewhere drawn

population to the high valleys has accentuated its seclusion.

On its north, west, and south-west borders Edale is enclosed by high

and wide moorlands, across which there are no roads, and only two

regular tracks of any importance. Except in bad winters no part of this

moorland border is impassable ; but it is all of sufficient difficulty to

have kept the dale practically isolated. In our days the High Peak is

sacred to grouse, and " trespassers will be prosecuted."

The eastern part of the southern border is of a very different char-

acter. To the south of this, instead of a wide moor, is the Hope Valley,

which is larger, wider, lower, and more fertile and populous than Edale.

Eastward from Mam Tor the divide is a ridge less than a thousand feet

above the valleys, and so narrow that from almost any point on it both

valleys are fully visible. This ridge is crossed by several footpaths.

For a few years before 1902 some of the workers of Edale Mill lived in

the Hope Valley and crossed the ridge daily. But the loss of time so

1 Dr. S. T. Hall, on p. 191 of his Days in Derbyshire, published in 1863 by E. Keene at

Derby, states that he met in Edale a man who spent a part of the year in gathering moss

with which to stop crevices in walls and roofs.
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caused, especially in winter, led the millowners to build houses near the

mill. 1 In addition to these paths, Mam Nick, a slight notch in the crest,

just to the west of Mam Tor, carries a difficult road from Edale over to

connect with the highroad which here crosses the Peak District from

west to east.

But the important gap in the heights surrounding Edale is that by
which the river leaves it at its eastern end. Here the stream turns

southward through a narrower valley, about half the width of Edale

Fig. 3.—View taken from the north bank of the River Noe near Edale Mill, looking

south-east.

Note, in foreground, one of the river terraces, and the edge of the inner valley ; in

the middle distance, the shelf of cultivated land, and the line of a gully across it.

Note how the quickset hedges give place to stone walls round the higher fields ; in the

background, the boundary ridge— Lose Hill to the left and Back Tor to the right. Just

to the right of Back Tor is a notch which carries a footpath from Edale Mill to Castleton.

Im front of Back Tor is an old landslide.

—

PJwto by Mr. Robert Sneoth.

itself, on its way to the Hope Valley and thence to the Derwent. This
gap is the only place at which the inhabited land of Edale comes into

actual contact with other inhabited land ; and this has always been the

chief route connecting it with the outer world.

The soil of Edale is on the whole poor, and in many places very
scanty. Even where there is a fair thickness of soil its heavy and
stony character reduces its fertility. The climatic conditions also com-
pare unfavourably with those of the English Lowlands. The rainfall is

1 From information supplied to tbe writer by Eber Jackson, Esq., Manager of Edale
Mill.

VOL. XXXIII.
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heavy ; * and severe snowstorms occur in most winters
j but the chief

drawback is the combination of a late spring with a cool and cloudy

summer. Only in good years is it possible for wheat to ripen here :

and the summer conditions are relatively unfavourable to all cereals. In

winter the amount of sunshine received by the southern shelf is much
reduced by the shadow of the hills which overlook it (see Section CD,
Fig. 2). The generally east-west trend of the valley makes this factor

less important near sunrise and sunset.

Trees grow freely in most parts of the valley ; and the larger gullies

are marked by lines of oak, ash, elm, alder, chestnut, sycamore, and

other common English trees. There are a few plantations of conifers,

up to altitudes of 1500 feet or a little more. The distribution of these

seems to be related more directly to factors of shelter from strong

winds and sufficiency of soil than to any direct limitation of altitude.

The population of Edale is mainly agricultural and pastoral. The
land is divided into a large number of farms, and sixty acres is counted a

large holding. Some of the farms are occupied by their owners, and some

by tenant farmers ; but there is no squire. Under these conditions agricul-

tural development is undoubtedly often handicapped by a lack of capital,

to which the state of many of the fences and farm buildings is witness.

Most of the farmsteads are on the northern, sun-facing, side of the

valley ; and on this side too are all the hamlets, from Upper Booth, by

Barber Booth, Grindsbrook Booth, Ollerbrook Booth and Nether Booth

to Edale End. At the most central and largest of these, Grindsbrook

Booth, are the church, the two inns, the school, the railway station, the

post-office, and the local joiner and wheelwright of the dale. This

hamlet is now commonly spoken of as "Edale" village. There is now

(1916) no smith or saddler or butcher in the dale, and only three retail

shops, of which one is combined with the post-office, one is at Barber

Booth, and the third at the hamlet of Edale Mill.

The localisation of the majority of the dwelling-houses on the

northern shelf is apparently due mainly to the fact that this is more

exposed to sunshine and more sheltered from cold winds than the

opposite shelf. Except that the northern shelf is somewhat the wider

there is no other noticeable difference between the two parts of the

valley floor. The road naturally keeps to the northern slope because

the hamlets are there. The railway was probably kept to the same side

only because the slight curve of the valley and the position of the

tunnel at its head make this its most direct course through.

1 Two rain gauges were maintained in Edale by the Derwent Valley Water Board from

1906 to 1914 inclusive. Their records, as reported in British Rainfall, were :—

Station.
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Life in this valley down to two or three generations ago was remark-

ably simple. The following summary of its main features, compiled by
piecing together fragments of traditions and tales of past times, with

constant reference to the actual places and to the conditions here and in

similar dales, is probably a fair description of the life of the people for

many centuries.

Most of the good land was under the plough ; and the " rig and
furrow " is still visible on many fields. The chief cereal grown was oats,

to supply the meal which was the staple food of the people and fodder

for the animals. The corn would lie ground at the local mill. Wheat
and barley were occasionally grown ; especially, it would seem, in the

early decades of the nineteenth century, when the prices of corn were
high ; but wheat was never a reliable crop, for in many years it could

not be ripened. Vegetables were grown ; and for a long time potatoes

formed a crop rivalling the oats in importance. Root crops became
important here, as elsewhere, after their introduction to England, mainly

to supply winter fodder for the cattle and sheep.

The rest of the land was given up to grass ; and horses, cattle and
sheep were kept, the first as work animals, and the others to supply

food and clothing. The heavy snowfalls of winter and the difficulty of

supplying winter fodder probably kept down the numbers of the animals
;

but in summer the high hill pastures became available, and it was
possible to devote the greater part of the valley grass-land to the pro-

duction of hay. The distance from the homestead to the high pastures

is everywhere small ; and hence there is here no trace of any develop-

ment of the transhumance which characterises the life of many high

mountain regions.

Small, but probably very welcome, additions to the somewhat
monotonous diet obtained by these agricultural and pastoral occupations

were supplied by the birds and small wild animals, and by the brambles

and bilberries which grow abundantly in parts of the dale and on the

moors. The grouse of the moors are now strictly preserved, and in the

dale pheasants and partridges are scarce ; but the ground game is still

of some importance, and the wild fruit is valued for the making of

preserves.

The clearing of the more fertile parts of the dale for settlement

must have made wood too scarce to be used as the chief fuel from a

very early date ; and the dalesfolk long depended mainly on peat for

their cooking and for warming their houses. The cutting and stacking

of the peat on the moors in the comparatively dry weather of late

summer combined with the hay and corn harvests, both of which are

later here than in the lowlands, to make this the busiest season of the

year. At Grindsbrook Booth " Peat Lane " still marks the route by
which the peat was brought down. It has been long disused ; and the

wet-weather streams have so channelled its surface that it is now im-

passable for any vehicles, even the rough sleds which were commonly
used for bringing down peat.

In such a community the Church would naturally be the principal

focus of social life, and its services and festivals the ordinary occasions
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of meeting among the people. The bond of union formed by the isola-

tion of the dale could be most easily realised through the one public

institution that it possessed. But no vigorous communal life of this

kind is recorded of Edale. Before the Dissolution of the Monasteries

it was dependent on the distant Abbey of Vale Royal, in Cheshire.

After that event it became a chapelry of the parish of Castleton in the

next valley, and remained dependent on Castleton till 1863. The
present church is the third building to serve that purpose since 1633. 1

Probably the failure to establish a distinct ecclesiastical parish (till

1863) and church was due primarily to the poverty of the dale. Its

ecclesiastical dependence must have tended to mitigate its natural

isolation.

But even during the centuries when food, clothing, building material

(of wood and stone), and fuel were produced within the dale some inter-

course with the outer world was still essential. Salt, always a necessity

of life, had to be imported for the preservation of meat for winter use,

as well as for direct consumption by men and beasts. Metal, mainly in

the form of tools, must also have been imported. Limestone outcrops

in abundance just to the south ; and it was not difficult to obtain lime

for use as a fertiliser and for building, and a better building stone thaa

can be got in Edale itself.

To pay for these necessary imports and for any luxuries, the dales-

folk could only export their local products of wool and hides, or cloth

and leather, or the animals themselves, and in some years corn. And,

since the other valleys could produce all these more easily and abun- •

dantly than this remote high valley, the people of Edale were not richly

equipped for commerce. Probably most of the small traffic was with

the villages of Hope and Castleton in the next valley, or with the

markets which served the Peak District. 2

The inclusion of the whole of this district, as the Hundred of High
Peak, in Derbyshire, from the time of the organisation of the English

shires, indicates that these valleys were occupied, as the lie of the land

would lead us to expect, by people who came up the main valleys from

the south. The Derwent Valley is the chief of these, and the towm

situated where it opens out on to the lowlands was naturally the focus

of the organisation and government of these valleys. So we find Edale

a part of Derbyshire, and related, so far as it had relations with the rest

of England in the Middle Ages, mainly to Derby ; for though the low-

lands of South Yorkshire and Cheshire are nearer than that of South

1 These statements are based on the work of Dr. J. C. Cox in (a) the section on "Eccle-

siastical History," in the "Victoria County History," Derbyshire, vol. ii., and (b) his Derby-

shire, in the " Little Guides" Series, published by Methuen ; and on the Census Report •/

1911, vol. iv., " Ecclesiastical Areas."

2 Note on markets: The " Victoria County History," just referred to (vol. ii. p. 313),

states that "as a market town Hope is the centre of this district." There were als«

markets and fairs held, more or less regularly, at Castleton, Tideswell, Bakewell, and

Chapel en le Frith. Of these only the two last named are still held. In the middle of

the eighteenth century road extensions made Sheffield the chief market for the district, as-

it is now.
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Derbyshire the valley ways lead to the latter. The local speech is a

Midland dialect, with little resemblance to the marked dialects of

Yorkshire and Lancashire.

The peaceful and stable mode of life which has been outlined seems

to have gone on almost without change for some centuries, very little

affected by wars and revolutions outside. But the industrial revolution

which has changed the face of the world in the last hundred and fifty

years has not spared Edale. In many respects the most characteristic

and far-reaching of the changes that came in with the Age of Steam,

and seem likely to be extended in the Age of Electricity, were the

improvements in means of communication. These made possible the

economical carriage of heavy and bulky materials over long distances,

and an amount of travel and intercourse among people of different dis-

tricts, which were inconceivable before. To Edale these changes came
later than to most parts of Britain ; and under the simpler conditions of

life here their effects are more readily traceable.

The use of peat as a fuel has vanished. Coal is a better fuel ; and

when improvements in roads and in mining made it available the farmer

soon found it more profitable to use on his farm the labour formerly

diverted, at his busiest season, to peat-gathering and buy the better fuel.

Similarly, though somewhat later, it became unprofitable to grow the

cereal crops, in regard to which the cool and cloudy summer is a hin-

drance, and the land formerly so used was laid down to grass. The
better communications also helped forward these changes by draining

away part of the labour supply to the industrial regions.

The change in cultivation is now practically complete. In August of

1916 there were less than a dozen small patches of arable land in the

dale, with a total area of less than twenty acres ; and of this not more
than a tenth was given to oats, the only cereal to be seen. Edale is now
a grass-farm district, devoted to cattle and sheep. As an instance of the

extent to which the transition is completed, I was told of the farmers

that " they don't even grow their own potatoes !
" And, while observa-

tion showed the existence of many potato patches, mostly in cottage-

gardens, their total extent bore out the assertion. On many of the

farms no ploughing is done now.

Edale Mill was probably built originally for grinding the corn. It

has a good supply of water power ; and since it ceased to be used as a

corn mill it has been the only factory of the dale. During the eighteenth

century it was for some years used as a tannery. Later it became a

cotton mill during the spread of the cotton industry among the Pennine

valleys in the latter part of that century. This was closed down some
time between 1821 and 1831, but reopened in 1837 ; and since then it

has worked continuously, except for a few months in 1896, to the pre-

sent day. This factory imports all its raw material, and exports all its

product. Its localisation is a result of the presence of water power in a

sufficiently accessible place, and it has little effect on the life of the dales-

folk. The water power ordinarily sufficed for all its needs down to

1896 when, probably as a result of the opening of the railway, the

factory was considerably extended, and steam power was added.
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The river now supplies only a fourth of the power (40 out of

160 H.P.).

The change from the self-sufficiency of an isolated mountain valley,

whose people produced for themselves almost all the necessaries of a

simple life, to the present condition, in which they specialise on grass-

farming to the exclusion of other forms of production, is a direct result

of the opening up of communications with the outer world. And its

continuance depends essentially on the maintenance of those communica-
tions. Now that the dale produces meat and milk, with some amount of

wool and eggs, for sale, it must import nearly all the necessaries of life.

Hence the supplies of food, clothing, fuel, tools, and luxuries are now
brought in by rail or road ; and the people are absolutely dependent on

these imports. Even the butter sold in the shops is obtained, in part

at least, from Sheffield market. And brick has been used instead of

stone in some new buildings.

The change progressed with comparative slowness from the con-

struction of roads through the High Peak District in the last decades of

the eighteenth century to the opening of the railway through Edale in

1894. 1 Since that event, one of the most important in the history of the

valley, it has been rapidly completed.

The railway facilities now enjoyed by Edale are not in the least due

to local needs. The amount of traffic supplied by the dale itself would

never have justified the construction of a line, especially in such difficult

country, where the average gradient between Hope and Edale ap-

proaches 1 in 1 00. 2 Many larger and more populous dales of the Pennines

are still without a railway. But on each side of the southern Pennines

there is a densely peopled industrial region, focused, so far as they con-

cern us here, on Manchester and Sheffield respectively. The large popu-

lations, and the different industrial specialisations, of these two regions

have made railway connection between them necessary and profitable
;

in spite of the heavy cost of construction, maintenance, and working

by which the mountain barrier, though worsted, takes toll of all

traffic.

A little further to the north the Pennines are so far penetrated by

valleys from east and west that they are pierced by single tunnels at

Standedge and Woodhead. Here, in the High Peak District, the gene-

rally west-to-east valley of the river Noe forms a transverse route,

which is now followed by the Dore and Chinley branch of the Midland

Railway. The utilisation of this route involved the construction of two

tunnels, Totley and Cowburn, each of which is comparable with those

just mentioned. Of the two direct routes between Sheffield and Man-

chester, that of the Midland line through Edale is the longer ; and it

has much more of its length in tunnels, so that it probably cost more to

construct, and has the higher maintenance charges. It has, however,

lower summit levels, and therefore, on the average, easier gradients than

1 See the History of the Midland Railway, by C. E. Stretton, published by Methuen:

London, 1901.
2 The heights of the rails are :—at Hope Station, 560 feet, at Edale station, 801 feet. The

distance is approximately 4| miles. Thus the average gradient is about 1 in 101.
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the Great Central line, and so may have lower working costs. The
comparative figures for the lines are :

—

l

Line.
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engaged in the cotton industry and tends to direct the relations of the

dale towards Manchester. The mill and its workers are, however,

somewhat apart from the general life of the dale, which is not in any
sense an industrial area.

The population of Edale as recorded at each census is as follows :

—

1801. 1811. 1821. 1831. 184L 1S51. 1861. 1871. 1881. 1891. 1901. 1911.

397 387 435 333 559 466 386 352 335 955 365 451

The changes in the number of inhabitants are due to various factors.

The fluctuations of employment at the mill account for part. The
relatively high figures of 1821 and 1841 include millworkers ; while in

1831 the mill was closed. Again, the extension of the mill in 1896 led

to a slight increase in the population of the dale; but this did not all

appear in the census till 1911, because, before the opening of the new
houses near the mill in 1902, some of the workers lived in the Hope
Valley. The exceptionally high figure recorded in 1891 was due to the

presence of workmen engaged on the construction of the railway and
the boring of the Cowburn tunnel. The number employed at the mill

has not varied greatly since the middle of the nineteenth century. The
actual numbers were, in 1864, 69, and in 1911, 62. Five-sixths of

these were women and girls. Hence the population maintained in

Edale by the mill may be estimated at from 100 to 120 persons.

When allowance is made for the industrial population just discussed,

it is seen that the total of the remaining agricultural population has

changed in much the same way as that of other rural districts of Eng-

land. For the first half of the period recorded there was a gradual

increase. In the middle of the century a decline set in ; and this

continued till the early nineties, when, just before the coming of the

railway, the agricultural population seems to have reached a minimum.

Since then there has been a slight increase owing to the stimulus of

improved access to markets. Of the increase of 86 persons between

1901 and 1911 not more than half may be ascribed to the opening of

the nine new houses near the mill. And a small part is due to the

settlement in Edale of a few retired persons, in three or four households.

In the middle of the century the two sexes were almost equally

represented in the population of 466 persons. In 1851 there were

229 males and 237 females. In 1911 there were 194 males and 257

females in the total of 451 persons. This represents an excess of

women and girls almost in the proportion of 4 to 3, which is much
greater than the excess for the country as a whole. The mill employed

53 women and girls and only 9 men ; so that in the rest of the popula-

tion there were 204 females to 185 males, a proportion of about 11 to 10,

which is little more than that of the whole country 1 (107 to 100).

The great change in the conditions of human life in Edale which has

been described may be summarised by saying that from being an isolated,

almost self-supporting, community living to itself it has become a part

1 The figures used in discussing the population are from the Census Reports and from

information supplied by Eber Jackson. Esq. (See note above, p. 17.)
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of Britain. Economically and socially it has no longer any independent

life ; though there are as yet few indications of any general and con-

scious recognition of this vital revolution. The change has occurred all

over this and other countries ; and its far-reaching importance is

gradually being realised. It may be interesting to glance at the possible

development of Edale from this point of view.

Such a district of poor soil, irregular surface, and cool, moist climate,

is evidently suited rather for forestry than for agriculture ; and it is

probable that the most economical use of the dale would be made by
planting the greater part of it with suitable trees. Already some small

plantations of conifers flourish up to altitudes of 1500 feet, and so

demonstrate the feasibility of afforestation : though how far trees can be

grown on the moorland can only be decided by trial. Such agriculture

as remained in clearings would benefit considerably by the shelter from

strong winds, especially during snowstorms, as well as from the fact

that forests require labour in the farmer's slack season. The pastoral

farming which now occupies the dale maintains but a small population,

well under a hundred persons per square mile of occupied land, and a

change to forestry might cause an increase.

Secondly, the position of Edale, combined with the pure air and
water it enjoys, marks it out aB a healthy residential district in relation

to the industrial lowlands east and west of it. All the valleys of the

High Peak District have become holiday resorts in the last few years :

and some of the villages are already becoming outer residential suburbs

of South Yorkshire or Lancashire. There is little doubt that a similar

development, the beginnings of which are already visible, would take

place in Edale if its service of passenger trains to the cities on each side

of it made this possible. It is probable that such residential develop-

ment would be stimulated by afforestation, which would rather increase

than reduce the advantages to health and the attractions of the dale.

Early in this paper it was noted that Edale is physically a typical

Pennine dale. Like every valley, it has its own individual charac-

teristics ; but in the main features of the evolution here described, and

in its possibilities of future development, it is also a fair type of many
of these dales. This fact may be held to justify a study of a district

which is otherwise of small importance.

Maps.—Edale is shown on sheet 99 of the Ordnance Survey's one inch to the

mile map of England, small sheet series, and on the corresponding Geological

Survey map. It extends over sheets 6, 7, 9 and 10 of the six inch to the mile

map of Derbyshire.

SOME GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON ANCIENT EGYPT.

By W. R. Kermack.

For 8ix hundred miles and more from Wady Haifa to Cairo the rift of

the Nile valley cuts deep across the desert, rock surface of the African

continent, a surface which stands a thousand to fifteen hundred feet
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above sea-level, in substance first limestone, worn into such gorges as

the Valley of the Kings, and below Thebes sandstone for three hundred
miles. At Haifa and again at Assuan the river meets transverse reefs

of granite and other harder rocks which give more resistance to its

waters' denudation and form the Second and First Cataracts. The
width of the valley in the limestone district is ten to fifteen miles ; in

the sandstone it narrows to an average of less than two. At Silsilis the
cultivated land is actually only a few feet wide, so that even to-day
the entire area for cultivation in Egypt is only about 9000 square miles,

or about one and a half times the size of Yorkshire. Some dozen miles
below Cairo the river, free of its rock walls, begins to branch, now
into two, once, in the time of Herodotus, into seven distinct main
streams, and spreads the rich alluvial soil it carries in flood from the
heart of the continent over the hundred and fifty miles of breadth and
the hundred miles of depth of its delta. This last is Lower, as the
rock-bound course of the Nile from Haifa is Upper Egypt—the two great
natural divisions of the land, for which its ancient rulers wore the red
crown and the white. But both alike, so far as they had soil for culti-

vation to support a settled people, were "the Gift of the River"; in

both the yearly harvest depended on the fertilising powers of the Nile
mud laid on their fields by the river in flood, swollen by the monsoon
rains of Abyssinia

;

"Et vividem iEgyptum nigra fcecundat arena"
;

and for Upper as for Lower Egypt the lines on the Arab Nilometer at

Roda, above which the water had to rise or famine followed, were truly

named Munkir and Nakir, the angels of the grave.

On east and west alike as frontier stretched the desert, from which
Egypt had been won by the river, and across which access to Egypt
could be gained only where the wells of a string of oases afforded water
for the journey. On the north-west this desert barrier is the ancient

Marmarica, 1 an arid limestone plateau three to six hundred feet above
the sea, some four hundred miles in length to the present political

frontier, where Egypt marches with Tripoli, and varying in width from
north to south, between the Mediterranean and the Libyan desert, from
fifty miles at its narrowest to about a hundred and seventy. It is

traversed only by two routes : on the north along the coast, where a

strip of loam-covered limestone gives an area of cultivation, and where,
too, subsidence within historic times may have lost another coastline,

more fertile and with better harbours than that of to-day ; and inland,

on the south, by the line of the oases Narabub, Siwa, Gara, Moghara,
leading to Wadi Natrun or Wadi Fareg, and so to the head of the delta,

to Memphis or Cairo. Like the southern, the northern road ran

anciently to Wadi Natrun, till diverted by the rise of Alexandria. Of
the two it is by far the more practicable line for an invader coming in

strength
; fresh drinking water may not infrequently be had by digging,

even quite close to the sea ; and to such invasion Egypt of the Pharaohs

1 The Geographical Journal, February 1916.
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was repeatedly subjected by migrations, in time of drought, from the

Libyan grass-lands to westward, notably in 1230 B.C., in the reign of

Meneptah. The last attack from the west was the Fatimid conquest in

969 of our era. Further south than Marmarica the sand dunes of the

Libyan desert prevent routes from the west reaching the Nile valley,

save where the line of the oases Farafra, Dakla, and Kharga touches it

at Thebes or Abydos. We know little, however, as a whole, of the

relations of ancient Egypt with her western neighbours. On this side

her frontiers were threatened by no first-class Power.

It is different in the case of the desert which lies on the eastern

border, the desert of Tih, mud flats first along the coast beyond the

marshes of the lower delta, changing along the low barren coastline

into what was once Lake Bardawil lagoon, the famous " Serbonian Bog,

now mostly dried salt and gypsum, stretching towards the Wadi el

Arish, 1 the Old Testament "river of Egypt " (Genesis xv. 18; Joshua

xv. 4), the whole district rising inland into sand dunes, and from these

again to the granites of Mount Sinai. On this side we are in touch

with universal interest. Across this frontier ebbed and flowed the tide

of Egypt's warfare with Babylonian, Assyrian, Persian, and Greek,

heavy infantry in column of fours and negro bowmen ; across it Saladin

invaded Egypt and Napoleon Syria ; it is the " Desert of the Wander-

ings " of the Israelites migrating to their "Land of Promise," and by
its desert routes Abraham entered Egypt, Jacob was borne by his sons

to his sepulchre in " the cave of the field of Machpelah," and Mary and

Joseph fled with their precious burden from Herod the Great.

These routes, defined by the strings of wells in their palm-clustered

oases, as well as by the softer drift sand, across which going for men
and horses and camels is very difficult or impossible, are for practical

purposes three in number ; a southern road of immemorial antiquity

from the head of the Gulf of Akabah to Suez by Nekhl, "the well of

the Palm Tree," and thence by the line of the Sweet Water Canal to

Ismailia, and so to the head of the delta ; a central road from Hebron

and Bir Saba, the Beersheba of the Bible, by Haghara to Ismailia—on

this road the wells dry up in summer and there is a scarcity of water
;

and best known of all, a northern road, " by the way of the Philistines,'

by Rafa, El Arish, and Katia to Kantara. With the dominance in

Egypt of Mohammedanism, it is worth noticing, there came into impor-

tance a Pilgrim Way from Cairo by Suez and Akabah to the holy

cities of Mecca and Medina, the "old Suez Koad," which we find being

repaired by mediaeval sultans, and which carried, too, the eastern trade

of raw silks, nutmegs, pepper, indigo, mace and cloves from India and

the Spice Islands overland from Suez to be sold on the Nile to Venetian

merchants at the wharves of Bulak, the fourteenth-century port of

Cairo. As regards the central road, we may notice that the line of the

present navigable canal from Ismailia by Belbeis to Cairo, the line of

advance taken by the Arabs in 639, by the Crusaders in 1168, both

storming Belbeis on their way, and by the British army which won

1 H. B. Tristram, The Topography of the Holy Land, p. 10.
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Tel-el-Kebir in 1882, was also under the Pharaohs the course of the

canal of Necho and Darius. Here, too, under the Roman occupation

the " Amnis Trajanus" connected their fortress of Babylon near

Memphis with Suez on the Red Sea.

The northern route, while in essentials the same to-day as five

thousand years ago, differs in detail. The route of ancient history ran

from the north down the Syrian coast plain, or from the east, Damascus
and beyond, past the valley of Jezreel and Megiddo, where Josiah,

king of Judah, went up to battle as an ally of Assyria against " Pharaoh-
nechoh "—" and he slew him at Megiddo, when he had seen him. And
his servants carried him in a chariot dead from Megiddo, and brought
him to Jerusalem " (2 Kings xxiii. 29-30) to Philistia, and then from
El Arish, which Napoleon called, with Alexandria, one of the two keys

of Egypt, across the desert from oasis to oasis to where Kantara marked
a crossing-place between the lakes lying on the line of the present Suez

Canal. This, too, is the line of the caravan route from Syria to Egypt
to-day ; but the numerous ruins which are found in this region where
apparently neither inducement nor possibility of human habitation exists,

such as in the desert near Kantara, on the Suez Canal, round Pelusium,

some twenty miles east of Kantara, or on the shores of dried-up Lake
Bardawil, must bear witness to a state of things altered within historical

times. And without doubt this change is due to the fact that, whereas

the easternmost branch of the Nile now enters the Mediterranean west

of Port Said at Damietta, it formerly entered by two branches east of

Port Said, or rather east of where Port Said now stands, past Tanis, and
still further east, past Pelusium. The camel caravans, too, of to-day

are a feature relatively modern. The beast of burden of ancient Egypt
was either the human porter or the donkey. The horse seems to have

been introduced about 1500 B.C. by the Hyksos : the camel and buffalo

came yet later, in Greek times.

"We know little for certain as to the race and origin of the early

dwellers in this land of Egypt, the ancient Egyptians, with whom, how-

ever, the present inhabitants are generally considered to be identical in

type. By neolithic times at any rate all essential physical features of

the region were much as they are to-day : and it seems likely that in

that epoch the lower valley of the Nile was settled by incomers from

the south—from Punt (Somaliland) as their old traditions held—who
were probably African in race, as their dress, the loin cloth, and a good

deal of other evidence shows. 1 These, after they came north, were con-

quered by another race, probably of different stock, and, it may well be,

Asiatic in origin, for the Egyptian language, though Berber and North

African in type, has also points of likeness to Semitic languages, and

the Egyptians' use of mud bricks, and the cylinder seal of the early

Egyptian dynasties before the fifth, suggest a pretty close connection

with Babylonia. The skulls, too, of this ruling class, found in the

Giza tombs of the fourth dynasty and elsewhere, resemble Syrian

types.

1 Compare G. Maspero, Guide du visiteur an Musee dii Caire (4th edition), p. 285.
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The routes these Asiatic immigrants followed, and the districts where

they established themselves in the Nile valley, were probably two. In

the north they seem to have entered and settled in the delta by way
of Suez, but evidence for the early history of the delta is buried under

Nile mud. Their more important settlement was about Abydos, near

which lay This, the capital of the first and second dynasties. Here
the bend of the Nile brings it within about a hundred miles of the Eed
Sea, and at Koptos the Wadi Hammamat leads from the Red Sea, from

modern Kosseir or ancient Leucos Limen, to the Nile. It is in this

region too, as Professor Myres shows, 1 that Kharga, the easternmost of

the line of western oases, approaches the Nile valley ; and it is precisely

in this district, where we should geographically expect progress as the

result of these relations beyond their borders of the inhabitants of this

section of the Nile valley, that the art of pottery rather suddenly

appears, and that, too, at a fairly high level of technical skill. Remem-
ber, too, that as well as this intercourse with east and west, there was
also connection with the tribes south and north of them, up-river with

the prevailing wind for nine months in the year, and down-river with

the stream, as the " soul-boats " show in the Cairo Museum, with sails

set for the up-journey, and furled for the return. Thus these early

Egyptians round Abydos 2 drew gold and ivory, probably from the

Upper Nile, iron too, the " metal from heaven,'' perhaps got from

meteorites from Central Africa, and used, at any rate, only for religious

purposes, coral from the Red Sea, and turquoise from Wadi Moghara
in Sinai, copper from Sinai or Nubia, or from Cyprus.

Thus it came about that at This, in this district specially favoured

by nature for early developments, the first dynasty of Egypt had its

capital ; and to this district the honour returned with the Pharaohs of

the middle and new kingdoms, though not then to This, but to Thebes.

There the two bounding ranges of the Nile, Libyan, and Arabian, both

drew back from the river, and allowed the " City of the Hundred Gates
"

to spread on both its banks, in this differing from Memphis and most
other great Egyptian cities, confined to the western bank only, which is

usually considerably the wider. Memphis, however, situated at the

apex of the delta, was to this extent better placed than Thebes to be

the centre of a power controlling both Upper and Lower Egypt ; and
was thus the capital of the third to the sixth dynasties, a period of five

hundred years. This great city reached from Bedreshein village as far

north as Giza, and its circuit in the days of its power was some seven-

teen miles. Its cemetery, in which the Pyramids were only the

mightiest among many funereal monuments, stretched for twenty miles

behind it along the Libyan foothills. Land in the river valley itself

was too costly to spare even for such sacred uses. At the time

of the Arab conquest Memphis was still represented by the city of

Misr, and its fortress of Babylon (" the gate of On," or of Heliopolis,

the ancient " City of the Sun," where Joseph's father-in-law was high

priest) held out against the invaders, and fell only after a seven months
7

1 J. L. Myres, The Dawn of History, p. 57. 2 Ibid., p. 60.
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siege (April 641 ).
x The Arabs call its ruins Kasr-Esh Shema, "the

Castle of the Beacon"; or perhaps "The Castle of Egypt " (Kasr-el-

Khcmi) ; but the beacon is kindled no more, and the honour of Babylon
passed with the Komans, who were its masters. The Crusaders, under
its name, spoke of the Arab cities which supplanted it:

—

" Or ever the knightly years were gone

With the old world to the grave,

I was a king in Babylon,

And you were a Christian slave."

The site of Memphis, however, was once again to become the seat of

empire. Roman Egypt had centred round the Greek city of Alexandria,

better suited than either Memphis or Thebes to the needs of the rulers

of the Mediterranean, Orbis Terrarum. But Alexandria, at the time of

the Nile inundation, was liable to be cut off by water from communica-
tion with Medina, the centre of the land empire of the Arabs, and
thus, on the east bank of the Nile, between the captured fortress and
the site of the mosque of Iber-Tulun, there was founded Fustat, 2 " The
Town of the Tent," to be the home of Arab power in Egypt. And
Fustat or Misr, for the place drew to itself the name of the rival on

whose ruins it had risen, in spite of the foundation on the north-east of

two short-lived official suburbs, el-Askar ("the Cantonments") and
el-Katai (" the Wards), continued to flourish on sure commercial founda-

tions. About 978 it was estimated as one-third the size of Bagdad. Its

dockyard was first at the Island of Roda, then, about the middle of the

tenth century, at Misr itself, later at Maks, about a mile down the river,

and last at Bulak (c. 1313), after the bed of the Nile had shifted to the

west, so as to give up about 1200, first Elephant's Isle (Ge:irat-el-Fil), a

sandbank formed about the wreck of the ship Elephant, and Bulak itself

a century later.3 A third official faubourg came with the Fatimid

invasion (969), Kahira, the Triumphant • and the genius of Saladin com-

bined Fustat and Kahira into one great capital, which he crowned with

his citadel on a spur of the grey Mokattam hills.

Thebes or Memphis or Cairo might serve as the centre of administra-

tion when Egypt stood alone as an independent, or virtually independent

state. Whenever it became part of an alien overseas empire, the

centre of gravity inevitably tended to shift northwards towards the

Mediterranean. For the Greeks and Romans this centre was Alex-

andria. Alexander of Macedon founded this, his name-city, because he

stood for Hellenism ; and the spirit of Hellenism crystallised in the city

state. Alexandria was thus a Greek, never really an Egyptian city,with a

cosmopolitan population, including a considerable Jewish colony, and a

climate Mediterranean rather than African, just as Alexander's successors,

the Ptolemies, Cleopatra, for instance, were Hellenes, not Egyptians.

The actual site, on the strip of land between Lake Mareotis and the sea,

seems to have been chosen as near to a Greek settlement already existing,

1 Stanley Lane-Poole, Cairo (" Medieval Towns"), p. 39.

2 Ibid., p. 40. 3 Ibid., pp. 257-8.
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whose population could transfer to the new site, and because here the

island Rhakotis off the coast gave shelter from the winter gales. Joined

to the mainland by a causeway, the Heptastadion, and crowned by the

world famous Pharos, on the rocky promontory where the old fort and

the Sultan's palace of Ras-el-tin now stand, this island enclosed on the

east the naval harbour, the Partus Magnus, and on the west the commercial

harbour. And indeed, in her prime, Alexandria was the chief port of

the Mediterranean. It was " a ship of Alexandria, sailing into Italy,"

that St. Paul was put on board at Myra in Lycia on his journey to Rome

;

and another, " which had wintered in the isle, whose sign was Castor and
Pollux," that after his shipwreck in the bay that bears his name carried

him from Malta to Puteoli, the great port of Rome for the eastern

trade, byway of Syracuse and Rhegium (Acts xxvii. 6; xxviii. 11).

And this commercial greatness of Alexandria was due, in the first place,

to the fact that Egypt was one of the main granaries of the ancient

world. Even to-day, with the exception of cotton, maize and wheat are

the two principal Egyptian crops ; and so in B.C. 27, when Augustus
divided between the Senate and himself the administration of his empire,

to control the corn supply, he kept Egypt in his own hand. And in

addition to being a granary, she was also one of the manufacturing, and,

therefore, exporting, countries of the day. Solomon brought out of

Egypt horses and chariots and linen yarn (1 Kings x. 28); and under
the sixth and twelfth dynasties (c. 2 GOO B.C. and 2000 B.C.), we have
record of Egypt trading to Byblus in Syria, corn, papyrus for cordage,

linen, ivory, and charms and ornaments in blue glaze, in return for

timber—cedars of Lebanon, drugs, perhaps from Babylonia by way of

Damascus, wine and oil, copper from Cyprus, and silver from the north.

These facts, with her geographical situation, amply explain the com-
mercial greatness of Alexandria.

Erratum.—" Travel Memories." Lieut-Colonel Yate points out that in tin-

lettering to Fig. 3 on p. 571 of his article in the December issue, it would be more
accurate to say that the Bullock s Hump appears in the centre of the picture, in

the background, rather than to the right as stated. The rock is shown imme-
diately to tire left of the citadel.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY.

Lectures in January and the beginning of February.

Sir John M. Stirling-Maxwell, D.L., will deliver a lecture on the
subject of "Afforestation " before the Aberdeen and Dundee centres, on
the 30th and 31st January 1917 respectively. The lecture will be
repeated in Edinburgh and Glasgow on 1st and 2nd February.
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GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Europe.

Permanent Snow on Scottish Mountains.—Some ten years ago
articles by the Rev. R. P. Dansey and Mr. V. H. Gatty appeared in

Symon's Meteorological Magazine, vol. xl. p. 29, and the Geographical

Journal, vol. xxvii. p. 487, respectively, on the permanent snow-beds
of Ben Nevis. Mr. Dansey returns to the subject in the Meteorological

Magazine for November last, and describes some observations made
in September 1916. On the 20th of that month a dozen patches of

old snow were found on Ben Nevis, the largest being in Observa-
tory Gully. This was 4 feet deep at the lower end, but apparently
much deeper elsewhere. A visit to Aonach Mor and Aonach Beg
showed three large snow-beds on the summit ridge, about the 4000 feet

level. The smallest of these was on Aonach Mor, and it, in the author's

opinion, may possibly sometimes disappear, while the other two seem to

be permanent beds. During last summer also, according to an editorial

note, snow persisted throughout the summer on the west slope of the

Cairngorms. This is unusual, for the permanent snow-beds of that

massif lie on the north-east side.

Such observations as the above are of interest as indicating the small

climate change which would be necessary to give Scotland permanently
snow-clad mountains.

America.

Past and Present Indian Population of the United States.—
Very varied estimates of the number of Indians present in the United
States at the time of the first coming of the white man have been put
forward, a fruitful source of error being the assumption that settlement

remains in particular localities were all inhabited at the same time.

Mr. James Mooney has been recently engaged in a computation of the

Indian population in the past and present for the Bureau of American
Ethnology, and a note in Science summarises his results. Mr. Mooney
believes that the entire Indian population north of Mexico, at the

period of earliest white occupancy, was approximately 1,140,000, of

whom about 860,000 were within the present limits of the United
States. The total number has since been reduced by about two-thirds

through disease, famine, and war, consequent on the coming of the white

man.

The Hawaii National Park.—According to a note in Science for

August 11, the U.S.A. Congress has recently created in Hawaii a

National Park, which includes the three volcanoes of Kilauea, Mauna
Loa, and Haleakala, and is the first national park established outside

the continental boundaries of the States. The area is placed under the

control of the Department of the Interior, and Mr. T. A. Jaggar, director
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of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory, communicates the following note

in regard to it:
—"The Hawaiian volcanoes are truly a national asset,

wholly unique of their kind, the most famous in the world of science and

the most continuously, variously, and harmlessly active volcanoes on

earth. Kilauea crater has been nearly continuously active with a lake

or lakes of molten lava for a century ; Mauna Loa is the largest active

volcano and mountain mass in the world, with eruptions about once a

decade, and has poured out more lava during the last century than any

other volcano on the globe. Haleakala is a mountain mass 10,000 feet

high, with a tremendous crater rift in its summit eight miles in diameter

and 3000 feet deep, with many high lava cones built up inside the

crater. It is probably the largest of all known craters among volcanoes

that are technically known as active. Haleakala erupted less than 200

years ago. The crater at sunrise is the grandest volcanic spectacle on

earth."

The Town of Salta, Argentina (vrith Sketch-Map).—Mr. G. M.
Wrigley gives in the Geographical Review for August last an interesting

historical account of the town of Salta, on the Lima-Buenos Aires road,

which was founded by Hernando de Lerma in 1582. The Lirua-Buenos

Aires road, though perhaps as far south as Tucuman of Inca origin, was

essentially a product of the Spanish colonial system. It runs from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, is nearly three thousand miles long, and for half

its length lies at a height of over twelve thousand feet. In the early

Spanish days all the colonial trade of the La Plata provinces was car-

ried on along it, and it was continued to Porto Bello on the isthmus of

Panama, the point of export to the Old World. The most important

item in the trade with the mother country was the silver of Peru, and

the transport of this metal required an enormous number of mules,

which were bred especially on the pampas of Buenos Aires. Salta lies

roughly midway between Lima and Buenos Aires, arid was founded in

the first place for strategic reasons. On the plateau of Bolivia, owing to

the firm establishment of Inca rule, trailic was safe. So also in colonial

times the pampas presented little difficulty. But in the intermediate

zone, between plateau and plains, the Indians were savage and much
feared. Salta, lying between two rivers, easily defended on account of

the surrounding marshes and swamps, had a very strong strategic

position in the danger zone. Its great disadvantage, which persists to

the present day, is the fever due to the mosquitoes of the swamps.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the town had a very

important fair, and its trade in live-stock was great. The mules which
were sent, as already stated, chiefly to Peru were reared on the pampas,
and then sent by easy stages to Cordoba. The journey thither was
arduous, but in the rainy season pasture is abundant in the vicinity of

that town, and the animals remained for some months till they had
recovered condition. They were then driven to Salta, the object being
to reach that town after the subsidence of the summer floods, but before

the onset of severe drought, i.e. about the end of June. The mules
were then pastured round Salta till the fair season, which was in

VOL. XXXIII. C
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February-March. By the end of March the summer floods had sufficiently

subsided to make it possible for the merchants to continue their journey

over the mountains with their purchases. The town, with its popula-

tion annually augmented by the dealers from the pampas and by the

Peruvian merchants, became a nourishing centre, tens of thousands of

mules passing through it every year.

In the latter half of the eighteenth century, however, and especially

after Buenos Aires was granted free trade for its port (1778), the out-

put of the Bolivian mines began to decrease, and traffic along the

Buenos Aires-Lima road diminished. The diminished trade had a

natural reflection in the

increased insecurity of the

road owing to the inva-

sions and depredations of

the Indians, and Salta

diminished in importance.

The wars of independence,

finally, were a heavy blow
to its trade, much of the

local live-stock being de-

stroyed. From the estab-

lishment of Argentine

independence, however,

despite its inclusion in

that republic, the town
developed a much closer

relationship with Bolivia

thanwith thehome country.

It lies where a break of

bulk is necessary, for ox-

carts and coaches can be

used on the pampas, and

only pack animals on the

plateau. Further, the great

differences in climate and

topography between the

district in the vicinity of the

town, capable of rearing live-stock and of yielding agricultural produce,

and the mineral regions of the plateau, stimulated trade. The develop-

ment of Chilean mining further helped the town greatly, by causing a

demand for its local products in the new mining regions, and two new

roads, leading respectively to Copiapo and to Cobija (later to Antofa-

gasta), were added to the original one (cf. sketch-map). The demands

of the nitrate miners in the Atacama desert are now leading to a great

development of the cattle-raising industry, and with this is associated

the cultivation of alfalfa as fodder, some of the surrounding valleys

being admirably suited to this plant. The railway reached Salta and

Jujuy towards the end of the great decade of Argentine railway con-

struction, 1880-90, and it will not be long before there is continuous
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railway communication between Buenos Aires and Lima. Projects have

also been discussed for connecting Salta directly with the Pacific by a

line to Antofagasta, and also by another transverse route to the Para-

guay river. The town is now believed to contain about 30,000 people,

and owing to its position in a transition region between mountain and

plain, between an agricultural and a mining region, seems destined to

become one of the greater cities of Argentina, though from its position

its trade is more likely to be with the region west of the Andes than

with the east, with Chile and Bolivia than with the plains. Geographi-

cally its rise is interesting as affording one more illustration of the

importance of junction zones as sites for considerable towns.

Expedition to Hudson Bay.— During last summer the Uni-

versity of Illinois promoted a geological expedition to the south-west

of Hudson Bay, with a view to investigating the succession of the sedi-

mentary rocks there. Some notes on the expedition are given in Science

for November 3. A start was made from The Pas, Manitoba, whence
the party journeyed by the new Hudson Bay railroad to Armstrong
Lake, and then down the Nelson by means of canoes to the Bay. This

mode of progression is necessary owing to the muskeg or swamp which

covers nearly the entire region, and renders the land almost impassable

in summer. Owing to the mantle of peat, which invests the land to a

depth varying from a few inches up to ten feet, rock exposures are only

to be found on the banks of the larger streams, and this necessitated

the following method of work. A particular stream was followed up
to as near its head as possible, then a portage was made over the divide

to the next stream, and this was followed down to the Bay. The coast

of the Bay was then skirted till the mouth of the next important river

was reached, and the process repeated until sections had been made of

the rocks exposed along the beds of the Nelson, Shamattama, Severn,

Winisk, Ekwan, Moose, and Abitibi rivers. A large collection of fossils

was made, and altogether about 1800 miles were traversed by the party

in canoes. A detailed report of the results is promised.

Australasia.

Proposed Expedition to New Guinea.—An expedition of some-
what novel type is, according to a note in Xafure, in contemplation to

the interior of New Guinea. Dr. Eric Mjoberg, Assistant in the Ento-
mological Department of the Swedish State Museum, has obtained leave

of absence for three years in order to prepare and conduct the expedi-

tion. His intention is to penetrate into the country by aeroplane, taking
as his starting point one of the small islands in Geelvink Bay, at the

north-west end of the island. Dr. Mjoberg has meantime gone to

America to endeavour to raise part of the money required by a lecture

tour.

General.

New French Geographical Society.—We have received the first

issue of the Bulletin of the Geographical Society of Morocco, which
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contains an account of the founding of the Society and of its programme-

of work. From this it appears that the establishment of the Society

was in contemplation in 191-i before the outbreak of war, but the project

was then abandoned under pressure of other anxieties, and owing to the

dispersal of many of the prospective members. Subsequently, however,

the promoters became convinced that, so far from being inexpedient

under war conditions, the scheme might even be an aid in the struggle,

and informal meetings were held during last winter. So much success

was obtained that the first official meeting was held on March 23, 1916,

when the Society was constituted with thirty members. Since then

rapid progress has been made, and on September 19 the membership

had risen to 350, and it became possible to publish the first number of

the Bulletin. The new Society, by means of prizes and in other ways,

is seeking especially to promote the publication of geographical works

dealing with Morocco, and an important part of its programme is to be

the organisation, after the war, of geographical excursions in the

country, along lines analogous to the inter-university excursions carried

out annually in France. The Bulletin, which contains several articles

dealing with the geography of Morocco, shows with what energy the

Society is beginning its work, in which we wish it all success. The

Society has its headquarters at Casablanca, and the President is Captain

de Segonzac, and the Secretary M. Nesme.

The Atlantis Problem.—Professor Lucas Fernandez Navarro

delivered last spring a lecture before the Poyal Geographical Society of

Madrid on the present state of the Atlantis Problem. This lecture has

been translated from the Spanish into French, and appears in two issues

of the B es (July 30 and Aug. 15-30). It is of

special interest not only because of its summaries of the work of others,

and its copious references, but because it makes clear that the problem

falls into two separate parts, which are frequently confused in popular

writings. Of these two the one is geological, and the other historical, a

fact which requires to be carefully kept in mind. In regard to the first,

it is a well-established fact that the Xorth Atlantic is of recent origin,

dating probably from the end of the Tertiary period. Up to that time

an old continent, which may be called the geological Atlantis, stretched

continuously from Europe to Xorth America. The first part of this

continent to sink was that adjoining the present American continent.

Later another segment collapsed near the European side, and between

the two there persisted, for an unknown length of time, an isolated belt

of land, whose position is still marked by the Dolphin rise, which bears

the Azores on its surface. The movements which caused these changes

must have been slow and gradual, and their date renders it impossible

that they could give rise to the tradition mentioned by Plato. This is

obvious when it is realised that even if the existence of man in the

Pliocene could be proved beyond the possibility of a doubt, which has not

yet been done, yet the fact that it is not till the late Pakeolithic period

that implements are found which indicate considerable mental develop-

ment in their makers, seems to disprove entirely the possibility of the
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transmission of a precise tradition of a geological catastrophe by the first

human beings. If Pliocene "man "existed "it would yet be impossible

to call him man, or his species human in the psychological sense of these

terms." The tradition, therefore, if it has any real basis, must in the

author's opinion refer to some event of lesser importance, such as the

separation of an archipelago, which because of its small dimensions might

well take on a catastrophic character, and may have occurred at a very

much later date than the end of Tertiary time. " The remembrance of

such a great event, united to that of an island reached by chance and

not again seen, such as the Azores or Madeira, would explain rationally

the origin of the legend. More or less transformed, rendered poetic by

the addition of picturesque incidents, it might have been able to reach

the dawn of history." Professor Xavarro goes on to point out that since

the Canary islands have, of all the various Atlantic archipelagoes,

retained the nearest connection with the adjacent continent, this applying

both to biological and geological relations, and are therefore certainly of

the most recent origin, it is possible that their separation may have been

late enough to give rise to the Atlantis tradition. The proof is entirely

a question of geology, and such work as has been done hitherto suggests

that the separation cannot have been earlier than the Pliocene, and may
have taken place after the appearance of men of the modern type. Further

observations are necessary of the formations both on the African and

island shores, and these, combined with detailed soundings in the

channel between the two, might fix the date of the final separation.

Professor Navarro suggests that it is a piece of work which should be

undertaken by Spanish scientists. The immediate interest of the

paper, however, as already stated, is its clear statement of the problem

concerned.

Chair of Geology at Liverpool University.—According to an

announcement in Nature, Professor and Mrs. Herdman have presented

the sum of £10,000 to Liverpool University to endow a chair in geology

in memory of their son, Lieut. George A. Herdman, a young student of

distinction, who was killed in action in France a few months ago.

Liverpool has long been a centre of active geological work, but hitherto

there has been no chair in the science at the University.

Personal.—It is announced in Science that Prof, de Martonne, of the

University of Paris, is at present acting as visiting professor at Columbia
University. Prof, de Martonne has been lecturing on the Central

Plateau of France, on the French Alps, and has also given a course of

lectures on the "Plaines et Champs de Bataille du Nord de la France."

In co-operation with Prof. D. W. Johnson, a course has also been given

on the physiography of Europe, in which Prof, de Martonne has been

responsible for the discussion of the Alps, the Carpathians, and south-

eastern Europe generally.

Commercial Geography.

The Baghdad Railway (with Sketch-Map).—According to a note

from enemy sources, the railway tunnel through the Taurus range on
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the Baghdad railway has now been completed. If this he the case, the

work has been carried on more rapidly than was expected (cf. vol. xxxii.
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p. 489). The accompanying sketch-map, reproduced by permission from

the Times, shows the railway and its connections. On the map gaps

are left at the points where the line crosses the Taurus and Amanus
ranges respectively, but both these gaps are now stated to be filled up
by the completion of the necessary tunnels. The line is further shown
as extending to Xisibin, though the exact site of railhead here

remains uncertain. The railway is described in a note which appeared

in vol. xxxii. p. 193 (see also p. 291 in the same volume).

EDUCATIONAL.

Geography Courses at the London School of Economics and
Political Science.—In connection with the note upon the London
University Diploma in Geography, which appeared here in vol. xxxii.

p. 579, we may state that we have received a detailed syllabus of the

courses now being carried on at the above Institution in preparation for

the Diploma. The courses include lectures and discussions on the

Geography of Europe by Mr. H. J. Mackinder, M.A., on North America
by Professor Sargent, and on Historical Geography by Mr. Mackinder
and Professor Sargent : map classes carried on by Professor Sargent,

Mr. Mackinder, and Miss IJodwell Jones ; a course on the use of instru-

ments by Mr. Ormsby, and one on the Physical Basis of Geography by
Professor Garwood, M.A., Sc.D. The courses are thus of a most com-
prehensive character, and students have access to the collections of

geographical books and maps at the School.

NEW BOOKS.

EUROPE.

A Balkan Freebooter. By Jan Gordon. London: Smith, Elder and Co.,

1916. Pria 7s. 6d. net.

This book has a sub-title, '' Being the true exploits of the Serbian Outlaw and
Comitaj Petko Moritch, told by him to the author and set into English." Its

author, Mr. Jan Gordon,. is joint-author of The Luck of Thirteen, which we
reviewed here on p. 349, vol. xxxii. During his wanderings in Serbia Mr. Gordon
met the freebooter whose tale he tells in the present volume, a Serb born in the

year 1869. In conversation with this man he obtained a long series of notes on his

career, and these notes, with some explanatory matter, have been condensed, rather

than expanded, into the present volume. From one point of view the book therefore

may be regarded as a very thrilling and vivid account of the life of a robber in

lands which remain largely mediaeval in type. As such it might be thought that

it is scarcely suitable for notice here. But if it is, as it doubtless will be, widely

read on account of its romantic interest, the cause of geography will certainly gain

greatly. As a picture of social and political life in a period which is just passing

—if it is passing— in the Balkan countries, the book can scarcely be surpassed,

and all those who are interested in Near Eastern questions should not fail to read

it. It gives, in a vivid human setting, all the essentials of the eastern problem,
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and as " Petko'" wandered from Serbia to Bulgaria, from Bulgaria to Rumania and

to Turkish territory, the picture is singularly comprehensive.

The lands in which the freebooter wandered are lands whose social organisation

is of the most primitive nature ; where robbery is the natural' and fitting occupation

of the unfortunate who from any cause has become landless ; where banks do not

seem to exist for the common people, so that wealth is stored in safes, which can

be rifled by the bold ; lands where human charity and pity no less than human
treachery and cruelty are seen in their simplest and least disguised forms. The
newspapers and the majority of the books generally available describe war condi-

tions in the Balkan area in terms so similar to those used in describing them in the

west that the essential differences of these eastern lands are necessarily obscured.

The present book, written with perfect simplicity and with no straining after

effect, tells the story of the life of a Balkan outlaw from the Balkan point of view.

This, as the author soberly observes, is different from our own, and the geographer

should not neglect the chance of filling in the details of his picture of life in the

region. To students of the political geography of the Balkan area especially the

book should be recommended ; it does not profess in any sense to solve political

problems, but at least it makes clear the existence of many which are often slurred

over by enthusiasts.

For the sake of those who would solve Balkan—and some other—problems

by a short-cut we may permit ourselves to make one quotation from Petko's

sayings:—"Back there in prison Stoyan Michaelovitch died the other day. He
was condemned unjustly, and he used to say, ' If ever I get out, Petko, I will take

an axe and kill everybody, for everybody is evil.' But when he was dying, he

said, ' I'm glad I did not get out, Petko.'"

Le Climat de la France. Par G. Bigourdan. Paris : Gauthier-Villars et Cie,

1916. Price 4 francs.

This is a useful little pamphlet, although it is unfortunate that it discusses only

temperature, pressure and winds and omits all considerations of rainfall. It is in

part based upon M. Angot's Etudes sar le climat di la France, and after a short

introduction, in which the peculiar- position of France— almost midway between

the Pole and the Equator—is emphasised, the successive chapters deal with the

constitution of the atmosphere—this including a general discussion of the planetary

circulation—temperature, pressure, atmospheric disturbances, winds. There are a

number of tables containing useful figures, and many charts and sketch-maps, etc.

An interesting map gives the altitude of the various regions of South France

affected by the mistral, and the account of that wind and its causes is concise and

clear. As a book of reference, especially for the teacher, the pamphlet will fill a

useful place.

Denmark and Sweden, with Iceland and Finland. By Jon Stefansson, Ph.D.,

Lecturer in Icelandic at King's College, London. London : T. Fisher Unwin,

1916. Price 5*. net.

This volume of the "Story of the Nations" series opens with a preface by
Viscount Bryce, in which he remarks, " Among all the countries of Europe it is

with those of the Scandinavian North and with Holland that we in Britain are

most nearly connected by blood, by religion, and by similarity of ideas and habits."

Economically, we are still very closely connected with them, for Dr. Stefansson

states that " Denmark sends the whole of her large exports of agricultural produce,

over twenty million pounds' worth, to the British market. Sweden is imitating
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the example set by Denmark in an ever-increasing degree.'" In 1814 Denmark

ceded Norway, except Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroes to Sweden, and Heligo-

land to Britain. Norway is now independent. Heligoland is now German. In

1850 Denmark defeated Germany in war and saved Slesvig, but this province was

in i
s64 conquered by an Austro-Prussian army, and in 1866 Austria ceded her

rights to Prussia on condition that North Slesvig should be reunited to Denmark

whenever its inhabitants by free plebiscite demanded it. The Danes ill SI"

cling to the realisation of this hope. "With regard to Iceland, the Constitution

of 1915 extends the suffrage to women.

The story of Sweden includes the royal champion of the Reformation, Gustavus

Vasa, the splendid career of Gustavus Adolphus, and the extensive campaigns of

Charles xn. Finland was ceded by Sweden to Russia in 1809 after several battles,

and the Tsar. Alexander L, assured the people of Finland that their religion and

fundamental laws, rights, and privileges would be maintained. Dr. Stefansson

points out how this solemn promise has not l>een kept by Russia. He also men-

tions that in 1905 every man and woman over twenty-four years of age was

declared to have the right to vote in the elections for the Finnish Parliament, and

was ekgible as a member of it. "Thus the Finlanders were the hist nation, not

only to give the parliamentary suffrage to women, but to give them seats in Parlia-

ment." Although her Constitution has been broken, "Finland is confident that

she can hold on till the Government of Russia has become so liberalised that

justice i- given her. She will then again become a contented and loyal member

of the Russian Empire."

-I A.

The Gate of Asia. By William Warfield. New York and London :

G. P. Putnam's Sons. Prio 10s.6d.net.

This volume is a description of an American's journey in 1913 from Maskat to

Tabriz and Tiflis <<<< Mesopotamia and Kurdistan. On the way to Baghdad the

traveller visited Kut, of which, had he known what the future was to bring forth,

he would have had more to say. As it is he gives us a brief description, accom-

panied with a photograph, of the village. Of Baghdad itself Mr. Warfield has

much to say. There he met the engineers engaged in the irrigation works as well

•as those working on the new German railway. He has something to say about

British concessions to Germany in the matter of the Baghdad Railway, and points

out also how Russia's interests in this region are affected. "Whether his somewhat

hasty conclusions 'pp. 47-8 , e.g. "We may yet see either Germany or Russia on

the Persian Gulf, possibly both," will be borne out can be decided only by the

present war, part of which is being waged in that area. In any case, this and

other digressions throughout the volume provide interesting sidelights on the

campaigns of the Gate of Asia. Another generalisation sounds strangely to our

ears after two and a half years of war. "European civilisation has always stood

for the development of individual responsibility, while Asia represents the group

m and the merging of the individual with the tribe, the race, the empire
"

(p. 126).

On the purely travel side Mr. "Warfield gives us much information. He tells

us of the quality of the water in desert wells, and of the power of the sun as a

disinfectant (pp. 86-9). But the sun has evidently little effect at Mosul (pp. 133

et seq.), regarding which his opinion coincides with that of Sir Mark Sykes.

Difficulties of travel are clearly indicated, and exemplified in e.g. bridges of

Turkish as compared with those of Persian design (p. 90, etc.). His troubles
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with his native servants are detailed, and many meetings with native officials

described. The contrast between the clean storks and dirty people leads up to

an humorous. incident of a native and a magpie (pp. 92-4).

Mr. Warfield, like Sir Mark Sykes, has much good to say of the Kurds. He
summarises their character impartially (pp. 162-7), and we learn something of the

complex nature of a people not well known in this country. Very many readers

will follow closely the author's account of the Armenian massacres. He made
himself conversant with the religious tenets of that people, comments on the

commercial astuteness and business acumen which help to explain their unpopu-

larity, and sets down, from first-hand sources, all he found out of the brutal

methods that marked these atrocities. The reader will realise that the Armenians,

be they never so bad. have suffered at. the instigation of the Turks in a manner
that is almost beyond belief, and, until the outbreak of the present war, unparal-

leled in history (pp. 259-309). "Jealousy between the Czar and the Kaiser has

been responsible for many of the throes of that country. . . . An autonomous

Armenia is practically impossible on account of the fact that there is no territory

in which the Armenian people form a majority of the inhabitants. That Russia

is a better master than Turkey there can be no doubt. . . . Let us hope, for the

benefit of the Armenian people, that a definite readjustment of their affairs may
be accomplished by the treaty that shall terminate the present European war."

But the Turkish policy towards the Armenians is only to be expected from a

race that is so immorally degenerate, so diabolically cunning, and so unutterably

treacherous as the Turks. " The Turkish custom in raising the internal revenue

i- to handle the powerful with gloves, and exact the last metallic from the

oppressed" (p. 176). In administration they plan, but do not execute. "Over
and over again. " says Mr. Warfield, "the Ottoman starts out well, on a sufficiently

high aim, but the chances are that he will fall down when he comes to difficulties."

Mr. Warfield's volume is a useful addition to recent accounts of the moribund

empire. Starting in a somewhat uncertain manner, reflected in his style, the

author warms to his subject, and the middle part of his book is well done. We
think that chapter iv., where he describes his visit to the ruins of Babylon, is

excellently written, and in many parts the narrative is well sustained. Towards

the end the touch is less certain, and an occasional sentence requires revision.

Many of his photographs are instructive and interesting, but several lack defini-

tion. The absence of both index and map detracts from the value of the work as

a book of reference. We recommend readers to make a first-hand acquaintance

with the book, which, as the work of an impartial observer, deserves careful

examination.

Forty-i'ir, Tears in Chin": Reminiscences. By Timothy Richard, D.D.,

Litt.D. London: T. Fisher Unwin. Price 10s. Gd. net.

This is not a book dealing with geography, and it is not possible to give to it

in this Magazine the notice which it merits as the remarkable record of a very

remarkable man. Amongst the outstanding missionaries who have made it their

life-work to help and uplift the people of China few names are better known
than that of Timothy Richard. He went out to China in 1869 for the Baptist

Missionary Society of England, and has been working there ever since, with much
acceptance alike to natives and to foreigners, while the splendid work which he

did in connection with the administration of famine relief in Shantung and

Shansi in the years from 1876 to 1881 is well known. Of Dr. Richard's

proselytising work this is not the place to speak, but it is worth noting
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that he strongly advocates a study of comparative religions for all mission-

aries. In the course of these reminiscences he shows, what is, perhaps, more rare

at the period in question than it is now, the power to respect and to see what is

good in the non-Christian systems of theology, and especially in the higher Budd-

hism. He translated various Buddhist works, finding in them much that is akin

to Christian teaching, besides which he took advantage of his opportunities to

confer with the leading exponents of Buddhism, lioth in China and in Japan, and,

in siune cases, was able to work in friendly co-operation with them. Moreover,

he was at pains to cultivate good relations with the bishops and priests of the

Roman Catholic missions in China, and he worked hard to smooth over the mis-

understandings which exist between them and their Protestant brethren.

Dr. Richard is a keen educationalist, and he recounts how he denied himself in

order that he might buy books and instruments, with the help of which he was

able to give lectures on modern science to the Chinese officials. This devotion to

higher education helped to open a way to friendly intercourse with many pro-

minent Chinese of the official class, such as Viceroys and Governors. It was, in a

measure, the outcome of such relations that the University of Shansi was founded.

The funds required for its maintenance were provided by fines imposed upon the

province after the Boxer troubles, and the administration of these funds was

placed in the hands of Dr. Richard himself. The foundation of this Shansi

University was but one of many schemes for higher education set on foot by him,

which are described in his liook. He was also one of the prime movers in the

Christian Literature Society in China, which has done much to spread Western

knowledge and Western science amongst the educated classes of the Empire. His

schemes for the reform of China are many and wide-reaching, and he never

hesitated to impress his views on the Chinese Government when he found oppor-

tunities for so doing.

A notice of Dr. Richard's book would be incomplete without some reference to

his crusades as a pacificist He pins his faith to a scheme for a federation of the

leading powers, including China and Japan, and a sort of " parliament of mankind,"

to secure the abolition of war for all time. Amongst many other princes and pre-

sidents he interviewed President Roosevelt at the White House in 1906 ;
but

Dr. Richard has to admit that the President " was not in the fullest sympathy

with the scheme of federation." The scheme naturally provides for an international

army to maintain order amongst the recalcitrant nations, and it is amusing to note

that <; the Chinese delegate at the Hague Conference of 1907 distinguished him-

self by asking a question which none could answer, namely—What would happen

if a state against which war was declared did not wish to fight

Dr. Richards book is cast in diary form, with numbered paragraphs, and,

while it has no pretension to literary style, one cannot but admire its simplicity of

diction. The author is a Welshman, and, through it all. his anient Celtic spirit

is plainly discernible. We feel sure that he will be widely read.

AMEBIC A.

Tli. Cruise of thi "Tomas Barrera" : Tin Narrativi of a Scientific Expedition

to Western Cuba and the Colorado* Reefs, with Observations on the Geology,

ora of the Region. By John B. Henderson. New York and
London : G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1916. Pria 12s. 6'1. net.

This volume, which is provided with a number of fine illustrations and Mime

-ketch-maps, describes a six week>' collecting trip made in the early summer of

1914 to Cuban waters, primarily for the purpose of collecting marine molluscs for
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the National Museum at Washington, though in point of fact the scope of the

expedition was considerably enlarged, and included the study both of marine and
land organisms. The Tomas Barrera was a fishing schooner chartered for the use

of the party at Havana, and -while it proceeded to La Esperanza, the port of

Vinales, in Western Cuba, the scientific party took the railway to Pinar del Rio,

and then travelled by motor-car through the sierra country to Vinales, doing

collecting on the way. From the village also excursions wen- made to the sierras

in the neighbourhood, of whose scenery interesting descriptions are given. The
schooner was then joined at La Esperanza, and the party started on their cruise

among the reefs, durng which collections were made both on land and in the water.

The journey was continued to Cape San Antonio, the western extremity of Cuba,
behind which lies an area of dense forest, apparently heavier than any to be found
elsewhere in Cuba. Of this forest and of its wealth of insects and land shells there

is a good account. Many birds were seen, and of these the brilliantly coloured

and characteristic Cuban trogon and the Cuban todi are both shown on coloured

plates.

From Cape San Antonio the return was made to La Fe, where some of the

party, including the author, landed in order to undertake an overland collecting

trip to Vinales, from which as a centre various excursions were made. The ship

was then again rejoined at La Esperanza. Another excursion was made to the

Pan de Guajaibon, a limestone mountain about 3000 feet high, from which rich

collections were obtained. Other excursions were made from Cabanas, so that it

will lie obvious that land-collecting entered largely into the programme.

Mr. Henderson is primarily an enthusiastic naturalist, but incidentally gives

good descriptions of Cuban scenery, especially of the remarkable limestone sierras,

while his nntes on the climatic conditions and their physiological effects are geo-

graphically interesting. His enthusiasm makes his book pleasant reading, though

it is carelessly written, and contains a goodly number of the kind of errors which
are so dear to the heart of Mr. Punch. The illustrations include both photographs

of scenery and coloured plates showing characteristic birds and tishes.

Brief History of the Unit,*! Stat s. By Matthew Page Andrews. M.A. Phila-

delphia and London : J. B. Lippincott and Co., 1916. Pria is. 6d. net.

This is a well-written and copiously illustrated history for school children.

There are a great number of sketch-maps, and though geographical conditions and
influences are not emphasised in detail, yet incidentally a considerable amount of

geographical information may be obtained from the book.

GENERAL.

Agricultural Geology. By R. H. Rastall, M.A. Cambridge : University

Press, 1916. Pria 10s. 6d. net.

The writer explains, what is evident from the text, that this handbook is meant

only for English readers, and it is mainly occupied with the agricultural aspect of

English rather than general geology. It is apparently meant for students with

some previous training in geology and chemistry, and not for the practical farmer

with no scientific knowledge to begin with. The various rock-forming minerals

commonly met with are enumerated and described, and considerable space is given

to the different geological formations and classes of soil. But from the agriculturist's

point of view, and from the standpoint of the intelligent young farmer intending

to emigrate to Canada or Australia perhaps, the chapters on the aoils leave much
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to be desired. The author explains that for want of space he has been unable to

deal with the modern methods of soil analysis, which are of much agricultural

importance, and vet he devotes a whole chapter to the geological history of some
domestic animals—interesting, no doubt, but a subject of purely biological theory

with no practical agricultural value. A book professing to be of real use to the

farmer should surely s_
r ive him some practical hints as to how to find out such plain

things as, for example, whether his land is deficient in lime, or is sour and needs to

be freshened. It is not very easy, from the agricultural point of view, to see what

good end is to be served by parts of the book ; at the present crisis, when the most

that can be made from the land in these islands should be the foremost consideration

in all scientific minds, mere academic disquisitions are apt to seem out of place.

The chapters on water supply, sediments; and superficial deposits are. however.

much to tlu- point, and useful hints are given as to the location of wells and drains

and in regard to the circulation of underground water.

The Military Map: Elements of Modern Topography. (French School of War.)
London: Macrnillan and Co., Ltd., 1916. Prici 2s. 6d. n< t.

The name of the author of this book is indicated only by the initials •<;. M.
at the end of the Preface. In it the names of the authorities followed, viz. French
Military Manuals, are given. The book consists of 13n pages, and comprises an

Introduction and five chapters. The Introduction, written by Dr. Robert Lachlan
consist- of general principles, definitions, and explanations of methods of surveying
planimetry, and map-plotting. The five chapters deal with plan and elevation

us. shading, the French General Staff Map, and orientation. Throughout the

author has aimed at simple treatment, exacting a knowledge of mathematics which
ought not to be beyond the reach of an aspiring cadet, and certainly well within the

scope of the average student of this branch of geography. The special feature in the

Introduction i- the able explanation of map-projections. Here we have no refer-

ence- to cone-shaped or cylindrical piece- of paper, oi b( - with lights

inside, but instead an account of how maps on various projections can be and are

made. Of course some knowledge of spherical geometry is required, but we are of

opinion that the study of map-projections should be postponed until the pupil or

student has acquired that knowledge, rather than taken so early that artificial and
somewhat misleading devices have to be employed.

Political Frontiers and Boundary Making. By CoL Sir Thomas H. Hoi.dich
K.C.M.G., K.C.I.E., C.B., D.Sc, Vice-President of the Royal Geographical
Society. London: Macrnillan and Co., 1916. Pri LOs,

We read in our boyhood of how Ulysses, in the course of ten years, saw the
cities of many men, and knew their minds. That does not perhaps impress us at
the time, but a< we grow older we begin to see how much is summed up in Homer's
line. And that line recurs to the mind in reading the present volume. The
travels of Sir Thomas Holdich have extended over a much longer time in the

gate than those of Ulysses, and as for space, the comparison, of course, would
be altogether unfair. But one cannot fail to lie conscious of the extraordinary
minuteness as well as breadth of knowledge, and the remarkable judgment in

estimating geographical values which this book reveals to us as the product of that

wide basis of experience. The result is that there are probably few geographical
works (the present reviewer knows of none) in which so much of what is vital in

the geography of the world is condensed into such small compass, and vet in an
extremely readable form. And all that is done without going beyond the limits of
the subject stated in the title. For Sir Thomas holds that, while wars in the
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past hare l>een based on religious differences, or on personal ambition and intrigue,

these causes "are giving place to those caused by the natural impulse of expan-

sion which may be directed by individuals and may lead to a r6le of personal

advancement, but which fundamentally is as much a natural cause for explosion as

are the gases generated in a confined space " (pp. 1-2). " Nature," he says elsewhere

(p. 55), "does nothing to curb the ever-increasing pressure of prolific humanity. 1 ''

Hence it is that in the discussion of frontiers he feels bound to cast his eye over

wide regions and point out the conditions that intensify or relieve the pressure of

population. It is in these surveys that he shows his sense of what is essential in

spatial geography, just as, in the details of the boundaries that he describes with

the intimate knowledge of one who has been a party to the settlement of more

than a score of boundary disputes, he seizes and depicts with vivid effect the

cardinal features.

It is needless to say anything here about the general views of Sir Thomas

Holdich as to the principles by which the value of a frontier or boundary should

be estimated, for these have been recently expounded by himself in an article in

this Magazine (November 1916). It will be enough, therefore, to state how the

book is made up. Two-thirds of it is taken up with the discussion of general

questions, such as The Evolution of the Frontier, The Expansion of Nations, Sea

Frontiers, Spheres of Influence, Buffer States, Natural Frontiers and Artificial

Boundaries, Delimitation and Demarcation, and the remainder is devoted to a

description and estimation of actual boundaries in Africa, Asia, and Europe, an

entire chapter being given to the North-West Frontier of India. American boun-

daries, though not dealt with systematically, are incidentally discussed to a con-

siderable extent in one or other of the more general chapters. In the chapter on

Sea Frontiers it may be mentioned that, while we find it stated that it is the

fleet and not the sea that makes the barrier (p. 62), there is no reference to air-

ships, and only a parenthetic mention of submarines as one of the constituents of

the fleet. It should be added, however, that notwithstanding what is said as to

the fleet being the real barrier, the geographical significance of the sea in relation

to defence is set forth in the passage immediately following. As an instance of the

effect of competing influences in the fixing of boundaries the reader will without

doubt particularly note the remark on p. 290 that, while the feelings of France

and of the inhabitants of Alsace and Lorraine would undoubtedly justify a return

to the old frontier as the inevitable result of a successful issue to the present war,

" the western water-parting of the Ehine basin, where that water-parting is caused

by the Vosges mountains, lends itself far better to the ideal of a frontier barrier

and could readily be rendered impregnable by modern military engineering.''

The emphasis laid above on the high value of the geography in this work mu-t

not be taken to imply that the volume contains no questionable statements. On

p. 71 we are told that there was no pressure of population to lend force to the

expedition of Alexander the Great against Persia. That may be so, but it is

rendered doubtful by the fact (surely admitted) that in the previous century the

long-drawn tragedy recorded by Thucydides was due to pressure of population,

and the other fact that the more inhospitable parts of Greece contributed large

Aclnean and ^Etolian contingents to Alexanders forces. That question is, however,

not easy to settle, but in saying on the same page that the Greek colonies in the

empire founded by Alexander " rapidly ceased to be Greek," becoming merged in

the surrounding population, Sir Thomas has overlooked the large number of Greek

men of letters contributed in the Roman period by the Greek cities of Asia and

Africa, overlooked the fact that it Avas largely the persistence of the Greek

language throughout the East that brought about the division of the Roman
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empire into an eastern ami western portion. Again, on p. 247, the severity of

the Siberian climate, but for which " Siberia might be the Canada of the East.
:

is

spoken of as arising "from her geographical position which interposes the vast

plateau of Central Asia between Siberia and the southern sea." If Sir Thomas will

plot the mean monthly temperatures for Irkutsk, which is 2i° further north than

"Winnipeg and at a considerably higher altitude, and compare them with those of

"Winnipeg, both as given for the same fifteen years by Dr. Buchan in his contribu-

tion to the Challenger Report vol. xxi.), he will find that the two curves almost

coincide. A wider comparison will show that latitude for latitude Siberia ha- a

warmer climate than Canada. These things can hardly be reconciled with his

explanation. That there is no index to the volume is to be regretted. Among
misprints and minor oversights may be noticed on p. 4U towards the bottom

the date 1836 for 1846, on p. 190, 1. 2:.', setting apparently, for settling, on p.

202, 1. 4, the date 1873 for 1783.

Th German Road to the East. By Evans Lewix. London : "William Heinemann,

1916. Price Is. 6d. net.

In this book the geographical interest is subordinate to the political, but the

latter is of a high order. The writer is deeply versed in Cerman alfairs, and is a

sane and able commentator. It is disquieting to read his exposition of the ubiqui-

tous and most able net of subterranean intrigue against this country, even now
only partially revealed, and of the success of the German policy of peaceful pene-

tration. Mr. Lewins explanation of the origin of the war is that the danger of

their internal position had at last been realised by France and Russia, and that

the Kaiser perceiving this decided to throw in his lot with the Pan-German party.

That party represented no mere camarilla but a national movement, and it aimed,

both at the dominion of the seas, and at the creation of a great land Empire
extending from the North Sea to the Persian Gulf. In that scheme the Baghdad
Railway was an essential feature, and for its consummation the control of the

Turkish Empire had to be, and was, achieved. The unwearying persistence of

Germany's efforts towards her goal must extort our regretful admiration, whatever

be our feelings towards her methods, of which the "removal for reasons of State "

of the Archduke Ferdinand is asserted to have been only an incident. Gradually

German ideas widened until they embraced the whole of Anatolia, Syria, Pales-

tine and Mesopotamia. A picturesque detail was the construction of a sanatorium

on the heights above the Mount of Olives at Jerusalem equipped with a powerful

wireless installation, searchlight and even cannon. But in the Persian Gulf the

bold intriguers were bafHed time and again, thanks chiefly to Lord Curzon and
the British Navy.

Mr. Lewin writes with a firm and incisive style, he marshals his facts well,

and gives us altogether a valuable book. There is a useful map and a compre-
hensive bibliography and index.

Map 11' ading and Panorama Sketching. By Ax Instructor. London :

Sifton, Praed and Co., Ltd., 1916. Price 3s.

This very well-illustrated little manual gives many useful hints for young
officers and N.C.O.'s on the elements of field topography, and shows how the essen-

tial points in a landscape should be picked out and recorded. All attempts to

make an artistic picture must be avoided, and only features of military value

delineated. The illustrations are clear and to the point, and it is of the greater
importance for those who may not be accomplished draughtsmen to be able

quickly and intelligently to make such outlines of any kind of country they
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may pass through as are exemplified in the author's sketches. Map-reading and

sketching, Panorama-sketching, and the use of the Prismatic Compass, are the

three divisions under which the subject is discussed. The manual is of a handy

shape and size for the pocket in the field.
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE MAP OF THE WORLD. 1

By Prof J. W. Gregory, F.R.S., D.So.

(With Illustrations.)

The collection of the knowledge expressed on the map of the world

began when man first tracked a river to fresh fishing pools, first found

his way across the mountaine to new hunting fields, and first recognised

that summer and harvest, winter and spring, follow in unvarying annual

succession. The first intelligent fishermen and hunters were the earliest

geographical pioneers, and the seer who discovered the regular re-

currence of the seasons was among the earliest of geographical

philosophers.

Evolution needs a driving power, and the stimulants to geographical

evolution may be divided into three chief categories—the economic, the

academic, and the religious. They were due respectively to the need

for food and other useful materials ; to the thirst for knowledge ; and to

religious and political propagandism. The oldest and most persistent

geographical impulse has been the utilitarian. Man is forced to wander
for food, fuel, and other materials indispensable for even the most
primitive civilisations.

The need for fuel caused constant movements among people who
had no organised transport. When European settlers first colonised

America, the Indians explained their arrival by the assumption that they

had burnt up all the firewood in their own country and so had to move
elsewhere for a fresh supply. When man began to make tools and
weapons of other materials than wood and bone, he was forced to wander

1 Delivered as one of the Citizen Lectures at the Newcastle-on-Tyne Meeting of the

British Association in 191 *>, and also to the Royal Scottish Geographical Society in Edin-

burgh on December 6.
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and bo trade. In Europe the most useful stone for cutting tools was

flint; so the first civilisation was a flint civilisation, and arose where

suitable flint was plentiful. It was doubtless the flint workers of the

southern Baltic who discovered the amber which, in commercial quan-

tities, is found only along that coast. It was first obtained from the

West Baltic, where an amber field extends from the mouth of the Elbe

to the south of Denmark and beyond the mouth of the Oder. Subse-

quently the East Baltic amber field was discovered in Samland around

Konigsberg. Before the discovery of glass, amber was a most useful and

highly prized material, and the oldest known trade routes in Europe

were those from the Mediterranean to the amber fields. The amber had

probably reached Palestine by the time of Ezekiel, as in recording his

vision (Ezek. i. 4 and 27) he describes the glory of the Lord " as of the

Fig. 1.—Section of boat with tin ingot fitted in it ; the separate ingot is shown above.

colour of amber " ; and excavations in Assyria have shown that the

Baltic amber was used there in the eighth century B.C.

There were four main trade routes across Europe, which have, been

traced by the fragments and stores of amber found along them. The

first route began at the northern end of the Adriatic at Aquileia; it

crossed the Alps by the pass known as Mount Ocra (apparently Sairach)

in Idria to Nauportus (Upper Laibach) ; it followed the Laibach river

to the Save; and thence crossed the Drave to Pannonia or western

Hungary. There the merchants from the Adriatic exchanged their oil

and wine for slaves, cattle, iron ore, and amber. One of the chief marts

was Carnuntum (Pressburg) on the Danube east of Vienna, which, accord-

ing to Pliny, was six hundred miles from the amber fields. The main

route from Carnuntum crossed Moravia and Bohemia to the Elbe and

followed that river to the sea. Subsequently routes to the East Baltic

field were established along the Oder and Vistula. By a third route the
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amber from the West Baltic was carried across Holland, and thence to

the Rhone Valley, either up the Rhine and through the Gate of

Burgundy or across western France.

A fourth was the sea route past Gibraltar and through the English

Channel. It was established by the Phoenicians, and was in one respect

the most important : for it probably led, in the fourth century B.C., to

the famous voyage by Pytheas, the mathematical geographer of the

Phoenician colony at Marseilles. He sailed along the eastern coasts of

Britain, probably to the Faroes and perhaps to Iceland. This memor-

able voyage gained Pytheas the title of "discoverer of the British Isles.

They must, however, have been known many centuries before his time.

Some earlier trader, who was travelling by sea to the amber fields,

probably carried to Phoenicia the good news that the river gravels of

Cornwall were rich in tin. The addition of one part of tin to five or six

parts of copper produces that most useful metal bronze : so tin was one

of the most valuable of materials to primitive man, and the northern

trade became even more important to the Mediterranean people for its

tin than for its amber. Tin was obtained and smelted in Cornwall, and

either carried across England along the Pilgrims' Way, as it was known

from its later use by the medieval pilgrims, or ek-e shipped from St.

Michael's Mount to Kent and across the Straits of Dover to Boulogne :

thence overland to Marseilles, where it was shipped to Phoenicia. The

tin was cast in Cornwall into ingots, one of which, dredged up in

Falmouth Harbour, shows their ingenious form (Fig. 1 ). They are shaped,

as depicted in Lord Leighton's picture of the Phoenicians trading with the

Ancient Britons, like a double-ended boot-jack, a form no doubt adopted

for ease in transport. The upper surface was plane and the lower

curved, so that the ingot would lie fiat on the floor of a boat, being held

in place by its central groove fitting over one of the ribs. 1 Two of these

1 The illustrations are from a pamphlet by Sir Henry James, Note on the Block of Tin

dredged up in Falmouth Harbour. London, 1863.
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ingots, as they weighed one hundred and thirty pounds each, made a

good load for a horse, and owing to their shape they could be easily

slung upon a pack-saddle, the notched ends fitting over pegs (Fig. 2).

They were thus well adapted for transport both by land and sea.

The Phoenicians traded to the south as well as to the north and

west. The famous ruins of Zimbabwe in Rhodesia were obviously built

in connection with the adjacent gold mines ; and the fact that the

ancient Rhodesian miners cast their gold into ingots of the same shape

as those of the Cornish tin, is strong evidence that the mines were

either worked by Phoenicians or by people who had learnt mining from

them.

Other prehistoric trade routes were established for other highly

prized commodities. The main trade route from the Mediterranean

across Asia was for silk, which came originally from the provinces of

Shensi, Shansi, and Shantung, in north-eastern China. Thence an

ancient trade route went westward through Turkistan to Khotan and

Kashgar, and on across Bactrea, and through the Gate of the Caspian at

Derbend to Media, and thus to the Euphrates and the Mediterranean.

Later on, when war in Persia closed the western part of this route, the

merchants carried their bales of silk from Kashgar over the Himalaya

and down the Indus to Karachi ; thence by ship over the Indian Ocean

and the Red Sea.

A sea route for the silk from south-western China started from the

port of Palibothra on the Ganges, and went thence to Egypt. After the

mission sent about A.D. 123 by Marcus Aurelius to Tonkin, its silk was

also carried by this route.

Hence, owing to their trade in amber, tin, gold, and silk, the people

of the eastern Mediterranean must have been acquainted even in pre-

historic times with the remote parts of Europe, eastern Asia, and

southern Africa. The stories by commercial travellers doubtless raised

a thirst for knowledge about what were then the back blocks of the

world. An academic interest in geography was thus aroused, and

the poets and philosophers of Egypt and Greece studied the traders'

reports in order to form some conception of the general plan of the

earth. The Mediterranean people naturally first explored east and west

along their own climatic zone, and the earliest maps of the world repre-

sented it as an oval with the greater length east and west ; and as

explorers had found that the lands were bounded by sea, apparently in

every direction, it was inferred that the world consisted of a flat oval

disc floating in a continuous surrounding ocean. Such was the plan of

the earth accepted by Homer, and depicted about 500 B.C. in a map by

Hecatams, the so-called father of geography. He represented the

world as composed of two continents, Europe to the north, and Asia to

the east and south ; for Africa was included in Asia until the more

natural division into three continents was recognised by Herodotus,

the traveller and author of the most famous geographical compendium

of classical times.

The view that the earth was a flat disc was dispelled as soon as
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travellers thought over their observations. Some Greek philosophers

believed in the globular shape of the earth from metaphysical considera-

tions : thus Pythagoras (570-504 B.C.) held that as the sphere is the

most perfect body, our earth must be a sphere. This conclusion was

soon established on firmer grounds. The facts that as men travelled

north or south new stars appeared above the horizon, and those that had

been overhead sank lower in the sky, were correctly interpreted as proof

of the rotundity of the earth. That the summits of distant mountains

are visible while their lower slopes are beneath the horizon was obvious

to the Egyptians in the clear air of the adjacent deserts and to the

Greeks as they sailed among the lofty islands of their archipelago. This

argument for the roundness of the earth was recognised by the Greeks,

and it was illustrated by the Arab geographer Massoudi by reference to

the gradual appearance of Demavend during the passage across the

Caspian.

The Hindus also understood that the part of the earth known to

them had a round surface ; but they could not conceive of bodies

remaining on the lower or antipodal side of the globe. So, using fancy

to complete their conception of the world, they regarded it as a slice off

a sphere, and as supported by a group of elephants, which in turn rested

on a colossal turtle.

The Greeks, owing to their mathematical insight, learnt much more
from the facts. Aristotle, the father of scientific geography (384 to

322 B.C.), proved that the earth is a sphere by, among other arguments,

its shadow on the moon during eclipses. A century later Eratosthenes

of Cyrene (250 B.C.) supported that conclusion from the different lengths

of the day in various latitudes. He actually measured the size of the

earth. As the precise length of his unit is doubtful, we cannot be sure of

the accuracy of his determination, but it was at least very nearly correct.

The demonstration that the earth is globular in shape raised the

problem of the Antipodes. Eratosthenes avoided the difficulty by the

assumption that only the land on his own side of the sphere is habitable
;

he thought that the habitable land, the Oekumene, was separated from
the unoccupied antipodal lands by an impassable ocean, a zone of unen-

durable heat, or some other absolute physical barrier. This belief would
appear inconsistent with the supposed circumnavigation of Africa about
the year 600 B.C. by some Phoenician mariners in the service of Pharaoh
Necho ; but that voyage was reconciled with the inaccessibility of the

southern lands by the abbreviation of Africa in most classical maps of

the world. Thus in the Augustan age, as shown in the map by Pom-
ponius Mela of A.D. 47, Europe, Africa, and Asia were regarded as

separated by a long equatorial sea from the great southern continent,

the existence of which was thought necessary to balance the northern

lands. This southern land was united to Africa in the map compiled in

A.D. 150 by Claudius Ptolemy, the greatest of classical cartographers.

He collected from the traders of his day information as to their routes

and distances ; he determined the latitudes and longitudes of their chief

ports of call ; and on these data he constructed a map of the world in

faithful accordance with the proved facts. Ptolemy's map is fairly
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correct for Europe and south-western Asia ; it makes India too small and
Ceylon too large : it represents the Indian Ocean as an inland sea closed

to the south ; in Africa the Niger is deprived of its mouth, but the Nile

is astonishingly correct, for it is shown to rise in two equatorial lakes

which receive the drainage from the long-rejected, snow-capped Mountains
of the Moon.

Our knowledge of this map we owe to the Arabs, for after the fall

of Rome and the rise of Christianity, systematic geography in Europe
ceased to exist. For several centuries the highest culture and civilisa-

tion were found among the Mohammedan states of the Near East.

Their influence was extended by conquest along the Mediterranean to

Spain, and by peaceful penetration across central Europe, for numerous
discoveries of Oriental coins give evidence of extensive commercial inter-

course between Germany and western Asia. Arab geography reached

its zenith in the time of the wise Al Mamun, Caliph of Baghdad from
813 to 833. Under his auspices the works of the Greek geographers

were translated into Arabic, observatories were established, the length

of the degree was measured on the plains of Mesopotamia, and in 820
his astronomers at Baghdad determined the obliquity of the ecliptic.

The contemporary Arabs were great travellers. Ahmed ibn Fozlan

visited Russia, and in 921 wrote the first existing account of the Russian

people. The seamen from the Persian Gulf in the ninth and tenth

centuries sailed all through the eastern seas ; and their experiences are

recorded in the ever popular tale of Sindbad the Sailor.

Sindbad was no doubt a Persian Gulf trader ; his stories record his

experiences during seven voyages. The first was to the Laccadives, Ceylon,

and Sumatra, and on to the Wakwak Islands, which have been identified

by some authorities as the Sunda Islands and by others as Japan. The
second voyage was to Zanzibar ; he was carried by the Roc to India

and went on to the Camphor Islands. In later voyages he visited

Sumatra, Timor, Sandalwood Island and the Moluccas : the Andaman
Islands and Borneo ; and he made several visits to Ceylon.

Many of his tales read like simple fiction, but they apparently all

have a basis of fact. Thus the great bird, the Roc, which carried Sindbad

from Madagascar to the Diamond Valley in India, indicates knowledge

by the Arabs of the gigantic eggs of the extinct Madagascan bird the

Aepyornis. Its egg had a circumference of over three feet and a capacity

of three gallons; and if the Aepyornis, with an egg five thousand times as

large as that of the cuckoo, had flying powers in proportion, it could easily

have carried a man. Most of Sindbad's yarns are based on facts which

could only have been learnt by actual travel ; thus his " Old Man of the

Sea " was the great Ape of Sumatra, and the sleeping whale which was

mistaken for an island until it was awakened—as in the parallel legend

of St. Brandon—by a fire lighted on its back, was probably based on the

floating islands of the Malay seas. Sindbad probably brought back

some information of a more prosaic nature than is preserved in the

Arabian Nights, since he was sent as official envoy to Ceylon by the

Caliph of Baghdad.
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Meanwhile, in contrast to the brilliant though uneven progress of

geography among the Arabs, it suffered a complete collapse in Europe
until interest in the subject was again aroused by the pilgrimages to

Palestine. Religious propagandism gave a renewed impulse to geogra-

phical evolution. Upon Constantino's conversion to Christianity the

Emperor's mother, Helen, in 326, set out to Jerusalem, to identify and
protect the sacred sites. She was as successful as an empress-mother

well endowed with cash and credulity might be expected to be. Among
other things she claimed the discovery of the true Cross, and to have

established its identity by its miraculous powers. She built shrines and
established hostels, and pilgrims nocked to Jerusalem from all parts of

Christendom, even, after the conversion of the Norsemen, from Iceland.

The pilgrims went in large numbers and often more than once. Thus
St. John of Parma made six pilgrimages to the Holy Land. These
journeys inspired in Christian Europe a new though very one-sided

interest in geography ; and they led to the domination of a school

of theological geographers, among whose founders and prophets was
Cosmas. In his younger days he had travelled as a trader as far as

India; he settled from 53")-,") 17 as a monk in Alexandria, and there

wrote his Christian Topography in order to establish a system of geo-

graphy consistent with Holy Writ and to refute such pagan trash as

belief in the globular form of the earth. How, asked Cosmas, could

Christ rise above every principality and power on a spherical earth ?

Throughout the Bible such authorities as Abraham and Ezekiel state

that rain "falls"; and it could not do that at the Antipodes. There,

insisted Cosmas, rain would have to rise ; it would have to be measured
as so many inches of rainrise. He ridiculed the notion of the Antipodes
in a diagram, the Antipodes in Derision, and he regarded it as only

necessary to confront any believer in the globular earth with that figure

to shatter his faith in so foolish a doctrine. For any good Christian

who was not convinced by this caricature Cosmas had the final poser.

Was Christ then a liar, when he promised his disciples power to tread

on scorpions ! For how could an Antipodean standing on his head do
that ] Cosmas supported his views by some mathematical and experi-

mental arguments. To contradict Aristotle's conclusion from the

shadows cast by the earth at eclipses, Cosmas advanced experiments on
shadows of his own ; but his reasoning would only be valid, as Beazley
has remarked, if the sun were a much smaller bod}* than the earth and
were quite near to us. According to Cosmas's explanation of the solar

system, it is so. He represents the earth as the central and largest

member of the solar system, which according to him, relying on St.

Paul, is shaped like Moses' tabernacle, or an arch-topped dress trunk.

He explained the alternation of day and night and of the seasons by the

sun passing behind a great northern mountain around which sun, moon
and stars all revolve.

The school of Cosmas and the pilgrimages led to exaggerated import-

ance being attached to the position of Jerusalem. It was the centre

of interest ; so the Christian cartographers adopted it as the centre of

the world. They quoted Scripture in support of this view. The
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Psalmist, in reference to the desolation of the sanctuary, thanks God for

having wrought salvation "in the midst of the earth" (Ps. lxxiv. 12);

and according to Ezekiel (v. 5) :
" Thus saith the Lord God, This is

Jerusalem : I have set it in the midst of the nations and countries that

are round about her."'

So in the maps of the Christian topographers Jerusalem occupied

the centre, with the chief divisions of land and sea radiating from it,

like the spokes of a wheel. Hence came the so-called " wheel maps "
;

or T-0 maps, in which the three continents are separated by a T-shaped

sea. These maps have another peculiarity due to theological influence.

In modern maps, the north is at the top ; but the Christian topographers

gave the sacred east the place of honour at the head of the map. Thus
in the Strassburg map, issued early in the ninth century, Asia is at the

top, but Jerusalem is still excentric. The twelfth-century Turin map
has Jerusalem at the centre ; but in other respects it is better, as Europe
is divided into peninsulas, and Africa and Asia are less completely

severed ; but the chief geographical site in Asia is the Garden of Eden.

In the map of 1118 by Guido Greece and Italy are more clearly recog-

nisable : the jSile is marked rising in a southern lake, and the Persian

Gulf and its rivers are crudely represented.

The fanatical fictions of Cosmas were not accepted by all the ortho-

dox. The great Saxon divine, the Venerable Bede (1 673-735), led the

protest against overloading Biblical texts with burdens they were not

intended to carry. He boldly accepted the spherical form of the earth,

and taught the modern doctrine that it is built up of successive zones,

which he compared to the yolk, the white, the membrane, and the shell

of an egg.

Bede in Northumbria prepared the way for a more rational view of

geography, and Ireland—with characteristic independence of authority

—was the home of a school of cartographers which rejected the formal

symmetry of the orthodox maps. The famous Cotton map, now in the

British Museum, the work of an Irish monk in the tenth century, is the

finest geographical achievement in Europe at the period. It shows the

influence of the Christian topographers since the east is at the top, but

Jerusalem is well removed from the centre. This Irish map was a great

advance on the wheel maps then current on the Continent ; and it was

far better than those prepared for another three or four centuries in the

English monasteries. Amongst these, the most famous is the Hereford

map, now hanging in the transept of Hereford Cathedral. It was com-

piled about 1300 by a Lincolnshire man, Richard of Haldingham and

Sleaford, who was then a prebendary of Hereford. It placed Jerusalem

at the centre of the earth with Paradise at the top, and represents the

lands as a disc surrounded by a narrow sea. Its theological bias is shown

by the prominence it gives to Xoah's ark and the Tower of Babel.

The map pretends to represent the facts discovered when the

Emperor Augustus in the year A.D. 1 sent forth three philosophers to

survey the world and prepare a scheme for the taxation of the Roman
Empire. The features in the map which are most easily recognised are

the Mediterranean, with the Levant and Black Sea separated by Asia
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Minor, on which are the city of Troy and the ram with the Golden

Fleece ; there is Crete with its Labyrinth : Sicily with flames issuing from

Mount Etna ; Italy with Eome ; and the delta of the Niie with the pyra-

mids and Joseph's granaries. In Europe the most conspicuous features

are the Danube, which has more tributaries than it is entitled to, and

the Rhine, which is guarded by a scorpion. The inferiority of this map
to its Irish predecessor may be illustrated by reference to the British

Isles. Their shape is barely recognisable. Scotland is separated from

England by a strait, and the Irish problem is solved by the separation

of the north-eastern counties by the convenient combination of the

Shannon and the Bann. By a strange mistake the names " Afirica " and

Europe are transposed, suggesting that the compiler was not very

familiar with these names, or their reversal, on so patiently drawn a

map, would have been impossible. The glory of the map is its zoology

and anthropology. Beside the Nile are such comparatively prosaic

beasts as the unicorn and the rhinoceros ; but the remoter parts of the

earth have more picturesque creatures— the man with one leg but a

foot large enough to act as a sunshade, satyrs and centaurs, great sala-

manders, human heads growing on plants, and headless monsters with

eyes and mouths below their shoulders.

The Hereford map when issued was already far behind the best

knowledge of its date. Vesconti's map of 1320 was incomparably

better, for the geography of the ecclesiastical topographers had been

passed owing to the influence of the Crusades. The Arabs who con-

quered Jerusalem for the Crescent regarded it as a sacred city, and

allowed full toleration to the Christian pilgrims. The Emperor Charle-

magne was permitted to erect buildings in Jerusalem for the use of the

Latin pilgrims ; and the Sultan, known as " the Just Harun," presented

him with the keys of the Holy Sepulchre. These pleasant courtesies

were interrupted in the eleventh century : the Caliph Hakim was

alarmed at the increase in the number of pilgrims, who had perhaps

become aggressive. So, in 1010, he burnt down the Christian buildings

at the Holy Sepulchre. They were rebuilt in 1021 and the pilgrimages

resumed ; but Hakim's desecration caused through Europe a shock of horror

which ultimately led to the first Crusade.

The Crusaders were doubtless as pious as the pilgrims, but they

and the civilians who accompanied them viewed geography in a

more secular and common-sense spirit. Thus Saewulf of Worcester, a

trader who journeyed to Palestine in 1102-3, just after the first Crusade,

left behind him a note-book which, though its history is inaccurate,

recorded, amid accounts of shipwrecks and adventures with brigands and

pirates, much valuable information about the Europe of that date.

Sixty to seventy years later a Jewish trader, the Rabbi Benjamin

of Tudela, made still more useful journeys. In 1159-73 he travelled

from Palestine to the Euphrates and Tigris, and through Mesopotamia
to the Persian Gulf. He returned with stories about Ceylon and its spices

;

about the coasts of India, where the climate is so hot that all business

has to be done at night ; about northern Africa and its sand storms : and
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of the caravan routes across the Sahara to the Upper Niger. He records

many shrewd criticisms on men and things. The Greeks, he said, " had
every luxury and every grace, but nothing could give them the spirit

of men," and he deplored their weakness in hiring mercenaries to light

their battles with the Turk.

The struggle with the Moslem had thus led to the growth of Euro-

pean knowledge of the Near East, and it occasioned the European explora-

tion of Central Asia. Jenghiz Khan (1162-1227) founded the Mongol
Empire in 1203-24. In 1220-22 and 1238-39 the Mongols invaded

eastern Europe, and in 1241 they ravaged as far west as Silesia, Poland,

and Moravia. These Huns were of revolting cruelty, but western

Europe turned to them with the hope that they might break the Moslem
power. Envoys were accordingly sent east to negotiate with the Mongols
and discover what sort of people they really were.

The first of these envoys was Friar John, Provincial of the Fran-

ciscan Order at Cologne. He crossed Germany, Poland, and Russia,

continued past the Sea of Aral, and across Central Asia till he reached

the head of the Mongols, Kuyuk Khan, the second successor of Jenghiz

Khan, at his headquarters at Karakarum, about three hundred miles south

of Lake Baikal. There he delivered to the Khan the letters of the Pope.

Kuyuk was, however, then contemplating an invasion of Europe, so Friar

John had a long stay as a prisoner in the Tartar camp. At length the

Khan released him, with letters to the Pope, with which the Friar re-

appeared at Lyons in 1247. After his return Friar John wrote a history

of the Tartars, which is no doubt unfavourably biased owing to the

rough treatment he had received from them ; but it gives a most
valuable description of west-central Asia in the thirteenth century.

Rumours of the conversion of Mongol chiefs spread through Europe,

and William de Rubruck, a native of French Flanders, Was sent in 1252

to discover whether a powerful Mongol, the Prince Sartach, who lived to

the north of the Black Sea, had turned Christian. "William de Rubruck
started his journey by sea to the Crimea ; he reached Sartach, and found

him quite unconverted. So he went on to the camp of Batu, another

Mongol chief, whom he begged to accept baptism, an invitation at which

the prince smiled, and the less courteous courtiers laughed loudly. He
continued eastward and reached Karakarum. In the Mongol camp
were several Europeans, including a Russian goldsmith, a woman from

Metz, and the son of an Englishman. By the help of these people de

Rubruck lived for some months at the Tartar headquarters. He recrossed

western Asia in seventy days by a northern route to Batu's camp, and

thence returned to Europe.

Though these envoys failed to secure the help of the Mongols

against the Turks, their geographical results were of the highest import-

ance ; they were the two greatest Asiatic travellers before the Venetian,

Marco Polo, whose explorations from 1250 to 1295 did for eastern Asia

and China what the two gallant friars had done for west-central Asia.

The desire to find some ally against the Turk had thus led to the

exploration of western Asia ; and meanwhile dissensions among the
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turbulent Norsemen had led to the discovery of America. Owing to the

special geographical conditions of the Norwegian fiords the Norsemen

had acquired great skill in sea craft, and had developed the most sea-

worthy vessels that had then been built. In these the Vikings made
prolonged voyages in the northern seas. In 861 they discovered Ice-

land, whence in 865 Erik the Red, who had been expelled from Norway,

sailed westward and discovered Greenland, which he so named owing to

the contrast of its verdure to the black barren lavas of Iceland. In the

tenth century Erik's son Thorfinn sailed along the American coast, past

Labrador, and the site of Boston, as far south as Rhode Island. There

has been long controversy over the sagas which record these voyages,

but it seems now generally agreed that their Vineland was in Massa-

chusetts and Rhode Island. The Norse, according to the saga, wintered

at a locality called Hop, which it is suggested may have survived through

the Indians in the present name of Mount Hope Bay. It has been

maintained, on the other hand, that the Norsemen did not go farther

south than Labrador ; but that conclusion does not agree with the saga,

which says that the climate in winter was so mild that the cattle

remained out of doors, and that the day in midwinter was as long as the

night. The latter statement indicates that Thorfinn wintered in the

latitude of Rhode Island. An old stone building, a skeleton with some
metal armour, and a stone inscribed with the name of Thorfinn

and the number of his companions, which have been all found in

the district, may be actual relics of this pre-Columbian discovery of

America.

Systematic voyages across the oceans instead of following the coasts

around them were impossible without improved methods of navigation.

Boatcraft alone was inadequate. It was not enough that the seaman
should be able to weather storms : he must determine his positions, and

thus mark out his course.

Great feats of transoceanic travel had been achieved with only primi-

tive appliances. The South Sea islanders explored the whole western

and central Pacific and found all its islands from Malaysia to Easter

Island, from Hawaii to New Zealand. They even penetrated southward
till they encountered the icefields of the Antarctic.

The traditions of the Maoris and the existing practice of the Poly-
nesians reveal how these great voyages of discovery were managed. A
fleet of canoes sailed in company : they kept in touch by flying high flags

during the day and by the glare of fires at night. Thus one company of

canoes would sweep one hundred miles width of the ocean. The explorers

recorded their discoveries in relief maps in which pegs marked the

mountains, and on charts in which strips of bamboo represented the

sailing routes and the intersections marked the islands.

The Pacific voyagers had the advantage of winds which blow for

months together with the constancy that gave them their name of trade

or steady winds. The sailors were both impelled and guided by them.
The monsoon winds carried them outward at one season and back home
in the next. Navigation with the variable winds and under the clouded
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skies of the North Atlantic is a more difficult art; but even there

primitive sailors performed extraordinary deeds,

The Vikings were not the first to cross the Atlantic, for they had
been preceded by the more wonderful canoe voyages of American abori-

gines. Twice during the seventeenth century Eskimo in their canoes

were stranded on the

Orkneys. In 1508 some
Indians were seen in a

canoe not far from the

British coasts. The earliest

of these voyages of which
there is any evidence was
in the first century B.C.

Then, according to Corn-

elius Nepos, some Indians

were stranded on the

European coast, and given

by the king into whose
hands they fell to a

Roman officer, Quintus

Metullus Celerus, who was
proconsul of Cisalpine

Gaul. The statement by
Nepos was quoted with

various modifications by
PomponiusMelaand Pliny.

A bronze head in the

Louvre (Fig. 3), which is

assigned to the first cen-

tury B.C., according to

a distinguished Belgian

classical scholar, Professor

A. de Ceuleneer, 1
is that

of a North American
Indian. He claims that it

must have been modelled
from one of the castaways recorded by Nepos. Attention to this

bronze has been also called by Wilson, 2 of the Smithsonian Institute,

who appears to accept it as modelled on a North American Indian.

Professor Elliot Smith has kindly examined the photograph of this

bronze, and though he considers the voyage quite possible, does not

accept the Louvre bronze as affording any strong corroborative evidence

of the classical records. His opinion is as follows :
" So far as I can

judge from the photographic reproduction, I should not like to base

1 Ad. de Ceuleneer, "Type d'Indien du Nouveau Monde represents sur un Bronze

Antique du Louvre. Nouvelle Contribution a L'Interpretation d'un Fragment de Cornelius

Nepos."

—

Mem. Cour. Acad. Roy. Sci. Belgique, vol. xlv., 34 pp., 2 pis.

2 Thomas Wilson. "Prehistoric Art: or the Origin of Art, as manifested in the Works
of Prehistoric Man."—Rep, U.S. Nat. Mus. for 1896 (1898), pp. 483-484, pi. 53

Fig. 3.—Roman bronze bucket in the form of a head,

believed to be modelled from a North American Indian.
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any conclusions upon the features of the model. Although the}' are

suggestive of a common American type, the head might well have been

modelled from an Italian."

Cornelius Xepos' work is only known by quotation in later classical

authors, who unfortunately misquoted and modified the original author-

ity, so that the landing place of these Indians is uncertain. According

to Cornelius Xepos, they fell into the hands of the king of the Betorum

who have been identified by some authorities as a tribe in Germany.

Ceuleneer regards the name as a mistake for the Ketorum cf the Rhaetic

Alps. It has also been suggested that the king intended was that of

the Batavorum of Holland. If, howe-ver, the word were an abbreviation

of Beticorum, then the canoe would have been stranded on the coast of

Spain, and the shipwrecked mariners would have been easily sent on to

France, and so reached Metullus Celerus.

These Indians could not return to America
;
for the direct passage

across the troubled seas of the North Atlantic was possible only by

accident, until means were devised of determining directions under cloud-

covered skies. The simplest method is by the magnetic compass, which

we owe to the Chinese. Its first form was a revolving figure of a man
mounted on the prow of the boat. Its outstretched arm contained

;i magnet and thus pointed to the north. This heavy figure in

windy weather would, however, have been a better weathercock than

compass, and it was of little real use in navigation. In the tenth

century the Chinese introduced the first reliable compass, a magnetised

needle floating in water; and this soon led to the mariner's compass, in

which the magnet is fixed to a rotating card.

This instrument led to a great improvement in maps and charts. It

rendered possible those charts or Portolani which are based on rounds of

angles taken from successive positions. The compass was introduced

to Europe about the middle of the thirteenth century, and the oldest

Portolano, the Carta Pisane, dates from the end of that century.

The compass shows the sailor his course, but not how far he may
have been drifted off it by wind or current. It is the function of nautical

a-tronomy to tell him from time to time his exact position in the waste

of seas. The latitude, the distance north or south of the Equator, is

determined by measuring the height of sun or star above the horizon by
a sextant. The sextant is a development from the cross-staff, in which,

by sliding a bar of wood to and fro between two hinged rods, one of

which is pointed to the sun and the other to the horizon, the observer

can roughly measure the height of the sun. By repeating this

observation daily at noon a sailor can determine his progress north or

south.

A great advance on the cross-staff was made in 1585 by John Davis,

the discoverer of Davis Strait, whose adventurous career ended in a fight

with Japanese pirates in Malacca in 1605. In Davis's back-staff the

observer looked at the reflected image of the sun, and this ingenious

invention led by various mechanical improvements to the quadrant.

Thence it was a comparatively short step to the sextant, which has been
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brought to its practical perfection by centuries of experience and
experiments.

Nautical astronomy was greatly advanced by Prince Henry the

Navigator, who, though Prince of Portugal, had an English mother, for

he was grandson of John of Gaunt. He founded a school of navigation

at Sagres, near Cape St. Vincent, and inspired the heroic age of

Portuguese geography. Owing to his influence, Portuguese seamen led

the way in the exploration of the outer seas.

The first great step was in I486, when Bartholomew Diaz rounded
the Cape of Good Hope, and thus discovered the sea route to India.

This was first used by Vasco da Gama, who in 1497-99 rounded the

Cape, sailed up the eastern coast of Africa to Melinde, whence he crossed

to India and thus inaugurated the all-sea route to the East. Meanwhile
a still more momentous feat had been achieved in the Spanish service by
the Genoese sailor, Christopher Columbus. Various facts, such as the

drifting to the western coasts of Europe of pieces of unknown wood
which had been worked by non-metal tools, convinced Columbus that it

must be possible to reach India by sailing westward. In 1492 he

crossed the Atlantic and landed on Marie Galante, one of the smaller of

the West Indies. As he found the inhabitants were a dark race who
were not negroes, he regarded them as Indians. The islands were called

the West Indies, and Columbus returned confident that he had found a

shorter way to India than the long Portuguese route by the Cape. The
discovery of South America soon followed, and was recognised as a new
continent. Bartholomew Columbus, in his map of 1503, calls it a

" Mondo Novo," but still marks Central America as " Asia.'

The view that Columbus had reached Asia was abandoned re-

luctantly, but European geographers demonstrated its error. Thus

Ruysch in 1508 showed that South America could not be part of Asia,

and represented it as an isolated, independent land. Simon Gryneus

(1493-1541), Professor of Greek at Vienna and later at Heidelberg, also

accepted the isolation of the two Americas. The coasts connecting

North and South America were gradually discovered, and the two

continents were shown firmly united in the map of the Atlantic in an

edition of Ptolemy in 1525. That America was not part of Asia had

been practically established when, in 1513, Vasco Nufiez de Balboa,

" silent upon a peak in Darien,'" looked southward upon the Pacific

Ocean. As the Isthmus of Panama trends east and west, he called the

sea beyond it the South Sea—the Mar del Sur—a name still retained in

that of the South Sea Islands.

That this " South Sea " was the vastest of the oceans was proved

when Magellan, in 1520-22, passed through the Straits which bear his

name and crossed the Pacific in the first circumnavigation of the globe.

A very extensive connection between America and Asia was, however,

still maintained, and is shown in the Basel edition of Ptolemy in 1552.

A truer statement of the facts had been issued in 1566 in Ramusio's

map of America, which prudently made no attempt to complete the

continent on the North; whereas Herrara, in 1601, who accepted the

complete isolation of America, truncated it to the north-west, and so
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left much too broad a communication between the Arctic and Pacific

Oceans.

Though Columbus had been preceded by the Norsemen, his discovery

was virtually new, for while Erikson and Thornfinn were working at the

northern route to America, the Vikings had found more profitable fields

nearer home. Their first raid on England was in 797. In the ninth

century they pitched their camp on all the coasts of western Europe,

conquered Normandy, founded the Russian Empire by Rurik's settlement

of Novgorod (862), and invaded the Mediterranean, where later on they

established kingdoms in southern Italy and Sicily, and as the Varangian

guard at Constantinople, proved the strictest bulwark of Christendom
against the advancing Turks.

With such prizes and such work in Europe the American adventure

was forsaken and forgotten. The Norse journeys to America were
politically premature. They discovered an empty land when Europe
itself was underpeopled. The new-found coasts yielded products of

which there was already a superfluity. The more peaceful races of

western Europe, being unable successfully to defend their homes, had no
strength to spare for foreign enterprises.

Columbus's discovery, on the other hand, found a world prepared to

use it, and it proved the most epoch-making event in the evolution of

geography. Western Europe was then occupied by virile races eager to

exploit a new world. The discovery of America and of the sea route

to India transferred commercial supremacy from Venice and Genoa to

the Atlantic ports, and the superiority of position, which easy access to

Venice had given to the industrial cities of Germany, was transferred

to those of France and Britain. The revolution that had been effected

in the map of the world between the sailing of Columbus and the year
1600 may be realised by comparison of Martin Behaim's famous globe
of 1492—the year of Columbus—with Hakluyt's map of 1599.
Behaim's globe had no America, and the Indian Ocean was enclosed to

the south by an eastern extension of South Africa and by an archipelago
inserted between it and Malaysia. Behaim's map is essentially the same
as Ptolemy's of thirteen centuries earlier, whereas Hakluyt's, a centurv
later, shows the modern world. America is inserted, Africa has its

right shape, the Indian Ocean is freely open to the south. The chief
defects are that America is unfinished on the north, and Australia is

omitted.

In that omission Hakluyt was behind some of his predecessors owing
to his resolute rejection of all lands based on hypothesis or unverified
reports. Belief in a great southern continent dates back to the classical

geographers. It was adopted on two grounds. The first was that the
earth would be top-heavy unless the northern lands were balanced by
some undiscovered continents in the southern hemisphere. This theory
was probably one of the reasons why Ptolemy closed the Indian Ocean
to the south by continuous land— a view still expressed in the edition
of his map issued at- Rome in 1492, but disproved in that decade by
Vasco da Gama. The land to the south of the Indian Ocean was
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deleted from the Easel edition of Ptolemy in 1540, but the old faith in

it led to the exaggerated extension of Tierra del Fuego.

The second ground for the belief in the southern continent was that

vast lands were reported in the southern seas, and especially to the south-

east of Asia. Marco Polo heard in China of a great land beyond the

.Malay Archipelago, which it has been suggested was based only on one
of the large islands there. That explanation is improbable, since this

vaguely known land was often referred to as "Java the Great" to dis-

tinguish it from the Lesser Java which had been known from time

immemorial. The shape of "Java the Great " in the map by Peter Des-

celliers of 1546 has agreements with the facts that indicate actual know-
ledge of Australia. The information was probably due to Malay
seamen, for Australia was not reached by Europeans until the next

century, when the Dutch explored its western coasts, and called it New
Holland. These voyages by the Dutch from their East Indian colonies

established the existence of Australia, which was regarded as a northern

projection from an Antarctic continent, as shown in the map by Ortelius

in 1570. Tasman, in 1642, found that Australia was bounded to the

south by the Southern Ocean, but his work left it possible that New
Zealand, which he discovered, might be a peninsula of the Antarctic

continent. The map to illustrate Tasman's discoveries by his compatriot

Jansen, in 1650, placed the South Pole in a vast "Terra Australis

Incognita." The reduction of that continent to approximately the pro-

portions now accepted,and its separation fromXew Zealand and Kerguelen,

were among the great achievements of the immortal Captain Cook.

Inspired, therefore, by different motives the geographical pioneers of

all nations working through all ages gradually smote pathways to the

ends of all the earth. Prehistoric Mediterranean people and the Phoe-

nicians opened pathways across Europe in quest of amber and tin, and

across Asia for silk. North America, first reached from Europe by the

Vikings, was opened mainly by France and Britain. South America was

developed by Spain. The Portuguese colonised Brazil, penetrated central

Africa, and opened the all-sea route to the East. British influence has

been instrumental in the development of Australia, and largely in that

of Africa and south-eastern Asia. The redemption of northern Asia has

been undertaken by Russia, and with especially conspicuous success

during the past thirty years. Italy produced Marco Polo and Chris-

topher Columbus. The Arab and the Persian have preserved much of

the learning of the ancient world, were the pioneers in the eastern seas,

and recivilised some of the wasted lands of the Mediterranean. Germany

and German Austria held the East, both Moslem and Mongol, at bay,

and learnt from it much of that skill in handicrafts which gave north-

western Europe its long unchallenged industrial supremacy of the world.

The map of the world has had a long, slow growth, to which all the

chief races have contributed. Wars have often stopped international

co-operation and thwarted that "increasing purpose" which through all

the ages runs. But war is one of the diseases of life. Whether it be

as inevitable as the earthquake, or as preventable as the famine and
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the pestilence—it passes ; and man is left again to his appointed and

interrupted task of subduing the earth and gaining a fuller and

securer life, and increased control over the still unused resources of

our bountiful earth.

THE SALONIKA CAMPAIGN. 1

By H. Charles Woods.

I WOULD preface my more detailed remarks concerning the Salonika

Campaign by saying that on account of the very different nature of the

country and of its peoples, nobody who has ever travelled in Macedonia
is able to consider that unhappy district as a concrete whole. He thinks

of it as an area which is divided politically and geographically into

water-tight compartments ; as a place inhabited by diverse populations,

and as a locality possessed of well-defined routes which constitute

natural, if not adequately developed, lines of communication. Con-
sequently, if I seem to be disjointed in my description, this is due not to

any want of forethought on my part, but because I feel constrained to

speak of what I have seen rather than to try to produce a concise

description of something which does not really exist.

The position of Salonika is favourable as a port because it is located

about halfway along the European coast of the Aegean, and because it

occupies a fine site at the head of a bay, measuring approximately 1 2J

miles from north-east to south-west—a bay connected with the sea by
the Gulf of Salonika, which has a length of nearly 90 miles.

Both shores of the gulf are mountainous, Mount Olympus on the
west attaining an elevation of nearly 10,000 feet above the level of the
sea. On the east the bay is also flanked by hills which extend to the
immediate neighbourhood of the town, but on the west the country is

low and swampy. Throughout the gulf there is deep water, but parts
of the bay, through which there is an adequate channel, are blocked by
mud brought down by the rivers Galiko and Yardar. The presence of
this mud, which is constantly increasing and moving, has for a result
that the depth of the water is always changing and that sections of the
bay, especially the north-western corner, which within the memory of

living man were navigable for small boats, are now almost entirely
silted up.

The present harbour of Salonika is of modern construction. It con-
sists of a quay measuring about 440 yards long with moles of just over
200 yards long at each end. An island breakwater protects it, and ships
enter by the south-eastern opening. Served by a railway and built to
have 24 feet of water, before the war it was impossible for ships drawing
more than at most 22 feet of water to get alongside the quays. Further

1 An address delivered before the Society at Aberdeen and Dundee on Nov. 7 and Nov.
8, 1916. and before the Geographical Section of the British Association in September 1916.

VOL. XXXIII. E
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deepening beyond 2-4 feet is difficult owing to the fact that the founda-

tions are upon mud. Enlargement of this basin, which now only pro-

vides accommodation for at most eight ships of any size, has often been

under discussion, but it was never attempted, for, whilst the expense of

dredging and digging on the north-west would be enormous, an extension

to the south-east would be detrimental to the sites occupied by the best

buildings in the city. The result of the inadequacy of the accommodation
and of the high dock dues, was that before the war many ships never

entered the harbour, and discharged their passengers whilst lying out in

the bay. The quays running from the harbour to the "White Tower are

available for small craft and barges, but owing to the south wind which
always springs up in the afternoon and to the then choppy state of the

water, their utility is considerably minimised.

The town of Salonika occupies a magnificent position at the head of

the bay. Rising from the water's edge and built in a horse-shoe shape

on the slopes of the hills, it is extremely picturesque. But with the

exception of the comparatively new street which runs along the quay
from the harbour on the north-west to the residential quarter on the

south-east, the city and its thoroughfares are dirty and squalid. Indeed,

the outstanding impression left upon one's mind is that the town consti-

tutes something isolated, something different from that which exists else-

where in Europe. This may be accounted for partly by the fact that the

nature of the population of Salonika is something quite unique. Out of

a total of about 125,000 souls, approximately 75,000 are Jews. These

Jews, who are the descendants of those expelled from Spain by Ferdinand

and Isabella, control the business of the city and surpass the Greeks both

in their commercial ability and also in society. Besides these Hebrews
there are about 15,000 Dounmes—a sect the real beliefs of whom are not

properly known to the outer world. Distrusted by both Jews and
Mohammedans, they live a life apart and never marry with the outer

world. The remainder of the population is made up of about 25,000

Greeks, 5000 Turks, 4000 Bulgars. and of a European colony, all of

whom, so to speak, exist as a result of the sufferance of the Jews, who
dominate everything, from the most menial work to that of banking.

Before discussing the geography of this part of the Balkans a few

words should be said about the climate of this area of Europe. Partly

owing to its enclosed position, the heat in Salonika itself is intense

during June, July, August, and the first part of September, after which

the atmosphere is cooled by the heavy rain which invariably falls

between the 10th and 15th of that month. The heat, which is miti-

gated by the fresh sea breeze which always blows in the afternoon, is

particularly trying at night, and mosquitoes are so numerous that, in

many parts of the town, it is advisable to sleep under nets almost

throughout the year.

In spite of this, unlike Constantinople and Athens, the town has no

summer resort, and the inhabitants therefore remain in the city through-

out the year. Last winter was an unusually severe one, for, whilst it is

generally wet in January and February, there is seldom a heavy fall of

snow in the oity itself. In the interior, where the heat in the valleys is
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very intense, the climate, and particularly the temperature at night,

naturally depends upon the elevation of the district in question. In

winter snow is prevalent in the hills, and traffic on many of the roads

is often entirely stopped by it.

The geographical relations of Salonika with the interior, and the

whole of the military operations which are based upon that port, are

governed largely by the presence of the valley of the Yardar river, which

tiows into the sea at a distance of about twelve miles to the south-west

of the town. It divides east from west, and forms with the valley of

the Morava the great highroad from south to north across the penin-

sula, and makes Salonika the natural point of entry into and exit from

a large area of the western Balkans. Indeed, the importance of the

valley and of the port are interdependent, and it is for this reason that

Salonika and its surroundings ought either to belong to the owners of

the hinterland, or the hinterland ought to be annexed by the owners

of the port. It is this, together with the fact that Salonika is a good
starting-point for various routes and roads into the interior, which has

always made its collecting and distributing radii very wide. Thus, so

long ago as the great war when Napoleon closed the accustomed routes

into Germany, the port of Salonika formed one of the new channels of

commerce—commerce carried into the heart of the interior by three

more or less independent routes. The first of these ran up the Yardar
valley and through Bosnia. The second went by way of Seres, the

Struma valley, Sofia, and Yidin, and thus through Hungary to Buda
Pesth and Yienna. The third deviated from the second at Sofia, turn-

ing in a north-westerly direction and continuing its course into the

heart of Europe by way of Nish and Belgrade and along the present

great trunk route from east to west.

In order to make my description of the geography of the country

and of the military operations more clear, I am going to base it almost

entirely upon this division formed by the valley of the Yardar. First

of all I shall tell you something of the country which immediately

surrounds' Salonika, and then I shall endeavour to take you with me on
to and along the various routes which influence the possibility of an

advance into Bulgaria or Serbia from the south-west or south.

Although the actual valley of the Yardar can hardly be said to

extend much to the south of the SerboGreek frontier, it is convenient
to consider even the area immediately surrounding Salonika as being
divided into two parts by that river. On the west bank, and on both
banks in the immediate vicinity of its mouths and of the mouth of the

torrential Galiko, the country is marshy, intersected by small streams
and dikes, and covered largely by reeds. This makes this area practi-

cally impassable, especially in wet weather, and after the melting of the

snows, when the volume of every important Balkan river is so enormously
increased. This kind of country, growing gradually drier and less

marshy as one gets away from the river and its mouths, extends as far

as Yenidje Vardar—a village situated on the road to Vodena, and at the

foot of the Pajak Planina. To the north and north-east of that place

as far as Karasulu, and particularly between there and the frontier, we
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have hills the slopes of which approach nearer and nearer to the right

bank of the Vardar.

On the east or left bank of the river the whole character of the

country is different, for in general it is hilly, if not mountainous. Even
between the railways, to which I will refer in greater detail below, we
have summits which attain elevations of well over 1000 feet above the

level of the sea. On the east of the Salonika-Doiran line, and particu-

larly on the east and south-east of the Galiko, the whole area is moun-
tainous as far as the valley of the Struma on the east, and right down
into the Chalkis Peninsula on the south. Here we have detached moun-
tains and groups of mountains, such as the Krusha Balkan and the

Beshik Dagh, which respectively attain elevations of about 3000 feet

and of nearly 3500 feet above the level of the sea. Large parts of

this area, which has always been very inaccessible from the outer world,

are covered with oak scrub. The population is mixed, but with the

exception of the Chalkis Peninsula, where the Greeks predominate, it is

largely made up of Turks.

A line of hills and positions, immediately defending Salonika on

the north-east, east, and south-east, runs from the Galiko river along

the Duad Baba and Derbend Hills to the Hortach Dagh, located as it is

at a distance of about nine miles to the east of the port. From this

mountain group the obvious line of defence for Salonika turns in an

easterly direction and runs across the Chalkis Peninsula in the rear of

Lakes Langaza and Beshik. This position, which in certain ways resembles

that occupied by the Chatalja lines outside Constantinople, is one of very

considerable natural strength, for its front is almost entirely protected

by the above-mentioned lakes, and by the swamps which lie between and

to the east of them. Moreover the Hortach Dagh, with an elevation of

over 3500 feet above the level of the sea, and the Kolomonda Dagh,

which is nearly as high, command and dominate the whole of the country

which lies to the north and north-east of them.

In regard to the communications available in these areas, for obvious

reasons it is impossible to do more than to indicate those which existed

prior to the arrival of the Allies. On the west of the Vardar, sufficient

therefore be it to say that over and above the road and railway to

Monastir, which I will discuss again later in this paper, the country is so

marshy and difficult that there are few, if any, routes which are worthy

of our attention to-day. The centre of the position is well served, for

it is possessed of the Vardar valley line and of the Salonika Junction

Railway, which are entirely independent of one another throughout

their length. To make matters better, these two lines are joined by a

branch which runs from Kazasulu on the former to Kilindir on the

latter railway. Before the war these were all single lines, but there can

be no doubt that since the Allied occupation they have been doubled, at

least for part of their length.

Prior to the international occupation of Salonika only two so-called

roads united that place with the hinterland situated to the north-east

and south-east. The first ran from Salonika to Seres, and thence

northwards to Demir Hissar and into the Struma valley. This road
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crosses the northern end of the Beshik Dagh by a pass, the highest

point on which is just over 2000 feet above the level of the sea, and

the river Struma by a bridge at Hadrije. This route was nominally

passable for wheeled traffic, but long after the Greek annexation its

condition was such as to render it quite unfit for ordinary motors. The

second road runs in a south-easterly direction from Salonika towards

and into the Chalkis Peninsula. Its condition was extremely bad, and

it was not passable for vehicles for more than a few miles beyond the

borders of the city.

Since the international occupation there can be no doubt that the

Allies have greatly improved these two roads, especially the latter one,

and that they have constructed numerous routes leading up to the

positions which they have occupied.

Turning to a discussion concerning the country which lies somewhat

more distant from Salonika, I will divide my remarks into three sections,

namely, those dealing with the situation to the west of the Vardar

valley, those connected with that valley itself, and those describing the

country which lies to the east of it. In each case I will give you
briefly the objects of the military operations in the district in

question.

In the first of these categories we have everything which is taking

place to the south and south-east of Monastir. That town is connected

with Salonika l>y a road and a railway. The road, which is passable for

motors, runs more or less parallel to the railway, but it avoids two great

detours made by that line. The railway, some 120 miles of which are

in Greek and some 15 miles in Serbian territory, begins to leave the

plains at the southern point of its first bend, but no serious gradients

are encountered until it reaches the neighbourhood of Vodena, near

which place it turns in a westerly direction. This railway is of very

great importance because, running as it does more or less parallel to the

Serbo-Greek frontier, it serves that considerable section of the Allied

front which extends along or near that frontier.

Moreover, passing through Gidia, Verrai, and Fiorina, it gives access

to areas which lie to the south and west of it. At Gidia it is joined by
the new line connecting Athens and Larissa with the outer world, and
various roads meet it by which communication is maintained with

northern Greece and eastern Albania. At Fiorina, located as it is a

few miles to the south of the frontier, there is a route running to the

south of Lakes Presba and Ventra, and connecting the town of Korcha
with the railway. This road, which constitutes an alternative to the

one passing to the north of the said lakes and meeting the railway at

Monastir, was undoubtedly the one used by the Bulgarians during their

advance from Fiorina upon Lake Ostrovo, and by the French as they

moved forward to meet the Italians coming from the Adriatic.

I must here say a few words about the Italian advance from the

Adriatic, for, whilst it is not based on Salonika, it certainly forms an

important part of that campaign. No full details have been given, but

it seems pretty clear that the army of our gallant Ally has operated

from Santa <,»uaranta through Delvino and Leskovick, and therefore by
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the best road in Albania. This move is of very considerable significance.,

because it more or less secures the Allied left flank, and prevents the

enemy from being able to push forward through Southern Albania and
across the Greek frontier in the direction of Yanina.

The Salonika-Monastir line also gives access to several roads, and
perhaps to a railway, by which Bulgarian reinforcements can be brought
up, and by which, were a general Allied advance from Salonika to be
made, the Allies might try to move into areas now occupied by the

enemy. Thus from Monastir there runs a route along the line of the
celebrated Via Egnatia by way of Elbasan to Durazzo. As a branch of

this road, the greater part of which is impassable for wheeled traffic,

there is one in bad condition which runs to Uskub by way of Kal-

kandalen. From Monastir a carriage and motor road runs in a north-

easterly direction to Perlepe, passing thence over the spurs of the

Babuna Mountains to Kuprulu in the Vardar valley. For years it has

been planned to connect these two places by a railway. It is quite

possible that this line has been constructed since the Bulgarian

occupation.

The Vardar valley, as I have already explained, is the most im-

portant existing line of communication in all Macedonia. Large parts

of it are so narrow that on the south of Kuprulu it is not followed by
a road, and traffic is therefore entirely dependent upon the railway which

unites Salonika with Nish. That railway may be said to enter the

valley itself near Karasulu Junction. From there as far as Kuprulu,

and therefore for a distance of about 77 miles, the valley is so narrow,

except at one point, that the railway crosses and recrosses the river

three times. Leaving the Vardar at Uskub, the line passes through

Kumanovo and crosses an area made up of bare uncultivated hills,

subsequently to enter the valley of the Morava near the old Serbo-

Turkish frontier.

During recent years this line has become of immense commercial

and military importance. Prior and subsequent to the Balkan wars it

was used by Serbia, under an arrangement first with Turkey and then

with Greece, as the principal route for her imports and exports. From
the moment of the outbreak of the present war its significance became

enormous, because it was by way of it alone that Serbia was able

effectively to communicate with the sea. It was easy of attack, and it

is easy of defence by Bulgaria because it passes through numerous
gorges, and because it runs more or less parallel to and at no great

distance from the frontier of that country—a frontier which now
approaches to within about 5 miles of it to the north-east of the station

of Strumnitza.

If we look a little beyond the direct and immediate communications

between Salonika and the interior, there are one or two lines which run

from the Vardar towards and across the Bulgarian frontier. Between

the Serbo-Greek frontier and Uskub two roads run towards the Struma
valle}^. Prior to the outbreak of the war they were in bad condition,,

but both are now undoubtedly passable for wheeled traffic. But the

most important road running in an easterly direction from the Vardar
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valley is that which connects Kumanovo, situated a few miles to the

north of Uskub, with Grueshevo, the railway terminus on the Serbo-

Bulgarian frontier. The length of this road is about 46 miles.

At first it traverses an open tract of country. On reaching Egri Palanka

one enters the gorge-like valley of the river Kriva, subsequently ascend-

ing the wood-covered Deve Bair ridge by steep zigzags which bring

the traveller to what was the Serbo-Bulgarian frontier—a frontier

marked by a line of small, turreted, whitewashed block-houses. The

whole of this route has for years been passable for wheeled traffic, and

ere now it has undoubtedly been so improved as to be suitable for

motors, if indeed a railway has not been partially constructed in order

to facilitate traffic and to avoid a circuitous route by way of Nish. No
serious engineering difficulties exist to prevent this, and the only section

which cannot yet be completed is that containing the tunnel which must

pierce the above-mentioned Deve Bair ridge.

To the east of the Vardar valley the principal feature affecting the

relations of Salonika to the interior, and governing the direction of an

advance from the Aegean coast into the heart of Old Bulgaria, is the

Rhodope Balkans. The name is given to the series of ranges which

begin on the west as a continuation of the Kilo Mountains of Bulgaria,

and which extend from the Struma valley on the west to the river

Maritza on the east. Before the Balkan wars these mountains used

approximately to form this part of the frontier between Bulgaria and

Turkey, and they still constitute a natural barrier between what may
be called Old Bulgaria and the area which borders upon the Aegean.

The western and central portions, known respectively as the Dospat

Dagh and the Kara Balkan, form one more or less definite line, but to

the east of the Kara Balkan this line practically divides into two long

offshoots which enclose the valley of the Arda, the northern branch

following the old frontier, and the southern one skirting the plain

adjacent to the Aegean.

The elevations attained at the western end of the range are consider-

ably greater than those at the east. Whilst in the former district there

is the Musella Peak (9000 feet) situated a few miles to the east of the

Struma valley, in the latter we have nothing higher than the Kartal

Dagh located a few miles to the north-west of Gumulgina. Practically

no important rivers drain the range towards the south, for, ignoring the

Struma, the principal is the Mesta, which enters the Aegean about thirty

miles to the east of Kavala. Leaving on one side the Maritza, which

finds its source in the Musella group, the largest rivers which flow

towards the north and east are the Krishim and the Arda, the waters

of which are augmented by those of the Sogudlu Dere Chai and the

Burgas Chai.

The lower slopes of the hills are covered with small oak bushes,

sweet chestnuts, and beeches, the higher slopes are decked with pine

trees, and the peaks are bare and generally rocky. For hours one

marches on, now in a deep valley, now on a road cut out of the hillside.

Sometimes, when the valley widens out, one passes a few houses built

of logs, the occupants of which cultivate the small fields surrounding
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them, fields which are often arranged in terraces one above the other.

Although possessed of a good climate, as are the Rhodopes (snow,

which is prevalent, generally lasts from November till April), this

district has been visited by but few Europeans, and it still remains one

of the least known in all the Balkan Peninsula.

In order to penetrate the Rhodopes from the south, it is necessary

either to disembark upon the plain which borders upon the Aegean, or

to approach it by land from the direction of Salonika or Dede Agatch.

The best landing places are in the Gulf of Rendina or Orfani, in Kavala

Bay, sheltered as it is by the island of Thasos, at Porto Lagos, located

to the south-east of Xanthi, and at Dede Agatch. The plain is

traversed by what is known as the Salonika Junction Railway, which

connects the former place with Dede" Agatch. It runs approximately

parallel to and at an average distance of some fifteen miles from the

coast, approaching the seashore only near Porto Lagos and at Dede
Agatch. Some one hundred and seventy miles of this line, which has a

total length of two hundred and eighty miles, belong to Greece. It is

on this Greek section, which runs more or less parallel to the Graeco-

Bulgarian frontier, that the Allies destroyed the great bridge across

the Struma in January last. Since then they have demolished others

located in the neighbourhood of Seres and Drama.

As a discussion upon the Maritza valley does not come within the

scope of this paper, there are only two routes, from the plain bordering

on the Aegean, which I propose to mention. The first or more westerly

of these, which alone really has a direct connection with Salonika, follows

the Struma valley and connects Demir Hissar in Greece with south-

western Bulgaria. The length of this route, which is provided with a

good and thoroughly passable motor road, is one hundred and ten miles.

It constitutes the most obvious and the most important line of com-

munication between Sofia and the Aegean coast, and it is for this reason

that the Bulgarians have always been desirous of securing possession of

the whole of it, and of constructing a railway by way of it to the

Aegean at Kavala which they have now occupied.

Ignoring the route which leads into, but, unless it has just been

completed, not right across the Rhodopes by way of the Mesta valley,

we come to the road which connects Gumulgina in New with Haskovo in

Old Bulgaria. It runs right across the two ranges of which the eastern

Rhodopes are composed, crossing the Arda valley and the river Arda by

a bridge close to the town of Kerjali. With a length of about seventy

miles, after the Balkan wars, this road, which has always been well

engineered and laid out, was so greatly improved by the Bulgarians

that it is now easy to make the whole journey by motor, a daily service

being maintained by means of a motor diligence prior to the entry of

Bulgaria into the war. After the second Balkan war, too, the preliminary

surveys for a railway approximately to follow this line were undertaken.

It was proposed that the new railway should either run to Gumulgina

or that it should take a more westerly route, thus approaching the coast

in the immediate neighbourhood of Porto Lagos.

The foregoing remarks will be sufficient to prove that the Salonika
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campaign must be entirely unlike and far more arduous than anything

else in Europe. With the exception of the plain lying to the west of

that town, which is already in our hands, and of the plain which borders

upon the Aegean, almost the whole of Macedonia is made up of mountains

or disjointed rocky hills.

The winding valleys, which often narrow down to mere gorges, are

shut in by sloping hills so forbidding that an advance across them seems

to be wellnigh impossible. In other districts, which are somewhat more

open, there is hardly a single locality where a forward movement is not

rendered extremely difficult by the existence of defensive positions, the

merit of which cannot be exaggerated. Except where they have been

doubled by the Allies, the whole of the railways are single lines, built

not for the purpose of heavy and numerous trains, but simply to meet

the requirements of the very meagre traffic of peace time. The gradients

are steep, the curves are sharp, and the passing places are few and far

between. Many of the railways, and especially the Vardar and the

Salonika Junction lines, pass through defiles and over numerous bridges

which are easily defensible by an enemy in possession of the hills which

command the valleys of the Vardar and of the Mesta. With the excep-

tion of the very few roads to which I have referred, the paths consist of

the merest tracks strewn with rocky stones so numerous that one has to

ride, to stumble or to clamber along as best one may. The existing

bridges are either so narrow or so shaky that one crosses them only at

the greatest risk. Moreover, the winter rains and snows, which in the

mountains are very heavy, make the roads, where roads exist, and the

fords wellnigh if not quite impassable.

This all means that the motor vehicles, transport wagons, and big

guns upon which a modern army depends are practically useless, and

that special transport and mountain guns must be provided for service

upon the numerous tracks which are not passable for wheeled traffic.

Again, the drought of the summer, which makes water, except in the

actual valleys, a difficulty even for travellers, places upon the supply

sections of the army a burden destined considerably to increase the

magnitude of their task.

TRAVEL MEMORIES.

By Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Yate.

(With Illustrations.)

Before saying good-bye for a 6pell to the 6un-scorched ridges—lit by
the rising or setting sun their beauty and charm is not to be forgotten

—of Afghanistan, I have felt tempted to run my eyes over the extensive

1 Continued from vol. xxxii. p. 572.
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literature to which that Second Afghan "War gave rise—a literature

which cannot fail to be well represented on the bookshelves of a

Geographical Society. The names of Lord Eoberts, Sir Donald Stewart,

Sir Robert Sandeman, Sir Neville Chamberlain, Sir Charles Macgregor,

Sir Luther Vaughan, Sir George White, Sir James Browne, R. T.

Bruce, Colonel A. Lemesurier, Archibald Forbes, Howard Hensman,
Colonel H. B. Hanna, Sir Alfred Lyall, Sir Richard Temple, Edward
Oliver, C. E. Biddulph and Dr. H. W. Bellew, are all associated

with histories, reminiscences or memoirs which treat more or less of

this War. To these I would add The Abridged Official Account, pub-

lished by John Murray in 1908, Captain Nevill's Campaigns on The

Xorth-JI est Frontier, Angus Hamilton's Afghanistan, and G. F. Young-
husband's Indian Frontier Warfare.

These names carry my thoughts back to scenes which have exercised

their influence on geography as on history. I see Sir Richard Temple,
early in 1880, passing through Sibi, on his ride against time, up the

Bolan Pass and back by the Hurnai route. The Sibi-Quetta railway

was then on the tapis, and to Sir Richard it fell to report, with the least

possible delay, which of the two routes, Bolan or Hurnai, was preferable.

I see Sir Frederick Roberts riding, two marches south of Kandahar, at

the head of the victorious Kabul-Kandahar Relief Force, bending its

footsteps back to India, having honourably and gloriously brought to

a close a long spell of active service, while upon us weighed the sense of

keen disappointment. Colonel H. B. Hanna, whom I remember on the

headquarter staff at Simla, has endorsed in his (the standard) history of

the Second Afghan War (vol. iii. p. 491) what I wrote two months ago.

These are his words :
—" The bronze star given to Roberts' force and

to the garrison of Khelat-i-Ghilzai was refused to men whose labours

and risks had been greater than theirs, and the modest despatch in

which their General (Phayre) showed how well they deserved to share

in the distinction, was not published in the London Gazette, though the

fact that Phayre had been in independent command from the day when
communication with Kandahar was cut off entitled it to that honour."

To this testimony allow me to add one fact, a fact which was known to

the whole garrison of Kandahar in the autumn of 1880, viz., that Sir

Frederick Roberts offered the grant of the bronze star to the cavalry

and horse artillery which Phayre brought upon the scene just after

Roberts' victory was complete. Sir Robert Phayre's reply was that he

would have the star for his whole force or for none. " None " won the

day ; but that which Phayre's force did and endured is on record, and
posterity will still respect the troops, among whom were numbered the

78th (now 2nd Seaforth) Highlanders, on whose breasts the bronze star

never figured. I am thankful that Colonel Hanna lived to complete his

third volume and pay his tribute to Phayre's command. The tribute

paid in the '' Official Account," which was revised for the press by an

officer of the Intelligence Branch at Simla, is worthy of the arm-chair in

which it was compiled.

A truce to these reminiscences. Most of the names I have men-
tioned recall scenes of bygone days. One word only of Mr. C. E.
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Biddulph, who was my companion on my journey in September-

October 1890, to Samarkand and Tashkent, which was made the

subject of a lecture before the Royal Scottish Geographical Society in

December of the same year. Mr. Biddulph contributed to the July

l,s9i number of the United Service, Magazine an article entitled " The
March to Guetta in August 1880," of which he was an eye-witness, in

which he depicts in graphic terms the scenes and sufferings of that

" March."' Mr. Biddulph, who was, I regret to say, killed by a panther

towards the close of the nineteenth century, was a man in whom the

spirit of adventure was strong, and his sensitive temperament was

reflected in the power, often humorous and satirical, of his pen. If, in

FIG. 1.—The Sjiin Baklak Fort in 1902.

these " Memories," I ever come to the Tashkent tour, I look forward to

quoting from the excellent articles which he then contributed to the

of India.

His experiences in the Bolan in August 1S80 are bound up with the

history of the passes connecting the Pishin plateau with the plains of

Upper Sind. We were witnesses of Sir Richard Temple's gallop round
the Sibi-^uetta Loop, followed by the construction of the Hurnai line

under Colonel Lindsay, R.E. Then " Maiwand" scatters railway work
to the winds, troops are withdrawn northward, workmen escorted

southward, and heavy plant abandoned ; and, as a Gladstonian Govern-
ment came into power in 1880, no further thought was paid to the

Sind-Pishin railway, until Russian and Afghan troops came into col-

lision at Panjdeh on 30th March 1885. Then was done in haste and
regardless of expense what should have been done leisurely and with
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due regard to economy. 1 This tour de force was assigned to Sir James
Browne, afterwards Quartermaster-General of the army in India, and
Chief Commissioner of Baluchistan. It was as Quarterniaster-General

that I met him at Karachi, soon after my return from my visit to

Russian Central Asia in the autumn of 1890. What I remember best

of that interview with Sir James Browne was the map of the country

between India and Persia which he allowed me to see. On it were
marked the routes which were deemed practicable for the Indo-

European railways of the future. The man who was called in, in 1885,

to remedy at high pressure the neglect of the last lustrum, was
insistent, both as Quartermaster-General and Agent to the Governor-
General in Baluchistan, on the construction of the line to Nushki ; and,

if completed to Nushki, it would surely have been extended to the

Fig. 2.—Nushki in 1902.

borders of Sistan. The Sistan and Khurasan trade has long been

valuable. But death suddenly carried off Sir James Browne in the

1 The terminus of this railway, which will doubtless some day reach Kandahar, has now
for twenty years been at Chaman, some ten miles north of the Kozhak range. The anger

of the Amir Abdurrahman Khan at this unauthorised intrusion into his territory was sig-

nalised by the construction of the Spin Baldak Fort and Cantonment, a bold act of inde-

pendence on the part of a ruler who affected to accept the protectorate of the Government of

India. I spent three weeks at Spiu Baldak in March and April 1903 as the guest of the

Amir. In 1S9S one of my havildars went from Chaman in disguise and brought me a descrip-

tion of the Spin Baldak Fort, which in 1903 I found to be remarkably accurate. During

the summer of 1902 I took, with a telephotometer lens, at a distance of three or

three and a half miles, a photograph of Spin Baldak, which I reproduce in Fig. 1. When
Sir Valentine Chirol came to Chaman, early in 1903, I gave him a copy of this, probably,

unique photograph, and when a copy of his book on The Middle Eastern Question came

into my hands, I found that he had used the photograph as an illustration. As his book

made no mention of me as the author of the photograph, I feel called upon to attest my
claim to be that author. The Scottish Geographical Magazine for March 1S9S contains an

article of some length on Chaman contributed by me. It is a place that in the future may,

politically and strategically, play a conspicuous part in Indian affairs.
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summer of 1896, and it is left for the great war and the troubled state

of Persia in 1915 to teach us how useful would have been, two years

ago, even a single line from Nushki to Kuh-i-Malik-siyah. German

agents would not then have made themselves masters of Kirman, until

turned out in 1916 by Sir P. M. Sykes and his corps of South Persia

Military Police. Geography wages a stubborn warfare whether for or

against man and his artifices.

A century has gone by since Christie and Pottinger crossed

these unexplored deserts held by the Baluch and Brahui. Thirty-four

years have passed away since Macgregor and Lockwood wandered in

Baluchistan. Xo one held more clearly before the eyes of the Govern-

FlG. 3.—Baluehis.

ment of India the Russian peril than Macgregor. My journey across

Persia in 1881 was my introduction to him, and to him, in part at least,

I owed my presence as special correspondent of the Pioneer and Daily

Telegraph with the Afghan Boundary Commission, and my subsequent
appointment, in 1880, as paid attache in the Intelligence Division at

Simla. The early death of so fine a soldier and explorer in February
1887 at the age of forty-six, was keenly felt throughout the army of

India. No frontier of the Empire of India has been more neglected

than that of Baluchistan. The Delhi Durbar of 1902-3 drew from its

sands and rocks, tempered by oases, a most suggestive array of Baluch
and Brahui chieftains and their retinues, all born horsemen, the very
material for yeomanry and mounted infantrjT

. We watched them as

they rode along in the great procession round the Jama' Masjid of

Delhi. Sir Robert Sandeman, in his day, set the example of using this
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raw material 1 (famous as Baluch levies or " catch-'em-alive-ohs "), just as

Sir Charles Napier did in 1843-46 when he found Sind overrun with

the cast-off soldiery of the Baluch Mirs of Sind. But their effort stag-

nated, and consequently, in 1906 or 1907, the late Lord Kitchener

declined to be answerable for any part of a sphere in Persia which lay

to the west of a line drawn from Ghazig to Bandar-Abbas, because, as

we assume, he considered that the army which the Government of

India was willing to pay for was insufficient to guarantee the protection

of any remoter line of frontier towards the west. To this day, seem-
ingly, the Baluch and the Brahui are vegetating under the regis of the

Pax Britannica
;

" although experienced old Indian administrators in

Parliament some years ago, when South-Eastern Persia first gave trouble,

urged the formation of a Perso-Baluch Border Police under British

officers, a force which, if ready and organised in 1914, would have
precluded much Teutonic mischief. It is but thirty-six years since my
brother and I rode from the Persian Gulf to the Caspian. What a

transformation Persia has undergone since then ! What France
aohieved in the last decade of the eighteenth century, Persia essayed

in the first decade of the twentieth. Their methods differed in this

that the French manipulated their own butcher's bill, while the Russians

took that of Azerbaijan upon their own hands. The Fouquier-Tinville

of Tabriz was Russian martial law, and of that "Reign of Terror"

Professor E. G. Browne of Cambridge has left us an account, which no
man, having read, can forget.

When quartered with the 1st (127th) Baluch Light Infantry at and
near Kandahar from September 1880 to May 1881, I was brought into

touch with two officers of the Indian Service who had spent some
years of their lives in Persia. The one was Colonel Sir Oliver St. John,

R.E., chief political officer with the army of occupation at Kandahar,

and the other Major the Hon. George Napier, one of the younger sons

of the first Lord Napier of Magdala, and one of Sir 0. St. John's

assistants. My elder brother, then Captain C. E. Yate, who had joined

Sir Frederick Roberts' relieving force at Khelat-i-Ghilzai, was another of

his assistants.

It was during this stay at Kandahar that I commenced the study of

1 As works of reference ou Baluchistan and its inhabitants, let me mention Pottinger's

Travels and Macgregor's Wanderings in Baluchistan, R. T. Bruce's The Foricard Policy

and its Results, and A. H. Savage Landor's Across Coveted Lands. The last-named

work (vol. ii. p. 42S) has a good picture of Baluch Levies, and one of "A giant Baluch

Recruit" of my regiment, as a foil to whom stands the adjutant, small in stature but

very capable, as his services in France and Mesopotamia during the present war have

shown. In fact the Baluch regiments raised, two by Sir Charles Napier and one by
Brigadier-General John Jacob, have highly distinguished themselves in this war, both in

France and in East Africa, whether we regard generals such as Sir Michael Tighe and Sir

Claude Jacob, or Sepoys such as Khuda-dad, V. C.
2 In January 1902 the Times did me the favour of allowing me to set forth fully my

advocacy of a "Baluchistan Militia," as "a potent factor for offence and defence." That
was written just when the German Baghdad Railway was giving both Britain and Russia

rery serious thoughts. In 1915 a Baluchistan militia might, had it been organised betimes,

have intervened "to very good purpose.
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the Persian language and literature, and I still have manuscripts of

Sa'adi, Hafiz, and other Persian authors which I purchased at that time.

Present also with Sir Oliver St. John was Xawwab Hasan Ali Khan, a

Persian in his day well known in Persia, India, and Afghanistan, and,

in his later years, as one who had been employed under the Foreign

Office, a member of the St. James's Club. Thrown thus into the society

of at least three persons whose conversation not infrequently turned on

Persia, my brother and I decided that, if possible, on the termination

of the war, we would travel to England via Persia. AVe were told what
kit and food to take, and that we were efficiently coached up for the

undertaking, the accomplishment thereof is the best proof. I had to do
my journey to and fro within ninety days' privilege leave, and thanks

to the kindness of General Sir Robert Hume, then commanding the

Kandahar Force, that leave was granted to me.

The march from Kandahar to Kindli in May 1881 need not detain

us. What we had left the route in August-September 1880 we found

it in May 1881, except that man and beast had food and water (none

of the best; in fair abundance. I can see now one of those old familiar

"devils" coming swirling along and laying out a row of officers' eighty-

pound tents neatly on the ground, a diversion for the "devil" if not

for us.

We marched by night down the Bolan. The heat, as we know, was
great.- At Rindli a ton or so of ice awaited each train, and off we went
to Hyderabad in Sind. I had about twenty-four hours there before I

started for Karachi to take steamer for Bushire. I opened the boxes
which I had left behind me fifteen months before. The fish insects had left

nothing behind, not even books and boots. I commissioned a friend to

have the remnant auctioned in the Bazaar, where I think it realised twenty-
five rupees, and I replaced the articles, including all my full dress and mess
uniform, by expending a sum at least five times as great as the " batta

"

which the Government of India was pleased to assign to me. However,
soldiers soon find out that it is their privilege to recoup themselves for

losses in the service of the State, not from governmental coffers, but from
their own pockets, or, if paterfamilias is kind, from the parental reserve.

When my brother, Captain C. E. Yate, and I put out from Karachi
on 21st May 1881 into the first burst of the monsoon, we started to
visit a Persia which, for a quarter of a century at least, had led a com-
paratively untroubled, if inglorious existence. So peaceful was the
outlook in 1873 that Xasr-ed-din Shah thought fit to absent himself
for five months from his realm and spend that time in visiting the
principal courts and countries of Europe, being the first Persian monarch
to visit Europe since the fifth century B.C., when Xerxes came thither

bent on no peaceful errand. Fifteen years after our visit Xasr-ed-din
Shah was assassinated in the precincts of the celebrated mosque of

Shah-Abdul-Azim, the one spot then connected by railway with the
Persian capital, Teheran. Whether that murderous act was in any way
prompted by the spirit which ten years later, under the rule of Mozaffer-
ed-din Shah, brought the reform movement to a head, is a point upon
which only one who was a constant resident in or visitor to Persia
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towards the close of the nineteenth century could say. The late General

Sir T. E. Gordon says it was not, and few, if any, can speak with greater

authority than he. 1

Two years' campaigning, a sweltering journey of twenty-four hours,

topping up with a dance till 3 or 4 A.M. at the Sind Club,'2 may or may
not—it depends on the individual—be a good prelude to early monsoon

experiences in the Sea of Oman. We went on board before dawn and

weighed anchor at daybreak. As our British-India mail-boat, never

famous for comfort, and thirty-five years ago much less so than to-day,

rounded the Manora Lighthouse Point, we knew our fate. We resumed,

after some twenty-four hours' prostration, active life, when the Persian

Gulf for motion substituted heat, tine vraie chaleur d'enfcr, a foretaste

of that with which Mesopotamia has, since 1914, made us all, by

repute at least, only too familiar. There was no ice on board, and

the moisture-laden atmosphere could cool nothing. However, youth

makes light of these trifles. Only too happy to be left in peace,

be it on deck or in the cabin, we had passed Gwadar, Gwattar, and

Chahbar, destined thirty years later to be the cynosure of Eussian

eyes as possible terminal ports of a Trans-Persian Eailway on the sea-

coast of south-east Persia. At daybreak on the 24th the weather was

more propitious, as Ave sighted the Kuh-i-mubarak, an isolated peak on

the Persian coast about a hundred miles south-east of Bandar-Abbas.

This peak is perforated, and from a certain point of view out at sea

daylight can be seen through it. As we neared Bandar-Abbas we

noted that the Persian coast was fringed with what looked like man-

grove swamps, which supply, we heard, much of the fuel used in the

Gulf. Bandar-Abbas is a busy roadstead and town, teeming with Arabs,

negroes and Hindus, and backed by mountains snow-clad in winter. It

is the south-west limit of the so-called British sphere of Persia. Coupled

with Ormuz, it is bound up with the seventeenth-century struggles of

the Portuguese, Dutch and British East India Companies for supremacy

in the Persian Gulf. Britain in the long run prevailed. The Custom-

House of 1881, the most striking building in the town, is the old British

factory, and still (in 1881) showed traces of its former fortifications.

In 1729 it withstood a siege by 5000 Baluchis.3 The post-office I found

besieged by squatting natives, all writing for dear life, till an impatient

postmaster summarily closed the mail and packed the scribes off. The

negro, I noted, had the same joviality as his West Indian or West

African brother. He sang as he loaded cargo or rowed his boat, and a

broad grin was easily provoked. The women concealed nose and chin

only with a small black mask. The blackened walls of the Portuguese

forts of Kishm and Ormuz, with ruins of chapels and reservoirs,

still attract visitors, and subterranean chambers underlie the forts.

These chambers were, doubtless, for the storage of food supplies and

goods, like those of the old Chateau de Kamezay at Montreal, while

i Vide Proceedings of the Central Asian Society for 1907, " The Reform Movement in

Persia," by General Sir T. E. Gordon, K.C.B., K.C.I.E., C.S.I., p. 13.

2 The Club at Karachi is " The Sind Club.
- '

3 Malcolm's History of Persia, vol. ii. p. 13.
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those of the old West African Portuguese forts (such as Elmina, near

Cape Coast Castle) undoubtedly held slaves. The salt of Ormuz has a

high reputation and an extensive market, even reaching that of Calcutta,

I am told. 1 In the summer months of June, July and August, Bander-

Abbas becomes a treasure-house of fruits imported from the mountain-

ous interior—peaches, apricots, plums, cherries, grapes, pomegranates,

melons, apples, pears and dates, which presumably are shipped oft" to

the towns and villages of the Gulf Coast, and some, perhaps, to the

Indian and Mesopotamian markets. We took the mails on board at

sunset and sailed for Lingah. During the year 1916 Bandar-Abbas

must have presented a scene of greater interest, activity and animation
;

for it was there that Brigadier-General Sir Percy M. Sykes, the English-

man who may, without undue pretension, claim to be the Malcolm and

Morier of his day, commenced to raise the South Persia Military Police.

In April last he could say, " The start has been excellent, recruits

streaming in, rather to our surprise. We hope to march off" soon to

Kirman with a body of trained men and to recruit seriously at that

centre." As we heard some time ago, Sir Percy has been instrumental

in putting an end to German influence in Kirman and Vazd.

Accustomed to associate the whale with Arctic seas, we were surprised

to "sight" several just oft* Bahrein. The cable from Karachi to the

Gulf had no thought, when laid, of acting as a night-line. It hooked a

whale, none the less. The whale died, and the Indo-European telegraph

route was subjected to temporary suspension. We passed pearl-fishers'

boats. Story has it that Europeans once got out diving apparatus and

dress and prepared to compete with the native divers. The latter

promptly said, "No, you don't; if you do, we cut your pipes." The
native diver, it is believed, still holds his own there ; but some change

surely has come over the spirit of the Gulf-dream. For I take up the

Report for 1915 of the Indian Branch of the St. John Ambulance
Association, and read that the Shaikh of Koweit presented that year

lis. 50,000 to its funds, to help the good work which that branch has

been carrying out in Mesopotamia ever since the commencement of the

present war. Bahrein, with its pearl industry, wealth of fresh-water

springs, and ruins of old Dutch forts, is superseded in interest by Koweit,

the prospective terminus on the Gulf of an Indo-European railway.

We may not linger among the Persian Gulf ports, rich as they are

in history and interest and curious types of life. Three hundred years

have gone by since Portuguese, Dutch, and British began their competi-

tion for supremacy in the Gulf. They all three had a foothold there

before the Turk appeared on the scene, and finally Turk, Dutch, and

Portuguese alike withdrew, and left Britannia to rule and police that

sea, until Germany launched the " Drang nach Osten " and challenged

1 When Milton wrote of the wealth of Ormuz, does he suggest "salt" ? And yet few

surer sources of riches and revenue exist. Sir Richard Dane, erst Salt-Commissioner of

India, is requisitioned to superintend the Salt Revenue of China. Mr. Hinks, Secretary,

R. U.S., lecturing on 20th January 1917 at the Royal Institution, on the East African Lakes,

speaks of their salt as transported for use to a distance of some hundreds of miles. The

salt-range of the Punjab supplies both India and Afghanistan.

VOL. XXXIII. F
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Britannia. But that is a long story which we may well leave to M. Andre
Cheradame and Dr. G. W. Prothero, or to an article entitled " Berlin in

Quest of Asiatic Dominion," which I contributed to the Royal United
Service Institution Journal for February 1916. 1

It occurs to me, before we quit the Gulf at Bushire, to take my
reader's thought back for a few minutes to a most crucial period in the

annals of Indo-European railway enterprise and of Middle Eastern

politics. The trans-Persian railway scheme of 1911-12 had not been

mooted. I refer to January 1902, the time when the Sultan, in an

Irade, confirmed the Baghdad railway concession made to Germany, and
when Mr. (now Sir) Joseph Walton initiated a very notable debate in

the House of Commons on British policy in Persia and the Persian Gulf.

Some little time before this Sir C. Kinloch Cooke had invited me to write

an article for the Empire Review on the subject of railway communication

with the Persian Gulf. It duly appeared under the title of "The Rail-

way Race to the Persian Gulf," and advanced ideas which, as usual, after

the lapse of fifteen years, are found somewhat incompatible with fact.

The German railway never went near Diyarbekr, but struck south-east

to Konieh, Adana, and the Cilician Gates. Personally, I conceived that

their main line would avoid a point so near the sea, so open to attack

from Cyprus, as Adana. Indeed, ever since Turkey joined in this war,

I have expected this railway to be raided. Bearing in mind that Berlin

sought in this railway not only access to the East but also through

Syria and Egypt to East Africa, we know now that the route adopted

was obligatory. Among our statesmen at that time both Lord Lans-

downe, at the Foreign Office, and Lord Curzon, in India, were most
insistent on the maintenance of British supremacy in the Persian Gulf,

and it was to ensure this that the latter, as Viceroy, some two years

later, made an official tour, visiting the principal places both on the

Arabian and Persian coasts, and finishing up with a Durbar for the chiefs

of Baluchistan at Pasni. The debate in the House of Commons, initiated

by Mr. Joseph Walton, took place on 22nd January 1902. In it took

part politicians of both parties, to wit, Earl Percy, Lord Cranborne, Sir

Edward Grey, and Mr. Henry Norman. What marked the debate was
the absence of expression given to apprehension of German designs in

Turkish Arabia. Indeed, Earl Percy went so far as to say that Germany
was doing for Turkey what Britain had done for Persia. On the other

hand, Mr. Henry Norman stated that the advance of Germany to the

Persian Gulf was a very serious matter ; and that we know now to our

cost. Mr. H. P. B. Lynch, so well known in connection with Tigris

and Karun navigation, entertained at dinner at his house in Pont Street

that same evening most of those who took part in the debate and half a

dozen other gentlemen well acquainted with the Middle East, whether

1
I should also add an excellent summary of the whole question, entitled The German

Road to the East, by Mr. Evans Lewin. Heinemaim, 1916.

M. Cheradame's latest of many contributions to the history of this subject has been

translated by Lady Frazer, and published, with an Introduction by the Earl of Cromer, by
Mr. John Murray, 1916. Dr. Prothero's German Policy before the War was issued from

the same publisher in 1915.
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as travellers, military attaches, or consular officials. We spent a most

enjoyable evening. As far as I can ascertain, the terms of the Baghdad
railway concession were not known in England when this debate took

place. Yet we see in the debate the distinct trend of opinion towards a

rapprochement with Russia. Nonetheless, the old apprehension died

slowly. It was only after this war commenced that the incredulous

Thomases began to write letters to the Times asserting their own
prescience, letters which now and again met with a reception and
criticism which must have been disconcerting to the writers.

CENTRAL EUROPE : A Review. 1

By George G. Chisholm.

The book now reviewed, published in the original in the middle of the

war, 1915, has for some time been recognised as one of the most notable

productions of the war—"far and away,

'

;

says Professor Ashley in the

introduction to the translation of the work, " the most important book

that has appeared in Germany since the world conflict began" (p. v).

It is all the more worthy of attention in this country on account of the

facts mentioned with regard to the author in that introduction. Quoting,

as he says, " a competent and not too sympathetic reviewer " of the

author's writings before the war, the author, we are told, " has his

readers in the workman's cottage and the undergraduate's sitting-room,

in the boudoir of the millionaire's wife and in the offices of high

officials" (p. v).

It is important also in estimating the work to note that Naumann
began life as a Lutheran pastor, that he afterwards gave up the ministry

for journalism and founded a journal called Die Hilfe, which had for its

aim " to combine all the practicable objects of social democracy with the

contemporary enthusiasm in middle-class circles for naval and colonial

expansion."

Obviously a book with such a subject as the present cannot fail to

have much geographical content ; yet it is one of which it is hardly pos-

sible to give an adequate account without trespassing beyond the field of

geography, and we must, therefore, ask our readers to excuse us if such

transgressions are made, though we will endeavour not to travel beyond
geographical limits unnecessarily. The book is one which is bound to

rouse from the very beginning the keen interest of all those given to the

study of political problems. Its style is fascinating, it is written

throughout in the heat, not of passion, but of imaginative thought based

on wide and intimate knowledge. And in using the term "imaginative

thought " nothing invidious is intended. The thinking from beginning

to end, the attentive reader can have no doubt, is quite honest. All

that is here referred to by the term just used is the process to which all

must in like circumstances resort in the endeavour to form coherent

1 Central Europe. By Friedrich Naumann. With an introduction by W. J. Ashley.

Translated by Christabel M. Meredith. London : P. S. King and Co., 1916. Price 7s. 6d.

net.
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views compatible with the facts where the data are necessarily

inadequate.

One would lay more stress on the width and exactness of the know-
ledge shown than on any arbitrariness of imaginative interpretation as

the distinguishing feature of this work, but if we recognise the honesty of

the aim we nevertheless find it represented in ways that it is not easy to

harmonise. In that, however, there is nothing to be wondered at. The
author sees with vivid sense visions of communities and places in their

present relations and future prospects. Each vision fills his mind for the

time, but we can easily understand that in the several visions there may
lie some inconsistency, some implications which if pursued to their logical

conclusions can hardly be reconciled.

Though bearing the title of Central Europe the work is avowedly

written from the German point of View. Its main professed purport is-

to show the necessity for strong means of defence for a countrjT situated

like Germany. This idea was not new with Xaumann. It was already

current in Germany when he began to write. But it is set forth by him
with singular dexterity. ' Germany, 1

it is contended, is too small to defend

itself against the great rivals and enemies which it must be prepared to

face. The formation of a single unit embracing at least German}' and
Austria-Hungary in a permanent but adequate bond of some kind is

necessary for the preservation of both ; and, difficult as the formation of

such a bond must prove, it must be attained somehow if there is to

remain in the heart of Europe a self-depending unit capable of coping

with the rivals which it has to dread. Defence, and defence only, is

aimed at. The present war is a purely defensive one." "This much
may ... be stated with certainty : the two Central European Powers had

no defined military aim because they were only prepared for defence
"

(p. 9). But it is somewhat difficult to reconcile that view with the

admission which immediately follows, that " In the German Empire two
ileas were always present in the minds of government and people : that

some time or other a break would occur with the Tsar, and that some
time there must be a fight with England over the control of the sea

"

(pp. 9-10); still more difficult to reconcile it with the facts as to the

military preparations within a mile of the Belgian frontier to the south

of Malmedy set forth concisely but with telling significance by Professor

Eyde on p. 285 of his Continent of Europe. If that is a sign of defensive

aims, then surely we must take the term " defence " in the military

sense, according to which the best defence is a strong, sudden and
unexpected attack.

Then we must bear in mind that it is this same Naumann, the author

of the work now under review, who in the earlier stages of the war

wrote in Die Hilfe as follows :

—
" Even admitting that there has been

in Belgium a sentiment of neutrality, as honourable as that which we
believe to exist in Switzerland, for example, there remains nevertheless

the question of the right which a small state may have, whatever the

1 Single inverted commas indicate summaries of the author's views, double inverted

commas direct quotations.
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circumstances may be, to keep itself apart from historic work of recon-

stitution. Wars are now a change of organisation in the process of

human evolution. ... As there are states and peoples on the rise and

in decay, there must be times when one reckons up the situation and

when revision is made of the parts assigned in the general government

of the world. Such a time has just arrived, the struggle is for the

direction of humanity. However sympathetic one may be with the

desires of neutrals, one cannot admit in principle their right to remain

apart from the general process of centralisation of the domination of

humanity. In the economic domain we see every day small enterprises

doing their utmost to stand outside of the syndicates. Often they

succeed, but often they fail. The same phenomena occur in the sphere

of higher politics." It should be stated, however, that the passage just

given is the translation of a translation. The present reviewer stumbled

upon it in L'JEconomiste Franfais for October 31, 1914 (p. 455).

But, in any case, ' whether this is a war of defence or not, defence

on an enormous scale will have to be provided for in the future.'

Naumann has no idea that there is any possibility of regarding this as

the last war, as it has sometimes been passionately called in this country.

Again and again he states frankly that he looks upon war as a neces-

sarily recurrent phase in the history of humanity, at least for an indefi-

nite time to come. See, for example, the passage quoted below (p. 88).
' Hence his strenuous advocacy of a Central European State, the forma-

tion of a Central European unit of defence, strong enough to be able to

face any probable enemies, a unit which, profiting by the experience of

the present war, must be surrounded on all its frontiers with lines of

trenches.
' And how are these trenches to run 1 Well, at least, as already

said, round the present Germany plus Austria-Hungary.' Naumann
gives full weight to all the difficulties in the way of forming such a

union. We may say, indeed, that in his eyes these difficulties would
appear to be almost as great as those in the way of making an organic

whole of the British Empire. ' The union cannot be, at least, in the

first instance, a state in the full sense of the term. It will be a federa-

tion of states, not a federal state, a Staatenbund not a Bvndcssfaat (p. 233
in the original, p. 255 in the translation). The central organisation of

this great unit will have nothing to do with religion, schools, language

or local government' (pp. 74-6 and pp. 257-8). By Naumann the

immediate formation even of a full economic union is deemed to be imprac-

ticable. ' The difficulties are too great on account of the difference in

the stages of economic development of the two empires which it is

proposed to unite, and on account even of the economic rivalry between

the two in external markets, as for instance in the Balkan Peninsula
'

(pp. 237-8). But with regard to the differences in the economic condi-

tions between Austria-Hungary and Germany, Naumann draws the

attention of the people of Austria-Hungary to the fact that there are in-

equalities between different parts of Germany also which are nevertheless

found compatible with existence within single economic frontiers, for

example, in Silesia as compared with Westphalia and the Rhine Province
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(p. 134). Discarding for the present, however, the idea of full economic
union, Naumann maintains that the financial policy of Central Europe,

or Mid-Europe as it is uniformly called in the text by the translator,

after the war must rest in the main on state syndicates with guarantees

for workmen. This method is regarded by him as having " the immense
advantage over all other conceivable ones in that it makes for commer-
cial and technical concentration and improvement" (p. 161). The
arrangements in connection with these state syndicates are to be drawn
up on the model of international treaties (p. 261).

But while these difficulties are discussed in connection with the
possible union between Germany and Austria-Hungary, Naumann does

not contemplate this as forming the whole of the new great defensive

unit of Mid-Europe ; and if he does not form a definite forecast as to

what that unit is to embrace, his queries upon the subject are certainly

significant.

" Who is prepared to say," he asks, " where the future Central Euro-

pean trench-made boundaries will run ? Whether they will pass on the

inner or the outer side of Eoumania, or on this or that side of Bessa-

rabia 1 Whether they will follow the Vistula or not 1 Whether Bul-

garia is to be included in the Central European sphere of interest or

not ? Whether or no we shall secure a line of railway to Constantinople

in the trusty hands of allies 1 What Mediterranean seaports will come
into consideration as the starting-points of Central European railway

lines 1 What will become of Antwerp 1 How the Baltic Sea will

appear after the war 1 Thus there are a hundred questions which will

still remain to be answered. So much only is clear : that their answers

will be essentially affected according to whether the German-Austrian
union is, at bottom, something that is desired and determined upon or

not. Here and here only is the birthplace of Mid-Europe."

The implications of these questions hardly need emphasising. One
is again compelled to ask how, with such pretensions, Mid-Europe can

be looked upon as a merely defensive organisation. What sign is there

of any consideration for the rights of small nations 1 Belgium and
Denmark are clearly menaced, and if the kingdom of the Netherlands

is not expressly alluded to, who can imagine that a power animated by
the spirit here indicated would continue to respect the claims of that

country to the banks of the lower Rhine 1 The truth is that it is needless

even to ask these questions. Naumann on this point, as on many others,

is unblushingly frank. The smaller nations, in his view, can be con-

sidered only as the satellites of the great world-powers. Still, it is only

fair to add that Naumann does not rely solely on force as a means of

associating various contiguous countries with Mid-Europe. On pp. 272-4

he points out the measures necessary to attract other states more or less

willingly into the Mid-European confederation.

At present, in Naumann's view, there are three great world-powers,

the British Empire, the United States, and Russia, and on p. 182 and

the following pages there is an interesting exposition of his views of

the governmental ideas and methods of each of those powers. Inci-

dentally it may be pointed out that in this exposition Naumann makes
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no reference to the fact that up to the outbreak of the war the trade of

India and most of the other parts of the British Empire not enjoying

responsible government was as free to the rest of the world as to the

mother-country, and that if of late years the self-governing dominions have

granted certain trade preferences to the United Kingdom that has been

done of their own free will. The issue of the present war, in Xaumann's

opinion, is to test the question whether Mid-Europe can assert and main-

tain itself as a fourth world-power, as far as possible self-contained, and

with an economic policy uniting the interests of all its parts against

the rest of the world. And with reference to this view the following

passage will be felt by all outside of Central Europe to be ominous and

worthy of careful pondering: "If we lose the tight we shall, probably,

be condemned for ever to be a satellite nation. If we are half victorious,

then we shall be obliged to fight again later. If we win a lasting

victory we shall lighten the task for our children and grandchildren, for

then Mid Europe will be entered in the Domesday Book of the coming

centuries'' (p. 180).
1 This great Mid-Europe will be German at the core. It will

inevitably use German as its language for intercourse with the rest of

the world, as well as between the different nationalities embraced by it

'

(p. 108). "To speak quite frankly: Austria [in entering this union]

will be assenting finally to that shifting of the weight of gravity which

took place in 1866. She will renounce all future claim to be the chief

ruling power in Central Europe, as she was in the days of her splendour.

There is no formal dependence involved, no curtailing of sovereignty,

no giving up of inherited power, but all the same there will be an

actual acknowledgment of the existing position of forces "
(p. 61).

But this gives occasion to Xaumann to speak repeatedly of the

urgent necessity on the part of both Germans and Magyars for aban-

doning, so far as possible, their present offensive and domineering

methods of behaviour towards the people of those races in political

union with them.

After the war, he states, in one place, we must shake ourselves free

of the impulse to compulsory Germanisation, we must begin to learn the

meaning of nationality questions ; we must, he emphatically repeats

(p. 75 in the original). And again, after expressing the opinion that

there is no doubt as to the capacity of the Germans to accomplish

the great economic organisation which he advocates, he goes on to say :

" But it is a somewhat different question whether or no we have, in

addition to organisation and technique, that indispensable quality for

world-union, which we have previously termed elasticity, that flexible

skill which we find in three different forms amongst Russians, English,

and Americans. We are somewhat hard, masterful, taciturn, have but

little patience for our slower fellow-creatures, and demand that things

shall be done precisely as we wish. All this has its good side, but in

order to be a leading, directing, economic nation, some sort of inter-

national oil is needed, the art, the great art of managing men, sym-

pathy with others, the power to enter into their nature and aims"

(pp. 195-6 ; see also p. 78).
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In view of these admissions as to the repellent features of German
character, one is inclined to wonder at the confidence with which he gives

elsewhere another explanation of the unpopularity of the Germans, which
he frankly admits. He pays no heed to those who would explain Ger-

man unpopularity by such things as the want of manners shown by
Germans travelling abroad, the loud clothing of German tourists, or the

theatrical sabre-rattling of some retired generals. It hardly occurs, he

says, to those who resort to such explanations " that we are unloved

because we have found a method of work in which now and for a long

time to come no other European nation can imitate us, and which con-

sequently the others do not regard as fair. It is this to which we have

just referred as the transition to the impersonal capitalism of the second

stage, a process which with us has demanded about a century and a half

of work and education"' (p. 114). The impersonal capitalism here-

referred to is the system by which capital belonging to Germans is made
to subserve the interests of the state in every part of the world.

However that may be, the reading of this book with all that we have

learned from the progress of the present war can hardly fail to con-

vince us that the following forecast as to the state of things when the war
is over is too sadly true :

" It is not to be supposed that at the conclusion

of the war the long jubilee years of an everlasting peace will begin ! It is

true, doubtless, that there will be a widespread inclination towards peace,

for war sacrifices and war taxes speak an insistent language. Moreover,

we shall be more careful than hitherto to suppress frivolous pretexts for

war and to strive for understanding between nations. But, on the other

hand, the war will leave behind it an immense number of unsolved pro-

blems, both new and old, and will lead to disillusionments which will

express themselves in extensive armaments. All the War Ministers,

General Staffs and Admiralties will ponder over the lessons of the past

war, technical skill will contrive yet newer weapons, frontier fortifi-

cations will be made still wider, and, above all, longer" (p. 7).

Abandoning, however, the language of forecast, we will now add
that, among the many other interesting points in this book not touched

upon (flashlight surveys of history, political, religious, economic, flash-

light anticipations of the future, etc.), there are two things in the book to

which geographers will be glad to have their attention called ; first,

the particulars as to the commercial treaty between Austria and Hungary
of December 30, 1907, which remains valid to the end of 1917 (pp. 270-

71), and, second, some details as to the mutual trade between Austria

and Hungary (p. 229). The book is also enriched with an appendix

of statistical and historial data, a copious bibliography and an index.

In conclusion, we may say that in spite of the difficulty presented by
the peculiarities of an idiom so different from that of English as the

German, and the further peculiarities of the diction of a man of such

marked individuality as Naumann, the translation reads very well. One
little mistake we may notice, the alkali monopoly with its imperial pro-

tection referred to on p. 159 should really be the potash monopoly, for

of alkalies generally Germany has no monopoly in any sense.
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" PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY.

The Lecture Programme.

In December 1916, M. Eugene Rentier lectured under the auspices of

the Society at the Aberdeen and Dundee centres on "Belgium, Past,

Present, and Future." The lecture was much appreciated at both

centres, and resulted in the raising of a considerable sum for the

Belgian soldiers.

On the 8th of February there will be a lecture at Edinburgh by

Mr. E. P. Stebbing, F.L.S., F.R.G.S., Head of the Forestry Department
at Edinburgh University, on "The Serbian Front in Macedonia." This

lecture has already been given at the Glasgow centre on the 23rd of

January, but Mr. Stebbing is unfortunately unable to visit the other

two centres. On the 15th of February Mr. F. H. Chevallier-Boutell

will lecture at Edinburgh on " A Yisit to the Great Falls of the I-gauzu,

where Argentina, Brazil, and Paraguay meet," and this lecture will be

illustrated not only by fixed views, but also by a biograph film of 1 500 feet

in length. Earl Grey having been compelled on account of the state of

his health to withdraw from his provisional engagement to lecture to

this Society this season, M. Alexis Aladin, formerly leader of the

peasant party of the Russian Duma, will lecture at Aberdeen on the

27th. and at Dundee on the 28th, on "Geographical Peculiarities in the

Relations of Russia with the Outside "World," and Professor J. Y
Simpson, D.Sc, will lecture at Edinburgh and Glasgow on the 1st and

2nd of March respectively on "With the Russians in Transcaucasia."

The tickets already sent to members for these four dates, announcing

Earl Grey as the probable lecturer, will serve for admission to these four

lectures at the centres mentioned.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Europe.

Permanent Snow on Scottish Mountains.—Professor Gregory
points out that this question, which was referred to in the last number
of the Magazine, p. 32, was discussed in a paper by him in the Scottish

Ski Club Magazine, Jan. 1912 (pp. 147-155), on the "Snow Patches in

the Northern Gulleys of Ben Nevis." He claimed from observations

made in the autumns of 1905, 1906, 1908 that though the snow
patches may last through many summers they occasionally disappear,

and that none of the snow in them can be more than a few years old.

America.

The Northern Great Plains of the United States.—Dr. Stephen
S. Visher contributes to the August issue of the Geographical Review last

year a long and admirably illustrated article on the plants and animals

of the plains in South Dakota, eastern Montana and Wyoming, North
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Dakota and northern Nebraska. Both plants and animals show singu-

larly close adaptation to the peculiar geographical conditions, especially

to the unfavourable climate. The important climatic factors are the
great range of temperature and the scanty and irregular rainfall. The
average annual precipitation is only about fifteen inches, and about four-

fifths of this takes place in the period April-August. The extreme yearly
range of temperature is almost 150° F., and the daily range frequently

reaches 50°. Frosts sufficiently severe to check vegetative activity

may occur as early as mid-September and as late as May, while less severe
frosts occur as early as the beginning of September and as late as early

June. On the other hand, summer maxima of 100' are not rare. Though
the wind velocities are not high, yet a breeze of 8-10 miles per hour
blows almost constantly during the daytime. In summer such winds
may have a strongly desiccating effect, while in winter, especially with
driving snow, they are very severe. The total result is to convert the

region into a semi-arid grassland. Grasses predominate among the
plants, but there are also many composites, leguminous plants, crucifers

and chenopods. In favourable years annuals may be abundant, but the

characteristic plants are low-growing, compact perennials. There are no
large shrubs and virtually no trees, and the difficulties in the way of the

growth of arborescent vegetation is well illustrated by the rose of the

plains, which reaches a height of only five inches, and bears but one
flower. Dwarfing due to the severity of the wind is indeed a marked
characteristic of the plants. Other plant peculiarities due to the climate

are the fact that the flowers are usually pollinated by wind, and seeds

and fruits are wind-distributed. The peculiar phenomenon—familiar in

the Mediterranean region in the case of the so-called Rose of Jericho

—

of the separation of the aerial part of a plant from the root, the separated

portion being then swept away by the wind, is said by the author to

occur in no less than ten of the plants of the plains, these belonging to

several different families. Rapidity of growth under favourable con-

ditions, combined with great powers of resistance to unsuitable conditions,

when the plants may lie dormant for a couple of seasons, are other

features of the plants of the plains, and distinguish them markedly from

introduced species, which often succumb to untimely frost or prolonged

drought, to which the native species are very resistant.

In regard to the mammals of the plains, the special features are either

an ability to migrate when conditions are unfavourable, this being com-
mon in the larger forms, or the burrowing habit, which protects the

animals from excessive heat or cold, and from wind. Most of the small

animals, except the rabbits, hibernate, and this for long periods.

The various grass associations of the steppe are described in some
detail, and very interesting notes are given on the plants and animals of

each association. It is also noted that " badlands " occur over clay,

especially in south-central South Dakota and in the Little Missouri valley

in North Dakota. "Where the clay forms a level surface it may be grass-

covered, but the more rugged areas are conspicuously barren, owing to

the rapidity of erosion and the inability of the clay to absorb or hold

water. A very striking illustration shows a "butte " made of the clay
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capped with sand. The upper part is covered with dense vegetation,

while the clay slopes are all but bare. On such slopes the chief plants

are shrubby composites with powerful anchor and tap roots and narrow

hairy leaves. On the shady side of the buttes clumps of western red

cedar occur. The article, which is of considerable length, contains a

number of interesting points in addition to those mentioned, and deserves

careful study.

Migration of Reindeer in the Yukon.—A note in the Geographical

fieview for July last, which is accompanied by two fine photographs,

gives an account of the migration of the caribou, or reindeer, in autumn
1915, from the summer feeding grounds in the Arctic, south to the

timber areas of Alaska and the southern Yukon. It is stated that the

animals sometimes cover a thousand miles in their migrations. The
photographs show the reindeer migrating in the vicinity of Dawson, past

which eight to ten thousand animals are estimated to have travelled.

The reindeer migrate in single file, and do not break up into parties till

they reach the permanent feeding grounds. They are carefully pro-

tected, and only some six hundred were allowed to be killed for

Dawson's winter food-supply.

Fur-bearing1 Animals in Ontario.—A note in the Board of Trade
Jowrnal mentions an interesting point in regard to a recent increase in

the number of otters and beavers in Ontario which seems worthy of

being placed on record here. This note in question states that the

Provincial Government has, under somewhat severe restrictions, per-

mitted the trapping of these two animals during the present winter.

For nearly twenty years otters and beavers have been rigorously pro-

tected in Ontario, and it was the opinion of naturalists, not many years

ago, that the beaver in Canada was doomed to speedy extinction. It

is now stated that the animals have increased so much in Ontario as to

overrun certain districts, and cause serious destruction of property.

The point is interesting as showing that, with rational protection,

menaced wild animals can, at least in some cases, recover lost ground
with some rapidity, and the commercial value of the fur of the beaver

makes the present case one of some importance.

Polar.

The Shackleton Antarctic Expedition.—On December 22, 1916,

the Aurora, under the command of Captain Davis, sailed from Port

Chalmers, New Zealand, for the Antarctic, with Sir Ernest Shackleton on

board, in order to rescue the Ross Sea party (cf. vol. xxxii., p. 242).

Sir Ernest Shackleton is to command the land operations for the relief

of the marooned explorers, and hopes to find all well.

General.

A Murchison Memorial.—According to Nature the late Miss A. F.

Yule has left the house and grounds of Taradale in trust "to be pre-
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served for ever to the use and enjoyment of my countrymen under the

style and title of the Murchison of Taradale Memorial." The house

was the birthplace of Sir Roderick Murchison, the geologist, who endowed
the chair of geology in Edinburgh University, and it, with all its

contents, including a library of more than 20,000 volumes, is to be "a
place of rest and refreshment for poor scholars and other students,

preferentially but not exclusively those no longer young," and pre-

ferably also of Scottish birth or descent. The desire is also expressed

that the grounds should form a sanctuary or reserve for the preserva-

tion of the wild life of the Highlands, more especially for wild birds,

and the trustees are empowered to lend the house and grounds for a

limited period to one or more of the Scottish universities for purposes

of scientific research. The whole of the residue of the testator's estate,

apart from some small legacies, is to form a maintenance fund for the

carrying out of the objects of the memorial. Any surplus is to be

used for the founding of bursaries, for the assistance of natives of the

county of Ross, of either sex, to enable them to carry on their education

either at the Scottish universities or elsewhere.

Personal.—It is announced that the Paris Academy of Sciences

has awarded the Delalande-Gu£rineau prize for 1916 to Sir Ernest

Shackleton for his explorations in the Antarctic continent.

Commercial Geography.

Industrial Developments in South Africa.—According to

reports received from Pretoria and published in the Board of Trade

Journal, cattle are greatly increasing in numbers in the Union, and their

numbers, now estimated at over eight millions, are permitting of the

development of a number of connected industries. Thus the tanning of

leather has become important, the output having doubled since 1914.

There is now an export of leather from the Cape Province to the United

Kingdom, a trade which is doubtless being stimulated by war conditions.

At the same time, the home boot and shoe industry is increasing, this

being in part due to the fact that the natives are more and more taking

to the wearing of boots and shoes. This increasing trade is being to a

large extent supplied by local leather, for the import of leather is

diminishing. In 1915 the Union began the export of beef, and this

trade appears to be steadily increasing, as is also the export of fruit.

The expansion of the fruit and meat industries means that the railway

rolling stock has to be increased to supply the needs of the industries.

Apart from the pastoral industry, war conditions are leading to various

developments in South Africa. Thus the high price of paper is causing

a search to be made for paper-making materials in the country. Various

native grasses are believed to be suitable for this purpose. Fibrous

plants, such as agave and sisal, are being increasingly grown, and the

rope-making industry is progressing.

The Development of Inshore Fisheries. — At the British

Association Meeting at Newcastle a discussion was held in the section of
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Zoology on the Inshore Fisheries of Britain. To this discussion Prof.

Herdman of Liverpool contributed an introductory address, which

appears in Nature of December 21 in abridged form. Prof. Herdman
discussed especially the methods by means of which the value of inshore

fisheries in British seas might be increased, both during the period of

the war, when so many of the usual fishing grounds are closed to

trawlers, and also as a means of aiding in economic recovery after the

war. His paper contains many points of interest, and one or two of the

more striking facts may be quoted here. He spoke of the work which

has been done by the Lancashire and Western Sea-fisheries Committee
in transplanting mussels from overcrowded areas to others in which

more space was available. Experiments have been carried out on the

important mussel beds of Heysham, in Morecambe Bay, with very

striking results. Thus a grant of £50 given for the transplanting

process resulted, in the course of a few months, in a mussel crop valued

at £500. On another occasion a sum of £75 permitted the trans-

plantation in six days' work of more than 240 tons of under-sized

mussels, the transplanted mussels being sold some months later for

£570. Again, successful efforts have been made lately to re-establish a

summer herring fishery in the Irish Sea to the south of the Isle of Man,
where this fishing had been in abeyance for thirty years or so. The
great difficulty in this case, however, is rapid and efficient transport, and
it is stated that at Port Erin last summer herring were generally sold

retail at twenty to a shilling, while in Liverpool they were fetching

three-halfpence to twopence-halfpenny each. Prof. Herdman's con-

clusion is that by judicious organisation the productivity of the inshore

fisheries could be greatly increased, and thus enabled to yield both more
home-produced food and more employment.

NEW BOOKS.

ASIA.

Tin Lost Cities of Ceylon. By G. E. Mitton, author of Roundtht Wonderful
World, In tht Grip of the Wild Wa, etc. With Illustrations and Map?.

London : John Murray, 1916. Price 10s. 6<7. net.

This is a guide-book of attractive form to the ancient cities buried in the

interior of northern Ceylon. Not only will it be useful to the tourist, but it can

be read with interest even by one who may be destined never to visit them.

The illustrations are numerous and well produced. There is a map of Ceylon, and
plans of the three principal sites—Anuradhapura, Mihintale, and Polonnaruva.

The two latter, however, are without scale. The author is obviously an enthusiast,

and write- with sympathy as well as knowledge.

Tin Village Gods of South India. By the Right Reverend Henry Whitehead
D.D., Bishop of Madras. Oxford : University Press, 191*;. Price 2s. 6d. net.

From the Oxford University Press is being issued a series of volumes on the

religious life of India. The Bishop of Madras writes learnedly, and, if not sympa-
thetically, with obvious knowledge, on what may be called the natural religion of

South India. He describes ceremonies and usages, and enters into the mental

attitude of the simple villagers, all of which go to show that fear is the principal
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foundation of their semi-religious practices. AVhether fear is an altogether

unworthy driving force is not a subject for discussion in a geographical journal.

The author's method of treatment is clear and logical. In the concluding chapter

is a summary of what Christianity can offer to the followers of these primitive

religious or superstitious cults. The book is well printed, has some helpful illus-

trations, a glossary, an index of the gods, a geographical index, and a very full

and admirably compiled general index.

AMERICA.

Canada: the Country of the Twentieth Century. By Watson Griffin. Pub-

lished by Authority of Sir George E. Foster, K.C.M.G., Minister of Trade

and Commerce. Ottawa : Department of Trade and Commerce, 1915.

This is a marvellous compendium of information regarding the Dominion of

Canada. It contains recent official statistics of every possible kind, but there is

much more than statistics. The author has made use of. them without being

mastered by them. The plan of the book is well calculated to facilitate reference

as well as to give a comprehensive idea of the Dominion as a whole, of each region

and Province separately, and of each department of its industrial activity. The

first chapter gives an epitome of the geography of the Dominion, its climate, water-

ways, population, natural resources, commerce, and so on. This is followed by

similar chapters on the Maritime Provinces, collectively and individually, Quebec,

Ontario, the Great Lakes and the Canals, the Western Plain, the Prairie Provinces,

the North-West Territories, British Columbia, and Yukon. The remaining

chapters deal with such topics as Fisheries, Water-powers, Manufactures, Forest-

products, and Farming. The form of the book is admirable, contrasting strongly

with the official volumes published in this country. There are numerous illustra-

tive photographs, and useful maps in colour.

The Peace River Country : a Compilation of all Authentic Information available

as to the Resources and Possibilities of the Basins of the Peace and Say
Rivers, 1916. Prepared in the Railway Lands Branch under the Direction of

F. C. C. Lynch, Superintendent, Department of the Interior, Canada.

The Peace River Country is now rendered accessible by recent railway exten-

sions from Edmonton, and its possibilities as an agricultural area are being under-

stood. This useful monograph contains authentic information such as prospective

settlers would desire, and should correct our former ideas of the district as being

merely fitted for a hunting area. Climate and soil alike promise a great expansion

of agricultural settlement in this region. The map and illustrations are valuable,

and the advantages of the country are fully set forth in the text.

The Call of the West: Letters from British Columbia. By Capt. C. F. J.

Galloway, R.M.R.E. Pp. 328. Price Us. Gd. London : T. Fisher Unwin,

Ltd., 1916.

If any armchair traveller wishes to realise what kind of country British

Columbia is. he cannot do better than read this volume of experiences of Captain

Galloway, who, in easy and genial, though occasionally rather loose style, gives a

vivid and often striking account of Canada's romantic western province. The

author writes both as a pioneer and a globe-trotter, but always with a keen and

penetrating insight, with now and then a touch of humour. At one time he

conducts us by modern motor-car over good roads and lunches with us in luxurious

hotels ; at another he helps us to struggle laboriously over a trail or beat out a

new one, and shows us how to cook a meal—frequently an unsatisfactory one

—

with primitive appliances. No matter what inconveniences we may suffer, how-
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ever and never are they lessened, the glory and fascination of the country remain,

and inspire us to fresh efforts. As the author says, "the hardships and the

dangers are forgotten, and the pure joy of the glorious freedom of travelling and

sojourning in a virgin land is alone thought of. The open-air life, the vastness of

the country, the endless forests, the perilous journeys on strange rivers, the wild

denizens of the woods, the mysterious, silent mountains, the superb views opening

up unexpectedly, the very dangers encountered—all these have a fascination. . . .

: '

In his wanderings in the Lillooet country he discovers the Whitewater Lakes, which

have not yet been shown on the map of British Columbia.

As to the future development of the country, a word may be said. In Van-

couver Island new lines of railway are rapidly being laid down, and the same is

true of the mainland. Near the northern end of the island is a " splendid site for

a large city, which there will undoubtedly be here (Quatsino) before very many

years have passed." It is on the Pacific coast, and " the harbour is worth a dozen

of Vancouver, fine as that is. Moreover, it is a substantially shorter distance to

the Orient from Quatsino than from any other port on the coast, except Prince

Rupert, It is not generally known that sailing on a great circle from Prince

Rupert to Yokohama is impossible, for the Aleutian Islands intervene, whereas the

great circle from Quatsino just escapes them. In the event of a bridge being built

over the Seymour Narrows, Quatsino will probably become the chief Pacific port

of at least one trans-continental railway." As to the future of Prince Rupert, it

will be "a thriving port before many years have passed." Will it rival Vancouver,

the coming Liverpool of Canada/ "The supremacy of Vancouver can never

seriously be questioned. It is the terminus of two transcontinental lines : it is in

an ideal position for a large city. But Prince Rupert must always be a city of

one railway." The town site, moreover, has seriou> disadvantages, and is not

likely to be the only port of its great and fertile hinterland, as " the Pacific Great

Eastern connecting Prince George with Vancouver will divert part of the traffic

southwards ; another line is to be built, with Bella Coola as its port, and that will

be the nearest port to Prince George, and consequently to the Great Peace River

Country.'

The country as a whole, with its great and varied mineral wealth, its fine agri-

cultural and grazing possibilities, its splendid forests, and its magnificent water-

power, hi. Is fair, when properly furnished with railway facilities, to become one of

the most prosperous parts of the world.

Here and there in the book we get shrewd observations on the everyday life in

city and country, the Canadian "knut," the servant problem in Vancouver
; now

and then we are initiated into the difficulties of Canadian railroad building, the

mysteries of "batching" and of baking "grindstones," . nd the management of a

*' dug-out " canoe. The author seems to get his finder on the pulse of the country,

and his diagnosis of the past, present, and future health of the area is convincing

and sincere.

A profusion of fine photographs and a map illustrate the volume.

GENERAL.

The World We Live in, Edited by Graeme Williams, F.K.G.S., F.G.S., F.Z.S.

Vol. in. London : The Waverley Book Company, Ltd.

Wf reviewed recently vols. i. and ii. of this publication. Vol. iii. deals chiefly

with North America. The bulk of the writing has been done by Mr. R. J. Finch,

F.R.G.S., vho deals with the Union of South Africa and North America, with the

LT nited States, Mexico, Central America (with a detailed account of the Panama
Canal), and the West Indies. The United States is treated on broad regional

lines, as is Mr. A. G. Brown's section on Canada ; otherwise the descriptions
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follow the usual lines. Sir H. H. Johnston writes a most suggestive '' postscript

'

article on the problems of the "Future of Africa." In this volume also, somewhat
illogically, between South Africa and North America, is Mr. Holmes' summary
of Antarctica, bringing the story of that new continent as far as Shackleton's

start in 1915. In this section Mr. Ponting's beautiful photographs have been
excellently reproduced, and without prejudice to the many fine plates throughout

the volume, we may justly give them precedence for interest and educational value.

Mr. Parsons concludes the volume with a short account of the Atlantic Ocean.

Altogether the work is quite up to the standard of the preceding volumes.
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Geography is a wide term, but our present subject lies in the inmost

circle of the ideas which it embraces. Not only is the distribution of

forests one of the prime factors which distinguish one region from

another, but deforestation and afforestation are probably the most potent

agencies under man's control for modifying the surface of the globe.

When the engineer pierces the barrier between two seas, as at Suez or

Panama, or tunnels through the Alps or Rockies, he makes changes very

important to our tenancy of the earth, but of small importance to the

earth itself—changes which Nature, as she has shown at Panama, has no
difficulty in obliterating. But when man destroys or creates forests he

releases forces much greater than his own, changing climates, altering

the volume of rivers, hastening or checking the crumbling of mountains,

and deciding, in extreme cases, whether great tracts are to be habitable

or the reverse for living creatures. Except in regions where the rivers

and the rainfall admit of flooding or draining on a vast scale, no tools

the human hand can grasp are so far-reaching for good or ill as axe
and spade when employed to strip off or extend the forest covering.

Now though this idea of the forest as a centre of natural forces

susceptible to man's control is the foundation on which forest science is

built, it is well to remember that it is derived from continental experience,

and does not apply with the same force to an island country like ours.

The mistake is too often made of attempting so to apply it. We are

neither frightened when we are told that our hills will crumble away if

we fail to plant them nor tempted when we are promised a heavier

1 A lecture delivered before the Society in Edinburgh on February 1.

VOL. XTXTTT. <;
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rainfall as the reward of doing so, because we know that our temperate
climate and abundant moisture depend on other than local causes, and
suffice to maintain a safe covering of vegetation on our hills. The ways
in which the forest question really affects us are less sensational but not
less important, as we shall see presently, since they directly touch the

national wealth and security.

Before we examine the case for afforestation, let us examine one side

of the subject which is of peculiar geographical interest and essential to

planters in this country. Our natural forests in the British Isles are of

little importance—least of all our natural coniferous forests, which are ex-

clusively composed of Scots pine. Many of these forests have disappeared

altogether, their existence being only known by place-names and roots

found in the moss. The truth is that our only indigenous conifer of silvi-

cultural value is ill suited to the conditions under which it has to grow in

many parts of this country. This fact, which few foresters will dispute,

is sufficiently strange to require some explanation. Nature was generous

in providing us with a perfect soil and climate, but less generous in her gift

of trees. The present distribution of plants dates from the retreat of the

ice after the last glacial epoch, this great climatic change being no mere
hypothesis but a fact of which astronomer, geologist, and botanist each

can furnish separate proof. The vegetation of temperate countries, after

being driven towards the equator by the advancing ice, spread back once

more towards the poles when the ice retreated—their seed carried, no

doubt, by wind, water, and birds. Why did so few of the trees for

which our climate is suitable reach these islands'? No climatic change

could have given us the trees of the southern hemisphere unless the

temperature of the globe had sunk far enough to exterminate the whole

tropical flora and cause the temperate plants from both hemispheres to

be pooled on the equator. Again, the North American trees could only

have reached us if the ice cap at the pole had shrunk far enough in a

genial period to let them travel round by the connecting land which

undoubtedly once existed in the Arctic region, since certain plants, such

as the bog asphodel of our moors, are still found all round the

northern hemisphere. Once more, the trees of China and Japan could

only have come to us by a similar route, the climate of Central Asia

being impassable to them. It is not so easy to explain why our share

of the European trees is so meagre. Of the great race of conifers only

three reached this country—the Scots pine, the yew, and the juniper.

Why did the Siberian spruce, whose cones are found in pre-glacial

deposits in Norfolk and Ireland, never come back 1

? True, among broad-

leaved trees we can claim in the oak and ash the best timber trees of

our climate, and the beech, long considered an exotic, has been shown

by recent research to be indigenous in the south of England. But

many of the trees which thrive best in Britain, like the sycamore and

Spanish chestnut, were introduced from the Continent, possibly in

Roman times, while the familiar horse chestnut was brought from

Macedonia by way of Constantinople and Vienna as lately as the

seventeenth century. According to Dr. Henry and Mr. Forbes, the

conditions under which the great migration took place in that part
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of Europe were as follows. Great Britain and Ireland were not then

islands, but were united to each other and to the Continent by dry land,

while the west coast of Europe extended much farther into the Atlantic

than it does at present. Practically the whole of Britain and Ireland

was covered with ice in the glacial period, except the old western

fringe, now submerged, where certain plants and animals took refuge.

The present distribution of the arbutus and the Mediterranean heath

and of certain animals—a toad to wit, and a spotted slug—are claimed

as evidence of the existence of this refuge. According to this view,

disputed, it is right to say, by more than one distinguished geologist,

the survivors returned far enough inland when the ice retreated to avoid

submergence, though they and their remains are only found in the extreme

west of the United Kingdom and France, in Kerry, Cornwall, and

Brittany. Dr. Henry believes that the English elm sought the same

refuge, being found wild only in the Severn valley and western part of

the Thames valley, and occurring nowhere else except in the valley of

the Tagus in Spain : also the Cornish elm, which is only found wild in

Cornwall and Brittany. When these relics of the old vegetation,

accompanied by the fortunate toad and slug, crept back after the ice

retired, they found the country stripped completely bare. This little

party, if they were all, may well have felt themselves inadequate for

the task of repeopling the United Kingdom. In all probability they

were accompanied by other hardier plants and animals now too widely

distributed to be traced to any particular retreat. It is believed, how-

ever, that the bulk of our trees had taken refuge farther south, and

returned in a north-westerly direction through France and Belgium.

The 'birch, oak, ash, wych elm, and Scots pine spread all over the

country, but their line of progress was recorded by the beech, which

stopped on the chalk of the south of England : the field maple and

service tree, which never as wild trees got beyond Lincoln : and the horn-

beam, which got no farther than Essex till men carried it farther north and

west. Our concern, however, is with the conifers, because it is their timber

we want, and the bulk of the afforestation in Scotland will be made with

them. Why did only one good conifer arrive here ! Probably because

the country to be traversed was then too dry for the others, which

consequently ventured no farther in this direction than the outskirts of

the Alps. Our trees themselves afford evidence that the climate has

grown wetter and colder since their arrival. The two elms, for instance,

whose adventures we have just followed, seldom, if ever, now ripen seed

in England, being reproduced only by suckers. If more evidence be

needed, the Scots pine itself can provide it. This tree, second to none

in beauty, still grows to perfection on the eastern side of the watershed

from Norfolk up to the Cromarty Firth, though scarcely so well as it

does in the drier climate of Saxony. West of the watershed it is seldom

such a good tree. At high elevations it has almost completely died out.

Trees have great power of adapting themselves to new conditions, but

the change here was too great or too rapid for the Scots pine. Mean-
while we had been encircled by the sea and cut off from other conifers

for which our climate had become suitable.
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In this prehistoric sketch my object has been not so much to account

for the facts as to show that nature worked by methods which made it

unlikely—indeed impossible—that outlying countries like ours should

ever obtain the trees best suited for them except through the agency of

man. It seems as though this work had been specially reserved for him.

Among little actions which have great results few can compare with

that of the seed collector when he puts a cone in his pocket. A sharp

line is commonly drawn between mankind and the other agents employed
by Providence. Personally I resent that distinction as depriving our

race of a great honour. The work of the gardener, and even of the

farmer, is so closely interwoven with the needs of the everyday market,

that he may find it difficult to regard himself as the agent of Provid-

ence. But I believe that nearly every forester worthy of the name is very

vividly conscious of taking a humble part in the Great Plan, and takes

constant pleasure and pride in the thought. Anyhow, he must be dull

indeed if he is not alive to the wonder and beauty of what he is doing,

and daily chastened by the knowledge that his trees will still be growing
when he is buried and forgotten. No one has more right to such

thoughts than the seed collector—men like that brave Scotsman,

David Douglas, whose graven epitaph adorns his native parish of Scone,

though his bones lie on the other side of the world, while his true monu-
ment is the tree which bears hie name, and keeps his memory green in

a thousand woods.

The first exotic conifers to reach us were the spruce and silver fir

brought from the Alps, probably as early as the sixteenth century. Both
grow here to perfection, especially in deep valleys, though it is difficult

to find a fully stocked wood of either. This is unfortunate, since the

wood is of little value unless free from knots. In the case of the spruce

the difficulty of obtaining clean timber is accentuated by the fact, still

awaiting explanation, that even when grown in close canopy it retains

its side branches longer here than in continental countries. This was-

well seen in a beautiful wood felled at Durris in 1912. In every

other respect this wood, which was sixty years old, and contained 550
trees to the acre, was equal to anything of the same age in continental

forests.

The larch came to England—also from the Alps or their outlying

ranges—early in the seventeenth century. Evelyn sounds its praises in

his Sf/lni. and advises his readers to plant it. It arrived in Scotland

about 1738, and it is to the credit of our forebears that they were quick

to recognise its merits. The bold foresight of John, Duke of Atholl, in

planting this tree on his Perthshire estates is known to every one. It

is not so well known that in that period of eager and intelligent develop-

ment which marked the latter half of the eighteenth century it was-

planted on a very large scale throughout Scotland. In James Anderson's-

Essays,* published in 1796, there is a comprehensive account of the

larch which I do not remember to have seen quoted. " At the present

1 Essays relating to Agriculture and Rural Affairs. By James Anderson, LL.D,

Edinburgh, 179 f >. Vol. iii. p. 45f>.
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moment," he says, " the demand for that tree is so much increased, that,

from the nearest estimate I can make, one nurseryman in Edinburgh

alone has raised this season above five millions of larch trees : and I do

not suppose that, taking all Scotland together, there are fewer than

twenty extensive public, besides a great many private nurseries, all of

which are chiefly stocked with larches." He adds that the Duke of

Atholl had been in the practice for many years of planting out on an

-average 200,000 larches every year from his own nurseries. Anderson

does not mention the dreaded larch disease in so many words, but he

was clearly, like the Duke of Atholl, perfectly aware of its effects, for

he records that the tree " is extremely impatient of wounds in its bark :

so that a touch there, which would scarcely be felt by any other tree,

will make a larix perish entirely.'" Foresters will recognise that this

statement, so far as it goes, is quite correct, since the fungus which

causes the canker can only enter by a wound. Once entered, the

resistance of the tree depends on its vigour, its vigour depending in

turn on its growing in suitable conditions. For this reason the French

long ago gave up cultivating the larch except on the cool and stony

slopes of their mountains. Incidentally, this paper of Anderson's

illustrates the almost complete eclipse through which forestry passed

in this country during the hundred years which separates his generation

from our own. His paper might have been written to-day. so little is

the progress made since he wrote it.

Another early arrival was Pinus laiicio, brought to the country in

1759. This curiously variable tree is widely distributed across Southern

Europe from the Pyrenees to the Caucasus—in a number of different

forms long classed as identical by learned botanists, though to the

ignorant always distinct. The form which thrives best in our climate

comes from Corsica. This tree requires more warmth than those I have

just mentioned, but it stands wind much better. It also puts up with

smoke better than any other conifer, and should be grown for pitwood

in industrial districts in preference to the Scots pine.

Hitherto we have been speaking of trees which have been long

enough in this country to reach maturity and whose superiority to

native pine for many purposes has been proved and measured. I come

now to more recent introductions from North-Western America, which

are at this moment in pretty much the same stage which the European

exotics had reached when forestry fell into neglect in the early years

of the nineteenth century—a stage in which their value is established

beyond doubt, though its full measure cannot yet be gauged. The few

American conifers hitherto cultivated in Europe had come from the

eastern states and were not really suited to our climate, though some,

like the Weymouth pine (1705) and the white spruce (c. 1690), appeared

at first to have considerable value. It is from west of the Rockies that

the really important trees have come. This region possesses grander

trees than any other in the world. The climate is sufficiently like ours

to ensure their success in Scotland, while all I am about to mention are

hardier than our native pine. We may deplore the period from which

•we are now emerging in which forestry gave place to arboriculture, but it
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would be ungrateful to forget that we owe Douglas's expeditions and the
first trials of these trees to that period. The pity is that our grandfathers

attached so much importance to the charm of their lower branches and
so little to the value of their timber. The Douglas fir came to us in

1827. If only a close wood had been planted in some good situation at

that date, what would it be now ? Of such woods we have nothing
earlier than the wood at Taymount planted in 1860 on soil very far from
ideal. This is likely to be soon surpassed by a large wood at Benmore
in Argyllshire, now 37 years old, planted on ground very steep and
rocky, but sheltered and evidently congenial. "Whether the timber of

this tree will ever in Scotland equal that cut from the virgin forests

200 years old in British Columbia may be questioned, but grown in

close canopy it will certainly surpass in quality and quantity that of any
European conifer with the possible exception of the larch, while it will

grow well in many places where the larch will not. With the Douglas
fir I think we may safely bracket the Sitka spruce and two silver firs

—

the Grandis fir for sheltered situations, and the Nobilis fir for cold and
high places. The wood of the Sitka spruce is light, elastic, and strong,

and is for that reason employed more than any other for the construc-

tion of aeroplanes. In tests made recently at the Technical College in

Glasgow, Scots grown Sitka proved stronger than Douglas fir. The
wood of the silvers is not so strong, but it is good building timber,

though the Nobilis, for fear of sun-crack, should not be grown on sunny

slopes. The giant Thuya, which comes from the same region, requires

rather more warmth, but where that condition is fulfilled it grows as fast

as the larch and makes beautiful and durable timber.

These American trees have a double importance in Scotland. They
not only promise to give us more good timber than any conifer except

the larch, but their hardiness will enable us to afforest ground which

it would otherwise not be worth while to plant. In order to secure the

forest area required with the least disturbance to other interests, it will,

as a rule, be necessary to devote whole subjects to afforestation. Even
if the most suitable subjects are chosen, the whole area will seldom be

of equal value, and it is important that the high and poor ground should

not be wasted. Hitherto plantations on such ground have had a bad

name, because the native pine has been wrongly assumed to be hardier

than any exotic and has been planted where snow breaks it to pieces,

and parching winds wither it by stealing from its leaves moisture which

its roots cannot replace while the ground is frozen. The North American

trees are equal to these emergencies. They bend under the snow and

refuse to give up their moisture to the east wind. They thus enable

afforestation to be carried far beyond the limit of the Scots pine, though

not of course to wind-swept summits. At Stanage, in "Wales, a Sitka

spruce growing 800 feet above sea level measures 124 feet in height and

12 feet in girth. 1 At 1300 feet in Inverness-shire, Sitka spruce and

Nobilis fir are already 40 feet high at 24 years of age and growing

rapidly and straight. It may be that certain trees from Eastern Asia^

1 Reported by Mr. Rodger, Quarterly Journal of Forestry, July 1916.



The Xobilis Fir (Abies nobilis), in the Black Wood, Loch Ossian, Inverness-shire, at an
elevation of 1300 ft. Age 24 years.



Sitka Spruce, in the Black Wood, Locli Ossiari, Inverness-shire, at an elevation of

1300 ft. Age 24 years.
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such as the Japanese larch, will, though not attaining so large a size,

give an even quicker return of timber, and that others, such as \ eitch's

silver fir, may prove better able to stand up to the wind. The conifers

still more recently imported from the mountains of Western China also

seem perfectly hardy. But it is foreign to my purpose to go into these

details. It is enough if I have convinced you that in making new

woods we must on no account limit our plans by the discouraging

experience of our native trees.

Let us now turn to the reasons for improving and extending our

woods. They are three. The first is derived from the experience of

the war, the second from the need of guarding against a scarcity of

timber, the third from the fact that afforestation is the only agency capable

of reclaiming and rendering productive large areas which are now little

better than waste. The war argument need not keep us long, though

it is the shock of the discovery that dependence on imported timber is

a grave handicap in war which has impelled the Government to take

this question up. The amount of timber consumed by modern military

operations almost passes belief. Ordinary building is at a standstill.

Practically the whole of the wood we import is absorbed by the navy

and army, except what is required to keep the railways and mines

going. The dead loss on account of increased price, high freights, and

rates of insurance, cargoes sunk, and loss on the exchange in the year

1915 cannot have been less than £10,000,000. Last year it was over

£20,000,000. This loss, which in the end fell almost entirely on the

taxpayer—an exasperating reflection to those who know that the

timely expenditure of half the money thus wasted would have saved

ua from all these troubles. But this is not the worst. Had an advance

on the western front been possible in 1915 on the scale of that which

began last July, the necessary timber could not have been obtained

unless the French had sacrificed their forests to us in a way which they

are naturally very unwilling to contemplate. If the French themselves

had in the past shown as little foresight as we have done in the matter

of timber, I think it is not too much to say that the defence of the

western front would have been impossible, whatever men and guns had

been at our disposal. The French forests have not only supplied two-

thirds of the timber consumed by their own army : they have also in

exchange for coal met a large part of the requirements of our troops,

while they have supplied the Welsh mines with pitwood, this last

being derived from the Landes near Bordeaux—a region of unhealthy

swamps which successive French Governments have, luckily for us, had

the foresight and enterprise to afforest. Our British woods are making

a contribution towards the needs of the war which will leave them

depleted for many years, but they are not supplying a tenth part of the

timber the nation is using. Every timber merchant is turning out as

much as he can though under great difficulties, owing to the want of

any definite arrangement as to the labour to be kept back from the army.

A Government Committee charged with the duty of increasing the

output is very far from being free from the same difficulties, but it has

the advantage of a permanent staff in the shape of two fine regiments
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of Canadian lumbermen who have brought their mills from Canada.

One or two camps of German prisoners are also employed, though not in

my judgment nearly enough. Hitherto standing timber has been forth-

coming at reasonable prices, but the Government has wisely taken power
to commandeer it, and will commandeer the last tree, if necessary.

Meanwhile, the importation of this bulky material from foreign countries

absorbs shipping urgently needed for food, and in other cases besides

that already mentioned we are only able to obtain it on condition that

we hew coal to send in exchange. The disadvantage under which we
have laboured is so obvious that there is no need to dwell on it, and
we are reminded every day that it is certain to be increased in any
future war unless an answer is found to the submarine. One is driven

to the conclusion that the least we can do in the interest of national

safety is to increase the area of wood in this country to such an extent

as will make us independent of imports for at least three years in an

emergency. These islands, in proportion to their size, have less than

one-fourth of the woodland possessed by France or Belgium, less than

one-sixth of that possessed by Germany. The annual production of

woods is normally governed by their annual growth, but in making our-

selves independent of imports for a short period we are not confined by
that rule. We can at the expense of the future make anticipation fellings,

and could without devastating our woods cut in three years what would
in normal times be spread over fifteen. On this basis, the addition of

a million and a half acres to our existing woodlands would, I believe,

be sufficient, assuming that the areas felled during the war are replanted

and kept properly stocked. 1 Even so, we should still be poorer in

timber than any other European country except Portugal. If such a

proposal is condemned as insufficient, I can only answer that there is

nothing to prevent it from being expanded later. But in public enter-

prises definite objective is desirable, and I think the Government would
be well advised to base its immediate plans on the experience of the

war. Of these plans, and how to carry them out, I can say no more,

being one of a Committee appointed by the Government to report on

these matters.

I pass now to a second line of argument more germane to the studies

of this learned Society—the question of securing ourselves and our

children even in time of peace against the scarcity of timber which
sooner or later must occur as the world's natural resources become
exhausted. I am speaking not of hardwoods or of tropical timber, but

of the coniferous wood which forms 90 per cent, of our imports. The
demand for this kind of timber is rapidly increasing in every civilised

country. Every year it is used for new purposes : satisfactory substi-

tutes are not forthcoming : on the contrary, wood and the fibre of wood
are more widely employed every year to provide substitutes for other

1 Our imports are reckoned in loads. A load is 50 cubic feet, and may be taken as

weighing a ton. A well-managed forest should every year produce a load of timber for

every acre it contains. Every additional acre of well-managed forest would therefore

enable us to dispense with one load of imported timber.
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materials. 1 Our own imports have been trebled in the last thirty-five

years, and they have been increasing lately at the rate of 100,000 loads

a year. As for the price, it rose between 1895 and 1913 by no less

than 33 per cent. The following table shows the imports for the latter

year, which was. you will remember, the last complete year before the

war :
—

Imports of Coniferous Timber and Pitwood, 1913.

Russia,.....
Sweden, . . . . 1,759,417

Fiance, . . . . . 331

Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland, . . 89 7,217

United States of America, . . . 511,351

Norway, . . .437,106
Portugal, . .315,
German v, . . . • 081

Spain, . . • 103,123

Small lots from other countries, .'
.

1
'.

. 193

Total, .

Value, .

10,430,183

.641,000

1 load = 50 cubic feet.

These imports cost us £25,641,000. In addition, we paid for wood

manufactures, wood pulp and paper made from wood, £14,000,000, or,

in all, nearly £40,000,000.
Now the sources of imported timber belong to two categories which

you must keep quite distinct in your minds, one being woods under

systematic management, which yield a regular annual output, the other

virgin forests. All the European countries except Russia belong to the

former category. Let us consider them a little closer. Sweden and

Norway have large woods and a small population. AVe may hope to

obtain timber from them for many years, though their exports may

undergo some shrinkage if it is true that the annual cut at present

exceeds the annual growth. France, Portugal, Germany, and Spain find

it convenient to send us certain classes of timber, but these countries all

import more timber than they export, and we cannot count on supplies

from them.

When we come to the countries which send us timber from their

virgin forests, we are up against quite another question—the question

how long these forests will last. The world is here living on its capital.

The pace at which forest capital can shrink under reckless exploitation

is amazing. A few years ago the vast forests of the United States were

1 It was shown recently in this Magazine that an area of over 3000 square miles of forest

in Newfoundland is required to supply the paper for four British news] apers— the woods

being cut in rotation to supply the pulp mills.— Sir Daniel Morris. Aug. 1916.
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still unsurveyed and were regarded as inexhaustible. To-day the
Americans find they have scarcely sufficient timber for their own present
and future needs, and are anxiously considering how to protect and
extend what remains of their forests and bring them under systematic
management. They have even appointed commissions to inquire what
resources are open to them in other parts of the world.

The Canadian forests, which are the great natural reserve of timber
for the British Empire, are following the same course though more
slowly. The growing demands of the United States have diverted

Canadian timber from the United Kingdom, and our imports from
Canada fell between 1899 and 1913 from two million loads to the
present figure. In both Canada and the United States, fire has accounted
for far more timber than the lumberman's axe. As much as 5000 square

miles of wood have been known to be destroyed in a single fire, an area

equal to the whole of the woods of Great Britain. Only last year

(1916) a spring fire in the United States destroyed over 1000 square

miles of forest, while a summer fire in Canada a few months later

devastated an area of equal extent. The Dominion Government has

been waking up to its responsibilities, has established a Forest Service

and the beginnings of systematic management, but these precautions

will have to be very much hastened and intensified if the resources of

the Dominion are to be preserved for the Empire. At present they

grow steadily less every year—fire and the axe accounting for many
times as much timber as the annual growth can replace.

You will see from the table that we are now mainly dependent
on Russia for coniferous timber. By increasing her supplies to us from
two million loads in 1899 to five millions in 1913 she was able to make
up the deficiencies in our imports from other countries and also to meet
our growing consumption. The question how long Russia will be able

to supply us is not the less vital because the British Government has

hitherto left it to chance. It depends on the extent and quality of the

Russian forests, on the methods taken to restock them, and on the

future home consumption of Russia itself. The area classed as forest

within the Russian Empire is enormous, amounting to a million and a

quarter square miles, of which by far the greater part belongs to the

state. No reliable figures are available, but the annual cut is supposed

to be at present little more than half the annual growth. There is thus

room for a very great expansion of exports, but upon this the increasing

consumption of a great part of the world will fall. Our enemies in

Germany, for instance, though they have 54,000 square miles of forest

(against our 5000) find it necessary in time of peace to import no less

than 7,000,000 loads of timber. This has hitherto been drawn for the

most part from Austria and Rumania, but unless the industrial develop-

ment of Germany ceases, the inevitable increase will fall on Russia. If

Russia herself were to enter on a period of development and increase

her home consumption as other countries have done, these extraneous

demands could not be met for long. Russian finance demands that

exports should be increased to the utmost after the war, and she is

making railways and ports to facilitate the export of timber. It remains
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to be seen whether she will take corresponding steps to restock her

forests. Many of them, especially in Siberia, are forests only in name,

having been devastated by fire and depleted by the inhabitants for fuel.

The best Russian forests are in the north-east of the empire. We know
from the evidence of the timber itself—spruce, pine, and larch from

Finland and Northern Russia—that the growth of the forest is very

slow in those latitudes and that it will take a very long time to replace

the woods now being felled. I hear from a friend in Russia that the

forests of Poland, which are almost the only forests in that empire under

systematic management, are undergoing such devastation at the hands

of the Germans that soon nothing will be left. The only forests in

Europe which have escaped the effects of the war are those of Germany
itself, to spare which Belgium and Poland have been denuded.

I read with great interest an address recently delivered to the

Aberdeen Chamber of Commerce by Sir John Fleming, who speaks with

special knowledge of this subject, and with the authority of a man whose

experience and sympathies extend far beyond the trade of which he is an

acknowledged leader. Sir John Fleming begged his audience to keep

their minds easy on the score of scarcity of timber—an exhortation

which at first seems to contradict the case I have been trying to lay

before you. There is really no contradiction. If his words are taken

with their context, it will be seen that his promise of abundant timber

was limited to the lifetime of his audience and only extended to future

generations on condition that a revolution takes place meanwhile in

forest management. He recognises that old countries as well as new
must take part in this work, and that this country must do its share—

a

share to which Sir John Fleming himself has already made very helpful

contribution. Is the assurance that there will be no timber famine in

our lifetime any excuse for sitting with our hands folded ? This is a

business in which preparation can bear little fruit for seventy years.

The supplies of timber available seventy years hence will depend almost

entirely upon the preparation made by the world between now and then.

It is hard to believe that this generation of our countrymen can, after

the lessons of the last two years, underrate the advantage of making
preparation in good time, or ignore the fact that while Great Britain is

one of the chief consumers of timber, it is also the only nation which
has made no provision for safeguarding its supplies.

A third line of argument, scarcely less important, and much more
attractive, is concerned with national development and the happy conse-

quences which accompany a policy of afforestation. I do not propose

to discuss here the vexed question whether forests are likely to be a

profitable speculation. If forests are a national necessity we must have

them, even if we have to pay for them. What I am concerned to point

out is, that quite apart from the question of direct profit or loss, the

indirect gain to the nation by afforestation will, beyond doubt, be very

great. This is the only country in the world where, in discussing

afforestation, the question of profit or loss is put first—not because we
are more businesslike, but because we are less businesslike tlian other

nations. Other nations look first to the indirect benefits, because they
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are of infinitely greater importance. They are prepared, if need be, to

spend large sums to obtain them, in the same way that large sums are

spent on roads, breakwaters, and canals, from which no direct profit is

expected. We shall experience the same benefits here. They arise

from the new values created, those values being partly expressed in

terms of timber and partly in terms of population. Tracts which are

now almost uninhabited will be peopled. The forest employs ten

men where the hill grazing employs but one. The felling and

conversion, the nursery work and planting require many additional

hands—men, women and children—at certain seasons. This is not

wonderful when it is remembered that the average annual output for

each acre of forest is a ton of wood as against 10 lb. or less of mutton

and a small parcel of wool produced by the same acre under sheep. At
pre-war rates the sums paid in wages for the felling and conversion

of timber were about equal to the value of the standing timber. No
one proposes to plant land that can be reclaimed for agriculture. But

there are districts where such land never can be reclaimed for agri-

culture without the aid of the forest. The forest is required not only

to provide shelter for the crofts and winter work for their owners, but

also to raise the industry and population of lonely outlying districts to

a level which can support the comforts, conveniences, and amusements of

civilised existence. This is no fanciful picture. It faithfully portrays

the everyday experience of our neighbours in France, Belgium, Denmark,

and, I must add, of our enemies in Germany. A recent report of the

English Board of Agriculture on German Agricultural Development

shows very clearly how in that country agriculture is dependent on

forestry. 1 Nor is any economic heresy involved. If timber could be

produced by machinery human labour could be diverted to other pur-

poses. But it cannot. Those who use timber have to pay the cost of

supporting those who produce it, just as the man who eats bread has to

pay the farmer. The question is whether we are to have a share of the

contingent benefits or leave them all to our neighbours.

THE RAINFALL OF JAVA.

By B. C. Wallis, B.Sc.

(With Sketch-Maps.)

This inquiry into the distribution of the rainfall in Java with regard to

both time and place is intended to test the usefulness of a method of

investigation, and to check the validity of certain general statements

regarding rainfall in sub-equatorial areas with reference to elevation of

the ground and to wind-direction.

Dr. W. Van Bemmelen (a), - the Director of the Royal Magnetical and

1 Recent Development of German Agriculture. By T. H. Middleton, C.B. 1916.

(Cd. 8305.)
2 The letters refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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Meteorological Observatory at Batavia, has recently issued the Results of

Rainfall ' Java, and in the preface to the tables he gives

his reasons for the publication in an accompanying atlas of an annual

rainfall map, as well as of five seasonal maps. These maps are the first

official attempt to show by means of isohyets the distribution of rainfall

iu the island, although a map to show the annual rainfall of Java, drawn
by the late Professor A. J. Herbertson, is published in Bartholomew's

Atlas of Meteorology. Dr. Van Bemmelen considered that the data were
insufficient to justify the compilation of monthly isobvetal maps, and,

therefore, chose the following periods : (i) the period of the pronounced
west monsoon, December-February ; (ii; that of the pronounced east

monsoon, July-September;' (iii) the periods of transition, October

November and March-April
;

(iv) the remaining months, May-June.
This choice is in itself a confession of the failure of the method of

isohyetic maps to demonstrate the changes in rainfall where the rainfall

stations are not sufficiently numerous, and the choice of the five periods

is shown in the sequel to have been unfortunate in that it assumes a

time-distribution of the rainfall which is to some decree invalid.

The Method of Investigation.

Dr. Angot is responsible for the suggestion that monthly distribution

of rainfall is better shown by the method of pluviometric coefficients than
by that of isohyets. Let the annual rainfall of a station be A, and the

rainfall in January be z, then the pluviometric coefficient for January
31 /

is the quotient x-r V- • The divisors for February and April are
365

.. , 2SA , 30A „ . . . . . ,

respectively - and .,,_• ror convenience of manipulation in the

accompanying maps the pluviometric coefficients are expressed as

percentages with the result that the rainfall of Batavia is recalculated

as follows :

—

Rainfall of Batavia.

Jan. Feb.
|
Mar. April. May. June. July. A ... Sept. Oct. Xov. I'ec i'eai

Total in nun. 310 319 -213 133 109 102 77 37 73 114

P. 1
. . . 198 224 136 88 70 67 50 -J4 48 "74 95 126 1200

145 197 1829

From either set of figures the following facts emerge upon inspec-

tion :—February and August are the wettest and driest months
respectively ; January and February receive about one-sixth of the

year's rain each ; the rainfall of Batavia has one maximum and one
minimum annually. But the simplicity of Dr. Angot's method is

strikingly illustrated by the following data :

—
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frequently rise higher than 3000 metres (2 miles approx.), and with their

connecting ridges give a continuous water parting from which the

longer rivers flow to the north.

Fig. 2 is a reproduction of the main features of Dr. Van Bemmelen's

annual map. It indicates that in general the lowlands are comparatively

dry, while the mountains receive copious downpours which exceed in

some cases 320 inches annually. Even the marked lowland valleys of

FlG. 1.—Relief Map o! Java.

Areas over 2000 m. in height are shaded black :

those between 500 and 2000 ni. are stippled ;

while those lying below 500 m. are left white.

FlO. 2.—Mean Annual Rainfall of Java.

the south coast are wetter, except in the far east of the island, than land

of similar elevation on the north.

Fig. 3 is based upon a five year series of averages, and indicates the

general run of the precipitation in Java, in so far as the scanty evidence

of the time of day at which rain falls admits. The period from noon

to 6 p.m. is the wettest part of the day, and at the height of the rainy

season, in this instance in October, the average rainfall about 4 P.M. is

3 inches per hour. Usually the rainfall between noon and midnight

exceeds one-fifth of an inch hourly. The mornings have little rain, and
in the dry season the rainfall is less than a twenty-fifth of an inch

per hour ; an equivalent rainfall is the minimum at Valencia, while the

minimum at Kew is about half that amount.

The Monthly Maps (pp. 115-16).

In order to facilitate the examination of the twelve monthly maps
(Figs. G and 7), their chief features are summarised in Figs. 4 and 5.

In the dry season (Fig. 4) the more elevated south-western quarter of

the island receives its minimum supplies during July and August ; the

north-western lowland, and most of the eastern half, are driest a month
later, in August and September; and the extreme east is driest still
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later in September and October. Practically all the large continuous

areas of heavy rainfall (over 160 inches per annum) are driest in July
and August.
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The distribution of the wet season (Fig. 5) is not nearly so simple

as that of the dry season. The north-west and the eastern half have

the maximum precipitation either in the period December to February,

which Dr. Van Bemmelen characterises as that of the pronounced west

monsoon, or a month later, from January to March. In all these

districts the coast lands on the north, which are the least rainy parts of

the island, tend to receive at least half the year's rain in the three

wettest mouths ; farther south the quantity in the wet season varies

between three-eighths and a half. In the rainier south-west the wet

season lasts from October to December on the coast, and from November

to January on the more elevated and rainier inland. The area denoted

by the term "March maximum ' is a relatively wet region, which has

Fig. 4.—The Drier Month?.

-_:-;

5 —The Wettest Mouths.

two wet seasons, the wetter in November-December and the minor
maximum in March-April. This is the only area with a pronounced
tendency towards the double maximum which is usually associated

with the rainfall distribution in sub-equatorial areas.

On the several monthly maps the prevailing winds are shown from
the three chief directions in which they have been observed to blow over

the sea. The arrows are copied from the monthly pilot charts issued by
our Meteorological Office, and the relative lengths of the lines indicate

the proportional frequency of each wind. This method of indicating

wind directions has specific advantages in the case of Java. The arrows

are the result of direct observation, and are not the consequence of

deduction from the trend of average isobars. "Within the tropics Buys
Ballot's law connecting wind direction with the distribution of atmo-

spheric pressure does not hold with sufficient force to justify the deduction

of wind direction from the trend of isobars (vide The Weather Map (c),

by Sir Napier Shaw, pp. 2 7-9).
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The North-West Monsoon Period.

The north-west monsoon begins in December. On the north of Java

the main wind is from the west, less frequently it blows from the north-

west, and much less frequently from the south-west. South of the island

there are winds from the westerly points, but also many southerly winds

in the west and south-easterly winds in the east ; and these winds indi-

cate that the month is transitional as regards wind direction south of

Java. Raininess increases from west to east ; the areas of least raininess

occur in the north-west and along the south-west coast. December is

the rainiest month along most of the southern slopes, although the

rainfall intensity is higher in the north-east of the island.

By January the monsoon has become established, although the wind
blows more definitely on shore on the southern rather than on the

northern coasts. The southern lowlands are drier than in December,

and the northern lowlands are much wetter. The south-west is markedly
drier than in December.

The winds in February resemble those in January, and the rainfall

is similarly distributed except that the northern lowlands are even wetter

than in January, for in those areas February is frequently the wettest

month.

By March Java is near the southern limit of the north-west mon-
soon ; except in the south-east the winds are similar to those of the two

preceding months, but the rainfall is strikingly diminished in intensity,

especially along the northern shores. March is one of the months when
the noonday sun is usually near the zenith.

By April the north-west monsoon has left the island ; the noonday

sun is in the north of the sky ; the winds, except in the north-east,

belong to the south-east trade wind type ; and the rainfall has decreased,

so that in the north-eastern corner the rainfall of April is but a quarter

of that of either January or February. The decrease in rainfall which

characterises the change from January-February to March-April is most

pronounced along the northern shores. Only in the middle of the south-

west quarter there arises a different circumstance, for there the March-

April rainfall tends to be greater than that of January-February ; this

is the area specially marked in Fig. 5. It has been stated that the

winds observed on the earth's surface are local modifications produced on

the lower faces of the air-movements of the upper atmosphere by the

friction of the air against the irregularities of the land surface. The
April map illustrates this fact, for the south-easterly component of the

winds of the south-eastern quarter becomes a definitely easterly com-

ponent due to the mountain axis of Java ; the winds do not appear

to cross this mountain axis; hence the most rainy area is the most

elevated region in the south-west, and has immediately east of it a

relatively dry area, marked by the lower elevations of Central Java.

The Trade Wind Period.

May introduces the trade wind period, which is most pronounced in

July and August (Van Bemmelen's pronounced east monsoon). The
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whole island is drier, and the lowlands are relatively drier than the

higher ground.

By June the conditions, which are the reverse of those of the west

monsoon, begin to be marked ; the island is drier on the whole, but the

southern lowlands are better than those of the north.

July resembles June, but is drier.

August is similar to July, but is still drier.

By September the trade winds begin to fail, and the raininess tends

to increase.

In October the sun is again overhead at noon, and the rains make

their appearance along the southern shore, especially on the lowlands.

By November the wind has lost its definite character, especially in

the north-east ; the whole island is wetter, and the southern lowlands

are wetter than those along the northern shore.

Summary.

The mountain axis of Java forces the winds to maintain two distinct

surface movements, one to the north and the other to the south of the

island ; the northern coastal lowlands receive, therefore, a different type

of rainfall from those of the southern coast. Along the northern coast,

out of a total precipitation of about 80 inches, during the driest month

only about ^V (i.e. 2\ inches) of the annual fall is precipitated, while

during the wettest months at least -i of the precipitation occurs. The

ratio of rainfall intensity is thus roughly 1 : 6. The southern lowlands

are relatively wet when the northern lowlands are dry, and vice versa.

They receive more rain annually, and the ratio of rainfall intensity is

not greater than 1:3.

The equipluves, i.e. lines showing equality of pluviometric coefficient,

tend to run parallel to the contours. Consequently, the elevated axis

is usually an area of intermediate character with a more intense rainfall

on one slope and a less intense rainfall upon the other. This fact is of

considerable importance, since it suggests a kind of see-saw arrangement.

Most rain is actually precipitated upon the elevated land. When the

rainfall tendency comes from the north more water is precipitated on

the northern lowlands than on those of the south, but most water falls

on the mountain slopes although it does not register so high a pluvio-

metric coefficient. The dry slopes are those which have what may be

termed the " sunny aspect," i.e. which have the more nearly vertical

radiations from the sun. Since the action of the wind is largely fric-

tional, along the slopes rather than up them, neither the west monsoon

nor the " east monsoon " affects the whole island equally.

Comparison with other Areas.

1. Northern England and the effect of the Pennines (d).—Equipluve

maps for Xorthern England show that the Pennine Upland is relatively

wetter in the winter but relatively drier in the summer than the

surrounding lowlands. They never lie intermediate in raininess between

a wet lowland on one side and a dry lowland on the other.
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2. The United States (e).—The Appalachian System in the north-east

of the United States resembles the Pennines, especially towards the

north. On the other hand, the Rockies give the same result as the

Javan mountains. When the Mississippi lowland has its greatest rain-

fall tendency the west coastal lowlands are particularly dry, and rice versa.

The mountain barrier acts as a shield against the extension of a tendency

to raininess across it.

3. Africa (/).—Monsoon rainfall occurs in Abyssinia during the

period when the sun is in the north of the sky, but this raininess differs

little from the raininess of other parts of Africa along the same latitude,

so that the difference between Abyssinia and the Sudan to the west is

largely a matter of a greater absolute quantity of rain -month by month.

In South Africa Javan conditions prevail ; the rainfall reaches its maxi-

mum during the short period between the two days when the noonday
sun is at the zenith.

4. Northern Australia (g).—The raininess of Northern Australia is

similar to that of Java.

5. Mauritius (h).—Mauritius resembles Java in its central highland

and in the facts that its heaviest rainfall occurs from January to March,

while the west coast is usually either wetter or drier than the east coast,

with the higher inland intermediate between the two. The range of

intensity on the west coast greatly exceeds that upon the east coast,

although the two coasts agree in the quantity of water annually precipi-

tated. In Mauritius the prevailing wind is always the south-east trade.

From these comparisons various suggestions arise to indicate the

purpose of future investigations in other areas.

(i) Within the tropics the main factors which influence rainfall are

(i) sun elevation, and (ii) land elevation.

(ii) Within the tropics wind direction is not so important a factor in

the rainfall as it undoubtedly is in temperate latitudes.

(iii) " Monsoon " rainfall is different from ordinary summer rainfall,

solely because of the quantity of rain which is precipitated. The
range of intensity between " summer " wetness and " winter

"

dryness may be increased slightly by seasonal changes in wind

direction.

This leads to the hypothesis, which is merely suggested here :—in

the type of summer rainfall usually known as " monsoon summer rains
"

the connection between great intensity of rainfall and a changed direc-

tion of the wind is not causal but only another result of a factor which

produces both, i.e. the maximum elevation of the noonday sun.

The bearing of these suggestions may be indicated by their relation

to the conclusions which were set forth by Professor Herbertson in his

paper already quoted (p. 56) :

—

(i) A sub-equatorial wet belt lies between two sub-tropical dry

belts.

(ii) In equatorial regions there are two wet and two dry seasons

every year.
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(iii) Most rain falls when the sun is highest at noon except on the

west coasts of temperate lands.

If the great rainfall cause within the tropics is sun elevation, then the

heaviest rains will occur just when the cumulative effect of the sun

climbing to its zenith is moat felt ; Le.

(i) In the afternoon daily, and

(ii) In the short period between the days when the noonday sun is

at the zenith.

Consequently, the areas with two wet and two dry seasons must be just

on the equator, and the afternoon is wettest in the sub-equatorial rain-

belt.

Conclusion.

The suggestion of the hypothesis just reached was only one purpose

of this paper. There are two other points of importance : (i) the

relation of rainfall to land elevation and wind direction, and (ii) the

value of the method of showing monthly rainfall by means of equipluves.

The results of this inquiry suggest that in tropical areas wind direction

is not a prime cause of rainfall intensity as distinguished from rainfall

quantity ; but they also suggest that the direction of high mountains
serves to restrain the influence of the great factor in producing rainfall

intensity. Now these two statements appear to be contradictory, but
the cases of Java and Mauritius show that the rainfall cause which is

restrained by the mountains is working either in the opposite direction

or at right angles to the direction of the prevailing wind. In reference

to the value of equipluve maps there is little to say beyond this : what-

ever value the results of this inquiry may have is solely due to the use

of the equipluve as the machinery of investigation and exposition. The
value of a machine depends upon the quality of the work which it

produces.
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IS DIRK HARTOG'S VOYAGE TO WEST AUSTRALIA
HISTORICAL OR MYTHICAL?

By the Rev. J. Bryant, Corresponding Member of the

Royal Scottish Geographical Society.

An interesting point in regard to the history of the discovery of

Australia has been raised recently. It has reference to the historicity of

Dirk Hartog, and of the inscription on a tin plate attributed to him.

The hitherto accepted story, 1
it will be remembered, is that in 1616

Captain Dirk Hartog, in command of the ship Endraght of Amsterdam,
discovered the west coast of Australia, at a point named Hartog's Roads,

at the entrance to the Sound in 25° south latitude, afterwards called

Shark's Bay by Dampier. On one of the islands forming the roads the

captain fixed to a post a tin plate with an inscription, of which the trans-

lation is as follows:—"On the 25th October arrived here the ship

Endraght of Amsterdam, the first merchant Gilles Mibair of Luyck,

Captain Dirk Hartog of Amsterdam ; the 27th ditto set sail for Bantam
;

under-merchant Jan Stoyn, upper steersman Pieter Dockes, from Bil,

A 1616." Eighty years later (1697) Captain Ylaming, of the ship

GeelvinJc, found this plate and replaced it by a new one bearing a copy

of the original inscription, and also details of his own visit. More than

a hundred years later still (1801) Captain Hamelin, in charge of the

French ship Naturaliste, was in these waters, and on touching at the

island, found Ylaming's plate half-buried in the sand at the foot of the

post. Hamelin had a new post erected to which he affixed the plate.

His report of the affair states that " Captain Hamelin would have thought

it a sacrilege to carry away this plate, which had been respected for

nearly two centuries of time, and by all navigators who might have

visited these shores." De Freycinet, however, did not share the finer

feeling of his countryman, and on visiting the spot on his voyage round

the world (1819) he carried off the plate, and presented it to the Institute

in Paris. So the whole story runs, and it has hitherto been accepted as

authentic without question.

But Mr. George Collingridge, that devoted student of early Aus-

tralian records, has been led to investigate the time-honoured claim of

Dirk Hartog, in view of the tercentenary of his recorded landing on the

west coast of Australia. The result of this investigation is that the man
and his discovery are at least on their trial, after having stood so long

unusurped. There is no original account of Hartog's voyage known to

exist. It is upon Vlaming's story of the tin plate that his name and

fame rest. Is there any good reason to doubt Vlaming's bona fides 1 Mr.

Collingridge thinks there is.

Vlaming's plate, which was deposited in the museum of the Institute,

Paris, cannot be found, though diligent search has been made for it in

recent years ; but Dirk Hartog's traditional plate has been recovered in

1 See The History of Australian Explorations. By Ernest Favenc. Sydney, 1888.
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the State Museum at Amsterdam, where it was originally described as

" A tin platter found, according to a legend, in Magellan's Strait." It

has been ascertained that a Dutch expedition did pass through the

Strait to the south of America, and arrived at Jacatra, near Bantam, on

October 28, 1616, one day after Hartog's declared departure from the

coast of Australia. The vessel of this expedition was also named the

Endraght. "Was Hartog's Endraght and the Australian visit an after-

thought, obtaining verisimilitude through the known expeditionary

ship?

Mr. Collingridge shows that Vlaming's own account is either very

strangely mixed as to its dates, or, as he thinks, is obviously contradic-

tory. It makes the finding of Hartog's plate come two days later than

the erection of the new memorial with Vlaming's own exploit celebrated

upon it, and the items concerning Hartog's visit as part of the inscrip-

tion. Vlaming's record of Hartog was therefore premature. There is

one aspect of Vlaming's voyage which has always been regarded as a

curiously extreme example of Dutch leisureliness. He set out ostensibly

to search for survivors of the ship Eidderschap ran Holland, which had

been lost ten years before, having left the Cape of Good Hope in 1684

or 1685. "Was there even a forlorn hope of success] Mr. Collingridge

is of opinion that this search was a mere pretence, and that Vlaming

went out to establish the claim, a mythical one, of the Dutch to the first

discovery of Western Australia. A new interest had been created at

that time in the Great South Land on the part of the English. Vlaming,

then, was out to establish a pre-emptive right for the Dutch, and the

discovery of Dirk Hartog's plate was to be conclusive evidence !

But, if that were so, the Dutch have never put forward their claim.

Their later claims, indeed, apart from this, have been good enough, for

they made the first assured contributions to a knowledge of that west

coast : and the wrecks of not a few clumsy but gallant Dutch ships

lying beneath its long wash speak to the courage and pertinacity of their

commanders. Xothing practical, however, came of these voyages. Their

right to the west coast was so far admitted as obvious by the English,

that the patent of Phillip, the first Governor of New South Wales,

extended only to 135 east longitude, which was approximately the

boundary set down by the Dutch as between Xew Holland and Terra

Australis. Though their settlements in Java gave them a most con-

venient base, yet they made no effective attempt at exploration and

colonisation. The forbidding appearance of the west coast in particular,

and the miserable specimens of humanity presented by the homeless

aborigines, indicated a worthless discovery. They kept their eye on it

in an irresolute sort of way for over a century, and finally let it go by

default. When Britain, profiting by their absent-mindedness, took over

the whole continent in casual fashion, the Dutch did not appeal to Dirk

Hartog and his tin plate bearing date 1616, nor did they make any other

sign. And now the tercentenary of this bold seaman, whose very name

is redolent of wind and wave, has raised the belated question, Was Dirk

Hartog only a bit of ingenious bluff, and his tin plate a forgery !
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THE SHACKLETON ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION.

{With Maps.)

As we recorded here in vol. xxxiii. p. 91, the Aurora, with Sir Ernest

Shackleton on board, left Port Chalmers in December last on her voyage

to the Antarctic to rescue the Ross Sea party, who were marooned by
the breaking away of the Aurora from her moorings in May 1915.

The Aurora returned to New Zealand on February 10, bringing with

her seven members of the party, three—Captain Mackintosh, the Rev.

A. P. Spencer Smith, and Hayward—having perished in the Antarctic.

Sir Ernest Shackleton sent a long despatch to the Daily Chronicle,

recording the experiences of the party, and from this message we take

the following facts.

The A urora reached Fast Ice, five miles from Cape Evans, on January

10, and there picked up the seven survivors. They learnt that Mr.

Spencer Smith had died of scurvy on March 9, while Captain Mackin-

tosh and Hayward had been lost on sea ice, between Hut Point and

Cape Evans, in May of the same year. In the hope of finding some

trace of the two latter, the Aurora remained in the vicinity of Cape

Evans for nine days, during which a careful search was made in M'Murdo
Sound as far north as Granite Harbour, while Sir Ernest also landed

with search parties, but no trace was found.

The shore party gave the following account of their experiences

during their stay in the Ross Sea region. In order to make the descrip-

tion clearer, we reproduce two sketch-maps from the article contributed

by Commander Evans to this Magazine in December 1913 (vol. xxix.

p. 621) on Captain Scott's expedition, the maps having been origin-

ally supplied by the Royal Geographical Society. It should be added

that Mt. Hope, where Captain Mackintosh laid down a depot, lies at

the lower end of the great Beardmore glacier, while Cape Royds lies to

the north of Cape Evans.

It will be remembered that when the Aurora broke away (cf. vol.

xxxii. p. 242) Messrs. Stevens, Spencer Smith, Gaze, and Richards were

left at Cape Evans, while two parties, consisting respectively of Captain

Mackintosh with Messrs. Wild and Joyce, and of Messrs. Cope, Hay-

ward, and Jack, were away depot-laying, and no communication with

them had been possible, though it was hoped that they were safe at Hut
Point. In point of fact, Cope, Hayward, and Jack had arrived there

on March 14, 1915, with two dogs, and Captain Mackintosh with Joyce

and Wild on March 22. The latter were badly frost-bitten, and had

lost the whole of their sixteen dogs. Both parties had had consistently

bad weather, with furious blizzards, temperatures of 30' below zero, but

despite all difficulties they had succeeded in laying down a depot at the

Bluff in 79° S. and another at 80° S. Open water or thin ice prevented

the united parties from reaching Cape Evans till June 1, which was of

course after the date when the Aurora had broken away. They had

ample supplies of provisions, matches, fresh seal and penguin meat, and
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blubber for fuel, but the kerosene which had been landed from the ship

was washed away by a wave from a capsized berg. The only serious

result of the ship's disappearance was the lack of waim clothing, which

had not been landed when it broke away.

In regard to the winter's work, we may quote the words of the

despatch :

—

Winter passed, and there were the usual^blizzards. Joyce and Wild occupied

themselves in making clothing and fur loots frcm the materials left by the Scott

u\ ... v Routes of
1st Year ^

.£?&...;. \Gnffith Taylor
'

'--'- Wilson

Stalutf .llilf s
1« o 10 20 30 40 50

Heights in feet

Jie<n/fijr< /.

Sketch-map of Ross Island and M'Murdo Sound.

Expedition. Jack, Kichards, and Stevens carried on their scientific work, while

Cope, Hayward, and Gaze went seal hunting.

In consequence of the loss of all except four dogs, Mackintosh arranged a

programme for early and extensive sledging. He started on September 1, and five

journeys were made to Hut Point. On October 9, nine men in three units started

sledging to stock the Bluff Depot in 79° S., to which four journeys were made.

Afterwards all units proceeded south.

The first party consisted of Mackintosh, Wild, and Smith. The second, in

charge of Joyce, included Hayward, Richards, Cope, Jack, and Gaze, with four

dogs. At 80' S. Joyce sent back Jack, Gaze, and Cope, owing to the stove
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being worn out. Thi< party reached Hut Point on January 15, 1916, covering

150 miles in nine days.

From 80' S. Mackintosh joined up the parties. On January 22, at 83
c

S.,

Spencer Smith suddenly broke down, being attacked with scurvy. He was left in

the tent with provisions. On January 26 the last depot was laid at Mt. Hope.

They found here two of Scott's sledges. These were the only traces they came

across of the Scott Expedition, although Mackintosh's party followed the same

track. It leads one to conclude that the snowfall was evidently heavy on the

barrier.

On January 29, on their return, they picked up Spencer Smith. He was so

helpless that he had to be lashed on to the sledge in a sleeping-bag. Scurvy

symptoms generally appearing, the greatest possible speed was made homewards.

Mackintosh was badly attacked, but continued pulling in the trace. Despite lost

traction power and the weight of the sick man, progress was rapid for the next

180 miles. Then, the strain telling, combined with the bad surface and weather,

the length of marches grew shorter, and the hours marched longer.

At 80° S., owing to the condition of the party and the anticipation of bad

weather conditions in this area, extra food was taken from the depot. This

precaution was fully justified, for when only eleven miles from the safety of the

Bluff Depot, and within thirty miles of where Scott perished, the party was

overtaken by a furious blizzard, just as Scott was when within a few miles of One
Ton Depot. The blizzard raged from February 17 to March 1, the temperature

being 30 degs. below zero. For the first six days the party remained camped.

Then, as fuel and provisions were practically exhausted, and the men were weaken-

ing rapidly in their frozen sleeping-bags, camp was broken.

On the 23rd, after three hours occupied in digging the buried sledges out, the

party started in a blinding drift to attempt to reach the depot eleven miles away.

Now began a fight against death, which called forth qualities of self-denial,

endurance, comradeship, worthy of the highest traditions of Polar service.

Soon after starting Mackintosh fell in his tracks, having reached the limit of

human endurance. He was left with Smith, and with Wild to look after them

both, whilst Joyce, Richards, and Hayward, with four starving dogs, struggled on

to reach the depot. A few biscuit crumbs and tea was the only food left. In

a momentary clearance of the drift on the 26th the depot was sighted. The

party started to return with food and oil. Hayward had now broken down, and

the blizzard continued to rage. Joyce and Richards, with the dogs pulling,

arrived in camp on the 29th. They found the party without food. Mackintosh

and Smith, now very sick and quite helpless, were full of appreciation of Wild's

self-denying care.

An immediate' start was made again for the depot. Mackintosh and Smith

were lashed to a sledge, Hayward staggering along beside them. The drift ceased

on March 1, but it continued to blow. The day after they left the depot with

their stores replenished. Hayward, as well as Mackintosh and Spencer Smith, now
had to be lashed to the sledge. At first the party were helped by a sledge sail,

but on the 7th the wind dropped, and the sail became useless. The three men
pulling were now unable to move the sledges, burdened with their sick comrades.

Mackintosh, seeing the gravity of the situation, unselfishly decided to remain

behind, so as to give the other sick men a chance to reach safety. The decision

is in keeping with his behaviour throughout. They left him in a tent, with three

weeks' provisions, on the 8th, forty miles from safety.

The party pushed on with Hayward and Spencer Smith. All were now
weakening from scurvy. There was a low temperature, but the weather was fine.
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Spencer Smith died on the 9th, after forty-seven days : sickness. He was cheerful

to the end.

On March 11 Hut Point was reached, and fresh meat and dried vegetables were

procured. Three days afterwards—a delay due to a bad blizzard—Joyce, Richard-;,

an 1 Wild started b.ick to fetch Mackintosh. This they successfully achieved, and

by the 18th all were safe at Hut Point.

Mackintosh's and Haywards lives were saved by the devoted efforts of their

comrades, and by the endurance and work of four dogs. Their names are worthy

to be placed on record—Gunner, Con, Towser, and Oscar.

Under the worst conditions of weather and temperature, with short food, and

sometimes none at all, the party had practically been sledging from September 1,

1915, to March 18, 1916. They had covered 1560 statute miles, and in spite of

abnormal difficulties they had laid a depot at Mt. Hope, thus carrying out the

object for which the Ross Sea expedition was designed.

Sir Ernest states that the scurvy symptoms soon disappeared with

a diet of fresh meat and vegetables, and by April all were well again.

He considers that the scurvy was due to the length of time during

which the party was deprived of fresh food, combined with the

abnormally heavy sledging, due to the loss of so many of the dogs,

while the dearth of clothing and comforts resulting from the breaking

away of the Aurora undoubtedly had its effect on the health of the

party.

He goes on to say :

—

From March 18, 1916, until the end of April, sea ice was steadily forming

between Hut Point and Cape Evans, only to be blown out by each succeeding

blizzard. At the beginning of May a calm period ensued, and ice formed with a

thickness of four inches.

On the 8th, Mackintosh and Hayward decided to cross the sea ice to Cape

Evans. The weather was fine when they started at 1 p.m. with the usual equip-

ment, but they were overtaken by a sudden blizzard two hours later, when they

would be approximately four miles from Hut Point. On May 10 the remainder

of the party at Hut Point, being anxious for the safety of their companions,

followed in Mackintosh's tracks to the north. They found them abruptly termi-

nating in open water. Their worst fears were realised when, on May 15, they

arrived at Cape Evans and found that Mackintosh and Hayward had not arrived.

After daylight they returned, and searches were conducted for traces of the miss-

ing men, but none were found.

The loss of Mackintosh and Hayward was due to the break-up of the young ice

and its driving north under the influence of the blizzard.

The remainder of 1916 was mainly spent in sledging stores from

Sir Ernest Shackleton's old hut at Cape Royds to Cape Evans, in case

another winter might have to be spent in the Antarctic. But, as already

stated, the party was rescued early in January.

The object of the Ross Sea expedition, which was the laying down

of depots, precluded any exploratory work, and the area of its operations

is of course now tolerably well known, but it is to be expected that

useful meteorological and other observations will have been made at the

base. The fact that the experiences of the southern parties confirmed

those of Scott as to the prevalence of fierce blizzards in the region
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immediately to the south of Ross Island is interesting, and suggests that

this line is unsuitable as a route to the plateau. Amundsen's party,

it will be recollected, suffered far less from the weather conditions.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY.

Meeting of Council.

At a meeting of Council, held on February 10, 1917, it was resolved

that as much stock in the new War Loan should be purchased

as could be met by the sale of the Society's railway stock. The
treasurers have accordingly applied for £1900 of the new loan, in addi-

tion to the stock obtained by the conversion of the Society's holding in

the 4i per cent. War Loan. The Society's holding of Dominion of

Canada 3i per cent, registered stock has for some time been at the

disposal of the Government.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Europe.

The Town of Lausanne.—An important contribution to the

general question of the causes which determine the position of towns is

to be found in an article by M. Charles Biermann in the Bulletin of the

Societe Xeuchateloise de Geographie for 1916. The article is devoted

to the town of Lausanne, and is divided into two sections, of which one

deals with the situation of the town in relation to neighbouring regions

and lines of communication, and the second with the detailed topography

of the actual site.

The author points out, in the first place, that Lausanne differs from
most of the lake towns of Switzerland in that it does not occupy either

extremity of a lake. Many of the Swiss towns, e.g. Geneva, Lucerne,

Zurich, Thun, etc., lie at the point where a river emerges from a lake,

while others, usually less important, e.g. Yilleneuve, Brienz, etc., lie at

the upper end of a lake. Lausanne, like Xeuchatel, lies on the side of a

lake. In considering the reason for its position, the form of the lake

has to be taken into account, and also the characters of the banks.

Lake Geneva is, of course, crescent-shaped, and in the case of such a

lake the shortest land-route between the extremities on the one side lies

along the outer margin of the crescent. On the other hand, in the case

of the inner margin, the shortest land-route is formed by a cord of the

arc of the crescent. In other words, while the one bank of such a lake

will tend to be followed by a main line of communication, on the other

aide the main route will tend to lie at a distance from the lake shore,

which is too circuitous for a main road. Further, it is another conse-

quence of the different curvature of the two banks that a circle drawn
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from any point of the outer margin will have more than half its area on

land, while on the inner border a similar circle would have more than

half its area on water. The outer border of such a crescentic lake has

thus greater possibilities as regards communications on land, and
Lausanne lies on the outer border.

Again, an examination of the longitude of the eastern and western

extremities of Lake Geneva shows that Lausanne lies not far from the

middle of the lake, while at the same time it is placed near its most

northerly point. Further, it is placed near the point where the lake

shore shows a change in direction. From Yilleneuve to Lausanne the

north bank trends from south-east to north-west ; from Lausanne to

Geneva it trends generally north-east to south-west. Finally, the town
marks the point where the north bank of the lake changes suddenly in

character. To the east of the town the shore is steep and rocky, streams

are few and carry little water, while the steep slope of the shore is continued

under water, so that alluvial fans are few and small. But to the west of

the town the slope of the land is much more gentle, the rivers carry

more water, and deltaic plains and lake terraces appear. Since the steep

slopes to the east of the town are due to the Alpine folding, Lausanne may
be said to lie, in reality if not in appearance, at the foot of the Alps.

In earlier days the roads to the east of the town were difficult, so that

traffic tended to be carried on by water in the short stretch which

separates the town from the Rhone valley. Thus goods coming from

the Valais were embarked at Yilleneuve and unloaded at Ouchy in order

to be carried to Lausanne. By the nineteenth century, however, the

difficulties had been got over first by road and then by railway

construction close to the lake shore.

The facts given above afford a reason why a town should arise at the

site of Lausanne, but its importance depends upon the relation to the

main lines of communication in Central Europe. The town stands at a

crossing-point. The main route through it is that between western

Europe and the Mediterranean, for by the upper Rhone valley it com-

mands the important Alpine passes of the Great St. Bernard and the

Simplon, while this route is continued through the Jura to Burgundy

and so to the western and north-western parts of Europe. This great

avenue of trade is crossed at the town of Lausanne by the route which

skirts the base of the Alps, follows the lake to Geneva, and so leads by

the lower Rhone valley to the Mediterranean. An interesting historical

sketch is given of the importance of these ways throughout the centuries.

The author goes on to point out, while thus primarily of importance as a

nodal point, the climate, the rich vegetation, the beauty of the scenery,

all render the town so attractive that its population increases more

rapidly by immigration than that of any other Swiss town. It is now

highly cosmopolitan, nearly one quarter of its population of over 64,000

in 1910 being foreigners.

In regard to the detailed topography of the site, it is noticeable that

the earliest settlement, dating from the Bronze Epoch and persisting to

about 400 A D., was placed close to the lake to the west of the present

town. With the disappearance of the Pax Romana the inhabitants were
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constrained to find a site which lent itself better to defence in troublous

times, and the natural bastion between the Louve and Flon streams

became the site of the citadel and town. But though admirably suited

for defence, the site was little fitted for peaceful pursuits, and another

settlement took place on a moraine on the opposite (southern) side of

the Flon. Up till 1481 the two settlements subsisted side by side, the

higher Cite forming the seat of a Bishop, and the lower Bourg, as the

second grouping was termed, the commercial centre. In the course of

time the Bourg, with its greater advantages of site, gained importance

at the expense of the Cite, which could only be reached by long flights

of steps, and was thus necessarily apart from the stream of traffic.

Modern Lausanne has spread to the lower ground, though the steep

streets still indicate the natural difficulties of the site, and have prevented

the town from becoming an industrial centre.

The Economic Evolution of a French Alpine Region.—In

La Gfographie, M. Ph. Arbos devotes an interesting article to recent

changes in the rural economy of Les Baronnies, an upland tract

lying to the north-east of the town of Orange. The area is

bounded to the east by the valley of the Buech, through which

runs the Grenoble-Aix railway, to the south by the mountain chains

of Ventoux and Lure, to the west by the Tricastin and the moun-
tain of Couspeau, and to the north by the mountains of Lepine and
Angele. Structurally the region is intermediate in character between

Provence and the Alps, the fold-lines tending to show the Provencal

east-to-west direction, but little disturbed by the later north-to-south

Alpine folding. Its climate also recalls that of Provence, especially in

the fact that precipitation is at a minimum in summer, but owing to the

elevation the total precipitation is considerable. The temperature is

mild, the direction of the ridges giving shelter from the north winds,

and permitting the growth of the more delicate fruit trees, including the

olive. In brief, the region shows modified and softened Alpine charac-

ters, the surface being lower and the relief less marked, the climate less

severe, the plants of more delicate types than in the Alps proper. Further,

the region has the great advantage over the true Alps that communica-
tion with the surrounding lands is relatively easy, the vicinity of the

Durance and Buech valleys being especially important from this point of

view.

But with all these advantages the region has several marked dis-

advantages which have been a great bar to its economic development.
It was not covered by the ice of the Glacial Period, and is thus deprived

of the abundant deposits which in many Alpine regions form either

arable lands, or at least rich pastures. In many parts the soil is scanty

and the calcareous rocks crop out at the surface. In the depressions

calcareous marls are frequent, and though these form soils of some value

they are very poor in phosphates, and are very readily carried away by
the torrential rains. These rains themselves are a menace to agriculture,

for while they fall at times with destructive violence, the summer drought
checks plant growth.

VOL. XXXIII. I
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Until recently the rural economy of the region corresponded very

closely to the physical conditions, in that it was a combination of Medi-

terranean and Alpine types. Wherever the soil permitted, and the

conditions made irrigation possible, cereals, especially wheat and rye,

were cultivated, together with fruit trees. In the cultivation of cereals

the land was left fallow every second year, sheep being pastured on the

fallowed land in order to enrich the soil. Cattle were excluded by the

drought and the poverty of the mountain pastures, and the live stock

consisted of goats and sheep, the former being the more important. The
goats were able to find a living on the scanty herbage of the dry calcar-

eous slopes, and there is evidence that from a very early period the

inhabitants cut down the wood in order to extend the pasturage for the

animals, though the danger of this was recognised, at least by the

authorities. This destruction, combined with the browsing of the goats,

naturally greatly increased the liability of the soil to erosion. By the

end of the first third of the nineteenth century the deforestation was

virtually completed, and during most of the century the region became

progressively poorer and more barren, and the population steadily

decreased.

Within the last twenty-five years or so, however, a considerable

measure of prosperity has returned, and this has been due to the

development of an entirely new type of rural economy. The essential

element in this has been the introduction of chemical manures, especially

phosphates, which have supplied to the soil the elements of fertility

in which it was formerly lacking. This in its turn permitted of the

cultivation of leguminous forage plants, especially lucerne, which has

revolutionised local agriculture. Lucerne thrives so well that the export

of the seed has become an important local industry. The seed is exported

to Paris, London, Leipzig, and at one time even so far as New Zealand.

At first the plant was grown chiefly for this purpose, but now its most

important function is its use for fattening the locally produced sheep.

Formerly the large proprietors owned considerable flocks of store sheep,

which, however, fetched low prices in the markets, because the pasture

was not good enough to fatten them properly. Now the large flocks

have diminished in number, owing to the difficulty of obtaining labour,

but every small proprietor, who in earlier days kept merely a few lean

animals, which fed on his fallow land, has now a flock of carefully fed

ewes. These breed twice a year, and, thanks to the abundant crops of

lucerne, the lambs fetch high prices, and are much sought after. In the

old days the store sheep, at two years of age, fetched only about twenty

francs (16s.), but by present methods a lamb of three months fetches

the same sum. Further, the sheep are no longer allowed to pasture on

the hills, but are artificially fed within the barns, so that large tracts of

land are no longer necessary for the industry. To the original sheep

and goats also pigs have been added.

Finally, the hillsides have taken on a new importance owing to the

development of the trade in lavender. Originally this was merely a

matter of the collection of the wild product, but the peasants are begin-

ning to appreciate the value of care given to the wild bushes, and there
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is a corresponding increase in the yield. Since the yield of cereals has

also greatly increased with the use of artificial manure, it is obvious that

all the elements of prosperity are returning to the region, which, it is

stated by the author, is undergoing a true economic resurrection. As
already indicated, the region is particularly favoured in the relative ease

of communications, and the proximity of railway routes, but M. Arbos

believes that even the less accessible parts of the southern French Alps

are similarly destined, by the use of improved methods, to lose in the

future their reputation as decadent parts of the body politic.

The Mineral Resources of Europe.—The Swiney Lectures on

Geology in connection with the British Museum (Natural History) this

year have been delivered by Dr. J. S. Flett, F.R.S., whose subject was the

"Mineral Resources of Europe.' The course began on November 11,

and twelve lectures were delivered, the last being on December 8.

After an introductory lecture on minerals and their distribution, the

coal resources of Europe were treated very fully, and were followed by
lectures on petroleum, iron ores, and the less important metals. The
final lecture was devoted to the salt deposits of Germany, France,

and Britain, and to a general review of the mineral resources of the

oountries of Europe and their importance in the world's trade and
history.

The Population of Denmark.—According to recent census

reports the population of Denmark on February 1 last was about

3,000,000, an increase of nearly 63,000 as compared with the 1911
figures, which speaks to an annual increase of 115 per 100. The
majority of the population is rural, though this majority is not very

great, nearly three-fifths of the people living in the country as compared
with rather more than two-fifths who are town-dwellers. But, it is

curious to note, of the two-fifths who are town-dwellers about half live

in the complex Copenhagen-Frederiksberg, the other seventy four towns
having less than the population of this unit (605,000) divided among
them. In other words, except for Copenhagen-Frederiksberg, the towns
are small. Further, in the five-year period the population of the towns
has increased more than twice as fast as that of the country districts.

Apart from Copenhagen only three towns have more than 30,000
inhabitants, these being Aarhus (66,000), Odensee (45,000), and
Aalborg (38,000). Esbjerg, despite its large trade with Great Britain

in the export of food-stuffs, has only about 19,000 inhabitants, and the

population is stationary.

Africa.

Locusts in Egypt.—We summarised here in vol. xxxii. p. 192,

an American account of a locust invasion of Syria which took place in

the first half of the year 1915. It is of interest to note that a similar

invasion of Egypt took place practically at the same time, though the

results, thanks to Government intervention, were very different. A
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description of the Egyptian invasion is given in a Government Report,

which is abstracted in Th Near East of December 29, 1916. The insects

arrived in Egypt both from the east and from the west, and were first

recorded in Baharia oasis in January. In the Nile valley the first great

invasion started on February 2, on which date great flights were observed

at Wadi Xatrum, in the Fayum, as well as elsewhere. The swarms
wandered both up and down the Nile valley. On February 14 new
swarms appeared in Lower Egypt and also in Suez, the second invasion,

.

like the first, coming both from the east and the west. Not till mid-

June was the country finally free from the plague, though the damage
was nowhere great. The cotton crop of the delta was, however, for a

time in much danger, though it was saved, with the exception of a few

feddans. This result was obtained by the destruction of the "hoppers,"

or young locusts, in the very early stages before they had begun to feed.

Various methods of destruction were tried, but in the end the most
effective was found to be the driving of the young locusts into shallow

trenches and burying them. The adult locusts were also collected and

destroyed. In very marked contrast to the conditions in Syria it is-

noted that no locust swarms were able to reach maturity within the

country ; but it is officially stated that this result can only be obtained

by Government supervision of the measures of destruction ; left to

themselves, the fellahin are not able to cope with a locust invasion.

The contrast between the effects of the invasion in Syria and Egypt
respectively is singularly striking, and affords another example—if such

be needed—of Turkish incapacity for administration.

Eradication of Sleeping-sickness in the Island of Principe.

—

We have frequently drawn attention here to the various attempts which

have been made to control or eliminate the more deadly types of tropical

diseases, because the matter is one of great geographical importance

owing to the fact that these diseases may render the settlement of par-

ticular areas in the tropics difficult, or even impossible. It is therefore

of interest to note that it has been proved that under certain circum-

stances it is possible to eradicate the singularly fatal disease known as

sleeping-sickness, which has worked such havoc among certain groups

of African natives. The particular area in which the problem has been

worked out is the island of Principe, one of the cacao-producing islands

of the Gulf of Guinea. An account of the campaign against the disease

is given in an official report, published for the Centro Colonial, Lisbon,

and translated into English by Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Wyllie. An
article in Natwre for December 21 last summarises the contents of this

volume.

Principe, which is only about the size of the Isle of Wight, and is

remarkable for its luxuriant vegetation, lies about 125 miles from the

mainland, and its cacao plantations are worked by labour imported from

the mainland. Sleeping-sickness was apparently brought to the island

by some of these labourers, and, unfortunately, the tsetse-fly which

carries the disease was already present. The exact date when the fly

was introduced is not known, but it is believed that it may have been.
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"brought with slaves or cattle in 1825. The island of Fernando Po,

which is only 25 miles from the mainland, is also fly-infested, while

San Thome, which lies 81 miles to the south-west of Principe, is fly-free.

"Within the island of Principe the distribution of the tsetse is practically

identical with that of the wild pig, neither ascending much above 800
feet above sea-level. In the case of the pig the upward limit is deter-

mined by the presence of the oil-palm, on the fruit of which the animals

feed. In regard to the fly it is not known whether it follows the pig,

or whether it is that the same kind of ground is suitable to both.

The mortality from sleeping-sickness was so great a few years ago

among the imported labourers, that the economic prosperity of the island

was gravely menaced
;
the annual rate rose to about 200 in a population

which only averaged 3800, so that one person in nineteen died each

year of the disease. Two missions sent by the Portuguese Government
were unable to devise measures of control, and the third mission, whose
work is summarised in the report, attacked the disease through its

carrier, the tsetse. The measures adopted were the clearing away of

vegetation, both trees and jungle growth, the draining of swamps, and
generally the destruction of the natural haunts of the shade-loving,

stream-haunting fly. Second, its natural hosts, dogs, pigs, and cattle,

were slaughtered, while fly-catching was also resorted to on a large scale.

These measures have proved singularly effective, and the island is now
regarded as clear of the disease. It is obvious, however, that a small

island offers a much easier field for such work than a mainland area.

America.

Indian Agriculture in North Dakota.—A short article in Science

for December 15 last, summarises a thesis by Dr. Gilbert Wilson which

is devoted to the Hidatsa and Mandan Indians on the Mandan Reserva-

tion, North Dakota, and gives an account of the agricultural methods
practised by these Indians. The point of interest is that, though using

only the crudest wooden and bone tools, the Indians have developed an

agriculture which is in some respects superior to that of the white

farmers now inhabiting the same region. The chief crop of the

Hidatsas through the centuries was maize, but they also grew sunflowers,

beans, squashes, and tobacco. The maize was planted at the time when
the wild gooseberry came into full leaf, the corn hills being prepared

with digging sticks and bone-bladed hoes. After planting, the earth

was raked over the seeds and patted down with the hands. The fields

were hoed twice during the summer. Husking was carried on in the

field, and the best ears were carefully braided in strings, the seed ears

for the next year being chosen from these strings. Provident families

kept two years' seed on hand, in case any particular year might not

yield good enough ears. The corn was dried on somewhat elaborate

stages erected before the lodges, and after the drying process the

smaller ears were threshed. The threshed corn and the braided ears

for seed were stored in pits dug in the ground. Fallowing was prac-

tised, and new ground was fertilised by the burning of the removed
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trees and bushes, and the spreading of the wood ashes over tho ground.

No mention is made of any other kind of manuring. Most of the field

work wa3 done by the women, though the older men, whose hunting

and fighting days were over, assisted in the process. The men also gave

assistance in the work of clearing new ground, and in making the

drying-stages. It is mentioned that at the present time seed corn,

saved by the most intelligent and skilled of the Hidatsa women, is sold

to the white farmers by one commercial house, the native varieties of

maize being very drought-resistent.

Commercial Geography.

Cotton Production in Russia.—According to a note in La
Gdographie the amount of cotton produced in Russian territory in

1915 was 315,150 metric tons, an increase of 28,321 tons as compared
with 1914. The amount required for the cotton manufactures of th6

empire is about 400,000 tons per annum, so that Russia is within

measurable distance of being self-supporting as regards raw cotton.

The greater part of the yield, as is to be expected, came from Turke-

stan, while Transcaucasia furnished the rest. From Persia approximately

34,000 tons was obtained, a point not without its importance.

The Marseilles-Rhone Canal.—In connection with the note pub-

lished here in vol. xxxii. p. 538 in regard to the opening of the Rove
tunnel on the new Marseilles-Rhone Canal, it is interesting to note that

a series of illustrations showing the entrance to the tunnel, and various

works on the new line of rail, together with a useful sketch-map, appear

in La Gdographie, 1916, No. 2, accompanying an article by M. Charles

Rabot on the subject.

The Zinc Industry of the World.—Professor H. C. H. Carpenter

contributes to Nature for October 19 last year an article on the future of

the " Zinc-smelting Industry in Great Britain " which contains many points

of great interest, some of which have a geographical bearing. He begins

by pointing out that in peace time zinc is very extensively used in

Great Britain in the galvanised iron industry, and in the manufacture

of brass and other alloys, as well as for making sheet zinc. Before the

war only about thirty per cent, of the amount required was produced in

this country, the remainder, amounting to over 145,000 tons, having been

imported chiefly from Germany and Belgium. Both these countries are

themselves large producers of zinc, and both, prior to the war, imported

very large amounts of zinc concentrates from the very important

Australian mine at Broken Hill, the produce of this mine being to a very

large extent sold under long term contracts to these countries. As a

result of the outbreak of war, Germany was unable to obtain the Broken

Hill ore, while the Belgian zinc was also, of course, speedily cut off, and in

consequence Britain was deprived of her zinc supplies, and this at a time

when they were supremely necessary for the manufacture of munitions.

At the same time Australia is suffering on account of the want of a market
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for the produce of her mines. The United States of America contain

considerable zmc deposits, but before the war the production of spelter

was not much more than sufficient to meet the home demand. Thus in

1913 the produce was, in round numbers, 320,000 metric tons, and the

consumption 313,300 metric tons, leaving only about 7000 tons available

for export. The great demand for zinc for munition-making, not only in

Great Britain but among the allied nations generally, has led to an

extraordinary development of the zinc-smelting industry of the States,

as will be seen when it is stated that the production for 1916 is expected

to have reached 714,000 tons. This result, which is a striking proof

of organising ability, has been aided by the enormous rise in price, this

country having paid something like five times the ordinary price for

the American supplies. The Americans are stated to have put a con-

siderable part of their war profits into greatly improved plant, and have

also accumulated reserves with a view to keeping their hold on the

market even after the return of peace. Australia is thus confronted

with the difficult problem of finding a market after the war for the

output of the Broken Hill mine. It is unlikely that she will find this in

the States, where imported zinc ore is taxed, and, though Canada is

developing zinc-smelting, yet the Government there is giving bounties

for the metal when it is produced from Canadian ores, a fact which

renders it unlikely that Australia will find a market there. Germany
has considerable home supplies, and has also considerable interests in

Chinese mines, and in any case the export of Australian zinc concentrates

to Germany is to be prohibited in the future. It is possible that the

Belgian industry may revive after the war, but before the war the con-

cerns in that country were chiefly under German control. There seems,

however, no reason why the small zinc industry of Swansea should not

be greatly developed, so permitting the mother-country to offer a market

for the Australian concentrates, and at the same time to supply the

home market for spelter, for the area is well suited to become the seat

of a great zinc-smelting industry. The establishment of this would, in

Professor Carpenter's words, be an industrial victory of the first magni-

tude.

Oil- shale Fields in England.—Mr. William Forbes-Leslie recently

read a paper on the " Oil-shale Fields of Norfolk," whose contents are

summarised in the Journal of the Royal Society of Arts for October 20

last. The lecturer gave it as his opinion that a large oil-shale basin exists

in Norfolk, and that within it the productive shales are 12 feet thick.

The geographical limits of the basin have not yet been completely

traced, but. like the shales which have been worked for oil at Kimme-
ridge in Dorset, they belong to the Kimmeridge Clay series. Since it

has thus been proved that productive shales occur both at the northern

and southern extremities of the Kimmeridge outcrop, it seems worth

while to examine also the intervening areas with care to see if other

productive areas can be found. Mr. Forbes-Leslie expresses the belief

that the K mmeridge shales may yet supply a considerable amount of

the oil consumed in this country.
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Outlets from Persia in War-time.—A note in The Near East,

which has been recently added to our list of exchanges, indicates in a

suggestive fashion the effect of war conditions on Persia's trade. The
note deals with the export of Persian rugs to America, and it is stated

that one shipment has taken over two years to reach Archangel, and has

still to be sent thence to New York. This particular shipment was
taken by caravan from Hamadan to the port of Engeli, on the Caspian,

thence by boat to Baku, from which port the bales went by train to

Archangel, the journey taking place with mediaeval leisureliness.

Another batch of rugs went by caravan to Ahwaz, on the Karun river,

then downstream to the Persian Gulf, by boat from the Gulf to Bombay,
and then round the Cape of Good Hope to New York. Other shiploads

have been sent by boat or rail from the shores of the Caspian to Batum,
thence to the Siberian railway, and so to Yladivostok, from which port

they reach Seattle or San Francisco.

The Rhine-Danube Canal.—According to a note in the Times the

Bavarian Government is to submit to the Diet during the present session

a bill providing for the necessary expenditure for Bavaria's share in the

construction of the projected canal which is to connect the Danube with

the Main, and thus with the Ehine. The total length of the canal will

be 440 miles, and the cost of construction £33,000,000. The period

allowed for construction is to be eight years.

NEW BOOKS.

EUROPE.

Pilgrim Spots in Galloway. By G. Marianne M'Kerlie. London :

Sands and Co., 1916. Price 5s. net.

Perhaps to the generality of readers the title " Pilgrim Spots in Galloway "

would suggest covenanting associations. But it is not of these that Miss M'Kerlie

treats, though she pays tribute to the heroic Wigtown martyrs. The author

has become a convert to Roman Catholicism, and as shebeloDgs to an- old Galloway

family, she has used her family and personal knowledge of the district in writing

a somewhat lengthy series of notes on the places in Galloway associated with pre-

Reformation sacred sites, and has also made some research into the literature of

the subject. The district is very full of places having such associations, and for

each there is produced a legend, a bit of scenic description, a personal note, or an

archaeological record. All this, however, is done definitely and exclusively from

the Roman Catholic point of view, even to the extent of speaking with approval of

the Spanish Armada, and this prevalent tone is apt to render the book less

attractive to the general reader. There are several lengthy divagations into the

history of the MacCairills or M'Kerlies, and that of some of the mediaeval knightly

orders. Once, and once only, does the author venture into the realm of modern
scientific information, and then it is merely to make a quite gratuitous confusion

between Arabis hirsuta and Hierochloe borealis. Though the general material of

the book is such as certainly should be gathered together, much more literary

ability is needed, both in the organisation of the information and in the mere
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construction of sentences, before it can be considered that the task has been sue-

fully accomplished ;
and it is to be hoped that the book will undergo stringent

revision before it is adventured upon its second edition.

Midsummer Motoring in Europe. By De Cocrcv W. Thosi. New York and

London : G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1916. Price 10s. 6(2.

This delightfully written account of a pre-war motor trip of four thousand

miles through Belgium, Normandy, Brittany, Touraine, Wurtemberg and Bavaria

is a pleasant relief from the horrors of war. A party of four relatives left

Baltimore County, Maryland, on 7th July 1910, and sailed from New York for

Antwerp in a Red .Star liner. Having brought their motorcar and chauffeur from

America, they started for Brussels, after seeing the sights of Antwerp, and greatly

admired the country of Belgium. Its present devastation by Teutonic soldiers

makes it sad for us to read such an account of Belgium in 1910 as the following :

—

"A hundred years of peace and a rational individualism, with local or civic co-

operation, have finally wrought such unity of effort throughout the kingdom that

to-day it is the most populous, the wealthiest, the most perfected, and most con-

tented country of Europe. There, ever since the great Julius Csesar gave them

their start nineteen hundred years ago, thoughtfulness and thrift have intermit-

tently at periods carried the individual steadily forward." After a tour to the

fine Grotto of Han, the party proceeded to Ghent and Bruges. Then they bathed

at Ostend, the author remarking that, while some of the bathers were decently

attired, ''altogether it was a rather tough crowd," an American expression with

which we are unfamiliar.

Then our friends motored to Boulogne over " one of Napoleon First's great

national roads of macadam, about forty feet wide between their deep ditches, on

either side of which are grassy surfaces of equal extent with the driveway."

Traversing Normandy, they thought all that was left of old Normandy was

"Norman thrift and trading, perseverance, and love for its thin, hard cider." In

Brittany they were struck with "the very large number of respected beggars," a

sight they also were surprised to see "in thrifty and hard-working Belgium, in one

of whose chief cities they even constitute one-third of the population." In the

splendid Chateau de Blois they saw on one of its windows the lines Francis i.

scratched with a diamond, "Souvent feimne varie ; bien fol est qui s'y fie," on

which the author comments^ "But was not the American Indian wiser when he

remarked, 'White man very uncertain'?"

Passing through Brienne, at whose military school Napoleon had been a cadet,

the author mentions that " General 'Joe' Johnston, a great student of Napoleonic

lore, said that when the body of Napoleon was prepared for buri;d at St. Helena,

there were counted on it nineteen wounds." General history has mentioned only

three of them. Striking across France, over one of Napoleon's magnificent roads,

the motorists reached Nancy, and crossing the German frontier, rushed through

beautiful country to Strassburg, and then on to Baden-Baden. A Zeppelin passed

over their hotel there, "but was no rarity to the natives." The author adds, " To-

day they are dropping bombs (with how much effect ?; in this monstrous European

war." Our party arrived at Ober-Ammergau. and saw its famous Passion Play.

and thought, "Judas the best actor; mob the best playing; the Christus best

when silent." The motorists returned via Paris and London, and, comparing a

previous visit, " London had improved, we said. Yes, better thoroughfares, more

electric taxis, faster cabs, cleaner streets, cleaner buildings and air, due to the sub-

stitution of coke for coal, more fine public buildings and underground roads, etc..
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accounted for that." Besides giving a useful account of every country he visits,,

the author adds the "itinerary of his fifty-seven days' automobile trip," for the

l'enefit of motorists after the war, but we do nut rind the map of his route promised

in his Preface. The book is excellently illustrated.

ASIA.

.1 Naturalist in Borneo. By the late Robert W. 0. Shelford, of Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, M.A., etc., late Curator of the Sarawak Museum, and

Assistant Curator of the Hope Department of Zoology, Oxford University

Museum. Edited, with a Biographical Introduction, by Edwai d B. Poclton,

D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., Hope Processor of Zoology, and Fellow of Jesus College,

Oxford. London : T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1916. Price 15s. net.

The death at the early age of forty of the author of this book is a distinct loss

to zoology. Mr. Shelford was a member of a family well known and much
esteemed in Singapore, and thus his appointment to the charge of the museum at

Kuching, Sarawak, had a certain appropriateness. He remained in Saiawak for

seven years, accumulated a great body of notes, and made large collections for

the museum, not only from the neighbourhood of Kuching, but from other parts

of the territory. On returning home he devoted most of his time to research, but,

bad health supervening, he began to prepare the present volume. His death took

place be. ore its completion, indeed many of the chapters consisted of a series of

pencil notes. These have been collated and revised by Professor Poulton, and.

form a volume which is a fitting memorial.

While there is much to interest the zoologist, and even the general reader, the

geographer is not neglected. Mr. Sneltord's work involved journeys along the

coast, and into the interior, and several chapters are devoted to these. At the

end too is a chapter on the natives of Borneo which contains some important

points. Rajah Brooke's classification of the inhabitants of Borneo into Land-

Dayaks and Sea-Dayaks possessed the yreat merit of simplicity, but, unfortunately,

later investigations show that it is incomplete and sometimes misleading. It is

now proved that tribes are numerous, but authorities are not yet in full agreement

as to their origin and nomenclature. It is clear, however, that there exisi two
main stocks—broad-headed Malayans, and narrow-headed Indonesians. These

Mr. Shelford divided into six groups, most of which have several sub-divisions.

He proposed to use the term Dayak for the Sea-Dayaks, and to abolish the name
Land-Dayak altogether. In this way the term Dayak, which cannot be got rid of,

would connote what is now, and likely to be still more in the future, the dominant

group of tribes. The book has some useful explanatory notes, a ^ood index, and

is well illustrated.

In Far North-Fast Siberia. By I. W. Shklovsky ("Dioneo"). London :

Macmillan and Co. Price 8s. 6rf. net.

Official work of some kind appears to have required the author to spend four year*

in the north-east part of the Yakutsk province known as Kolymsky, i.e. the portion

which is watered by the Kolyma river, and in this book he records his iinp.essions

of the country and its people. Any place more dismal and repellent than the

region here described it is wellnigh impossible to conceive. The land is under the

u;rip of frost for all but a brief period of the year ; the ground is frozen to a depth

of 700 feet, while the short summer heat only thaws the surface for a few inches

down. M. Shklovsky quotes from Baron Vrangel, " Here life is only a bitter

struggle with all the horrors of cold and famine, coupled with a lack ot the first

necessities of life and of all the comforts."
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The condition of the sparse native population harmonises with their environment,

and, in addition, nearly all of them are afflicted with disease imported by the

criminals from European Russia who have been sent a< exiles to this land of

desolation. "The country i- isolated by an endless ring of marshes and a chain

of mountains," while the journey from Yakutsk to Sredne Kolymsk (one of the

three Russian settlements on the Kolyma river , "at the best takes fifty day-;, at

the worst, four months, and often longer."

M. Shklovsky tells much of the manners and customs of the native Yakuts

which it is not possible to summarise here, but it is not without significance when

he says that it would require the pen of a Dean Swift to do justice to some of them.

Yet he tells of many acts of real kindness and hospitality done by these poor

Yakuts. Further to the north-east of Kolymsk lies the territory of the indepen-

dent tribe of the Uhooktchi whom the author visited, their numbers being estimated

at about 3000. They appear to be a more virile people than the degenerate Yakuts

under Russian rule, and the specimens given in the book of their drawings of

incidents of the chase, their weapons, and their carvings in bone, show that the

Chooktchi have developed a higher artistic power than might be expected from

their surroundings. Their implements and lamps of stone are an interesting sur-

vival of the Stone Age, while the account of a funeral feast which was witnessed

by the author shows also the endurance among them of the ways of Paleolithic

man.

An interesting section of M. Shklovsky's book deals with discoveries made <>f

the remains of the mammoth which must have roamed the Taigas—or virgin

forests of north-east Siberia— in immense herds. To this day the tusks form a large

item in the trade.

The Russian official description of the Kolyma region is " Unsuitable for human

habitation," and to it are sent the dregs of the criminal class, who become a terror

to the peaceful Yakuts compelled to support them.

If there is not much to attract, there is much that is of interest in M.

Shklovsky's account of a part of the world which is still terra incognita to the

English traveller. The translation, which is by Messrs. L. Edwards and Z.

Shklovsky, strikes us as being admirably done.

Provincial Geographies of India. The Panjab, North-West Frontier Province, and

Kashmir. By Sir James Douie, M.A., K.C.S.I. Cambridge: University

Press, 1916. Price Qs. net.

The scope of the science which deals with "the environment in which human

life is passed
::

is construed in this volume with considerable liberality. The

volume is hardly a geography in the ordinarily accepted sense ; it is rather a

manual for Indian Civil Servants and others who desire to be, and already to a

certain extent are, specialists with regard to Jvorth-West India in all its aspect.-.

It is an encyclopaedia article, very precise and detailed, and in parts intensely

interesting, dealing in its various chapters with all those aspects of the land and

its people that such articles usually take up. In addition, for example, to the

more strictly geographical pages, forty- pa>.es are devoted to the history ot North-

West India from the invasion of Alexander the Great to the year 1913, while ten

pages more are devoted to Panjab archaeology and ancient coins. Other sections set

forth in detail the machinery of administration, provincial, municipal, and district.

The volume abounds in detailed statistics and up-to-date information, as was to

be expected from one familiar with the Census and the other inquiries laboriously

carried out by the Governments of India. As in Government reports also,

particularly the decennial Census reports, the information given is abundantly
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illustrated by tables and by sectional maps of the various civil districts. The map

and detailed account of the new imperial enclave of Delhi, mostly within but not

under the Panjab, may be cited in proof of the up-to-dateness and minute detail

of the volume. Altogether it is a volume which must have a place in every

Indian and geographical library. For those not in quest of such specialised

information the volume is somewhat lacking in comparative statements. The

general geographical student or reader desires correlation of all this inside informa-

tion with the conditions of the outside world or of other parts of India. In a

real sense also, what does he know of the North-West of India who the North-

West only knows ? The Panjab is indeed a province mi generis in many aspects

—in its history ancient and modern, in its monsoons and natural drainage

systems, in crops, in character of the people, in its recent religious developments,
( 'hristian and indigenous—but how other than by contrast and comparison is the

generic individuality of the province to be appreciated '.

AMERICA.

I hi, -id Thompson's Narrative of his Explorations in Western America, 1784-1812.

Edited by J. B. Tyrrell. Toronto : The Champlain Society, 1916.

This handsome volume of 582 pages is number 12 of the publications of the

Champlain Society, Toronto, Canada. The fame of David Thompson as an explorer

has hitherto been largely locked up in the records of the Hudson Bay and North-

West Companies and in the official archives of the Canadian Government. It is

the fact, however, that the existing maps of Central and Western Canada and of

the sources of the Mississippi owe much to Thompson's work. He was also

responsible, as astronomer to the International Boundary Commission under the

Treaty of Ghent, for the delimiting of the boundary between Canada and the

United States from St. Regis, Quebec, to the Lake of the Woods. This task,

carried out between 1816 and 1826, is not included in the present volume.

Thompson kept a careful record of his journeys in note-books, and this narrative

was written by him when seventy years of age. Mr. Tyrrell has reproduced it in

its entirety with only a few necessary corrections, and has added an adequate

introduction, a very useful itinerary of Thompsons travels, a list of works quoted,

a good index, and several maps, including Thompson's own map of North-

western America. A number of excellent photographs, and reproductions of

Thompson's sketches in the Rocky Mountains, adorn a volume of much interest

and value.

David Thompson may, without exaggeration, lie styled the Livingstone of

North America. His travels were very extensive, his observation acute, his sur-

veys extraordinarily accurate, and his interest in the moral and physical welfare

of the natives almost modern in its breadth and earnestness. He was the first to

survey the sources of the Mississippi, and the course of the Columbia river from

source to sea. His origin was even humbler than that of Livingstone, his self-

education was as strenuous, and even more dependent upon himself, but his latter

years, unfortunately, passed in undeserved penury and neglect.

AUSTRALASIA.

Australia. University Manual*.) By J. W. Gregory, F.R.S. Cambridge :

University Press, 1916. Price Is. 3d. net.

The name of Professor Gregory attached to this book is a guarantee that a

valuable addition has been made to this useful series of manuals. The author's
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acquaintance with Australia, and hi> extensive knowledge and study of its geo-

graphy and social conditions, has enabled him to produce a work of more than

usual interest to the student as well as to the general reader. After a short and
clear account of the various stages in the discovery and exploration of Australia,

the writer deals with the rainfall, and points out that the conditions are much
better than are generally supposed. He show- how the development of Australia

has been governed by its rainfall.

Then follows a lucidly written modern description of the physical features, the

reading of which suggests that the ordinary school atlas map of Australia stands

in need of being kept up to date. An innovation to be commended is

the use of the term "Westralia'' fur the -tate of Western Australia. The flora

and fauna, the aboriginal inhabitant-, and the productions are each dealt with in

short chapters, but perhaps the greatest interest of the book lies in the concluding

chapters, which deal with the Government. Budget, Land Tenure, and Industrial

and Social Legislation. The author is a lover of Australia, and a firm believer in

its future progress and prosperity. Comparative statistics are given throughout
the various chapters, and a few maps and illustrations enhance the value of this

admirable little book.

GENERAL.

Naval and Military Geography of tin British Empin • iv Relation to-

the War with • By Yaughan Cornish, D.Sc. London: Hugh
Rees, 1916. Prio 3*. 6d. nest.

Since the outbreak of the war Dr. Yaughan Cornish has been lecturing on
strategic geography to the officers of the army and navy, and the present volume
contains a part of his lectures, Ulustrated by a number of maps. The subject-

matter follows the same general lines as the paper on the "Strategic Geography
of the British Empire ' which Dr. Cornish read before the Society last year, and which
was published in this Magazim for April 1916 p. 161). The book is divided into

two parts, entitled respectively Naval and Military Geography, and while it does

not contain anything strikingly novel, may be recommended as a useful summary
of the main facts of the problem- discussed. A very convenient feature for

reference is the number of tables showing the distances between important
strategic points. An intere-rini: section also lays >tress upon the way in which
the Pacific Ocean forms a gap in the military communications of the empire, owing
to the absence of naval station- in the vast stretch between British Columbia and
Australia. We would draw attention finally to the suggestion that the name
Dutch Channel should be applied to that southern funnel-shaped narrowing of

the North Sea towards the Straits of Dover which shows so marked a resem-
blance in form to the north-eastern part of the English Channel, and which has not
hitherto had any distinctive name, though the desirability of giving it one was
pointed out some years ago by Mr. Mackinder.

The book forms a useful addition to war literature.

Cambridge Trar.l Books. The Earliest Voya<j'< round the World, 1-J19-1617.

Edited by Philip F. Alexander, M.A., Hertford College, Oxford. Cam-
bridge : At the University Press, 1916. Price 3s.

The object of the present book is to make original sources accessible to the

ordinary reader. The voyages dealt with are those of Magellan, Drake, Caven-
dish, and Le Maire and Schouten. Magellan's Yoyage is abbreviated from the

translation of Pigafetta's Narrative made by Lord Stanley for the Hakluyt Society
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in 1874. Drake's and Cavendish's Voyages are taken practically complete from

Hakhiyt's Principal Navigations ; Le Maire and Schouten's from a translation by

W. Philip published in 1619, the latter relating the discovery of the route round

the Horn. At t be beginning is a list of important dates in the history of dis-

covery, and at the end a sufficient number of explanatory notes. There are also

two modern maps and several reproductions of contemporary portraits, maps, and

illustrations. The book is handy in form, clearly printed, and should have a place

in every school library.

The German Colonial Empire. By Paolo Giordani. Translated by Mis.

Gustavu.s W. Hamilton. London : G. Bell and Sons, Ltd.. 1916.

The interest of this book is historical and political rather than geographical,

Its appearance is specially opportune at a time when rumours of peace are in the

air, and when the conclusion of war will give birth to special problems of the

greatest difficulty and complexity for all the nation- concerned. The question of

re-arranu'enient of territory after the war must be present to every thinking mind

not only amongst the warring peoples but also in neutral countries. As a result

of the war, all the German colonies (with the partial exception of East Africa) are

at present in the hands of the Allies, principally the British, and the ultimate

destiny of these territories is of fundamental interest to the British Empire.

The author, an Italian, states in his preface that "though the caprices of a

monarch may have been the final determining act in the outbreak of war, the

wreat conflagration was predetermined by the frantic need of Germany for

expansion owing to the increment of her industries and the great productivity of

her people, whetted by the Prussian mentality and rendered more efficient by the

formidable Teutonic organisation." He gives an account of the genesis ol German

eoloniil expansion, and the results of the German power of organisation and

co-ordination of political and commercial aims. He briefly and clearly details the

history of each colony and its part in the war. He is especially illuminating with

regard to the Bagdad railway scheme and the future problems that will be

presented by the overthrow of the Turkish Empire, for, though the book was

written in August 1915, the author never for a moment doubts but that victory

will rest with the Allies.

But perhaps the most valuable and interesting part of the book is the chapter

in which the author makes clear Italian ambitions in Africa, Syria, the Aegean,

and Asia Minor. He argues strongly in favour of a generous treatment of Italian

claims in the repartition of territory. He foresees a future menace to the Western

World from Japan's growing power in the East, especially after the eliniii ation of

German influence in China by the capture of Kiaochau. A few statistics of the

population and productive value of each German colony are added.

A few grammatical errors of construction have crept into the translation, which

otherwise is well done.

EDUCATIONAL.

New Regional Geographies.—(1) The Americas. (2) Asia and Australasia. By
Leonard Buooks, M.A. (Cantab.), F.R.G.S. London: University of London

Press, Ltd., 1916. Price 3s. each.

During recent years the awakening of interest in geographical teaching has

led to the appearance of an amazing variety of geographical text-books, each one

approaching this many-sided subject from a different standpoint, according to the

attitude or bent of the author—some laying stress on the political, some on the

ecological or physical, and others on the economic or commercial side, with the
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result that the conscientious teacher, on the outlook for a suitable text-hook fur class

use, is confounded by the very variety of choice. Indeed, in such a subject as

geography it is not to be expected that there can ever be evolved a typical standard

text-book, and the best that can be hoped for in a school class book is a wise

compromise of interests.

In these two books we have the first two volumes of a series of four that should

satisfy the demands of the earnest and up-to-date teacher of geography in his

search for a suitable text-book. The books are meant to be used in the last four

years of geographical work in secondary and higher grade schools, and the first

three volumes prepare the pupil for a review of the whole world as given in the

fourth volume, Geography and World Power, a highly original and suggestive book
illustrating the geographic control of history (see review, jiasje 5.

r
>7, vol. xxxi. of

this Magazine). The volumes are based on a scheme of geography which has been

in practice at the William Ellis School for the last eight years, and are written by
a practical teacher who has been trained on the most approved modern lines, and

who is thoroughly conversant with all that is latest and best in geographical study.

The treatment is thoroughly scientific, and the old and conventional order of

studying the continents is rejected in favour of a new and original groupings the

advantages of which are obvious, and highly to be commended. Volume i. deals

with "The Americas" ;
volume ii. wi h " Asia and Australasia "

; while volume iii.

takes up "Europe and Africa." This new grouping has the advantage of placing

in contrast two continental areas in different hemispheres, and thus affords a laro-e

number of opportunities for contrast and comparison between areas on ••pposite sides

of the equator ; and from the pr.icti. al point of view has the additional advantage

that Europe and the British Isles, which, from an examiners point of view, are

expected to be known in greatest detail, are assigned to the year immediately
preceding matriculation, an advantage not to be despised in these davs of an
overcrowded curriculum, in which the geography lesson is usually assigned a

minimum period in the time-table. Another feature that should commend itself

to teachers is the tact that no sharp distinction is made between what is known
as physical and general geography, and no sepa-ate text-books are required. The
chief facts of physical geography are here introduced in the school course just

where they come naturally, and while there may be a difference of opinion as to

what is the best natural order, a pupil who goes through this course has. at the
end, a good working knowledge of all the essential facts of structural, climatic,

and economic geography, while the historical and human side has not been
neglected.

In volume i., The A 'he land forms, their making and destruction, river
work, etc., are given full attention, while a special chapter treats of ''The Ice
Age. !

' Latitude and longitude are also treated adequately. In vo time ii., The
Asias, the mathematical and meteorological sides of geography are dealt with in
a satisfactory manner. The treatment of climate is a special feature of this volume.
In both volumes the treatment throughout is regional. In The Americas the
physical regions, with their attendant climatology, form the basis of the division,

while, in Tht Asias, the broad climatological regions, with their accompanying
physical structure, are laid stress on. Much use is made of contrast and com-
parison between the various climatic redoi s north and south of the equator.

Both volumes are well supplied with illustrations, maps, and diagrams, while
many useful statistical tables are inserted, climatic stat:< ics b< ing a special

feature. Many val table questions, problems, and exercises are provided at the
conclusion of each chapter, and, in contrast to so many such questions in Geo-

graphical text-books, these are really practical and such as can be undertaken by
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the average pupil, who will thus be taught to think and reason as well as he able

to justify his statements in examinations by chapter and verse. The books are

remarkably free from press and other errors. In volume ii., page 12, in Fig. 7,

the ray falling on London should be thickened as referred to on page 20, eighth

line from the bottom. Page 80, last line, 48° F. should be 50
J

as in diagram, and

page 118, line 19, north is evidently a misprint for south.

The series is confidently recommended to all teachers in search of suitable text-

books, and desirous of placing their geographical course on a thoroughly scientific

basis.

A Nursery Geography. By George S. Dickson. London: T. C.

and E. C. Jack. Price 3s. Gd. ru t.

This is an attractively written and well illustrated book, which should appeal

strongly to the little folks. It describes imaginary journeys, on a "magic carpet,"

and also by aeroplane, to various parts of the world and to the home country.

The latter region is described in some detail, while the early chapters are devoted

to simple accounts of the life of the peoples of the more distant regions of the

globe. Thus the book forms a simple introduction to geography, and its pictures

are certain to make it very popular with those for whom it is intended.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Paraguay. By W. H. Koebel. Small Royal 8vo. Pp. 348. London : T.

Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1917. Price 10s. Gd. net.

Catholic Highlands of Scotland. Vol. i. By Dom Odo Bluxdeli,, O.S.B.,

F.S.A. (Scot.). Crown 8vo. Pp. xiii + 229. London: Sands and Co., 1909.

Price 3s. 6<l. net.

Milestones on my Long Journey. By Sir Charles Bruce. Crown 8vo.

Pp. 232. Glasgow : R. Maclehose and Co., Ltd., 1917. Price 5s. net.

Presented by the author.

The ll> construction of South-Eastern Europe. By Vladislao R. Savic.

Medium Svo. Pp. is + 280. London: Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1917. Price

7s. 6d. net.

The War in Italy. Vol. i., On th<_ High Mountains. Vol. ii., The Carso.

Vol. iii., The Battle between the Brenta and the Adige. Italian General Headquarters,

Photographic Department. Presented by the Credito Italiano.

The Guide to South and East Africa. London: Sampson Low, Marston and

Co., Ltd., 1917.

Wissenschafttich Ergebnisse der Expedition Filchner nach China und Tibet,

1903-1905. vii. Band, Katalog der Ausbeute an ethnographischen Gegensianden

China. vin. Band, Tibet, ix. Band, Barometrische Hbhenmessungen und

nieteorologischc Beobachtungm. Bearbeitet von Georg vox Elsner. Berlin :

E. S. Mittler u. Sohn, 1908-10. Presented by Dr. W. S. Bruce.

Das Kloster Kumbum in Tibet: Ein Beitrag zu seiner Geschichte. Von

Wilhelm Filchxek. Berlin : E. S. Mittler u. Sohn, 1906.

Presented by Dr. W. &. Bruce.

Colonial Reports (Annual). —British Guiana (910); Basutoland (911);
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Publishers forwarding books for review will greatly oblige by marking the price

in clear figures, especially in the case of foreign books.
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THE SERBIAN FRONT IN MACEDONIA. 1

{With Sketch-Map and Illustrations.)

By E. P. Stebbing, F.L.S., F.R.G.S.

Amongst the numerous fronts upon which the armies of the Allies are

fighting, perhaps one of the least known is the line held in the Mace-
donian mountains, a most difficult country to move about in and to fight

in, owing to the paucity of communications. Most people are aware

that the British held the right, or eastern portion of the line, at the

commencement of last summer's operations on the Struma and Lake
Doiran, whilst the western portion was held by the Serbians and French.

Before the offensive really commenced, Italian troops had taken up
positions between the British and Serbs, reinforcing some French in that

part, whilst a brigade of Russians had joined the French on the extreme
left.

Having had the opportunity of going out as transport officer to a

hospital unit which was sent up to the Serbian front at Ostrovo, I was
able to make myself acquainted with that part of the country over which
the chief advance by the left wing of the armies was made between the

end of August and the third week in November, when Monastir was
recaptured. I propose therefore to confine my remarks to the positions

occupied by the left wing of the Macedonian armies between these

dates.

The territory over which the fighting took place is, it is perhaps

needless to state, quite unlike that of the Western front in France. In

the fighting areas in Macedonia, if we except the Monastir plain—the

ancient Pelagonia—the country consists of a network of rocky mountain

1 A lecture delivered before the Society in Edinburgh on February 9, 1917.

VOL. XXXIII. K"
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ranges, for the most part barren and affording little cover, in which the

construction of trenches and artillery emplacements or gun-pits is

exceedingly difficult and at times impossible. It will be of interest to

glance first at the topography of this region, or of that part of it over

which the fighting forces are spread.

The plain of Salonika is some fifty miles broad, surrounded by high

mountains spread out in a fan- shaped manner with the town at the

centre. The river Arardar, piercing the northern mountains, flows

across the plain as a turgid stream, entering the bay of Salonika a

few miles to west of the town. To the west of the Vardar another

giant cleft in the mountains enables the Moglenitza river to reach the

plain ; farther to the west is the Yoda river, and right in the south

the Vistritza. The basin of the Moglenitza is some twenty miles long

and four to eight broad. It is bounded by steep bare mountains,

from 4200 feet to 7700 feet in height, and consequently the river is

subject to rapid flooding after rain, which results in sudden inundations

in the plain to the south. The portion of the plain within the area of

this river produces fine crops of millet, maize, and cotton, two to three

crops a year being obtained. The newly re-formed Serbian army was

encamped here after reaching Macedonia, but was not left in these

pleasant quarters for long, being sent up into the Moglena mountains to

take up positions facing the Bulgars, who occupied the highest crests, of

which Kaimakchalan, 7700 feet, formed one of the highest and strongest.

There were no roads in these mountains, but a few tortuous steeply

graded mountain tracks gave access to the Cherna Valley.

To the south-west of the Moglena range the mountains are cleft by
another valley, that of the Voda. This practically forms the sole route

into the Monastir plain, both the railway—a single line from Salonika

to Monastir—and the Monastir road proceeding up this cleft. The
road—the Via Egnatia—is the old Roman road from the Aegean to the

Adriatic, which continued across Albania to Durazzo. The railway and

road run together from Salonika to the curious old-world village of

Yenidje Vardar. From here the railway runs south-west to Verria and

then north to Vertekop, where it rejoins the road, which keeps due

west to the latter after leaving Yenidje-Vardar. From Vertekop,

situated at the western extremity of the Salonika plain, you perceive

the valley or cleft in the mountains to the west, up which both railway

and road pass to Ostrovo en route for the Monastir plain (see map p. 151).

Orchards, vineyards, and mulberry copses clothe the outer face of the

lower hills here as you commence the climb to Vodena, one of the most

quaint and picturesque of mediaeval towns, perched upon the top of a more

or less precipitous rock, from which cascades and shining waterfalls gush

down through the green clumps of mulberry. The view of Vodena, with

its white minarets and poplar trees, is a most picturesque one from the

plain, as picturesque in its way as is the town itself.

Beyond Vodena the valley becomes an upland plateau, never very

wide ; it contains volcanic depressions in which, in addition to smaller

ones, are situated the great lakes of Ostrovo and Petersko, the former

many shades of blue, the latter of emerald green. On leaving Ostrovo
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the road and railway run along the north and north-western side of Lake

Ostrovo, subsequently reaching Sorovitch and Ekshisu. On leaving the

latter the railway runs north to Banitsa and then north-west to Fiorina

and Monastir. A second road or mountain track runs from Ostrovo to

Banitsa over the mountains, and this formed one of the two lines of

communication of the 1st and 3rd Serbian Armies operating in these

hills during these fateful months. I shall have more to say about these

roads later.

From this brief description it will be understood that the line of

communications was extremely inadequate, and hampered the movements
of the armies to a very considerable extent. The single line of railway,

after leaving the plain at Vertekop, ascends the mountains to Ostrovo

r?

The Via Egnatia in the Salonika Plain. The bridges were ino>tly absent before the

advance last year. Mishaps such as that which befell this M. T. Ford van were

consequently frequent.

in a tortuous manner up extraordinarily steep gradients and over many
viaducts. On some of them it always appeared a toss-up whether the

train would not run backward, and it had to take frequent rests even

with two engines on, to allow the latter to get up a fresh head of steam.

Eight trains in the twenty-four hours was all that could usually be run,

and the requirements needed about eighty. The train took anything

from eighteen to twenty-four hours to do the ninety miles between

Salonika and Ostrovo. After leaving Ostrovo the levels were easier, and

up to August trains could run to Fiorina. Subsequently the Bulgars

blew up the big Ekshisu viaduct, and the railway could only serve the

French up to the latter place.

As regards the road, it is. as has been said, an old Roman road. In

the plains from Salonika to Vertekop it consisted of old pavt in an

appalling state of repair, most of the bridges being wanting. When it
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entered the hills it beoame a mountain track or bridle path, consisting

of varying stretches of deep sand hiding large boulders or rocky blocks,

varied by lengths of naked projecting rock masses of all sizes and sharp-

ness. There were miles of this kind of thing, and in the towns cross

channels of varying depth and width and in great numbers made
progression in motor cars a thing of torture. Needless to say, no car

had ever been seen on the road before the war, and until early in last

year no inhabitant of Vodena who had not " travelled " had ever seen

a car.

When you reach Banitsa by either of the two roads I have described,

you have reached the south end of the Monastir plain. The lake road

was the line of advance of the French and Russians. The scenery after

leaving Vertekop is varying—at times wild, gloomy, almost menacing,

as the great barren rocky mountains close in on the road, at others

smiling—" riante" as the French would say—with small cultivated oases

and orchards and in places small vineyards.

I have mentioned the river Vistritza. This river is situated in the

south of the area here considered, and runs north-east through the moun-
tains to Verria and the bay of Salonika. A road runs from Verria along

this valley and reaches Kozani, then turning north to Fiorina and

Monastir. The importance of Kozani lies in the fact that it is the centre

of lines of communication linking up Thessaly and Macedonia, and

therefore Greece and Germany via Monastir.

If I have made myself intelligible, it will thus be seen that the French

had a single line of railway to Ekshisu, a road running alongside the

railway, and a second longer route from Verria via Kozani. Then both

these roads, with one or two branch ones connecting them, continued

due north over the plain to Monastir. The Serbian front had the road

as far as Ostrovo. In the Moglena mountains roads were non-existent.

The Serbian armies were served from this Salonika-Ostrovo road by

mountain tracks leading north from the road at Vertekop or Vodena
and Ostrovo, and these tracks were of the most appalling nature. We
all know that Napoleon crossed the Alps in the face of stupendous topo-

graphical difficulties. The Serbs had to face very similar conditions in

the Moglena mountains, the difference being that Napoleon was able to

take his enemies by surprise, whereas the Serbs had to face a watchful

enemy already occupying all the crests, which they had fortified. All

the more honour to the brave Serbs, who undismayed turned the Bulgars

out of their prepared strongholds after sanguinary fighting under

probably some of the most difficult conditions which have ever faced an

army.

To complete this brief survey, a few words may be said about the

eastern wing. Between the Vardar and the Struma, our eastern limit

of operations, the armies are engaged in trench warfare similar to that

on the Western front in France. The British and Italians are here.

The reason for this difference in the methods in east and west (for there

was but little trench warfare save in one instance on the west) is that

both on the east and west of Lake Doiran an advance would take the

Allies into the Strumnitza valley, which would open the way to Sofia.
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The Bulgars have therefore fortified this part of the line very strongly.

The mountains farther east, forming almost impassable country, were

held by the Italians, and beyond, the narrow Struma gap, which offers an

entrance into Bulgaria, is protected by Fort Rupel, made over by the

Greeks to the Bulgarians. The eastern wing thus practically serves

as a pivot for the western wing to turn on, and also proves the possibilities

of the advance to the north of Monastir.

Space will not permit me to devote time to a description of the

extraordinary collection of types met with in the towns in this tract

of country. Greeks, Turks, Albanians, Jews, Serbs, the Bulgar type,

Rumanian—all are seen in the streets of Yenidje-Yardar or Yodena.

The houses with their overhanging stories, carved woodwork, and pro-

jecting roofs almost meeting overhead, are reminiscent of mediaeval

Europe, whilst the little open-faced shops below, With the men squatting

down inside, resemble an Indian or Cairo bazaar. And the clothing worn

is as varied in type as are the people themselves, an extraordinary

mixture of East and West.

The agriculturists of the countryside are chiefly Greeks, with

some Rumanian and Turkish villages. The animals used in plough-

ing are the ox and sometimes the buffalo. Both are used as draught

animals. But the commonest beast of burden is the donkey. He
is indispensable—carries the produce to market—the ploughs to the

field and back again—fodder for the cattle, a common sight : and in

addition to any burden he may be loaded with, he has to carry his owner.

They are very small these donkeys, and it was a ludicrous sight to see

a long-legged Greek astride one of these diminutive animals, his feet

touching the ground on either side ; and still funnier to meet a fat

Turk astride, or a veiled woman in gala dress going into market.

Salonika in August 1916 was a wonderful place to be in. Troops

were pouring in by transports arriving almost daily. Russians arrived

early in the month, to be followed by the first Italians, and the latter

continued to arrive throughout the month and during the next

two, for two Italian divisions were being made up. The quays were

congested night and day with arriving troops and their impedimenta.

Horses belonging to cavalry regiments, batteries and regimental trans-

port, mule corps and mule hospital units, would seemingly be inex-

tricably mixed up with guns, motor lorries, cars, and masses of infantry

in their serviceable grey-blue uniforms and trench helmets. And the

town itself contained the fighting men of at least twelve nations—French,

Italians, Russians, Cossacks, Serbians, British, Indian, Annamese,

French Colonials, Senegalese, men from Madagascar, Zouaves. Greeks,

Albanians, and Macedonians fraternised (except the Greeks) in the

caf^s dressed in a variety of uniforms and decorated with a still greater

variety of medals, mostly won in this war. It was an extraordinary

sight that was daily to be seen in the chief cafes in Yenezuela Street,

and one which is unlikely to be ever seen again—in our lifetime, at

any rate.

The offensive on this front was not commenced by the Allies, as had

been expected, but by the Bulgars, and their advance waB doubtless
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guided by the political position. It was almost certain that Kumania
was about to enter the war on the side of the Allies, and an endeavour
was made to intimidate her and at the same time to reopen communica-
tions with Greece. The German plan was to attack us on either wing
by advancing south from Monastir to Fiorina and beyond on the west,
and from Fort Eupel by the Struma on the east. It is the western
movement I shall describe. Up to the 17th August the Bulgarians had
not crossed the Greek frontier to any extent, being doubtless restrained
from doing so by the German Emperor and German High Command.
They had limited their operations to the preparation of trenches and so

on, on their own side of the frontier. Fort Rupel on the east, within
the Greek frontier, was, as we have seen, given to them by the Greeks.
There had, however, been some good hard fighting between the Bulgars
and Serbs up in the Moglena mountains from the latter part of July
onwards.

The French and Serbians held their lines with very weak forces at

this period. Before an advance was made the positions were therefore
as follows :

—

At the beginning of August the Bulgarians held the Kaimakchalan
crest and several lower spurs to the south, and the strong Starkovgrob
crest to south-west of Kaimakchalan. West of these positions they held
the lower orest lines down to and through Brod, situated in the foot-hills

just above the Monastir plain. Westward from Brod they held the

strong Brod-Kenali-Medjidli line, as it came to be known. This line

was laid down by Mackensen himself, and the system of trenches and
redoubts proved excessively strong, built on the lines of those in France,
and manned Avith plenty of machine-guns. To west of Medjidli the

line swept up into the mountains again to Lake Prespa ; but the forces

here on either side were few at that time.

Slightly south-south-east of Kenali, some seven miles away, lies the

village of Verbeni, and a few miles to the south-west of the latter is

situated Fiorina.

At the beginning of August the Serbians had a weak division in the

Monastir plain and elsewhere, much scattered about. Their outposts

were at Verbeni, with the remainder of two or three battalions at Fiorina

and Banitsa There was probably another battalion at Gornichevo, on the

mountain track between Banitsa and Ostrovo, and the rest of the

available troops, amounting, I believe, to a weak brigade, were at

Ostrovo. It was not thought that the Bulgarians would advance from
the Kenali line, and the French were occupied in getting ready their

forces to attack Kenali. The task set the Serbian forces—three armies

of two numerically weak divisions apiece—was to attack on the line from
Brod eastward to Kaimakchalan, and slightly to the east of the latter,

Kenali and Kaimakchalan being the two chief objectives, because the

strongest positions.

As we know, in war it is always the unexpected which happens. On
the 17th August the Bulgarians suddenly advanced in some strength from
the Kenali line, drove in the outposts from Verbeni and Fiorina, these

falling back on Banitsa. The whole of the plain was soon in Bulgar
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hands, and they advanced up the hills eastwards, taking Banitsa and then
Gornichevo, eight kilometres beyond, on the top of a high crest, the
Serbians falling back to a lower crest immediately above the Lake Ostrovo.
The Bulgars also advanced up the railway line along the west shore of

the lake to a position slightly to north-west of Pateli, within a few miles
of Ostrovo. Communication was thus opened up with Greece via

Kozani.

This was the position of affairs in the latter part of August, and
there appeared every probability of Ostrovo falling, thus enabling the
Bulgars to capture the rest of the mountain section of the railway line

down to Vertekop in the level country below. Had they done thi'3 and
blown up the viaducts, of which there are a number, it is almost certain

that they would have stopped the projected advance on Monastir this

year. Reinforcements were sent up, and arrived in time to hold Ostrovo,
which was daily shelled and bombed for a fortnight or more.

Another of the reasons of the Bulgarian advance was doubtless mili-

tary. A considerable increase was being made to the western wing of

our Macedonian armies. French, Russian, and Italian troops were being
landed in Salonika throughout August, especially the latter, whilst

British M.T. units and cars were also pouring in to run the
transport for the Serbians. The political reasons have been already
discussed.

About the end of August then, the Allies' western wing ran from
north-east of Ekshisu railway station up north over the mountains east

of and below Gornichevo to below Starkovgrob, and then north-east below
Kaimakchalan, and so on north-eastwards.

Towards the end of August the Bulgarian advance was held up, and
at the beginning of September the Allies commenced to advance in their

turn. On the flank the French, supported by a part of a brigade of

Russians, advanced by road and railway (using both the Ostrovo and
Verria-Kozani roads) and retook Ekshisu, not in time, however, to pre-

vent the blowing up of the great viaduct which carried the railway

beyond Ekshisu to Fiorina. The French then swung to the north into

the southern end of the Monastir plain and retook Banitsa, and, fighting

every yard of the way, approached the Greek town of Fiorina, situated

up against the western mountain wall, and about one-third up the plain

from the south. This town and the railway station were carried by
storm after a brilliant assault on Sunday and Sunday night (September

18); the Bulgars were driven out in full flight back to their strongly

entrenched Kenali line, situated two-thirds up the plain from south.

This capture put an end for the moment to the series of operations the

French had been undertaking. They advanced the few miles to Verbeni,

and then awaited reinforcements of men and guns before attempting a

frontal attack on the Kenali line. The advance resulting in the capture

of Fiorina had, of course, been undertaken by the French and Russians

in conjunction with the Serbians, who were operating in the mountains

on the right. The Bulgars had been turned out of Fiorina exactly a

month after they had seized it. Monastir, taken by them in December
1915, was still in their hands.
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The Serbian movements during this period must now be considered,

for they were to lead to even greater progress than resulted from the

capture of Fiorina. The first operations entailed on the Serbians were

to push back the Bulgars from the heights in the neighbourhood of

Ostrovo, and clear them from the Ostrovo-Banitsa mountain track. This

work was carried out by the 1st and a portion of the 3rd Serbian Armies,

under the corps commanders, Marshal Mishitch and General Wassitch

respectively. The village of Gornichevo and the crest of that mountain,

east-north-east of Ostrovo, was the first objective. These were held by the

Bulgars. The Serbs held a lower crest to the east, about three miles

nearer Ostrovo. They had to advance to the attack down into a dip, cross

a few stony fields, and then face the stiff climb over open rocky and stony
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The wounds of the men in these engagements were appalling, as rock

splinters were as plentiful as shell splinters in this kind of country.

After the capture of Gornichevo the Serbians commenced to attack

heavily on the Starkovgrob position to the north-west, which was carried

by assault about September 20. This left the way clear to their chief

objective in this part, the strong position on the Kaimakchalan. There

were three main positions here to carry, with two to three lines of

trenches in each, the uppermost being the strongest. The lowest was
in a small upland valley ; the middle one half-way up a series of swelling

ridges and spurs ; the last on the rising plateau which forms the summit
of the mountain.

The whole area was above tree limit, a great open barren waste of

Mountain road from Ostrovo to Goinichevo ; the sIoijcs of the mountain are covered

with juniper scrub. Serbian ammunition carts on their way up to the frooit.

rock with but few soft areas. It was only in the latter that any per-

manent visible marks of shell fire, such as craters, etc., were to be seen.

The great assaults on this position were made between September 15

and 30, and the Bulgars driven down the steep precipitous slopes to

the north—probably the best fight the Serbs have ever put up. But

their native country lay upon that crest—a fine incentive to fight.

Whilst Kaimakchalan was being fought and won by the 3rd Serbian

Army, the 1st Army to the west was clearing the mountains northwards,

so that by the beginning of October the Serb line was straightened out

from Kaimakchalan to Brod due west, where it connected with the

French line running westward from just below Brod through Kenali and

Medjidli, and up into the western mountains to Lake Prespa. The line

therefore now completely fronted the north, and had lost a dangerous

salient.

The Serbs in these operations were greatly hampered by the
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absence of adequate communications. They ran out of ammunition on

several occasions owing to their rapid, considering the country they

were fighting in, advance. The maintenance of their supplies, both

ammunition and victualling, fell to the British M.T. 80 far as

possible supplies were forwarded by rail to Vertekop or Ostrovo,

and then were taken on in Ford vans by road. From Ostrovo two

bridle paths—they were little else at this period, though improved

to some extent after these operations were over—were available, one

leading up to Gornichevo and on to Banitsa and the Monastir plain, with

an offshoot from Gornichevo leading to Krushograd ; the second started

from Ostrovo and went up the steep mountain side, by the most

impossible gradients, to Kaimakchalan. Both were narrow, passed

through gloomy ravines and defiles, and were constantly choked with

transport of all kinds. The Fords took up the ammunition and

supplies as high as they could get, depositing them in dumps, from

whence they were taken on by carts—mule, horse, and oxen drawn (see

figures)—or by pack-mule and donkey. The work which fell to the

British M.T. was terrific, and in those days both officers and men worked
night and day, it being quite a common experience for both to get only

a couple of hours' sleep in the twenty-four. I was out on these roads

constantly myself, and thus saw the state of affairs at lirst hand.

The September victories of the Allies gave them the southern part

of the Monastir plain, and enabled the Serbian army to move down
from the captured Kaimakchalan against the Bulgar positions in the

Chuke mountains. The German-Bulgar line now stretched across the

Chuke heights, with their numerous fortified villages, to the Cherna
river, and thence across the plain by Brod, Kenali (situated about

ten miles to the south-east of Monastir), and Medjidli, and up into the

western mountains to Lake Prespa.

A general advance by the Franco-Russian-Serbian armies was now
determined upon, the French and Russians, strengthened by some
French colonial regiments, making ready for their grand assault on the

Kenali line, the breaking of which, with that of the less strong one

behind it, would leave the way free to Monastir. These attacks took place

during October. The Serbians continued to make some small progress

during the first fortnight in the mountains on the right in the neigh-

bourhood of Krushograd and elsewhere, but the main objective during

this month was the Kenali line.

The first assault was made by the French on October 14. A grand

artillery preparation went on for forty-eight hours, and at midday the

French infantry advanced to the attack, which was carried out under

the personal supervision of General Sarrail himself. I was fortunate

enough to spend the whole of the day on Hill 629 from which the

General conducted the operations, so witnessed this fight. My instruc-

tions to reach Hill G29 were very simple : "Ride to Sakulevo village,

2h kilometres away, cross a small bridge to the left and ride up the

hill, and there you are. And don't," said the French colonel, " stop

long in the village, or you '11 probably get a ' marmite ' on your head."

At midday the guns were lifted off the front-line trenches and the French
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infantry went into the attack. For three and a half hours they fought

like tigers, the Colonial Corps especially distinguishing themselves, but

only a small portion of a first-line trench was captured. The German
engineers had laid out the position too well, the trenches being deep,

with redoubts and forts, after the pattern on the Western front, and the

artillery was insufficient to smash them in. After the failure of the

attack the guns again took up the matter, and several days of incessant

pounding were followed by a second assault, which had no better fortune.

The Kenali line, with the forces at the disposal of General Sarrail, was

impregnable.

Three days after the first unsuccessful attack, i.e. on October 17,

the Serbs in the hills to the east made a fine sudden thrust across the

Sakulevo village in the Monastir Plain under shell fire. The mountains at the hack

are blotted out by the smoke of the batteries tiring on the Kenali line. Ox-carts

returning for ammunition.

Cherna river, taking by assault the villages of Brod, Gardilovo, and

Veliselo. The Bulgars broke and fled, pursued by Serbian cavalry.

This sudden advance, geographically speaking, turned the Kenali line,

since the Serbs here were now behind the Kenali alignment. The

amount of distance gained in this movement was unexpected, even by

the Serbs themselves.

After the second unsuccessful frontal attack on the Kenali line by

the French and Russians, it was perceived that success could only be

looked for by outflanking this formidable position, and the Serbians,

under Marshal Mishitch, after their Cherna success, were reinforced by

some French infantry regiments and heavily supported by French

artillery, of which some batteries were transferred from the front of the

Kenali line. Whilst the French and Russians, strengthened by some

Italians, continued to watch the Kenali line, the task of storming the
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Chuke heights, and so turning the enemy's left, was assigned to the

reinforced Serbs. The general advance commenced on November 10.

During the four following days, November 10-14, a fierce fight took

place between the Serbs and Bulgars, who had some Germans to help

them. Foot by foot the Serbs fought, carrying village after village, and

capturing more than 3000 prisoners and at least 30 guns. By the

14th they had reached points from which they seriously threatened the

flank of the Kenali line.

The outflanking of the Kenali line resulted in the withdrawal of the

Bulgars from this extremely strong position, and on the 15th the

French, Russians, and Italians made a general advance and took

possession of the Kenali line, capturing Velushina on the western

heights, which turned the position on the enemy's right. The latter fell

back to their last line on the Vistritza, less than four miles from

Monastir. This line had, however, been already turned by the capture

of Negochani, on the Cherna, by the Serbs, and the latter were still

advancing over the mountain ranges, thus threatening the only line

open to the Bulgars to withdraw their guns and transport—the road to

Prilep, situated in the foot-hills to the north-east of the Monastir

plain.

It was the advance made by the Serbs on the 16th, 17th, and 18th

which finally settled the fate of Monastir. The capture of Hill 1212,

to the east of Monastir, sounded the death-knell to the hopes of the

enemy holding the Vistritza line. They counter-attacked desperately to

retake Hill 1212 but failed, and on 18th the Serbs captured Hill 1378.

The Bulgarians retreated towards Prilep in complete disorder, having

abandoned artillery, stores, and losing many prisoners.

The Allies entered Monastir early on the 19th unopposed, the

French cavalry getting in, on the heels of the enemy's rearguard, from

the south, whilst a portion of a Serbian cavalry regiment, after fording

a river in flood, entered from the west.

The French infantry went through the town and took up lines to

the north. The German reinforcements, including some of the Prussian

Guard, which were being hurried up to save the town were too late, for

Monastir had fallen.

THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY.

By G. B. Mackie.

In December 1916, during convalescence, I read Wallis's Teaching of

Geography, and, in this Magazine, Mr. Chisholm's criticism l and Mr.
Wallis's "reply." 2 As these articles were published about eighteen

months ago, my reading was somewhat belated ; but I had no earlier

opportunity.

i Vol. xxxi. p. 406. 2 Ibid. p. 542.
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I do not have the articles accessible as I write, but what I remember
best is Mr. Chisholm's suggestion that aids to the interpretation of

contours {i.e. hachuring, hill-shading, etc.) received scanty treatment,

and Mr. Wallis's reply that hachures were self-evident. Unfortunately,

this assertion can draw upon much seemingly authoritative support.

For example, the Government text-book, The Manual of Map-Reading and
Field-Sketching,

1 gives only passing mention of the matter and, like Mr.
Wallis, talks of " hachures " and " hill-shading " as if they were synony-

mous terms. In teaching practice, I suppose, hachures are very largely

taken for granted. No doubt this is due not so much to slipshod

teaching as to the fact that, on a superficial showing at any rate,

hachures do not matter so much to ordinary students as to soldiers ;

but they are self-evident only as a gun is self-evident— as a gun. The
actual reading of a map, as I shall endeavour briefly to show, requires

teaching just as much as a foreign language, which in a sense it is. I

know of only one book that attempts this rather difficult task, and,

curiously enough, this book is intended mainly for undergraduates. 2

If there is much in aids to the representation of relief that is not self-

evident to undergraduates, what is the position of less mature pupils ?

It is true that even a fool could hardly mistake the meaning of

hachures. Similarly, roads, railways, and streams do not demand labels,

but, just as Ruskin could reveal unsuspected beauties in the sky, the

trained cartographer should be able to point out to the uninitiated much
behind the obvious.

Perhaps it will be helpful to indicate what there is to be said about

hachures. As instructor in topography to the young officers' grouped

companies at Kinross, I used to lecture by the shores of Loch Leven

after the following fashion. My students lay about me on the grass

with the 1-inch hachured Ordnance Survey map of Kinross before them.
" I have finished what I want to say about contours. You will

remember that in introducing the subject of the representation of relief,

I placed hachures second on the list, not necessarily because I rank

them second in importance, but because the local map you are using is

hachured, and because the method is obsolete, and you are not likely to

find it on many up-to-date foreign maps. Where, however, hachuring

has already been efficiently done, it is likely to persist in the best maps

for many a year to come.
" I need not tell you that the hachures are those short parallel

lines so numerous everywhere, and that they are used for representing

slope : but what I do want to tell you is, that when you have a perfect

example of hachuring such as this—the 1-inch Ordnance Survey hachured

map of Great Britain is probably the finest topographical map extant, the

1 : 50,000 map of France not excepted—you have an instrument of such

precision that you ought to be able to tell nearly anywhere where to

1 Which, however, in default of a better, deservedly leads as the best cheap guide to

map-reading ; but, like most of its imitators, it sets its students to work exercises on maps

before giving any hut the scantiest instruction on how to use them.

2 Rinks' Maps and Survey, Cambridge University Press, 6s. One of the most useful

hooks on any subject whatsoever that I have ever read.
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expect a dip in the road or a mound a few feet high. Use hachures

to supplement, not to repeat contours, except for rapidly visualising the

relief. Compare your 1-inch map with your i-inch, which has no

hachures. You will see in the case of the latter that prolonged study

of the contours is necessary before you obtain a good general notion of

the main features of the relief, whereas with the former the hachures

give the effect of photo-relief, and the main features stand out clearly

marked and insistent. Even in this respect the hachures are doing

more than repeating the contours : they are giving at a glance a better

notion of the relief than could be obtained by a study, however pro-

longed, of the contours alone.

"Now as to general principles of construction. Hachures are, in

ideal form, the herring-bone mountains some of you were once familiar

with in what used to pass in most schools for geography. They are finely

drawn lines running always at right angles to the contours, in the direc-

tion of the slope. Where the slope is steepest, they are broadest and
closest together. Observe that this convention for showing degree of slope

is a limited approximation, and the standard of reference must be the rela-

tive hilliness of the landscape. The hillier the landscape, the more limited

will be the approximation of the hachures; and, conversely, in country
that is never more than gently rolling, they will have their fullest scope.

This is of prime importance—that it should first be ascertained whether
or not the country is hilly before the hachures are interpreted.

Hachures that in one set of contours represent a steep slope might indicate

in another a gentle rise.

"Troops do not operate and man does not live on the steep slopes of

the upper reaches of high mountains ; consequently, the relative failure

of hachures in this instance need not concern us. What is important is

the fact that the more nearly the landscape approximates to a plain, the

more significant do the hachures become. Further, as contours decrease

in importance, hachures increase, in at least corresponding ratio. The
flatter the country becomes the further apart and fewer are contours.
They grow increasingly difficult to read, and often their story is so
halting and uncertain that it is better left untold. This is where
hachures as a device are unequalled. Insignificant mounds, valleys and
dips can be clearly and unerringly marked, and the topographical
importance of this is immense.

"Thus, if we look across the loch at Bishop Hill, as we see it from
here, the upper western slope rises like a wall. The crest is a beetling
cliff. Compare what you see with your maps. The hachures indicate

a steep slope—how steep must be estimated from the closeness of the
contours, which could tell you as much themselves, though not as

quickly. At the summit the hachures fail, and their place is taken by
the sign for cliffs, which leaves no doubt as to its signification.

" That is mountainous country. Look now to the west, across the
plain of Kinross. Here for several miles, nearly to the Crook of Devon,
the country is very flat, with here and there an occasional dip and
knoll. Of these no hint is given by the contours. Just to the north
of the Stirling road, about two miles from Kinross, you will see a
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herring-bone mountain. It is not really a mountain, but merely a

circular knoll not more than forty yards in diameter, and the summit is

hardly ten feet above the surrounding plain. The sheep that cross it

probably hardly realise that they climb and descend, but hillocks

exactly similar have held up armies, and repeated bloody battles have

been fought for their possession.

" Kemember that hachures without contours are of little value.

They may not make clear the direction of slope ; their purpose is to

indicate that slope exists. Summits might just as well be depressions,

ridges valleys. In country where cup-shaped hollows were frequent,

it may be difficult to distinguish the hachured representation of these

features from knolls. Despite this serious difficulty many old topographi-

cal maps of continental countries depended mainly on hachures for the

representation of their relief, the only definite information concerning

altitude being given by a few isolated spot heights. The old French

and G-erman staff maps were of this nature. They will be found much
more difficult to read than the local map, and no amount of patience

will extract as much information as can be obtained at a glance from the

Ordnance Survey map.
" I have said that hachuring is obsolete, and that you are unlikely

to meet it in up-to-date or recently-revised maps, unless the hachuring

has already been well and accurately done, as is the case with the

Ordnance Survey map of Great Britain. Hachuring is difficult to

execute in the field, the subsequent engraving is costly, and the copying

of field-work in the office cannot always be sufficiently accurate. Hill-

shading is easier, cheaper, and on the whole equally efficient."

Next, in regard to roads. It does not take long to insist on facts

like the following :

—

(a) In order to make distinctions of class, roads are not repre-

sented true to scale in breadth ; they are in fact much
exaggerated.

(h) If they are tree-lined, there is no indication of the fact.

(c) Class has no reference to condition of surface. A first-class road

may be at times in wretched condition.

(d) Eoads marked on a map may have ceased to exist through being

on private property and having, e.g., been put under the plough.

Others through disuse may be impassable, etc.

The teaching of map-reading has suffered too long from a servitude

to symbols. It is at the same stage as geography as a school subject

had reached twenty years ago—the "capes and bays "stage; and it

shows no signs of getting out of it. One of the best text-books on

" Physical Geography " gives exercises in map-reading, of which count-

ing the number of letter-boxes in a certain area is a typical example.

Presumably there is time in some schools for this type of inanity.

Another might be mistaken for a series of object-lessons on coal-mining,

sheep-shearing, and so on, if the reader did not speedily observe that

the author seems to regard political history as a branch of geography.

The question on Ordnance Survey maps set at the examination in
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Higher Geography for the Scottish Leaving Certificate is certainly

something of a guide upon the way, but it is hardly a bold leader, and

its scope need not be so limited. There is no province of the subject

that cannot be examined from a topographical map. Here, for example,

is a series of questions on the }-inch Ordnance Survey map of Scotland,

sheet 23, which embraces every department of the subject. I have

chosen this sheet because it covers an area that must be well known to

practically every teacher in Scotland.

(a) Compare this map with any 1-inch map you know, chiefly with

a view to enumerating its advantages and its disadvantages

(Cartography).

(//) From the evidence of the map, account for the position of Stir-

ling ; what effect would you expect the railway bridge at

Alloa to have I (Regional Geography).

(c) How do you account for the curious ox-bow lake beside the Earn

in D 8 c i Can you hazard an explanation for the following

features :

—

(«) The remarkable bend in the Devon at Crook of Devon,

(ii) The dissimilarity in shape between Loch Leven, on the

one hand, and Lochs Earn and Tay, on the other

(the former is much shallower than the two latter) ?

(Physical Geography).

('/) From a geographical point of view, account for the sites of the

following battlefields :—Bannockburn, J 4a; Stirling Bridge,

H3d; Sheriffmuir, G 3b; Dupplin Moor, D 7 d ; Tippermuir,

D 7 b (Historical Geography).

(c) "Which portion of the country represented would you expect to

be the rainier—East or "West ] Why ? (Climatology.)

(/) Kirkcaldy, Dysart, and Buckhaven are all fishing ports. Say

what is shown on the map that would have led you to infer

this fact (Oceanography).

('/) Why are there so few hamlets and farms in the north-west

corner of the map 1 (Anthropogeography).

I have come to the conclusion that, while junior pupils must receive

their introduction to topographical maps through the medium of the

1-inch map, various reasons make it desirable to use the i-inch with

more advanced pupils. Some of the more obvious reasons for this

are :

—

(a) The i-inch map can be obtained more cheaply.

(b) It covers a much wider area (from every point of view a very

great advantage).

(c) The contour interval above 100 feet is uniform. (It should be

remembered that on this map the contours below sea-level are

marked in fathoms, not feet.)

Even the defects of the I -inch map (e.g. its representation of roads)

have this advantage, that they form a background to the excellence of

the 1-inch map, and give the pupil a good hint of the varieties he may
expect to find in topographical maps.

VOL. XXXIII. L
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It is curious that, at the present stage of development of geography

as a school subject, map projections should still be taught as they were
twenty years ago ; but this, after all, is merely in harmony with the

teaching of mapping generally. The projections that are explained in

schools are seldom seen by the pupils in actual use, either then or at

any time in later life; and when they are encountered, it is generally in

distribution maps, which are hardly maps at all. The pupil thinks of

them rather as diagrams. The projections he wants to know about are

those he actually sees in the atlas he uses (e.g. Bonne's). A simple

explanation of these is not a difficult matter, but I can think of no text-

book where he will find it, which is the opportunity of the enthusiastic

teacher with the courage of his ideals. For the average pupil the

subject is at best a dry one, but a reference such as this to actuality

tends to put flesh on its bones.

The teacher of geography has got to realise that, despite the enor-

mous advances that have been made in the teaching of his subject, it is

still a long way from perfection. Moreover, from a school point of

view, it is so new, that he is inclined to forget that it is not the only

subject undergoing change ; in point of fact, all the principal subjects in

the secondary curriculum—English, history, mathematics, science and

French—have been undergoing a profound alteration during the past

twenty years ; and the modification in these has been along precisely

the same lines as have governed the development of geography.

In all subjects the modification is still incomplete. Geography stands

out conspicuously, because its changes have been drastic and rapid.

This rapidity brought several faults in its train, the chief of which was

a strong tendency to over-emphasise branches of the subject. This was

most marked when the qualifications of the teacher were of a non-

geographical character, or when he developed a fondness for some

particular branch. Once, during a country ramble, a teacher of geography

confessed to me, "I love trees." His geography was chiefly nature-

study. Another averred, "I have a passion for rivers." He could set

a topographical map before his advanced pupils and say, " Point out an

obsequent stream," and be certain to get a correct answer, if an obse-

quent stream existed and there was sufficient evidence to indicate its

history. This is excellent in its way, and probably every geography

teacher who loves his work has known this particular enthusiasm ; but

from a point of view of temperance, by which I mean a proper sense of

relative values in estimating the importance of branches of a subject, it

is vicious.

This, of course, raises the vexed question of the qualifications of the

geography teacher. That he should be a geographer ought to be taken

for granted, but most teachers of the subject that I know would be

offended if they were told that they were geographers before everything

else. They would prefer to be called biologists or scientists or mathe-

maticians, or whatever had once been their special province. The

geography teacher who is going to do justice to his subject must think

of it in itself and for itself. His geography must not be a subordinate

side-issue to his science or his literature. Nor must he be allowed to
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think that he can obtain a working knowledge of his subject by so many
months of desultory reading based on an eclectic but unacademic policy

of reading whatever appeals to his fancy. This is one of the reasons

why mapping is so badly taught—few geography teachers are trained

geographers ; why, too, the over-rated branches are never surveying

(except playing with a plane-table l
) or climatology. I do not suppose,

for example, that the remarkable anomalies of air temperatures on

mountain-sides and the consequent valley winds and other important

results have ever received anywhere the attention that is given in most

text-books to, >.</., glaciers ; but from a geographical point of view they

are really of greater significance. The reason is that, as a study, they

are difficult of approach, and the fascination of ice is immediate and

great.

Probably the best academic qualification the geography teacher can

have is the Honours, London, B.Sc. in Economics, with Geography as a

special subject. The new diploma issued by the same University ought

to carry weight. There are also the diplomas of Oxford and Cambridge.

The standard demanded for the ordinary degree in geography in

Scottish Universities is not high, and is limited in scope, both of which

drawbacks are probably inevitable in the circumstances. All of these

qualifications, however, tend to produce trained geographers. A little

science is better than a bias towards the subject ; with the former the

teacher is more likely to teach real geography. A biological training

is more likely to be a handicap than a help, and when, as happens in

many schools, the English Master teaches geography ex officio, the subject

often becomes a burden to everybody connected with it.

TKAVEL MEMORIES. 2

By Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Yate.

COUNTRIES have a way of now springing into prominence before the

eyes of the world, and again, as it were, disappearing from view. It

may be said as truly of nations as of men :
" Happy those of whom

we hear nothing !" In 1887 Persia was enjoying a period of oblivion.

Neither wars nor rumours of wars disturbed her quiescence. To-day
how different ! And yet a year or more has elapsed with scarce any
tidings from or of Persia. Leaving Europe and the Atlantic out of the

question, it is Mesopotamia, Egypt, Armenia, and Syria in the Middle

East upon which all eyes have been turned. When Lord Bryce,

towards the close of February, invited His Majesty's Government to

tell the House of Lords how matters stood in Persia, we suddenly

awoke to the fact that for a twelvemonth that country, so famous in

the days of Cyrus, Darius, Naushirwan, Shah Ismail, and Shah Abbas,

had scarcely cost us a thought. I have had the satisfaction of receiving

1 And even that had a life comparable with that of "Diabolo."
2 Continued from p. 83.
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during that year two or three private and very discreetly reserved

letters from officers serving there ; so that in a measure I knew that

the evil effects of Anglo-Indian inaction of past years were gradually

being effaced.

It was about 11 a.m. on the 27th May 1881 that our steamer,

which, at nightfall of the previous day, had successfully, under the

pilotage of the captain, negotiated the tortuous channel through the

I5ahrein reefs, sighted the coast of Persia some fifty miles to the south-

east of Bushire. Coasting along we anchored in a channel four or five

miles from the shore. Bushire is situated on the northern point of a

promontory formed by the flow of the sea over a wide expanse of low

ground, measuring some fifteen by five miles, called " Mashila," which at

low tide is simply wet mud. At high tide water of some depth

covers it. The promontory is a long stretch of high ground, which for

seven or eight miles is studded with houses, gardens, cultivation, wells,

mosques, and other usual signs of Oriental habitation, conspicuous

among which stood out the British Summer Residency, the white barrack-

like buildings of the telegraph station, and the principal mosque. The
tout ensemble impresses the visitor as looking more useful than ornamen-

tal. As is well known, Bushire is a most important telegraph centre,

at which lines from Baghdad, Teheran, and Karachi meet. In 1881 it

gave work to some fifteen British officials. To-day it probably employs

more.

It is known to all who have studied the Persian history of the last

century that in 1856-57 Bushire became the headquarters of the

British Expeditionary Force under Sir James Outram, to whom was

entrusted the task of bringing the then Shah, by name Muhammad
Shah, to his senses, and convincing him that if he intrigued with

Russia against Herat and its ruler, Britain, through India, could operate

against Bushire and Muhamra, from which ports two of the most

important trade routes led northward towards Shiraz and Ispahan.

No history with which I am acquainted explains why General

Stocker, who was Outram's second-in-command, committed suicide. One
hesitates to reopen these dead questions. What was the use of Mrs.

Dennis's dying asseveration that Brigadier-General John Nicholson was

shot at Delhi in the back by one of his own men ? Sir George Bird-

wood settled that canard as completely as circumstances now admit of

its being settled. Now in 1881, i.e. twenty-four-and-a-half years after

the event, I was told that the death of General Stocker came about in

this way. Outram determined with the bulk of his force to attack

Muhamra, leaving Stocker at Bushire with a small force to check any

move from Borasjun, where a Persian army, estimated at 35,000, was

encamped. General Stocker represented that so small a garrison as

that which was to be assigned would certainly be cut to pieces. To
this Outram is said to have replied that, if General Stocker was afraid,

he might himself go in command of the main body, and that he

(Outram) would remain behind in command of the Bushire garrison,

an answer not uncharacteristic of the Bayard of India, who declined to
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supersede, and served under, Havelock in the first relief of Lucknow,

and who, equally keen as Political and as Soldier, opposed, tooth and

nail, Sir Charles Xapier's coercive policy in Sind ( 1842-43), and hung

on to his Residency near the Indus bank at Hyderabad, until thousands

of Sindhis and Baluchis, thirsting for his blood, drove him and his 22nd

(Cheshire) Regiment escort to the flotilla steamers moored in the river.

The conversation mentioned above took place, it is said, at the dinner-

table. Smarting under this imputation of timidity, General Stocker is

said to have left the table, gone to his tent and shot himself. Such at

least is the story that I heard from the lips of several Englishmen then

resident in South-Eastern Persia.

As I had to be back at Hyderabad in Sind within ninety days of

the date on which I left it, our stay at Bushire was limited to forty-

eight hours. Captain M'lver put us up, and our second night (28th) we
passed at Sabzabad, the country house of the British Resident, Colonel

(later Sir Edward) Ross, seven miles out of the town. During our stay

the " Shamfil " wind, cooling by day and almost chilling by night, and

laden with fine dust, was blowing. It was at Sabzabad that I tasted for

the first time the wine of Shiraz, that wine which writers such as

Theophile Gautier, when giving free rein to their wealth of fancy,

introduce into their voluptuous "Nouvelles,"as meet to rival that divine

Tokay and Johannisberger in which we only revel in romance. That
which Colonel Ross gave us was fourteen years old, and certainly

resembled the wine of Xeres. I heard the " black wine " (port ?) of

Ispahan named as the best wine of Persia, but I never tasted it.

As we drove back on the morning of the 29th we passed and visited

the ruins of Reshire, a fort which we took by assault in 1856, three

sides being defended by rampart and moat, and the fourth overhang-

ing the sea-clift*. The sculptured stones and ruins lying about suggested

a town of some antiquity. It was at Bushire that we got our first

introduction to the curios and treasures of art and industry which for

the last half-century and more have been eagerly collected and bought

up by amateurs and merchants, and with which the fine-art dealers of

London and Paris, Constantinople and Cairo captivate alike the lord of

the dollar, the rouble, and the pound sterling. Of these wares, the

most interesting collection that I afterwards visited was that of the then

Chambers Street Museum in Edinburgh, which owed its excellence in

this respect to the experience and care of Major-General Sir Robert

Murdoch-Smith, whom long residence in Persia, added to archaeological

knowledge gained at Halicarnassus and Cyrene, had rendered an ideal

head of a museum of the fine arts. It was our good fortune to be his

guests at Teheran in June 1881 j and, when I returned from the Russian

exhibition at Tashkent in October 1890, it was again he who was pleased

to suggest that I should tell the Royal Scottish Geographical Society

what I had seen and learnt during my journey from Krasnovodsk across

the Turcoman steppes and along the valley of the Zarafshan to

Samarcand and Tashkent, crossing the two great rivers of Central

Asia, the Oxus and Jaxartes of old, the Amu-darya and Sir-darya of

to-day.
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It was an accident that, during our rambles round Bushire, led us

into the precincts of the Armenian church and the graveyard that

surrounds it. In that graveyard lie many English protestants. It is

curious what interesting traces of bygone British life some of these

out-of-the-way graveyards of the East preserve. I recall such sites,

often half hidden and forgotten, at Simla and at Hyderabad in Sind
(the results of the ravages of cholera in the 78th Highlanders and
another British regiment are not to be forgotten ), and the old cemetery
of Calcutta has been made the theme of at least one monograph. The
graves of the British soldiers who died or fell in action during the

Persian war of 1856-57 are to be seen in an enclosed ground about two
miles to the south-east of the town. The two Armenian priests or

monks whom we met at their church in Bushire were courteous and
hospitable. One, short and elderly, was on his way to India, but an
attack of gout had suspended progress. Coffee, cheroots and the
" Kalian " were served during our visit, and we found in our hosts a

knowledge of the world and a keenness for the latest telegraphic news
which we had not anticipated.

If I remember rightly, one of the naval officers, who held a high

command in Outram's Persian Expedition, christened the affair " the

amphibious war,"' because the sea and land forces co-operated in most
of the fighting. What was the case in 1856-57 has been equally the

case in 1914-17. One of the Englishmen who last visited Mesopotamia
before the War was Mr. Perceval Landon, whose eloquent lectures some
three years ago before the Society of Arts and the Central Asian

Society are still fresh in some of our memories. For well-nigh two-and-

a-half years the British Expeditionary Force in Mesopotamia, deficient

till very recently in means of transport both by land and water, has

fought its fight with that stubbornness for which John Bull is famous,

and which will in the end win us victory. An interesting work might
be written on the campaigns or expeditions which British troops have

begun under the most adverse auspices and concluded victoriously.

Sir Percy Sykes with his Southern Persian Military Police, moving
from Bandar-Abbas through Kirman and Yezd to Ispahan and then to

Shiraz, so strengthened the hand of Russia in Teheran that the young
Shah's Government now associates itself with the Entente. Let us hope

that Sir Stanley Maude, victorious at Kut, will not only strongly occupy

Baghdad, but pushing on to Bitlis and Mosul, join hands with the Grand
Duke's army, and work in unison with that advance which is to roll up
the Turks in Anatolia, and give Russia—which seems to regard Britain

and France as her mascottes—access to the once Metropolitan seat of the

Eastern Church. The news of the Kut victory will fly on the wings of the

wind from Mecca to the Malay States and from Cairo to Kabul. Just

the other day Mr. Rudyard Kipling reminded me how the Russo-Afghan

fight at Penjdeh was rumoured in Peshawur some days before Sir Peter

Lumsden's telegram reporting it reached Simla. Kut will influence the

Mahommedan world. 1 Mr. Perceval Landon, in the Daily Telegraph of the

1 The above remarks on Sir Stanley Maude's movements were written before 1st March

1917.
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27th February, sums up accurately and clearly the situation resulting

from the victory at Kut ; and when he points out to us that neither Turk

nor Briton is fighting in his own country but in that of the Arabs, we
are reminded of what Lord Cromer suggested in the Spectator, when he

reviewed the account of the last attempt to demarcate the Turco-Persian

frontier from the Persian Gulf to Ararat, viz. that it was a frontier that

defied every academio law of frontier-making, and, in particular, so far

from satisfying the linguistic law, it was splitting up a territory of which

the native tongue was Arab, to satisfy the " Unspeakable" on the one

side, and the " Insolvent" on the other. 1 So much for academic frontier

principles, with which lately we have been dosed unmercifully.

It is with compunction that I prepare myself to dismiss in a few

pages the wonderful old caravan route from Bushire to Shiraz, about

180 miles in length. That road, it is true, seems to be the same

"yesterday, to-day, and for ever." Be the dynasty Kaiani or Sassani

or Safawi or Kajar,— the dynasty may change, but that breakneck

road "goes on for ever." " Shutur-gardan " (camel-neck) is a favourite

title in any Persian-speaking country for a choice spot where the camel

or other beast of burden which values its load and life needs the maxi-

mum of caution. Etymologists differ as to the idea that underlies this

compound word, whether it suggests the " curli-wurliness " of the organ

itself, or the peril that is its mill-stone.

Time with us was precious and we paid for it accordingly. People

who are accustomed to the stability of currency which we in Britain

enjoy cannot conceive the degree of instability of the Persian " karan."

The intention of the Shah or his Government, when Persia adopted the

French decimal coinage (please note that despite the John Malcolms and

Harford Joneses it is the French language, French education, and French

coinage that prevails in Persia), was that the karan should equal the

franc. But as Persian finance is not based on a gold currency, the

depreciation of the karan is phenomenal. In 1881 the pound sterling

fetched 30 kar.ins or more. To-day, very possibly, the pound sterling may
be worth 50 karans. The employees of the Indo-European Telegraph

are entitled to receive their sterling pay at the current rate of exchange.

A very circumstantial report is bruited about that the Government of

India is very far from appreciating the obligation of paying its employees

in Persia at the current rate of exchange. Indeed, it is said that some

specious argument is put forward by that Government in defence of not

doing so. The Finance Department of the Government of India never

has been known to command the regard of the employees of that

Government
;
and, conscious as India at this moment is that the failure

(till very recently) of our military operations in Mesopotamia and the

spread of Turco-German intrigue into Eastern and Southern Persia is

due to misguided parsimony on the part of those who were in power

1 There is only one " Unspeakable," but many :
' Insolvents.'' The insolvency of Persia

is best instanced by the 'caution with which Britain and Paissia make cash advances

to her.
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in 1 y 14 and 1915, an attempt at finesse on the point of rate of

exchange may be warranted to elicit some searching questions in

Parliament.

In order to reach Shiraz, 180 miles from Bushire, over an extremely

difficult road, in five days, we paid 350 karans, i.e. 145 rupees, for two

ponies and two mules with two charwadara (transport drivers) and a

servant ; roughly £2 per diem. Taking all things into consideration,

viz. that animals and drivers had to make a double stage each day, I

do not feel now that the charge was excessive, although at the time we
were told that it was " exorbitant." Apropos of what I have said

about the recruiting of the South Persian Military Police at Bandar-

Abbas in 1915-16, I may quote a passage which I find in my diary of

May 29-30, 1881 : "I was struck by the generally fine physique of

the men whom I met on our march to Shiraz, with their fine develop-

ment of chest and muscular limbs. I am told that they possess admir-

able marching powers, and that under good leadership, when well-

disciplined, clothed, paid and supervised, would make fine troops. I

fully believe this."

Chapter xxii. of Curzon'aPem'tt gives so thorough an account of the route

and country between Shiraz and Bushire, quoting at the same time, in a

footnote, the names of some twenty earlier travellers along the same route

from Chardin and Tbevenot to Stack, the last-named of whom we met once

or twice during our rapid ride from Bushire to the Caspian, that I shall

do no more than quote a few passages from my own description of 1881.

Among the twenty or so earlier travellers Mr. Arthur Arnold, M.P., author

of Through Persia by Caravan, had evidently established himself as Mr.

G. N. Curzon's bugbear. I will not trouble my readers with a repetition

of Mr. Curzon's only too well founded criticisms. As we found in 1881,

the thousand miles of road from Bushire on the Persian Gulf, via Shiraz,

Ispahan, and Teheran, to Eesht on the Caspian were rich in amusing

story about the itinerant M.P. who cherished the conviction that his

presence in Persia was an event of no small international importance,

and comported himself accordingly. We must admit that his critic's

presence, in view of his subsequent eminence as an ex-Viceroy and

statesman and of his remarkable work on Persia, has proved to be an

event of international importance. Tout rient apoint a qui saitattendre; and

when Lord Bryce recently in the House of Lords asked for information

about Persia, it fell to Lord Curzon of Kedleston to tell his fellow-

peers that the situation in that country had, largely thanks to

Brigadier-General Sir P. M. Sykes, also a voluminous writer on Persia,

greatly improved. As most members of British Geographical Societies

know, Miss Ella Sykes has shared with her brother, Sir Percy, the task

both of travelling in and writing about Persia ; and if my readers would

still better appreciate the authoress of Through Persia on a Side-Saddle,

I invite them to turn to Cornh ill for February 1917 and read "A
Y.M.C.A. Hut in France."

My brother and I had so carefully limited our baggage that it

would all go into three Persian saddle-bags. It is true that we took

four animals from Bushire to Shiraz, but from Shiraz to the Caspian we
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had three only, one for each of ourselves and one for the post-boy

(shiigird-chapar or chaparchi), who guided us and took the post-horses

back. For this prescribed minimum of kit we were indebted to Sir

Oliver St. John, Major George Xapier, and Nawwab Hasan Ali Khan,

who were all at Kandahar in 1880-81. We each had a dress-suit,

one or two white shirts, and a suit of dittoes, so that when we came in

touch with polite society at Bushire, Shiraz, Ispahan, and Teheran, and

when we were travelling in Russia and Germany, we could appear in

the conventional costume. Our well-worn riding costumes we abandoned,

I think, at Resht, as also, probably, our saddles and bridles. Roughly,

on each riding day (or night, for, in the great heat, we travelled by

night) we covered about seventy miles. Our longest stretch was from

Kum, through Teheran, to (lulahek, the seat of the British Summer
Legation, estimated at 106 miles. For the first forty-eight hours from

Shif, on the " Mashila," up into the lower elevations of the mountain-

ranges which lie between Bushire and Shiraz, we mostly travelled by

night. We passed over the scene of Outram's campaign. My first

colonel in the Baluchis, Carlyle Bell, told me how the rifle invented by

that remarkable genius, Brigadier-General John Jacob, was used to blow

up the captured Persian munitions. This rifle threw an explosive

bullet some 2000 yards. The gunpowder captured was, before

Outram's column retreated, so exposed that one of these bullets falling

among it. would cause it to explode. When the column was well away,

a few Sepoys of the 2nd Baluchis, at a safe distance, despatched the ex-

plosive bullets on their errand, and they, I understand, did thoroughly

the destructive work that they were meant to do.

Leaving Shif at 4 p.m. on the 29th May, we reached Konar-takhta,

a distance of fifty miles or so, at 9 a.m. on the 31st. We slept for a

few hours at Borasjun and Daliki. Our actual travelling was done

between 3 p.m. and 9 a.m. The heat was great. Early on the 31st,

and in the light of dawn, we came on a rushing river of salt or

sulphureous water of a milky green hue. It seemed a curse that in

such a climate water should be undrinkable. The river which we

crossed later at Pul-i-dallak, between Kum and Teheran, is intensely

salt and flows away to gradually lose itself in the great Kavir or central

salt desert of Persia, which stretches away for hundreds of miles till it

ends in the sands of the Rr-gistan, which border upon the route from

Chaman to Kandahar. There were, in 1881, eleven telegraph stations

between Bushire and Teheran, at each of which was posted an English

telegraph clerk or inspector, some of them being N.C.O.'s of the Royal

Engineers. They were most hospitable, and indeed thankful to have, even

for a short time, the company of a fellow-countryman. Each telegraph

station communicates several times daily with its neighbours, and thus a

break in the line is rapidly known and located. The clerks with their

"farrashes" at once go out and repair it, thus reducing pecuniary loss

by the break to a minimum. A break in the Indo-European line sends

all the business, while the break lasts, to the Turkish system. We had

with us a very limited stock of whisky and eatables as a reserve. We
lived as far as possible on milk, bread, and eggs, locally procured, and
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on " mftst,' ' a sour preparation of milk which, with the aid of jam or

preserved fruits, was not unpalatable. The Persians, for carrying and
cooling water in this climate, have a circular leather bottle with a

broad base and narrow mouth closed with a stopper and standing on
three feet, which they call a "dulcha." I conclude, from the frequent

mention of the "dulcha" which I find in my diary, that we derived

considerable comfort from it. Spirits we reserved for the end of a

hard day's work.

The caravansarai (Karwan-sara) is so common a feature of any
Persian road—we passed one every twelve or fifteen miles on the route

from the Gulf to the Caspian Sea—that I will quote the description

I wrote in 1881 of the one at Borasjun, said to be one of the finest

in Persia, and built by the late Wazir of the Governor of the Province
of Fars, known as the " Mushir-ul-mulk." It is rectangular, with sides

about eighty yards in length. It has one gate, facing west, i.e. towards
Bushire. It is loop-holed all round, and with its circular flanking

towers at the corner has all the air of a fort. Indeed, against an enemy
without artillery it could well be defended. The inside is a large, open
court with a well in its centre, the walls being lined all round with
rooms and stables sufficient for the accommodation of two or three

hundred men and animals. The roof of the lower story of rooms forms
a broad walk all round the building, and is sheltered by high battle-

ments. An upper story containing several chambers is constructed at

the centre of each side. These chambers are cool and clean, for the

average Persian does not yield even to the temptation of coolness and
cleanness. He " pigs it " down below, and leaves this upper story to the

unsullied enjoyment of its own fresh air. " Freshness " was no appanage
of the lower story. We did not very often take meals or sleep in a

sarai. Some of the old ones nearer Ispahan, attributed, rightly or

wrongly, to Shah Abbas, were fine structures.2 One or two, we found,

stood over subterranean chambers or dungeons, the pitchy darkness of

which we had neither time nor means of penetrating. Of one of these

I have a lively recollection. We halted there for our midday meal.

I laid it out and sat down with my back to the viands to write my
diary. A cold leg of Persian mutton was our piece de resistance. A
gentle noise, as I wrote, obtruded on my ear. I looked round just in

time to see a black cat disappearing into a black pit with the leg of

1 Mr. W. J. Childs, in his book entitled A crass Asia Miner on Foot (which appeared first

in Blackwood's Magazine), mentions that at Tokat he dined or supped off yoghourt. a milk

preparation of the Turks not unlike most. I first learned, in reading Mr. Childs. that the

saintly missionary, Henry Martyn. died at Tokat, and that his corpse was thrown out on

the mountains. Some missionary, not British, later recovered the bones and gave them
burial. I shall never forget the devotion with which Bishop French of Lahore spoke of

Henry Martyn. Bishop French himself visited Persia in, as far as I remember, the late

eighties of the last century, and I had the pleasure of giving him, from my own experience,

such information as was likely to be useful. Yet another missionary-bishop, Stuart

of Ispahan, was in Edinburgh at the end of 1890. I met him then as the guest and old

friend of Sir Robert Murdoch-Smith.
2 Books of travel in Persia usually print illustrations of sarais. The chapiir-khana or

post-house is less commonly reproduced
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mutton. There was no hope of recovery. Our reserve stock contained

a tin of brawn. I opened it, placed it on the cloth (there was no table),

and resumed my diary. All of a sudden I became alive to a new noise,

and whipped round just in time to prevent the same black cat, or its.

brother or sister, carrying off the brawn. A rectangular tin weighing

about two pounds puzzled that cat, but it was doing its best to get its

teeth well round the cut edge.

There was one redeeming feature about this sarai. It boasted

hard-by the most delicious spring of iced water that I ever, in my
travels, came across. The Persian " 'Arry," like his European namesake,

leaves his rude sketches, ribald remarks, and name on all the sarai walls :

and the European " Arry's " handiwork was blended with it.

From Borasjun to the top of the Pir-i-zan Kotal is an ascent of

about 7000 feet, divided into four kotals or passes, of which the last

or Pir-i-zan (Old Woman) completely dwarfs the other three, which are

known as the Kotal-i-Mfdii, Kotal-i-Kamarij and Kotal-i-dukhtar. The
last-named (the Maiden's or Girl's Pass) is separated from that of the

Old Woman by the Dasht-i-Barr. Dashi means a plain or a broad open

valley. The contiguity of the Old Woman and Girl's Passes no doubt

suggested to Lord Curzon's classic mind the parody

—

"0 matre laeda filia laedior,"

witty, but inexact, for the Old Lady is, if not ten times uglier—indeed

she is more attractive—than the Daughter, at least ten times more
difficult to climb. Bear in mind that three kotals, Malu, Kamarij, and

Dukhtar, rise 3000 feet only, while Pir-i-zan is, in itself, a direct

climb of 4000 feet. Were Lord Curzon's great work more accessible,

I would leave my reader to him ; but Non cuivis contingti adire

Corinthwn. I therefore repeat or adapt a few passages of my own diary

of 1881. We cannot pass a spot of such historic fame as Shahpur

without a word on it. We rose at 2 a.m. on 1st June (1881) from

our straw couches on the roof of the Kamfirij telegraph rest-house to

continue our journey, but the charwadiir was so dilatory in producing

his animals that we did not start till four. Rugged cliffs and thickly

wooded slopes on our right, snowy peaks peeping out in the background,

valleys richly cultivated and alive with grazing herds and flocks,

scenery picturesque, and in fact, a perfect morning for a walk ! At the

tenth mile we topped a low range or spur and descended into the Shahpur
valley, and then, with the Shahpur river flowing rapidly, and bordered

with willow, reed, wild olive, vines and oleander, on our left, pushed on

six miles further to the site of the old city of Shahpur, a capital of

the Sassanian dynasty of Persia. The plain is strewn with old forts,

sculptured and engraved tombstones, and ruins galore. Passing

through these we entered the gorge through which the river flows to

the south-west, and met a striking view. The river, the bed of which

is three or four hundred yards broad, flows clear and sparkling, and

bordered by luxuriant verdure, in three or four channels. (The entire

breadth of bed is only under water in the floods.) On each side rise

tall, dark cliffs, and in front stretches a narrow glen hemmed in with
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mountains, the distant peaks of which are crowned with snow. The
foliage of the river-lied contrasts with the bleak grandeur of the

mountains. Under the cliffs on the left bank is the great rock sculpture

representing the submission of the Roman emperor Valerian when
defeated in battle by the Sassanian king Shahpur. 1 Here we halted

and bivouacked. Before breakfast I had a plunge in the river, but,

owing to the force of the current, had to be on my guard against

being carried off my legs and dashed on the rocks which studded the

channel. After breakfast we mounted our ponies and crossed the river

to see the sculptures and caves on the right bank. Crossing was no
light matter, as the current under the right bank was deep and strong,

and the bank was very steep and overgrown with willows and other

trees and bushes. However, we crossed without mishap, and, tethering

our ponies, walked up the right bank on an aqueduct which has been
ruthlessly carried across the centre of four large sculptures wrought on

the face of the cliff. In some places the aqueduct was carried through
sort of projecting buttresses of the cliffs, and then we had to crawl on our

hands and knees through these miniature tunnels. There is an excellent

illustration in Curzon's Persia which shows the sculpture itself and the

aqueduct cutting across the face of it. We clambered up, with some
difficulty, to one small cave, 400 to 500 feet above the river-bed, and
found it to be apparently formed by water-action. The larger cave,

which we had no time to visit, is situated in the cliffs on the west side

of the glen at a distance of two or three miles from the gorge. In it is

a colossal statue of King Shahpur cut from the solid rock. The
dimensions of the cave were given roughly as 300 feet deep, 100 feet

high and 50 feet wide. A fine breeze blew down this narrow valley or

glen and mitigated the intense power of the sun. (We were only about

2000 feet above sea-level.)

We rested a little, after our scrambles, in the shade of the gully,

where the breeze was at its best, and at 3 P.M. started for Kazerun,

distant about fourteen miles. There we arrived at 7.30. As will

be seen, in such country and on such roads three miles an hour

was the best pace our little caravan could do. The heat obliged us

to start well before dawn, rest ourselves, men and animals, for a few

hours of the greatest heat, and complete the day's march by riding

late into the night. Half-past seven was an early hour to break off,

but it must be remembered that, in addition to thirty miles of road, we
had spent from two to three hours of great heat scrambling among the

caves and sculptures of Shahpur. Besides, we knew that we had before

us for the morrow the " moire laeda fitia leedior" and what is more, we
had to mount both, not, like the author of Persia, to go down them.

Going down is indeed no joke, as the most seasoned shins can testify.

Vergil, when he wrote " facilis descensus," etc., seems to have forgotten

that ; and as for " revocare gradum,'' if the panting steamer in the Red
Sea turns round occasionally to let the breeze sweep through the ship

and save the lives of the martyrs of the engine-room, the weary aching

1 Vide Malcolm's History of Persia, vol. i. pp. 99 and 254.
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shin of descent will equally welcome the change to the upward path.

The thoughtful Persian Minister of Communications, a century or two

ago, had, as we found, placed a sarai just halfway up the seven-mile

long ascent of the Pir-i-zan. The sarai was known as Miyan-Kotal or

the " Halfway House," and it was here that I met that brigand of a

black cat, who, like all other brigands in Persia, defied or squared the

local tufangchi.1 However, I am getting somewhat ahead of my actual

position.

Kazerun is not a place to be passed unnoticed. Its orange groves

are still before my mind's eye, and the kindly hospitality of the

Armenian telegraph-clerk is not forgotten. Our host's brother had

just returned from the Armenian School at Calcutta. Many Armenian

boys, we found, went from Persia to Calcutta for education in that

school, which could accommodate sixty-five boys, under European and

Armenian masters. It is evident from certain remarks made in my
diary that we made a considerable divergence from the direct road from

Bushire to Kazerun in order to visit Shahpur. A reference to the

excellent map in Curzon's Persia will show this. It accounts for my
putting down the distance to Shiraz as 180 miles, whereas other writers

put it at between 160 and 170 miles.

As the time is now at hand when, for commercial purposes, easy

access to the central, populous and fertile parts of Persia must be

secured, I think it not inappropriate to close this article with some
record of the experiences of earlier travellers, and a suggestion of the

line or lines which the traffic of the future may adopt. I must naturally

limit myself to books and papers in my own library. Mr. James Silk

Buckingham, in his Travels in Assyria, Media awl Persia, apparently in

the year 1827 (on no account fail to note the frontispiece, giving " A
Portrait of the Author in the costume worn on his travels '

—

c'est ipatant!)

descended the Kotal Pir-i-zan, and writes thus :
" We descended over

the rugged brow of this mountain of Peera-zunn, or the old woman, by
a winding path, leading our horses, and moving at every step with great

caution. The fatigue was of itself sufficiently painful to all ; but," etc.

We think the author's costume may have contributed to his trials. Our
khaki breeches and putties and shooting boots faced the rocky masses,

pits, and sharp-edged stones manfully, and I can certify that sheer

enjoyment of scenery and invigorating air atoned for the idiosyncrasies

of the so called road.

A book which one is perhaps apt to overlook in matters of Persian

geography—perhaps because the second volume is entirely devoted to

Natural History—is Sir Frederick Goldsmid's Accotmf of the Journeys of

tlie Persian Boundary Commission of 1870-71-72 (Macmillan, 1876), but

in it will be found indicated the routes by which eastern and south-

eastern Persia are approached from Kalat and Kandahar, and from the

ports of Mekran, viz., Chahbar, Gwatar, Gwadar and Pasni. I have no

1 A tufangchi (Mousquetaire) is a living embodiment of the motto " set a thief to catch a

thief," only—he does not catch him. Thief and tufangchi understand each other

thoroughly in Persia.
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thought here of touching upon railways. What I had to say on that

topic I said to the Central Asian Society on February 8, 1911, at the

moment when the Trans-Persian Railway Scheme held a foremost place

in the public eye. The discussion that followed my lecture drew
opinions from the best authorities on the subject, and received due
attention from the Times. The entire lecture was reprinted in the

Pioneer and Times of India.

In the year 1882 the United States of America sent the first

Legation to the Court of the Shah of Persia. The head of that

Legation was Mr. S. G. W. Benjamin, who has left us a book, Persia

and the Persians (John Murray, 1887), which, while giving much useful

information and thought, contains, as might be expected, some mis-

apprehensions. The United States minister could hardly in three years

grasp the politics of the Middle East, as Britons have learned, however
imperfectly, to grasp them after three centuries of experience. What
interests me most at this moment is his strong advocacy (p. 478) of the

Karun Valley route connecting Mohamra with Ispahan and Khur-
ramabad, an advocacy which is powerfully endorsed by Sir Valentine

Chirol in The Middle Eastern Question (John Murray, 1903), at the close

of his thirteenth chapter. Finally, we may turn to Mr. Bradley-Birt's

Through Persia (Smith, Elder, 1909), for a very detailed description of

the Bushire-Shiraz route, and to Lord Curzon's Persia for an account of

both the Karun and the Kazrun routes.

The final triumph just at this moment of the British arms in

Mesopotamia opens up at once visions of the substitution of British in

place of Turkish rule, and of the assignment to British control of the

important oil-fields and corn-lands of Irak-i-Arabi and Irak-i-Ajami,

so much so, that the communications of the future between the high

seas, upon which the Briton is thoroughly at home, and the high lands

of Persia, to which he has so far only had access under abnormal diffi-

culties, become a matter of pressing importance, and that in relation not

only to the aspirations of the Central Powers of Europe, but also to

those of our Allies. The March number of this Magazine (p. 136) has a

most instructive note on "Outlets from Persia in War-time," based on

information afforded by The Near East. Some few years after the

termination of this war, Archangel and Akwaz, the Arctic Circle and

the torrid Tigris, will be united by rail. The fin de such of twenty-five

years ago waives its claim before that of the new Century. Russia, China,

Turkey and Persia republics or constitutional monarchies ! Man
triumphant over air, shells over space, and " caterpillars " over " craters !

The era of explosives, gas, and the curse of Kuitur '. The age in which

the oldest races of civilisation have shown that they are second to

none .'
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GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Europe.

The Lignite Beds of Iceland.—Norway is suffering greatly at the

present time from the difficulty of obtaining coal. She has purchased

the coal beds of Spitsbergen, and is engaged in working these, though

the difficulties are, of course, considerable. According to Nature, how-

ever, which quotes from La Nature, attempts are also being made to utilise

the lignite beds of Iceland. The existence of these has long been

known, but the product was not regarded as of economic value. At
present a Danish company is engaged in working the deposit at Stalfjail,

in the north-west of the island, both for local use and for export to

Norway. The beds occur in bands of clay among the basalt, and

reach an average thickness of six metres, that is under twenty feet.

Large quantities of the deposit are said to be available, if it should

prove to be of importance, and similar beds are said to occur in the

same basalts in the Faroe Islands.

Natural Divisions of England.— Mr. C. B. Fawcett contributes

to the February issue of the Geographical Journal a suggestive article,

with a map, on this subject. He begins by pointing out that it seems

possible that after the war the political demand summed up in the

phrase " Home Rule all Round " will present itself in an increased form.

One difficulty in regard to it, however, is that if local self-government

were granted to Ireland, Scotland and Wales, and the United Kingdom
thus became a federal state, one of the partners, England, would have

three-fourths of the population, and more than three-fourths of the

wealth, and difficulties would probably arise from this fact. A possible

remedy would be the division of England into a series of provinces each

of which would have local self-government on a par with Scotland and
Wales. The immediate purpose of his paper is to suggest such a series

of provinces, based upon geographical considerations. For details

reference must be made to the paper, which was originally delivered to

the Royal Geographical Society, and was followed by an interesting

discussion which appears in tho same issue of the Journal as the article.

It seems, however, worth while to summarise here the provinces sug-

gested, with their capitals. Mr. Fawcett recognises three primary divi-

sions, into Industrial, South-west, and Metropolitan England. In the
first he includes five provinces

—

(1) North England, capital Newcastle-
on-Tyne, including Northumberland, Durham, the Cleveland iron

district, and Cumberland to the head of the Eden valley, with the Cum-
brian coalfield; (2) Yorkshire, exclusive of the part cut off by a line

through the North York moors, capital Leeds, forms the second province
;

(3) Lancashire, with the Cheshire plain, a part of Derbyshire, and a

part of Westmorland, and the whole of Ribblesdale, forms a province
with Manchester as the capital

; (4) Birmingham forms the capital of a
Severn province, having somewhat complicated boundaries, but including
the densely peopled areas on the Midland coalfields ; while (5) the Trent
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province, capital Nottingham, lies south of Yorkshire and north-east of

the Severn province. The south-western provinces include (1) Bristol,

that is the densely peopled areas of the Lower Severn with this town

as the capital
; (2) Cornwall and Devon, with Plymouth as capital

;

(3) Wessex, with Southampton as capital. In Metropolitan England are

included (1) the counties of Cambridge and Huntingdon, East Anglia

and Essex, as East England, with Cambridge as capital ; (2) the Oxford

plain, with that town as- capital, forming the province of Central Eng-

land ; (3) Kent and Surrey, except those parts which are within Greater

London, most of Sussex and part of Hampshire are grouped as South-

east England, or the Wealden province, with no natural capital ; while

(4) London forms a province by itself. Details of the suggested boun-

daries of the provinces are given, and some interesting points about

natural boundary lines in England are brought out.

The Main-Danube Canal (fFith Sketch-Map).—In connection with

the note on this canal which appeared in our last issue (p. 136),

it may be mentioned that an article, illustrated by a map, which we are

permitted to reproduce here, appeared in a recent issue of the Times on

the subject. The Bavarian Diet has passed a Bill which allocates a

sum for the preparation of plans for the new canal, which, as shown, is

to run from Aschaffenberg to the Danube at Steppberg. The canalisa-

tion of the Main to Aschaffenberg is in process of completion, and the

new scheme provides for canalisation of the Main to Bamberg, and of

the Danube from Steppberg to Passau, and for the construction of an

entirely new canal between the two rivers. The existing Ludwig canal

takes a direct course via Nuremberg to the Danube west of Katisbon,

but is practically useless, and is old, having been constructed in 1836-40.

The more circuitous new route is necessary in order to obtain water from

the Danube, and according to the scheme proposed the canal would be

suitable for 1200-ton ships.
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Africa.

West Africa : A New Periodical.—A new weekly newspaper with

the title of West Africa has recently been started and has been added to

our list of exchanges. It is devoted to furthering the interests of all

the countries of West Africa, and should prove a useful addition to the

periodical literature of the continent.

America.

The Indians of Tierra del Fuego.— In the Geographical I

for January last Mr. C. W.
a
Furlong gives an account of the native

tribes of the region which he calls Fuegia, comprising the large island

of Tierra del Fuego and the other smaller islands south of the Strait

of Magellan. The region is one of very unfavourable climate, being

exposed to terrific storms practically throughout the year, and having

virtually no summer, for gales accompanied by snow and sleet are con-

stant even at midsummer. Except on the exposed coasts, the mountain

slopes and valleys are luxuriantly clothed with trees and other vegeta-

tion. The tree limit is at eighteen hundred feet, and the low grounds

are boggy. The region is inhabited by various tribes of Indians. To
the east of the large island live the Onas, while a remnant of an almost

extinct tribe, the Haush, linger at its south-eastern extremity. To the

west and south of Tierra del Fuego, and on the smaller islands right

south to Cape Horn, the shores of the numerous channels and passage-ways

are inhabited by the Yahgans. Mr. Furlong distinguishes the Onas and

Yahgans as a "foot-people" and a "canoe-people ''

respectively. The
Yahgans live almost entirely on the produce of the sea, and their one

great craft is canoe-building. They eat mussels, limpets, fish, shore and

sea birds and their eggs, seals, and the blubber of an occasional stranded

whale, adding fungi from the land. Till recently their one garment
consisted of a kind of shoulder-cape made of the skin of the seal or the

sea-otter. As their method of food-getting makes them migratory,

domestic architecture remains very rudimentary, their wigwams being

built of beech boughs, sometimes covered with slabs of bark. For the

same reason they live in small family groups, and have no tribal organisa-

tion ; each canoe seems to represent a unit. A stranded whale may
cause a gathering of a hundred or so, and occasionally the families

gather at a common rendezvous and live in common for a few weeks, but

more usually each family group lives alone. Their industries are of the

simplest nature. Sinew is used for strings, fish lines, and for the cords

of the slings. Whalebone and bones of seals form spear heads, wood
being used for the shafts. The women weave baskets from a wild sedge,

and fires are made, not without difficulty, by means of iron pyrites.

The canoes are built of slabs of bark and whalebone, and expert canoe

builders are the most honoured men among them. The women do most
of the paddling, and in consequence of sitting so constantly in a cramped
position walk with an awkward waddle.

The Onas are a liner and taller people, and have a more varied food

VOL. XXXIII. M
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supply. They are of Mongolian type, but Darwin's observation of the

coppery-red skin colour was certainly due to the red ochre with which

the Fuegians bedaub themselves. "When the pigment is washed off, the

skin is seen to be of a light cinnamon colour. The staple food of the

Onas is the Mesh of the guanaco, and in addition to meat this animal

supplies clothing and the covering of the portable wigwam, while the hides

also are sewed together to form water-bags, and strips of it are used for

cords, harness for carrying loads, and girdles. The sinews are used for

bow strings and thread, and the bones are made into awls. In addition

to the guanaco the Onas hunt a kind of ground rat and birds, while they

also fish. "When travelling the women carry a simple wigwam made of

guanaco hides, but permanent shelters are also built of interlaced

boughs, or of logs. They travel on foot and carry all their possessions

with them, the burden being attached by means of strips of hide. To
the women falls, as already stated, the wigwam and the simple utensils,

while young children are carried in a fold of the cloak. at the back of

the neck. The men travel light in order to be ready for the chase. In

addition to catching the guanaco and skinning them the men make
bows and arrows and other utensils, while the women cure the hides,

weave baskets, make water-bags and so forth. Like the Yahgans the

Onas live in small groups, each group having its own hunting-ground.

Intrusion on another's hunting-ground is a frequent cause of feud, but

within the group food is shared in common.

Economic Regions of the United States.—Prof. Charles R.

Dryer publishes in the October issue of the Geographical Review an

article on economic geography, which consists of a general discussion of

the problems presented by the subject, and a detailed study of the

United States along the lines laid down in the first part of the paper.

The classification of the economic regions of the States is interesting,

and may be briefly summarised here. Prof. Dryer stresses the fact that

the meridian of 100
5 W. nearly coincides with the line indicating the

western limit of the region with a mean annual rainfall of over 20

inches, and also with the 2000 foot contour, and thus affords an ex-

cellent division line between the " low, smooth, humid, and Atlantic
"

east and the " high, rough, arid, and Pacific west. In the eastern

section he recognises three economic regions, the Eastern States, the

Middle West, and the Southern States, the last being bounded to the

north approximately by the line marking the limit of the zone in which

frost does not occur during seven months of the year. In the western

section the Pacific States, with an annual rainfall of 20 inches or more,

are separated from the arid Interior States; five economic regions are

thus recognised for the whole country.

Of these Prof. Dryer regards the Middle West as the economic core

of the country. It is remarkably level, includes among its resources

coniferous forest, summer forest, prairie lands for agriculture, steppe

lands for pastoral industries, coal, iron, and copper among minerals,

while the apparent defect of its inland position is compensated for by

the presence of the Great Lakes, with their connecting rivers and canals.
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Among primary resources only water power is lacking. The Middle

West includes one-fourth of the area but one-third of the population of

the States. It furnishes 70 per cent, of the grain and meat produced

within the country, 85 per cent, of the iron ore, 70 per cent, of the

agricultural implements, and 35 per cent, of the total manufactures.

According to various calculations, its wealth may be estimated as 40 per

cent, of the total. The Eastern States are far less well suited to agri-

culture : plains are few, the soils often poor, and the surface has well-

marked relief. On the other hand water power and coal, both anthracitic

and bituminous, are abundant, and the Atlantic coast-line, with its

numerous tidal inlets, is a great asset. Further, the easy access to the

food and iron of the Middle West through the Laurentian Gap is

important. The region is thus marked out as a natural seat of manu-
facture and commerce, and its dense population—one-third of the total

in one-twelfth of the whole area—is a natural consequence of the position

and peculiarities. The total wealth is estimated at 35 per cent, of that

of the whole country, and the area produces more than one-half of the

manufactured goods of the country. The Southern States are character-

ised by the persistence of one - crop agriculture, cotton being the

predominating product, although climate and soil are suitable for

many others. Among the natural resources are the coniferous and
hardwood forests, local iron, coal and petroleum, and the water power of

the Appalachian Highland. The population is markedly agricultural,

80 per cent, being rural-, and only 2 per cent, foreign-born, as against

53 per cent, in the Eastern States. Manufacturing is still based on
cotton, and food is chiefly imported from the Middle West. The
Southern States include practically one-fourth alike of the area and the
population of the total, and the wealth is the lowest per capita in the
United States.

The Interior States are scantily peopled, and are chiefly pastoral and
mining, crops and manufactures being alike relatively negligible. Silver,

copper, gold, lead, and zinc are important minerals, but the total mineral
production is only 16 per cent, of the total. The Pacific States are
largely fruit-producing, for they yield 51 per cent, of the grapes, 74 per
cent, of the oranges, and all the olives and figs of the country. Petrol-
eum and gold are the chief minerals, and canning the chief manufacture.
The total wealth, though only 7 per cent, of that of the States, is the
highest per capita there. The great economic need is cheap labour, and
Prof. Dryer closes by quoting a former forecast of his own :

—" If there
are ever as many people and as much wealth between Los Angeles and
Prince Rupert as between Chesapeake Bay and the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
it will be when San Francisco is the capital of Japanese or Chinese
America."

General.

Use of Meteoritic Iron by Primitive Man.—Mr. C. F. Zimmer
communicates to Nature for January 4 an article, with some striking
illustrations, on this subject. He states that the general opinion among.
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archioologists has been hitherto that meteoritic iron was not used as a

source of the metal in antiquity. This opinion has been based upon a

number of reasons, especially the supposed scarcity of meteorites, the

supposition that the contained iron was not malleable, and that it would

be difficult to detach useful fragments from the masses. Mr. Zimmer has

compiled a list of the known iron-containing meteorites, and finds that

they yield a total of about 250 tons, all of which has been accumulated

practically within the last century. Of this total more than 99 per

cent, is malleable, consisting of a nickel-iron alloy. Further, by a series

of illustrations he shows that iron meteorites tend to display forms

such as to render it comparatively easy to detach fragments which could

be used as tools or weapons, when mounted in handles. Finally, he

points out that among peoples unacquainted with the art of smelting

iron ores, the use of meteoritic iron is fairly wide-spread. He instances

the Aztecs, who at the time of the conquest of Mexico by the Spaniards

had knives and daggers of iron, which they stated had been obtained

from the sky, i.e. from meteorites. Further, the Eskimos made knives

of the meteorite which fell in Melville Bay, and some American Indian

tribes and the inhabitants of Yakutsk used weapons and implements of

meteoritic iron. He believes, therefore, that primitive man, before

1200 B.C., when the art of smelting ores was discovered in the Old

World, probably obtained small amounts of iron from meteorites.

Memorial to John Muir.—In December last a bronze bust of

John Muir, after whom is named the great Muir glacier in Alaska, was

unveiled at the University of Wisconsin, and at the ceremony President

Charles van Hise delivered an address, reproduced in Science, which gives

an attractive account of the explorer. John Muir was a Scotsman by
birth, but at the age of eleven went with his family to a farm near

Portage, Wisconsin. By making great efforts he contrived to attend the

Wisconsin University during four years, and thereafter began a career of

travelling and exploration which lasted till old age. His contributions to

geographical knowledge were chiefly the result of his travels in the Sierra

Nevada region and in Alaska. In the latter region he mapped a con-

siderable part of the coast-line, including, among several other inlets, that

of Glacier Bay, into which the magnificent Muir glacier flows. He was

greatly interested in the forces of erosion, and his observations have

contributed much to scientific knowledge. From his writings Mr. Hise

quotes an eloquent description of the work done by rivers during flood,

based upon his own observations during a very severe storm in the Sierra

Nevada region. His explorations, both in the Sierra Nevada and in

Alaska, were done alone and with the minimum of outfit, and he was a

climber of great courage and skill.

The Royal Geographical Society's Awards.—This Society's

Royal Medals for the present year have been awarded as follows :

—

The Founders' Medal to Commander D. G. Hogarth, R.N.V.R., for

Ms explorations and other geographical work in Asiatic Turkey,

1887-1911. The Patron's Medal to Brigadier-General Rawling, C.M.G.,
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for his explorations in Western Tibet and Kudok, 1903 ;
his journey

from Gyanste to Simla via G-artok, 1904; and his exploration in New
Guinea, 1908. The Victoria Medal is awarded to Dr. J. Scott Keltie,

for his eminent services to geography during his secretaryship of the

Society.

The other awards are as follows :—The Murchison grant to Rai

Bahadur Lai Singh for his devoted work as surveyor to the expedition

of Sir Aurel Stein ; the Back grant to the Rev. Walter Weston for his

travels and explorations in the Japanese Alps—a district previously

unknown to Europeans ; the Cuthbert Peak grant to Dr. A. M. Kollas

for his explorations and ascent of new peaks in Sikkim, and his investi-

gation of the effects of high altitude ; the Gill memorial to Mr. E.

C. Wilton for his geographical work in South-Western China.

Commercial Geography.

The Potash Deposits of Alsace.—An article by M. Daniel Bellet

appears in the September issue of the Annates de G>'otjraj'hie on the world's

production of potash which contains, inter alia, some interesting notes

upon the potash deposits of Alsace. These deposits have figured to a

considerable extent in recent discussions of future frontier problems, and

the facts mentioned are of interest on this account. The author con-

siders that the value of the beds has probably been overestimated, for

the essential question is not the potential value of the deposits, but the

possibility of finding commercial outlets for the produce of the mines.

The deposits are, however, certainly valuable, and are regarded as superior

to those of Stassfurt. The actual working of the beds only dates from

1910, and almost at once the mines were included in the German syndi-

cate which controls the Stassfurt mines. These latter are to a certain

extent state-controlled, for the manufacture and sale of the salts, though

not the extraction of the crude product, is regulated by law. The price

at which the salts may be sold is fixed each year, and, in the author's

words, " the coefficient of participation of new enterprises is fixed in

such a way as to discourage initiative." He states, therefore, that the

profits of the Alsatian mines would greatly increase if Germany should

be compelled to give up Alsace, for the owners could then deal with the

German syndicate on equal terms. At the outbreak of the war, although

the Alsatian mines were worked by a German company, one-third of the

capital was supplied by a French syndicate, and Alsatian and French

interests were also represented in the German Trust which supplied the

remaining two-thirds of the capital. M. Bellet believes that none of the

other potassium beds which have been investigated in different parts of

the world are of sufficient importance to be able to compete with the

Stassfurt and Alsatian mines, once war conditions have ceased to exist.

EDUCATIONAL.

The Oxford School of Geography.—We have received the report

of the Committee for Geography for 1915-16. It states that though
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the staff has been further reduced owing to war conditions, it has been

found possible to carry on the whole work of the school in a satisfactory

fashion. The number of students working for the whole or the greater

part of their time at geography was 23 (6 men and 17 women). The
report gives also some account of the 1916 vacation course, which was
held from August 3-18, and was attended by 125 students.

NEW BOOKS.

EUEOPE.

The Catholic Highlands of Scotland : Tlie Western Highlands and Islands.

By Dom Odo Bluxdell. London : Sands and Co., 1917. Price 5s.

In this, his third volume on the general topic, Dom Odo Blundell continues the

story of the vicissitudes of the Roman Catholic faith in Scotland, dealing here with

the remote and somewhat inaccessible Hebrides and South-west Inverness-shire.

While one must concede much admiration for the self-sacrificing devotion of the

proscribed mission priests who worked there in days of persecution, nevertheless

the whole picture is not pleasant. Poverty, squalor, and distress seein to have

been the common lot. Economic, political, and religious factors conspired to

render unhappy the position of Roman Catholics, priests and laity. To the Pres-

byterian minister "Catholicism" and "ignorance" were synonymous ; while to the

Roman Catholic, Presbyterianism was culpable "heresy." Factors and proprietors

too often squeezed out the Roman Catholic tenants, and forced emigrations

unpeopled parts of Scotland, while founding in Canada settlements afterwards

very flourishing. The ecclesiastical bitterness was at times strongly marked ; at

one place the people hated the Presbyterian minister with all their hearts ; at

another the priest was praised as a pretty, pretty man, who, if need were, could

throw the factor over his shoulder. Modern times and modern ideas have brought

relaxation of this sectarian bitterness, and all classes and sects alike share in the

amelioration resulting from the improvement of communication and the easier

ethical tone it tends to develop. It is well that these pictures of "old, unhappy,

far-off things" should be placed on record, for they emphasise the value of the

geographical factor in religion and ethics.

A Holiday in Umhria; with an Account of Urbino and the Cortegiano of Cas-

tiglione. By Sir Thomas Graham Jackson, Bart., R.A., F.S.A., D.C.L.,

LL.D. London : John Murray, 1917. Price 10s. 6d. net.

The work of a distinguished architect, this volume will appeal to all artists and

travellers. "Although," he says, "the eastern shores of Italy do not offer to the

mere tourist the attractions of the Ligurian Riviera," yet, " for those who have no

taste for places of fashionable resort, there is no part of Italy that offers more

attractions, not only by its historical associations, but by the many interesting

monuments of art in which it abounds. From the lagoons of Venice southward

the coast is low and flat, a watery land, intersected by the numerous mouths of the

Po and the Adige, whose delta is pushed out well into the sea. The Apennines

lie far away, and there is a wide expanse of flat country before it reaches the foot

of the isolated volcanic mass of the Euganean Hills and Monte Venda, where, in

the little village street of Arqua, Petrarch lies in his sarcophagus of red marble.

It is not till we have passed Ravenna and her pine-clad shores, and crossed the
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Rubicon into Uuibria, that the Apennines again approach the seaboard. Even at

Rimini and Pesaro there is still a considerable expanse of low land between the

hills and the sea, and it is not till the mighty rock of Ancona is reached that the

mountains come actually down to the coast."' San Martino, Rimini, Pesaro, Fano,

Loreto, Urbino, Castel Durante, and Gubbio are all described with the care of the

historian and the skill of the architect, who prefixes to the book a fine coloured

sketch of Ancona by himself. He contribute- other sketches which, with repro-

ductions from photographs, enliven the text, which includes an abstract of the

Cortegiano (The Courtier) of Count Baldassare Castiglione, in which "we see the

best side of the Renaissance,'' and which furnishes " an unrivalled picture of the

best Italian society of the day." Castiglione was born in 1478, near Mantua, and

was, in 1506, sent to England to receive the Order of the Garter for his master

Guidobaldo, Duke of Urbino, from Henry vn. Urbino's most eminent sons, how-

ever, are the painters Raffaelle and the architect Bramante. and the author visited

and describes the birthplaces of both.

Th. War in Italy: 1) On the High Mountains; 2) The Carso; (3) The Battle

between the Adige and the Brenta. Italian General Headquarters Photo-

graphic Department.

A handsome volume which contains a large number of plates illustrating scenes

on the Italian front. The plates not only give an idea of the difficulties connected

with the carrying on of the Italian campaigns, but in addition show admirably

the types of scenery found in the Eastern Alps. An interesting point brought out

is the use made for military purposes of the aerial cables which have long been

familiar to visitors to the region as a means of transporting bundles of hay and so

forth from the heights. The book contains two maps, one giving a very clear

representation of the Carso, and the other showing the battleground between the

Brenta and the Adige. Except for a very brief description of the Carso, and

another of the region between the Brenta and the Adige, no letterpress is included.

AFRICA.

A Hausa Botanical Vocabulary. By John M. Dalziel, M.D., B.Sc, D.T.M.
London : Fisher Unwin, 1916. Price 6s. 6J. net.

This book gives the Hausa names of a number of the commoner plants of

Northern Nigeria, with the scientific name where this is known, and adds notes on

the use made by the natives of the various plants. It will thus serve as a useful

book of reference for those interested in the products of this part of Africa, and

should also be of interest to students of Hausa. The geographer and anthropologist

may in addition glean many interesting items of information from its pages. For

example, the common bottle-gourd, whose shape can be controlled during growth

by pressure applied to the expanding fruit, has over twenty names applied to it,

•each name indicating some particular shape used for a special purpose. So gener-

ally plants which yield important products have a rich vocabulary connected with

them. Thus in the case of the African locust bean tree six successive stages in

the process of development from bud to pod are recognised and named, this being

associated with the uses to which the different stages can be put. There are

numerous indications also ofnative superstitions which recall the medieval theory of

plant " signatures " in Europe. Thus the mahogany bean is named in Hausa from its

use as a charm in battle— it will put the enemy to flight as the pod expels its seeds,

that is, with explosive violence. Another plant again is called by a native name
Minifying "rupture of friendship," because the leaflets tear in a forked manner
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when pulled, suggesting a parting of ways. Naturally this plant also can be used

as a charm. The book contains a number of other examples of magical or medi-

cinal uses of plants or parts of plants, based not upon experience but upon the

characteristics or behaviour of the plant.

AMERICA.

Paraguay. By W, H. Koebel. London : T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1917. Price

10s. Gd. net.

This new volume of the South American Series completes the account of the

political units of South America. Mr. Koebel's credentials as an authority on the

extra-tropical republics of this great continent have long been recognised and

acknowledged, and his present volume, dealing with a republic of which the larger

part is outside the tropics, if scarcely so intimate as his earlier volume on the

Argentine, is a masterly piece of work.

Paraguay appears to be the paradise of South America, where every prospect

pleases, but where man has not yet, apparently, risen above quarrelling and blood-

shed. The first half of the volume deals at some length with the history of the

republic. We gain some acquaintance with the Guarani and Chaco tribes, watch

the entry from the Rio de la Plata of the Spanish conquistadores under Ayolas in

1536, study the methods employed and the results achieved by the great Adelan-

tados, examine the work of the Jesuits from 1609, follow the method of securing

independence in 1811, and finally, in 1870, see Paraguay, after Dictator Lopez had

drained the life-blood of the country in a war against Brazil, Argentina, and

Uruguay, "in possession of a genuinely constitutional government."

It is, however, with the geography of the semi-inland state that we are prin-

cipally concerned. Paraguay, with good waterways to the ocean, is one of the

small republics of South America, only Ecuador, Uruguay, and Panama (if we
include the last in South America) having smaller areas. Yet, though the whole

country has not been explored, nor its frontiers finally delimited, Paraguay, in-

cluding the disputed Chaco, is nearly half as large again as the United Kingdom,

but contains less than a million inhabitants. It lies in the heart of South America,

mostly in the fork of the Pilcomayo-Paraguay and Parana rivers. Of the fine

scenery we had recently the best possible description in Mr. Chevallier-Boutell's

wonderfid film, and can appreciate Mr. Koebel's remark that Paraguay is admir-

ably adapted for a winter resort, and that " the magnificent Falls of the Iguazii

are in themselves sufficient to draw all the way from Europe and North America

visitors who would see a cascade of water the volume of which is exceeded by no

other, and the natural beauties of which are probably unique in the world " (p. 240).

It may be noted, however, that these Falls lie just out of Paraguayan territory.

Mr. Koebel dreams not unrealisable dreams of the future of the little republic.

After indicating the wealth of waterways included in the basins of the Paraguay

and Alto-Parana systems which make the country a great natural centre of inland

communications, the author adds, " Indeed, were a junction possible between the

head waters of the Paraguay and those of the southern tributaries of the Amazon,

separated as these are by such a comparatively insignificant extent of territory,

Asuncion might well rank as the most important future mart of the interior, where

the tropical products of the north might be exchanged for the meat and corn of the

south, and where the minerals of Bolivia and Peru might be bartered against the

sugar and coffee of Brazil " (p. 203). In addition to the waterways there were

in the country (in 1915) 255 miles of railway lines linking Asuncion with Encar-

nacion via Villa Rica, whence an extension to the eastern boundary for the Iguazu
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Falls is under construction. This will connect Paraguay with the Brazilian rail-

way system. In 1913 a train-ferry was established across the Alto-Parana between

Encarnacion and Posados which connected the Paraguay Central and the Argentine

Northern railways, and thus gave Paraguay a land route to the ocean at Buenos

Ayres and Monte Video. The railway system will not only develop commercial

traffic, but also tend to give political stability to Paraguay, where there have been

six revolutions since 1904.

An enthusiastic Paraguayan claims that "within the limits of practical possi-

bilities the climate of Paraguay realises the conditions of an ideal climate "

(p. 228). In the hot, which is also the wet, season the temperature averages

100' F. ; in the cool season the minimum is about 40° F., but during the day the

thermometer may rise to over 80° F. Thus both as regards the farmer and the

winter tourist the climate is almost ideal.

Economically the wealth of Paraguay lies in her grazing lands and forests, but

the cultivated areas also play an important part in her trade. Dried beef, beef

extract, and hides, timber, especially the durable quebracho wood, and tanning

materials, especially quebracho extract, are all exported on a large scale. Of fruit

we note oranges and tangerines, nearly 14,000,000 dozens of the former, and over

300,000 dozens of the latter being exported in 1913. Yerha mat' or Paraguay

tea, a natural product of the virgin forests, is better known in South America than

in any other part of the world. The stimulating effects of this tea are said to be

greater than those of the commodity we consume so largely. But the trade in

Yerba mate shows a downward tendency over which Mr. Koebel is not unduly

alarmed, prophesying a future " boom " in the world '^ markets. He is optimistic

also about the future of the tobacco trade, and perhaps is not far wrong when he

hints almost cynically that only advertisement on a large scale is required for the

world-wide recognition of the merits of both commodities. The United Kingdom
and Germany are almost equally important sources of supply of Paraguay's

imports, but the United Kingdom ranks (with two and a half per cent, of the total

value) far below Germany (with over twenty per cent.) as a market for her exports.

One other point may be touched on. The number of immigrants into Para-

guay is almost insignificant, but their nationalities are interesting. In 1913 an

estimate shows that of the total population about 20,000 are Italian, 3000 German,

1000 Spanish, 1000 French, and 500 British. The disproportionate number of

British immigrants is due to several causes. Political instability in Paraguay, and

ignorance of the Spanish language in Britain, and perhaps, above all, British lack

of geographical knowledge and commercial intelligence, have kept us as a nation

lamentably out of touch with Paraguayan possibilities ; while as a particular cause

we may mention the failure of Lane's communistic colony from Australia (1893-4

of which Mr. Koebel gives a synopsis. The volume is so recent as to include some

account of the results of the war on the commercial activities of a people far

removed from the struggle in Europe.

The inquirer will find Mr. Koebel's book both interesting and informative,

his statistical appendix of recent trade and other affairs well worth careful

examination, and his photographs well selected.

Tlie. Founding of Spanish California: The Xorth-uestvard Expansion of New
Spain, 1687-1783. By Charles Edward Chapman', Ph.D. New York :

The Macmillan Company, 1916. Price, 15s. net.

The contents of this volume, the first of a series, are largely the result of two

years' investigation and study by Dr. Chapman of manuscripts and documents,

not previously consulted by historians, in the Archivo General de Indias of Seville,
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Spain, and of materials from Mexican archives, relating to the Spanish attempts

to found colonies on the Pacific coast of North America. Dr. Chapman was

enabled to pursue his studies through ihe generosity of a Californian Order, the

Native Sons of the Golden West, which contributes "liberally to the encourage-

ment of historical study by supporting annually two Travelling Fellowships in

Pacific Coast History,' a patriotic procedure which should be copied in our own
and other countries.

Briefly, the book describes the endeavours of Spain to colonise the Pacific

coast during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Two roads to conquest

were available—by sea and by land—each bristling with difficulties. It was

essential for Spain to establish herself in the Californias if she was to get the

better of the Russians and British, whose voyages threatened to give them rich

prizes in the Pacific. Drake had proved how slender was the Spanish hold on the

Pacific, and the Spaniards never forgot it. Anson, by the capture of Spanish

sailing directions and charts, laid open to Englishmen the secrets of that ocean.

Moreover, the English were pushing westward across the continent. Projects

were canvassed and plans laid frequently, but no important success came till 1765,

when the energetic visitador of New Mexico, Jose de Galvez, ably supported by

Caspar de Portola and missionaries, set to work. In 1769 Portola discovered

San Francisco Bay. Antonio Maria Bucarely, a man of energy, enthusiasm,

initiative and vision, became Viceroy of New Spain in 1771, and under him

pioneer work of the highest value was done. In 1772 Juan Bautista de Anza pro-

posed that he should seek an overland route from Sonora to Alta California, and

made the expedition successfully in 1774. A second expedition was made by him
in 1775-76, when he left settlers at various places. The most important settlement

was at San Francisco, the official existence of the Presidio there beginning on Sep-

tember 17, 1776. This year was the high water mark of Spain's north-west move-

ment. Teodoro de Croix became Comandante-general of a new government of the

frontier provinces, and his slackness and incompetence checked the onward march
of events, while the Yuma disaster of 1781, when the inhabitants of the Colorado

settlements were massacred, decided the Spaniards to abandon the idea of overland

communication with the Californias. It was left for the United States of America

to spread westward and absorb these territories and for the discovery of gold in

1848 to lead to their thorough exploration and settlement.

The immense labour involved in examining the enormous quantities of manu-

script, the sound judgment with which the maze of difficulties has been traversed,

the keen insight into motives and grasp of conflicting forces and influences at

work, the insistence on the essential and focal facts and the keeping of subsidiary

yet important details in their proper relations to the main line of thought, the

sharp insight into the characters of the leading Spaniards who worked so assidu-

ously to expand the power of Spain—all these elements in the book compel our

admiration. The careful citation of sources is sufficient to make future historians

of the Golden State resort to the volume as a classic storehouse of facts. The
style is on the whole stilted and patchy, but considering the nature of the material

to be worked up, the author can hardly be blamed. Attention may be called to

the prevalence of American idioms, such as " memorials were ordered sent to the

fiscal," (p. 62), "aside from the fact," (p. 150), "about at this time," (p. 204),

which are not pleasing to the British ear. Disappointment is felt at the scarcity

of maps accompanying the letterpress and the amount of geographical detail is

meagre. Appendices supply important and interesting information, the bibliography

is comprehensive and the index full. An able and illuminating introduction is

provided by Professor Morse Stephens.
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GENERAL.

Why Britain went to War. By Sir Edward Parrott, M.A., LL.D. London :

Thos. Nelson and Sons, 1917. Price Is. 6rf.

This little book is intended for young people, and not only summarises the

•events immediately preceding the war, but goes back to the time of the French

Revolution in order to make the sequence of events clear. It has numerous illus-

trations and a few sketch-maps, though the geographical aspects of the subjects

discussed are not considered in any detail.

Milestones on My Lony Journey. By Sir Charles Bruce, G.C.M.G.

Glasgow : Robert Maclehose and Co., Ltd., 1917. Price 5s. net.

Seldom has any one had a more useful and varied career as a public official and

a linguist than the author of this interesting volume. After devoting himself to

Oriental studies at the University of Tubingen, he passed in London a Civil

Service examination in Greek, Latin, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and

Sanskrit. Then, in 1864, he proceeded to Russia to study Russian, and received a

warm welcome from the Academy of St. Petersburg. Next year he was.appointed

Professor of Sanskrit at King's College, London. In 1868 he became Rector of

the Royal College, Mauritius, and in 1878 Director of Public Instruction in Ceylon,

and reorganised the educational system of the Colony. In 1882 he was appointed

Colonial Secretary for Mauritius, from which he was transferred to the office of

Lieutenant-Governor and Government Secretary of British Guiana. From 1893

to 1897 he was Governor of the Windward Islands. In 1897 he was appointed

Governor of Mauritius, and on resigning in 1903 he received well merited thanks

from Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, then Colonial Secretary. In January 1908 he gave

an excellent address to this Society on the "Evolution of the Crown Colony of

Mauritius," and sent a copy to the Prince of Wales, whom he had entertained

when Governor, and from whom he received a letter of thanks. Sir Charles Bruce

mentions that, "as long ago as 1870 the Duke of Edinburgh laid the foundation

stone of a meteorological observatory in Mauritius, from which have issued seismo-

graphic charts, a storm atlas, and a theory of the law of storms, on which are based

the sailing directions published for the guidance of mariners in the navigation of

tropical seas."

EDUCATIONAL.

EU mentary Economic Geograjjhy. By Charles Redway Dryer, F.G.S.A.,

F.R.G.S. New York : American Book Company, 1916. Price 5$.

This book forms an introduction to the more specialised study of Commerce
and Industry. The facts of Commerce and Industry are found largely in the form

of tables of statistics, and the author recognises that before safe generalisations

can be drawn from these facts they must be organised according to their physical

relations, which are geographic, and their human relations, which are economic. The
author defines Economic Geography as a study of the different kinds of environ-

ment as they affect the different ways in which men get a living, and deals with

natural resources, industries, and the distribution of useful products.

Part i. is devoted to a study of Human Economics and their Natural Founda-

tions. The meaning of economics is illustrated by detailed stories about seven of

the simpler peoples whose natural environments differ as widely as possible. The
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natural foundations of human economy are then treated of. Vegetation is taken

as the standard to estimate human environments and to grade economic regions.

This leads to a study of climate and plant regions. It is thus seen that climate

regions, plant regions, and economic regions are broadly identical. Attention is

also paid to mineral and marine resources. The development of trade and com-

merce is briefly traced ; then follows an analysis of human economies and a classi-

fication of the various communities or societies of men into simple or complex

according to the prevailing economy.

Part ii. is devoted to the Economic Geography of the United States, which the

author divides into natural regions or groups of states, in each of which the general

economic conditions are uniform and are different from those in other regions.

Each region is then treated separately with reference to its agriculture, industries

and commerce and transportation. A special feature is the admirable and detailed

treatment of the principal cities of each region.

The whole book is admirable in conception and is written in a most attractive

style, and will be read with the greatest interest by all who are fortunate enough

to be introduced to the study of commercial geography through its pages.

It is fully illustrated with maps, diagrams, and views carefully selected so as to

have real significance, and at the end of each chapter is a number of questions, the

material for the answering of which requires to be collected outside the text-bookT

and largely outside the school-room. A good feature is the attention paid to

revision of points treated of in the various chapters.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

A Holiday in Umbria. By Sir Thomas Graham Jackson, Bt., R.A., F.S.A.

Small Royal 8vo. Pp. xii + 206. London : John Murray, 1917. Price 10s. Gd.

net.

Comptes Rendus of Observation and Reasoning. By J. Y. Buchanan, M.A.,

F.R.S. Demy 8vo. Pp. xxxviii + 452. Cambridge: At the University Press,

1917. Price Is. Gd. net.

Tales of the Labrador. By W. T. Grenfell. Crown 8vo. Pp. 240. London

:

James Nisbet and Co., Ltd., 1916. Price 4s. 6d. net.

Twentieth-Century France Social, Intellectual, Territorial. By M. Betham-

Edwards. Demy 8vo. Pp. xvi + 221. London: Chapman and Hall, 1917.

Price Ids. Gd. net.

Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, SikJcim. By L. S. S. O'Malley. Crown 8vo.

Pp. xii + 317. Cambridge : At the University Press, 1917. Price 6s. net.

Madras District Gazetteers (Cuddapah). By C. F. Brackenbury. Madras :

Printed by the Superintendent, Government Press, 1915.

United Provinces District Gazetteers, 6 Volumes. Allahabad : Printed by the

Superintendent, Government Press, United Provinces, 1916.

Report on the Administration of Burma for the Year 1915-16. Rangoon;

Office of the Superintendent, Government Printing, Burma, 1917. Price 2s. 5d.

Report on Rainfall Registration in Mysore for 1915. By N. Venkatesa

Iyengar, B.A. Bangalore : Printed at the Government Press, 1916.

Report on the Administration of the Civil and Military Station of Bangalore

for 1915-16. By the Hon. Mr. H. V. Cobb, C.S.I., C.I.E., Resident in Mysore,

Bangalore : Printed at the Mysore Residency Press, 1916. Price 9d.
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Report on the Administration of the Bombay Presidency for the Tear 1915-16.

Bombay : Printed at the Government Central Press, 1916. Price 3*. fkL

Publisher.' forwarding books for review will greatly oblige by marking the price in

clear ftgun r foreign booh-.

NEW MAPS.

EUROPE.

ORDNANCE SURVEY OF SCOTLAND.—The following publications were issued

from 1st October to 31st December 1910 :

—

Six-inch and larger Scale Maps. Six-inch Maps ''revised;.—Quarter-sheets,

with contours in red. Price Is. each. Lanarkshire, 7 SE.

1 : 2500 Scale Maps revised , with houses stippled and with areas. Price 3s.

each. ^Dumbartonshire Det. .— Sheet N 29—16. *Linl ithgoush ire.— Sheets N 1

—15 ; N 7—15 ; N 8—3
; N 14—1, 5. *8tirlingshire.—Sheets N 15—10

; N 25
—15 ; N 28—6 ; N 29— 16. ^Revised on new meridian, the plan numerals,

therefore, differ from those of the previous Revision.

Note.—There are no coloured editions of these Sheets, and the unrevised

impressions have been withdrawn from sale.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF SCOTLAND—The following publication- were issued

from 1st to 31st Jauuary 1917 :
—

One-inch Map. New Series, colour printed ; solid and drift editions. Sheet
36.—The Seaboard of Mid-Argyll Districts around Loch Melfort, Loch Craignish,

and Loch Crinan). Islands of Luing, Scarba, the Garvellachs, and the Lesser

Isles, Northern portion of Jura and a small portion of Mull. Price 2s. 6d.

Sheet 60.—Inverness-shire, Islands of Rhum, < 'anna, Eig£, Muck, Oigh-SLreir.

Price 2s. (;d. The Solid is shown in colours. The Drift by symbols in black.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF GREAT BRITAIN.—The following publication was
Issued from 1st to 31st January 1917 :

—

Memoirs of the Geological Survey.—Special Reports on the Mineral Resources
of Great Britain. Vol. II. Barytes and Witherite ; by R. G. Carruthers, T. East-
wood, A.R.C.S., G. V. Wilson, B.Sc, R. W. Pocock, B.Sc.

;
and D. A. Wray,

B.Sc. ; with contributions by H. Dewey, and (
.'. E. X. Bromehead, B.A. 2nd

edition. Price 2s.

INTERNATIONAL MAP, Scale 1 : 1,000,000, or about 16 mile- to an inch.—The
following new sheets have been compiled at the Royal Geographical Society
under the direction of the Geographical Section, General Staff. They are

drawn and printed at the Ordnance Survey Office. 1916. Price Is. net

each sheet.

Italy, Palermo, North j-33, Provisional Issue.

Italy, Florence, North K-32, „

Italy, Milano, North l-32, „
Russia, Odessa, North l-36, „
Holland, Amsterdam, North n-31, .,

Russia, Smolensk, North n-36, „

Russia, Petrograd, Nortli o-36,
,,

Geographical Section, General start', London.
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EUROPEAN WAR MAPS.

Official Map of the Battle of tlie Somme.— .Scale 1 : 4U,000. December 1916.

By the Geographical Section, General Staff. Price Is. net.

War Office, London.
Bacon's Large Scale Map of the French Battle Front Peronne to Verdun;.

Scale 4 miles to an inch. Price Is. net.

Bacon's Large Scale Map of the Salonika Battle Front. Contour colouring.

Scale <i mile- to an inch. Price Is. net.

G. W. Bacon and Co., Ltd., London.
Philip's 2 miles to an inch Strategical Map of the British Front. 1916. Price

2s. 6d. net. George Philip and Son, Ltd., London.

BACONS COMMERCIAL MAP OF GREAT BRITAIN, showing all Railways and

Stations, Canals, Navigable Rivers, Main Roads, and Steamship Routes.

Scale 1 : 554,400, or 8|- miles to an inch. 1916. Price ,£1, Is. net mounted

on cloth, dissected. G. W. Bacon and Co., Ltd., London.

Coloured to show counties and different railway systems. Has also inset maps
of principal towns.

PHILIPS RAILWAY MAP OF THE BRITISH ISLES, with large scale inset maps of

the principal industrial centres. Scale 18 miles to an inch.. Price 2s. net.

George Philip and Son, Ltd., London.

The various railway system- are clearly -hown by different colours.

ASIA.

INDIAN GOVERNMENT SURVEYS.—

India.—Showing railways open and under construction. April 1916. Scale

1 : 4,055,040 or 64 miles to an inch. 1 sheet. Price 1 rupee 8 annas.

India and Adjacent Countries.—Scale 1 : 2,027,520, or 32 miles to an inch.

12 sheets. Political colouring. Price 12 rupees.

India.—Showing Provinces and Districts.—Scale 160 miles to an inch.

1 sheet, coloured. Price 8 annao.

Southern Asia Series.—Scale 1 : 2,000,000, or about 32 miles to an inch.

1915. Price 1 rupee 8 annas each sheet.

Andaman Sheet— (1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered only.

Kathiawar Sheet—[1) layered and shaded
; (2) political.

India and Adjacent Countries.—Scale 1 : 1,000,000, or 15'78 miles to an inch.

1915. Price 1 rupee each sheet.

Sheet 25. Persia, etc.—shaded only.

,, 47. Bombay, etc.—(1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered ; (3) shaded.

„ 49. Madras, etc.—(1) layered and shaded
; (2) shaded.

„ 57, 66. Madras, etc.—(1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered ;

(3) shaded.

„ 72. Orissa, etc.—(1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered ; (3) shaded.

„ 73. Bengal, etc.— ^1) layered and shaded ; (2) shaded.

„ 74. Madras, etc.—(1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered ; (3) shaded.

Quarter-inch Survey Map of India.—Degree Sheets. Scale 1 : 253,440, or 4

miles to an inch. Revised 1915. Price 1 rupee each sheet.

Sheets, Provisional Issue.—43-N, Punjab; 44-b, Punjab; 44-g, Punjab:

46->", Central India ; 48-e, Goa ; 48-1, Goa ; 48-J, Bombay ; 48-x, Bombay
and Mysore ; 56-a, Hyderabad ; 56-D, Hyderabad ; 56-F, Hyderabad ;

56-g, Hyderabad ; 56-h, Hyderabad ; 56-K, Hyderabad ; 56-l, Hyderabad ;
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56-p, Hyderabad ; 57-a, Mysore ; 57-e, Madras ; ">7-f, Madras ; 57-i, Madras :

57-L, Madras ; 57-m, Madras ; 58-d, Madras ; 58-f, Madras ;
f)8-G, Madras

;

58-H, Madras ; 58-L, Madras ; 58-m, Madras ; 65-B, Madras, etc. ; 65-c,

Hyderabad ; 65-d, Madras ; 65-g, Madras ; 65-h, Madras ; 78-c, Bengal,, etc

Sheets— Finished Issue, contoured "ith layer colouring.—
43-g, Punjab—(1) layered and shaded

; (2) shaded.

46-r, Berar— (1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered ; (3) shaded.

48-k, Bombay—(1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered

; (3) shaded.

55-h, Berar—(1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered

; (3) shaded.

78-p, Bengal, etc.— (1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered; (3) shaded.

84-k, Burma—(1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered

; (3) shaded.

84-M, Burma—(1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered

; (3) shaded.

92-e, Assam, etc.—(1) layered and shaded
; (2) shaded.

92-f, Burma—(1) layered and shaded
; (2) layered

; (3) shaded.

Half-Inch Survey Map of India.—Scale 1:126,720, or 2 miles to an incli.

Revised 1915. Price 1 rupee each sheet.

Sheets, contoured ami coloured.— 43 c-sw, Punjab; 46 p-sw, Bombay;
48 P-SW, Madras

; 49 ji-sf, Madras ; 49 M-xw, Madia- ; 53 ii-ne, United
Provinces ; 54 l-se, Central India ; 55 i-ne, Central India ; 55 [-NW, Cen-
tral India; 55 j-nw, Central India; 55 l-ne, Berar; 55 m-nw, Central

India ; 55 m-sw, Central Provinces ; 56 a-ne, Hyderabad ; 56 a-se, Hydera-
bad ; 56 e-se, Berar ; 56-SW, Hyderabad ; 64 A-sw, Central Provinces ;

73 h-.se, Bihar ; 92 h-ne, Burma.

Delhi Province. Scale 4 miles to an inch. 1915. Price 8 annas, coloured.

Survey of India Office, Calcutta.

INTERNATIONAL MAP, Scale 1 : 1,000,000.—

India, Kathiawar, North, f-42.

Sinai and Cairo, North, H-36.

Persia, Tehran, North, 1-39.

Caucasia, Tiflis, North, k-38.

Caucasia, Baku, North, K-39.

Geographical Section, General Staff] London.

. AMERICA.

UNITED STATES SURVEY.—Topographic Sheets issued 1916 on various scales.

The figures after the name of each state indicate the number of sheets re-

ceived. Price, with a few exceptions, 5 cents each sheet.

Scale 1 : 250,000, or about 4 miles to an inch.—California, 1 sheet.

Scale 1 : 125,000, or about 2 miles to an inch.—Arizona, New Mexico,
Oregon.

Scale 1 : 62,500, or about 1 mile to an inch.— California, 3 ; Idaho, 1 ; Illinois,.

3 ; Kentucky, 2 ; Minnesota, 1 ; Missouri, 1 ; Montana, 1 ; Nevada, 2
;

New York, 2 ; North Carolina,
; Ohio, 8 ; Oregon, 1 ; Tennessee, 1

;

Texas, 2 ; Vermont, 1 ; Virginia, 2 ; West Virginia, 1 ; Wyoming, 1 ;

Hawaian Islands, 2.

Scale 1 : 31,680, or about 2 inches to a mile.—California, 12 sheets.

United States Geological Survey, Washington, D.C.

Price 1
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CANADA, CEREAL MAPS.—Of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, showing

acreage under crop in each township in wheat, oats, barley and flax during

1915. Scale 1 : 792,000, or 12A miles to an inch. Prepared in the Railway

Lands Branch under the direction of F. C. C. Lynch, superintendent, from

.data supplied by the Provincial Government and the Census Branch Depart-

ment of Trade and Commerce.

Ottawa, Department of the Interior.

Most interesting maps, admirably illustrating the wonderful commercial

development of Canada,

MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN, AND ALBERTA, showing the number of quarter

sections available for homestead entry in each township, also the pre-emption

and purchased homestead area as defined by the Dominion Lands Act, 19' '8.

Scale 35 miles to an inch. 5th edition, 1916.

Ottawa, Department of the Interior.

PERU.—Mapa Ferrovario trazado por Disposicion del Soi\ Ministro de Fomento,

Dr. Dn. Belisario Sosa. Bajo la Direccion del Ingeniero D. Alejandro Guevara,

Director del Cuerpo de Ingenieros Civiles por el cartografo de la Sociedad

Geografica D. Camilo Vallejos. Escala 1 : 2,500,000. 1916.

Published at Lima.

EDUCATIONAL.

BACON'S NEW PHYSICAL WALL ATLAS OF THE BRITISH ISLES.- Containing seven

Maps, 30 by 40 inches. Scale 1 : 1,187,000 or 1 inch to 187 miles. 1917.

1. Geology and Co-Tidal Lines ; 2. Contours ; 3. Annual, January, and

July Isotherms ; 4. Rainfall and Isobars ; 5. Natural Vegetation and Indus-

trial Productions, Coal-fields, and Fisheries ; 6. Density of Population ; 7.

Communications (Railways and Sea Routes).

G. W. Baron and Co., Ltd., London.

A most valuable series of school wall-maps, effectively illustrating the various

physical and economic aspects of the geography of the British Isles.

PHILIPS COMPARATIVE SERIES OF WALL ATLASES. World Relations.—Edited

by J. F. Unstead, M.A., D.Sc, and E. G. B. Taylor, B.Sc, with Explanatory

Handbook for Teachers. 1916. Price 27s. 6d. net each series, mounted on

cloth. Scale 1 : 40,000,000.

The World.—A series of eight maps, showing—1. Relief of Land ; 2. Poli-

tical and Communications ; 3. Climate, Summer, Rainfall, Isobars and Winds
;

4. Climate. Winter, Rainfall, Isobars, and Winds ; 5. Temperature ; 6.

Climate, Annual Rainfall and Range of Temperature, July Currents ; 7.

Vegetation, January Currents ; 8. Density of Population. Size of each map,

43 l>y 33 inches.

George Philip and Son, Ltd., London.

These maps are executed with the same excellence as the previous issues of this

series which we have already highly commended.
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(IIK/i Sketch-Map and Illustrations. 1

)

The Czar of Russia in his speech to the assembled notables of Trans-

Caucasia at Tiflis in 1915 described the province as "Russia's Pearl."

The name of Russia's Wonderland is one which would fitly apply to the

vast region of snowy mountains, mighty glacier-fed rivers, great forests,

and fertile, well-cultivated valleys which constitute the Caucasus in the

strictly geographical sense.

War is said to be the greatest teacher of geography : but it would

appear that it can sometimes create or perpetuate error in the popular

mind. The " War in the Caucasus " is the usual newspaper term for

news from that quarter at present, and yet as a matter of fact only for

a short time was even a small part of the extreme south of Trans-

Caucasia—Russian Armenia— invaded by the Turks. By 1916 the

Turks had been driven out of most even of Turkish Armenia. The
Trans-Caucasian front would be a more correct description of the battle-

ground.

Russia's far south-eastern province of Caucasia may be said roughly

to occupy all the territory between the Black and Caspian Seas. Its

northern boundaries are the Sea of Azof and the provinces of the Don
and Astrakhan, its southern Persia and Turkey. It is separated by the

Russians, and most effectively also by nature, into two parts, Cis-

1 We are indebted to the Travel Editor of the Field for the loan of the block of the

sketch-niap, and to the Editor of the Fell and Rock Journal for that of the blocks of the

four illustrations.

—

Ed. S.O.M.

VOL. XXXIII. N
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Caucasia or European Caucasia and Trans- or Asiatic Caucasia. The
natural separation is a strip of elevated country, part of one of the great

earthfolds of the globe. This extends without a break or low pass

practically from sea to sea, a distance of fully 700 miles, with a generally

north-west to south-east direction. Only at the south-eastern or Caspian

end of this mountain land is the single line of rails, which here connects

two continents, enabled to pass the barrier without difficult engineering,

by means of a low littoral strip a few miles wide.

Beginning at each end in hills of moderate elevation, the height of

the land soon rises as we progress towards the centre. Here in the

Central Caucasus, which we may take as the region between Kasbek,

Starrfvrcfs Geog' £stabt, London

Sketch-map of the Central Caucasus.

(16,546 feet), and Elbruz or Mingi Tau (18,470 feet), a distance of about

130 miles, the mountain system is most fully developed. Though many

«roups of great glaciated peaks rise outside this region, nowhere else do

we find the eternal snows stretching without a break for over 100 miles,

as is the case for that distance westward of the Mamison Pass (Osse-

tinsky Daroga). Whatever may be the difficulties elsewhere of separat-

ing geographically and geologically Russia in Europe from Russia in

Asia, there is none whatever in the Caucasus. The eastern European or

Russian character of the Volga, Don, and Dnieper country is oontinued

in Cis-Caucasia, then, with a suddenness almost startling, there springs

up to the south a huge wall of mountains. Crested with the white

foam of eternal snows, this wall has almost the appearance of a gigantic

wave just about to break and overwhelm the world.

As a matter of fact, the distance from the Cis-Caucasian steppe to
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the snows is remarkably short, sometimes under 30 miles. The lime

stone foothills, though in places strongly developed, and thrusting

A glimpse of Ushba from near Betsho.

J. R. Y

their great ice-streaked precipices to over 10,000 feet, are almost lost

against the 17,000 feet granite, glacier-clad ridges behind them. On
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the south side of the axis no such clear and definite separation between

plain and mountain exists. A tangled maze of river valleys, bordered

by rocky or forest-clad foothills, gradually decreasing in height, conducts

the turbulent Hoods of glacier drainage waters mainly south-west to the

Black Sea.

A comparatively narrow central hollow, through which runs the rail-

way (650 miles long) connecting Batum, on the Black Sea, with Tiflis

the capital, and Baku, the Oil City on the Caspian, may be taken as the

south boundary of the Caucasus proper. Southward of this region the

country again rises to the barren upland plateaux of Armenia, with the

volcanic cone of Ararat as the dominating point, soaring in solitary

majesty to nearly three times the average height (16,910 feet).

The only part of this very extensive region which I propose to deal

with in this paper is that portion of the central backbone of the

range which with its ribs and flanks stretches for thirty to fifty

miles on each side of the watershed between Kasbek and Elbruz. It

extends from Vladikavkaz to Xaltshik, Piatigorsk (or Mineralnaia Yodi)

and Urusbieh on the north, and from Oni, on the Rion (the Phasis of the

ancient Greeks), to Betsho in the country of the Suans. Betsho looks

up from its millet and barley fields at 4000 feet to the vast cathedral

peak of Ushba (15,409 feet). This peak has been styled the Matter-

horn of the Caucasus (see illustration), but it is huger, steeper, and more

formidable than its Swiss prototype.

The area comprised within the limits given may be taken at about

10,000 square miles. The following notes on the peoples, conditions,

and products of the region were obtained during the course of two

seasons' travel (July-August) in 1913 and 1914 among the mountains

and valleys on both sides of the watershed. The object of the expedi-

tions, of which the writer was in charge, was the traversing of un-

trodden glaciers and the ascent of unclimbed peaks. In both years

very considerable success was obtained.

Naturally the party penetrated to many very remote and out-of-the-

way places where the avowed object of the journey was evidently little

credited. The ice-axes r carried led to the belief that we were digging

out gold, whereas, on the contrary, we were scattering it in the form of

somewhat tattered and dirty three-rouble notes (about 6s. 4d.) in exchange

for transport, porterage, and Caucasian mountain fare—mutton, chickens,

and eggs.

The Peoples.

If the ethnological problem in the Balkans is a somewhat complicated

one, it is ten times more complicated in the Caucasus. In Baku, which

rather than Tiflis is the meeting-place of the tribes, more than eighty

different languages and dialects are said to be spoken.

1 Only at the end of last century the appearance of the ice-axe on our own highland

mountains led to equally curious speculations as to its use. One old man was heard to

solve the question to his own if not to his hearers' satisfaction thus: The mountaineers

were "Theologists," the axes for " pykin' oot ferns, roots, an' a' wi'."
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Taking Caucasia as a whole, numerically the most important element

is the Russian, but the Russians are of course very much intermingled

with native elements. All but a very insignificant few of the 3,000,000

odd Russians are, however, confined to the farming lands and townsof

the great plains of Cis-Caucasia. These cultivators and ploughmen,

originally Cossack military posts, have, as is the case throughout the

world, driven out or exterminated the horse and cattle rearing nomads,

here chiefly Nogai Tartars, who once owned or overran the land. For

it is impossible in an unfenced grain country to permit of the existence

of vast free-roaming herds of animals.

While journeying along the flats under the shadow of the foothills

of the central range, one still meets tribes of these nomads with their

wagons, carts, and tents, watching the grazing droves of thousands of

horses. Ever-circling fleets of living aeroplanes, broad-winged eagles,

or the longer narrower-winged vultures, are always to be seen in cross-

ing these flats. They are the gleaners of Death, ever busy among such

numbers of animals. This is on the barren parts of the steppes, where

the soil without irrigation will not support anything save a thin vegeta-

tion of tussocky grasses, weeds, and flowers.

The most important nation included within the Caucasian limits

is that of the Georgians, long celebrated for their elegance of figure

and for the beauty of their women. Georgia has a long and famous

history for two thousand years, and for hundreds of years, as the sole

Christian nation entirely confined to Asia, struggled gallantly, if not

always successfully, against Arabs, Persians, and Turks. Georgia was

not conquered by the Russians. Her monarchs joined with Russia in

order to save the country from utter ruin at the hands of the savage

Moslems.

The third most numerous element is provided by the Armenians.

These people have, however, little to do, except as traders and merchants,

with the Caucasus region properly so called. Every war between Russia

and Turkey has seen the transference of more and more of their country

and people from Turkish to Russian hands. The present great war
will almost certainly see their whole country, and the remnant left

from Turkish massacres, reunited under Russian rule.

Though the Armenian has his good points, he is not popular with

the other nationalities. This has nothing to do with religious beliefs,

for Christian, Mohammedan, and even those tribes of catholic taste in

religious matters, which we might call Christi-Mohammedan-Pagans,
with the accent on the last, all unite in dislike of the Armenian. It is

somewhat the same feeling as prevailed towards the Jew in the Middle
Ages, and even later. In reality the Armenian is a foreign element in

Caucasia proper, though within quite a recent period Tiflis, the capital

of Georgia (population 300,000), has become more than half Armenian.

Of the innumerable tribes, septs, and clans of the Caucasus moun-
tains, I shall only mention the few with which I came into personal

contact. These were (1) the Ossiets or Ossetes, numerous at Vladi-

kavkaz, and inhabiting the well-cultivated valley of the upper Ardon,
on the Mamison Pass Road. These people are called " the gentlemen
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of the mountains." They are generally of medium height, slight, and
rather dark, the men often decidedly handsome. Eloquence is a cheap
commodity with them, and so is time, but they are keen and dexterous
bargainers. Living on the main artery of traffic across the chain west
of Kasbek, they are decidedly more civilised than more remote peoples,

and conduct a large transport trade with pack-horses and arbas, 1 and
even occasionally with lineikas. 2

(2) The Imeritians occupy the headwaters of the Rion, on the southern
slope of the Mamison Pass Road. Their country is fertile and well

cultivated, with many extensive and flourishing vine3rards. It is curious

that, as in Italy, these vineyards are protected from evil spirits by
the exhibition on poles of skulls of animals, usually that of the horse.

Though the fences may be often of a very nominal character, entrance

is always obtained through a kind of lych-gate built of timber.

The chief town in the upper Rion is Oni, which has a number of very
fair shops, especially bakers and grocers, and a weekly market. As yet
no hotel has been opened, and on our visit we avoided the " dukhan "

or drink-shop, where the accommodation was very unattractive, and got
lodgings in the schoolhouse, hiring bedding, as our baggage Avas higher

up the valley. The Imeritians are related to the Georgians, and
sometimes formed part of that kingdom. At other periods they formed
an independent state. Mingrellia borders Imeritia on the south, lower

down the river, and G-uria lies still farther to the south-west.

(3) The Suans occupy an extremely beautiful and isolated mountain
country, forming the headwater valleys of the river Ingur. They are of

very mixed origin, and their religion is very tolerant. The Russian

Government has of late been endeavouring to give its somewhat fluid

character a definitely orthodox direction by the planting of Georgian

priests or popes in the more remote villages. One of these, however,

with whom our party came in contact in 1913, was the only really " bad
"

man whom we met in Suanetia, though he was far from unintelligent.

Schools are now being established in even the remotest villages. One
of these, a large new building, a few hours below the glaciers of Ushba,

is provided with rain gauges and other scientific instruments for

meteorological study.

The people in the higher lying villages, such as Ushkul and Adish

(6700 feet), are poor, and must have difficulty, owing to lack of fuel,

in keeping warm in the long winters. Lower Suanetia is populous and

many of the valleys are highly cultivated.

It has been said of the Suans, in regard to their religious tenets,

that on Fridays they are Mohammedans, on Saturdays Jews, on Sundays

Christian, and for the rest of the week they are primitive Pagans.

Thus do they avoid the doing of any work whatever. This is, of course,

a libel. Certainly no one could maintain that a Suan woman does not

work ; she is, in fact, usually overworked. The men also work hard

in a spasmodic way, as at harvest, wood-cutting, and the chase.

1 Arba, a small two-wheeled cart, generally drawn by a pair of small oxen.

2 Linwka, a low, light, four-wheeled carriage, without seats, except one for the driver.
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Raiding and fighting are now severely repressed by the Russian

Government ; and in default of means of communication, there is little

Dongusorun Pass, north side, Baksan Valley.

Photo hy J. R. Young.

inducement to work harder than is necessary to obtain the bare
necessities of life.
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It is curious to find here the women, and even quite small girls, veil

the lower part of their faces when passing strange men. In default of

a veil they will hold up a hand before the mouth. The women do this

also in Ossiet and other Christian villages, while in Mohammedan
Kabarda, on the north side, they do not seem ever to veil.

To the north of Suanetia, over the glacier passes on either side of

the Ushba massif, lie the Mohammedan lands of the Tauli or Mountain

Turks and Kabarda, with the south-eastern sub-countries of Balkaria

and Digoria ; to the north-west again is the land of the Tcherkess, or

Circassia, with the small remnant of Abkasians inhabiting the country

behind the Black Sea coast.

All these peoples on the north side of the watershed are called

Turkish tribes. Turkish, however, only means, as in Balkan countries,

Turkish in religion. Ethnologically the different groups seem to have

very little in common. When the hills are left we meet with the

Tartars, who still exist in some places. Of old the Tartar lands

stretched from the mountains far north-west, and made connection with

Krim Tartary by way of the Apsheron Peninsula and the straits of

Kertch, the gate of the Sea of Azof.

The Tauli are a brave, hospitable, and warlike race. Many of

the mountaineers are keen hunters. It was a Kabardan hunter (of bear,

chamois, and "Tur") who was paid a large sum by the Russian general

Emmanuel in 1838 for an alleged ascent of Elbruz (18,470 feet). They
came under Russian influence early. "When Shamil, the great Murid

leader of the Daghestanis (in the Eastern Caucasus), tried to raise the

"Western Mohammedan tribes in the middle of the nineteenth century,

Kabardan loyalty, jealousy, or prudence forced him to ignominious

retreat, and led to the final and rapid (though it was inevitable in

any case) triumph of Russian arms. The chief rivers of Kabarda are

the Malka and the Baksan. The upper waters of the latter flow from

the north side of the Ushba-Dongusoran massif, and from the south

side of the Elbruz massif, cutting off the latter from the continental

divide, and making it entirely a European mountain. The chief town

or village on the upper Baksan is Urusbieh, some half-day's march from

the foot of Elbruz.

Means of Communication.

Railways and Steamers.—The steamers from Odessa are numerous and

good, and some also run direct from the Black Sea ports of Caucasia to

Constantinople. Travellers from "Western lands used to reach the

Central Caucasus from the south by way of Batum and Poti, and the

trans-isthmian Baku railway, 650 miles from sea to sea. By far the

quickest access now is by rail from Moscow or Warsaw. The line

enters Cis-Caucasia by the long bridges over the Don at Rostov. The

Rostov-Vladikavkaz-Baku line is, or was in 1914, a single line. The

enormous disadvantages of this both for ordinary traffic and still more

for war were very apparent during the mobilisation of August 1914,

which our party that year witnessed.
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As regards the Central Caucasus, short branch lines leave the main
line at three points : (a) Mineralnaia Vodi (Mineral Waters) for Piatigorskj

(the town of the five hills), Essentuki (a famous brand of table-waters),

Kislovodsk, and Gelesnovodsk
;

(l>) a new line (1912) from Kotliarefskaya
to Naltshik, a small Russian town with two new hotels—this is now
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the best access to Kabarda and Balkaria ; (c) a branch up from Beslan

to Vladikavkaz, an hour's run up, half an hour down. This is the route

for the Dariel Pass and the short cut to Tifiis (see sketch-map on p. 19-4).

There are stations at each of the rivers which flow north from the

mountains. The railway keeps at some distance even from the foothills.

Roads.—Roads in a west-European sense are few. On the steppe

the " road " is merely the wide, thousand-rutted space of country on
which one drives or rides. Very few walk. To be a horseman does

not imply wealth, so that " a beggar on horseback " would have no con-

trastive meaning to a Cauoasian. A few made military roads exist : (1)

The Dariel or Krestovaya Gora or Georgian Military Road. This begins

at Vladikavkaz, crosses the main chain just under Kasbek (16,546 feet),

and descends to Tifiis. In 1912 a Franco-Russian company put on a

motor service, which does the distance in about ten hours at a charge of

about £2 against two days and £6 before by phaeton. The height of this

pass is just under 8000 feet. (2) A second road, the Mamison Pass

Road (Ossetinsky Daroga), runs from Alagir, a small town on the steppe,

just outside the gorge of the Ardon river, where it issues from the

foothills. It is a day's drive along the steppe north-west from Vladi-

kavkaz, or half a day up from the nearest station on the main line.

This road passes up the Ardon through the wild defile of the

central granites of Kassara, and up the well-cultivated, populous, treeless

Ossetian district of the upper Ardon or Mamison. It crosses the water-

shed over a soft shaly ridge, just under the huge hanging glaciers and

enormous rock-towered south ridge of Tshantshakhi (14,500 feet), which

reminds one of the south aspect of the Matterhorn. (The first ascent

was made by the British Expedition of 1913.)

The road then descends by steep zigzags into the Tshantshakhi

valley or Eastern Rion, passes through a magnificent fir forest to But,

where the Western Rion falls in, and thence through Imeritia and

Mingrellia to Oni and Kutais to the Black Sea. Kutais is the terminus

of a branch from the Baku-Batum Railway. On the north side all the

rivers flow into the Caspian from this district. This road is the highest

driving road in Europe (9280 feet). Naturally towards the summit it

is under deep snow for many months : at the end of July 1913 it was

only with difficulty that wheeled vehicles could pass the drifts still lying

across the road,

The general geological structure here is comparable to that existing

at the Col Ferret between the Swiss and Italian Val Ferret passing up

from Martigny and descending to Courmayeur. AVere a tunnel to be

driven through the soft shale ridge of the Mamison summit, the pass

could be kept in use for several months longer than is now possible.

The pass is, however, the natural and obvious route for a railway.

There are no engineering difficulties on the north side, except, perhaps,

for a short distance at the Kassara gorge. The rise is so gradual that

only one zigzag has been necessary. The drop on the south is much

steeper, but the worst part could be avoided by tunnelling.

The road is generally almost impassable for wheels, and in 1914,

below Kassara, all the bridges and the road itself for miles were swept
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away by heavy cloudbursts. We were told in 1913 that a motor had
tried this road but had disintegrated in the attempt. This is not a

surprising result. Millions of roubles have been spent on the road, but
after some winters its condition is very bad. Cossack posts, called
Kazarmas, are planted all along it. These are on the principle of the
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dak bungalows of India. Accommodation is free to travellers, but

these are expected to bring their own bedding and food.

There is a great deal of traffic on the road in summer in spite of

its condition, mainly with pack-horses and arbas. The commodities
most frequently observed were timber and wine from the south ; flour,

salt and provisions from the north. At But, where the Eion rivers join,

there is a rest-house or inn, where the table-water is drawn from a most
delicious aerated spring on the premises.

A branch road leads up the West Rion to the picturesque village of

Gebi (see p. 203), placed in a commanding position on a hill in the

middle of the valley, but this is really only a track. We were told it

was impassable for lineikas, but all the same we drove to Gebi. Some
of the worst bits had been "corduroyed" (logs laid transversely).

There is also a road, quite good in parts, up the Urukh valley on the

north side. It would be possible in some seasons to drive almost up to

the snout of the great Karagom glacier. This terminates a few miles

above Dsinago at 5700 feet. It would, however, be more certain to ride.

A similar road or track passes also up the Baksan. Driving is

possible right up to the foot of Elbruz. The friends of a Russian

professor, an Elbruz enthusiast, whose party was encountered here

in 1913 with lineikas, said they wished they had walked. It would
have been less exhausting and less painful.

In Suanetia's whole extent no wheeled vehicle exists. The crops are

conveyed to the barns on sledges with wooden runners. The country is

ringfenced by great glaciated peaks or high grass passes (over 8000
feet) on every side except the south-west. Here the river Ingur flows out

to the lower country through an enormous and deep gorge. Not even

a horse track is here possible, and the express runner's path (two. days)

is often swept away by earth, tree, and rock falls. After the October

snows have fallen Suanetia is cut off from the outer world for six

months.

Several glacier passes form the sole connection at any season with

the north side of the watershed. Animals lightly loaded can be taken

across these in the height of summer. The lowest and easiest is the

Dongusorun, slightly over 10,400 feet, between the Xakra valley,

Suanetia, and the Baksan, Kabarda (see illustration p. 199). The glacier

on the north side is fairly extensive. On the south there were only some

patches of ice and snow to cross in the end of August. The south is,

however, steeper and harder for the horses. In 1913, though the

willing and active little beasts worked hard, they had to be assisted

by all the travellers and all the men.

Between Suanetia and Imeritia to the south-east lies a kind of

no-man's-land, where even the primitive horse-tracks of Suanetia often

fail. This country, lying on the headwaters of the Schraenis Schrali

river, is quite an eerie place to travel through. It is a deserted

tangled forest region, once evidently fairly populous. Now the sole

village in the upper parts is that of Zena, really a Suanetian colony

from over the pass (grass) of Yazizvari.

The region is the haunt of numerous bears, and their tracks are the
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only ones visible in the high thickets. After every few miles of struggling

along the lied of a mountain torrent, the only possible "road " in many
places, passing from out of the dim shade of giant beeches or forcing a

way through a tangled thicket of lesser trees, the traveller comes upon

the ruins of a village, and once cleared fields, now clothed in gigantic

flowering weeds eight feet high. The strongly built walls of the " keep
"

of the chief may still rise to a second story. A few aged fruit trees,

apple, pear, and plum, still provide a scanty harvest for the birds and

the bears. Xot a human being will be met with in a long day's march

of twelve hours. The cause of this deserted condition is somewhat
obscure. Massacre, pestilence, and famine following inter-tribal fighting

first produced the desert. Why it has continued so is not clear.

Products.

In Caucasia as a whole every product from arctic to tropical can be

grown. In the district dealt with in this paper, which rarely falls

below 2000 feet, the sub-tropical climate of lower Trans-Caucasia does

not of course exist. Many vineyards are met with both near Vladi-

kavkaz and at Oni, and maize is also very extensively cultivated

;

while fields of sunflowers, square miles in extent, may often be seen.

The seeds are used for food as well as for oil. The vineyards

of the Caucasus are probably greatly under-estimated at 350,000
acres, and Russian vineyards certainly well exceed 1,000,000 acres.

The wines of the Caucasus, though rather rough and strong, are often

excellent. The commoner kinds have, however, usually a distinct

smack of paraffin. The usual vessel for storage and transport is, as

in Spain, the skin of an animal. In the Caucasus this is treated or

cured with petroleum, and the flavour is very persistent.

The huge fields of maize, often miles in extent, are quite unfenced,

and persons driving through make their way between the great stalks and
let their horses eat their fill, besides carrying off a stone or two of the

huge, sweet, unripe cobs to eat themselves on the journey or at home.
Wheat, barley, rye, and millet are also abundant crops. Fruits of

all kinds grow well. Potatoes are still somewhat scarcer than one would
expect in the high valleys. They are also very late, for in August they
had only reached the size of beans. Wild fruits, such as red currants, rasps,

strawberries, very large but varying curiously in flavour, cherries, and
plums, as well as bilberries (Scot, blaeberries, Xor. blaabaer), are every-
where met with in the high valleys. They are greatly sought after and
appreciated both by the people and by the bears.

Minerals.

Gold undoubtedly exists. Much more has been spent in looking for

it than has been found. The Kion river is, of course, the ancient
Phasis where the ancient Greeks used to obtain gold from the shepherds.
These shepherds were in the habit of placing sheepskins loaded with
stones in the torrents for some time. They then burned these, and sold
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the gold thus caught to the Greeks. Hence the legend, like most

legends strongly founded on fact, of the "Golden Fleece." Alexander

the Great was said to have had a mint on the upper Ingur. In 1913
while at Betsho I was offered three gold pieces rather larger than our

sovereign. These were said to be part of a lot of sixteen found by some
people who were digging a grave. These were beautifully executed and

in perfect preservation. They did not look as if they had ever been

in circulation. The monarch was undoubtedly Alexander the Great.

They were valued at 1000 Rs. (equals rather over £100) by the seller, so

no sale was made. They may, of course, have been forgeries.

Iron, lead, silver, and copper also occur. Silver-lead ores are exten-

sively worked in the Sadon valley, off the Mamison Road. The copper

mines were mostly closed in 1913-14, the cost of transport and labour

being too high.

Mineral springs are very abundant on the south side of the chain.

Of course the " Bath Towns " round the " Five Hills " on the north side

are famous health resorts known all over Russia. Special fast expresses

run to Mineralnaia Vodi junction from Petrograd, Moscow, and Kieff

throughout the summer. Great numbers of highly aerated ice-cold

springs of pleasantly acidulated ferruginous water bubble up in most of

the Asian valleys. Our party drank of one of these which issued from

below the moraine of the Nuamkuam glacier before making the ascent,

the first of that mountain (14,200 feet). The people, their animals, and

also the mountain goats (Tur) and chamois, greatly like them also.

Forests.

The steppe is practically treeless, except for the trees planted round

farms or a few along the river banks, though great tracts of forest still

exist in the hills up to 8000 feet. The last stragglers are generally

specimens of Pinus Kordmanni at between 7000 and 8000 feet. The
prevalent tree at moderate elevations, both on the north and south side

of the central axis, is the beech : higher up occur poplar, maple, birch,

pine, and fir. The birches and poplars grow to a great size in Suanetia.

The Romans are generally credited with the destruction of the

forests of ancient Caledonia to deprive the wild tribes of cover. Russia,

no doubt, has denuded certain parts of the Caucasus of its timber

for a similar reason ; but the natives themselves are most wasteful and

destructive. In 1913 our party, when camping high at night, several

times witnessed forest fires burning on the distant foothills. Our
native cook (an Imeritian) was never so pleased as when he could get a

fire going of the largest logs he could move ; of course, of dead wood. A
very destructive system is that of heavily gashing the firs and pines for

the purpose of collecting resin. It does not pay usually to cut the

trees owing to cost and difficulty of transport. This resin-cutting is now
said to be put a stop to in the Government-controlled forests. In certain

places also wood-rangers have been put on to see that the natives do

not wantonly destroy the timber.

The peace and security of the high valleys has curiously enough a
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very bad effect upon the vegetation near its limits. Sheep, and especi-

ally goats, have increased, and those are not so carefully watched and

limited as of old. Goats are more deadly enemies of forests than

Romans, Russians, fire or flood.

There is no doubt that tree-killing is responsible for the increasing

severity and destructiveness of the river flooding on the steppe. The
country is so new, geologically speaking, that the rivers which issue

from the foothills on the north have not yet cut deep channels in the

alluvium. The sudden check in their fall causes the deposition of the

glacier silt. The river often spreads out into several channels, and
these shift with every flood, so that it is not much use building bridges.

A bridge built one year may be high and dry the next, the river

having shifted half a mile away. The suddenness and violence of the

flood is, of course, greatly increased by the loss of the rain- and soil-

holding trees. In forest conservation and propagation lies the remedy.
The Russian Government have great difficulties with the proprietors

and villagers in the upper reaches, who never plant, want to cut down
as many of their trees as they choose, and say they have no interest

or concern with what happens lower down the river.

Domestic Animals.

The chief exports of the mountains are live-stock, horses, sheep and
cattle, in order of importance. The mares are turned out free on the
pastures above tree-level all summer. They come down with the snows,
and the surplus are driven to the low country for sale.

Cows, for some reason, probably the trouble of keeping them in winter,

are very scarce. It is seldom possible to obtain any milk, unless sometimes
that of the goat, in the mountains. Fowls are everywhere numerous,
and eggs are a commoner currency than coin in some parts. The price
to us in 1913 was usually two kopayks each = id. The Princess of

Suanetia informed us, however, that between natives the standard price
was one kopayk. In 1914 I have managed to obtain them at that
price = four a penny. Though small, not one bad egg was ever sold to
us in either 1913 or 1914.

The sheep are small, often black in colour ; their price as they stood
was from four to five roubles = eight to ten shillings.

Future Development.

The—mostly mountain—land dealt with in this paper can never be
a rich country. There is little or no coal, though I observed shale very
similar to Lothian shale in certain localities. We were offered iron
mines, but these would require to be very rich to pay for working
and transport. The country does possess, however, an enormous source
of energy for electrical power in its numerous rivers, perennially full
from the drainage of its billions of tons of "white coal " in the form of
great glaciers and icefields. Natural points for tapping this are provided
where the rivers pass through the limestone gorges of the foothills.
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As a travel, tourist, and health resort of the not far distant future,

the Central Caucasus will be of immense benefit to the heat-oppressed

inhabitants of the low countries on either side of the range. The
healthiness of the mountainous part is beyond question. The malaria-

stricken districts lie mostly on the south side, far down the rivers, on
the swampy, sweltering, sub-tropical shores of the Black Sea. The
higher and rocky parts of that coast are as healthy as those of the

Crimea, the Riviera of Russia.

The tourist traffic, mostly hitherto confined to the passage of the

Dariel Pass, has very recently begun to trickle over the Mamison Pass

also. In 1913 and 1914 our party met several groups of school teachers,

men and women, on or near that road, and on one occasion observed a

whole girls' school wandering about on the lower Tsaya glacier. The
bare portion of this below the first ice-fall is easy of access from the

right bank, and may be compared to the Morteratsch glacier in the

Engadine, though it is larger. One might have thought oneself in

Switzerland. The natives are learning the value of travellers and have

dropped "Rob Roy" methods of making profit out of them for more
insidious and. in the end, more profitable ways.

The far-sighted way in which the Russian Government arrange

railway fares will greatly assist people from the far-distant flat lands

visiting these grand and beautiful scenes. The fares are arranged in

zones. The farther one travels the less is paid proportionally. Thus

from Warsaw the railway ticket only costs about ^d. per mile by very

luxurious second-class carriage, with restaurant attached. During the

unrestful period of the Russian revolution of 1905-6 travel in the

Caucasus was said to be dangerous. Even in 1913 people in Vladi-

kavkaz seemed to think our party rather imprudent in travelling

through the remoter places without a couple of Cossacks as escort. We.

however, carried no weapons whatever, and never had occasion for any

or for an escort. On one occasion, in 1913, we lost some things from

the tents during our absence, but this was almost certainly due to the

dishonesty of our Imeritian cook. In 1914 we had a Russian ex-soldier

as cook, an excellent man, but no match for the natives in subtlety.

What the conditions will be after the present war it is difficult to say.

For the first time the mountain tribes have been called upon to take

part in the defence of the Empire. There may be some restlessness

when these return, as the mountaineers, like our Highland clans of old.

are not overfond of steady, hard work. I do not consider any revolu-

tion or revolt at all probable. The tribes are disunited fundamentally,

both in race and in religion. Nor is Russian rule at all oppressive.

On our return journey, in August 1914, we read in German papers

accounts of "Insurrection in the Caucasus," "Revolution in Odessa."

The utter falsity of these reports to our personal knowledge first

opened our eyes to the fact that the spreading of lies about enemy

countries was a German governmental war activity. We therefore

found it easy to disbelieve utterly everything given out from that

source.
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TATAR TRIBES.

By V. Dingelstedt, Corresponding Member of the R.S.G.S.

Introductory.—Any one desirous of studying the Tatars nowadays is

confronted with the questions :
" Who are they and where do they

live ? " Sic transit gloria mundi. The name of Tatar once inspired

terror from France to the Sea of Japan ; they were to be found every-

where, but now they are politically annihilated and dispersed, almost

lost under obscure local names. But notwithstanding this they have

much interest for the geographer. They still occupy considerable

stretches of land in Asia and Europe ; they have an interesting lan-

guage which can be easily learnt ; they have mostly preserved the primi-

tive pastoral life, which assures their physical and moral strength ; and

they have exercised a lasting influence, both moral and physical, on other

nations.

Perhaps they have other titles also to our interest. According to

many thinkers, both English and French, the future belongs to the

Orient. Our Western civilisation is traversing a great crisis ; it has

accomplished great things, but has also greatly complicated the struc-

ture of the social organism. It has evolved a keener sensibility to

every shock
;
perhaps we are not the fittest to survive. Our capacity

for adaptation to any and every environment seems inferior to that of

these patient Oriental races, whose physical machinery requires far less

costly fuel. 1 They can acquire the engines of our power—arms, ships

and munitions—we cannot now simplify our lives so as to master all

opposing natural influences.

Tatars are not a civilised people, they are not recognised as such
;

though in our time, when " civilised " nations are dropping bombs with

packets of poisoned sweetmeats upon the civil population of undefended

cities, and torpedoing passenger steamers without notice, our notions

about civilisation are rather confused. If intellectually semi-civilised,

ethnically Tatars, though once they had the reputation of being " the

scourge of God," are inferior to no nation. They belong to a race or the

races which includes the majority of mankind. They have had a glorious

military past, the memory of which sustains their sentiment of dignity.

In the time of their glory many different nations coveted the name
of Tatars—Caucasian Moslems, in fact, were so called officially. In our

days the Tatar tribes are known under names which have no ethnical

significance, but are derived from localities.

As the name of Tatars, which may be a generic one, indicates, the

presumed or real region of their origin was that extensive one known as

Tatary. Once the country of the Scythians, it comprised the whole
central belt of Central Asia and Eastern Europe, from the Sea of Japan
to the Dnieper, including Manchuria, Mongolia, Chinese Turkestan, the

Kalmuck and Kirghis steppes, Independent Turkestan and the old

1 Lafeadio Hearn, Out of the East. 1910.

VOL. XXXIII.
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Khanates of Kazan, Astrakhan, and the Crimea, and even the Cossack
countries. l The vast countries of North-Western Asia and Eastern Europe,
conquered by Juji Khan, the son of Jenghiz Khan, were mainly inhabited
by Turkish tribes, who became subjects of the Tatar conquerors.
At the end of the fourteenth century this empire was parcelled out
in many khanates, the most important of which were those of Kazan,
Astrakhan, and the Crimea.

No one of the extinct or living nations has had such extended,
though rather ephemeral, dominion as the Tatars. The Tatar-Mongol
conquests began in the second half of the twelfth century, but ended at

the beginning of the fifteenth, while some of their dominions were lost

only in the eighteenth.

Though ignorant and superstitious, Tatars have not wholly neglected
civilisation. Timur favoured arts and sciences ; he accumulated artistic

treasures in Samarkand, while Jenghiz Khan embellished Karakorum,
his capital. At present Tatars are in process of disintegration. The
heterogeneous tribes are widely dispersed, from Lithuania and the Balkan
peninsula on the west to the Altai mountains in the east. They are

gradually being absorbed by the surrounding peoples.

Geographical Distribution.—After the collapse of the Mongolo-Tatar
empire the Tatar settlements found themselves dispersed in the wide
world, from Lithuania and the Crimea to the Altai mountains, without
any centre of attraction, and consequently without national character.

Each group of dispersed Tatar communities succumbed to local

influences, and finds itself in a state of disintegration and disruption

which forebodes destruction. The most numerous and homogeneous
settlements of Tatars are now to be found in Asia and Eastern Europe.
The most eastern region of Tatar settlements is on the Altai mountains
(i.e. Gold mountains), on the northern border of the great tableland

known as Chinese Tatary, from 84° to 104° E. long., and 50° to

52° N. lat. The Altai constitute one of the four parallel chains which
form the skeleton of eastern high Asia, and are regarded as the birth-

place of the yellow man, once also called Altaic. The Russian Altai

lie between Semipalatinsk and the sources of the Irtish, an affluent of

the Ob. A broad Alpine range on the north-west of Chinese Tatary
is called Altai-Bielki (11,000 ft.). The spur that strikes off into it is

called the Great Altai, whilst the mountain group beyond the Irtish

valley forms the Little Altai. These mountains are rich in minerals

and also in pasture. Their climate is moderate.

The Altai range, called also by the Russians the Kolyvan mountains,

bears in its different parts local names. On the south of the chain are

the extensive Tarbagatai mountains. Farther to the north-east, on the

boundary between China and the Tomsk Government, parallel high moun-
tains are called Cholzun, Katunsk and Chuisk-Bielki, and farther

north are the Teletsk mountains.

On the north-west slope of these ranges there are some rivers, such

as the Chui and Argui, which, after confluence, take the name of Katun,

1 Chambers's Encyclopcedia, vol. x. p. 70.
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which again, after joining the Biya, forms the Ob. On the Chinese slope

there are many lakes.

The Altai-Tatars, who are the most refractory to foreign influence, are

subdivided into four groups :—(1) The Abakan, comprising four tribes—

Katchinzes, Kaibals, Sagai and Kizil— inhabiting the valley of Abakan
with the adjoining steppes and the Yus valley. (2) The Chulym Tatars,

dwelling in the north-west part of Yus, in the districts of Achinsk and

Mariinsk. (The Chulym is an affluent of the Ob, formed by the White

and Black Yus.) (3) The northern Altai or Kuznetsk Tatars comprise

four tribes—Kumandintses, Lebed, the Black and the Shor Tatars.

The first of these inhabit small hamlets along the shores of the Biya,

between Mokariewsk and the mouth of the Lebed. The second have taken

their name from the last-named river, and include barely some hundred

families. Both tribes are agriculturists and hunters, mostly russified.

The Black or Yich-Kisti Tatars, mostly Shamanists, are forest dwellers

on the northern side of the Altai. They live in round bark tents, and

are mostly hunters. They have maintained their tribal organisation

into suoks, and live partly on cedar nuts (Pirvus cembra) and honey. They
number about four thousand. Among the Shor Tatars are included the

groups of forest tribes in the mountains between the Tom river, a

tributary of the Ob, and Lake Teletskoye. These tribes are named
after the watercourse whose banks they inhabit. They are very poor.

(4) The last group of Altai-Tatars is called Altai-Kishi or Altaitsy,

distinguished also as Kalmucks of Alt, Oirot and Dvoiedantsy. To the

same group belong also the Teleuts, Telenghit and Kara-Kalmucks.
The Altaitsy are of lofty stature, highly brachycephalic ; they have

elongated faces, cheek-bones only slightly protruding, and the eyes are

not slanting, while the Teleuts are smaller and less brachycephalic.

The Altaitsy are mostly nomads, and rear their flocks in the basins of the

rivers Katunia and Chary k. At the end of last century they numbered
about twelve thousand. Some of them are Shamanists.

The Dvoiedantsy, who formerly paid tribute both to China and
to Russia, are nomads, roaming, under different names, in the valleys of

the Chuia, Chulyk and Backan ; they remain Shamanists, and they have

maintained their national dress. The Teleuts and Telenghits in the

district of Kuznetsk are very poor mountaineers. The total number of

Altai-Tatars, according to different authors, may be estimated at from
twenty to twenty-five thousand. They are dependent on the governor
of Yeniseisk, and are administered by functionaries according to their

own traditions.

Besides being found in the Altai region the Tatars are dispersed in

other parts of Siberia, where they were once masters, and where they

are reduced now to content themselves with such pastures as the

rapidly spreading Russian colonies allow them to occupy. They are

settled or nomads, and succumb gradually to Russian influence, accept

Russian manners and customs, and become, in fact, Russian save in

language and religion. In the province of Yenisei, in the district of

Achinsk, the Teleuts differ from the Russians only by faith and
dialect ; the Black Tatars of Biisk, in the Chulym valley, speak half
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Tatar, half Russian ; the Kizil Tatars (Abakan tribes) have become

Orthodox.

Tatar settlements advance in the upper basin of the Yenisei up to the

walls of Minusinsk (auriferous sands), Kansk and Krasnoyarsk; they

encamp in the steppes, and lead the life of the ancient Kirghiz. In the

Tobolsk district dwell the Zaitchan Tatars and others called Zabolotnye

(beyond the marsh), who appear to be tatarised Ostiaks.

Among the Tatar tribes in Siberia the Yakut are noteworthy ; they

call themselves Soha, live on the Lena, to the number of about two
hundred and forty thousand, and are occupied with the breeding of

reindeer and hunting. Some of them are Shamanists, others Christians.

The Tungus nomads in Eastern Siberia are divided into Northern,

Southern and Maritime or Lamut groups. There are about fifty to seventy

thousand in all. The majority are Shamanists and speak a Tatar dialect.

Another group of Baraba Tatars inhabits a vast unhealthy steppe

between the Irtish and the Ob, where they were driven back by Russian

colonists j they remain Shamanist. The Tatar of Irtish and Tobol are

mixed with Yolgaic Tatars. Abakan Tatars lead a nomadic life along

the left affluent of the Yenisei and bear this name.

Tatars under the name of Sagais, a mixture of Kaibals and Beltir

tribes, dwell along the river Minusinsk, in the province of Yenisei, to

the number of about twelve thousand ; they gather the stores of bulbs

and roots of IAliwm Martagon, Paeonia and Erythroniwm Dens Canis that are

collected by the steppe mouse. Other Tatar tribes, under the name of

Soions or Soiotes, who are akin to the preceding, roam in the Sayan

mountains ; they are reduced to some few hundred.

Volga Tatars.—The Tatars are dispersed all along the Yolga and

Oka from Kazan, which was once the residence of an important khanate, to

Astrakhan on the Caspian sea, once the chief town of the Kipchaks. They
are more or less numerous in Ufa, Simbirsk, Samara, Yiatka, Saratof,

Penza, Nijni-novgorod, Perm, Orenburg, Tambov, Riasan, Moscow and

Petrograd.

The majority of this people are given to commerce, especially hawk-

ing or peddling and carting, but some possess important manufactories

and industries. Many others are artisans, cooks, domestic servants,

hotel-boys, horse-dealers, dragomen, truck-men, etc. They possess

almost a monopoly of the export of salt, hides, and in part of corn.

Kazan Tatars are known in the whole of Asia and Eastern Russia as

pedlars ; they travel enveloped in a greasy khalat with a stock-in-trade

of this dressing-gown, so highly prized by the Russian middle class. They
are adroit folks, with small piercing eyes and a roguish twinkle. The

Kazan Tatars are also renowned as gardeners and agriculturists. Some
of them have acquired literary renown : the poet Derjavin was a Tatar.

On the lower Yolga, in the government of Astrakhan, are distin-

guished two groups of Tatars : Yurtovsky, that is, those who live in

yurts and are descendants of the Turko-Mongols and Khazars of the

Golden Horde, and Kundorovsky, or Nogai nomads, who migrated

here in the eighteenth century from Karachai, a mountain country in the

upper parts of Kuban and Teberda in the Caucasus. The first inhabit
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the town and the district of Astrakhan ; they are agriculturists, gar-

deners, merchants and traders. Total number : 22,000. The second

group dwell in the vicinity of Krasnyi Yar.

Crimean Tatars.—The Crimean peninsula, or Tauric Chersonese, about

9000 square miles, is a prolongation of the steppe6 of Taurida, bordered in

its easterly part by mountains, once the seat of the kingdom of Bosporus.

From the strait of Yenikale, along the whole southern coast, stretches

a beautiful chain of mountains, rising with steep slopes from the sea,

and extending northward along richly wooded spurs and secondary

chains, with intermediate valleys. The southern coast is well cultivated,

and has almost sub-tropical vegetation, with olives, vineyards, oranges

and grain of various kinds. The Tatars conquered this territory in the

thirteenth century. They founded the Khanate of Krim Tartary, under

the dynasty of Cthirey, which, after a glorious existence, was subjected

to Russia in 1783.

In 1880 the Tatar population of the Nogai tribes was about 590,000
;

the vicissitudes of war and intolerance have continually reduced their

numbers. They are dispersed in Lithuania, Turkey, Caucasus, Astra-

khan and Uralsk.

The Nogai separated from the Golden Horde at the end of the

thirteenth century, and established themselves on the plains of Ciscau-

casia between the Kuma and Terek ; they are a mixture of Kipchaks,

Khazars, Pechenegs, and Kumanes. They inhabit felt tents, are decreasing

in number and mix with the Kalmucks. They are tenacious and detest

any change. They are divided into three groups : Steppe, Mountain
and Littoral Tatars. The first are of Turkish race, the two others are

descendants of the ancient Taurid population : Kipchaks, Khazar, Greek,

Goths, Italians, Alans, Armenians, Jews, Tzigans and Turks. They
wear Caucasian costumes, practise monogamy, and are renowned for their

uprightness, industry, sobriety, dignity and orderliness.

After the Crimean war, 1853-55, and the laws of 1860-63 and 1874,

there was a great migration of Tatars into Turkey ; at present their

number is below 100,000. They are mostly gardeners, coachmen, drago-

men and shepherds. On the Crimean steppes their flocks of broad-tailed

sheep (Oris laticavda) find good pasture, but in winter they are sometimes

victims of snowstorms.

Caucasian and Persian Tatars.—Tatars in Caucasus, of which the

writer has already given some account, 1 constitute an important part of

the population there. Formerly all Caucasian Mussulmans were called

Tatars ; the following are now recognised as such : Mountain tribes

along the upper parts of the rivers Cheghem, Baksan, Cherek and
Kuban ; Kalmucks dwelling on the western shore of the Caspian, from
Terek to Rubaztchai and Aderbaijan or Transcaucasia, of Iranian race,

speaking Djagatai-turk.

The former are divided into tribes called ITrusby, Cheghem, and

Besingh. They are cattle breeders. Highland Tatars and Nogai live

on the headwaters of the Cheghem, Baksan and Kuban. The northern

1 S.G.M., vol. xix. p. 4.
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Tatars inhabit the southern slopes of Beshtan to the north of Piatigorsk.

The Tatars on the Cheghem are called Cheghemtsy ; on the Baksan

—

Uzusbievtsy ; on the Urvan, a right affluent of the Cherek—Besinghietsy

;

on the Cherek—Balkartsy. They are mostly shepherds. All types,

from the most elevated to the lowest, are to be met with ; many are

scarcely less beautiful and supple than Kartvelians. The numerous
mosques, walls, palaces, and other remarkable monuments of the Tatars
in the Caucasian towns of Derbend, Elisabetpol and Baku testify to the
architectural activity of Tatars. 1

Azerbijon or Aderbaijan (Media Atropatene), with Eastern Trans-
caucasia, are the provinces in which the Tatars are found in considerable

numbers. They constitute almost thirty per cent, of the Russian Tatars.

Tabriz, Urmiya, Maragha, Mianeh, Khoi, Selmos, Ardebil, Maku in

Persia ; Erivan, Shusha, Shemakha, Nukha, Nakhichevan, Ordubat, and
Baku in Transcaucasia, are essentially Tatar cities. TheTatars dwell in the

mountainous regions and on the broad waterless steppes. The cultivation

of the soil requires artificial irrigation, which is largely practised. The
climate is healthy, but subject to extremes of heat and cold. The
principal products are rice, barley, wheat, maize, flax, hemp, cotton,

tobacco, honey, some oil plants, and saffron. Camels, horses, cattle and
sheep are also reared.

To complete this unavoidably dry enumeration of Tatar tribes, it

remains to mention the most western tribes, those of Lithuania, Poland
and Rumania. The two first constitute small remnants of the Nogai,

brought first into those countries as prisoners at the request of Grand
Duke Yitold in 1397. Somewhat later they arrived in considerable

numbers to combat the Teuton knights : many of them afterwards

settled in' the country and intermarried with the natives. The
persecution of King Sigismund III. (1587-1632) obliged them partly

to emigrate into Crimea and the Balkans. They are now about 8000,
distributed in Vilna, Minsk, Grodno, Kovno, Plotsk. Rumanian Tartars

inhabit the Dobrudja ; they are of mixed blood and were recently the

object of an interesting research by Professor E. Pittard. 2 There are

also Tatars in Turkey, where they enjoy the reputation of honesty.

Nwmbars.—The total number of Tatars may be approximately

evaluated at three millions, of whom 1,200,000 are in the Kazan region,

1,100,000 in Transcaucasia and Persia, 100,000 in Siberia, about as

many in Crimea, and the rest in Astrakhan, Ciscaucasia, Rumania,
Lithuania and Turkey.

Physical Featy/res.—From the somatological point of view there exists

some confusion between the Tatar and the Mongol. Both are of the

same race and are distinguished from other human races by the broad

flat face, yellow or swarthy skin, permitting the formation of profound

wrinkles, small obliquely-set eyes, high cheek-bones, with a rather large

interval, thick and heavy eyelids, thin straggling beard, nose sunk at

the base and raised at the slightly enlarged end, prominent eyebrows, etc. ;

1 La Revue de Olographic, Maj 1901.

2 Bulletin de la Soc. Ruumaine des Sciences, 1914.
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but these characteristics are far more pronounced in the Mongol than in

the Tatars, who approach nearer to the Caucasian type, and present, in

fact, most heterogeneous characters.

Tatars are not to be confounded with Turks. Already Klaproth

iti his Memoires relatives h VAsie (Paris, 1824) indicated the necessary

distinction between Turks and Tatars, the latter, who speak the same

language, being erroneously considered as Turks in many places.

In the thirteenth century the Chinese distinguished four different

Tatar tribes : White Tatars, who had nothing repugnant about them,

Wild Tatars, described as stupid, and Black and Aquatic Tatars.

Jenghiz Khan, one of the most wonderful men who ever lived, was
Mongol on his father's side and Tatar on his mother's. Tatars have

attracted the attention of many anthropologists, such as Chantre, 1

Vyrubof, E. Pittard, 2 Quatrefages, Hamy (Crania ethnica), Deniker,

Pallas, Prichard, Von Baer, Clarke. 3

The main fact about the anthropological character of Tatars is that

during their relatively short historical and independent existence they

experienced considerable mixtures with foreign ethnical elements, and

thus have lost their purity of race. But this change of racial character

was in a direction rather favourable to the primitive type. Here are

some of the anthropological data collected by different writers :

—

Cephalic index.—In the Volga and Crimean Tatars it indicates meso-

cephaly and hyperbrachycephaly, and ranges between 80"8 and 862.
It decreases in direct ratio to the increase of stature.

In great majority the Tatars are sub-brachycephalic, though in the

Dobrudja there may be, according to E. Pittard, some 20 per cent, of

them dolichocephalic.

Aderbaijan Tatars are mostly dolichocephalic and sub dolicho-

cephalic. According to Quatrefages and Hamy the Tatars of Kazan and

Astrakhan must have issued from a mixture of Turco-Finns. Their

Mongolian features are continually giving place to features of

" Caucasian " type. This change was more pronounced the nearer the

Tatars pushed towards Western Europe. At present Tatars display

the Mongolian and Turkish type mingled to a very different degree.

Nogai Tatars have best preserved the primitive Mongolian type,

whilst Crimean Tatars have acquired by crossing with the natives fairly

regular Caucasian features. According to Clarke, an English traveller

(1769-1822), Tatar women on the Peninsula have beautiful features,

black eyes and hair, and aquiline nose ; the men have a proud bearing.

West Siberian Tatars, who are mixed with much Russian, Ostiak, and

Samoyed blood, have almost European features, and some of the women
are really beautiful. Volgaic Tatars present two different types : one is

distinguished by a fine oval face, straight and well-cut nose, black, lively,

and piercing eyes, small but salient cheek-bones ; the other by more

angular features, and flat, turned-up nose. The ancient skulls are

1 Recherches anthropologiques dans le Oaucase. Paris, 1887.

2 Ethnologic de la penintule des Balkans. Geneve, 1904.

:; Voyage en Russie, en Tartarie et en Turquie. Paris, 1813.
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mostly long-headed ; the present inhabitants are partly long, partly

round-headed. The beard of Volgaic Tatars is generally scanty, they
are broad-shouldered, and their neck is short and broad. All the men
shave their heads, leaving only locks at both temples.

The stature is highest among the Altai-Kichi— 1-76 metres, and
Volgaic Tatars—170 metres. According to Deniker, 1 the stature of

Russian Tatars varies from T62 metres in Kazan and Ufa Tatars to

168 metres in those of Astrakhan, and T70 metres in Kuznetsk Tatars.

The mean stature of Crimean Tatars is 166 metres. According to E.

Pittard the stature of Rumanian Tatars varies from 1'41 metres
minimum to l

-84 metres maximum, the mean being T65 metres. 2 The
stature of the women is about 10 to 12 centimetres lower than that of

the men. The mean chest measurement is about 90 centimetres, and
the mean span about 1*70 centimetres.

Pallas distinguished two Tatar races—the Nogai and the High-
landers. Like the northern Russians, the Tatars given to agriculture

and commerce have beautiful forms, and differ advantageously from the

Nogai, whose racial Mongol features are, however, considerably improved
by crossing. Both races are hospitable, courteous, and self-denying.

According to E. Pittard, the cranial capacity of Rumanian Tatars is

low. They have a large nose, mostly leptorrhinian, and straight. Eyes
mostly brown, not seldom grey, but exceptionally blue ; hair black,

sometimes brown ; beard thin and undulating ; somewhat prominent
cheek-bones, and rather great interorbital distance. The Tatars dispersed

in Siberia are of a mixed blood—of Russian, Ostiak, and Samoyed
origin

j they differ from Russian peasants mainly in their costume ; the

majority of them are not strict Mussulmans, but partly Shamanists and
Buddhists.

The Tatars of Western Siberia are supposed to result from the

mixture of three ethnical elements—Uzbegs, Sarts, and Kazan Tatars.

Moral Customs and Habits.—By the character of a people is meant the

general physiognomy of its nervous system, the manner of reaction to

contact with the external world, the variously coloured glass through
which men look on life, and, at the same time, the stamp of their will.3

The Tatars, with other Mongol and Mongoloid peoples, belong to

the yellow race, called by French the pdrisiniques. All have preserved

the phlegmatic and thoroughly peaceful temperament of the race, without
making much intellectual progress. The great majority of the Tatars

remain peaceful and industrious, though behindhand in intellectual

activity.

The mutual relations between Tatars and their Russian masters are

curious. The difference of faith has created between them an almost

impassable barrier, and yet they practise towards each other the most
perfect tolerance. Russians consider the distinction in creed as some-
thing belonging to the natural order, the Tatars having received their

1 "• La taille en Europe," Bull, et Mem. S. d'Anthropologic Paris. 1900.

- Bulletin de la Soc. Roumane des Sciences, an xxiii, 1914.
3 Ch. Letourneau, La psycholoyie ethnique, p. 238.
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faith from God, as they have received from the same source the colour

of their skin. In consequence they tolerate each other and manage their

mutual economic and other interests without quarrelling. In the eastern

and north-eastern provinces of Russia, as in the Caucasus, there are mixed

communes of Russians and Tatars, which alternately choose a Tatar and

a Russian as Village Elder a).

Tatars have been subjected to different influences, which have wrought

great transformations in their primitive character. They have, however,

partly preserved their own racial characteristics and tribal organisation
;

they have more or less conserved some of the characteristics belonging to

the whole Mongolian race, viz. tranquillity, passiveness, sweetness,

sociability, and the social virtues usually peculiar to clansmen. 1

Tatars were originally a nomadic people, and some of their tribes

have remained nomad till our days. Even the settled Tatars have con-

served nomadic tendencies ; they roam over vast distances as pedlars or

traders, and neglect the construction of solid buildings as if they never

intended to remain any long time in the same place. In history they

appeared first as the vanguard of the great Mongol chieftains,

Jenghiz Khan and Batu Khan, as warlike, ferocious tribes, inspiring

terror and spreading ruin and devastation. At the end of the twelfth

century they produced a great commotion in Asia and some parts of

Europe. The glorious period of their history lasted more than five

centuries (1222-1783). They conquered Russia and established domina-

tion over it for above two hundred years ; they took possession of China

(1648), and adopted its mode of government and usages; they spread

their conquests over Turkestan, India, Poland, Lithuania, and the Balkan

peninsula.

AVherever they have settled in any numbers they have submitted to

civilisation and their environment, and do not interfere with local affairs.

Their conquests at last exhausted their energies, and with that they

experienced a profound change of character : the once sanguinary hordes

have become a peaceful trading people, remarkable for their docility,

temperance, sobriety, and apathetic, indolent disposition.

The passage of Tatars and their conquests have not left only ruins,

but have given rise to some beneficial influences. There is much apparent

diversity in the constituent elements of the Tatar world, rich and poor,

but this diversity conceals substantial equality.

There is not much individual character among them ; the highest

are separated from the lowest by an external barrier which an accident

may overset at any moment. The sentiment of intellectual equality

mitigates what there may be of hardness in the external differences

between men, and creates the spirit of benevolence so conspicuous in

their pious foundations.

In the relations between master and servant there is a familiarity

unknown in our world. The servant is the ordinary confidant of his

master, often his tutor, which does not prevent him from showing his de-

ference in the presence of strangers in obsequious and ceremonious forms.

1 CL. Letourneau, La psychologic ethnique, p. 214.
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The servants in a Tatar household are regarded as its members.
There is no class distinction between officers and privates ; a caporal is

allowed to discuss with his captain orders given. This absence of

individualism necessarily engenders despotism and favours conservatism

and immutability. Tatars have maintained their patriarchal system of

family government down to our days. The absence of individuality

may also be considered as the main cause of the fatalism which refuses

to react against adverse circumstances and counsels a too ready sub-

mission.

As soon as a Tatar has the means of satisfying his wants he does not
care to work, he prefers rahat (rest). The activity of Tatar nomads
covers but a short interval of their migrations, most of their time they
live in musing idleness. A Tatar has an astounding capacity for sitting

quietly cross-legged for long hours, smoking his narghil, and probably
musing, or perhaps simply staring into space, without making any intel-

lectual effort. This affection for quiet, undisturbed sitting and staring

into space explains much in the customs of the Tatar. He is not
ambitious ; he is surprised at other people running hither and thither,

and he is disposed to consider them fools ; he knows that everything
will happen just as Allah has commanded it, and he sees no necessity

for stirring without urgent need. Such a disposition accounts for the

Tatar's intellectual weakness and want of spirit and enterprise. In-

dividually Tatars are quite as intelligent and capable in business as the

average man in European countries, but collectively their culture and
civilisation is very low ; they have produced but very few eminent men
in science and art. Their chieftains who have pushed them on to

conquest, and so contributed to their great renown, a Jenghiz Khan,
a Batii Khan, a Tamerlane, have all been at least partly Mongols.
Tatar influence, physical and moral, during their long domination of

Russia was considerable both for good and for evil. The Tatars have
contributed much to strengthen the autocracy ; the Grand Dukes have
imbibed the spirit of Tatar statesmanship.

With some serious defects, the Tatars have also some excellent

qualities, not generally appreciated in consequence of the prejudices of

the Christian against the Mussulman world. We recognise now that

good human qualities are in no way a monopoly of Christians. There
are not a few moral and physical traits common to Russians and Tatars.

Fatalism and, as its consequence, a blind confidence in a happy issue

without effort of one's own ; ready submission as to what is deemed
inevitable ; respect for superiors and old men ; compassion on one's

fellow-men and readiness to help them ; large hospitality ; deep religious

feeling, exclusive of the tendency to proselytism, and compatible with

toleration ; absence of fanaticism ; blind reliance on the opinions of

others : want of initiative and enterprise ; occasional violence, with

absence of rancour
; inclination to despotism ; all these traits are more

or less common to Tatars and Russians.

It is not racial inferiority or mental disqualification that explains

the backward state of Tatars, but is the result of their political state,

and of many other factors, such as distance from the sea, unfriendly
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geographical environment, lack of liberty, unsound education, isolation,

and other causes of this order.

There are three classes of Tatar— (1 ) the nobility and clergy, i.e. the

khans, begs, oga, murza, some princes, who own lands as mulkada

(2) the middle classes, i.e. financiers and manufacturers; and (3) the

lower classes, such as gardeners, agriculturists, horse-dealers, pedlars,

small traders, merchants, shepherds, coachmen, dragomen, domestic

servants, artisans and workmen of every and even of the most humble

character.

The upper classes are lazy : they are mistrusted in Russia and not

encouraged to serve the State ; they are not allowed to rise above quite

subordinate positions, and get too little education to succeed in private

enterprise. So long as Tatars retained their semi-Buddhistic religion a

certain number of their notables became Christians and were absorbed

by the Russian nobles. The favourite amusements of the rich Tatars are

hawking and playing cards, riding, narghil-smoking, and coffee-

drinking. They are usually good horsemen, and like riding. Their

mutual social relations are extremely polite and ceremonious. In

the encounters of acquaintances one is obliged to begin with a modest

compliment, to which the other is bound to respond with a com-

pliment in a somewhat higher tone ; then the first interlocutor must
still heighten his manifestations of friendship crescendo, so that in

this competition friends exchange absurdities with one another. They
like rhetoric and metaphoric language, especially in writing : many
words and few ideas is the Tatar method.

Tatars salute one another with an inclination, and by making move-

ments with the right hand at first towards the heart and then towards

the head, and saying : Salaam aleicume. They never take off* their

hats. To show greater respect they incline profoundly and place the

palm of their right hand on the forehead. The most marked virtues of

Tatars are sobriety, honesty, devotion, fidelity. Tatars are not artists,

being neither painters nor musicians. Their musical instruments are

the zurna-pipe, bag-pipe and drum. A favourite amusement is wrestling
;

they grasp each other by the sash and endeavour to throw each other

by tripping up the heels.

Horse-racing is practised at weddings and on every holiday ; they

look graceful on horseback. In bad weather they wear the burka, a

large cloak of wool, goat's or camel's hair, sheepskin pelisses, and a

lamb's-wool cap. Around the waist a long girdle or a broad belt is

tightly fastened. On one side hangs a knife, and a tobacco bag and pipe

are slung behind : all wear daggers. The enjoyment of ease and
indolence and not the acquirement of wealth is the ideal of Tatar

happiness. An acquisition which only costs them a little cunning they

value more than one which makes them pay in bodily labour.

The Tatars in Eastern Russia wear long coloured gowns (khalat),

and this article is the chief item in their stock-in-trade. They use

also much sheepskin and cover their heads with a closely fitting cap,

1 That is, ruueiving from the cultivator a »n</A-= four-tentl]^ of harvest.
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above which is placed a big woollen cap or many bands of stuff. When
travelling Tatars keep their money in their caps. They do not wear
boots, but Turkish slippers, which they slip off on entering a room or

mosque. Tatar women cover their face with a veil (chadra); they plait

their hair in small tresses and often dye it ; they use many cosmetics.

The men cut their hair short, preserving a lock on the top ; sometimes
they are tonsured. When grey they like to tinge their hair into russet.

Tatars are moderate in eating. They bake their bread without leaven
in the form of long and thin sheets (lavashe) well fitted to replace forks and
knives

; to seize a morsel a Tatar tears off a slice of his lavash and keeps
it between his fingers. The cooking of lavash takes place in earthen
ovens buried in the ground, made hot by a fire placed at the bottom.
Beef and mutton, as also game, are roasted upon a spit. Tatars like

sweets and sweet drinks, such as arshad and lemonade. They eat much
sour milk and paste : they are accustomed to unripe fruits, salted

and pressed cheese, patties containing meat and onion, and cold soup of

boiled grapes or figs.

Externally a Tatar house has a shabby appearance—grey walls

without aperture, covered with slabs of kisiak, a fuel of chopped straw
and cow dung. The interior, on the other hand, presents a verdant court,

with fountain, pavilions, a verandah and carpets.

The embellishments of a Tatar's room are few ; it is, however, warm,
clean, and comfortable. The earthen floors are covered with coarse

blanketing, matting, or carpets. Along two sides of the room cushions

are arranged. Around the walls hang specimens of the industry of its

inhabitants, and on the shelves are seen articles of dress. There are

besides a small table, and a long variously painted chest. On one side

of the room are placed on a shelf dishes, glasses, cups. The windows
are latticed and in winter closely papered, leaving only a small space

for a piece of glass. The peasants house has two rooms, the inner for

his wife, while the outer serves as kitchen.

Tatars are famous as gardeners ; in Crimea and Caucasus they have

been known to produce many kinds of excellent fruits, especially

apples. They are great masters of irrigation : without many artificial

works, they know how to conduct water for long distances, both above

and under the ground, and distribute it among the landowners in such

a way as to water all the crops at regular periods. But there are many
quarrels about water.

Like many other Orientals, the Tatars attribute a very great import-

ance to the three family events in every household, viz. the birth of a

child, a wedding, and a death.

At the birth of a child in a family, all the females of the village

visit the lying-in woman and bring her presents. There are rejoicing

and festivities when the baby is a boy, a rather mournful calm when it

is a girl. Tatars give to their girls poetical names, such as Begum (sun),

Migbde (desired one), G-ozal (beautiful). Women are never obliged to

do. hard work in the fields. The wife is bought ; the price {kalym ) is

stipulated in the marriage contract. At the day fixed for the wedding,

a mollah or murza sends to all the neighbours an invitation to partici-
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pate in the festivities, which, according to the wealth of the bridegroom,

last from a week to a fortnight. Each guest takes with him some
present—a horse, a sheep, a lamb, or some articles of dress. It is not

rare for a Tatar peasant to expend from one to two thousand roubles

at his wedding.

The Tatar, though supreme and absolute in his household, is affec-

tionate and kind to his wife and children. In the rare cases where
a husband has two or more wives, separate apartments and estab-

lishments must be given to each of them ; they will never consent to

live together, and always regard each other with hatred and jealousy.

If the husband beat or ill-use his wife, she may complain to the

mollah, who, attended by the elder of the village, comes to the house
and pronounces a formal separation of the parties. Tatar women are

good housewives ; they are usually occupied in weaving rugs. A Tatar
having more than one daughter will not give the younger in marriage
before the elder, even though a higher price be offered for her. The
daughter of a rnurza may not marry a peasant, but a man may marry
the widow of his brother.

Burial takes place twelve hours after death. The body is brought
out of the house and laid upon a hurdle. Some coarse new linen, sewed
together in proper lengths for the purpose, is folded round it. The
corpse is covered afterwards with the best pelisse or kaftan of the

deceased, and is brought by the bearers some distance from the shed in

which these preparations have been made. The mollah and some men
hired to sing then assemble round it, and some short ejaculatory prayers
are offered ; after this the bearers raise the hurdle, to which are affixed

long poles, and set off at a very quick pace. The women follow the

corpse to the extremity of the village, crying and howling. The heated
and tired bearers are soon relieved by others, who all keep pace, and do
not interrupt the procession for a moment. The priest attends on horse-

back. Arrived at the grave, prepared on the steppe, the body is placed

on the ground and a short prayer made. Meanwhile the nearest relative

of the deceased distributes small change to the crowd "to procure their

prayers, that he may be received into heaven."

The grave is dug perpendicularly for about four feet, at which depth
an excavation, a kind of niche, is made on one side in which the body
is laid with some papers, disposed one on the breast, one in the hand,
and a third above the head. Then stakes are fixed obliquely across the
grave, from the upper to the lower side, opposite the body. The stakes

are placed close to each other, the earth is thrown in, and to cover the

whole large stones are collected. After the ceremony the party is invited

to the house of the deceased, including all relations and friends, for one,

two, or three days, according to the wealth of the mourners. For three

days after the burial the friends of the deceased gather at the grave
at night and ask :

" The son of Fatima [or other female], are you content
with your place 1

"

Tatars wear a great number of charms or amulets as preservatives

from sickness and dangers ; these usually consist of written paper, sewed
up in a piece of cotton or silk.
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The Steppe Tatars naturally differ from the city dwellers; they

have in winter subterranean abodes called ljurts. The psychological

characteristics of these nomads are best explained by their long

existence under clan institutions. It is in this sociological laboratory

that men have acquired communal tendencies, which constitute

the most solid ground of morality. The Tatars have now entered

into the monarchical stage of social evolution, but they have

preserved many ancient customs. Whilst the herds, on the whole,

belong to the great proprietors, each of the humblest individuals be-

longing to the group of tents has an interest in the profits of the

management. The inhabitants of a group of tents recognise the

obligation to search for animals lost by travellers who have encamped

in their vicinity. In case of failure, they have to replace them. 1

In social intercourse there are remains of a former ancient equality.

A noble and a poor man do not consider themselves made of different

substance ; they smoke under the same tent, and converse familiarly.

Each individual is responsible when even unconsciously he communicates

to another a contagious disease. Tatars are neither impressionable, nor

sensitive, nor cruel ; but they are capable under certain circumstances of

committing atrocities in cold blood. In normal circumstances they are

usually meek, friendly, honest, and simple, as described by an ancient

traveller, Timkowski. 2

Some Tatars, like other Mongols, are Buddhists, the moral, humani-

tarian and animal-loving principles of this religion, the glorification of

passive resistance, being in complete accord with their mentality,—

a

result, according to Ch. Letourneau, of the influence of the clan.3 It

is to this survival that this professor of anthropology attributes the

peaceful, sociable, dignified, and friendly character of the Tatars, not-

withstanding their political and historical vicissitudes. Their intel-

lectual development, on the other hand, is very mediocre. Nomad life

has accustomed them to perpetual movement ; and they keep saddled

horses always ready to gallop on the steppes. They visit one another

incessantly from tent to tent, satisfying thus their need of movement

and their sociability.

They have unlimited admiration for their horses, in their eyes a

perfect model of beauty. They believe that if Mongols are undoubtedly

the most beautiful human race, it is only because, through the bony

relief of the face, they approach to the horse, chef-d'oewre of creation. 4

The Tatar nomads have bards, or itinerant trouiires, who sing their

poetry, accompanied by animated gestures and coarse stringed instru-

ments, as also by exclamations and imitations of animal's cries. The

legends of these itinerant artists are full of prodigies, fighting and

assassinations, showing a great amount of rather inferior imagination. 5

A group of tents is called an avJ. The tents themselves are of

1 Hue. Tartaric, vol. i. p. 99.

- Hist. Univ. Voy., vol. xxxiii. p. 3'25.

3 La psychologic ethnique, p. 221.

4 A. Vaoibery. Voy. cPunfaux derviche dans I''Asie centrale, p. 333.

• Duben, Tartaric, p. 272.
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varied construction. A Bashkir tent is a circular, cupola-shaped erection

of about 12 feet in diameter, composed of a framework of light wooden

rods covered with thick felt. • It is furnished with carpets and pillows.

It is usually as full of black beetles or cockroaches as is the izba of the

Russian peasants.

Creeds and Education.—With insignificant exceptions the Tatars are

Moslems, belonging to both great divisions—Sunnites or orthodox and

Shiites or followers of Ali ben Abu Talib. The first has four, and the

second five seots, with some minor subdivisions.

Though for all Mussulmans the same holy centres of their religious

fervour exist in the Arabian oities of Mecca and Medina, yet, as there

are some substantial differences between the two great sects, Shiites

have their special places of pilgrimage, in Meshed and Kerbela— the first in

Khorasan, the second in Mesopotamia. In its general character and out-

ward manifestations, apart from its doctrines, the Mussulman creed may
be compared to Protestantism. It is founded on scripture, has an
eminently spiritual character, admits no material images—pictorial or

sculptural—of Allah, has no mysterious rites to which are attributed

secret or magical powers, recognises no saints, but venerates only the

graves of its distinguished disciples, endeavours to inculcate moral
obligations, according to the ethical principles of right and justice,

recommends a life of moderation, the obligation of the rich and power-
ful to take care of the poor and weak, and recognises all believers as

brothers.

A mollah may well be compared to a Protestant pastor ; he is

expected to be of grave demeanour and exemplary conduct, learned in

theology, well educated, ready to comfort the afflicted, to console the

harassed, to admonish the straggler, to give counsel in need.

The feeble point of these creeds is that they do not sufficiently

recognise the human creature as an active agent in making his own
destiny, recommend a too ready submission to what they regard as

predestined events, encourage fatalism, and enfeeble personal initiative

and activity. Tatars are faithful to their creed ; few Tatars have ever
been converted to Christianity; but they are not in the least hostile to

Christians, only they consider their own religion far superior. They
are not fanatics, though the Shiites become somewhat excited at the
anniversary of the assassination of their prophet Hussein, when they
form processions, in which they lament his death.

The actors in these allow themselves on this occasion to become
frightfully excited. At the head of the procession step the gashed men
enveloped in winding-sheets. Following the cadence of a slow march,
they strike themselves on the forehead with a naked broadsword;
the blood runs from the gash, but the edge of the weapon falls again and
again upon the sore ; soon the face is covered with a mask of blood which
blackens and frays in the sun ; one can distinguish nothing on their

faces but the white of the haggard eyes and the ivory of the teeth
between the lips, parted by a smile of suffering.

Others surround their naked skulls with a wooden peg sunk into the
flesh, pass iron padlocks into their nostrils and ears, press their shoulders
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between two sharp swords, which penetrate into the flesh at each move-

ment ; they load their arms, chest, and loins with little chains and
mirrors, attached to the flesh with iron hooks. 1 At each step they utter

in cadence, continuously, the lamentable cry—" Shah-sey, Wah-sey !

"

The present writer has been present at those religious orgies in the

little town of Nakhichevan (Transcaucasia).

The spiritual chief of the Shiites in Transcaucasia is the Sheikh-ul-

Islam, but in their religious practice and doctrines they depend much
on the decrees originating from the Persian ecclesiastical dignitaries

—the mujtahids. The principal chief of the Sunnites is a mufti. Both
chiefs are a kind of functionary. Ecclesiastical dignitaries among
Tatars are much respected. The mollah wears usually a white scarf

around his head ; he enjoys much respect at once as priest, as teacher,

as learned man and as arbiter in quarrels and dissensions among his

parishioners. He is also credited with medical knowledge, though his

pharmacy consists mainly in charms mysterious to himself. His value

is much enhanced by his knowledge of, and especially good pronuncia-

tion of, . Arabic. There are also minor officers of the Mussulman
ecclesiastical administration called akhuv. The dervishes form a society

of mendicants labouring in the interest of the poor, and compelling by

their influence the rich and powerful to be just and compassionate.

They carry coco-nuts, wear a particular costume, and are a kind of

troubadour, interesting the crowds by recitals of marvellous stories and

adventures of religious heroes.

Tatars have as yet not found their Pestalozzi, their education main-

taining a purely religious character founded on principles condemned by

civilised peoples. They are certainly capable of learning according to

modern methods, and their children are precocious, but in their schools,

instead of imparting useful knowledge to their children and developing

their mental faculties, they seek to weary and stultify them. Neither

in Russia nor in Persia does the government interfere in the national

education of Tatars. The present writer has spent many years among

the Transcaucasian Tatars, and has had an opportunity of observing

their educational methods.

There are two kinds of schools—the maktab or primary and the

medresse or secondary. The curriculum in the first, which has three

classes, is writing, arithmetic, Koran-reading, the study of Arabic, and

Persian grammar and language. In the medresse the pupils are

instructed in Mussulman theology and law. The teaching usually

begins at seven years of age, the course of learning in the maktab

comprises about thirteen years, and it is only at twenty years of age

that the young student is regarded as ready to continue his studies in

the medresse.

There are seldom special buildings for a maktab, it usually occupies

some obscure corner of a mosque or its precincts ; there is no furniture

in the schoolroom, save two small copper coalpans {manga]) for warmth,

one at the entrance and another at the side of the teacher {maktabar).

1 Reclus^Geographie Universelle.
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The earthen floor is covered with rags, and the children gather hefore

their master in a squatting position, so as to allow him free play

with a long supple rod, with which he adroitly calls the inattentive

to order.

The pupils remain squatting under the care of their master ajmost

the whole day. For food they bring to the school bread, fruit, and

cheese. The air of such schoolrooms in winter is rather suffocating.

Besides his primer each pupil places before him a kalamda/n, or pasteboard

box with inkstand, reed pen, knife, scissors, and a bit of ivory to edge

off the pen point.

There is no effort on the part of the teacher to awaken the intellect

or curiosity of his disciples. Everything is learned by heart, and the

pupils repeat their task mechanically, balancing their bodies forwards

and backwards. Those who do not succeed in learning by the even-

ing the task set in the morning get some strokes of the rod. In the

afternoon the scholars are occupied with calligraphy, an art highly

esteemed. The pupils have to reproduce some lines written by their

teacher as a pattern, and this is always done sitting on the heels with

the right knee slightly raised, the left hand maintaining the scrap

of paper, and the right painting the letters with a reed pen. The
writing is rendered intentionally difficult. Tatars have accepted the

Arab alphabet, which does not contain some of the consonants proper

to Tatar, and to express these points above or beneath the Arab
letters are adopted, thus changing their meaning. For a faithful

expression of Tatar it would be necessary to have characters for nine

vowels and thirty-three consonants, whereas the Arab alphabet has

only one vowel and twenty-eight consonants represented by seventeen

distinct signs.

The reading of the Koran is a mechanical proceeding, the pupils

learning how to pronounce a given word without usually understanding-
its meaning. Besides the Koran there are some standard books, which
permit one to understand the character of the Tatar school. These
are : Tarassul, a collection of firmans, circulars, reports, and some letters

composed in a very lofty, bombastic style; Dshami-Abassi, in which are

given counsels of conduct on all occasions of life; Abtmb-ul-Dshinan, a
collection of sermons full of apothegms disparaging the earthly and
praising the future life. There are also some historical books, such as

TariMri-Nadir, in which Nadir Shah (1687-1747) is glorified as "God's
shadow," and Tarikh-ul-moedshem, an obscure history of ancient Persia.
Belles-lettres works in use in the schools are: Chasani-bahar (autumn,
spring), a book whose unknown author has collected a number of stories

whose heroes, unhappy in their youth, become lucky afterwards.
Gulistan (rose garden) is a famous little book by Sheikh Saadi, pub-
lished in 1265 ; it is a collection of moral stories, founded not on religious
prescriptions, but on the behests of reason, the heart, and humanity. It
discusses the following subjects : the life of reigning sovereigns, the
habits of dervishes, the advantages of loneliness, the utility of still-

ness, charity and devotion, the infirmities of old age, the influence of
education, and the observance of decorum in conversation.

VOL. XXXIII. p
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The most venerated works are the poems of Hafiz. The collection

called THwan has two hundred and fifty pages, in quarto, is written

exclusively in verse, and describes the movements of the human heart.

Every educated Tatar knows by heart many of Hafiz' verses, written in

a pompous, mostly allegorical, musical style. The beauty of diction, the

harmony and sonorousness of the verses provoke enthusiasm among the

hearers, but nobody understands them. The whole process of education
gives many words without ideas ; there is no progress. For the schools

there are only ten holidays in the year, and no vacations ; the longest

pause takes place at Ramazan.
The situation of the maktabar, a man of much patience, is pitiful ; he

has to live upon the fees of some twenty to twenty- five pupils, each paying
one to two shillings a month, and offering occasionally some small

present—such as a loaf of sugar. It is worth notice that his miserable

material condition has no influence on the respect paid to him.

The medresse, or high schools, prepare theologians and Mussulman
jurists. They exercise a rather unfavourable influence on the minds of

their pupils, developing in them intolerance and fanaticism.

In all circumstances of life the Tatars are taught to maintain the

appearance of calm and dignity. There is no aspiration among the

Tatars to a higher level in political power ; they know only religious

and economic conflicts, and seem to defend their originality by follow-

ing that most Oriental maxim—" conquer by yielding." What the

Tatars need most is education, practical and technical, and the need
is the more urgent just now to make up, at least partially, for the

loss caused by these last years of terrible destruction of men.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Europe.

Iron Deposits and Frontier Problems.—Dr. L. Guillet delivered

last year three lectures on the future of French metallurgy. These
lectures were published in the Bulletin of the Societe d'Encouragement
pour l'lndustrie Nationale, and an interesting abstract of them is given in

Nature for February 22 last. Dr. Guillet points out that iron and steel

form the most important item in France's metal industries, and in 1913
she stood fourth as regards steel production in the world market, and
this in spite of what she lost by the treaty of Frankfurt. One of the

German objects in drawing up that treaty was, as is well known, to

obtain possession of the iron deposits of Lorraine, and the treaty gave
her, in point of fact, nineteen iron-mine, sixteen coal-mine, and fourteen

other mine concessions, in addition to the most famous metallurgical

establishments of the Moselle basin. At the time the so-called " minette
"

iron deposits in Lorraine were not regarded in France as of much
importance, for owing to their high content of phosphorus it was not

possible to use them in the manufacture of steel by the process then
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employed. In 1878, however, Thomas and Gilchrist, two Englishmen,

discovered a process by which the Lorraine ores could be utilised in

steel production, and be made at the same time to yield as a by-product

phosphoric basic slag, which forms a valuable fertiliser. Since 187.8 the

utilisation of the ores has proceeded very rapidly, alike in French

Lorraine, in annexed Lorraine, and in Luxemburg. The position of the

French steel works was certainly a factor in determining the German
advance through Belgium, and so into north-eastern France, in 19H,
for this line gave them possession of the area which normally produces

70 per cent, of the steel of France. This area they still hold, and they

no doubt expected that the loss would strike France a blow from which

she could not recover. Extraordinary efforts have, however, been made
in France to work other sources of ore, new works have been erected,

and the most modern methods adopted, with very satisfactory results.

If France should recover the part of Lorraine lost in 1871 at the end of

the present war, she would obtain complete possession of practically the

most important iron-ore deposits at present worked in Europe, and

would both deal a tremendous blow to Germany's military power, and

also raise herself to the place of the second steel-producing nation of the

world. It is noted in the article that statues of Thomas and Gilchrist are

—or were before the war—to be seen at Diisseldorf, as an admission of

the debt which German steel manufacturers owe to their discovery.

This discovery, it will be obvious from what has been said, gives very

greatly increased importance to the question of the exact position of the

Franco-German boundary-line after the war.

The Industrial Development of Central England.—In the Geo-

graphical Rem for January Mr. B. C. Wallis gives a detailed account,

illustrated by many sketch-maps and diagrams, of the development of the

counties of Nottingham, Derby, Cheshire, and a part of Staffordshire, dur-

ing the nineteenth century. The district considered lies between the great

textile areas of Lancashire and Yorkshire and the iron area of the Black

Country, and though not a geographical unity, is of interest in that it

is both industrial and agricultural. It is thus a suitable region to study

the changes which occurred in the distribution of population and in the

nature of the occupations in England during the period named. Mr.

Wallis distinguishes between what he calls static and dynamic factors

in the environment. The former include such elements as relief, rock

structure, and climate, which are persistent, though their relative

importance is always changing. The dynamic factors are defined as

those due to human activities within the area during previous periods,

and those without the area, both in the period under consideration and
in earlier years.

The development of the various mining and manufacturing industries

in the region is then considered in detail, with their effects upon the

numbers and distribution of the population, and upon the agricultural

industries of the region. The paper will be found very useful for

reference, as it contains a large number of facts not otherwise easy to

obtain.
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Asia.

The Future Opening-up of Persia.— During January Sir Thomas
Holdich delivered a lecture, entitled " Between the Tigris and the

Indus," to the Royal Society of Arts, which is reported in full in the

Journal for February 2. The lecture dealt with a considerable variety

of subjects, notably the origin of the Ben-i-Israel of the upper Kabul
river basin, but the sections discussing possible future railway lines

through Persia seem of special interest at the present moment. Sir

Thomas pointed out that Persia, so difficult to cross from north to south,

contains two well-marked and ancient ways passing from west to east.

One of these runs from Tehran through Mashad to Afghanistan. This

road is separated from the steppes and deserts to the north by the

Elburz Mountains and their continuations, but the chain is generally

narrow and easily crossed, and the fact that at its base on the Persian

side there lies a continuous belt of grassland, has made the commercial

towns which are strung along the route constantly liable to incursions

on the part of the steppe nomads.

South of the grass belt come the great deserts, and beyond these is

the second great road, which starts from Baghdad, follows the old

Median Way to Kermanshah, and then passes by Kirman to the Indian

frontier.

The opinion is expressed that the first or northern way is- destined

soon to be traversed by a continuous line of rail, connected at both ends

with the Russian system. Already, as has been noted here, a Russian

line extends into Persian territory at Tabriz, connecting that town with

Batum, on the Black Sea. The length of the line from Julfa, on the

frontier, to Tabriz is only ninety-three miles. Probably the intention is,

as soon as circumstances permit, to extend the line over the intervening

350 miles to Tehran ria Kasbin, a route already traversed by a telegraph

line, and one which does not seem to offer any great difficulties. From
Tehran the line could be continued along the old route, which passes

Shahrud, Bujhurd, and Kuchan to Mashad, and such a line would not

only tap the resources of a fruitful district but render it easy to check

the periodical raids of the nomads of Turkestan. Mashad is about 550

miles from Tehran, and if the line suggested were constructed its con-

nection with the Trans-Caspian system would be inevitable, and would

involve a section of about one hundred miles, constructed across the

mountains. An eastward extension also to the Russian frontier post

near Kushk, eighty miles north of Herat, suggests itself. Two further

extensions are also possibilities. By means of the one the line could be

continued to the Oxus plains about Balkh, and so connect up with that

branch of the Trans-Caspian system which is expected to link Bokhara

with Termez on the Oxus (just north of Balkh). Further, without

encroaching upon Afghan territory, the Mashad line could be continued

via Birjand and Seistan to the Helmand, and then to India.

Sir Thomas Holdich expresses it as his opinion that Russian control

of Northern Persia would be greatly to the benefit of the country

and the people, and that her natural frontier in this region is not
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the easily crossed Elburz system, but the great deserts of Central

Persia.

Another possible line of railway construction in Persia would be a

system which would connect Yezd and Kirman to Tehran via Kashan

and Isfahan. From Kirman such a route could be continued through

Baluchistan to India. '•Whoever builds this line holds Persia in his

hands, and must exercise paramount influence on her destinies. It is

Persia herself who should construct such a line as this, and secure for

her revenues the enormous advantage of a great through mail service

between Europe and the East." Sir Thomas expresses the opinion that

Germany may have had in view the seizing of this route from Meso-

potamia by a line passing up the old Median Way to Kermanshah, but

is, on the whole, of opinion that her immediate aim in that region was

to obtain a port on the Gulf, probably Kowait, from which trade to

India, and perhaps India herself, could be menaced.

America.

New National Park in Alaska. —By a vote of Congress a new
reservation has been set apart in south-central Alaska as a national park.

The area, which extends to 2200 square miles, includes Mount M'Kinley,

the highest mountain in America, and will be called the Mount M "Kinky

National Park. It is expected to serve as a breeding-ground and sanc-

tuary for Alaskan game, which is elsewhere decreasing rapidly.

Utilisation of Wild Rice in America.—In the February issue of

the Bulletin of the Pan-American Union there appears a long and well-

illustrated article on rice in the American continent. This contains,

among other facts, a description of the way in which the "wild rice"

plant (Zizana aquatica) is used by certain of the North American Indians

as a source of food. This plant grows in many parts of the continent

to the east of the Rocky Mountains, from lat. 50° X. as far south as the

Gulf of Mexico. It formed an important part of the food-supply of

some Indian tribes in earlier days, and is still utilised to some extent.

Their methods of harvesting, threshing, and storing the grain have been

studied by Dr. Albert Jenks, who published his results in the Nineteenth

Annual Report of the American Bureau of Ethnology, and the article

mentioned summarises some of the chief of these.

There are two species of wild rice, both of which are annuals, growing
in fresh or brackish water on a bed of mud. In natural conditions

the ripe grain is shed in autumn, and falls into the soft ooze, where it

remains till spring before germinating. The plants grow rapidly, but

do not come to the surface of the water till June, when they begin to

form flowers, which are fertilised above the surface. The stems

grow to a great height, that of the aerial part of the plant depend-

ing, of course, upon the depth of the water. Thus if the water is

only about one foot deep the stems rise 10-12 feet above it, while

in water which is as much as 8 feet deep they only reach a length

of about 4 feet above the surface. The grains ripen in August and
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September, and the Indian women often go to the rice patches before

this in their canoes in order to tie the stems together in bunches—

a

simple method of making sheaves. This protects the grains to some
extent from birds, and also from the action of wind and rain. When
the ripening process is completed the women visit the "fields " again in

canoes, each of which contains two persons. One poles the boat through

the thicket of plants, while the other beats the heads with a stick so as

to cause the loose grains to fall into the canoe, where a blanket is placed

to catch them. The grain is then dried on an elaborate staging beneath

which a slow fire is kindled. After this drying process it is threshed in

a wood-lined hole in the ground by treading, then winnowed and stored.

The grain is said to have high nutritive value, greater than that of

cultivated rice, and an excellent flavour. The methods of collection as

outlined above are interesting, as suggesting ways in which the cultiva-

tion of cereals may have begun among peoples who had previously

merely collected wild products.

Vegetation Map of the United States.—In the Geographical

Review for February there appears a coloured vegetation map of the

United States, which has been compiled by Mr. Forrest Shreve. The
map is accompanied by a short article in which the author explains the

method employed. He recognises no less than eighteen vegetation areas

in the States, but these are variants on the prime division into desert,

grassland, and forest regions. The grasslands, are not subdivided,

because the data at present available do not make this possible. The
forest areas are first of all divided into deciduous and evergreen groups,

and the evergreen type is again subdivided into several categories.

Transition areas are also recognised. The result, as in other similar maps
which have been constructed, is to emphasise the importance of rainfall

as determining the type of vegetation. In other words, the areas show
generally a north-to-south trend and not an east-to-west one, as if

temperature counted for little. The author, however, points out that

this may be due to the fact that the external form and leaf characters

of plants are more obviously influenced by moisture conditions than by
temperature, and it is these characters which are taken most account

of in attempts to classify vegetation on the basis of its salient

physiological features.

Australasia.

The Proposed Expedition to New Guinea.—Dr. Eric Mjoberg
gives in the February issue of the Geographical Review a full account of

his projected expedition to the interior of New Guinea by means of

aeroplanes (cf. p. 35). His article contains a fairly full summary of

what is at present known of this large island, and he emphasises, what
is already fairly familiar from the experiences of previous expeditions,

that the great difficulty in regard to exploration is the traversing of the

dense belt of unhealthy forest land which surrounds the greater part
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of the coast. The interior of the island is, of course, still largely

unknown, despite the various expeditions which have attempted to reach

it. Dr. Mj'iberg believes that the recent development of the aeroplane

makes it possible to use specially constructed machines to carry stores

and passengers beyond the forest belt, and afterwards to maintain

communication between inland base camps and the coast. If suit-

able landing-places can be found in the interior, this plan should be

practicable. He proposes to obtain one machine specially built to carry

heavy freight and five passengers, and others of much lighter construc-

tion, destined to carry only a pilot and an observer. The primary object

of these would be to reconnoitre and pick out suitable landing-places in

the interior. This done they would return to the coastal base and report,

and when the meteorological conditions were as favourable as possible

the heavy machine would start for the marked spot, with passengers and

a first load of equipment. A base camp would then be established,

between which and the coast the heavy machine would maintain regular

communication, bringing supplies and carrying away collections, etc.

The lighter machines would remain at the coast to be used in case of

emergency. The explorers at the inland base would collect, map, and

explore till the possibilities of the first region were exhausted, when a

new camp could be started elsewhere, and the process repeated.

The first difficulty obviously rises in connection with the possibility

of finding landing-places. From Sir William M'Gregor's experiences in

the case of the Owen Stanley Range, Dr. Mjuberg concludes that the

tree limit on the coastal ranges is about 11,500 feet. Above this line

the forest trees are replaced by low trees and brush. At an altitude of

about 13,000 feet Sir William M'Gregor found Alpine meadows with

many of the plants of the Alps and Northern Europe. Dr. Mjoberg
believes that in the mountain belt of the interior the tree limit will be

much lower, and these alpine meadows more extensive and met with at

a lower altitude. Such meadows would, he thinks, form admirable

landing-places. He believes, further, that it is even possible that the

coastal forest belt is hardly represented at all in the interior, and may
be replaced by open savannas dotted with eucalyptus trees, like the

Australian bush. Such open areas, if they exist, would form good

landing-places. Again, it is known that even in the forest belt there

occur regions where trees are absent and the surface is covered with a

harsh grass, called along, which indicates the presence of a sterile type

of soil. Though landing would not be possible here without prepara-

tion, if the grass could be burnt off by dropping fire-bombs from the

small scouting aeroplanes, it might become possible in a few days.

Further, if lakes are present in the interior landing might be possible

by means of hydroplane floats attached to the aeroplanes. It will be

obvious that a very large element of the speculative enters into the

programme as set forth, but in view of the remarkable developments in

aeroplane construction recently it would be rash to deny the possibility

that some modification of the scheme might prove feasible, while recent

expeditions seem to have proved that exploration on foot through the

trackless forest of Xew Guinea verges on the impossible.
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General.

The British Association.—It is announced that, owing to the

restriction of railway travelling and other circumstances arising out of

the war, the annual meeting of the British Association will not take place

this year. As already indicated here, Bournemouth had been selected

as the place of meeting. It is noteworthy that since the foundation of

the Association in 1831, there has been no break in the continuity of

the annual meetings till the present year. One of the difficulties which

has led to its abandonment is that of accommodation, on account of

the public buildings being required for various national purposes.

Supposed Instability of Racial Types in America.—Some years

ago Professor Franz Boas brought forward evidence which seemed to

suggest that European races in America tend, in course of time, to show

modification in the head index and in the width of the face, suggesting

convergence towards a common American type. His conclusions

have been doubted, as he states, less because his method has been

proved unsound than because many anthropologists were unwilling

to believe that in the course of one or two generations it was pos-

sible for so apparently stable a quality as the shape of the head to

undergo change. * Professor Boas returns to the question in a short

article contributed to the Proceedings of the National Academy of

Sciences for December last. He has made some new observations which

he thinks confirm his previous results. Thus a study of head-form of

urban and rural populations in Italy seems to show that there is less

variability in the city populations than would be expected on the

supposition that the cities receive their population from the country

districts. That is, he believes that the phenomenon noticed among the

descendants of foreign-born immigrants into the States occurs also in

the case of urban populations in Italy, and tends to confirm the view

that head-form, upon which anthropologists lay such stress, is a physio-

logical and not a genetic peculiarity, being due at least in part to en-

vironmental conditions and not to inborn characters. He has also made

an anthropometrical investigation of a number of natives of Porto Rico.

The people here are of mixed ancestry, being derived from long-headed

Spaniards, long-headed negroes, and short-headed indigenous Indians.

Professor Boas finds that the native to-day shows a much greater degree

of short-headedness than the intermixture of Indian blood would justify.

He holds, therefore, that the brachycephaly of the existing natives is

due to some environmental influence and not to hereditary characters.

The argument in this case does not, however, seem to us wholly convinc-

ing, for the phenomenon might be explained as indicating that the

brachycephalic element in the race is prepotent over the dolichocephalic.

The peculiar feature of the evidence previously put forward was that

it seemed to show that while the descendants of immigrants from East

Europe tended in the United States to become less round-headed, those

from South Europe tended to become more round-headed, and both

showed a decrease in the average width of the face. In other words,
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the progressive evolution of a new American type was suggested.

The question is one of great theoretical interest, for in the Old World,

e.g. in Asia Minor, the three main racial types found in Europe have

persisted apparently unaltered after centuries of intermixture. If their

individual peculiarities are due, as Professor Boas suggests, largely to

environmental causes, then it would be necessary to assume that, e.g., a

man is of the Armenian type, not because of inherited breed, but

because he lives under a particular set of conditions.

Award of American Geographical Society's Gold Medal.—It

is announced that the Council of the American Geographical Society of

New York has awarded the Charles P. Daly Gold Medal to Mr. George

G. Chisholm, lecturer in Geography in Edinburgh University, and
Secretary of this Society, on account of his distinguished geographical

services. The medal is to be awarded in London by the American

Ambassador personally, at the Anniversary Meeting of the Royal

Geographical Society on May 21.

Commercial Geography.

Utilisation of Lignite in Germany.—We noted here on page 175
that Norway was endeavouring to obtain lignite for fuel from the beds

found among the basalts of Iceland. Hitherto, except in Central Europe,

and notably in Germany, little attempt has been made to employ this

fuel on any considerable scale, but it is possible that present difficulties

in obtaining coal, and the increasing demand for fuel in connection with

industrial needs, may lead to lignite beds being worked on a larger scale

in the future. Professor Daniel Bellet, in an article in the February

issue of the Revue Gim'rah ties Sciences, gives, in view of this possibility,

an exhaustive account of the lignite industry of Germany, which was
making considerable strides even before the war.

As a combustible lignite stands midway between peat and coal. It

suffers from the great disadvantage of a high content both of water and
of ash. The water content may rise as high as 55 per cent., and, when
it is from 38 to 40 per cent., the substance cannot be used as a fuel

without a preliminary process of desiccation. Unfortunately, however,

the dried lignite in damp air reabsorbs moisture with great rapidity,

while if dried in the open the lignite falls into powder. The ash content

may rise to 20 per cent, in lignite as mined, while the dried substance

has been known to display 58 per cent, of ash and impurities, facts

which naturally greatly diminish the value of the mineral as a fuel. On
the other hand, lignite has the great advantage that it usually lies near

the surface, and so can be obtained by a simple process of digging. It

can thus be marketed without the skilled labour necessary for coal mining,

and this is one reason why it has been extensively utilised in Germany
during the war, for there, as elsewhere, skilled labour has been difficult

to obtain. Another advantage is that by the use of great pressure after

drying lignite powder can be transformed into briquettes without the

addition of any binding substance, and these briquettes, which are
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compact and hard, are easily transported, and do not absorb moisture

readily.

Within the last thirty years or so the manufacture of these briquettes

has been carried on in Germany on an increasing scale, more especially

in the Rhine region, the product being used in a great variety of

industries, as well as for domestic purposes. The Rhine briquettes

before the war were exported to France, and used there for domestic

heating. Another type of briquette is manufactured in Bohemia and
round Dresden from the substance called kaumazite, which is lignite

treated by a special method. In the years immediately preceding the

war the lignite industry, especially in the Rhine region, was attaining

considerable dimensions, the total German production in 1911 being

73 \ million tons. Owing to its cheapness the substance proved a

formidable competitor to coal in regions not near the coalfields, and in

the Rhine district, in order to save the cost of transport, the lignite was
being increasingly used to generate electricity, the current being sold

to the consumers round the mines.

Since the war, owing to transport and mining difficulties in the case

of coal, the lignite industry has been making great strides. The
development has been specially noticeable in the area between Aix-la-

Chapelle and Cologne, which in 1915 furnished one-quarter of the total

lignite production of Germany. The fact is not without interest, for it

will be obvious that the greatest development has taken place in an area

not very near coal, and one in which transport was particularly liable to

be disorganised owing to the movements of troops. In 1915 lignite

production in Germany had risen to 88| million tons, while coal produc-

tion had at the same time declined by about 23"4 per cent. Great

developments in the industry have taken place in Central Germany,
which was its original home. It has been found also that the better

kinds of lignite can be made to jueld coke, now produced on a consider-

able scale in Germany, while various by-products can also be obtained.

As Professor Bellet points out, the German utilisation of this supposedly

valueless substance demonstrates once again what can be done by patient

and methodic experimentation.

The Waterways of England.—In connection with the recent

taking over by Government of the independently owned waterways in

this country, the Times publishes in its Engineering Supplement for

February 23, an article, which is accompanied by a map, on the British

Canal system. The article is devoted chiefly to the canals of England.

It is noted that within the United Kingdom there are, including

canalised rivers, 4670 miles of waterways, nearly a third of which are

railway-controlled. With the exception of the Manchester Ship Canal

the artificial waterways were completed before 1830, and as a whole

they have had little share in the enormous development of internal

transport which has characterised the last fifty years. In this respect,

as has often been pointed out, this country shows a marked contrast to

parts of the Continent, where the improvement and extension of the

waterways has been carried on simultaneously with railway development.
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One difficulty in regard to the extensive utilisation of the English canals

has been the great variation in the size of the locks on the connected

systems, which is a great handicap in the case of through traffic. Many
of the canals also have difficulties in regard to the water supply. Two
English systems, however, are remarkable in that as regards some

kinds of traffic at least they are able to compete effectively with the

railways of the same area. These are the Aire and Calder system, and

the Weaver system. Both have the advantage of operating in fairly

easy country, and both are excellently managed and well equipped for

the particular traffic which uses them. In the first case, this is chiefly

the transport of coal from the pits to Goole and the Humber estuary,

while the AVeaver system carries a large salt traffic from Cheshire to the

Mersey. Any comparison between British systems and those of Belgium

and North Germany must, however, take into account the great difference

in relief, which make the problem of canal construction much more
difficult here.

EDUCATIONAL.

Regional Survey Conference.—A conference, organised by the

Committee for the Development of Regional Survey in association with

the Civic and Moral Education League, was held at Newbury, Berkshire,

from April 7 to 14 last. The object of the conference was to make a

detailed study of the town and region from as many standpoints as

possible, the results being correlated to supplement a Regional Survey
of the neighbourhood of Newbury which is being carried out at the

Grammar School there. The conference was organised in various

sections, of which one was devoted to the study of the physical features

of the district. No formal classes were held or lectures given, but

arrangements were made for the members to meet in the mornings
for study, while excursions to places of interest in the district were
organised. The circular calling the meeting contains an interesting

account of Newbury and its surroundings, and a number of geographers

took part in the proceedings.

NEW BOOKS.

EUROPE.

II iijhways and Byways in Nottinghamshire. By J. B. Firth. Illustrated by
Frederick L. Griggs. London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1916. Price 6s.

net.

In opening the latest addition to this well-known and now lengthy series one

is at once struck by the admirable quality of Mr. Griggs' illustrations, especially

the architectural drawings. He has clone much good work in other volumes, but
none we think show to better advantage his power of combined restraint and

effectiveness. Mr. Firth's work as the author also reaches a high standard, while
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he has a subject abounding in interesting material. The Byron literature which

centre- round Xewstead Abbey—it was really a Priory—is in itself a small

library. The Dukeries, Welbeck, Clumber and Thoresby, all lie within the county,

and so do Sherwood Forest, Southwell Minster, Xewark-on-Trent, and a well-

defined portion of the ancient Fosse Way. Their story has been well told, and

Mr. Firth has been happy in the wealth of historical incident, local anecdote and

apt quotation which he has garnered from many sources. In itself tlie county is

not one of romantic heights or rushing torrents not yet sullied by industrialism,

but it is pre-eminently a pleasant land, and this volume does it full justice.

Twentieth Century France, Social, Intellectual, Territorial. By M. Bentham-

Edwards. London : Chapman and Hall, 1916. Price 10s. Qd. net.

Some years ago a talented French lady set out on a voyage of exploration and

wrote that well-known book L'ile inconnue to enable her country-women to under-

stand England. And now an English lady returns the compliment, and writes this

book to allow us to understand something about France. She shows us France

"rising as a phoenix from its ashes after the turmoil and disruption of the

Dreyfus trial." She describes the "splendour, alike moral and intellectual, of

Twentieth Century France " displayed by its philosophers, critics, scientists, and

poets. She also dwells on France's " unimaginable territorial expansion," so that

"since 1900 the Third Republic has become indeed Empress of the Sahara," and the

tricolour flies over a third of Africa. She reminds us that "Sir Henry Stanley

said 'the Sahara is the nursery of French soldiers,' " and we know that they have

saved France by matchless gallantry.

The volume before us consists of a series of notes rather than a continuous

narrative, and the authoress naturally refers to the great men whose acquaintance

she had made. She had seen Victor Hugo, and heard Gambetta. Then she

describes the life-work of J. H. Fabre, the celebrated naturalist, who died a nona-

genarian in 1915. He was a close friend of John Stuart Mill, and in Fabre's

company Mill resuscitated his early interest in flowers and shrubs and joined the

naturalist in his rambles. Pasteur had long before visited Fabre. Then we have

an account of the famous Paris lawyer, E. A. Martel, who devoted himself to

speleology, and explored the caves and underground rivers and lakes of Europe.

The authoress next details two literary monuments, one a great dictionary of the

French language by Arsene Darmsteter, and the other Aulard's Ilistoire Politique

de la Revolution Francuise, the labour of twenty years, published in 1901.

As might be supposed, an English lady's book on France and the French may

be expected to hit off some of the social differences between her own country and

France. Thus the authoress says that, while the French usually own their houses

and stay in them, the " nomadic habits " of the English astonish them. When
they are told that the English sometimes let their houses furnished, they lift up

their hands in amazement. To let to strangers so sacred a place as his home seems

sacrilege to a Frenchman. Again, the English habit of substituting a cheque for

a wedding present horrifies the French, and is considered " the height of indeli-

cacy." In France, except among the absolutely thriftless, no bride, whether lowly

or of the highest rank, is undowered. The authoress declares that the French wife

is "no mere household drudge as in Germany, but an accomplished housewife, one

who, alike in the middle and working classes, puts domestic duties before every other,

turns everything to account, and keeps a persistent eye fixed on the future. To

live from hand to mouth is very rarely a French procedure. Folks always con-
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trive to have a margin, to make a provision for their children, and to be 'kind to

their old age.'

"

The authoress says that France is the best shod nation in the world, and that

the secret of general tidiness among its working classes is that finery is eschewed,

and that serviceableness, appropriatene-s, and economy are the only things thought

of. Children wear pinafores to protect their clothes, and boys up to fourteen or

even later wear socks instead of stockings which is another economy. "In the

kitchen the most studious economy is practised.'' Again, not only are French-

women the best dressed in the world, but they possess the art of walking—by their

gait they are revealed. "Personal carriage is regarded as a matter of the first

importance.
-

' Frenchwomen have for some years been admitted as advocates,

thirty-one being members of the Bar in 1911. Declamation is assiduously taught

at school.

With regard to Frenchmen, we are told that " whether he be rich or poor,

Jacques Bonhomme delights in nothing so much as in paving his taxes '." His

alacrity in doing so is due to hi- living for the most part rent free. "All the

triumphs of the last fifty and odd years have been won by civilians." But the

French never cared to have relations with Germans. "From the field of education

Germans have been rigidly -hut out. Clerks, waiters, nursemaids, of the abhorred

nationality— often paid >pies—might l»e employed by those who would." Even

when Kaiser William n. offered to contribute to the sufferers of the explosion

at Toulon in times of peace, his offer was politely but firmly declined. The

French Government would accept nothing "from the hated holder of Alsace-

Lorraine."

ASIA.

A Historical Geography of the British Dependencies. Vol. vu. India. Part I.

History to the End of the East India Company. By P. E. Roberts.

Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1916. Price 6s. Gd.

Recent research and the publications from the Records of the East India Com-

pany quite justify a new statement of the British period of Indian history. This

volume closes with the year 1858, and La therefore virtually the history of the East

India Company. The volume is marked and made attractive for the student by

full references to these new authorities, while the literary skill with which it is

written and the broad illuminative generalisations with which it abounds make it

an attractive volume for the more general reader as well. Nothing startlingly

novel is reveale'd or propounded, but in reading the volume we feel that the old

Company has become more of a living reality in its Indian surroundings, and that

it dovetails at every stage of its history into the larger life of Britain and of

Europe. On two interesting points Mr. Roberts is clear, in opposition to the

accepted commonplaces of Indian histories. One is that the British in India did

not drift, against their will, into wielding political power. At the beginning, at least,

the idea of a political place in India, alongside rival European powers, was both

definite and articulate. Neither was the East India Company, as its early records

show, merely bent on exploiting India for the benefit of Britain. The religious

and moral welfare of India was professed as an end to be sought, and the mis-

conduct of the Company's servants was rebuked as retarding that end. Burke's

appeal at the great trial to considerations of righteousness and humanity was no

novel appeal. Queen Victoria's instructions that the great post-mutiny proclama-

tion "should breathe feelings of generosity, benevolence, and religious toleration,"

and the annual Report to Parliament on the Moral and Material Progress of India,
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lire in like manner only carrying on the established traditions of British govern-

ment in India.

Mr. Roberts, it may be noted, follows the late Sir W. W. Hunter in holding

that the British took the prize of the overlordship of India out of the very clutches

of the Mahrattas. The other view has certainly as much to be said for it, that,

divided among themselves into rival sovereignties, and internally decadent, the

Mahrattas' career was run before the British came forward seriously as claimants

in the second half of the eighteenth century. If one may venture to say so, the

romance of history has a great attraction for the author of this volume. And if

one might venture upon another critical remark, it would be that this "first part"

of a "Historical Geography" would have been still moi"e valuable and interesting

had it contained a larger number of historical maps. Nothing, e.g., shows so

clearly as do a few historical maps of British political progress, that the history of

India is the history of the great northern plains, and that the sea-gate to these

plains is the Hooghly channel, and that the natural capital of India was either

Calcutta or one of the cities where the two sections of the great plain meet.

AMERICA.

Tales of tin:: Labrador. By "Wilfred T. Grenfell, M.D. (Oxon.), C.M.G.

London : Nisbet and Co., 1916. Price 4s. 6d. net.

This volume of tales from the lives of the people whom Dr. Grenfell loves, and

among whom he has so long successfully laboured, though not adding greatly to

our geographical knowledge of Labrador, yet serves to awaken a wholesome interest

in that far-off and not too well-known land.

The tales deal with the hardships, loves, and labours of the sturdy dwellers in

this inhospitable land, and show a truly sympathetic insight into the hearts of the

people, to whom Dr. Grenfell has become endeared by his devoted labours amongst

them. We are here brought face to face with the elemental forces of nature, and

feel that this simple-minded, brave, and hospitable people are the true products of

their environment. The hardships of life in that unpromising land are faced with

dauntless courage, and the innate kindliness arising from their life under isolated

and hard conditions wins our admiration. Some of the tales deal with the Eskimo,

and Dr. Grenfell shows us the best side of this circumpolar race, and we cannot

but admire the wonderful endurance, honesty, and resourcefulness of that little

people. This interesting book should awaken a real sympathy with the dwellers

in this northern outpost of our Empire.

GENERAL.

Vicente A lies Piacoa. By James Roxburgh M'Clymont. London : Bernard

Quaritch, 1916. Price 10s. 6d. net.

The names of the brothers Pinion are familiar to all students of historical

geography, for. no less than three of them accompanied Columbus on his first

journey to the "West Indies. Vicento Aires was apparently the youngest of the

three, for while Martin Alonso and Francisco Martin were respectively captains

of the caravels Pinta and Nina, Vicento seems to have been only a supernumerary

captain under Francisco Martin on the Nina. The date of his birth is uncertain,

but he was probably born in or before the year 1463, which would make him

about thirty at the time of his voyage with Columbus in 1492. Mr. M'Clymont
tells again the story of that voyage, though in the records the name of his hero

does not figure so largely as that of his brother Martin Alonso. Evidently,
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however, Vicente proved his worth during the voyage, for his name appears in an

extant agreement of the year 1495, in which he was granted a licence to make a

voyage to the East, in command of two caravels. Nothing is known in regard to

this voyage. The following years are also a blank, save for a note in Oviedo's

// ttory of the Indies describing a voyage to Honduras.

Not till the year 1499 did Vicente make his great journey to South America,

in the course of which he discovered Brazil. This voyage was undertaken at his

own expense, and at that of two of his nephews. Four caravels containing the

party set sail from Palos on November 13, and after losing sight of the Pole Star,

much to the consternation of the sailors, reached land on January 20, 1500. This

landfall, named Cabo de Santa Maria de la Consolacion by Vicente ASes, is iden-

tified with Cape St. Augustine in 8' 20' 41" S. lat. on the coast of Brazil. Here

the Spaniards landed, but met with an unfavourable reception from the natives

and retired to their boats. An attempt was made to proceed southward, but this

was soon abandoned, and the ships turned north along the coast past Cape S. Roque

to the mouth of the Amazon, which river they entered. The mouth of the

Orinoco was also passed and the journey continued to the Gulf of Paria. They
then passed Tobago, Guadeloupe, and Puerto Rico and reached Espanola or Hayti

on June 23, 1500. A further journey from Hayti to the Bahamas proved unfor-

tunate, for two of the caravels were lost, and the remaining two -were obliged to

return to Hayti to refit. The start home was made from here, Palos being reached

on September 30, 1500.

The cargo consisted of three thousand pounds of sandal-wood and brazil-wood,

many canes of the valuable kind perhaps sugar cane , much odoriferous gum, the

bark of certain trees resembling cinnamon, the carcase of an opossum which had

died during the voyage, and twenty slaves. The loss of the two caravels had pain-

ful consequences, for the goods for the voyage had been bought on credit, and
Vicente and his companions were unable to pay for these on their return, and
some of their property was seized by their creditors. However, by royal decree

Vicente was empowered to collect 4800 bushels of wheat either in Andalusia or in

Malaga and sell this for his own profit. He was also appointed governor of the

coa-t and islands along which he had voyaged, apparently from Cape St. Augustine
to the Gulf of Paria. He returned to this region a year or two later, but in 1505
asked that he might be made governor of Puerto Rico instead, as he had been the

first to show that gold existed there.

He held this appointment for about four years, and in 1508 set out with De
Solis.on a commission to discover a strait leading from the Atlantic to the Indian
Ocean, for the existence of the Pacific was not yet realised. Needless to say the

strait was not found, though the ships reached a latitude of about 40° S. The
voyage seems to have been unfortunate, though official displeasure fell upon De
Solis rather than upon Vicente Aiies. This was his last voyage, so far as is kn< >wn,
and he died in 1514.

Mr. MClymont's dear and interesting account, to which is added in the form
of appendices a number of extracts-from unpublished documents, will be welcomed
by all students of a most interesting period in the annals of exploration.

<tus Rendus of Observation and Reasoning. By J. V. Buchanan M.A.
F.R.S. Cambridge: At the University Press, 191*;. /',/,. :.,. Qd. net.

Mr. Buchanan has collected together in this volume a number of scientific

papers published at various times and in a variety of periodicals, together with
certain contributions to the public press. The contents are thus, as is indicated
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on the cover, both scientific and popular. Among the former we find the paper on

the Morteratsch Glacier, which was read before this Society in 1912, the year in

which Mr. Buchanan received the Society's Gold Medal, and was published in the

Magazine, vol. xxviii. p. 169. Another article of direct geographical interest is

that which stands first in the book, and is entitled " Recent Antarctic Exploration."

This appeared first in the Quarterly Review for October 1906, and tells the story

from the date of Captain de Gerlache's voyage in the Belgica to that of Scott's

first expedition. Some of the other articles also more or less directly trench upon
the subject of geography. Thus the Fohn wind is discussed in an interesting

fashion in the paper entitled " Chemical and Physical Notes," which was contri-

buted to the Antarctic Manual in 1901.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
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THE WEDDELL SEA: AX HISTORICAL RETROSPECT.1

By Dr. Wm. S. Bruce.

The Weddell Sea- may be defined as the southern extension of the South

Atlantic Ocean beyond the parallel of 60
J

S. to about 78 S., between

the meridian of Greenwich and the shores of the Graham Land peninsula

to the west. The South Shetlands and Bransfield Strait should be

considered as outside the area which bears this name, lying as they do

for the most part to the north and north-west of Graham Land.

The first explorers of the Weddell Sea were William Smith, of Blyth,

master and part-owner of the brig Williams, 3 Edward Bransfield, R.N.,

master of H.M.S. Andromache, and Captain Fabian Gottlieb von Bellings-

hausen, all during the summer season of 1819-20.

An interesting account of the voyage of the Williams appears to have

been lost sight of entirely by recent writers 4 on the history of Antarctic

discovery ; I found it in the London L . having taken the

hint from Weddell in a footnote on page 118 of his Voyage towards the

The Literary Gazette of that period has several notices

of Smith's discovery of the New South Shetlands, in February 1819, and

1 I am especially indebted to Dr. R. X. Rudmose Brown for valuable assistance in

n of this article.

- Styled by James Weddell "The Sea of George the Fourth."
3 The name of this brig is spelt ' Williams," not " William," as it has been frequently

mis-spelt. The Williams was built at Blyth in 1813. She was of 216 tons. Smith was part-

owner and master from 1315 to at least 1S23. She was afterwards sold at Sunderland to one

Hutchinson, who was then master of her, and engaged in coasting trade.

4 The careless slandering of William Smith by Mr. Racovitza shows that the latter is

not conversant with Smith's excellent and trustworthy records. Resultats du I

S )'. "Bdgiea": Zoology—C(tac?s—Exameu critique, etc.
—"Voyage of William Smith."

chap. ii. p. 65, by EmileG. Racovitza. Antwerp, 1003.

VOL. XXXIII.
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the volume for 1821 contains the best account of Bransfield and Smith's

voyage in 1820 that I have so far come across. It is in great part

actually extracts and in part an abstract of an evidently reliable log

kept on board the Williams by one of the officers, though I have not

been able, so far, to decide whose log it is. It corrects blanks and gross

mis-statements that have crept into later accounts, and it is regrettable

that one of these was, evidently through misinformation, made by R. H.

Laurie as early as 1822.° The log clearly says that it was towards the

end of February 1820, and not January, as stated, that Bransfield and

Smith pushed south into this then unknown sea. After discovering

Clarence Island, the eastermost island of the South Shetlands, Bransfield

and Smith made this first penetration of the north-western part of the

Weddell Sea. "When in W. longitude 52° 23' 45" and S. latitude 61°

30' S., on the 22nd February (1820), the brig made a dash to the south-

ward, determined to enter the Antarctic regions, no ice being visible on

the eastern coast, or that which they had just quitted. After a run of

40 miles, however, with a fine X.E. breeze, icebergs were encountered in

immense numbers, and towards evening loose pieces of sheet-ice stopped

their progress. The attempt was persevered in on the 23rd; but the

accumulation of ice rendered it altogether abortive, and the ship's head

was turned once more towards Cape Bowles." 6 The position of the

Williams on turning was 64° 50' S. 52° 30' W. 7

Bellingshausen, after his survey of the Sandwich Group, which he

definitely proved insular and not continental, penetrated a month earlier,

viz. on the 27th January, to as high a latitude as 69° 38' S., in 1° 43' W.,

where he was also stopped by impenetrable ice.

It is of special interest to note that the position of the highest lati-

tude of the Williams (1820) in these longitudes falls on the track of

Dr. Otto Xordenskjiild in the Antarctic (1902), who was also unable to

attain a higher latitude here for the same reason, namely, the tight ice

of this locality ; and that the jam of ice that stopped Bransfield and

Nordenskjold is only slightly south of the region where Ross, in 1843,

Fairweather, in the Balcena, on which I was naturalist, in 1892, and

Larsen, in 1893, were unable to penetrate to the south on account of

the same jammed condition of the pack-ice and floes. It was also in

approximately the same latitude, and less than 80 miles farther east,

that Sir James Ross, Captain Crozier, and several officers, both on the

Erebus and Terror, reported a "strong appearance of land." It was on this

voyage that Bransfield and Smith discovered the Antarctic Continent.

Bransfield's excellent chart, s published by the Admiralty in 1822,

5 (a) "Chart of South Shetland, including Coronation Island, etc., from the exploration

of the Sloop Dove in the years 1S21 and 1S22, by George Powell, etc.'' R. H. Laurie,

London, 1822. (b) "Notes on South Shetlands, etc., by George Powell," p. 6, footnote.

R. H. Laurie, London, 1822.

« "New Shetland," in Literary Gazette, No. 250, p. 691 ; No. 251, p. 712 : No. 253, p.

719. London, 1821.

» Laurie charts their highest latitude as 64° 54' S., while the Admiralty makes it

64 50' S.

8 "Chart of New or South Shetland seen in 1819 by Willm. Smith, Master of the Brig

ions. Surveyed by E. Bransfield, Master, R.N., in 1820." Admiralty, 1822.
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extending the discoveries of Smith, is too little known, and Bransfield

has been deprived of the credit he so well deserved, owing to the erroneous

and highly misleading statement already referred to, published by an

authority otherwise so reliable as R. H. Laurie, evidently with, in-

complete data at his disposal. This error was not, as far as I can ascer-

tain, corrected by Laurie till 1828,° and again in 1 83 l,
lu in Laurie's

large chart, then revised by Captain Robert Fildes. It must here be

mentioned that this Antarctic expedition was organised by the energy and

patriotism of Captain William Henry Shirreff, R.N., of the frigate H.M.S.

Andromache of 44 guns, then stationed at Valparaiso. Captain Shirreff, of

his own accord, on behalf of the Admiralty, chartered the Williams from
Smith, who had made a point of reporting his discoveries and emphasis-

ing their importance to Captain Shirreff. Shirreff put the master of

the Andromache, Mr. Edward Bransfield, on board, as well as Messrs.

Poynter (mate), Bone, and Blake, three Andromache midshipmen, and
Surgeon Adam Young of H.M.S. Slaney of 20 guns, in order to make a

more detailed survey of Smith's new land, and to take official possession

of it in the name of the British Crown.

William Smith, Robert Fildes, Richard Sherratt, James Weddell, and
many others were at the South Shetlands in the season 1820-21, reports

of the sealing industry having spread like wildfire especially to British and
American sealing communities. Weddell, definitely, in December 1821,

cruised into the north-western corner of the AVeddell Sea in the cutter

Beaufoy of London, almost synchronously with Powell and N. B. Palmer,

but scarcely so far east, and almost simultaneously discovered the South
Orkneys, reaching 62° 28' S. in 52° 00' W.

Regarding the "appearance of land" above mentioned on British

Admiralty charts, Dr. Otto Nordenskjuld 11 points out that, "Erne Mit-

teilung von der Beobachtung selbst, auf der diese Angabe basiert, findet

sich jedoch nicht im Reisewerk von Ross, und es 1st deshalb anzunehmen,
dass dieselbe besonders vag gewesen ist ; es ist sogar recht wahrschein-
lich, dass sie vollstiindig von einem gr<isseren Eisberg mit eigentiimlicher

Form hervorgerufen worden ist.

"

Dr. Nordenskjuld then recounts the experience of his companions
and himself in that very district, of an appearance of land, which proved
to be ice, an experience which every Arctic or Antarctic explorer has
had at different times. Dr. Nordenskjuld is, however, mistaken in

saying that Rosa's indications may be assumed to have been "very
vague

-

' {hesonders vag), for if he refers to Admiralty Chart 1240 he will

9 "Chart of South Shetland, An Archipelago discovered By Mr. Win. Smith, in the Bri;f

Williams, February 1819. Reduced from the large Chart By Capt". Geoe
. Powell. With

Additions, 1828."

10 "Chart of South Shetland, Including Coronation Island, etc., from the Exploration
of the Sloop Dovr, in the years 1821 and 1822, By George Powell, Commander of the
same." R. H. Laurie, 1822. Second Edition. With Various Additions by Capt". Rob'.
Fildes, 1831.

11 Die Schwedische Siidpolar-Ez nd ihre Geographische Tatigkeit. Stockholm
1911. Band i. Lief. i. p. 47.
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read the legend between 47 40' W. and 49° 00 W., "strong wppem

of land, " Ross's omission in the text of his popular narrative is evidently

merely a slip. I have examined the original logs, both of the Erebus and
Tenor, and also Koss's original chart, and I find that the "appearance of

land " was by no means " vague," but that it is repeatedly indicated

watch after watch in the logs of both ships during three days as

"strong." 12 Moreover, by plotting off the numerous records signed inde-

pendently by the different officers of each watch, I have found that there

were well-marked appearances of land not only as plotted on the Admiralty
charts in about 65

D

S. and about 48° to 49° W., but as extensively as

from 45° W. to 49° W.—an east and west stretch of 100 miles. Koss

even indicates on his chart the possibility (in pencil notes, not confirmed

by inking in) of land existing as far east as 41 W., but has evidently

rejected these observations on account of Weddell's track passing through

one of the positions.

The scrupulous care with which Koss's original chart is laid down,
even to the insertion of his predecessor's tracks as well as his own ; the

copious, detailed, and careful notes along hi3 own tracks, backed by
many years' Arctic, and three seasons' Antarctic experience, make it

impossible to accept Xordenskjold's suggestion that the indications of

land that Ross saw were ''very vague " in this locality, and only "a
large iceberg of peculiar form."' In my opinion, therefore, Ross s

observations cannot be dismissed by any evidence that has been brought

forward up to the present time, and are alone strongly indicative of land

in that locality.

Dr. Nordenskjold does not take into account the strong meteoro-

logical evidence brought forward by Mossman and myself, the result of

the Scottish and Argentine observations at Scotia Bay, nor even his own
expedition's observations at Snowhill and Paulet Island. It is of special

interest to note that when the Scotia was in close proximity to the above

recorded "strong appearance of land" of Ross, namely on 12th, 13th, and

14th March 1903, that there was a sudden and well-marked fall in tem-

perature, the lowest temperatures recorded during the voyage except in

the vicinity of Coats Land. This occurred with the wind at the time

blowing off this region, a feature strongly indicative of land masses at

least in the Antarctic regions. On the 14th March as we were steering

north-eastward away from Ross's "strong appearance of land" the

temperature again rose rapidly and markedly with the wind blowing

towards this region from the north-east. It should also be noted that

the humidity of the air on the days mentioned was considerably below the

average. Although the weather was fine, the sky was completely over-

cast with low stratus clouds, so that we could not hope to see land

without being very close to it, and certainly not at a distance of fully 60

miles to the west. It is also interesting to note that on the 12th of

March we observed snowy petrels, which were, probably, not at a great

15 I have previously dwelt on this subject in a paper I read before the Swiss Natural History

Society at Basle on 7th September 1910, entitled " Ueber die Fortsetzung des Antarktischen

Festlandes zwischen Enderbyland, Coatsland, und Grahamland sowie das Vorhandensein.

von Neu Siidgrunland. " Published by Scottish Oceanographical Laboratory, Edinburgh.
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distance from their nesting-places. Mossman 13 believes that the crowd-

ing of the isotherms on the east side of Graham Land is clearly due to

the presence of an extensive land mass such as I have indicated.

I cannot agree with Dr. Nordenskjuld that the Swedish soundings

obliterate the possibility of land in this locality ; Xordenskj«'ld's only

sounding, published in 1905, in that locality was 2031 fathoms, at least

45 miles from the westermost point of Ross's "strong appearance of

land," while the Scotia had a depth of 2370 fathoms 50 miles off Coats

Land, and 2110 fathoms 70 miles off, and 1746 fathoms about 10 miles

off the South Orkneys. Recently Dr. Xordenskjold has kindly furnished

me with other soundings of similar depth in this region, but these are not

deeper, and are all more distant from Ross's "strong appearance oj land."

He has criticised me for crowding my isobaths in this locality, but this was

necessary, not only on account of Ross's "strong appearand oj land" but

from the direct evidence of my own soundings of 2500 fathoms in 65°

29' S. 44° 06' W. 70 miles off, and of 2485 fathoms in 64° 48' S.

4 1 26' W. 60 miles off. Neither is it erroneous to suppose that isobaths

may be more crowded in one region than another. Those in the vicinity

of the South Orkneys and Coats Land have actually this characteristic.

It was because of the evidence of Ross and of the Scotia that I was

inclined in the construction of my Bathymetrical Chart of 1905 to take

notice of land described by Morrell to the south of 65° S.

Benjamin Morrell, sailing from the eastward, crossed the meridian of

Greenwich in 69° 42' S.in the vicinity of Bellingshausen's highest south

record on the 23rd of February 1^23, the same day that Weddell

attained his highest south latitude in a sea clear of field ice a few

degrees farther west, during the most remarkable year yet recorded for

open water in the "Weddell Sea. From thence he sailed in a north-

westerly direction across the Weddell Sea to the Sandwich Group, 14 and

thereafter in a generally south-westerly direction, finding, like Weddell,

an open sea, which he penetrated to 70
c 14' S. I do not propose to follow

recent critics, beginning with Karl Fricker to a recent anonymous writer

in Nature, 16 by hurling opprobrious epithets at Morrell, nor do I intend to

expect from any but a most exceptional sealer the detailed accuracy of

a trained scientist, and appreciation of exactness outside the lines of his

special calling. A review of Morrell's narrative in the Nautical Magazine

of 1833 said that "although we perceive in it here and there a

sprinkling of the marvellous, yet there is so much interesting detail

13 R. C. Mossman on -'The Meteorology of the Weddell Quadrant and Adjacent Areas,"

' on the Sciei tiJU Results or the Voyage of S. V. " Scotia," vol. x. part i. pp. "JO and

21 : also 7Y . »1. xlvii. pp. 118, 119.

14 This distance of 830 miles is the only case where Morrell's daily runs are possibly open

to criticism. Even here I would point out that he previously remarks that the Wasp was a

"fast sailing schooner," and the daily runs on this distance do not work out at more than

i\ knots. I myself have sailed in a Norwegian sealing sloop in ten degrees higher latitudes

in Arctic seas at a speed exceeding 9 knots for three consecutive days. Bellingshausen

records runs of 9 and even 10 knots in even higher southern latitudes in the Vostok, and

repeatedly runs of 7 to S knots, navigating in ice, and held back by the slower speed of his

sister ship the M
" Nature, vol. 97. June 8th, p. Z02.
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mixed up with downright good information that we are content to take

him as he is." I believe the only record of a harbour in the Sandwich

Group is Morrell's, which does not yet appear on any chart, but which

has quite recently been confirmed and roughly charted, along with an

even better harbour on the eastern island, and is absolutely in accord-

ance with Morrell's description, when he says, " we arrived at the

Southern Thule, where, on the north-east of the westernmost island, we
found a good harbour." 16 He also mentions seeing nine volcanoes on

the Sandwich Group, a statement jeered at by his critics, but not

generally inconsistent with the little we know of these islands, provided

we do not extend his meaning by assuming that he saw nine islands in

eruption. Quite apart from other evidence, there seems to be good
reason, because of the reliable observations of Ross and his experienced

officers in the Erebus and in the Terror, not to reject Morrell's observation

of having been close in to land to the south of 65° S. in those same
longitudes. This, as a matter of fact, is the only very definite account

he gives of being in touch with the land, except where he saj's he was
close to the north cape of New South Greenland. That appears to be

an illusion probably due to weather conditions and to one or more ice-

bergs, such as Xordenskjold 17 and many other voyagers 18 acknowledge

they have experienced in these seas, and was surely quite pardonable in

view of the fact that Palmer and others had, according to Fanning,

reported land in the vicinity. Morrell's statement of land to the south

of 65° is very circumstantial. He makes no claim of a discovery, which

he attributes to his previous master, Captain Johnson, 19 of whom Fanning

says, 20 " this most meritorious mariner (Captain Johnson) was a pupil to,

and made his first voyage to the South Seas with, the author, with

whom also he remained, rising to different stations, and finally became

one of his best officers." Morrell simply says 21
:
" On Saturday, March

loth, at 2 p.m., land was seen from the masthead, bearing west, distant

three leagues. At this time the wind had hauled to the south-west, and

at half-past 4 p.m. we were close in with the eastern coast of the body

of land to which Captain Johnson had given the name of New South

Greenland. At 6 p.m. the wind hauled off the land, when we tacked

and stood to the south, along the coast, which runs about south-by-east

;

our boats being out, and searching the shore for seals until 9 P.M.,

when they returned to the schooner.
" March 16/7*.—On the following morning, Sunday, the 16tb, the boats

continued their search, the vessel following or keeping abreast of them,

about two miles from the land, until the next day, at 4 P.M., when we

16 Benjamin Morrell, A Narrative of. Four Voyages, etf., p. 66.

17 Antarctica. By Otto Nordenskjold. London, 1905.

18 In 1892 I saw bergs 11 and 30 miles long near here, and when I first saw them I could

hardly conceive that they were not at least attached to land.—W. S. B.

19 The Antarctic Regions, by Karl Fricker (Translation), London, 1900, p. 64. Fricker

refers to Captain Johnson as
:

' apocryphal." He was no more " apocryphal" than Fricker

himself.

-" Fanning, Voyages Round the World, p. 437.

21 Benjamin Morrell, A Narrative of Four Voyages, etc., p. 69.
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were in lat. 67
: 52' S., long. 48° 11' W. ; at which time we took a fresh

breeze from the south, attended with light snow-squalls. Variation per

azimuth at 9 A.M. 16° 4' easterly. The coast here tended about S.E.

by S., and we thought we could discern some of the mountains of

snow, about seventy-five miles to the southward.
" Under the circumstances before mentioned, being without wood, on

a short allowance of water, and the season far advanced, it was judged

imprudent to proceed farther south ; although I felt very anxious (being

now in an open sea) to ascertain the extent of this land towards the

south. We therefore tacked about, and stood to the north.

" March 19/7/.—On Wednesday, the 19th, we were close in with the

north cape of New South Greenland; lat. 62° 4T' S., long. 47° 21' W.
by dead reckoning, not having had an observation for three days --

; coast

tending to the south, and S. by W.

"

Bransfield (1820), Weddell, d'Urville, Ross, and Larsen (1893), etc.,

obliterated land north of 65" S. in these longitudes which Morrell had

scarcely more than suggested. But I noted on my chart ( 1 905) 2:! Morrell's

farthest south position, and roughly indicated land seen by him farther

west. This would have been better indicated by a dotted, instead of

a solid line, for I had absolutely no intention of affirming that the

coast-line I then marked was a definitely charted coast-line. It is well

known that there is no charted record known, but only Morrell's general

description. I severely question the attitude of those who indescrimin-

ately hurl abuse at Morrell, who absurdly refer to the existence of

Captain Johnson as " apocryphal," who obliterate all Morrell's records,

who call him a "Munchausen," who go to the length of saying "that

his honour would not even be restored if we should find such a coast."
'2i

As a matter of fact, what may be the first concrete evidence against the

existence of New South Greenland, where Morrell definitely reports he

saw and sailed close along land, and had boats out searching the shore for

seals, appears to be from Shackleton, who says that he has obtained a

sounding of 1900 fathoms apparently somewhere to the west of it. But

Shackleton in his brief telegraphic message so far gives neither latitude

nor longitude for this sounding, and he has not yet told us where or

what his other soundings are. As a matter of fact, the depth of 1900

fathoms in other parts of the Weddell Sea may predict proximity to

land. It is necessary, therefore, to wait until we have Sir Ernest

Shackleton's full evidence on the subject before we reject entirely the

existence of land in this locality, considering the strong hints which

have been given to its existence especially by the exploration of Ross,

supported by those of the Scotia, quite independently of Morrell's state-

ment. Even if such land is not continuous with the continent, it may
be possible that Shackleton has drifted to the west of the " cluster of

islands " which the officers in the Erebus believed they saw simultaneously

22 Dead reckoning; position doubtful. Obviously very cloudy, if not actually foggy

weather.
23 " Bathymetrical Survey of the South Atlantic Ocean and Weddell Sea." By W. S.

Bruce. Scot. Geog. Mag., pp. 402-412. August, 1905.

24 Fricker, Nature, Nordenskjold and others, loc. cit.
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with those in the Terror reporting "a strong appearance of hud:' It may
be, when Sir Ernest Shackleton gives his detailed report, that we shall

have to decide against land in this locality, but as yet he has not given

sufficient details.

Bellingshausen extended Cook's survey of the South Sandwich Group,
discovered other islands there, and determined definitely that it was a

group of islands and not mainland, a fact which weather conditions pre-

vented Cook from deciding, but it is outside my present subject to refer

in detail to his explorations in South Georgia and the Sandwich Group.
During his voyage to the south, Bellingshausen had difficulties with the

dense pack ice and had to retreat before it in the latitude of 60 S.

between V and 15° W., before penetrating to the south, but ultimately

he reached 69° 21' S. in 2° 15' W., when he was stopped by " a solid

stretch of ice ahead." This ice would appear to be the same impene-

trable pack that has been fallen in with subsequently by Ross, myself,

and Shackleton, in the vicinity of Coats Land. This holding up of

Bellingshausen was similar to the holding up of Ross, which must have
been due to the pack ice jamming against Coats Land, which sixty

years later we discovered in the Scotia. It is unfortunate that no deep
soundings were obtained by Bellingshausen in this position, because

they would have helped to decide whether our surmise that he was near

land is correct, but Bellingshausen was before the time when much
attention was paid to such deep-sea sounding. 25

Smith and Bransfield's explorations in the South Shetlands and in

the north-west of the AVeddell Sea at the beginning of 1820 were
immediately followed up by British and Amerioan sealers simultaneously

putting in their first appearance in the following season, namely the

summer, 1820-21. Fanning 20 says that in July of 1819 the brig

HersUia sailed from Stonington, and he says that Captain Smith of the

Williams was there "fifteen months prior to the arrival of the HersUia"
which makes the arrival of the Hersilia at the South Shetlands May
1820. Some of these sealers, in search of new sealing grounds,

extended their voyages into the Weddell Sea. On the 6th December
Mr. George Powell in the Dove of London, in company with the

American sealer X. B. Palmer in the James Monroe, looking for more
profitable sealing grounds, sailed eastward from Elephant Island 27

and discovered the Powell Group, more generally known as the South
Orkneys. In his " Journal " Powell does not call these islands by any
particular name, only emphasising the name of Coronation Island, which

25 Bellingshausen's record of land in 69
1

24' S. 15" 51' E. is strong evidence that Coats Land
extends well to the eastward. Vide p. 190, 1. 26. Two Voyages in the Antarctic Ocean and
Voyage round the World from 1819-21 on the "Vostok" and " Mirni," under the command
of Captain Bellingshausen, etc. Issued by Royal Command. St. Petersburg. 1831.

26 Voyages Round the World, by Edmund Fanning, 1834, pp. 428-432. Fanning's date

is evidently wrong. There is much of interest in this volume, but it is obviously to a

large extent written from memory, published many years later, and too often not from

original records, and can in consequence only be partially accepted. Owing, however,

to the slender accounts that exist regarding these American sealers, it is wise not to reject

entirely such narratives. They must be taken for what they are worth.
27 Originally called Sea-Elephant Island.
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he named and took possession of for the British Crown on December

6, 1821, the coronation year of George IV. Powell obviously treated

these islands merely as an extension of the South Shetlands, regarding

Coronation Island as being an island of special importance. They first

appear under the name of Powell Group, however, on the chart published

by Laurie in 1822, predominance also being there given to Coronation

Island, included as a "South Shetland " island. This chart, and notes

accompanying it, were apparently published during Powell's absence on

another voyage, because Mr. Laurie acknowledges indebtedness to Mr.

Lewthwaite, teacher of navigation in Rotherhithe, for the use of Powell's

Journal. It is to be regretted that this able young navigator, when

only about twenty-nine years of age, was killed at the Vavu Group of

the Tonga or Friendly Islands in April 1824.

Powell, more enterprising and evidently more able than Palmer,

carried out this first survey of the Powell Group, 2S or South Orkneys, as

well as an excellent survey of the South Shetlands. This work was

done in conjunction with his duties as a sealer. On his return from the

South Orkneys Powell pushed southward to 62° 30' S. in 46° W.,

and I presume that Palmer was still in company with him, although

I have not seen this stated. Unfortunately Powell's good records

are not well enough known, being now rare and difficult of access.

Fanning says that Palmer " coasted along this continent - J upwards of

fifteen degrees, viz. from 64° S. and odd down to below the 49th of

west longitude. The coast, as he proceeded to the eastward, became

clear of ice, so that he was able to trace the shore better ; in 61° 41

South latitude, a strait was discovered which he named Washington

Strait, this he entered and about a league within came to a fine bay

which he named Munroe Bay, at the head of this was a good harbour ;

here they anchored, calling it Palmer's Harbour." This is part of a

very erroneous account of Palmer's voyage with Powell from Llephant

Island
;
for "Washington Strait occurs on Powell's map of the South

Orkneys and Powell records the fact that Palmer sailed through it,

while he (Powell) sailed through Lewthwaite Strait.30 Powell anchored

in Spence's Harbour (which he named), in 14 fathoms, and Palmer

anchored there with him. Powell charted a Palmer's Bay west of Cape

Bennett, but they do not appear to have anchored there as Fanning

relates. The whereabouts of Fanning's Munroe Bay is quite vague.

It may possibly be Wilton Bay.

Mr. Balch has recorded the fragment of a letter, which indicates

that Nathaniel B. Palmer, besides visiting the South Orkneys, may also

have during 1821-22 "proceeded as far south as 68° south lat. in long.

58° and 60° and odd west of Greenwich,
-

' that is to say into the Weddell

Sea almost exactly to the same position as Larson's farthest south, viz.

28 The application of the name of Powell Group to the Clarence-Elephant Island Group

(by Dr. Nordenskjold), discovered and charted by Bransneld, is misleading. It was done

with the intention of honouring Powell, but this is unnecessary now that full acknowledg-

ment is made of Powell's excellent work.
2!'
uPalmer Land, previously named Trinity Land by Biansfield.

w^Voyages Round the World, by Edmund Fanning, 1834.
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67° 50' S. 59° 59' W. on December 7, 1893, when he discovered the

Oscar and Foyn coasts of Graham Land. 31

In this account of the Weddell Sea it is not especially to the point,

and it would require more space than is at my disposal, to go into the

details of the exploration of the South Shetlands, of Bransfield Strait,

and of the adjacent coasts of the mainland across Bransfield Strait,

which appear to be part of the continent of Antarctica, 32 which was
discovered at the beginning of 1820 by Bransfield and Smith, and first

charted and named Trinity Land by Bransfield ; but it is important to

note that the Admiralty published Bransfield's earlier surveys during the

same month as Laurie published Powell's chart, namely in November 1822.
These two charts are interesting because they definitely prove that Brans-

field with Smith and not Palmer 33 were the first not only to sight, but

also to name, and chart a portion of the Antarctic continent—an epoch-

making discovery, which has been overlooked by Antarctic historians.

It was not till 1823 that special interest was shown in the Weddell
Sea, when Mr. James Weddell, Master, E.N., 34 who had previously pene-

trated to 62
:

28' S. 52 02' W. in December 1821, as mentioned above,

attained, with the brig Jane of Leith (120 tons), and the cutter Beaufoy of

London (60 tons), the remarkable latitude of 74" 15' S., midway between
the longitudes of Bransfield and Smith, and Bellingshausen. Here, in

74
:

15' S. 3i' 16' 45" W., Weddell reported a sea free of field ice with

only four icebergs in sight. This sea he charted " Navigable " and named
it "The Sea of George the Fourth," a cumbersome name which has for

long been replaced by the brief and significant name of Weddell Sea.35

It must, however, be remembered that Weddell's navigation through

31 "Stonington Antarctic Explorers" by E. S. Balch, Bui. Amer. Geog. Soc, vol. xli.,

No. 8, 1909, p. 473.

32 Unless there is possibly a break to the south and east of Alexander Land uniting

Pacific and Atlantic Oceans.
ss (a) Antarctica, by E. S. Balch, p] - 38. ,b) "Stonington Antarctic Explorers,"

by E. S. Balch, Bui. Amer. Geog. Soc, vol. xli., No. 8, 1909, p. 478. Note A. S. Palmer's

statement, "My brother discovered Palmer Land latter part January or first part of

February, 1821," that is, a full year after Bransfield's discovery, (c) "American Discoverers

of the Antarctic Continent," by Major-General A. W. Greely, Sat. Geog. Mag., March
1912. pp. 298-312

:
Washington.

Si A Voyage towards the South Pole, etc., by James Weddell, F.R.S.E. Second

edition. London. 1827.
33 Perhaps it is not out of place to suggest that such cumbersome names as "Sea of

George the Fourth " should not in future be given, and that those that exist should, by
general consent of Antarctic explorers and cartographers, be reduced at the earliest possible

opportunity to single names before they are changed or obliterated by a future generation.

Surely " Edward Land" is more striking than " King Edward VII. Land " (besides more

historically and geographically correct), and honours equally the British sovereign after

whom it was named by a respected explorer whose name will for ever shine in the history

of Antarctic exploration. Among others are—"Kaiser Wilhelm II. Land" which would

become "Wilhelm Land" ;
" Crown Prince Gustav Channel" which would become "Gustav

Channel." As in the case of Edward Land, these abbreviations do equal honour to those

Royal persons after whom they are named, it being well recorded for all time who the

explorers were who gave the names, and the exact date on which they made their respective

discoveries.

It might also be better to adopt, except for new tracts of coast discovered, the term
" Coast" rather than " Land," as Sir Ernest Shackleton has wisely done (Caird Coast), and as
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the Weddell Sea was not altogether without difficulties in less high

latitudes, for on the Uth of February, in 68
r
28' S. 29 43' W., he

says, " Ice islands were so numerous as almost to prevent one passing

;

sixty were counted around us, and for 50 miles to the south we seldom

had fewer in sight." But in 70° 26' S. 29° 58' W. "ice islands had

almost disappeared." On the 17th February Weddell passed Cook's

farthest south during settled weather in 30 12' W. At noon on the

18th February he was in 72° 38' S., where he saw many whales in a sea

" literally covered" with blue petrels. "Not a particle of ice OF any
DESCRIPTION WAS TO P>E SEEN.''

It is not generally recognised that while Powell, in company with

Palmer, discovered the Powell Group on the 6th December 1822,

Weddell sighted the islands independently only six days later 3tia

and named them South Orkneys. He reported his discovery to " the

Commissioners of His Majesty's Xavy " 3C '' on his arrival in Britain on

July 12, 1822, and sailed from London again on the 16th September,

i.e, six weeks before Powell's Chart of South Shetlands, with " Powell's

Group " included, was published by Laurie, and only three weeks after

Powell's return to London on August 26. Thus duplicate nomenclature

was on this account, and because of the almost synchronous discovery by

Powell and AVeddell, scarcely avoidable. The name South Orkneys is

now so familiar in modern scientific records that it is well not to

attempt to make a change provided we duly record Powell's prior

discovery and his excellent survey in association with them.' 7

On Laurie's chart of 1831 both names are given as alternatives.

Weddell fills up gaps in Powell's work, especially on the south

coast of Coronation Island, which he named Pomona Island, and also at

the east end of Laurie Island, which he named Melville's Island.

Powell's surveys appear to me to be more efficient than those of Weddell,

though both are useful. Weddell, however, definitely determined that

this group of islands terminated to the eastward with Cape Dundas,

whereas Powell remained uncertain as to how far the land extended to

the east. Powell's names should, on the whole, have priority over those

of Weddell. Powell landed on Coronation Island and Weddell landed

on Saddle Island, and at Cape Dundas, on Laurie Island.

As stated, during the same season as Weddell, the American sealer

Benjamin Morrell sailed into the AVeddell Sea. I have discussed

charges levelled against Morrell's veracity, and need only point out here

that Morrell, like Fanning, probably too often trusted to memory rather

than actual log notes. In fact, like nine out of ten sealers of the present

day, he probably never kept a regular daily log. Morrell gives an

Dr. Otto Nordenskjdld is also inclined to adopt. This especially where names of "Lands "

become too numerous, as, for instance, iu Graham Land, where one name ought to predo-

minate over all the others, and most appropriately that name which has been generally

adopted for the very definite records of Biscoe.
y

< A Voyage towards the South Pole, by James Weddell, F.R.S.E. London, 1827.

(a) Track chart opposite page 1
;

(b) page 20.

37 It is regrettable, however, to attempt to apply thename " Powell Group " to any other

group, especially to one discovered by Bransfield and not Powell. Vide Die Schwedische

Sudpolar-Expedition itnd ihre Oeographische Tatigkeit, von Otto Nordenskjdld,
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account of an open condition of the Weddell Sea in 1823 ; this is con-

firmed by YVeddell's account. The only three of Morrell's critics worth
considering on this question are Nordenskjold, Filchner, and Shackleton,

who, like myself and my colleagues on the Scotia, have been in this

neighbourhood, and have practical acquaintance with land, ice, sea, and
weather conditions there. Nordenskj old's arguments I have answered,
and, like Filchner, I consider he has no substantial proof against land
between 67° 40' S. 49

c W. and 69° 8. 45° 30' W.
f
where Morrell describes

it. Filchner's assertion of the non-existence of Morrell's land is based on
a sledge journey which he made, but at the termination of it he was fully

60 miles to the southward of where Morrell definitely reported land,

and the assertion is therefore untenable on the face of it. Filchner's

journey towards Morrell's land was in a south-westerly direction from
70° 12' S. 43° W., to 70° 34' S. 45° W., whereas he should, from his

starting point of the sledge journey, have travelled in a more or less

north-westerly instead of a south-westerly direction to find it. He was
actually nearer to its supposed position sixteen days later in the Deutsch-
lan<J, when she was drifting in lat. 69° 18' S. 44° 20' W., but even then
fully thirty miles to the S.E. of the most southern point that we can
estimate from Morrell's description that he definitely sighted land, a

distance at which we even failed to sight Coats Land with the Scotia.

The fact that every one of the many ships that has attempted to pene-

trate the pack south of 65° S. between about 45° W. and 50° W., from
Bransfield onwards during nearly a century, has failed, because the ice

is nearly alwaj^s jammed tight in this neighbourhood ; also, that ships

like the Antarctic and Endurance have been crushed in the neighbourhood
with ice pressure due to some obviously special cause, makes one ask,
" Is that cause land 1 "

; especially when, in addition, we have strong
suspicion expressed by several competent authorities on both Ross's ships

for several days that there were strong appearances of land. Under these

circumstances I maintain that that definite and simple report of Morrell,

not of a great discovery, but of his boats and ship cruising along and
close to about forty miles of coast between approximately latitude 68° S.

and 69° S., and very roughly in longitude 45° 30' W. 48° W., with pos-

sibly a slight extension to the NAY. and SE. of this for another forty

miles in each direction, should not be rejected until it is absolutely

disproved. Skilled nautical surveyors, much later than 1823, were
often many miles out in longitude, and even considerably so in lati-

tude, especially under difficult polar conditions of fog, a low sun or

none, and ice on the horizon, that it is only fair to allow a very broad
margin of error for a record like Morrell's,38 whose instruments also could
certainly not have been so reliable as those on ships like Ross's and
those of modern scientific expeditions.

After Morrell, Biscoe crossed the north-eastern corner of the AVeddell

Sea in 1830, but there is nothing of special interest to record during

38 Idem., p. 67. Morrell says he was then without fuel and with only twenty days' water

supply, and adds he was " destitute of the various nautical and mathematical instruments

requisite for such an enterprise, and without the aid of such scientific gentlemen as dis-

covery ships should always be supplied with."
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this part of his voyage, the important part of Biscoe's work being carried

out in other longitudes.

Dumont d'Urville followed in 1838, after sighting and charting in

greater detail Bransfield's mainland, which d'Urville (unacquainted with

Bransfield's surveys) called Terre Louis Philippe and Terre Joinville.

D'Urville sailed eastward to the South Orkneys and made a general

examination of the islands during about live days. During this visit he

landed, and approximately determined the heights of some of the hills.

Ice prevented d'Urville from penetrating farther south than 63° 50' S.

in 45 08 W. It is interesting to note that on the 23rd January

1838 d'Urville also believed he saw land in this vicinity, afterwards

negativing his observation.

Sir James Clark Ross with the Erebus and T> rror, after his great

researches in the Ross Sea and Victoria Land between 160° E. and 1
60°

W. during two seasons, followed on d'Urville in 1842-43. I have already

found it necessary to refer to some of his work in the Weddell Sea."9

After wintering at the Falkland Islands, Koss sailed southward and
followed up Bransfield's and d'Urville's surveys to the south of Joinville

Island, discovering more land, which he faithfully charted, and which

formed the shores of what he named Erebus and Terror Gulf; not being

able, however, to attain even the sixty-fifth degree of latitude in this

longitude, he sailed to the east. On AYeddelFs homeward track he just

crossed the sixty-fifth parallel, but was again pushed north b}7 the pack to

between 62 S. and 63 S. between 20 YV. and 30° W. It was during

this eastern voyage that his most interesting observation regarding a

u'j appearance oj land" was recorded in approximately 65' S., which
appears in the " Rough" and in the published Admiralty charts, 123 V

1240, 3176, between 46" 50' W. and 49° 00' W., but indications

of which, according to the ships' logs, were even more extensive, as I

have above mentioned, namely, between 45 W. to 49 W. It is inter-

esting to quote here from the Captain's and Masters logs of the K
and Terror for the 9th, 10th, and 11th February 1843, in order to show
that it has been worth considering the possible existence of land in this

locality, for which I have been so severely criticised by Dr. Otto
Xordenskjnld and others

;
for Ross, after his many years' experience in

Arctic exploration, and during his third successive season in Antarctic

exploration, must be most weightily considered, and cannot be so lightly

dismissed as has been suggested by Dr. Xordenskjold.

METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER OF H.M.S. "EREBUS."

Log and Proceedings of H.M.S. "Erebus."

captain's log.

1843.

Thursday, 8 p.m. Blink strong 40 from E | N to SE | S. Saw many whales,

9th Feb. Cape pigeons and a few white petrel. "Terror" NNW
1 mile.

Voyage of Discovery and Research in the Antarctic Regions, etc. By Sir James Clark

R.N., etc., 1847. Videvo). ii. chaps, xii. and xiii.

v' The italics are mine.
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10 r.M. Saw a few tern, white petrels and whales. In studding sails.

12 p.m. A strong blink from SE by S to E £ N ; "Terror" N by

W £' W.
Lat. 64° 19' S. Long. 50° 24' W.

Signal from "Terror," „ 64° 18' S. „ 50
J
23' W.

Friday,

10th Feb. 1.50 a.m. A berg E by N. Saw 2 whales ; several ash coloured and
white petrel ; some Cape pigeons. Strong blink from E
I N to S by E.

4.50 a.m. Ice blink to E by S.

5 a.m. Saw several tern, white petrel and Cape pigeons.

6.45 a.m. Saw a very large flock of birds, apparently white petrel, going

to the SW.
11 a.m. Appearance of land ESE. Passed several pieces of heavy

berg ice. Saw many Cape pigeons, white petrel and whales.

Noon. Ice blink SW by W to SE.

Land blink SE to E \ S. " Terror " NNW h mile.

1 p.m. Saw several whales. White and stormy petrel -and some

Cape pigeons.

3 p.m. Berg S by W 2'.

4 p.m. "Terror" North 2'. Ice blink from W to S by E h E.

Apparent Land Blink from S by E h E to E £ N.

A cluster apparently of islands seen from masthead bearing

by compass El S.

5.50 p.m. Extreme of blink E * N to SW.
6 p.m. A berg E by S 5'. Saw a few tern and many white petrel.

7 p.m. Berg E by N 6'. (Signal to " Terror" 64° 31' S 47° 44' W.)

( „ from " Terror" 64° 40' S 47° 40' W.)
Saturday,

11th Feb. 2.15 a.m. Extreme of a strong blink E by N to S by E.

8 a.m. Saw iceberg. East 5' a strong ice blink from South to E i N«

10 a.m. Saw several whales ; white, blue and stormy petrel and Cape

pigeons.

Noon. Strong ice blink E by N to SW by S. Bergs.

1.40 p.m. A long low barrier berg ENE 10'.

4 p.m. Long berg east end ESE 7'. East extreme of pack E by S as

seen from masthead. Ice blink E to SSW.
9 p.m. Tacked among loose pack ice off the pack. A strung appear-

ance of an island, centre of it SSE by E.

Lat. 64° 37' S. Long. 45° 39' W.
Signal from " Terror," 64° 40' S. „ 45° 43' W.

Midnight. Ice blink E by N to SSW.

Meteorological Register and Log and Proceedings of H.M.S. "Erebus."

(These are apparently additional and separate log notes.—W. S. B.)

master's log. 41

1843.

10th Feb. 11 a.m. Appearance of land ESE. Passed several pieces of heavy

berg ice. Saw many Cape pigeons, white petrel and whales.

41 This Master's Log, etc., is signed throughout by C. T. Tucker, Master of Erebus;

H. B. Yule, 2nd Master; H. Oakley, Mate; A. J. Smith, Mate; J. F. L. Wood, Lieu-

tenant ; and H. B. M. ? (not identified).
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9.30 a.m. Land blink SE to E \ S. " Terror " NNW h mile I .

3.10 a.m. Apparent land blink from S by E i E to E | N.

A cluster apparently of island* seen from masthead bearing

by compass EiS.
5.50 a.m. Extreme of blink E i X to SW.
11.15 a.m. Ice thickening. Tacked ship.

Midnight. " Terror" SE by S half a mile.

METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER OF H.M.S. "TERROR."

Log axd Proceedings of H.M.S. "Terror."

master's log. 4 -

1843.

Feb. 9th. From 6 to 8 p.m. saw two whales, se veral penguins, Cape

pigeons, Pro. Nivea, Proc. Glacialis, and two terns.

4 r.M. ''Erebus'' south two cables, 4 small berg> bearing NNW,
X by W, N, and XNE.

8 r.M. A brightness on the horizon having appearai 'blink

bearing E by N and SE by E.

12 A strong blink from east to SE \ E. "Erebus" SSE 2 cables

Hd. I

10th. 2.30 a.m. Observed >)> appearance of land E by S.

4 a.m. Appearance of land E $ S to ESE
8 a.m. A strong appearance of land E by S to SE by S.

12 Xoon. Strong appearand of laud from SW by S to E 1

Strong blink from E by S to WSW.
1 r.M. Appearance of land no longer observed.

Many birds recorded.

The presence of so many birds during the nesting season is strongly

indicative of land.

" Ice blink," several times referred to, over an ice-clad land, such as,

for instance, Coats Land, is almost synonymous with "land blink"; on
the other hand, it may indicate an absolutely continuous stretch of sea-

ice. But even if Ross's officers had seen no other indications of land at

all, I emphasise, What so continually and so persistently holds this ice

together in this locality I

Baffled at not finding a way to the south either by "YVeddell's home-
ward or outward tracks, Ross, with his characteristic energy and good
judgment, pushed to the eastward, and at last, having been repulsed to

about the sixty-second parallel, found the pack edge trending to the
south, and ultimately succeeded in attaining the latitude of 71 30' S.

in 14° 51' W. on 5th March 1843. In this position he was held up
again by ice and terrific weather conditions. On this occasion Ross did
not report any " appearance of land" but now we know from the researches
of the Scotia that he was within forty miles of it, and that on this occa-
sion, at least, his failure to get farther to the south was actually because

»'- This Masters Log, etc., is signed throughout by Pownall P. Cotter, Master of
Terror; C. G. Phillips, Lieutenant ; F. E. M. ? (=possibly Thomas E. L. Moore, Mate,
Warrant, or Chief Petty Officer).
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land was holding up the ice, just as it did with Bellingshausen and when
the Scotia was there in 1903 and in 1904.

After Boss's era-marking voyage, the Weddell Sea and indeed the
Antarctic regions generally were left severely alone for half a century,
with the exception of Moore's magnetic voyage in the Pagoda in 1845,
and of a flying visit for a few days by the Challenger in 1874. Neither
Moore, nor Nares and Thomson, however, entered the Weddell Sea. In

1892, Scotland, which, had previously been prominently represented by
Weddell and Ross, once more created an interest in those parts by
despatching four whalers to the Weddell Sea in the region of Erebus and
Terror Gulf, discovered and charted by Ross. It was on the strength
of Ross's reports concerning the whales that these ships sailed. This
voyage is well known and has been recorded in the Scottish Geograp

Magaziiu and in the Geographical Journal, in "From Edinburgh to the

Antarctic," by W. G. Burn-Murdoch, and elsewhere, and need not be
dealt with at length at the present time. The whalers were Balama,
Active, Diana, and Polar Star, and by the influence and assistance of the

well-known Arctic veteran, the late Mr. B. Leigh Smith, it was arranged

that naturalists and an artist should accompany the expedition. Facili-

ties for scientific research on these ships were very restricted, yet

extensive and detailed meteorological observations were kept on all

the ships, and on the Bala na and Active biological collections under
very adverse and difficult conditions were made, as well as highly

interesting though limited geological collections. Mr. Burn-Murdoch
brought back a large series of most interesting records with his brush

and pen, unequalled since the voyage of d'Urville. Besides the above

I took some soundings, secured samples of sea water, and for the first

time in Antarctic seas brought back some serial deep-sea temperatures

with Negretti and Zambra's reversing thermometers in the Scottish

reversing frame. Some land discoveries were made. The Active

steamed through an uncharted channel now known as Firth of Tay,

cutting off Dundee Island from Joinville Island, which Captain Robert-

son and Dr. Donald charted. We in the Balama were able to record new
land south-west of Seymour Island, viz. Seal Islands. Norway, hearing of

the Scottish venture, also sent a ship, the Jason (Captain Larsen). Larsen

landed on Seymour Island and obtained some tertiary fossils and also

cruised as far east as the South Orkneys, but like ourselves was held

up by tight ice and unable to penetrate south of 65
c

S. Next year

Larsen again visited the Weddell Sea and succeeded in reaching about

68° S., along the east coast of Graham Land, and named the Seal

Islands and Oscar II. Coast, which we in the Balama, as above stated,

had sighted and roughly charted the previous year. Tight ice pre-

vented Larsen penetrating eastward along this track. Again I ask,

What was holding this ice to the eastward \ Dr. Otto Nordenskjold

was the next explorer of the Weddell Sea, 1901-1903, in the Antarctic,

which had previously sailed to the Ross Sea. The recently published

and detailed accounts of this voyage makes it unnecessary to give a

long account of it. But, as above noted, the Antarctic, like all her

predecessors, failed to pass the 65th degree of latitude between 45° W
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and 55
: W. on account of impenetrable ice, and was finally crushed and

sank off the Danger Islets. Three parties, separated from one another,

wintered under most severe conditions, on .Seymour Island, on Paulet

Island, and in Antarctic Sound, and were finally rescued by the Argen-

tine gunboat Uruguay from their perilous position. Among Nordens-

kjold's contributions to our knowledge of the Weddell Sea was the

more accurate survey of the east coast of Graham Land, namely, Oscar

Coast and Foyn Coast, and of Erebus and Terror Gulf. He made most

valuable geological researches, and also took a number of soundings, sea

temperatures, and salinities. Those taken to the eastward in deeper

water are of particular interest, and have already been specially referred

to in relation to the "strong appearand of land" charted by Ross. Xor-

denskjold's expedition did valuable work outside the "Weddell Sea in

Bransiield Strait, Belgica Strait, and at South Georgia and seas

adjacent, but these areas are outside the scope of this paper. The
Scottish National Antarctic Expedition in the Scotia (1002-4), under

my leadership, followed close in the wake of the Swedes. The Scottish

Expedition differed from the other expeditions sailing at the begin-

ning of this century in that it was thoroughly equipped for deep-sea

research and concentrated on work at sea rather than on shore. The
results of the Scotia's work are also well known and need not be gone
into in detail on the present occasion.

The Scotia cleared up many problems. The south-eastern boundary
of the AVeddell Sea was mapped out by the discovery of Coats Land,
part of the Antarctic Continent, which was generally believed to be
much farther south in this locality. 43 The Loss sounding of 4000
fathoms, no bottom, was refuted, although it was determined that the

general depth of the Weddell Sea considerably exceeded 2000 fathoms, and
approached a depth of 3000 towards the meridian of Greenwich. A "Rise"
of much less than 2000 fathoms was found connecting Graham Land
through South Orkneys to the Sandwich Group, and appears to continue

from thence westward through South Georgia and the Falkland Islands

to South America. This "Rise" possibly extends to Bouvet Island,

forming, as it were, with the South Orkneys the northern boundary of

the Weddell Sea along the sixtieth parallel of latitude, except towards
its eastern extremity where it trends north of east. Besides a

thorough bathymetrical survey, the Scotia also determined the nature of

the bottom of the Weddell Sea. Dr. Pirie has shown u that the bottom
is composed almost entirely of glacial mud, a modification of blue mud,
which is bounded to the north by a belt of diatom ooze. Most inter-

estingly we obtained rock specimens with the trawl of fossiliferous lime-

stone with specimens of archjeocyathina- in 1775 fathoms about eighty
miles ESE. of Cape Dundas. Over five hundred samples of water taken
from different depths from the surface to the bottom were taken and

4:! Sir John Murray. -'Renewal of Antarctic Exploration," Geographical Journal, vol.

iii. Xo. 1, January 1894.
44 i( Deep Sea Deposits ' (with a map), by Dr. J. H. Harvey Pirie, Report on the Scientific

Results of the Voyoyc of S. V. -'Scotia;' vol. viii. No. 1. pp. 3-48.

VOL. XXXIIL R
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tested for their specific gravities, etc. 45 Systematic meteorological 40

observations were taken over the Weddell Sea between 10 W. and
45 W. from 60

c
S. to 7-1 S. during two seasons, besides those taken at

the South Orkneys, which have, since 1904, been continued by the

Argentine Republic, to whom I handed over the Scotia Bay Meteoro-
logical and Magnetic Station, established by us in 1903. Extensive deep-

sea, intermediate, and surface zoological collections were secured, etc.47

I wish specially to refer to Mr. Mossman's excellent paper recently

given to the Royal Geographical Society, 43 when he discussed very fully

physical problems associated with the Weddell Sea, and with whose
conclusions I acquiesce, and consequently need not repeat, and make
final reference to the expeditions of Lieutenant Filchner and Sir Ernest
Shackleton, which completes this retrospect of the Weddell Sea.

Filchner followed up the work of the Scotia and Antarctic by an
expedition in the Deutschland. He followed the south-western extension

of Coats Land and called it Kron Prinz Luitpold Land, which I suggest

should be contracted to Luitpold Coast. Here he attempted to set

up a winter station but was repulsed, and finally got caught in the pack

ice, and drifted northward. Filchner took a good series of soundings,

usefully supplementing those of the Scotia, and extended our knowledge
of the Weddell Sea to 78° S. The result of a short sledge journey, by
which he claims to have refuted the existence of Johnsons New South

Greenland, I have discussed above. Filchner defined more clearly

the " Rise " between South Orkneys and Sandwich Group by an addi-

tional transverse line of soundings, which confirms more fully the con-

clusions derived from the soundings taken in the Scotia.

Sir Ernest Shackleton is the last to add to our knowledge of the

Weddell Sea, and we await with interest his full reports. From his

telegraphic reports, however, it appears that he has united Coats Land
with Luitpold Coast by his discovery of Caird Coast. We are eager to

get the exact line of his drift and the latitude and longitude of his

soundings, for it would appear that the drift of the Endurance is the

first actual shadow of a doubt thrown over the existence of Johnson's

New South Greenland.

It is remarkable how Graham Land and its archipelago are topo-

graphically reflected as an inverted image of South America, and such a

"cluster of islands" would more fully complete the reflection by a

balancing of the Falkland Islands "cluster a/" islands." I do not assert

that there should be such a balancing, but the idea is at least suggestive,

especially if the geology were also reflected, as for instance it is with

the Andean Range continuing its existence in Graham Land.

« "Temperatures, Specific Gravities, and Salinities of the Weddell Sea," byW. S. Bruce.

Andrew King, and D. W. Wilton. Report on the Scientific Results of the Voyage of S.Y.

/," vol. x. pt. ii. pp. 39-14-2.

*6 "Meteorological Results," by R. C. Mossman, Report on the Scientific Results of the

Voyage of S.Y. "Scotia," vol. ii. pt. i. pp. i-v and 1-306, 9 plates, 2 maps.
+~ Report on the Scientific Results of the Voyage of S.Y. "Scotia," vols. iv. v. vi. vii.

ix., etc.

«8 "The Physical Conditions of the Weddell Sea," by R. C. Mossman. Geographical

Journal, vol. xlvii. Xo. 6, Dec. 1916, pp. 479-500.
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TRAVEL MEMORIES. 1

By Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Yate, F.R.G.S., F.R.Hist. Soc.

(inth III astrations.)

Kazerun to ShIraz.

The oblivion into which Persia has been thrown by the strenuousness

of the war waged in other, for the moment, less favoured lands still holds

sway. For a brief day or two the curtain was lifted, when the Russian

General Baratoff, freed from his stalemate by the Turk at or near

Hamadan by the victories of Sir F. S. Maude at Kut and Baghdad, 2

once more advanced through Kirmanshah and Khanikin, and effected a

nominal and temporary junction with the British forces at Bfikuba, some
thirty miles north-east of Baghdad. Since then Persia, weary, let us

hope, of the wickedness of this fickle though fascinating world, has

once more ''taken the veil," after the fashion of Les Dames Galantes of

Brantume, the Heptameron, and Lc SiecU /> 1. rze, when tired of

the frivolities and iniquities of life !

I would wish to add something to my previous brief description of

Shahpur and Kazerun. The region in which the great Sassanian king
set his capital must have been fertile and populous. The impression

which it made upon my mind in 1881 is thus recorded: "This /alley

must have been a scene of great prosperity and the abode of a very
large population. The plain is strewn with ruins, sculptured and
engraved tombstones, dilapidated forts, and other remnants of former
ages. There is, however, scarce one stone left upon another, if we
except the citadel, situated on the spur of the hill overhanging
the point where the river debouches from the valley. The pure water
of this delightful river loses itself below in the salt stream the murky
waters of which we met near Daliki and elsewhere. Even of the citadel

the remnants are but meagre. One large chamber, the walls of which
were constructed of Cyclopean blocks of cut stone, was still partially

preserved. Arches there were fairly perfect but blocked up with debris.

The sculptures represented human and animal figures, monarchs and
nobles with their suites, horses, tigers, elephants, camels, etc." Passing
on from Shahpur to Kazerun we traversed the sites of two ruined towns,
and noticed gravestones engraved in a character certainly at that time
unknown to me. Cereals, opium, date-palms and orange-groves repre-
sented cultivation, as we saw it on our then journey. The pomegranate,
wild in the jungle and domesticated also, if I remember rightly, was
conspicuous everywhere with its splendid red blossom. Ruins extend

1 Continued from p. 174.

2 I received on 7th May a letter from a senior officer serving under Sir F. S. Maude.
It concludes thus : "lam very glad to have been in Baghdad. Our division was the first

in. I think General Maude has run the show most awfully well, and I expect much is due
to General Money, his Chief of Staff, not to mention M'Munn, who has just got his K. C.B.''
Xothing speaks truer than this first-hand unsolicited testimony, cooked up in no despatch
and re-edited from no office stool.



I

Fig. 1.—Shapur.—From Morier, Journey through Persia, etc., in 1S0S and 1809.

Fig. 2.—Kotal-i-Dukhtar.—From Buckingham, Travels in Assyria, Media and Persia.
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for some miles east and west of Kazerun, but to-day the town is small,

the population shrunken, and its produce under the Kajilr, as com-

pared with the Sassanian dynasty, is as reduced as is that of the

Mesopotamia of the Turk compared with what it was in the days in

which Babylon, Nineveh, and Ctesiphon flourished. Some six miles

east of Shahpur we passed a fine old aqueduct carried over a broad

nullah. This struck me as a relic of an engineering skill which the

decadent Iran of to-day no longer boasts.

Arriving at the Kazerun telegraph-house at 7.30 P.M. on 1st June

(1881) we bathed and then enjoyed a rest on the bungalow roof. After

dinner at 9 P.M. we gladly retired to bed, somewhat done up with the

day's work. We were up again at 3 a.m. on the 2nd June, and away
at 4.30 duly nerved for the tussle with the filia laedior, and, after her,

with the much more formidable mater laeda. " The first two or three

miles of our road led through a succession of ruins. We then crossed

an undulating plain several miles broad to a long and solid stone

causeway crossing an extensive morass created by a stream which

debouches from the hills to the north and floods the flat country. The
causeway terminates at the base of a spur of these hills. Our road then,

rounding the spur, pushed up a wooded valley to a ruin said to be the

remains of an ancient royal rest-house, and built up against the face of

the natural rock. On that rock is a sculpture said to represent Taimur-
i-lang (Tamerlane, anglice), attended by a eunuch and two other persons.

A lion and hunting-falcon also figure in the scene, which is presumably
a sporting one. The inscriptions are in Persian, but I have no record

of them. The workmanship is very inferior to that of the Shahpur
sculptures, which are works of art, reproducing in detail the dress and
arms of the human figures and trappings of the horses. The old grave-

yard hard by had inscriptions in Arabic on the tombstones. One large

vault, capable of receiving the earthly remains of a dozen human beings

or more, seemed to be still the object of devoted care. A painted

wooden effigy of a mounted warrior stood in one of the niches. The
view looking southward from here commanded an extensive valley, with a

lake of some size (eight by three miles, I gathered) glistening in its midst,

and a background of dark mountains. Three miles from the end of the

causeway we reached the foot of the Kotal-i-dukhtar, a short but very

steep ascent. A stone-paved zig-zag (Fig. 2) facilitates the ascent and
descent of pack-animals, but hob-nailed boots got no grip on the smooth,
worn blocks. "We reached the top at 9 A.M., after four-and-a-half hours of

steady walking and climbing, and thence descending towards the Dasht-
i-barm, reached in a few hundred yards a road-police (tufangchi) tower
and an Abambar or covered tank. A good draught of the cool refresh-

ing water from the tufangchi's dulcha was most welcome. We proffered

a karan (lOd.) as token of our gratitude. It was received by the ragged
ruffian with an air of contempt worthy of Jeames de la Pluche at his

best." * How far these tufangchis really contribute to the safety of the

roads is a point upon which experience does not entitle me to express

1 Quotation from diary.
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an opinion. At later stages of our journey the shagird-chapar (post-boy)

more than once warned us to keep together as we passed by night

certain known haunts of highway robbers. Years later, in 1905, when
I was an inmate of Sister Agnes's famous hospital at 9 G-rosvenor

G-ardens, an officer whose elbow or forearm had been shattered by a

bullet in a rencontre with brigands in Persia came in there for further

treatment. Since the conclusion of the Anglo-Russian agreement of

1907, the lives and property of Europeans in Persia have been much
less secure than in the days when my brother and I traversed the

country without encountering even the shadow of an adventure. This

insecurity is to be traced to the unrest consequent on the substitution

of an attempt at constitutional government for the absolute authority

of the Shah, to the intrigues of G-erman agents, to the violent measures

adopted by the Russians in Azerbaijan, and to the resentment of the

Persians themselves, a resentment which found its safest and easiest

victims among the British subjects serving or residing in South-Eastern

Persia. No such scenes were enacted in Bushire, Kazerun or Shiraz, as

took place, under Russian domination, in Tabriz and Kazvin. The
records of them may be sought in Mr. Morgan Schuster's The Strangling

ofPersia, in the columns of the Manchester Guardian of the period, and in an

illustrated pamphlet from the pen of Professor E. G-. Brown of Cambridge.

Mr. Morgan Schuster, I have heard it oynically remarked, thought to

know in three months the Persia which Mr. Benjamin, the first American

minister to the Court of the Shah, essayed to describe after three years'

experience, and of which Britons have been students for more than

three centuries. Centuries, years or months—the issue differs little.

The Briton seems to blunder as egregiously after his centuries as Morgan
Schuster after his months. When Captain Eckford was shot (of which

more later), his little shooting party was sent off, little, if at all, pro-

tected, to shoot at the Arjim lake, although it was just the season

when the banditti from the mountains eastward of Shiraz always came

down to harry the caravan route to Bushire. The wisdom of the

Persian governor of Shiraz was here at fault. British generals now
command the South-Eastern Persia armed police, and keep watch and

ward over the Perso-Baluch frontier ; and late as this move was in

coming, we can feel that it is not "too late.

From the top of the Kotal-i-dukhtar our road descended into the

Dasht-i-barm, "a broad valley fifteen to twenty miles long, its entire

surface being thickly studded with a species of oak, under the shade of

which fine crops of grain were standing, ripe for the sickle. The moun-

tains encircling it on every side were more or less luxuriantly wooded,

and the high peaks to the east were white with snow, their elevation

being probably 11,000 feet or over. "Winding across this Dasht-i-barm, x

1 Barm is said to mean "oak," but I find no trace of it in Richardson's or Palmer'^

Dictionaries For that matter neither is the familiar word Kotal (Jj;/)
in them, although

Eaverty's Pashtu Dictionary acknowledges it. The ideal Persian lexicon has yet to be

published. I hear of one ready for the Press, but the funds and the publisher are not forth-

coming at present.
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which is some 3000 feet above sea-level, for four or five miles in an

easterly direction, we reached at 1 1 A.M. the foot of the Kotal Pir-i-zan.

Then commenced a stiff climb of 4000 feet, the length of the road from

top to bottom being from six to seven miles, and its condition of the very

worst, worn into holes and hollows, strewn with boulders, loose rough

stones and shingle, and in parts exceedingly steep for pack-animals. Half

way up we reached and halted at the caravansarai appropriately called

Miyan-Kotal, i.e. the Half-way House. We welcomed the sight of it after

seventy-five minutes' steady clamber under a scorching sun. The ;/<

Iij< i was a very civil tufangchi, who brought us wood, water, and cucumbers,

helped us to unload our modest impedimenta, and carried them for us to

the ' khilwat-khana ' or first-class waiting-room." We had here a specimen

of a very fine sarai, had cleanliness only prevailed. There was a tah-kh

or cool subterranean chamber, attached to the suite of rooms in which

we were installed, but it was unapproachable. Two nice tanks there

were also, but the mud lay ankle or knee deep at the bottom. We un-

dressed, dangled our legs over the edge, swilled off the dust, and then

breakfasted in our sleeping-suits. The cool breeze under the trees at an

elevation of 5000 feet was delightful. From the top of the sarai the

view over the Dasht-i-barm and successive vallej-s and hill-ranges, with

the densely wooded Pir-i-zan range rising behind us, was very picturesque.

From some point on the road in this vicinity the waters of the Persian

Gulf are visible in clear weather. 1 The caravan traffic supports a baJckdl

or provision merchant. Dates, mast (curdled milk), and cucumbers are

staple articles of food obtainable almost anywhere in Persia. The natives

of the land, we heard, mix all these into a mess, which they at least find

appetising. We did not try it. Cucumbers we soon learnt to appreciate,

and fresh pure mast with jam or preserved fruits we found excellent. No
Persian cuts cucumbers into slices. The charwadar peels it and bites off

chunks. When in 1885 I stayed for three days with the Persian

general in command at Kalat-i-Nadiri, on the Turcoman border, he

would peel his cucumber, cut it into neat little squares, and then oft'er

it to me. I saw blackbirds among the oaks of the Dasht-i-barm. I had
seen them six or seven months earlier at Maiwand, west of Kandahar,

the scene of one of our most serious reverses during the Second Afghan
War of 1878-81.

The diary which I kept during our journey across Persia enters into

mint/tie: which cannot reappear here. Be it our own or the muleteers'

laziness, we did not leave Miyan-Kotal till 5.15 p.m., and it was 6.30

when we reached the summit of the Pir-i-zan. The pleasure of the

evening walk through this richly wooded country abounding in cool

sparkling rills, abides in my memory, as does that of the ride through
the magnificent scenery of the Elburz range between Kazvin and

1 A friend long resident in Persia says, "I think it will lie found that just above the

Miyan-Kotal caravansarai begins the Kotal Khaju, which crosses the highest point in this

range (and from which point the sea and ships at Bushire are visible), and then descends to

the Arjiin plain." Neither Lord Curzon nor Mr. Bradley Birt mentions the Kotal Khaju, nor

did I hear anything about it. As far as I remember, the atmosphere did not permit of our
seeing the waters of the Persian Gulf from the top of the Pass.
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the Caspian. As we descended the Pir-i-zan into the Dasht-i-Arjun,

the shades of night began to close in. We ought to have left Miyan-
Kotal at 4 P.M. at latest. Below and around us stretched mountain,
forest, valley, and lake, the last-named absorbing the countless streams
that flow into it from all sides of the valley, and evaporating as rapidly

as it absorbs. The lake has no known overflow or outlet. Near the
Arjim village, in the dark, we waded through a great sheet of shallow

water some hundreds of yards in breadth. This sheet of water, we
found, gushes out from the base of a cliff close to the village. There is

excellent duck and snipe shooting on the lake in winter, and in the

summer, geese, duck, and teal breed there. In the mountains are the

maneless lion and panther, not to mention in detail animals of minor
dignity. It was 10 p.m. when we reached the telegraph bungalow at

Arjun. Mr. Smith entertained us most hospitably, and being himself a

sportsman, gave us an interesting account of both the large and small

game-shooting of the vicinity. For the rest, the impression left upon
us by what came within our ken was of a country capable of develop-

ment, but neglected, with a scant and poverty-stricken population,

inhabiting a country pastorally and agriculturally rich. At an elevation

of between 6000 and 7000 feet the crops were still quite green, and
would not be reaped and harvested till August. Magnificent willows

and ash-trees grew round the Arjun village, and the oak, almond, and
hawthorn, and many another tree and bush thronged the hillsides. The
winters are very severe, the snow lying three feet deep and seven or

eight in drifts, and bringing down telegraph posts and breaking the

wires. 1

At 5 a.m. on the 3rd June we left Mr. Smith's tastefully furnished

and arranged bungalow, and pushed on for Khana-ziniun. 2 Our road lay

among low hills, following the course of a river which at Khana-ziniun

becomes the Kara-agatch, and thence flowing away south-eastward finally

discharges itself into the Persian Gulf. Hawthorns, wild-roses, willows,

brambles, whins fringed the river-banks. On a bridge crossing it we
found tufangchis whiling away their idle hours in taking snap-shots at

the fish in the waters below. On our appearance they deemed us the

likelier prey and dropped sport in favour of begging. The sarai at

Khana-ziniun was exceptionally foul. A Moslem mendicant of some
sort was requested to vacate the only chamber which had any pretence

to cleanliness, and we were put into it. The flies that infest these foul

1 I alluded earlier to the maneless lion which inhabits this mountainous part of Persia.

Mr. Bradley Birt ( Through Persia, p. 114) just mentions the oft-recounted onset of a lion on

Captain Oliver St. John as he was riding near the foot of the Pir-i-zan Pass. The lion

descended on the horse's quarters. Captain St. John quitted the saddle, not liking

such close contact with the lion's jaws. Away dashed the horse, bestridden now by not

Captain St. John but the lion. Strange to say, next morning (the attack took place at

dusk, and St. John found his way, not without misgiving, to the Dasht-i-Arjun bungalow)

the horse was found grazing. It had unseated, in its terrified flight, its unwelcome rider.

2 In conversation the Persian always pronounces the final syllable " -an " as " -un (oon)."

Thus nan ( h 1 = bread, is pronounced "nun (noon)." This is one of the anomalies of con-

versational Persian in Persia.
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places are a curse. They spare nothing, but carry to human skin and
food and drink the pollution of all the ordure that lies around. It would
appear from the entry made in my diary at this point that we came to

the conclusion at this stage of our journey that we might have spared
ourselves the trouble of bringing tinned food with us from India. We
found that at most places chickens, eggs, bread, mast, fruit, and vege-
tables could be obtained. At 2 p.m., after a meal and an attempt to

rest thwarted by the flies, we started again and pushed on seven farsakhs,

say about twenty-five miles, to Chinar-rahdar. We arrived there at

dusk, having passed half way the spot where Collins, a telegraph subor-

dinate, was murdered by robbers. Collins was accompanied by an
Armenian woman. When the thieves surprised him he submitted
quietly till one of them tried to take the earrings from the woman's ears.

He then drew out his revolver and shot the man. He was thereupon
killed. A tufangchi tower stands close to the scene of this murder.
The country we traversed on this march was barren and unattractive.

We reached Chinar-rahdar at 8.20 p.m., supped and slept, and were off

again at 5 a.m. on the 4th June, having seven or eight miles to cover

to reach Shiraz. Our prospective host, Xawwab Haidar Ali Khan,
brother of Xawwab Mirza Hasan Ali Khan, 1 had ridden out to meet us,

but our baggage-master took us into Shiraz by a by-road, and thus we
missed him. However, on arrival, a servant showed us to our rooms,
and, after bathing and each attiring ourselves in the one presentable suit

which we possessed, we were conducted to the dining-room, where our

eyes were gladdened by the sight of a snow-white tablecloth, garnished

with little piles of frozen snow, interspersed with fresh fruits, plums,

cherries, and apricots, not to mention the a la Perse, which is precisely

the same as thi a la L'usse, butter cooled on ice, and china, glass, and
silver worthy of an artistic taste, and one possessed of the means requisite

for its satisfaction. The contrast between this scene and the foulness of

the sarais struok home. 2 We deeply regretted that our host's courtesy

in coming out to meet us should have been in vain. When he joined us,

he at once announced that the new Governor of Fars, the juvenile eldest

son of the Zill-es-Sultan, the eldest son (but not the heir-apparent) of

the Shah Xasr-ed-din, was that day to make his public entry into the

capital of his government, that horses ready saddled were awaiting us

at his gate, and that we could not do better than mount and start and
witness a ceremony which was not to be seen every day. We were as

yet new to Persian customs, and the small cortege preceding and accom-
panying us, as we threaded our way through the narrow streets, was
somewhat of a novelty. The streets, with an exiguous raised footpath

on each side and an awkward drain running down the centre, soon

1 Well known in his day in the Indian Political Service and at the Foreign Office, and in

his later years a member of the St. James's Club in Piccadilly.

2 Longer experience of Persia taught me to view with respect the qualifications of the

Persian chef de cuisine, and to note the good taste with which the service of food was carried

out. In fact, the Persian chef de cuisine is an artist. War works wonders. It may even

make an artist of the British cook under the skilful tuition of M. Romolo Piazzani and

others.
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taught us the value of the cortege, especially when we met a loaded

camel, a most unpleasant customer to encounter in the average street of

a Persian town. Blank high walls line those streets, an occasional open

doorway revealing a glimpse of handsome courts and gardens, surrounded

by suites of apartments. In some cases a flight of steps descending

leads the visitor through a short archway or gallery up another flight of

steps into a court adorned with flowers, shrubs, fruit-trees and pollarded

irs (plane-trees), a deliciously cool-looking tank occupying the centre.

Something of the beauty and sensual delight of water is learnt in

Fig. 4.—Interior of a Harem.—From Tancoigne, Narrative of a Journey into Persia.

travel in Asia, and our understanding is thereby opened to the incense

offered to it in the Persian poets. When we left Shiraz at daybreak on

the 6th June, six miles out we found ourselves riding parallel to the little

streamlet of Ruknfibad to which the verse of Haflz has lent undying fame.

It is a passage somewhat in the vein of the poetry of Omar Khayyam,
to the charm of which, I see, "A Student in Arms," as he stands

revealed to us by the editor of the Spectator, confesses that he had grown

callous, when the call to arms came. But the Ode from the Diwfin of

Hafiz which I am about to quote will live until some entirely new era

of civilisation dawns. I may venture to reproduce here a translation

by the late Professor Duncan Forbes of the first few lines of the Ode :

—
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" If that lovely maid of Shiraz would accept my heart, for the black

mole on her cheek I would give Samarkand and Bokhara. Boy, bring

me the wine that remains ; for in Paradise thou wilt find neither the

banks of the streamlet of Ruknabad, nor the rosy bowers of Musalla. 1

These wanton nymphs, these insidious fair ones, whose beauties raise a

tumult in our city, have borne away the quiet of my heart, as Tartars

their repast of plunder," etc.

As it so happened, the arrival of the young prince-governor

afforded us some glimpses of the beauties of these " insidious fair ones."

At least so my diary, which I will quote, indicates ; and I can only

regret that the tone of that diary reflects little of the rapture of the

love-lorn and possibly wine-inspired poet. It runs thus :
" We took up

our position on the edge of the Ispahan road about half a mile from the

city gate. There we found the road lined with thousands of men and
women. Every house-top and wall was densely packed with spectators.

The ladies appeared to think that a discreet betrayal of some of their

charms was but a proper tribute to so auspicious an occasion. And
what if the roving eye of his Imperial Highness, youthful though he

be, should smile upon those charms ! We at least saw more of Persian

female beauty than is usually vouchsafed to casual travellers. The blue

ehadar and white bv/rJca, as at Kandahar, formed the outer veil. Their

eyes were a fine feature ; their complexion of a yellowish tinge, not so

attractive as the clear fair complexion of an Englishwoman, or the olive

hue of the races of southern and south-western Europe. A ruby tint

now and again relieved the yellow monotone and enhanced its attraction.

The tout ensemble suggested flabbiness, not the healthy firmness of con-

tour of the active, often athletic, woman of Europe. After all we only

saw women of the middle and lower classes. I gathered that even the

ladies of the country lacked social qualifications, and indeed where did

the scope for them come in 1 It is said not to be charms of mind that

the Persian seeks in the companion of his andarun or zenana." If any
of my readers would pursue this fascinating subject further, let me
present them with a brief bibliography from my library book-

shelves.

( 1 ) Lettres Persanes by M. de Montesquieu.

(2) Bomans de Voltaire.

(3) Vathek by AVilliam Beckford.

(4) Behind the Veil in Persia bjT Mrs. Hume-Griffith.

(5) Persia Revisited by General Sir T. E. Gordon, p. 45, and the

illustration of " A Persian Lady at Home." The present dress of "The
Persian Lady at Home " is, as is well known, the product of the studies

1 Musalla mean "a place of prayer." I came across one so-named near Herat, as well

as the one named by Hafiz. That of Herat had been a fine edifice decorated with the

encaustic tiles which we admire on the mosques of Persia, Central Asia, and other Mahom-
medan countries. The Musalla of Herat was, I believe, destroyed to make way for defensive

fortifications, under the orders of the Amir Abdur-rahman Khan some thirty years ago,

when Russia threatened Herat. Vambery {Travels, p. 283) saw it in 1863, describes its

"fine ruins." The sepulchre there of Sultan Husein Mirza resembled that of Timur at

Samarkand.
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by the Shah Xasr-ed-din of the ballet-dress of the operas of Europe

during his visit of 1873.

(6) I ' Perse par Le Prince Alexis Soltykoff, in 1838, gives

an attractive illustration of "Femmes Persanes." (See Fig. 4.)

(7) Rattray's Costume* of Afghanistan, Xos. 24 and 29 of the

illustrations.

(8) Haji Baba of Ispahan by James Morier.

"With a little more thought and research I could doubtless add
many other references. Indeed we can hardly suppose that Brisson,

Olearius, Chardin, and Hanway
have nothing to say on this

topic of absorbing interest.

Mr. W. Gr. S. Benjamin, devotes

three very interesting pages

(105-7) of his Persia and the

Persians to the fairer sex. He
writes, a propos of the female

out-of-door dress, "No argu-

ment is required to show what
a power of intrigue exists in

such a costume. In her mantle

or veil, completely covering her

from head to foot, a woman
can go wherever she pleases

without the slightest possi-

bility of her identity being

detected. Not even her hus-

band would dare to raise her

veil ; to do so would render

him liable to instant death. On
the other hand, if a Persian

woman wishes to disclose her

charms to any one, she gener-

ally contrives to find a chance

to withdraw her veil for an

instant ; the rest is arranged

by third parties who are always

on hand."' I venture to dis-

agree with Mr. Benjamin as

to the impossibility of identi-

fication "whenever she takes

her walks abroad." A woman
can be followed from or to her

own door, and identification

will then leave no shadow of a

doubt. I note that Mr. Ben-

jamin, with his three years'

experience, corrects my ill-informed youthful pronouncement on the

social qualifications of the Persian women. He says (p. 105):

Fig. 5.—Persian woman in Btreet costume, the veil

drawn aside.—From Benjamin, Persia and the

Persians (by permission of Mr. John Murray).
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" Women of great talents are occasionally found in the anderoons,

skilled in music, poetry, painting, and the diplomatic art. All of them

are clever in embroidering, which has been carried in Persia to a degree

never elsewhere surpassed. Diplomacy, influence, and intrigue in that

country are dependent in a large measure on the force of character dis-

played by the women." The historians of Afghanistan and the Punjab

in the thirties and forties of the nineteenth century extol the courage

and strength of character of the wife of Shah Shuja'-ud-daulah msrit-vis

the Lion of the Punjab, Ranjit Singh. Still she could not prevent the

Koh-i-noor from passing from the crown jewels of Kabul to those of

Lahore.

I must reserve the account of the state-entry into Shiraz of the little

boy-prince, the new Governor of Shiraz, who bore the title of Jalal-ud-

•daulah, and of much else of real interest in that home of the finest

poets of Persia, for my next " Memories."

OBITUARY.

Captain Patrick Alexander Blair.

The Society has sustained a great loss in the death in action on April 23

last, of its Acting Treasurer, Captain Patrick Alexander Blair, of the

9th Royal Scots. Captain Blair, who was born in 1879, was the

youngest son of the late Alexander Blair, Sheriff of the Lothians and

Peebles, and was a Chartered Accountant, being the senior partner of

the firm of Macandrew and Blair, C.A., Edinburgh. He held a com-

mission in the Territorials for several years before the war, was called

up with his regiment in August 1914, and has been continuously on

active service abroad since February 1915. He was mentioned in

despatches.

Captain Blair was appointed Treasurer of the Society at a Meeting

of Council held on October 21, 1909, and during his period of office

has most carefully and successfully superintended the finances of the

Society. His amiable character, his devotion to duty, and his gallant

death will ensure his name being remembered and respected by all who

knew him.

Major Alastair C. B. Geddes.

We regret also to record the death in action, on April 19, of

Major Alastair C. B. Geddes, M.C., Royal Flying Corps, the elder son

of Professor and Mrs. Patrick Geddes. Born in 1891, he had crowded

much work and many varied experiences into his brief span of less

than twenty-six years. In 1909 he accompanied Dr. W. S. Bruce in

his Scottish Arctic expedition to Spitsbergen, and did good survey work

in Prince Charles Foreland, where his name is commemorated in Mount

Geddes and Alastair Horn. The following year he visited the Faroes

and Shetlands in the Fishery Research steamer GoUseeker. The summer

of 1913 he spent at Ghent in charge of the Town Planning Exhibition
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of which he had had previous experience in Dublin, Belfast, and Edin-

burgh. In 191-4 he sailed with his father when Professor Geddes was

called to India on town-planning work for cities in the Madras Presi-

dency and in other provinces. He had planned to spend the hot

season in the Himalayas studying geographical botany, but in 1915

returned home to take his share in the war. In the hope that his

powers of observation and his geographical training would be of use he

joined the Kite Balloon Section of the Royal Naval Air Service, and

was sent to the front in August 1915. In 1916 he transferred to the

Royal Flying Corps, and in December of that year, when only a little

over twenty-five years of age, was promoted major. In Januaiy 1917

he was awarded the Military Cross.

Mr. Victor Dingelstedt.

We have also to record the death, which took place at Geneva on

April 14, in his eightieth year, of Mr. Victor Dingelstedt. Correspond-

ing Member of the Society. Mr. Dingelstedt. who was born at Odessa,

was at one time connected with the Russian Public "Water Department

at Tifli8, and was the author of a work on Hydrography and Irrigt

He was a Corresponding Member of the Society from the beginning, and

was the author of a long series of articles in the Magazint . The last of

his articles appeared in the May issue (p. 209), and thus, although he

corrected the proof, he did not live to witness the publication of the

paper. The first article which he contributed to the I

'

appears

in vol. ii., and the intervening volumes afford much evidence of his

interest in the Society. Although specially interested in problems con-

nected with Russia, notably the south-eastern region, his articles deal

with a wide range of subjects, and he had an excellent knowledge of

the English language. His death is a great loss to the Editors and

readers of the Magaz\

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Europe.

The Askja Crater, Iceland.—This curious crater, which lies

within the great volcanic massif of Dyngjufjoll, in the east-central

region of Iceland, is the object of a short paper by Mr. W. S. C.

Russell, in the March issue of the Geographical Review. Mr. Russell,

with a companion, visited the region in 1913, and determined the

position of a number of points on the crater wall by triangulation. He
took also a number of photographs, some of which are reproduced in the

article. Great lava fields, lying at a height of about 1500 feet, surround

the Dyngjufjoll mountains, and the author believes that these have, at

least for the most part, come from the Askja crater, which is breached

in various directions. One of these breaches forms Jonskard, or John's

Pass, a depression in the north-western part of the wall, and it was by
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means of this pass that the crater was reached by the party. From its

summit an admirable view of the crater was obtained. This is rounded,

measures four miles across, and has near its south-eastern wall the

beautiful turquoise-blue lake of Knebelsvatn, in which the explorer von
Knebel was drowned (cf. vol. xxx. p. 269), together with his companion
Rudloff Mr. Russell's party made their way across the crater floor to

the lake, and he adds some details to those already published in regard

to it.

Africa.

The South-West Africa Protectorate.—In the April issue of the

Geographical Journal there appears an article by Mr. T. Tonnesen on this

Protectorate, the article being illustrated by a useful map and some fine

photographs. In regard to the future the author's conclusion is that

since the area is of the same general character as South Africa and
Rhodesia, like these it must always be primarily a pastoral country.

Agriculture is only possible in certain limited regions where the water

supply is adequate. The country is probably rich in minerals, but

details are still lacking, owing to insufficient prospecting work having

been carried out during German rule. The minerals at present worked
include copper, in addition to the well-known diamonds, but the possi-

bilities of the future include tin, gold, perhaps coal, iron and marble.

The prospects for stock-raising seem good, and it is probable that the

Protectorate will soon be able to export beef to Europe. The area

suitable for small stock seems to equal that of Cape Colony, and there

is a prospect that in the future the export of wool and mohair will equal

that from the Cape. The present population (1912 figures) consists of

about 240,000 natives and rather over 9000 whites, but Mr. Tonnesen

gives it as his opinion that the country should ultimately be able to

support as large a population as Cape Colony (600,000 whites) ; there

is thus considerable scope for expansion.

He gives also an interesting account of the physical features of the

country. The Xamib, or Coastal Desert, extends from the Cunene to

Orange River, a distance of about 850 miles, and has an approximate

area of 47,000 square miles, out of the total of 322,400 for the whole

Protectorate. It is almost bare of vegetation, and has a thin sheet of

sand over the underlying rock. The rivers which pass through it are

all intermittent except for the Cunene and the Orange, and for the first

forty miles from the coast there are practically no plants, with the

exception of a few desert forms, including welwitschia. About once in

ten years showers of rain may fall, and then the country becomes green

and swarms with game. In the centre of the country this desert belt

passes gradually into Damaraland, which is mountainous to the south-

west, and there affords good pasturage in the ravines and valleys,

while to the north lie the plains, with an average height of

about 4600 feet, and abundant grass. The rainfall in these plains

varies from eight to twenty inches, and they have before them a great

future as a stock-rearing country. Further north the plains merge into

the Karst region, where there are no defined waterways, but many sink-
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holes and springs. Subsoil water is here everywhere abundant, and

the average rainfall is about twenty inches, increasing to the north.

Round Grootfontein the land is well adapted for cereals as well as for

subtropical fruits, including the citrus fruits. A large live-stock in-

dustry could apparently arise here, and lucerne and other fodder plants

can be grown, lucerne in some places without irrigation.

The north-west corner of the Protectorate forms the region called

Kakoveld, and is usually rocky and mountainous. It is mostly well

watered, and the streams rise suddenly after rain, whicb, as elsewhere

in the Protectorate, is summer rain, usually falling from December to

April. Parts of this country can be used for stock-rearing, and it

would be possible to irrigate the belts of fertile soil in the "valleys.

South of Damaraland lies Great Xamaqualand, consisting partly of a

plateau and partly of mountain ranges. As a whole this region is semi-

arid, droughts being frequent in the south, and to some extent in the

centre. The valleys are well watered, but as a whole the country can

only be used for stock, which consists of sheep to the south and in the

centre, while cattle and horses are reared to the north.

The eastern part of the Protectorate is formed by the Kalahari,

passing into Amboland in the extreme north. In the Kalahari good
grazing is found, and in course of time it may form a cattle-rearing

region. Amboland is the most densely peopled part of the Protectorate.

It is undulating and well watered, and the vegetation is more profuse

and more tropical in character than farther south. Kaffir corn and
maize are the staple crops, but the climate and soil are believed to be

suitable for cotton, tobacco, figs and dates.

As to the towns, the opinion is expressed that the German port of

Swakopmund is doomed to disappear, and its place will be taken by
Walvis Bay, which has a sheltered anchorage as compared with the

open roadstead of the former. Windhook, the capital, stands at a

height of 5400 feet, and is beautifully situated in a valley and sur-

rounded by lofty mountains and high plateaus.

America.

Japanese Immigration to Brazil.—A note in the Times Trade

Supplement points out that relations between Japan and South America
are increasing, especially as the result of the demand for Japanese
labourers on the coffee plantations of San Paulo in Brazil. Some fifteen

thousand Japanese labourers emigrate annually from Japan to the coffee-

growing area, and these are mostly accompanied by their families,

bachelors not being welcomed. Japan now supplies about 10 per cent,

of the annual total of immigrants into the State of San Paulo, and the
demand for labour is far from being satisfied. A large proportion of the
contract labourers every year surrender their rights and go farther south
to the Argentine. In consequence of the presence of the Japanese there
is now a small direct trade between the mother country and South
America, though most of the Japanese trade has hitherto gone on
through England. Even so the amount is not large. A curious indirect

VOL. XXXIII. S
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effect of the emigration from Japan to South America is the increasing

use of coffee as a beverage in Japan. The state of San Paulo maintains

an agency in Tokyo in connection with the supply of labour, and this

agency is creating a demand for the product in Japan. Another result

is the recent establishment, b}- a private Japanese company, of a direct

service between Japan and the east coast ports of South America, which
may ultimately prove of importance in developing direct trade between
the two countries.

Canada and the West Indies.—Various schemes for British

federation in North America have been tentatively put forward in recent

years, and an article in the Times Trade Supplement for April discusses in

some detail a possible scheme for a complete economic and political

union between Canada, Newfoundland, and the West Indies, as a part of

post-bellum reconstruction. There is at present a preferential trade

agreement between Canada and some of the islands, but Jamaica, the

largest of the islands, stands outside this, and 60 per cent, of her exports

go to the United States. The present arrangement has led to a con-

siderable increase in the exports from Canada to Trinidad, with a

corresponding decline in the exports from the United States to that

island, but the exports from all the islands still largely reach Canada
through the intervention of the States. It is pointed out in the article

that the British West Indies form a tropical territory whose area is

larger tban that of the Dominion of New Zealand, while the population

is twice as great. Further, the islands have acquired fresh importance

since the opening of the Panama Canal, for they stand at the point of

intersection of trade routes between Europe and Panama and between

North and South America. They are thus now an asset of both great

strategic and economic value. At present, as already indicated, though

Canada receives most of her tropical produce from the West Indies, this

comes through the States rather than direct. A federation would, it is

suggested, lead to the establishment of a fast service of steamers from

Canadian ports to the islands, would promote the development of the

islands owing to the investment of Canadian capital there, and would

give an increased market for Canadian produce and Newfoundland fish.

Especially, it is suggested, would federation act as a stimulus to the

neglected sugar industry of the West Indian Islands, and thus diminish

dependence here upon German and Austrian beet sugar.

The Re-naming of the Danish West Indies.—With the ratifica-

tion of the treaty between the United States and Denmark on January 1 7,

1917, the possession of the islands hitherto known as the Danish West

Indies passed to the former country, though the actual handing over of the

islands will not take place till the purchase price is paid. The group lies

immediately east of Port Rico, and consist of the islands of St. Thomas,

St. John, and St. Croix, or Santa Cruz, with some adjacent islets. The

three major islands have areas respectively of 33, 21, and 74 square

miles, with a population in 1911 of over 27,000. With the transference

the question of a new name at once arises, and is considered in the
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aphical Review for March last. A proposal has been made that they

should be called the American Virgin Islands, which would form an

equivalent to the current designation of the remaining islands of the

same group, known as the British Virgin Islands.

A Californian Arboretum.-—Under this title Professor Douglas

Campbell contributes to the S Monthly for April last an article on the

Arboretum of the Stanford University, California. The article, which is

iiaely illustrated, has direct geographical importance in that it empha-

sises the peculiarities of the Californian climate and the relation between

this climate and the growth of plants.

Forty years ago Governor Stanford purchased a ranch in the Santa

Clara valley, thirty miles south of San Francisco, and took up his

residence there. Shortly afterwards he conceived the idea of establish-

ing in a part of the grounds an arboretum, which was planned to include

a vast number of trees and shrubs. Unfortunately no adequate con-

sideration was given to climatic conditions, and especially to the long

dry summer, in the original plan, and thus a number of the species

planted have died out, or have not made much growth. Naturally

enough, this applies especially to trees and shrubs introduced from the

warmer parts of the Atlantic States, which are accustomed in their

natural habitat to a combination of high temperature and moisture in

the summer months.

For man}' years after Governor Stanford's death, and the establish-

ment of the University, various conditions, financial and other, made it

impossible to carry out the founder's plan of a great arboretum. Recently,

however, the trustees of the University have decided to continue the

work, which has been committed to the charge of the Department of

Botany, and will, it is hoped, lead ultimately to the establishment of a

really notable collection.

The grounds of the University run to 8000 acres, a large part being

uncultivated, and have a varied and picturesque topography. The estate

includes part of the level valley floor, but extends well into the foot-

hills of the Santa Cruz mountains, which rise to 2000-3000 feet, and
shelter the western side of the Santa Clara valley. The highest points

within the grounds are about 700 feet above San Francisco Bay, and
the climate differs considerably from that of the Bay region. Thus the

fog which prevails for much of the year at San Francisco does not

obtain in the valley, and the cold ocean winds have lost much of their

force before reaching it. The mean annual temperature lies between
and 60

3

, and is decidedly higher than at San Francisco, but the extremes
are more marked. Thus while the thermometer rarely drops to freezing

point in the city, at Stanford quite sharp frosts are a common feature

early in the morning in mid-winter. During the day the mercury never
seems to drop to 32', but temperatures of 20° have been recorded

before sunrise. It is noted, however, that the garden " nasturtium," that

delicate frost indicator, will survive most winters except in very exposed
localities. The maximum temperatures of summer are similarly higher

at Stanford than at San Francisco.
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The summer months are normally quite rainless, and the precipita-

tion, which mostly falls from October to May, seldom totals more than

i'O inches, and is usually less. But in the foothills it is noticeably

greater. The usual winter temperature maxima are 50° to 60°, and
winter is the season of active growth. It will thus be seen that the

climate is typically Mediterranean, and it is therefore not surprising

that the trees and shrubs which thrive best, and need least care, are

either indigenous, or have been introduced from the Mediterranean
region, or from regions of similar climate in South Africa, Australia,.

Xew Zealand, and the drier parts of South America. Both the

descriptions and the figures emphasise strongly the resemblance to the

conditions which prevail in parks and gardens along the shores of the
Mediterranean, and especially in the Riviera. As in the latter region

the Australian gum trees, acacias, pittosporums, grevilleas, and sterculias

are prominent, and the eucalypts have thriven to such an extent that it

is now proposed to remove some of them to make way for other trees.

On the other hand, with the absolutely rainless summer some of the trees

and shrubs commonly planted in the moister part of the Mediterranean
area are excluded, except where irrigation is practised. Thus it is noticed

that the large-flowered magnolia has only survived where it was planted

on a lawn which had been constantly watered. Two special features

are of interest. One is the fine growth made by planted specimens of

the native Californian conifers, especially the Sequoias. Thus in a

period of under forty years two specimens of Coast Redwood have
reached a great size. The taller is 110 feet, with a girth of nearly

nine feet at breast height, and the other, though not so tall, has a girth

of ten feet. The other special feature is the Arizona Garden, with

apparently a far finer collection of cactuses and similar desert plants

than can be found in the famous Riviera gardens. A negative feature

is the usual absence of the beautiful Chinese and Japanese species which
are to be found in many of the southern European beauty spots. The
absence of these, as of the American Atlantic species, is of course to be
correlated with the latitude of the garden, which brings it within the

belt of the absolutely rainless summer, while the whole of the Riviera,

for instance, lies outside this belt.

Australasia.

The Murray Islanders.—Dr. Hubert Lyman Clark gives, in an
article in the February issue of the Scientific Monthly, an attractive

account of the people usually called Murray Islanders, though he prefers

the name of Miriamites. These people inhabit three small islands in

the Torres Strait, of which the largest is Erub, called Darnley Island on

the chart, while Mer, one of the Murray islands, is the highest, its summit
level being 750 feet above the sea. The third island is called Uga by
the natives and Stephen's Island on the chart. All the islands are of

volcanic origin, and are fertile and well clothed with vegetation. The
tropical rains have softened the original sharp outlines, and have washed
down the softer deposits to form a coastal fringe of low-lying land
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clothed with coconut palms. In the rainy season the gorges and ravines

of the upper ground contain streams, but these disappear in the long

dry season. The people, totalling some eight or nine hundred in all,

live on the coastal flats, but their gardens and plantations occupy the

higher ground. They are of Melanasian origin, and are under the protec-

tion of the (Queensland Government, who have made their islands native

reservations, and established schools on the two larger. Strangers are

not allowed to spend even a night on the islands without permission,

and the sale of alcoholic liquor is forbidden. Perhaps, as a result of

this limited intercourse with the outside world, the people are not

decreasing in number, and children are numerous. Mer contains about

half the total population, while Erub has about three hundred people.

The third island has a diminishing population owing to the tendency to

migrate to Mer, in spite of the fact that Uga is more fertile.

The Miriamites are a simple and primitive people, depending almost

entirely upon the products of their plantations and upon fishing for

food. Some of the men are employed on pearling boats, or collect

b.-che-de-mer to be sold in Thursday Island, but otherwise their horizon

is bounded by the shores of their own islands. The chief food-plants

are yams and bananas, many varieties of the latter being grown. As
already stated, coconut palms are abundant but often do not bear

freely owing to over-crowding. An interesting local superstition makes

it almost impossible to persuade the men to thin the trees, for they

cannot be induced to cut down or injure one of these palms. Pawpaws
are grown, and occasionally peppers, but cultivated plants are otherwise

limited to the essential yams and bananas. Fish are trapped during

the rainy season by means of pounds surrounded by stone walls, and in

the dry season are obtained on a much smaller scale by spearing. Turtles

and their eggs form a much appreciated item in the food supply and

fowls are kept, but the islands are too small to permit of the ordinary

domestic animals being reared. Bamboos and coconut palm leaves are

used for house-building and for most of the simple furniture and utensils,

but clothing, which consists of a strip of cotton material in the case of

the men and a single cotton garment in that of the women, is apparently

imported, though this is not definitely stated.

Polar.

The Crocker Land Expedition.—According to a note in v

for March 30, a third relief expedition will be sent to the Arctic this

summer to bring home the members of the Crocker Land Expedition,

which went north, it will be remembered, in 1913 (cf. this Magazine,

vol. xxix. p. 494). The latest news received of the expedition dates

from July 10, 1916, when all were well. The second relief ship, the

Danmark, was reported in Melville Bay, 150 miles south-east of Cape

York, on August 20, 1916. It is believed that she probably reached

North Star Bay at least, and that the explorers are on board. The
third relief vessel will be sent to Etah, leaving St. John's early in July.

The Committee hopes to obtain a Newfoundland sealer for this purpose,
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and to bring the members of the expedition back in it to Newfoundland
late in August.

General.

Personal.—It is announced in Science that Dr. Ellsworth Huntington,
who resigned from Yale University several years ago to devote his

entire time to research work, will become officially connected with the

University again next year as a research associate in geography.
Dr. Huntington will make his headquarters in New Haven, and will

give every year a course of lectures on his investigations, which cover
a broad field that has to do particularly with the effect of climatic

changes on the course of civilisation.

Food-plants of the Native Hawaiians.—The peculiarities of the
diet of Polynesian peoples have often been pointed out, more especially

the fact that the chief food-plants are excessively rich in starch, while,

partly because of the difficulty of obtaining meat, the proteid-content

of the diet seems to be generally deficient. The amount of starch in

the plants used for food is again associated with the fact that these are

for the most part tubers or roots, cereals not forming any part of the
original food supply. The point is of considerable interest from the

geographical standpoint, for the evidence seems to show that it ia

impossible for man to thrive anywhere on a large scale except where he
cultivates cereals. Further, the case of the Hawaiians is especially

noteworthy, for the position of the islands, on the margin of the tropics,

diminishes the productivity of some of the typical Polynesian plants

which the Hawaiians brought with them in their migration. Professor

Vaughan MacCaughey, in an article in the January issue of the Scientific

Monthly, gives a full account of the food-plants and dietary of the

Hawaiians in the days before the coming of the white man, which
brings out some of the points mentioned above.

The chief food-plants seem to have been taro, sweet potatoes, and
yams, supplemented by bread-fruit, bananas and coconuts, and by an

alcoholic beverage made from the root of a species of pepper. Of these,

taro was the most important. The plant, which is, as is well known,
an Aroid, was brought with them by the Hawaiians in their migration

from the Southern Pacific. It was grown both on the uplands and in

the valley floors and lowlands, for like rice it occurs in two types, a

dry-land and a wet-land one. The latter type requires irrigation. The-

plant takes a year to come to maturity, but it shares with the cereals

the valuable peculiarity of being capable of being stored for an indefinite

period, which bananas, for example, do not possess. For the purpose

of storage the underground stems were dug up, cleaned, cooked in an

underground oven, peeled, and pounded into a kind of flour. This

flour, moistened with water, forms the familiar pot of the islands, and
was the original basis of the diet. The conns were also eaten cooked

like a vegetable. A related plant, Giant Taro, was occasionally planted

in wet places in the forest, especially near streams. The coarse sterna
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were used chiefly in time of shortage of food. Since taro demands a

considerable amount of moisture, it wa3 not available in the drier part

of the islands, or over the lava-flows. Here its place was taken by the

sweet potato, also brought by the Hawaiians from the South Pacific.

Both it and yams, cultivated in the lower forest zone, were important

articles of trade in the early days of exploration in the Pacific by

Europeans.

Bananas were originally planted by the natives round their

villages and plantations, and were cultivated to some extent in the

forest zone. The forest plantations spread readily so that groves of

wild bananas are now abundant. There were many native varieties,

but these have been replaced nowadays by introduced kinds of

greater value. Another series of plants are interesting because

in Hawaii they are reaching their northern limit. These include

the arrowroot, formerly cultivated to a small extent, but now prac-

tically abandoned, and bread-fruit trees, planted by the Hawaiians

in the lowlands, and forming originally magnificent groves. The
tree can only be propagated with difficulty by means of root-

cuttings, and the groves have mostly now disappeared from the

islands with the passing of many of the natives, and of the original

mode of life. Finally, the coconut palm was grown on a considerable

scale, the plantations being the property of the chiefs. The original

groves have now mostly disappeared, but attempts are at present being

made to grow the plant on a commercial scale. Sugar cane occurred

originally in all the native plantations but the natives possessed no
means of extracting the sugar except by chewing the stalks.

In addition to the plants which they brought with them the

Hawaiians utilised various indigenous plants, notably the root-stocks of

lyline terminalis, a plant of the lily family, allied to the Dracaena of

our greenhouses. The root was also fermented to make beer, but the

chief beverage was derived from the rootstock of the pepper shrub

already mentioned. This was cultivated in clearings in the lower

forest. Curiously enough the uplands and mountain ridges bear a

huckleberry, that is a berry similar to our cranberry and cowberry,

which was extensively used by the Hawaiians as a food, and in a pro-

pitiatory sacrifice to Pele, the goddess of the crater. In addition to land

plants the Hawaiians used many seaweeds as food.

Professor MacCaughey does not discuss the interesting question as

to whether the tendency of the Pacific islanders to disappear when
confronted with civilised man and the diseases of civilisation can be in

any way related to the deficiencies of their original diet.

Commercial Geography.

Routes between Great Britain and Russia.—Before the war, as

is well known, the only direct lines of communication between Western
Europe generally and Russia passed through German or Austrian terri-

tories. From Great Britain the express route went by Flushing and
Berlin, the journey from London to Petrograd being timed to occupy
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45| hours. 1 This line was due not only to the central position of

Germany, but to the excellent organisation of the German railways.

Since the war communication has only been possible by means of the

North Sea, the Scandinavian peninsula, and the now completed line of

rail which runs round the head of the Gulf of Bothnia, and connects with

the railway system of Finland, and so with Petrograd. The result has

been that during the war Bergen is the land terminus of the Trans-
Siberian. Both Norway and Sweden have made very considerable

profits by this diversion of traffic, and it is thus not surprising that in

both countries efforts are being made to organise routes which may
compete with the German one after peace returns, and may enable the
Scandinavian countries to profit by the unwillingness to traverse

Germany which will probably persist among the Allied nations after the

war. In La Nature for February 17 last, M. Charles Rabot gives a very
clear and interesting critical account of the schemes which are being put
forward in Norway and Sweden with this object in view.

A glance at the map will show that the ante-bellum route obtained
its advantages only partly from geographical conditions, for, except

in the case of London, the route from most parts of Great Britain

to Petrograd via Berlin involved a detour. The advantages of the

route through Germany lie, as already stated, partly in the organisation

of the German railways, and further, in the fact that the route is a land

one, except for the short sea-crossing, and is thus quick. The suggested

new Swedish route would start from Grimsby, and involve a sea voyage
to Gothenburg. From Gothenburg the journey would be continued by
rail via Lax<» and Stockholm to Kapellskar, a Swedish port opposite the

Aland Islands. From this point the Baltic would be crossed to Abo, in

Finland, the crossing being made at the narrowest point, and in an
island-studded region of very calm water. From Abo rail would be

taken to Petrograd. As planned, this route would involve 59i hours

from London to Petrograd, or 56 hours from Grimsby, a considerable

increase as compared with the German route. But part of the difference

is due to the fact that the scheme only allows for boats making 15 to

16 knots an hour, and trains running at 40 to 45 miles per hour.

M. Rabot gives it as his opinion that the route could only compete with

the old one provided the scheme involved steamers with a speed of

22 knots, and trains with one of 50 miles. This would reduce the total

time to about 48 hours.

Apart, however, from passenger and mail traffic, the promoters of

the Swedish scheme are anxious to make great efforts to obtain a con-

siderable part of the goods traffic, and believe that, with efficient

organisation, perishable goods, notably Siberian butter, could be most
advantageously sent by this new route.

At present, as already noted, Norway, through Bergen, is acting as

intermediary in a considerable trade between Russia and Great Britain.

After the conclusion of peace, however, she will be handicapped both by

1 The figures are quoted from M. RabotV paper : Bradshaw's Continental Guide for 1913

gives 4?J
; hours for the Flushing route.—Ed. S.G.M.
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the greater distance of the suggested route passing through her lands

(1975 miles as against 1575 miles for the Swedish route), and by the

difficulty of obtaining high speeds on the mountain railway which crosses

the peninsula. The route in this case would be from Newcastle to

Bergen, from Bergen to Kapellskiir via Christiana by rail, and by the

same route as before to Petrograd. The time taken would be greater

than in the previous case, even if steamers and trains were greatly

accelerated, but as a tourist route the line would have the recommenda-
tion of its fine scenery. In order to shorten the distance, another

Norwegian scheme is under consideration, which would involve the

making of Christiansand, instead of Bergen, the port of entrance. This

would reduce the total time by about 3 hours, and would make the

period from Newcastle (not London) to Petrograd a little over 16 hours

if fast trains and boats were put on, which would enable the route to

compete with the German one for at least parts of Great Britain.

EDUCATIONAL.

Geography and Education.—In our October issue last year (vol.

xxxii. p. 490) we noted that a conference representative of the Classical,

English, Geographical, Historical, and Modern Languages Associations

had drawn up a series of resolutions which were then quoted. Later

representatives from the British Academy and from the five associations

named were formed into a Council for Humanistic Studies, for the

purpose of considering the educational problems involved in national

reconstruction. In accordance with a request made by this joint

council a statement of the aims of geographical teaching in schools

has been prepared by the Council of the Geographical Association,

and this statement was reported by Mr. H. J. Mackinder to the

annual meeting of the Geographical Association, held in London on
January 5, 1917, and is given in the recently issued spring number of

the Geographical Teacher. The statement is in the following terms :

—

" When teaching geography in schools we seek to train future citizens

to imagine accurately the inter-action of human activities and their

topographical conditions. As these conditions have been established

partly by natural forces and partly by human effort, any discussion of

the correlation of various conditions must be both scientific and human-
istic. The mind of the citizen must have a topographical background
if he is to keep order in the mass of information which he accumulates
in the course of his life, and in these days that background must
extend over the whole world. Besides giving this necessary mental
equipment, we believe that the collection, estimation, and correlation of

geographical facts afford a most valuable training in practical judgment
as applied to ordinary affairs. For the purpose of encouraging a

synthetic attitude of mind towards a definite region, it is necessary

that the physical facts borrowed from other sciences, which form the

basis of geography, should not be maintained in watertight compart-
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ments. In other words, geography, for school purposes at any rate, is

essentially humanistic in its outlook, and on one side closely related to

history, but the assembling of the physical data is a very important

part of geographical teaching, and cannot be left to the teachers of

other subjects. Experience has shown that the art of geographical

correlation depends on specially trained habits of thought."

In presenting the statement to the meeting Mr. Mackinder emphasised

what he described as the bridge character of geography, pointing out that

the geographer must himself assemble the data from the various sciences

he is going to use, because he knows how he is going to use them. It

is humanistic geography, he said, which gives unity not only to the

human but also to the physical side of geography. One great practical

difficulty has however hitherto been the existence in the universities of

watertight faculties, separating, the humanistic from the scientific

subjects. Under such conditions it has proved impossible to rear a

balanced geography, because university organisation makes it impossible

to bridge the gap between the separate faculties. If this condition is

modified as the result of a process of reconstruction, then " we get the

first opportunity of really launching in our schools such a geography as

can be a subject specially fitted to train the citizen to a broad outlook

on the world when he has left school."

Summer School at Aberystwyth.—It is announced that a

summer school is to be held, if conditions permit, at Aberystwyth from

July 31 to August 18. A continuous course on "Geographical Aspects

of British Traditions and Life " is to be given by Professor Grenville

Cole (on Ireland), H. J. Peake, Esq. (on roads), and Professor H. J.

Fleure. Mr. Whitehouse is to give a course on " Methodology in

Geographical Teaching." Other courses are also to be arranged in

History and Civics. The Geography course is to include demonstra-

tions and excursions. The fee for the Geography course is £2. Further

particulars may be obtained on application to the Registrar, University

College of "Wales, Aberystwyth.

NEW BOOKS.

EUROPE.

II Trent i, io. On. Dottore Cesare Battisti, Deputato dii Trento. Seconds

Edizione. Xovara : Istituto Geografico de Agostini, 1917. Prezzo L. 3.

This volume has much pathetic interest, for it has been published as a memorial

of its author, and has a portrait, a biographical sketch by Signor Luigi Filippo

de Magistris, and a list of the author's works. Those who have followed

the newspaper accounts of events in Austria closely will remember that Dr.

Battisti, who before the war represented Trent in the Provincial Council of Tyrol

at Innsbruck, at the outbreak of the war between Austria and Italy took up arms

on the Italian side, was captured by the Austrians, and was executed by them on

July 12, 1916.

The book itself, in its first edition, represented an element in Battisti's political
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agitation against the attempted Germanisation of the Trentino, and is one of

a series of books and papers which he wrote in pursuit of this agitation. It is,

however, for the most part an entirely dispassionate account of the region, and of

that other part of the Tyrol to which the Italians give the name of Alto Adige ; a

name which was doubtless in itself offensive to the Austrian authorities, with

whom the author was in frequent collision during his political career. Battisti

defines the Alto Adige, or region of the Upper Adige (Etsch), as the region extend-

ing from the northern boundary of the Trentino to "the geographical boundary'

of Italy, that is to the region limited by the headwaters of the Eisack, Etsch, Rienz,

and their factors, and thus extending to the Brenner Pass, the Resca Pass ^Reschen-

Scheideck), and the pass of Toblach. The words which we have put in quotation

marks seem to indicate a desire to claim this line as the natural boundary of Italy,

though this is not directly stated in the text, probably from motives of prudence.

In the text, however, it is frankly admitted that the population of the Alto Adige

is predominantly German, though the author was not prepared to accept the official

Austrian figures.

It will be apparent then that the book, at the time when it was written, had a

double purpose. In the first place it gives a fairly full description of the

geographical and economic conditions which exist in the Trentino and the other

parts of the Austrian province of Tyrol discussed, while as a more or less con-

cealed purpose it was intended both to keep alive the Italian spirit in the Trentino

and to stimulate an interest in the region within the kingdom of Italy. It- author

was at once a keen politician and geographer of note, as the account of his activi-

_•ven in the life contributed to this edition shows. As the fate of the Trentino

is now being submitted to the arbitration of war, the political activities of the pre-

war years have only a historical interest. From the historical standpoint, however,

they still keep their lesson, and the methods adopted on both sides are worth

careful study. The German party strove to eliminate the Italian spirit by all pos-

sible means, and resented strongly the Italian form of the place-names in use in the

Trentino. The Italian element retorted in kind, and those familiar with the Tyrol

as it was under pre-war Austrian rule will find the admirable maps which accom-

pany the volume a little puzzling. One does not recognise at once such names as

Bolzano, Isarco, and especially Bressanone, Glorenza, in place of the familiar forms,

and it is difficult in reading the book not to fear that enthusiasts may attempt

to remedy an old grievance in this region by creating a new one.

The cover of the book bears a reproduction of that famous statue of Dante

which stands, or stood, in the great open space in front of the station of Trent, the

statue which the Austrians have been stated to have defiled and then destroyed early

in the war. If they destroyed it one must admit that this was an act of symbolism,

.symbolism of that brutal type to which the German-speaking peoples have accus-

tomed us. The Dante statue was for the people of Trent a sign of their

sympathies, of the direction of their thoughts ; the defiling was an expression

of the German desire to overthrow Italian ideals. That Trent may find satisfac-

tion for its heart's desire we must all hope, but we must surely hope also that

no theoretical considerations will lead to the shifting of the future Italian

boundary so far to the north as to include peoples whose sympathies are German
and not Italian, whose economic relations lie, to the north and not to the south.

' >f the actual contents of the book we have said little, but it may be repeated

that there is a most admirable series of maps, and much detailed infoimation,

especially of an economic and statistical character, which is of value in helping

the reader to form a judgment on the difficult question of desirable frontier lines

in the district.
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Reconstm South-Eastern Europe. By Vladislav R. Savic, late

Head of the Serbian Press Bureau. London: Chapman and Hall. Price

7*. 6'L a • t.

To the average Englishman there has been, until recently, something of the

unreal and shadowy in the geography of the Balkan Peninsula, and in the history

of the peoples who inhabit these marches of South-Eastern Europe, and the names
of places and peoples much farther east are as household words by comparison.

Difficulties of language, and infrequent communication in the past, partly account

for this, but the war has brought things closer, and we now wish to know more of

our Serbian allies, so this book comes at an appropriate time.

Mr. Savic, in the course of his historical sketch, claims for Serbia the position

of a bulwark of Europe against the invading tide of Turks at the time when the

weak Byzantine Emperors invited them to cross over. The Serbs, he says, fought

gallantly, and were regarded as the saviours of Christendom ; but, with the fall of

Smederevo, which was taken by the Turks in 1459, Serbia lost her place as an

independent kingdom. Montenegro remained the stronghold of Serbian liberty,

and Mr. Savic* recalls Tennyson's dedication of his well-known verses on the

Montenegrin battles. He also quotes Mr. Gladstone as saying that the traditions

of Montenegro have surpassed in glory those of Thermopylae and Salamis. He
claims that the Serbian Republic of Dubrovnik (Ragusa), together with Monte-

negro, " shared the glory of keeping alive through the centuries the memory of

Serbian independence and civilisation,''' until the day when Napoleon, "in mere
caprice of tyranny . . . declared that the republic of Ragusa had ceased to exist.

'

;

One result of the Turkish conquest was, according to the author, the welding of

the Serbo-Croats into a single, homogeneous people. As the tide of the Turkish

invasion advanced large numbers of Serbs migrated into Southern Hungary, while

the Magyars were driven by fear of the Turks to move farther north. Hence,
" since the middle of the sixteenth century, South Hungary, with Syrmia, Croatia

and Slavonia, possessed a thoroughly Serbo-Croatian character."

The author deals at length with the story of the struggle which has been

going on between the Serbo-Croats and their adversaries, the Austrians and

Magyars, for a prolonged period. He makes out that the Dual Monarchy has

been persistently the evil genius of the Serbs, until to-day when, with the help

of the Germans and Bulgarians, the final crushing defeat has been inflicted, and

the world has witnessed the agony of a people and the exodus of the Serbians

from their own beloved land.

The later portion of Mr. Savi6's book is mainly taken up with the problems

which relate to the future boundaries of an united South- Slav people. It is, in

fact, a plea for the creation of a new nation of Jugo-Slavs, with complete equality

for Serbs, Croats and Slovenes ; and his plea is directed mainly to the people of

Great Britain. It includes bold claims to territories now belonging to neighbour-

ing countries—Hungary, Roumania, Bulgaria and Greece—which he thinks might

be made good by the Allies as part of the price of a successful war. He urges the

necessity for the creation of a strong Jugo-Slav state as a check upon the designs of

the Central Powers for the domination of the Middle East. In a chapter headed
" The Problem of the Adriatic," he also claims for the new state the whole of the

islands of the Dalmatian archipelago, a claim which we have reason to know does

not accord with the aspirations of Italy in these regions, however much it may lie

justified by the predominance of the Serbo-Croat factor amongst the population.

This is a question which cannot be dealt with in a brief review, but we may say

that, if Mr. Savic's arguments savour of special pleading, his book has the merit of
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being animated with a spirit of fervid patriotism. Sir John Frazer say- in his

preface that the author's claims are based on the grounds both of justice and of

expediency, and we have here a clear statement of them.

In conclusion, we may say that Mr. Savic paints in "lowing colours the
{

bilities for British trade ami enterprise in the future South-Slav state. Hi- plans

include the provision of a trunk railway via the Simplon and Milan, running

through the new Serbia to Constantinople and Salonica, thus shortening the road

to India. The a that " thousand- of British middle-class families with

very small capital may find in Serbia a fine field of action, income and enjoyment,"

and that they the families} might acquire little farm- which they could run over

to and manage during their holidays, is attractive, if somewhat startling. Such
schemes will have to wait for the development of the South- Slav >tate of the

future. A diagrammatic map of the Slav territories east of the Adriatic, I

Arthur Evans, from the Geographical J : April 1916, is bound up with

the volume.

ASIA

Pro'- ; India; Bengal, Bih - in. By L. - -

O'Malley. I.i .S.j etc. Cambridge: At the University Press. 1917. Price

6s.

If a political unit is to be recogi Ideal unit, and, despite

scientific objections, there are practical and school reasons why it should I

there is sufficient reason for a new "Geography of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa,

and Sikkim,' :

for the present boundaries of these provinces have been altered twice

within the past few years. These new political boundary lines and the issue of

Census Reports and of Surveys of India or Bengal, linguistic, botanical, and other,

may be regarded as -o far shelving -o excellent a work as the Short Geogra^h

il, by Mr. Arden Wood, published in lfi

An outstanding difference between these two geographies may be noted, to

make more clear the character of the new publication. The new Provincial

Geography of Bengal, etc., groups the information it gives under subject-heads,

such as mountains, rivers, islands, zoology, history, archaeology, religions, lang'

etc. ; the subject of "Administration and Population" receives only nine p
three of which consist of statistical tables

;
and the subject of "Villages, i

and Cities " is relegated to a concluding chapter in which the centres of population

in the two provinces are dealt with in alphabetical order. In the Short Geo-

graphy, on the other hand, while comprehensive surveys of the whole area

under various heads are given in the first forty pages, the bulk of the book

—

one hundred and twenty-nine pages—is devoted to the treatment of the several

Administrative "Divisions" in succession. The latter method of treating each

Administrative " Division " as a unit is at least consistent with the initial idea that

the political is also a geographical unit
;

it is likewise in accord with the educa-

tional principle that the pupil should proceed from the known to the unknown,
that is, in his "geography" from his home surroundings to the larger encircling

world. The plan of the Provincial Geography, of grouping the information under
subject-headings, no doubt makes a more readable volume. It enables the items

of information to be more clearly correlated and more justly, proportioned. But
it produces a Geographical Reader rather than a Geography proper.

In the new Provincial Geography the human side to the geographical data is

most interestingly and sympathetically brought out, as one might expect from

the editor of the latest Census Report of the same area. The tracing of the course
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of the sacred Ganges, pp. 45-46, may be taken as illustration. The -pectacle of

the Btrong, -tately, cruelly destructive and generously fertilising river may ha\e

first suggested its deification and sanctity. But religious sentiment in India, as

elsewhere, clings to places and forms rather than to ideas. So the sacredness is

-tili found, very curiously, following the original course of the Ganges. The
sanctity now leaves the main stream while it is yet 300 miles from the sea ; from

that point the sacred water tiows down what is now only a minor distributary.

But just above Calcutta the sanctity deserts this western distributary, now
become the Hooghly, to follow an older Hooghly channel, now canalised in part,

and known as Tolly's Nullah The sanctity returns to the Hooghly only when this

scarcely traceable old channel rejoins the main Hooghly at .Sanger, the doubly
sacred spot where the (ranges used to meet the sea, and still doe> so in popular

talk.

The volume is profusely illustrated, some of the illustrations perhaps lacking

somewhat in distinctiveness.

GENERAL.

'•> Atlante De Agostini, 1917. Xovara : Istituto Geograrieo De
Agostini. Prezzo L. 1.

This useful little publication, which is a combination of an atlas and an

almanack, shows several special features for the current year. The statistical

tallies have been amplified, and, while specially full for Italy, contain a number of

interesting facts in regard to the world at large. Among these tables may be

mentioned one giving the chief climatic factors in regard to fifty places chosen as

representative of different parts of the world, which will be very useful to

geographers for purposes of reference. As an indication of the detailed manner
in which Italian statistics are treated, as well as for its intrinsic interest, we may
also draw attention to the table showing the rise in price of the chief articles of

food in nine of the cities of Italy during the war. From this table it appears that

the rise is greatest, over 50 per cent., in Taranto, and least, under 20 per cent.,

in Rome. In Taranto the high total is partly due to the fact that meat has more

than doubled in price since the outbreak of war. The price of the booklet is

xemarkably low, especially in view of the number of maps which it contains.

BOOKS KECEIVED.

The Cameroons. By A. F. Calvert. Crown 8vo. Pp. xxxi + 82. 200 Plates.

London: T. Werner Laurie, Ltd., 1917. Prices'?, net.

Sardinia in Ancient Times, By E. S. Bocchier. Crown 8vo. Pp. 3 + 184.

Oxford : B. H. Blackwell, 1917. Price 5s. net.

The Intermixturt of Races in Asia Minor. By Sir W. M. Ramsay. Medium
8vo. Pp. 64. London : Published for the British Academy by Humphrey
Milford, Oxford University Press, 1916. Price 3s. 6<1. net.

Tlit New Pacific; British PoIi'</ ./,,,/ German Aims. By C. Brussdon
Fletcher. Demy 8vo. Pp. xxxiii-325. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1917. Prict 7s. Qd. net.

A Bulwark against Germany. By Eugumil Vosnjak. Crown 8vo. Pp.270.

London: G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1917. Pri<< 4s. Gd. net.
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Canada: The Spellbinder. By Lilian Whiting. Crown 8vo. Pp. 10 + 318.

London : Dent and Sons, Ltd., 1917. Pria 6s. net.

TI" Passing of th Great Race. By Madison Grant. Small Royal Bvo.

Pp. xxi + 232. London : G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1917. /' Bs. 6d.

Officii! Year-Rook of th.e Commonwealth of Australia, 1901-1915. No. 9,

1916. Prepared under instructions from the Hon. King O'Malley, M.P..- by

G. H. Knibbs, C.M.G. Melbourne : M'Carron Bird.

An Account of the Chief T;/p -
.<. with Xotes on

the P ession. By J. W. Bews. From The Journal of ! Cam-
bridge : At the University Press, 1916.

Prontuario >• lOcali Delia V G lia. Roma: Presso la Reale

Societa Geografica Italians, 1917. Prezzo L. 3.

II Confine Naturals della Ita rionale. Par Ottone Brentari. K
illustrative storico-geografico-politiche per la grande Carta corografiea in due fogli

alia scala di 1:500,000. Novara : Istituto Geografico de Agostini, 1917.

Prezzo L. 5.

Review of Work of (he Commission of Conservation. By sir Cliff>

X, K.C.M.O., P.C Reprinted from the Eighth Annual Report of the

Commission of Conservation. Montreal : The Federated Press, Ltd., 1917.

Colonial Reports {Annual).— Falkland Islands 907 ; Bermuda 9

Jamaica :j09
;
Northern Territories of the Gold Coast (917) ; St. L'

Xyasaland (919) ; Nigeria '.120).

Report on the Adm d, 1915-1910. Calcutta : Bengal Secre-

tariat Book Depot, 1917. Price 5s.

Stateof Queensland for tiu Year 1915. Bv N. J. Macli
Brisbane, 1916. Price 13s.

Annuario Statistico Italiano. Vol. v. anno 1915. Roma: Tipografia

Xazionale Bertero, 1916. P/yz~o L. 4.

Publishers forwarding books for review toUl greatly oblige by marking the price
in clear jig ures, especially in the case offoreign books.

NEW MAPS.

EUROPE.

ORDNANCE SURVEY OF SCOTLAND.—The following publications were issued
from 1st January to 31st March 1917 :—

Six-inch and larger Scale Maps. 1 : 2500 Scale Maps revised, with houses
stippled and with areas. Price 3s. each. *Dumbartonshire ;Det. .—Sheet N 34
—7. *Linlithgowshire— Sheets N 3—10

; N 4—10, 16 ; N 5—5
; N 6—8 ; N 8

—7, 10; N 10—4; N 11—1, 2, 12, 15. *Stirlingshire.—Sheets N 30—14:
N 31— 1'»: N 35—8, 9. Sheet N 10—9. Price Is. 6d.. * Revised on new
meridian, the plan numerals therefore differ from those of the previous Revision.

Note.—There are no coloured editions of these Sheets, and the unrevised
impressions have been withdrawn from sale.

ADMIRALTY CHART. SCOTLAND.—Orkney Islands. Xew Chart 1916, new edition,

1917. Number 2180. Price 5s. Admiralty Office, London.
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EDINBURGH AND SUBURBS.—Bartholomew's Pocket Plan. With Index ta

Places of Interest. Scale 3A inches to a mile. New edition, 1917. Price

8d. paper cover ; Is. 4d. cloth.

John Bartholomew and Co., Edinburgh.

BARTHOLOMEW'S HALF-INCH TO MILE MAP OF ENGLAND AND WALES.

Sheet 30. Surrey.—Orographical colouring. New edition, 1917.

Sheet 33. New Forest and Isle of Wight.—Orographical colouring. New
edition, 1917. Price Is. 6d. net ; mounted on cloth, 2s. net.

John Bartholomew and Co., Edinburgh.

EUROPEAN WAR MAPS.

British Front in France and Flanders.—Stanford's Half-Inch Map, War Map.

No. 17. Orographical colouring. New edition, enlarged, 1917. Price3s.net.

Edward Stanford, Ltd., London.

An excellent reference map on a large enough scale to show all

hamlets and villages mentioned in war dispatches.

Albania.—Carta corografica della Albania e regioni contermini, Montenegro,

Serbia, Grecia. Scala di 1 : 400,000. Cav. Achilla Dardano, 1916. Prezzo

L. 3. Istituto Geografico di Agostini, Novara.

This is the best general map of Albania for reference purposes. The

physical features are admirably shown, whilst the scale is large enough

to show all places of any importance.

Oriente Europeo.—Carta fisico-politica. Scala 1:3,000,000. 1917. Prezzo

L. 1.50. Istituto Geografico di Agostini, Novara.

ASIA.

INDIA.—Bartholomew's Contour Motoring Map. Showing the Main Trunk

Touring Roads. Scale 1 : 4,000,000 or 63 miles to an inch. With enlarged

inset maps of Environs of Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, and Ootacamund.

1917. Price 10s. net. mounted on cloth.

John Bartholomew and Co., Edinburgh.

This new map effectively shows the relief of the country by orographical

colouring. The main and secondary motoring roads are clearly distinguished in

red. Railways and other features of interest to the tourist are shown in con-

siderable detail.

NORTH AMERICA.

ONTARIO.—Standard Topographical Map. Scale 1 : 250,000 or about 4 miles to

an inch. Parry Sound Sheet, 9 SW. J. E. Chalifour, Chief Geographer.

1916. • Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.—Geologic Atlas Folios. No. 199, Silver

City Folio, New Mexico ; No. 200, Galena-Elizabeth Folio, Illinois ; No.

201, Minneapolis-St. Paul Folio, Minnesota. Issued 1916. George Otis>

Smith, Director. United States Geological Survey, Washington, D.C.
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ON THE TRACK OF THE TUNGUS

By M. A. CZAI'LK KA.

(With Illustrations.)

However great may be the interest of the other continents, no ethno-

logical problems of America or Australia can have so direct a bearing

on us in Europe as have those of Asia, of which, after all, Europe forms
only a peninsula. I do not hesitate to emphasise this fact, even at the

moment when the enthusiastic admirers of ancient Egypt set the fashion

of finding the cradle of humanity in Northern Africa. It is not for me
to criticise these eminent men of science, but should it be true, as they
teach us, that the most European of Europeans, the Nordic or Scandi-
navian type, is really not European at all, but African, or at best Eur-
african, then still more important is it for us to find out the origin of

the majority of the population of Europe, by which I mean the Alpine
type, kindly allowed by the Egyptian school to have originated in

Asia.

It is a hopeless task to deal with any people of Asia under the name
by which they were known on the various occasions of their visits to,

or rather invasions of, Europe. When people talk about Scythians,
Altayans, or Tatars, and define their physical type and social customs
just as if they were a homogeneous people, it always makes me feel

hopelessly ignorant and unable to grasp what they mean. I think
that if our knowledge of Asiatic people had to be drawn from classical

1 A paper read before the Royal Asiatic Society on February 13, 1917.

Miss C'zaplicka, it will be remembered, lectured before the Royal Scottish Geographical
Society in Edinburgh on December 2, 1915, on her expedition to Siberia, but she has been
unable till the present to furnish the Magazine with an article on the subject.

—

Ed. S. G. M.

VOL. XXXIIL T
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writings, or the early chronicles, it would never have been possible to

clear a way out of this dark forest of misunderstanding. To my mind,

there are only two methods by which to approach the subject, either to

study the people on the spot, or to study the Asiatic sources of infor-

mation about them. Still better is it to combine these two methods.

As regards Central and Northern Asia, to which field we shall limit

ourselves to-night, I see no better Asiatic source than the invaluable,

limitless, and alas ! very unapproachable Chinese annals, dynastic his-

tories, and other historic treasures. To learn to use the originals is by
itself a life-work, and I am sorry to say there have been few people in

the past who have been ready to sacrifice their lives for the benefit of

the scientists of to-day, Professor Legge and Professor Giles forming
the exception. We have at our disposal at present, therefore, transla-

tions of parts only of the Chinese writings, and of course usually these

are not the passages which bear directly on our subject. While dealing

with this subject, one might mention that it would be very desirable to

adopt a uniform system of transliteration of Chinese names for all

European languages. I think we shall have to wait for the Chinese to

be still more Europeanised, and to give us their old knowledge in one

of our European languages, or, if they do not hurry, perhaps the Japanese

may step in before them.

As the eminent members of this Society know better than I, the old

Chinese writings give us occasional information about people living very

far away from the Chinese "Wall, and this information is much more
exhaustive than much of that contained in the European classics, which

have been translated by the dozen. People mistrust the Asiatic sources,

while the European classics are accepted without criticism. To exem-

plify the latter point, I would say that, on my arrival in Oxford some
years ago, I found that the majority of people I came across catalogued

me in the same class as the half-fabulous Neuri of Herodotus, since the

Neuri have been very successfully identified with the Slavs.

While I am still laboriously trying to trace the history of my Tungus
in the old Chinese writings, a few years ago I took up the other method,

the study of the Asiatic people on the spot.

I chose the region of North Central Siberia for three reasons. First,

because that country, being difficult of access both from the Russian and

from the American side, is ethnologically very little known, as I found

when I was engaged on my theoretical study of Northern Asia ;
secondly,

because I knew I could find there the most primitive and comparatively

the purest type of this race in which I am specially interested—the

Tungus ; thirdly, because I knew that it would fill a gap in the ground

covered by various expeditions of recent date.

With your permission, I will make a short survey of the exploration

which has been carried on in that part of the world.

Shortly before us, Mr. Kai Donner, of Helsingfors University, was

studying the Samoyed tribes between the Yenisei and the Ob—the so-

called Ostyak-Samoyed—and a Russian anthropologist, Rudyenko, has

recently made a study of the Samoyed still further west, between the

Ob and the Urals. Our study of the Eastern Samoyed, whose territory
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adjoins that of the Western Tungus, has, therefore, completed the general

scheme.

Something similar may be said of our work on the Tungus. We
took up the study of the North-Western Tungus, living between the

Yenisei and the Lena, while, some few years before, the North-Eastern

Tungus, between the Lena and Behring Strait, had been investigated by

the members of the American Jesup North Pacific Expedition. Almost

simultaneously, the Southern Tungus were being studied by two inde-

pendent anthropologists, Mr. Poniatowski, of the Warsaw Scientific

Society, and Mr. Shirokogorov, of the Petrograd Academy of Science.

The last stage of our expedition we spent in arch;eological investi-

gation in the southern Yenisei region, on the Abakan Steppe, which
was the starting point of Mr. Douglas Carruthers, of the Royal Geogra-

phical Society, for his surveying tour in Northern Mongolia only a

couple of years before.

It is rather curious that since the time of Castren, some fifty years

ago, no serious attempts were made to study the Tungus people until the

Jesup North Pacific Expedition. Even Castren's study of the Tungus 1

was only of secondary interest to him, and again in the case of the

Jesup Expedition, it was not the Tungus but the Palaeo-Siberians who
were the primary objects of study. Y'et the report of this expedition

gives us the only reliable material on the North-Eastern Tungus, while

the results of the expeditions of Messrs. Poniatowski and Shirokogorov
are not yet published, and the only data that we have on the Southern
Tungus (living in the Baikal region and in Northern Mongolia) are

those of Professor Talko-Hryncewicz. 2 But it is not only the direct

study of the Tungus which furthers our knowledge of them. However
slight may appear the connection between the study of the Tungus and
of the Samoyed (especially since we know that these two tribes practi-

cally do not mix), it really is of enormous importance to correct the

erroneous statement of Castren as to the Samoyed having originated in

the Southern Yenisei region. The full publication of the work of Mr.
Kai Donner will probably provide a satisfactory solution to this problem.
Meanwhile it will be easier to disentangle the origin of the Eastern
Turks, the Mongols, and the Tungus-Manchu, when we have ceased to

associate the Samoyed with the Sayan mountains. In the same way,
the great discoveries of Sir Aurel Stein in Central Asia will undoubtedly
throw much light upon the relation of the Central Asiatic races to each
other and to China.

In spring 1914 our party reached Krasnoyarsk, from whence. we
proceeded along the river Yenisei. The first summer was spent at the
mouth of this river, which is more or less a western boundary of Tungus
migration, the eastern boundary being the Okhotsk Sea. There are,

however, a few Tungus families to be found as far west as the river Taz.

Those Tungus tribes which have reached the mouth of the Yenisei have
on their way met and become metisised with the Yakut, and thus form

1 Nordische Beisen unci Forschungen. Petrograd, 1857. BJ. iv. pp. 21-33.

- Materjaly do Etnologii Azji Srodkowej. Krakow, 1910.
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a new nation, the Dolgan. At the mouth of the Yenisei the Dolgan
come into contact with the Samoyedic tribes, especially the Yurak-Samoyed
and the Tavgi-Samoyed.

After the summer of 1914-15 we moved from the mouth of the

Yenisei inland to the east of that river, and spent the whole winter in

sledge travel all round the Tungus territory. But since the Tungus
seldom live more than one or two families together, and since the

distance between one family tent and the next may be anything between
twenty-five and eighty miles, we had to travel all the time, and we could

only get a knowledge of a group of Arctic Tungus, while much more

How the natives travel in the tundra.

numerous Sub-Arctic tribes between the Lower and Upper Tunguska

remained unvisited, to be studied, I hope, on our next expedition.

In this way we spent the first year (1914-15) within the Arctic

Circle.

We shall now consider in some detail the Tungus as they are found

to-day.

The Tungusic tribes are the most widely distributed of all the native

tribes in Siberia. Small groups of them can be found all over Eastern

Siberia, on the Island of Sakhalin, and in Manchuria. But their total

number in 1911 was not much more than 75,000.

The term Tungus is merely a linguistic one, like, for instance, the

term Bantu, and within its range, so far as it is known, have been found

various physical types and various cultures. There exists in ethno-

logical literature such divisions as Dog-Tungus, Horse-Tungus, Beindeer-

Tungus, i.e. according to the domestic animals they possess ; or again,

we can find terms such as Forest-Tungus, or Tundra-Tungus, for lack of

better ones. In Bussian scientific literature there lately appeared a

division into Northern and Southern Tungus, which was said to be
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based on physical type, but as there was not sufficient material for

speculation, it seems very superficial. Although we shall continue to

use the term Northern Tungus, it will only refer to their geographical

position, otherwise, since " Tungus race " is a linguistic term, I propose

to use also a linguistic classification.

As the result of communication with Mr. W. Kotwicz, lecturer in

Mongolian at the University of Petrograd, who is also a Tungusic

scholar, the following division, based on the existing linguistic materials,

seems to be possible :

—

1. Manchu group.

(a) Manchu proper.

(b) Sibo.

2. Goldes.

Olcha.

Orochi.

Orok.

3. Orochons.

Tungus proper.

Lamut.
Managir.

Solon.

Daur.

4. Samagir.

Negda, on the lower Amur.
(The latter might perhaps be reckoned with Group 3.)

The Tungus that we studied belong to Group 3, and are the so called

Tungus proper, which form eighty-one per cent, of the total number of the

Tungus. But while the Orochons, who also belong to this group, live in

the south, our Tungus camp in the region of North-Central Siberia.

They are sometimes called the Yenisei Tungus, although they do not

live along the river at all, but far away inland.

They were subjugated—as far as that can be said to have taken place

—by the Russians at the very beginning of the seventeenth century

(1623): the Tungusic tribes of the Amur country, together with their

territory, were made subject to Russia about fifty years ago.

Though the Northern Tungus have been living, some since the

thirteenth century and earlier, some since the seventeenth, in the Arctic

regions, they came originally from Central Asia, and thus belong to the

class of Neo-Siberians, as do also the Mongolic, Turkic, Finnic, and
Samoyedic tribes. In contradistinction to these Neo-Siberians, we have

the other natives of Siberia who have inhabited the Far North for

a much longer period, and thus can be called Palaeo-Siberians. Among
these are the Eskimo, Chukchi, Koryak, and others.

There are many striking proofs that the Tungus must be considered

Neo-Siberians, however long it may be since they left the south. Even
if we did not know the road by which they came to the north, and the
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fact that some Tungusic tribes still live in the Transbaikal and Amur
regions, we should yet have the evidence afforded us by Northern Tungus
life. Thus in mythology we have descriptions of plants and animals
which my Northern Tungus could never have seen. On the ceremonial

C03tume of the Tungus priest or shaman, we find representations of many
animals which they do not possess in the north, and in fact the forms of

these are in some cases so much degenerated that I would scarcely dare
to define them without native help. I remember once examining the
figures of animals carved in driftwood and placed at a deceased shaman's

Tungus camp.

grave. (Since the shaman has all the universe at his service when
he prays to the highest being, all the universe as seen by the Tungus
must be represented at his grave.) I asked a friendly Tungus who was

explaining to me the meaning of the figures what two particularly

shapeless forms represented. After some time I found that the pig-like

form with enormous horns was hdli, which in the Tungus language means

mammoth, whose remains are familiar to the Tungus, and whose teeth

they imagine to be horns. About the other figure, I think I am right in

supposing that it was a dromedary, like the one found in the Transbaikal

region. My supposition was based on the information that the animal

had by nature a saddle on his back, which was all my informant could

tell me. I take this as a curious proof of the persistence of the old
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tradition, because this description of the ceremonial figure must have

been repeated from mouth to mouth through at least twelve generations.

A last, but not least important, proof of their southern origin is their

custom of riding reindeer, just as they once rode horses in the south, a

custom unknown to the truly northern peoples.

The Tungus can be traced in Chinese history much further back

than any of the modern European nations, but it still remains an open

question whether some tribes mentioned by Chinese writers, for instance,

the Mo-ho (Moh-hoh) or the Khitan are Tungus or Mongol.

The earliest fairly established record of the Tungus dates vaguely

from the eleventh century P..C, when, under the Chou (Chow) dynasty,

they were known as Sushin (Sewshin), identified by some people with

the Xiichils (Yuchi), a tribe very persistent throughout Chinese history,

the name Nyndji being even now in existence among the Mongols for

the Manchu and Dauri. It is more probable that the people called by
the Chinese Yih-low, Wuhkuh, and Pohai, were Tungus.

It might be interesting to make a comparison between the Tungus
of the third century, as described by the Chinese, and the Tungus as we
found them in 1915.

About the Yih-low (Yleu) we hear that in the third century a.d. they

sent as tribute to China arrows, bows, armour, and sables. Curiously

enough, after seventeen centuries, we find the Northern Tungus still

paying their "yassak'" or taxes to the Russian Government in the

furs of sables and other animals. But while the old Yih-low of the third

century practised agriculture, we now find agriculture among only

a very limited number of the Southern Tungus. There are many points

in the description of the Tungus of the third century which can be

illustrated among the Tungus of to-day. "We hear, for instance, that in

winter they smeared their bodies with fat to protect themselves from
the cold ; both sexes braided their hair, and they wore an apron, just as

many of the Northern Tungus do now. They still, as in the third

century, have their bows and arrows, but the latter are no longer

poisoned.

On some points the modern Tungus differ ; for instance, although

thieves are still scarce in Northern Tungus society, the few which were
found at the time I lived with them were not punished with death as in

the third century. On the contrary, the punishment is based only on
the public disgrace of the thief.

The Yih-low of the third century and the Mo-ho (Moh-hoh), another
Tungusic tribe who lived in Manchuria(on the banks of the Sungari ),in the

fifth century, 1 lived in underground caves, a custom which I am sorry to

say is not practised among the Northern Tungus of to-day, though I often

thought that such underground caves would be much warmer to live

in than their fur tents. Underground houses are still in use among
the Palaeo-Siberians.

Then we hear of the old Yleu, as well as of the Mo-ho, that they ate

pigs, and even used hogskins for their garments, while the Northern

1 Klaproth calls the Mo-lio Mongols (Asia Pdlygtotfd, p. 666).
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Tungus either do not know the pig at all or else when they see it among
the Yakut further south they feel an aversion to the animal and will

never touch its meat. Whenever they saw me using tinned meat they

earnestly inquired whether it was made of the " dirty animal that the

Russians eat." Curiously enough, they would not call their reindeer

dirty, though reindeer will eat any dirt, even such as a pig would
not touch.

It seems that the tribe called by the Chinese historians Khitan were
Tungus and not Mongol. 1 They belonged to the southern group of

Hy-Goey (Chy-Goey). It is recorded that the Northern Hy-Goey lived

in a very cold country, and were reindeer breeders. The Southern

Tungu> women ami children camping.

Hy-Goey lived in huts, used small pieces of wood in place of written

characters (their language was Mo-ho), and were constantly revolting

against China in the seventh, eighth and ninth centuries ; at last in the

tenth century they subdued Manchuria, Mongolia, and occasionally parts

of Northern China. Their dynasty called Liao (Iron) held these lands

for two hundred years, and was then overthrown by the Nuehils, also of

Tungus origin, who founded the Kin (Golden) dynasty which reigned

over all China. The Khitans are said to have had their own writing,

and a history written in their own characters ; but no trace of this

writing is now to be found, and only Chinese translations of the history

remain. The Kin dynasty existed about one hundred years, and is said

1 The Chinese historians call the Tungusic tribe of Solon the descendants of Kidan (Si-

Lao). See A. 0. Ivanowsky, Mandjurica, p. iv (1894).
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to have become very Chinese. Genghis Khan and his successors put an

end to its power, but in the seventeenth century (1644) we find the

Tungus again rising to power, this time under the name Manchu, and

founding a dynasty in China, united with Mongolia, Manchuria, Tibet,

and Djungaria. The Manchu seem to be of the same tribe of Niichil, and

their dynasty was called Ta-tsing (Great Pure). This dynasty was as

successful as any Chinese dynasty could be : they adopted much of the

Chinese civilisation, but apparently did not abandon their own, since we

see the Manchu language developing, and books being translated into

it from Chinese.

Thus, historically as well as linguistically, the Tungus has a right to

be considered a stock-type by itself, just like the Mongolic, Turkic, and

Finnic types- As far as can be proved now, only the Manchu have

produced written specimens of the Tungusic language, but it is most

remarkable that the four chief Tungus dialects, separated as they are

from one another by foreign tongues, differ so slightly among them-

selves, and that the import of foreign words is so limited. Oral as it is,

the Tungus language, unlike the agglutinative languages of the Northern

Siberian tribes, has a great simplicity and richness of verbal and adjec-

tival forms. I shall take a small instance from practical life.

Ahy means woman, so you ask a man whether he is married by a

simple word Ahyche? Oron means reindeer, so if you wish to know
whether a man possesses reindeer you simply ask Oroche !

Though the Tungusic language forms an individual unity, this does

not necessarily mean that the Tungus of to-day are as uniform in

physique or in social culture as they are in language. The problem

before us is just this—whether we can find, in the present and in the

past, evidence, other than linguistic, of a Tungus race.

As far as the present Tungus have been studied, great difficulty has

been met with in defining their physical type, since the Tungus of the

south are very much mixed with the Mongols and the Chinese, and the

Tungus of the north with the Yakut or with the Palaeo-Siberians.

Yet at the present stage of researches in physical anthropology it is

possible to eliminate to a certain extent the Tungus physical type

from this mixture and to compare it with the moderately pure Tungus
type of our north -central tribes, which are mixed with the Yakut only

on the outskirts of their territory.

It is more difficult, however, to eliminate the mental and material

culture, as this depends so much on environment. The environment of

the Southern Tungus is the mountains and steppes ; of the Sub-Arctic
Tungus, the forest ; and of the Arctic Tungus, the tundra. While the

tundra Tungus seem to be the most genuine of all they have neverthe-

less been living for so long under the influence of the Far North
that their present culture is a result of this and can be called " reindeer-

culture."

Then the physical type must also have been influenced to a certain

extent by environment. We do not know how far the Tungus who
migrated north were a pure race, or whether they had already been
much mixed with Mongols and Chinese, of whom they had always been
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neighbours, since their original home was, in all probability, in

Northern Manchuria.

How far they intermarried with other races in the course of their

early history is also unknown to us, but it is fairlycertain that itwas the en

masse migration of the Mongols in Genghis Khan's time which directed

the chief stream of the Tungus to the north-east and north-west, so that

they must have escaped this last opportunity of intermixing with the

Mongols.

Nor have we any information as to the physical type with which the

Tungus language was originally associated. But if we limit ourselves

to the Tungus of the northern tundra, we see from the beginning that

there is a certain physical type associated with the Tungus language.

Generally speaking, the type we call Northern Asiatic is Mongoloid,
but there are so many Mongoloid types that this is now scarcely a

definition at all. Some people would consider as Mongoloid all the

population of Northern, Central, and South-east Asia, the Alpine region

of Europe, and both Americas ; roughly speaking, all the broad-headed
and large-faced people of dark colouring. If we take as an ideal Mongol
type, the type which can be found in the majority of the members of

such Mongol tribes as the Kalmuck-Chakhar, Mongol-Torgut of Kulja
and Tarbagatai, Mongol-Khalkha, and Buriat (low and very broad heads,

large faces with prominent cheek-bones, medium stature, narrow noses,

oblique eyes with Mongolian fold in the inner corner), we shall see that

the further we go away from this nest of the Mongol type the less

Mongol and the more Mongoloid becomes the physical type of the

people. Hence the Northern Chinese will be found to be more Mon-
goloid than the Southern Chinese, while the Eastern Turks, e.g. the

Soyot-Uriankhai, and the Yakut, are more Mongoloid than the Kirghis.

The Transbaikal Tungus have' been found by Talko-Hryncewicz to be
more Mongoloid than the Tungus north of Lake Baikal.

We might therefore expect that our northern Tungus, living far

away from the nest of the Mongol t^ype, would be less Mongoloid than
the Baikal Tungus. And it struck us indeed at the first glance, before

we took any measurements, that the Tungus approach nearer to the

"refined" South Chinese type than the Kalmuk, or the Yakut, who,
though Turkish by language, have assumed a Mongol type.

It is this refined appearance, together with dignified manners and
lack of the childish naivete so obvious among the other natives, that

has inspired various travellers who have seen something of the Tungus to

express such opinions as these : Castren says they are " the gentry of

Siberia"; Wrangel calls them "the Frenchmen of the tundra";
Middendorff says " their senses are highly developed and their sight is

extremely sharp " ; and the English ethnologist Keane, basing his

judgment on various records, concludes that "there can be no doubt that

they are one of the very noblest types of mankind."

On the whole I agree with the opinions just quoted, but they must
be taken with some reserve, as I learned through intimate personal

knowledge of the Tungus. It is not quite twenty years ago since these

same Tungus, driven to despair by the Arctic cold and famine, had
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recourse to cannibalism. This is not, in my opinion, exactly what
might be expected from " one of the very noblest types of mankind."

The more refined appearance of the Tungus as compared with the

Mongols is due to their heads being higher and not so broad, their faces

being not so wide and hence appearing longer, their hands and feet not

so long, while their eyes seldom have a Mongolian fold. But all these

characters are associated with the old Siberians (Palaeo-Siberians), such

as the Koryak, the Chukchi, and the Yukaghir, and hence it might be

argued that the Tungus acquired their physical type by contact with

the Palaeo-Siberians in the north.

If this assertion were accepted without criticism the conclusion might

be drawn that the Tungus lost their original type and became Mon-

»as family iu Russian dress.

golised in the south, and very much like the Palaeo-Siberians in the

north. But that is not the case as far as the Northern Tungus are

concerned. They come into contact with the Palaeo-Siberians only in far

Xorth-east Siberia, and even there in many places they do not mix with

them, while the Tungus studied by us live far from the Palaeo-Siberians,

and the only people with whom they intermarry in some regions are

the Yakut. Yet our Western Tungus and those in the neighbourhood
of the Palaeo-Siberians are similar in structure.

^ Thanks to our inquiry into the genealogical trees of the Tungus
we measured, we have been able to distinguish four grades of Tungus
metisation :

—

A. The Pure Tungus, whose genealogical table, as far back as could

be recorded, does not show any foreign admixture.

B. The Tungus- Yakut, who call themselves Tungus, . and are so
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linguistically and socially, but who have begun in the last two
generations to intermarry with the Yakut.

C. The Dolgan, who were Tungus, but who for a long time have
intermarried with the Yakut, and have created, socially,

physically, and linguistically, a new and separate nation.

D. The Tungusized Yakut, or Yakut who live on the Tungus territory,

and being in a minority, are much Tungusized, and are called

by the genuine Yakut "Tungus."

It was useful for many reasons to distinguish these four groups and
study them, but when speaking of the Tungus today, I shall refer only
to the group of comparatively pure Tungus. A similar group has been
distinguished in the Far East by the members of the Jesup North Pacific

Expedition.

Now, in comparison with Palaeo-Siberians, such as the Chukchi
and the Eskimo, this Tungus type, which is as pure as can be found,

may be described as follows :

—

The stature is below the average, but not so short as that of the

Samoyed. We observe a curious gradation in the height of the northern
people if we take them from the Ural Mountains eastward. The Lapps
and the Samoyed are the shortest, then come the Tungus, still below the

average, next the Palaeo-Siberians, of whom the Chukchi are the

tallest, and when we cross Behring Strait we find the North American
Indians of decidedly tall stature. 1

The head of the Tungus is remarkable for its length : very much
unlike that of the Mongols, and even longer than that of the Palaeo-

Siberians (with the exception of the Eskimo), who are supposed to be

long-headed. Their faces are also longer than those of the other

northern natives, and their noses small and narrow—nearly as narrow
as those of the Eskimo. All these characteristics could not have been

taken from the Palaeo-Siberians, since in every point the Palaeo-Siberian

type approaches nearer to the Mongol than does the Tungus. They can

probably be considered typical of the Tungus race, which thus may betaken
as standing nearest to some Southern Chinese and some Japanese types.

I think it is already too late to find out how much Tungus blood

has gone to the making of China and Japan, but this factor could only

add more "refinement" to the physical types of those countries.

Of all the tribes that we visited, the Tungus have the highest birth-

rate. It is seldom that one meets with a family of less than four

children, and families of ten are fairly common. But the death-rate

also is unusually high, even though there is much less organic disease

among them than among the Yakut. It seems as if the severe northern

climate were not so well suited to them as it is, for instance, to the

Yakut, an originally Turkish tribe also of southern origin. (By southern

is here meant south of Siberia, i.e. Central Asia.)

In their religious ideas, oral literature, and decorative ornaments,

the Tungus are typical of a migrating people. In spite of a formal

1 D. Jochelson-Brodsky, K. Antropologii Jenshchin j)lemion krainiavo Syevyero-Vostoka

Sibiri (1908), p. 13.
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adherence to the Russian Orthodox Church, nearly all the Tungus still

practise Shamanism, but there is not found among them the deep-rooted

belief or the richness of ceremony that are characteristic of Samoyed

Three Tungus men.

Shamanism. The only Shamanistic performances they still practise are

those which are supposed to produce fertilit}\

As to their oral literature, their tales and songs are, on the whole,

much poorer in style and imagination than the flowery and heroic tales

of the Yakut. Neither have they anything like the Samoyedic epos

—

realistic and naive, yet highly poetical in their directness and simplicity.

The tales in which Tungus folklore is really rich are such as may best

be described as "improper stories." And while in a Samoyed tent the
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point of highest tension comes at the description of some great deed of

a shaman or a hero-child, during the recital of a Tungus tale emotion
is expressed by a cynical laugh when the favourite hero, the malicious

spirit Gamondo, has most cleverly cheated, murdered, and robbed
some well-meaning member of the community. Xo god or goddess, no
plant or animal, no shaman or warrior, is so often met with in their

mythology as the wicked Gamondo. And only to see the indulgent

smile with which the name of Gamondo is pronounced by Tungus lips !

Tungus art, expressed in their tattooing, a custom now dying

out, and also in the ornaments of their dress and reindeer-harness, has

no permanent style. We do not find there either the conventionalised

zoological and anatomical figures of the Samoyed designs, or the rich
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Many geographers and ethnologists are now turning their eyes back

to Northern and Central Asia, which was almost forgotten from

Genghis Khan's time till the twentieth century, when the rise of Siberia

as a rich Kussian colony, and of Mongolia as an independent republic,

drew people s attention in that direction. "We may hope, therefore, that

the time is not far off when Chinese history will receive proper interpre-

tation. The fact that Kussian scholars l have recently succeeded in

deciphering the old Turkic script on the burial stones of the Early Iron

Age which are to be found all along Southern Siberia and Northern
Mongolia, cannot but help Chinese scholars, since the old Turkic inscrip-

tions check the Chinese historians to some extent.

It is for anthropologists to work side by side with historians and
archaeologists in trying to clear up the question of the origin and type

of these three fundamental races of Central and Northern Asia—the

Turkic, the Mongolic, and the Tungusic—and when this is done, perhaps

we shall understand what is the ethnological meaning of such ambiguous
terms as "Tatars," "Huns," and 'Scythians."

SOME GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS OF THE SHEEP INDUSTRY.2

By c. L. Walton, M.Sc.

It is probable that no animal has played so important a part in the
history of mankind as the sheep, though this fact is frequently over-

looked. It is safe to say that without the sheep many civilisations

would have had very different geographical distributions. Britain,

and the Empire which it has built up in particular, owe an enormous
debt to this adaptable animal.

Geographical Distribution of Species.

The genus Oris is typically Pala-arctic with one species extending
into the Nearctic region. The following species are recognised by
Lydekker [lo] 3—(1) 0. musimon, the Mourlon—Sardinia and Corsica:

(2) 0. vrientalis, the Red Sheep—Cyprus, Asia Minor, Transcaucasia to

Persia: six local races; (3) 0. laristanica—South Persia; (4) I

the Urial—Sind, Trans-Indus districts of the Punjab, Afghanistan, Gilgit,

Baluchistan, Cis-Indus range, Ladak, and Tibet, parts of Russian Turke-
stan, Transcaspia, and Persia : four local races

; (5) 0. amnion, the
Argali—Bokhara, from throughout the Altai and Tibet to the Desert of

Gobi and West Kamchatka, also the Tian Shan Mountains : eleven local

1 Professors Raillotl', Vasilietf, Jadrintzeff, and Melioranski. Here we must mention
also the non-Russian scholars Professor W. Thomsen of Copenhagen and Professor 0.

Donner of Helsingfors.
2 Part of work accepted for the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, Research

Certificate in Geography.
3 Numbers in

[ ] refer to the book numbers in the bibliographical list at the end.
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races; (6) 0. is, the Bighorn—the mountains from Mexico to

Yukon and Alaska, and thence to East Kamchatka and North-East
Siberia : sixteen local races.

In addition two other genera may be noted, though they are not

true sheep, namely, Ammotragus lervia, the Barbary Sheep—Atlas

Mountains to the Egyptian Sudan, including the desert of Biskra and
the mountains about Khartum, and Pseudo'is tiahoor, the Bahral or Blue
Sheep—ranges through Hunza and Nagoar, Baltistan, parts of Tibet

to Shen-si and Kan-su, etc.

Several of these apparently had formerly a wider range, notably

the mouflon, which probably occupied a considerable area in Europe.

Habits of the Sheep.

It will be seen that sheep are natives of open grass lands and
mountain slopes, and in some cases of rocky areas as well, though such

country is more naturally suited to goats. The urial has been recorded

from heights of 12,000 feet in Ladak, 14,000 feet in Tibet, and Car-

ruthers [3 J states that, in the Altai, the argali may go as high as 18,000
feet. Lydekker [14, p. 43] says " sheep in the wild state are essentially

mountain animals whose headquarters are in Central Asia." It is to be

added that they shun forests, and feed entirely by grazing or nibbling

the shoots of herbaceous plants, such as wormwood and heather. This,

of course, involves a life in the open, where, in bright weather, they are

exposed to the full light, and to such an existence their type of

colouring is especially adapted.

With the exception of the all-white Alaskan bighorn, whose home
is amid snow and glaciers, all wild sheep have the upper surface of the

body much darker than the belly, which is, in fact, white ; this

arrangement of colouring being designed to render the animals in which

it occurs as inconspicuous as possible when standing in the open in full

sunlight, owing to the fact that the light belly neutralises the effect of

the dark shadow cast by the body. Interesting facts as to wild habits

are given by Carruthers for the argali (pp. cit.). The rams go in

separate flocks, and in autumn, when resting, go 6000 to 10,000 feet

up to some round-topped summits, where, with a long view, they get

the wind from over the hill bringing sound or scent of danger, such as

from wolves. If the wind should change, they also change position,

often with great rapidity. In rough ground a valley head is selected

on which the winds converge. Ewes and lambs run many risks, but the

weight of the horns (up to 40 lbs.) tells against the rams, especially in

the snow, and many are then caught by wolves [3].

Any observer may note how domesticated sheep, even when kept

under somewhat restricted conditions, will seek higher ground in the

evening. A recent writer [19, p. 7] has said, "The sheep is of little

use as an individual," only as a flock, emphasising the fact that,

speaking generally, they are not suitable for a " small " man business.

The sheep has practically always been managed as a flock, and has

not had the chance of being tanned, and still therefore behaves like
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a semi-wild creature, although, without doubt, it was one of the

earliest domesticated of animals. That its intelligence (as an individual)

does not seem to reach a level in any way comparable with that of

many other of the domestic animals, is in all probability due to loss of

much of the natural astuteness without a corresponding gain from

individual attention by man.

Origin of the Domesticated Sheei- and its Breeds.

As is the case with many domesticated animals, the past history of

the Sheep is most difficult to disentangle, and is still largely a matter

of conjecture. An opinion on the subject may be cited :
" Unfortunately,

we know nothing about the remote ancestors of either sheep, goats, or

their relations. . . . It is hence impossible to say whether their common
ancestor belongs to the early or late Pliocene [5 (a), p. 160]."

The type species of the genus Ovis aries is not definitely known in a

wild state, but Lydekker considers it most probable that the mouflon

(0. rmisimon) is one of the ancestral forms. Cossar Ewart [5 (a), p. 160]

regards wild sheep as falling into four more or less distinct types

—

(a) Mouflon, (b) Urial, (c) Argali, (</) Bighorn.

The next question that arises is naturally whence, and from what
species (or group) have arisen the multifarious breeds of domesticated

sheep of the present day ] It seems that, at present, these questions

cannot be adequately answered. Cossar Ewart [5 (a), pp. 164 ets . gives

his opinion as follows :
" It is not known either when or where sheep weie

first domesticated, nor yet whether man first tamed the monfion, the

urial, or the argali. But this much is fairly certain, that the arkal

variety of the argali, still found on the northern slopes of the Elburz

Mountains, and on the Kopet Dagh, was domesticated in prehistoric

times in Turkestan, and that the first tame sheep brought into Europe,

six or more thousand years ago, were closely allied to, if not actually

descended from, one or more varieties of the urial." . . . "It is hence

possible that the sheep and cattle which first reached Europe with the

Xeoliths were domesticated in the great, low-lying tract—consisting
now mostly of steppe and desert— which extends eastward from the

Caspian Sea to the Tian Shan Mountains, and includes the Sea of Aral,

Turkestan, Khiva, Bokhara, and other districts."

Much reliance is placed upon the results obtained from the excava-

tions of the mounds or kurgans at Anau by the Pumpelly Expedition
(see, Duerst, Animal Remains from Anau, Pumpelly Expedition, "Wash-

ington, 1907). Assuming that the domestication of sheep took place

in the region above indicated, we are still in great uncertainty as to

when, and by what race.

The Ice Age.

Central Asia has undergone such radical changes during the Ice

Age and the subsequent desiccation that it seems wellnigh hopeless to

obtain a correct reconstruction of the facts. Much stress has been laid

VOL. XXXIII. U
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upon the wildness of sheep and the difficulty of obtaining them, but it

is very evident that these difficulties were not insuperable to an
intelligent race. It is notable that the bighorn of America was not
tamed. It is quite evident that subjugation of the sheep dates verv
far back into the prehistoric ages, and one may venture the opinion
that possibly the Ice Age may have forced wild sheep from their fast-

nesses down into country where man could more readily obtain them
;

but whether this was accomplished by Neolithic Alpines, by Mongols, or
by proto-Nordics, who can say 1 One, or more, of these may have been
concerned, and another (or others) may have then acquired sheep by
intercourse, warfare, migration, or imitation.

As to the conditions obtaining during the period, it seems evident
that during the maximum phase of the Ice Age, ice covered nearly the
whole of Eurasia to the north of the 50th parallel and much high land
to the south of that line.

Cossar Ewart [5 (b), p. 78] considers that " for centuries after the Ice

Age the greater part of Central Asia was well watered and fertile, but
when, eventually, the mountain of ice in the north and west disappeared,

numerous rivers dried up, with the result that the inland seas and lakes

became more and more brackish, and eventually also dried up, leaving

large shallow basins often covered with a thick layer of salt-incrusted

sand.
-

' The result of this aridity, it is contended, was that man and
his flocks and herds migrated, at any rate for the dry season, and the

final effect was the dispersal and resettlement of the various races of

men and their sheep in India, Persia, Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt, parts of

Africa and Europe. In certain areas they met with environmental con-

ditions that (together with local isolation) have resulted in considerable

differentiation.

Human Migrations and the Distribution of Domesticated

Sheep.

Myres [1 7, p. 5 1 ] says of the Grasslands, " Here, if man is to maintain

himself at all, he must be master of tame animals which can eat the

grass, and in turn sustain him." Much has been written, and many
opinions expressed concerning the human migrations resulting from the

physical conditions above described, and also as to the races involved,

and the dates (approximate) of their arrival in different regions. It

would seem that recurrent drought periods induced corresponding waves

of migration, and these, no doubt, carried along with them certain breeds

and types of sheep and other animals ; but these movements were

extended over prolonged periods, with, doubtless, opportunities for

mixing, deflection and other complicating circumstances. Many writers

seem prone to lay great stress upon some particular movement, and

attribute the advent of some particular animal or breed to that move-

ment alone, and no doubt these are correct in certain instances. There

has also been a considerable tendency to assign much to certain select

races of mankind.

One of the more recent and epoch-making droughts would appear
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to have occurred about 2300 B.C., and it may be useful here to

quote one or two recent opinions. Peake [18, p. 162] concludes that

starting from the highlands of Asia Minor, the Alpine race invaded

lv i rope across the Hellespont or the Bosphorus in three waves. The
first seems to have started in pre-Neolithic times, and to have reached

the Seine and the Ardennes. The second followed on its heels," but

appears to have failed to cross the plain of North Germany, while the

third turned southward and occupied the Balkan Peninsula." . . .

" Another branch seems to have gone southwards through the Lebanons
to the Judaean plateau and perhaps invaded Egypt in pre- or proto-

dynastic times." Cossar Ewart [5 (a), p. 165] believes that "it is impos-

sible to say when the Neoliths began to migrate into Europe from Central

Asia, but it is easy enough to realise why trekking westward became
necessary." He postulates that the first bands reached and settled in

Central France, and were followed in course of time by "huge hordes of

the true Alpine race from the eastern as well as the western portion of

the Great Plain," and further, that sheep first reached Europe 6000 or

more years ago, with Neolithic man (p. 164), and that the Alpine race

brought the Turbary sheep about the time of the beginning of the

Bronze Age (p. 166).

On p. 186 he says, "Sheep were undoubtedly brought to Britain by
the mixed descendants of the Alpine race which in early Neolithic times

reached Europe from Central Asia." Without doubt the successive periods

of desiccation and migration have been vital factors in the distribution

of mankind, and hence of the most far-reaching consequence to all the

future races, which in their turn again migrated from Europe to other

parts of the globe overseas—not of course owing to drought but through

the pressure of economic forces. The routes taken by the early migrations

would naturally be along the open country, grassland, scrubland, etc.,

avoiding both the forest belts which would be unsuitable for sheep and
impossible to negotiate, and the marshlands which are also inimical.

Sir H. H. Johnston [12, pp. 52-4] makes some interesting remarks
regarding the probable succession and distribution of sheep in Egypt and
Northern Africa. According to this author the dynastic Egyptians when
they first settled in the Nile valley had dogs, long-horned oxen, etc.,

and they tamed the wild sheep of the desert, Ammotragus lervia, the

Barbary sheep. Soon after the beginning of history they obviously

discarded the semi-domesticated desert sheep, etc., in favour of domestic

forms brought from S^ria and Arabia. These were of successive types

—

(") hairy sheep with short horns, long legs and a long tail. These sheep

passed west and developed into the maned sheep of West Africa and
the Congo Basin

;
(b) the fat-tailed sheep with short horns (or none)

which travelled to Galaland, Abyssinia, Somaliland and Equatorial East

Africa, and was also taken by the Hottentots to South-West Africa.

In East and South-Central Africa these two breeds of hairy sheep fused
;

(c) from the east came a large sheep with long hair and spiral horns

growing out at right angles from the head—these went to Nigeria and
Abyssinia

;
(d) about 2000 B.C. all these were superseded in North

Africa by woolly sheep from Syria and East Europe. But although
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now found throughout North Africa from Morocco to the Sahara oases,

these sheep have never penetrated Negro land except in the Niger

basin near Timbuktu.

Habitat of Domesticated Sheep.

Typical sheep country comprises open grassy plains, hills, and

mountain slopes. Much land has, of course, been subsequently made
available for sheep-keeping by felling, burning, clearing and draining, as

will be mentioned later. It has recently been pointed out [6] that

Neolithic man in Britain occupied the natural open spaces of the

country, chiefly uplands, and that only as the swamps and forests were

cleared could the remainder be occupied. This process varied in

different parts of the country and resulted in a profound change in the

chief centres of population, which gradually descended into the valleys

and plains. Much kind, since cleared, is now doubtless merged in the

open areas. The most interesting map given [6, p. 107] showing the

chief tracts available for Neolithic life, also illustrates the present

distribution of those breeds which still live under (largely) natural

conditions, especially those like the Black Face, "Welsh, and other "Tan-
face " and related breeds which make up the bulk of the sheep popula-

tion of the British Isles. It is the opinion of Cossar Ewart [op. tit. p. 185]

that " The short-tailed sheep of the Bronze Age type were once widely

distributed throughout Europe, and that, though eventually swamped
by intercrossings, they must be regarded as the foundation stock of the

majority of modern Continental breeds."' He believes that the first known
sheep were probably Turbary or Turbary x Mouflon ; later four-horned

sheep became distributed, and now the Turbary type is confined to

Soay [St. Kilda], though a number of flocks of four-horned sheep still

occur in Britain. There was a wild sheep in England about the begin-

ning of the Quaternary period, 0. savini, but this species died out during

the Ice Age, and a long period succeeded without sheep, which may
have returned at its close, though there is no direct evidence of their

presence until the Neolithic invasions. The sheep of these invaders

resembled those of the Swiss lake dwellings. Ewart concludes that,

even in pre-Roman days, there were in Britain sheep, including argali,

urial, and mouflon among their ancestors, and that thus "all three

Old World wild sheep stocks have taken part in forming our domestic

breeds." . . . "The Urial has contributed through the Turbary (peat

or heath) breeds in the making of domestic breeds, and perhaps also

the fat rump and tailed sheep, and is still taking part in maintaining

domestic breeds in Russian Turkestan and Bokhara."

Changes under Domestication.

It is evident that under domestication and through multitudinous

intercrossings, aided by the environmental influences of diverse soils,

climates, situations, and modes of management, numerous races and

breeds of present-day sheep can arise and have arisen ; others are still in

process of evolution in Britain and elsewhere. As a result of differences
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of suitability or adaptability, some breeds are always on the decline,

while others attain favour, and not only is this process proceeding

naturally, but it is often the result of intentional effort. In course of

time some breeds rapidly deteriorate (from the utilitarian point of view)

through " improvement " (from the standpoint of the show bench), and

several useful local breeds have of recent years been largely spoiled

by being "boomed " and "improved" beyond the demands of utility.

The chief improvements of value brought about in the sheep since

its domestication have been :—increase in amount, fineness, and

uniformity of the fleece (developing the undercoat), uniformity of

colour, early maturity, increased fertility, etc. etc. Some of these

characters have been developed at the expense of others according to

the requirements of the time. The contrast between the comparatively

unimproved sheep and the modern forms is well brought out by W.
H. Hudson's description of the old Wiltshire breed :

" its head was
big and clumsy, Avith a round nose, its legs were long and thick, its

belly without wool, and both sexes were horned : . . . finally, it was
hard to fatten. On the other hand, it was a sheep which had been

from of old on the bare, open downs, and was modified to suit the condi-

tions. ... It was a strong, healthy, intelligent animal, in appearance

and character like the old original breed of the pampas of South
America, ... a coarse-wooled sheep with naked belly, tall and hardy,

a greatly modified race of the sheep introduced by the Spanish
colonists three centuries ago" [9, pp. 12-15].

Sheep-farming Meth

Sheep are now kept and "farmed" under the most varied and
diverse conditions, ranging from the great "stations," " estancias," and
" runs," to the half dozen kept by the smallholder. Within the

British Isles sheep-farming methods diverge so widely, that a long

essay would be required to deal with them. These methods range
from the almost natural conditions of the Scottish and Welsh mountains,

where the flocks are merely more or less controlled, to the highly

organised and carefully tended flocks of the English lowlands, where
the animals are kept under more or less artificial conditions upon land

frequently unsuited to sheep. In many cases sheep, although necessary,

are merely accessory to some other branch of agriculture, as on the corn

farms where they are needed to eat the root crops, and provide the

manure and conditions necessary for the successful cultivation of high-

class barlej' in the most economical manner.
In some countries sheep are still kept almost entirely for the wool

"crop," and the merino is probably the best adapted to such a method,
under which everything else is subordinated to wool production. This

system, which is most typical of the drier climates, is in some instances

giving way before the "dual purpose" animal (generally a cross-breed)

which produces both wool and mutton.

Under the more controlled and artificial conditions, wool becomes
accessory to the production of early mutton (fat lambs, etc.), while on
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the hill farms and " walks " the flocks are kept for breeding and wool,

the surplus stock being sold. The production of rams may be a prime
object. As already stated, every possible variant may be found. Where
conditions are suitable, and sheep-keeping is wholly or largely pre-

dominant, the whole life of the community (farmers, shepherds,
labourers, and their families) is naturally dominated and punctuated
by the yearly round of work connected with the flocks : lambing,
washing, shearing, etc.—though the same thing applies largely to any
community chiefly or wholly dependent upon the production of a
particular animal or crop. It should be noted that areas given up to
shepherding are comparatively thinly populated.

Transhumance.

Movements and migrations seem bound up with the very fibre of

the more primitive forms of shepherding, where the human popula-
tion follow the flock in its search for pasture and avoidance of adverse
climatic conditions, as in Central Asia. Huntington [10, pp. 109-10]
writes of the pamirs, or grass plains of the Tian Shan, that the winter
cold is so great, and the snow lasts so long, that animals cannot
permanently inhabit it unless they hibernate or migrate ; but in summer,
conditions are almost ideal for herbivorous animals, and the rich

uplands are capable of fattening millions of sheep and cattle. Before
the cold sets in they must make a many days' migration to valleys

where the pasture is poor by comparison. Shepherds and their families

move with the flocks. In summer the best pasture is always to be
found close below the ever shifting snow-line, and constant moves are
again necessary. This transhumance stage, where the flocks are moved
from valley or plain to uplands for the summer or back again, or via

versa, but where no similar movement of peoples follows (the sheep being
accompanied by some men or handed over from one control to another),

is still to be seen in various countries. In Spain many of the merino
flocks are so moved, and in Mid Wales a complicated series of sheep
movements are carried out, based upon the ancient custom of winter
lowland (hendre) and summer upland (hafod) farming, possibly derived,

in this instance, from the primitive location of man upon the natural

open uplands. The chief movements are (a) of young sheep from the
uplands to the lowlands for the winter months, and (b) of entire flocks

from the lowlands to the uplands for summer pasturage. The final

stages of these movements are those in which sheep are either turned
on to an adjacent hill or are kept upon the higher and drier parts of the

farm in alternation with the lower land. These systems grade into the

truly artificial conditions when flocks are often temporary, and need
frequent renewal. Bruhnes [23] gives interesting details regarding

transhumance in Italy, Spain, Provence, Thessaly, etc.; while Prothero

[25] also summarises the movements in France.

There exists, especially in those areas that have not yet reached a

comparative agricultural equilibrium, a sequence, in which shepherding
is succeeded more or less rapidly by cattle-herding, and this by agricul-
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ture. These movements have at times been productive of considerable

friction between the various classes (as in the United States of America),

while State action has been taken in Australasia to break up large blocks

of land held by sheep owners who would otherwise hinder development.

Sheep in Britain and the British Empire.

The importance of sheep to the human race has already been pointed

out, as also the great part they have played in the economic life and

development of the British Empire. " From the earliest times sheep

have been the mainstay of British agriculture, and indeed may fairly

be said to have formed the basis also of British commerce. English

wool . . . was exported long before the Conquest" [19, p. 1]. "For
centuries wool was the chief marketable commodity of exchange value."

... "In the economy of the manor, the washing and shearing of sheep

were among the labour services of the tenantry "... and " when, after

Black Death, the manorial system began to break up, and the wide-

spread enclosures and conversion of arable to pasture commenced, it was

sheep which wellnigh brought about a revolution . . . and for a time

turned large districts, once devoted to the maintenance of farming

communities, into sheep walks " \op. cit.~\.

. A few figures may be cited. It has been estimated [13] that there

are more than six hundred million sheep in the world, and that from

one-third to two-fifths of these are slaughtered annually.

As regards Great Britain, the number of sheep in 1915 was (approxi-

mately) 18,000,000 for England and Wales, and 29,000,000 for the

United Kingdom, and has ranged from 27, 000,000 in 1881-82, to

35,000,000 in 1868. King and Davenant in 1688 gave an estimate of

12,000,000 sheep and lambs for England and Wales, worth (less skin

and wool) 7s. 4d. per head ; but the first reliable British statistics only

date back to 1866.

In 1868 there were 997 sheep per 1000 of population.

In 1881-2 „ 673
In 1871 ,, 3.1

, sheep per head of cattle.

In 1911 „ 2\

Northumberland has the most sheep of any county, 1,107,226 (in

1912) or 1582 sheep for 1000 acres under cultivation (excluding rough

grazing), and 9 per head of cattle. Cheshire gives the lowest figures,

namely 149 per 1000 acres; the county is flat and near large industrial

centres [19, p. 2 et seq.].

For Wales, Breconshire heads the list with 491,134 sheep, or 12 to

1 of cattle, and Merioneth takes second place. It has also been esti-

mated that in 1912 British sheep valued £43,500,000.
Great fluctuations have taken place in the export and import of

sheep and wool, as has been remarked earlier. Great Britain at one

period founded its trade on wool (exported) ; now the imports of wool
and mutton are enormous. Taking live sheep, from the United States of

America, Canada, etc., more than a million reached Britain in 1895, but
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by 1910 this had nearly disappeared, and only 427 arrived; but the

figures rose again in 1911 to 47,600. Frozen mutton dates from the

rise of refrigeration, about 1882, and thence began to assume great

importance, the import value rising from £4,100,120 in 1891 to about

£10,000,000 in 1911. This huge total is imported from Australia, New
Zealand, and the Argentine, with a little from Chile and Uruguay.

The number of sheep in Australasia in 1912 is given as follows :

—

Australia, .... 83,468,652

New Zealand, . . . 23,750,153

Total, . 107,218,805

The rise of the number of sheep in Australia is very instructive.

The first to be imported were of the fat-tailed breed, from Cape Colony

(about 1788), and a little later some small hairy Indian sheep also. The
real start, however, was in 1789, when a small lot of Merinos were

imported (also from the Cape). These were seen to improve rapidly,

and further importations were made ; later British breeds were intro-

duced [22]. The rise in numbers was as follows :

—

sheep.1789 =
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//"/(//.—Diverse breeds and climates produce very different qualities,

ranging from the •"hairy" wools of unimproved Asiatics and others, to

tie very finest of merino "wool." These are made up into flannels,

tveeds, homespuns, blankets, hosiery, carpets, rugs, and horse cloths,

and the many articles so necessary to the inhabitants of the less genial

portions of the globe. Many town sites have been determined by

suitability of site for wool-working and manufacture, namely, proximity

t j area of production, suitable water supply, transport facility thence :

others have arisen as wool-collecting and redistribution centres, as

sheep markets, and so forth. These factors particularly apply to foot

hill or "fall line" towns.

Leather.—Seymour-Jones [13, p. 5] states, "Numerically, the supply

of sheep skins exceeds that of all other skins which enter into the art of

leather-making," and from them are produced leather goods in the form

of gloves (dogskin and chamois), boot uppers, book-bindings, hatbands,

laces, whip-lashes, caps for chemists' bottles, etc., also parchment
[op. cit.].

from ewes is utilised in many countries for cheese-making, and

this is still a regular custom on many farms in Brecon and Radnor. The
ewes may be held by hand during milking, but often there are special

arrangements in the farm buildings for facilitating the process by
securing the heads of the ewes. This is after the weaning of the lamb.-.

Mutton is, of course, universally used, except among the Buddhists.

The skin of certain Asiatic fat-tailed breeds (with the wool on) is the

astrakhan of commerce. The fat-rumped breeds yield a considerable

proportion of Russian tallow. Glue is produced from horns and hoofs,

while in Tibet the sheep is used as a means of transporting salt over the

mountain passes. Finally, extracts of the thyroid glands of sheep are

used in combating certain diseased conditions in human beings.

Anverse Factors and Enemies.

Factors adversely affecting sheep land through them their human
owners) may be placed in the following categories :— (a) Adverse physi-

cal and meteorological conditions: (5) carnivorous animals
;

(c) parasites

(external and internal): \-h epidemic diseases; (e) plant (and otheri

poisons.

Of these the first has without doubt played a most important part,

as is evidenced by the following : "The great snowstorms of the sub-

arctic steppes are quite as terrible as those of the tundras. Xo life

can withstand the fury of the blizzard, and many are the disasters on
record. In 1827, for example, all the flocks and herds that wandered
over the steppes between the Volga and the Urals perished in one great

storm. According to the Government Report, the losses sustained by
the Kirghiz included 1,012,000 sheep. Not many years pass without
some disasters of this kind "

[7, p. 27]. Huntington [10, pp. 382-3] says :

" According to Hahn, a rainfall of twenty inches a year in New South
Wales makes it possible to keep over six hundred sheep on a square
mile of land ; with a rainfall of thirteen inches only about one hundred
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can be kept, and with ten inches only ten sheep," etc. Considerable

losses are frequently suffered in Great Britain, especially in Scottish

and Welsh flocks, through snowfalls, particularly should these occur
exceptionally early in autumn or late in spring, thus overtaking the
flocks before they have been removed, or after they have returned to

the higher land.

Carnivorous animals, although no doubt still formidable in certain

of the wilder parts of the world, have played their chief part in former
times, chief among them being the wolf.

Birds too may cause serious losses, such as the larger birds of prey,
and the raven, carrion crow, and great black-back gull of the British

coasts and mountains, while the kea of New Zealand is a noted example
of acquired habits.

In the third group are found the great army of parasites, chiefly

belonging to the worms (tapeworms and flat and round worms) and to

the mites and insects. It is probable that this class of pest has come to

the fore in comparatively modern times, largely owing to the keeping of

sheep in numbers upon restricted areas of land not naturally adapted
to them.

Blood diseases such as pleuropneumonia, foot and mouth, anthrax,

braxy, and many more, at times work havoc, while severe losses are now
and again sustained through poisons [-6].

I Ecological Relations.

Finally, the effects of the grazing of sheep upon the fauna and flora

have to be considered. Fisher [24, pp. 8-9] writing of the south-

western States of U.S.A. gives the following interesting account:— "In
the High Sierra the sheep industry is doing more than anything to

make that region uninhabitable for certain species of birds, and also for

other forms of life, as long since pointed out by Henshaw (1876,

p. 225). During the summer the sheep almost totally destroy all the

smaller plants and shrubs which, except in the wet meadows, do not
grow again until the following spring. . . . This is a potent cause of

scarcity of ground-inhabiting birds."
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THE METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATOLOGY OF BRAZIL.1

A Review.

By Geo. G. Chisholm.

" APART from its plan the work which I now present to the public,"

says its author, " has nothing in it very original. I have made it my
business to collect the principal things that have been published on the

climates of Brazil. I have given countless references to the sources of

information, in order to facilitate the future labours of meteorologists

who may make investigations about my country.'

This account is correct and gives a just idea of the nature of this

volume. It contains numerous quotations, some rather lengthy, from

predecessors who have occupied themselves with one or more aspects of

the meteorology and climatology of Brazil, and furnishes an immense
number of data relating to typical stations in different parts of the

country.

It is divided into three parts, the first entitled Generalities ; the

second, Distribution of the Meteorological factors, these two occupying

189 pages; and the third, bearing the heading Climatology, which fills

the remaining 338 pages of the text.

In the first part, the "generalities" treated of in its three chapters

are Brazil and its Climatological Setting (cadre), " Brazilian Climates

1 Meteorologie du Bresil. By C. M. Delgado de Carvalho, Professeur k l'Academie des

Hautes Etudes de Rio de Janeiro. Preface de Sir W. Napier Shaw. London : John Bale,

Sons, and Danielson, 1917. Price 25s. net.
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ani Assimilation,'' and the " Meteorological services of Brazil.' Among
the subjects dealt with in the first of these chapters are the theoretical

conditions of actinometric factors, isotherms, and anomalies (on which

head the conclusions relating to the southern hemisphere deducible

from the data furnished by B. C. Wallis in his paper in the July

number of this Magazine for 1914 on "Geographical Aspects of

Climatological Investigations " are summarised, p. 13), and the genesis of

tropical precipitations. These, like precipitations elsewhere, are, it is

pointed out, mainly due to the cooling of air by expansion, and the

author, stating the four modes in which, according to de Martonne, such

cooling is brought about, the cyclonic movement round a barometric

minimum, local ascents of air resulting from the daily rise of tempera-

ture accompanied by the rise of barometric isothermal surfaces, the

retardation of air movement through friction in passing from sea to

land and consequent ascents of air, and the rise due to the orography,

emphasises the fact that all these are operative in equatorial and tropical

regions. Peculiarly characteristic of the equatorial zone is the rainfall

accompanying the daily barometric variations, where sudden violent

rainstorms occur almost daily between three and four in the afternoon.

In certain seasons so regular is this occurrence at Para that the expres-

sions "before the rain" and "after the rain" are in familiar use in

speaking of the periods of daily occupations (p. 29).

On the subject of acclimatisation, the author repeats (p. 417) the

warnings uttered by others against the idea that the fact that in certain

circumstances the European suffers more than the native in tropical

countries is generally due to difference of race, that being very frequently

the result of an irrational mode of life, and in particular neglect of due

care in adapting oneself to the diurnal oscillations of temperature

(p. 41). Some interesting particulars are given in the same section as

to the special localities in Portugal, Spain, Italy, etc., furnishing the

largest number of emigrants to Brazil and the causes leading to that

emigration (pp. 54-8).

Still more interesting are the facts given in the same chapter as to

the hygienic services of certain municipalities and states of Brazil, which

have enabled that country to figure brilliantly at the hygienic exhibitions

held at Dresden and Berlin (p. 63). Prominent among these, it need

hardly be said, are the measures taken at Rio de Janeiro since 1903,

under the direction of the late Dr. Oswaldo Cruz, by means of which

yellow fever, smallpox, and plague were successively stamped out

between 1908 and 1911. This part of the book is provided with two

interesting illustrations of the prophylactic regime at present in force.

Even before the time of Cruz great improvement had taken place in

the sanitary conditions of Rio, where the rate of mortality declined,

though not without great fluctuations, from 71*4 per thousand in 1860

to 19-8 per thousand in 1912 (pp. 64-7).

In the third chapter of the first part the most interesting sections

are those on agricultural meteorology and the measures taken against

drought, but most of the points to which it will be worth while to draw

special attention in these sections will be more conveniently noticed
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later on. Here, however, it may be mentioned that the general

administration of Brazil includes, under the Ministry of Agriculture, a

service for the inspection and protection of agriculture, and, as an

dlustration of the needs which this service meets, the following instance

may be given. The Moods of the upper Uruguay rise to above 30 feet.

At low water this part of the river is not navigable. Now this river

traverses the region that produces mate or Paraguay tea, and the water-

men rely on it to carry down their tea-laden rafts. But often there are

small rises which mislead the men into loading their rafts and setting

off with their cargoes only to find that the falls have become dangerous

owing to the lack of water. Hence the rains of Santa Catharina and

the Parana must be carefully observed so as to ascertain the tiue floods

and report them by signal to those engaged in the river traffic (p. 86).

In the first chapter of the second part, the chapter entitled Cosmical

Influences, there are some observations on the influence of altitude on

temperature that seem to call for some remark. The author says

it is a common practice in Brazil to find the law of diminution of

temperature with altitude by applying the formula of Liais, viz

A .

T= -"i77cosL _ - , which, he adds, is in current language equal to

a diminution of 1 C. for every increase of 200 metres in elevation,

(p. 109). It is accordingly the same as the reduction factor regularly

used by Hann. Innumerable examples confirming this formula might,

it is said, be given, and one or two of these are cited. The author,

however, has to point out that the formula does not apply to Cuyaba as

compared with Cannaveiras, which lies in the same latitude, the actual

mean temperature of Cuyaba being as much as 3° C. above that which
is arrived at by the formula. And he shows elsewhere that Cuyaba is not

the only exception even in Brazil. At the bottom of the next page the

author remarks that in Brazil the diminution of temperature with

altitude is twice as rapid during the hot as during the cold months.

It is obvious, however, that this is one of the author's oversights, for it

is contradicted by the figures which he gives in illustration, and by the

deduction which he gives from these figures at the top of the next page

(p. 112), where he points out that it follows from his own figures that

in January the temperature falls l
c
C. for every 245 metres, whereas

the rate in July is 1 C. for every 116 metres. Evidently on p. Ill
should read "deux fois mt The fact,

as thus correctly stated, appears to be general for Brazil, and is thus
rather striking as being the opposite to what we generally experience

in the temperate regions of the earth. M. de Carvalho emphasises the

fact, but does not try to throw any light upon it. He rather darkens
it by one observation, for he says this abnormally low temperature
gradient in ascending corresponds to the rainy season, which in itself

would suffice to account for a higher gradient than the normal. Surely
that is the reverse of the truth. The surface of Brazil is, Ave learn,

normally exposed to easterly winds all the year round. They are

ascending winds as they come from the Atlantic, and as such must form
a powerful factor in bringing about diminution of temperature with
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altitude. But, notoriously, ascending non-saturated air cools much more

rapidly than ascending saturated air, which must lead to constant

precipitation and an accompanying rise, or rather check in the rate of

fall, of temperature. In fact one is tempted to find the explanation of

the abnormality referred to in reversing de Carvalho's statement, and

saying that the raininess of the hot season in Brazil would account for

the slower rate of decrease of temperature with altitude in summer.

Elsewhere (pp. 364-7) the author gives data for Rio de Janeiro and

Mendes, two stations close to one another, but differing in altitude by
361 metres, and these seem to support this suggestion. The means of

the coldest month at these two places show a reduction of temperature

with altitude at the rate of - 76° C. per hundred metres, but for the hottest

months the corresponding lowering is at the rate of only 0'35 C. per

hundred metres. Unfortunately we are not provided with mean rainfall

returns for Mendes, but taking such data as are furnished, viz. :
—

Rio.
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For convenience of comparison with Rio and Mendes the tem-

perature and rainfall data are above given in terms of the C. G. S.

standards.

In this case it must be recognised to begin with that the data,

owing to the great difference in the length of the period at the two

places given, are not very satisfactory for purposes of comparison ; still

it seems likely that they are sufficient to indicate at least the nature of

the differences of temperature between the higher and the lower station.

And if that is so, it is noteworthy, on comparing the hottest and the

coldest months at Bombay with the same months at Poona, that it is the

coldest month that shows the most rapid diminution of temperature,

even although there is no appreciable precipitation in either month to

affect the result. The striking thing is the smallness of the difference

in both cases. In both cases it is probably marine influences at Bombay
that explain the facts as shown, sea breezes having a warming effect

there in January, cooling in May. In January, too, one has to reckon

with dry, descending winds, warmed by compression, which indeed

might have led one to expect a greater difference in temperature than

that shown. If, however, we compare January, not with May but with

July, the hettest month in which there is a considerable rainfall, we see

the opposite of what is observed at Rio as compared with Mendes—

a

much more rapid rate of diminution of temperature in the warm, rainy

month. And then if we take the absolutely hottest month at Poona,

April, we find the most striking difference of all, an actual rise of tem-
perature with altitude, and that at two-thirds of the rate of diminution

of temperature three months later, even although the degree of cloudi-

ness at Poona in April is quite as great as that at Bombay. Altogether
the facts are such as to justify one remark of M. de Carvalho's (p. 110),

that there are "other causes independent of latitude which influence the

efficacy of altitude as a factor in bringing about a lowering of tem-
perature," so as indeed to make it very difficult to assign any definite

measurable influence of this kind to " altitude " without qualification.

Before passing to the consideration of the climatographic portion of

the work, it may be well to give from the author's preface (p. xiv) his

summing up of the main features of the Brazilian climate. " Stability,

regularity, even uniformity, characterise in general," he says, "the
Brazilian climates. Like the regime of our great rivers, formidable and
powerful, but not tumultuous, that of our climates is varied, but balanced
and moderated. On the one hand, there are no impetuous and capricious

air currents ; on the other hand, no sudden oscillations, no pronounced
extremes, no cyclonic violence."

In treating of the variety of Brazilian climates according to regions,

we are informed that the author in his great divisions follows essentially

the same lines as those adopted by Morize in his Mauche d'Uhe Clima-

tologie du Brdsil (Rio de Janeiro, 1891), though with some changes in the
designations. He has thus three groups of climates more or less in

accordance with latitude. These are

—

A. Equatorial and sub-equatorial
climates, which include those of the region extending to the latitude of

the lower Sao Francisco, about 11 S. ; B. Tropical and sub-tropical
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climates, embracing the greater part of the remaining area within the

Tropic of Capricorn; and C. Temperate climates—that is, practically

those of the four southern states of Brazil, beginning on the coast with
Santos just outside of the tropic, but extending in the higher interior

two or three degrees north of that line. These groups are then sub-

divided into regions in accordance with the rainfall and humidity, alti-

tude and situation with respect to the ocean, and under each of these

the climates of minor regions are studied with reference to selected

typical stations. The first group is divided into the super-humid or

Amazonian type, and the semi-arid or north-east Brazilian type ; the
second into the semi-humid type of the middle latitudes, and the semi-

humid altitude type.

Space forbids any attempt to enter on the consideration of the

characteristics of all these regions, but the readers of the Magazine will

probably welcome some account of the semi-arid region of North-east

Brazil, of the climate of the principal (southern) coffee-growing districts

as an example of one of the types of the semi-humid altitude region,

the high plateaux of the south, and of those of the chief cacao and
sugar-growing districts as examples of different types of the semi-humid
maritime region of the second group.

For the semi-arid region of the north-east the author adopts the fol-

lowing delimitation given by a previous writer, Arrojado Lisboa : "As
a semi-arid region, or region of drought, we ought to consider that of

the intermittent rivers, which extend from the Parnahyba, along the

Piauhy, to the most northerly affluents which the Sao Francisco receives

from the state of Minas. It is a vast region, which may be estimated to

cover the tenth part of the area of the country. But it scarcely reaches

the sea, for the maritime tract receives enough water along a narrow

belt which widens out towards the south. The semi-arid region is in

fact an interior region. The capitals of the states visited by droughts

are situated either on the maritime strip or in the rainy islets of the

interior" (p. 225). This region includes the whole or part of eight

states—Ceara, Bio Grande de Norte, Parahyba, Pernambuco, Alagoas,

Sergipe, Bahia, and Piauhy.

As to the droughts, however, we are told (pp. 229-30) that they are

droughts from an economic and social point of view, but not from that

of meteorology. " They are," it is explained in the language of Roderick

Crandall, writing in 1910, "periods during which the natural pheno-

mena do not follow their normal course ; the deficiency of rain, its

irregularity, its bad distribution, or its excess at an improper time, all

this tends to produce a deficit in the alimentation or in the supply of

water, and hence there results a period of penury, a drought (secca), to

use the language of the country." Elsewhere (pp. 90-91) a botanist,

Alberto Loefgren, is quoted as writing in a similar strain, insisting on

the irregularity rather than the insufficiency of the rains as the dis-

tinguishing feature of the climate of this region, and declaring that

there is no doubt but that the effects of the droughts, whether abnor-

mal or normal, may be diminished on a large scale by human contriv-

ance, and perhaps in course of time even totally eliminated. But the
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author himself furnishes data enough to make these anticipations seem
rather sanguine, and to show that there is in fact in this region no little

meteorological drought in the form of a scanty rainfall. Opposite

p. 254: is given a map of the province of Ceara, from which it would
appear that more than half the area of the province has an average

annual rainfall under 24 inches, which is decidedly scanty for a region of

equatorial evaporation, that very much has less than 20 inches, and that

there are even not inconsiderable tracts with less than 8 inches, a rainfall

low enough to justify the epithet of semi-desert used with respect to

another similar tract outside of Ceara along the banks of the Sao
Francisco.

The cause of the meteorological droughts, which are, after all,

admitted, has been much discussed. After his usual fashion, the author

quotes various opinions (pp. 232-5), but does not make himself very

clear as to his own, though he states at the end of the discussion that

the distribution of the rains of north-eastern Brazil is no longer an

enigma. His view seems to be the obvious one, that the rain is in a

large measure cut off by the environing mountains.

In any case the lack of serviceable rains is sufficient to have caused

the establishment in 1909 of a government inspectorate of works under-

taken against droughts (p. 89), among which irrigation works (using in

some cases artesian wells) and the methods of dry farming are prominent.

One peculiarity of Brazilian cultivation in these regions may be men-
tioned. Artificial tanks (aqudes) are dotted over the surface, not for

the supply of irrigation water to be led to adjacent fields, but merely
to allow of the marginal tracts of silt exposed after Hoods being culti-

vated during the dry season. The topography of large parts of this

region is such that the lowering of the water surface in one of these

tanks by the evaporation of five feet in depth of water is enough to

expose immense tracts of cultivable ooze. The author goes so far as to

say :
" Egypt was a gift to the Nile ; when the problem of the drought

shall have been solved it is probable that North-east Brazil may become
a gift of the a>;u<les" (pp. 87-88).

Coffee, as everybody knows, is the most important commercial
product of Brazil, and therefore it is of special interest to give an account
of the climate of the coffee region. Formerly the principal producing
area was in the neighbourhood of Rio de Janeiro, on the slopes of the
valley of the Parahyba, but now by far the most extensive coffee-

producing area is further to the west in the state of S. Paulo, just north
of the Tropic of Capricorn, where the distribution of the coffee planta-
tions is shown by M. de Carvalho on a map on p. 510. All those,

says the author, who have studied the question of coffee at S. Paulo,
Professor Laliere in particular, have been struck by the perfect concor-
dance between the agricultural requirements of the coffee tree and the
annual distribution of the precipitation. When the planter attacks the
virgin forest in order to establish a coffee plantation he sets fire to the
forest during the dry season at the hour when the dew has evaporated.
The seedlings are transplanted from the nursery to the clearings at the
beginning of the rainy season. They are there protected artificially

VOL. XXXIII. x
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against an excess of heat and against frosts, although in Brazil there is

no need for the permanent protection against the heat of the sun
required in other countries.

The coffee tree requires much water during its vegetative period,

September to May, a period during which it receives in Brazil on an
average about 1 metre (40 inches) of rain. The rest of the year,
although not dry, is characterised by interruptions, which allow of the
harvesting of the coffee berries and their desiccation in the open air.

The period of repose for the trees is winter. That is one of the essen-
tial conditions of abundant flowering in the following spring. In the
district of Sao-Manoel (between the Piracicaba and the headwaters of

the Kio Pardo) there are three flowering periods : the first, which is the
most important, at the beginning of September ; the second at the end
of September and the beginning of October ; and the third at the end of

October. In order that the flowering season should be favourable it is

necessary that the rain should become more abundant as the temperature
rises.

Early in the summer the fruits are ready to receive a great quantity
of water, and that is exactly what is generally supplied by the climate
of the plateau of S. Paulo. The ripening of the fruit takes place at the
end of summer. In the beginning of autumn the gathering of the
berries commences, in the first days of May, and is carried on till early

September, when the first flowers of the next crop already begin to

appear.

During the period of the development of the fruits, and especially in

December and January, which are the hottest months, the rains must
supply the trees with the greatest quantity of water in the year, not
only in connection with the development of the berries, but also because

at this time the young branches destined to carry the flowers of the

following spring are formed.

December and January, accordingly, are a very critical period for

the coffee trees, and the absence of rain at this period will not merely
be harmful to the harvest of the current year but also to that of the

year following. These are facts which it is necessary to know in order

to be able to form a forecast of the amount of coffee yield.

In 1914 the state of S. Paulo alone had 72 milHons of coffee trees.

Among the centres which possessed more than 14 millions may be

mentioned Kibeirao Preto (32), Campinas (28), S. Carlos (25), Ampora
(19), Jahu (19), Araraquara (18), Jaboticabal (17), Sertaozinho (15),

S. Manoel (15), S. Simao (14), and Rio Claro. The Botucatu and Des-

ealvado centres are also very important (pp. 502-10).

As to frosts, Professor Laliere observes that they follow no regular

and well-determined course, but one may say that experience has shown

(1) that districts situated near rivers, ponds, and marshes are the most

subject to frosts, and that these occur most frequently at an altitude

below 600 m. (roughly 2000 feet)
; (2) that frosts do not form a

constant phenomenon at any given place, for their occurrence depends

essentially on the degree of cold in the particular year in which they

.are experienced
; (3) that the time at which this phenomenon occurs is
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very variable, the frosts occurring in May as well as in September, as

also during the intermediate months.

Finally, on this subject, it may be worth while to quote the opinion

of Professor AVard of Harvard University, who has studied the climate

of the coffee region on the spot, and observes that any one who has read

what has been published on S. Paulo is struck by the fact that Brazil

has suffered so little comparatively from the diseases which affect the

coffee tree elsewhere. That is in part, and even largely, due to an

exceptionally favourable climate. Certain leaf diseases result from the

weakness of the plants exposed to too prolonged drought. Other

maladies, such as putrefaction, are due to too low temperatures coinciding

with an excessive humidity. Finally, the climate of S. Paulo, being

neither too hot nor too humid, is less favourable to the appearance of

weeds which are widespread in other coffee-growing regions (pp. 513-

514).

Cacao is another product of which, according to M. de Carvalho,

Brazil is now the principal producer in the world, though not in the same

proportion as it is of coffee. The principal producing district is that

containing Ilheos, Itabuna, Cannavieiras, Belmonte, Una, and Rio de

Contas, between the parallels of 14° and IS S., in the state of Bahia,

where the cacao was introduced in the first half of the nineteenth

century.

As to the climatic requirements of this object of cultivation, humidity

is, on the whole, we are told, a more important factor than even tem-

perature. Few plants suffer more than cacao from the lack of humidity.

Droughts must be short if this tree is to succeed. Trinidad, which also,

as is well known, is celebrated for its cacao plantations, is characterised,

even during the driest period, by a fairly high degree of humidity during

the night and in the morning. The wind also is a factor which must
be taken into account. The cacao tree cannot stand persistent breezes

even of moderate force, for its young leaves are very delicate, and easily

torn by the wind, which is injurious to the organic functions which they

discharge. For this reason, in Bahia, the plantations are established on

the slopes not exposed to the trade winds, at a distance of about three to

four miles from the coast and likewise sheltered from saline air. The
cacao trees are extensively planted in plains surrounded by woods or on
the slopes of mountains, at a height of from 90 to 150 m. (roughly 300
to 500 feet). Higher, and accordingly cooler, districts may indeed be
favourable if the humidity remains adequate and a sufficient degree of

shelter is afforded.

As to the amount of rain there is no precise minimum, for every-

thing depends on the soil. At Surinam, with a shallow and poor soil,

the cacao tree sometimes suffers from drought in spite of very heavy
precipitations. In Java, on the contrary, in spite of the dry periods,

the cacao survives, owing to its deep roots in a soil rich in humus. In

Venezuela one has recourse to artificial irrigation. In S. Thome the

high degree of cloudiness serves to counteract the long drought by which
it is sometimes visited. Too much rain may also be injurious. The
east of Java receives more than 3'6 m. (roughly 140 inches).
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The quantity of rain that falls is up to a certain point less important

than the hour at which the fall takes place. Xight rain?, even when

abundant, followed by a burning sun, are of no avail. Pains occurring

during the day, even when feeble, are preferable. During the gathering

period rains become injurious, the sun being necessary for the drying of

the fruits. A frequent alternation of rainy and dry periods is equally

injurious (pp. 294-295).

The climatic requirements of sugar are given by the author in con-

nection with the Campos region, the vast zone of natural low-lying and

level prairies formed by the ancient " Campos des G-oytacazes." These

form one of the principal sugar regions of Brazil, which, however, does

not take nearly so important a place in the production of this commodity
as in the case of the two others above mentioned. The rainfall data for

this region, says M. de Carvalho, are, though not very abundant, at leaet

satisfactory, but observations of the other climatological factors are

almost wanting. The sugar-cane requires a great deal of water. A
hectare planted with this crop brings about the evaporation of from 45

to 50 cubic m. of water. Java receives from T2 m. to 27 m.

(roughly 47 to 106 inches of rain) per annum. Very abundant pre-

cipitations take place there during six months of the year, and during

the rest of the year, April to November, the weather is not very dry.

Campos, with hardly two or three rainy months, offers, however, excep-

tional conditions for the cultivation of the sugar-cane. On the other

hand, the occurrence of dry alternating with wet years is more marked

there than in Java. When the drought becomes very severe artificial

irrigation is the sole means of correcting the defect. By way of illus-

trating the irregularity of the precipitation in the Campos region, the

annual rainfall for each of the twenty years, 1888 to 1907, is given, from

which it appears that the total annual rainfall has varied from as little

as 205 mm. to as much as 2431 mm.—about 8 to 95 inches (pp. 301-4).

It has already been indicated that M. de Carvalho's work is here

and there in need of revision. With a view to such revision, attention

should be called to one or two other instances. On p. 200, for

example, there is a paragraph on the super-humid climate of Amazonia

under the head of "Atmospheric Pressure,' in which a comparison is

made month by month between Para and Gaboon. Certain monthly

means are given, but no statement is added as to what those monthly

means stand for, and the present reviewer has to confess that he is

unable even to form a guess upon that head. Again, a map showing

the distribution of Ceara is introduced along with two other maps, one

showing the vegetation and the distribution of the population (between

pp. 254-55), but no adequate explanation of the rainfall map is given.

One is obliged to guess that the rainfall indications show the means for

the whole year. That may be at least inferred from observations made

in the text on p. 261. Further, on p. 364, we have a sketch-map of the

valley of the Parahyba, showing one part shaded and another part

merely outlined, but without any explanation of what these different

parts of the sketch-map represent. The work is provided with a

bibliography under several headings, many maps and diagrams, a table
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of mean monthly temperatures from a number of Brazilian stations,

but no corresponding rainfall data. There is no index.

ARE THE TRIBES OF THE NORTH-WESTERN CAUCASUS
MOUNTAINS TATARS]

In his paper on " Tatar Tribes " in the May Magazine (p. 209), Mr.

Victor Dingelstedt describes the tribes of the North-West Caucasus slope,

say from the Urukh river to the Black Sea, as " Tatars." He includes

under the heading of Nogai, the Steppe, Mountain and Littoral Tatars,

but mentions that the mountain Tatars are descended from ten different

ethnological sources, only two of which are Tatar (p. 213). I think it

is misleading to call the hill people Tatar at all. This is certainly the

case so far as my experience goes if we take the Tatar physical and

mental characteristics as given by Mr. Dingelstedt, and endeavour to

find them in these mountaineers. The racial types here are very varied.

The members of the British expeditions of 1913 and 1914 remarked

that of all the well-defined types of mankind in the Eastern Hemisphere
the only two which we never saw were the Negro and the Mongol.

Plenty of the latter type can be met with in any street in Moscow.
I give here observed points of difference between Tatar character-

istics as noted by Mr. Dingelstedt, and those of the generality of these
" Turkish " mountaineers :

—

Tutu,-. Motmfaii

Broad flat faces. Narrow, rather aquiline.

Yellow or swarthy skin. Light brown or nearly white.

High cheek bones. Usually high.

Small, oblique eyes. Average size, not oblique.

Thin, straggling beard. Beard profuse.

Snub nose. Aquiline or straight, well-developed.

Many of the young men and boys are very good-looking, and slim

and active rather than powerful. The short, squat, broad "Tatar"
figure is rarely seen.

Mr. Dingelstedt mentions a Greek element in the population. On
the occasion of our visit in 1914 to Digoria (on the headwaters of the

Urukh river), for the purpose of attempting the first ascent of the

highest peak of the Laboda group (Laboda, 14,169 feet), which was
successfully made, we visited some haymakers' chalets at about 7000
feet. These were really troglodytes' holes under huge boulders. One
of the young men in this remote mountain recess had the most perfect

Greek face I think I have ever seen. He could have sat to a sculptor

as model for an Apollo, or served the pencil of Mr. Dana Gibson as

representing an ideal of a young American.

All, or almost all, the rivers of the North-West Caucasus pass through
very strong defensive gates in the limestone foothills, and my idea is
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that the Tatars were crushed between the upper millstone of the

mountain peoples and the advancing "steam-roller" of the Russian

colonists of the plains. They seem to me essentially plains' folk, and,

though contributing elements to both, are more akin to the Russians

than to the Caucasians proper. Mr. Dingelstedt states (p. 211) that

some of the Altai Tatars are very poor mountaineers. Many of the

Caucasian "Tatars" are by no means naturally so. I could guarantee

to train some of them to beat the average Swiss guide in a couple of

seasons' experience. Evidence of the former prevalence of the Tatars

in Russian plains is constantly before one's eyes in the Don country

and the steppes of Cis-Caucasia, as every eminence is crowned by their
" kurgans," or burial mounds. Burial in the mountains is carried out in

quite a different way. Harold Raeburn.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY.

At a meeting of Council, held on Tuesday, June the 5th, a Minute,

expressing the deep regret of the Council at the death in action of the

Society's acting Treasurer, Captain Patrick A. Blair, was unanimously

adopted.

Mr. David Callender, C.A., was then unanimously appointed Trea-

surer to the Society in succession to the late Captain Patrick A. Blair.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Europe.

The Development of Northern Russia.—In a short article in

La Nature for January 27, M. Charles Rabot points out that while the

war has brought ruin to the areas in which it has been carried on, it has

on the other hand led to the development of hitherto unutilised resources

in regions remote from the theatres of hostilities. One of the regions

which has in this way been undergoing developments is northern Russia,

and there seems hope that this development will go on after the

conclusion of peace. As we have already emphasised here, the

blocking of the Dardanelles has led to great efforts being made to

improve communications in the vicinity of the White Sea, and these

improved communications, though their prime motive was to enable

Russia to obtain the necessary munitions of war, have led to some

interesting secondary developments. This has been notably the case

with regard to the utilisation of the forest areas of northern Russia.

Before the war these forests were only worked to a very small extent.

Thus in 1914 the whole government of Archangel only included

44 sawmills, employing under 20,000 men. The rise in price of

coniferous wood has led. since the outbreak of war, to a greatl}' increased
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development of lumbering, and some large companies have already

obtained extensive concessions, especially in the extreme north of

Finland. It is now announced that the Eussian government has

resolved to grant no more concessions, but to undertake itself the

exploitation of the woods for a period of three years after the conclusion

of the war.

In addition to wood the other resources of the region include fish, for

the Murman coast seems to be as favourable to cod as the Norwegian coast,

while great shoals of herring penetrate into the AYhite Sea every

summer. There is also a probability that parts of the area, notably the

Kola peninsula, will be found to contain valuable minerals. Further,

with the development of the natural resources of the region, it will offer

a considerable market for all kinds of machinery, especially sawmill

machinery, electrical apparatus, cycles, and many kinds of iron goods.

Though the total population is small, only some 500,000, yet the fact that

the majority of the people are settled round the southern shores of the

White Sea and in the valley of the Dvina, will make it comparatively

easy to reach the consumers. Both in this country and in Sweden
considerable efforts are already being made to supply the expected

demand for western products.

Polar.

The Crocker Land Expedition.— It may be noted in connection

with the plans for sending a relief ship to the aid of this expedition

—

which were mentioned here on p. 2 77—that a telegram from New York
announces that the explorers are safe at Etah. Thus if the relief ship

be sent there as planned it will have only to pick up the party and their

collections.

General.

The British Association.—-We have now received an official inti-

mation in regard to the cancelling of the meeting, which was to have

been held at Bournemouth this summer, from the office of the British

Association. The previous notice (cf. p. 232) appeared in the public

press. In making the intimation the General Officers of the Association

express the hope that annual members will maintain their subscriptions

this year, despite the fact that the meeting is not to be held. They
say :

—
" It would be most regrettable if it became necessary to curtail,

for lack of funds, the research carried on by many committees of the

Association, some of which is of the greatest importance in connection

with circumstances arising out of the war. On the other hand, the

cancellation of the annual meeting, and the consequent loss of subscrip

tions from Associates alone (of whom large numbers join each year for

the single meeting), must seriously limit the financial resources of the

Association."

The Annual Volume will be issued as usual, but its contents are to

be limited mainly to such reports of Eesearch Committees as cannot

conveniently be held over till the next meeting. The General Com-
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mittee is to meet in London on July 6 to transact routine business, and

to determine the place of meeting of the Association in 1919.

Association of Swiss Geographical Societies. — We have
received a circular of invitation to the meeting of this Association,

which is being held from June 30 to July 1. The programme of the

meeting has been simplified as much as possible in view of the special

circumstances, but a number of papers are to be read before it. Thus
Prof. Braun of Bale is to speak on the Rhine Problem, Prof. Girardin

of Freiburg on Pastoral Nomadism in the high valleys of Savoy, and
Prof. Walser of Berne on the Alpine Settlement Line in Switzerland.

The meeting is being held at Zurich, and a short excursion has been
arranged in connection with it.

Personal.—The March issue of The Journal of Geography, published

at Appleton, Wisconsin, announces that Mr. George S. Chisholm, of

the University of Edinburgh, has accepted an invitation to act as con-

tributing editor for the British Isles on that Journal. Mr. Chisholm fills

the place on the staff long held by the late Dr. Herbertson.

Memorial to- the late Captain F. C. Selous, D.S.O.—We have
received a circular stating that a Committee has been formed under
the chairmanship of the Right Hon. E. S. Montagu, M.P., to establish a

national memorial to the late Captain F. C. Selous, D.S.O., whose great

services to the Empire make it specially fitting that his memory should

be perpetuated by a memorial of such a character.

The Committee has decided, with the permission of the Trustees of

the British Museum, to erect a bas-relief, with suitable inscription, in the

Natural History Museum, South Kensington, where many of the trophies

of the great hunter's skill are exhibited. It believes, however, that

there is a very general desire among Captain Selous' friends and

admirers that some additional and less local form of memorial should

also be established. Several forms have been suggested, of which the

one that appears to find most general approval is the foundation of a

Selous Scholarship at his old school, Rugby, on the basis that preference

will be given at each election to the sons of officers who have fallen in

the war. Subscriptions should be sent to C. E. Fagan, Esq., Honorary

Treasurer, Selous Memorial, Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road,

London, S.W. 7.

Obituary.—Mr. A. Gibson :—We have received the following

from the present Senior Chief Cartographer :

—

" There lately passed away a notable public servant in the person

of Mr. Alexander Gibson, B.Sc, F.R.G.S., late Senior Chief Carto-

grapher at the Admiralty. Mr. Gibson was well known in that circle

of scientific interests concerned with geographical and cartographical

work, and has been a distinguished occupant of the official position

referred to, from which he retired in 1914, after forty years' service at

the Admiralty. When the war commenced he was recalled to con-

tinue his services, and was at work until a few days before his death.
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" Mr. Gibson's long and continuous service at the Admiralty had

made him an unequalled authority upon the charts of the coasts and

waters of the world, both British and foreign, and, with his great

capabilities for critical examination and research, he contributed many
important records of high value to the work of accurate chart, con-

struction."

Commercial Geography.

Communications in Persia.—In the April issue of La Gtographie,

M. Charles Rabot gives some further details in regard to the new
Russian line from Julfa to Tabriz, in Persia, whose completion was
noted here in vol. xxxii. p. 291. A sketch-map, taken from I/Illustra-

tion, shows the new line and its connections. It is pointed out that

construction was greatly facilitated by the existence of an excellent

automobile road, on which it was only necessary to lay the sleepers and
rails. The line bifurcates at Sofian, one part going to Tabriz, while

the other reaches the shores of Lake Urmia, at a point near its northern

end. The Russians are stated to have a large fleet of steamers on the

lake, these being used for the transport of military material. The
village of Gayder Abad, at the southern end of the lake, about 100
miles from the termination of the railway, is the point of departure of

the main road leading to Revenduz and Mosul. In order to facilitate

the movement of troops, some 250 miles of roads have been constructed,

radiating from Gayder Abad, and over 1000 miles of lines of telegraph

established. Thus the new railway line is of considerable importance in

connection with the Russian campaign in Kurdistan.

In Southern Persia, also, attempts are being made to improve com-
munications. According to a note in the Times on Sir Percy Sykes's

work there, it has been resolved to construct a modern road from
Bender Abbas to Kerman, vid Sirjan. Both telephone and telegraph

wires are to be carried along the line of route, and this is to be con-

structed and taken over as soon as possible. The question of connec-

tion between Bushire and Shiraz is also engaging attention, but the

broken and precipitous nature of the country makes this a much more
difficult matter. Doubts have been expressed whether it will ever be
profitable to construct either a modern road or railway along this route,

but the surveyors are to give the matter careful attention.

NEW BOOKS.

EUROPE.

Sardinia in Auric, it Times. By E. S. Bouchier, M.A. Oxford : B. H. Black-
well, 1917. Price 5s. net.

Second in size among the Mediterranean islands, and centrally situated in the

western basin, Sardinia has always had a certain importance. The naval powers

of ancient times understood its strategical value, and it was in turn occupied by

Greeks, Carthaginians, and Romans. Later it passed through the hands of Saracens,
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Pisans, Arragonese, and Austrian.*. Finally it came under the Duke of Savoy,

and from it he derived his title of king. When the House of Savoy ruled over

united Italy, the kingdom of Sardinia joined on equal terms with the other

provinces and the title lapsed. Mr. Bouchier deals with the antiquities of the

island, and his work stops at the time of the later Roman Empire. It is the fruit

of much painstaking research, and of a personal examination of the ground and of

the archseological records preserved in various places. Naturally there is little for

the geographer as such. It is clearly indicated, however, that Sardinia has always

occupied a position on the fringe of an empire ; it has never been anything but an

outpost. Hence the backwardness of its inhabitants. In Eoman times they were

regarded as mere savages, and as slaves in the market fetched a very low price.

To-day the island is the least advanced part of Italy, both in education and in

industrial and agricultural development.

The German Peril and the Gram} Alliance. By 0. De Wesselitsky. London :

T. Fisher Unwin, 1916. Price Is. net.

This is a report of an address delivered by the author last year in London,

under the auspices of the Russia Society. Mr. De Wesselitsky makes some very

far-reaching proposals as to desirable frontier changes after the war, with a view

to crushing Prussian militarism. The most interesting geographical joint in the

paper, however, is the stress laid upon the importance of the Slav element in

Germany ea*t of the Elbe and the Saale. This Slav element is derived from the

Wends, who between the fifth and thirteenth centurie> reared what was apparently

a high type of civilisation in a large area stretching from the Baltic to the

Danube. These Wends, afterwards conquered by the Teutons, form, in the

author's opinion, the basis of the population in present-day Germany east of the Elbe.

He points out, as a curious fact, that in parts of Germany, including Mecklenburg,

where the peasants are purely Slav, serfdom still exists, the peasants being sold

with the land in case of transfer. It is on the depressed condition of the peasant,

and the contrast between Prussia and other parts of Germany, that the author

bases his proposals, which involve a partition of Germany.

A Bulwark against Germany. The Fight of the Slovenes, the western branch of the

Jugoslavs, for National Existence. By Bogumil Vosnjak, LL.D., late

Lecturer at the University of Zagreb (Croatia). Translated by Fanny S.

Copeland. London : George Allen and L'nwin, 1917. Price As. 6d. net.

The nature of this book is clearly indicated by the sub-title. It forms a part

of the well-organised South Slav campaign which is now being carried on in this

country and elsewhere, and is illustrated by the " Map of Jugoslav Territory

"

issued for the Jugoslav Committee in London, now familiar to most students of

this hotly disputed subject. As has happened with the other books and pamphlets

of this type, it is written by an author who is now an exile from his native land, and

whose claim to speak for his countrymen must thus to a considerable extent be taken

upon trust. This statement must not be taken to imply any want of confidence

in the entire sincerity and patriotism of such authors ; it is merely a fact which

should not be lost sight of in reading their works. They may be, in some

respects at least, compared to those Scotsmen whose Jacobite principles forced

them into exile in the eighteenth century. Such exiles may give absolutely

sincere accounts of the land they have left and love, but the careful reader will

guard against the supposition that the tale they tell forms the whole story.

The caveat seem- e-peci:dly necessary in the case of exiles from countries whose
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inhabitants are for the moat part—willingly or unwillingly—numbered among our

enemies at the present moment, for a statement of the feelings and views of those

who remain at home is not obtainable for the purpose of completing the pictuie.

Caution appears particularly desirable in the case of the Slovenes, for although

Mr. Vosnjak speaks (p. 7) of his "endeavour to acquaint the British people with

a small and unknown ally" (the italics are ours , on p. Ill he says, "By an in-

excusable act of distrust and utterly unfounded suspicion almost all the political

and intellectual leaders of the Slovenes in the Littoral were thrown into prison

during the days of the Austrian mobilisation,'' and a somewhat similar statement

is made on p. 228. If the Austrian authorities have no cause to distrust the

.Slovenes, the first statement seems difficult to understand save in a highly

metaphorical sense.

Mr. Vosnjak states that though the Austrian census figures give the numbers

of the Slovenes at under lj millions, this is a gross underestimate, and they

actually number over 1 J, millions. They are found in Styria, Carniola, Carinthia,

and in Gorizia-Oradisca, Istria, and Trieste (the Littoral or Coastland), and are

predominantly composed of small agriculturists, whose lands are worked by the

owner and his family. In some areas, e.g. in Istria, the land is too much divided

to render farming profitable, and the surplus population emigrates to the indus-

trial districts, where its members become " entirely Germanised," and are "
i

their own people." There is no native aristocracy, and "the true leaders of the

nation are the 'intellectuals,' the professional classes derived from the native

peasant stock."

But as there is no Slovene University and education is backward, it is obvious,

though this is not directly stated, that these intellectuals must receive their higher

education in non-Slovene institutions. It is possible that the existence of "Slav

renegades," of whom the author speaks with some feeling, is in part due to t hi-

fact. Further, according to the author difficulties are put in the way of Slovenes

obtaining administrative appointments, and in a country where education is back-

ward the openings for professional men must be limited. It is thus possible thai

the unrest among the»Slovene intellectuals to which he devotes so much attention

may result from the fact that these have become unfitted for the occupations of

their fathers, without finding it easy to earn a livelihood in other ways. This is

a phenomenon not unknown elsewhere in countries where similar condition -

prevail.

In this connection it is interesting to note that the author states (p. 224) that

before the war "the idea of Jugoslav solidarity found its way to the heart of the

Slovene intellectual classes [italics ours] irresistibly, like one of Nature's fo]

On p. 250 he says : "Although the various party programmes have not yet clearly

expressed the political aspect of the [Jugoslav] idea, yet it is safe to assert that

even before the outbreak of the war Slovene public opinion had accepted the idea

of union with Croatia as a fundamental political principle of the near future/'

Despite this admission, that the Slovenes had not before the war definitely

stated their aims, the book itself urges upon the British public the acceptance of

the South Slav programme in its most extreme form, the author criticising such

doughty supporters of the Southern Slavs as Sir Arthur Evan3 and Dr. Seton-

Watson as not going far enough—"British political literature is never quite free

from the insular touch." He attacks also Italian policy and aspirations with great

bitterness. Finally, he appears oblivious of the fact that while the Dual

Monarchy persists many of the questions he discusses are matters of internal

politics, with which the public here has relatively little concern. To the mind of

one reader at least the author fails to cany conviction that he sjeaks in the name
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of any but a section of his countrymen, or that he has any acute sense of political

realities. But the l>ook is one which deserves study at the present moment.

The Passing of the Great Ract ; or th Uncial Basis of European History. By
Madisos Grant. London : G Bell and Sons. Prir, 8s. fid. net.

In this book the origin, relationships, evolution, migration, and expansion of

European man are all dealt with. The author relies upon Professor Osborne's

Mi a of the Old Stone Age for a summary of the latest advances in anthropological

science, and tries to write a history of Europe in terms of race rather than of

language or nationality. He points out that the peoples of Europe are derived

from three basic races—Xordic, Mediterranean, and Alpine, distinguished from

each other by well-marked physical characteristics as well as, he believes, by
moral and intellectual aptitudes. He is inclined to take a somewhat pessimistic

view of civilisation, and regrets what he calls " the Passing of the Great Race,' ;

and makes suggestions as to how this deterioration may be combated. The book

only touches geography indirectly, and is for the most part concerned with politi-

cal and social questions.

ASIA.

Sinhalese Self-taught. By Don M. de Z. Wickremasixghe. London : S. Marl-

borough and Co., 1916. Price 2s. 6d. net.

This is a new addition to the Self-Taught Series, and follows the same lines as the

author's book on Tamil. It is intended chiefly for those who wish to use Sinhalese

as a spoken language without making any elaborate study of the grammar. Inciden-

tally the booklet gives some interesting notes on the people and their life. Thus

measures of capacity are also used as measures of area, indicating in this sense the

amount of land which can he sown with the given quantity of seed, especially

paddy—a very suggestive fact. We note also that the native measures of length

include the finger-breadth, the span, the cubit, the fathom, all with an obvious

origin in the human body. The higher units include one of 3| yards (perhaps

twice the height of a man ?), and others whose origin is more obscure, the highest

being equivalent to about thirteen miles. It would be interesting to know the

relation of this to a day's journey ; the next lower measure, equivalent to 31 miles,

is possibly an hour's walk.

AFRICA.

The Cameroons. By Albert F. Calvert, F.C.S. London : T. Werner

Laurie, Ltd., 1917. Price 6s. net.

In this volume Mr. Calvert, well known as a writer on the economic

possibilities of undeveloped lands, adds another to the series of works intended to

deal in detail with the separate colonies which Germany has lost to the Allies.

The author has collected his materials with painstaking care, and has presented

them in most readable form. Hitherto the average reader must have had a very

vague idea of the geography and economic conditions of the Cameroons, but the

volume before us is full of facts as to the discovery and exploration, general

characteristics, education of the natives, and commercial potentialities of this little

known equatorial colony. The information is the latest obtainable, and should be

of great value to all interested in new outlets for British trade. In an interesting

preface Mr. Calvert deals with the underhand ways by which Germany acquired

her African possessions, and points out the general failure of German methods of
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colonisation. A striking feature of the book is the large number 199 in all. of

beautifully produced photographs and maps that illustrate the work and provide

an illuminating commentary on the text.

AMERICA.

' 'anada, The Spellbinder. By Lilian Whiting. London and Toronto :

J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd., 1917. Price 6s. net.

The title of this book is most aptly chosen, and the wonders of the Dominion,

its marvellous progress, its magnificent prospects as a home for future settlers, and

its glorious attractions for the traveller, are here set forth by a writer who, no

less than the country, is entitled to the name of Spellbinder. The author is a

literary artist who paints with glowing colours and a fairy brush the fascinations

of this wonderful land. Gifted with true poetic vision and possessed of a charm

of felicitous language, she throws around us her spell, and, as we follow through

this favoured land, we see with her eyes and share in her visions. In the opening

chapter she sums up all the forces that have gone to the building up of Canada and

pays a glowing tribute to the names of explorers, statesmen, engineers, churchmen,

etc., who have been associated with Canadian progress from the time of the early

French explorers to the present day. In successive chapters she carries us from

the picturescpue maritime eastern provinces, through Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa.

Winnipeg, till we come to Canada's youngest born, Prince Paipert, on the shores

of the Pacific. Each of the provinces, with its capital, is described in turn, its

scenery, history, agriculture, industrial and commercial advantages and possibilities

being described with the enthusiasm and pride that seems to come natural to even-

true Canadian. The book forms the most charming of guide-books to all the

principal places of interest in the Dominion. The old-world charm of Quebec,

with its historical and legendary interest, forms a striking contrast to the up-to-date

business bustle of cities like "Winnipeg and Edmonton. The " summer allurements

of the Dominion " are here painted in roseate hues, and the most jaded globe-

trotter will here find his utmost desires satisfied. Canada is indeed the tourist's

paradise. The author is proud of Canada's educational advancement,! and a

most interesting chapter is devoted to Canada's poetry and poets. A true poet

herself, she furnishes us with a literary treat in the form of selections culled from

the ever-growing field of Canada's poetic production.

The book should be read by all intending travellers through Canada, and is of

special value at the present time in view of the probable increase of emigration

thither after the close of the war. The book has many illustrations, beautifully

reproduced in colour and monotone from selected photographs.

AUSTRALASIA.

The New Paeifii' : British Policy and German Aims. By C. Brcxsdox Fletcher.

London : Macmillan and Co., 1917. Price 7s. 6d.

As an exposure and indictment of Germany's method of obtaining colonies,

this book, vouched for by Viscount Bryce and Mr. Hughes, Prime Minister of

Australia, will attract much attention. Germany's first appearance in Australasia

seems to have been in trading guise about 1878, when her "Consul in the Pacific'

Theodor Weber, established German centres all over the Pacific and absorbed

most of its trade. Robert Louis Stevenson, between his arrival in Samoa in 1889

and his death in 1894, was continually fighting this German octopus, which he

called "the head of the boil of which Samoa languished. Weber had specially
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interested himself, however, in New Guinea and its adjacent islands, then called

New Britain and Xew Ireland, and he was constantly travelling to Hamburg.

Bismarck professed at first not to care for colonies, and assured the British

Government that Germany had no designs upon the Pacific. But the colonial

party in Germany forced his hand, and, as the author says, "the combination of

Bismarck and Weber eventually proved irresistible in the Pacific when a colonial

policy had to be adopted." In 1884 Germany annexed New Britain and New
Ireland, changing their names to Neu Pommern and Neu Mecklenburg, and call-

ing the capital of the former "Herbert's-hbhe," after Bismarck, while an impor-

tant mountain was named " Varzin," after his country seat, although it appeared

on the maps as "Mount Beautemps-Beaupre," named after a distinguished Frei ch

hydrographer. To complete the "German thoroughness" of the transaction, the

whole cluster of islands was named " The Bismarck Archipelago."

•'Can we wonder," asks the author, "that Germany looked upon Australia

with longing eyes? Its cool southern lands, and the islands related to it in the

temperate zone were exactly what she wanted, but always as a convenient base of

operations when dealing with the tropical islands lying so close. With Kiao Chau

in the far north, and Holland's colonies between, Australia and the island groups

within reach and south of the equator became doubly valuable and mightily

enticed her."

We are told that when the leading men of Australia "have travelled abroad,

they have come back more concerned than ever with the future of an empty con-

tinent placed right at the door of Asia." When the Germans occupied Samoa

they imported 5000 Chinese coolies, as "the native Samoan is too proud a man to

do hack work for the white man, and in any case there are not enough Samoans

to develop the plantations and break new ground." The author asks, "Where is

labour to be found to replace the 5000 Chinese whom the Germans imported to

do their work and to open up a very promising group ? This labour problem

meets one everywhere in the Pacific, and adds to the feeling of disquietude when

the future is discussed."

" How are the natives of these wonderful groups of islands to be treated ?

What are their rights \ On what basis shall their claims upon us be established ?

Or have they any rights and claims ? These are the vital questions to-day in the

New Pacific : in some respects made easier to answer by Germany's elimination

from the competition between white men ; while between the brown and the white

—for there is a growing rivalry or opposition as the native learns his powers in

possession under British rule—it is made more difficult. . . . The Germans, from

the commencement, thought of the native as a chattel, good to preserve, perhaps,

and later on worth the care and attention which one gives to accessories to wealth,

but otherwise less than human. Captain Cook expressed the spirit of British

enterprise in the Pacific in terms of tact and friendliness to natives whom he found

to be bloodthirsty and aggressive. He won his way until at last he could report

well of them ; and they in turn were ready to do anything for him. John

Williams's work as a missionary is full of the highest romance, while essentially it

was the expression of his devotion to the South Sea native wherever he found

him."

Those pioneers of the Pacific, Sir George Grey and Sir William MacGregor,

" have made the British Empire visible to native eyes," the former in Western and

South Australia and New Zealand, the latter in New Guinea. But R. L. Steven-

son's Footnote to History is instructive "because it goes to the root of the

matter in all our dealings with the islands and groups of islands in the Pacific."

Just as the Maories worshipped Sir George Grey, the Samoans regarded Stevenson
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as one of themselves, and built the "Road of the LoviDg Heart," to his estate at

Vailima as a token of love and gratitude. When he lay dying, "the Samoans

i in procession beside his bed, kneeling and kissing his hand, each in turn,

before taking their places for the lon>j night-watch beside him."

The author devotes a chapter to British missionaries, and mentions two friends

of R. L. Stevenson, Dr. George Brown and James Chalmers, the former (now

eighty years of age) possessing one of the finest private collections of Pacific curios,

and the latter being a man of New Guinea fame. There is also Lorimer Fison,

author of Talesfrom Old Fiji. He considers that "at every turn one finds that the

white man, whether trader or planter, has been served by the missionary." As an

"Empire Builder/' the author Bignalises Sir William MacGregor. whose name is

a word of power all through the Pacific of Australia. A graduate of Aberdeen

Univer-ity. MacGregor became medical officer of Fiji in 1875, and afterwards, as

Receiver-General, issued the first Report on the trade and commerce of the group.

In 1888 he founded the administration of New Guinea out of nothing, and now
holds a place as one of the greatest administrators in modern British colonising

history.

As one of the principal objects of German ambition has been "to make
Australia, in relation to the Pacific, their centre of operations," the author tells

how German syndicates made extraordinary efforts to obtain vast mineral conces-

sions in (Queensland, where little was known of the potentiality of the mineral

wealth there. It was supposed by local miners that the Germans were going to

work a deposit known as '"scheelite," but a Church of England clergyman. Arch-

deacon Campbell, of Cairns, who was an expert geolo^i-t, with a laboratory at his

disposal, discovered by investigation "that the so-called scheelite was really

monozite, a radio-active mineral worth ,£1200 per ton !
" The Queensland Govern-

ment declined the German proposals. Australians looked suspiciously at Germany's
designs before the war. and the multiplying of subsidised German steamers in

Australian waters caused them to view with alarm German activity in the

Pacific.

The book contains good portraits of Sir William MacGregor and three of Aus-
tralia's celebrated missionaries; but it deserved a better map, for that appended
does not indicate even the islands of New Britain and New Ireland, so frequently

referred to by the author.

From Fiji t" the Cannibal Inlands. By Beatrice Grimshaw. London : Thomas
Nelson and Sons. Frio: Is. 3d. net.

This appears to be a cheap re-issue, though the fact is not stated, of a book

published in 1907, the illustrations of the original edition having heen omitted.

It gives a somewhat full account of the New Hebrides and their inhabitants, as

well as of Fiji.

EDUCATIONAL.

TJte World. Junior Regional Geography. By J. B. Reynolds, B.A.
London : A. and C. Black, 1916. Price 2s. 6d.

This is a comprehensive and simply written book, whose special feature is the
large series of excellent sketch-maps and diagrams with which it is illustrated.

The attempt to include a survey of the whole world, together with a discussion

of the general principles of geography, in one small volume, naturally leads to

great compression, and the teacher will require to use the book with care, and to

supplement it freely from other sources.
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TRAVEL MEMORIES

By Lieut.-Col. A. C. Y.uk. E.K.G.S., F.K.Hist.Soc.

(With niwtrafams.2
)

I was led away by thoughts that crossed my mind, while I was
watching the crowd on the Shiraz-Ispahan road, to digress to the sub-

ject of the Persian Woraau—a subject to which justice could only be

done in a volume, not in a few pages. I do not think that I am saying

too much if I say that the story of Abradatas and Panthea in the

i of Xenophon (Book vn.) is as noble an instance of womanly
devotion as is to be found in history. The heroine of that story is a
Persian woman. However, I am not here just now to write the
memoirs of Persian female heroism.

The entire garrison of Shiraz would appear to have turned out on
the 4th of June 1881 to meet and greet the new Prince-Governor,
Jalal-ud-daulah, a boy of some nine or ten years of age. As we stood
waiting on horseback, cavalry, artillery, and infantry filed past us on
their return to the city, escorted by bands, one of which had all the
appearance of the German street band so familiar in England, and
played on European instruments ; while the other, numbering twenty to

thirty performers, was mounted on camels, and produced unheavenly
music from trumpets, clarionets, and kettle-drums of native make.
Guns posted at intervals along the road betokened by their discharge
the gradual approach of the young prince. " Pahlawans "

(wrestlers,

gymnasts, and clubmen) and clowns formed part of the cortege,

eliciting, the former by their skill in throwing up and catching clubs,

1 Continued from p. 2

2 The two illustrations in this article are from photographs kindly supplied to me by
Mr. B. W. Stainton. They represent scenes already described in these articles.
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and the latter by their grotesque antics, from the spectators that

peculiar note of applause by which Persians, men and women alike r

betoken their approval. Its tone defies description. Presently the
Sartip (General), dressed in a uniform not unlike that of our diplomatic

service, rode past, followed shortly afterwards by the little Governor-
elect in a similar dress, shaded by an umbrella from the sun's glare.

He looked perfectly composed, and vouchsafed no sign of acknowledg-
ment of the welcoming applause of a populace over whom he was about,
nominally, to rule. Government in Persia was then essentially despotic,

and not inured to courting popular favour by a show of appreciative

urbanity. By his side, but slightly behind him, rode his mentor, Mirza
Fathullah Khan, Sahib-i-Diwan. His suite followed, consisting of

officers and officials attired in a handsome dress with gilt epaulettes,

and sashes of gold lace not unlike those worn by the British infantry

officer at that time (1881). When all had passed, the crowd dispersed.

As we rode home, a fresh discharge of guns announced the arrival of

the Prince at the Citadel, in which is situated the Governor's residence.

The carriages of the young Prince were, I may mention, shandrydans
of a most unprincely shabbiness. The streets of Shiraz, as will be
inferred from my earlier description of them, were not made to receive

such vehicles. On the so-called roads outside the city they could be
used ; and, it may be added, it would have been a sin to assign better

carriages to such roads.

The late Governor, the old Mu'tamid-ud-daulah, an uncle of Nasir-

ud-din Shah, had been a stern suppressor of brigandage, as evidenced

by the number of gypsum pillars round the outskirts of the city, in

each of which a bandit had met his doom. The mud receptacle is

set up, the brigand planted upright in it, and the molten plaster of

Paris poured in around him. Fate decided whether he was to breathe

his last speedily or to linger for a day or two. If the latter, his

friends were, I understood, allowed to minister to him, until life was
extinct. I have had some opportunities of studying the cruel refine-

ments of torture unto death in Europe in the middle and post-Renais-

sance ages, but my brief travels in Persia have not rendered me
familiar with their methods. I remember having pictured to me the

last hours of a criminal pegged through hands and feet, and possibly

other parts of the body, to the city wall, and slowly passing away,

comforted, as far as might be, by the attentions of his relatives and

friends, by an occasional bite and sup, and a puff of the qalilm, or

Persian pipe, until life should be extinct. If a narcotic, quietly

administered, mitigated his sufferings, who would say him " Nay " ?

The eyes of the Persian policeman, whose palm had been crossed with

silver or gold, would not be over vigilant.

During the thirty-six years which have elapsed since we watched

the little Prince Jalal-ud-daula enter Shiraz, serious chances and changes

of fortune have passed over that city and over its governors, people,

and fortunes. A week later we were received by the little Prince's

father, entitled ZiU-us-Sultan (i.e. the Sultan's Shadow) in his palace at

Ispahan. The " Zill," as he was commonly called in English circles, was-
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the eldest son of the Shah, Nasir-ud-din, by a lady not of the royal

blood. Soon after 1881 the "Zill" reached the zenith of his power,

having under his rule Fars, and practically all South-Eastern Persia.

It was not till October 1890, when, on my return from Tashkent in

Russian Turkistan, I met at Buda-Pest Sir Arthur Nicolson, late Charge

i'Affaires at Teheran, and Professor Arminius Vambery, the well-known

traveller and Orientalist, that I heard how the " Zill " had come to

Teheran and tendered his resignation of all his governments, and, to

his astonishment and chagrin, found his resignation accepted. He went

back to Ispahan merely, if I remember rightly, as Governor of that city,

and a small district around it. I have not been able to follow his

Orange Garden at Kazerun with Telegraph House to right. (See the April issue, p. 173.)

fortunes since then. He is, I understand, now one of those " Rois en

Exil "—of an Oriental type—for the picture of whose unenviable lives

we are indebted to Alphonse Daudet. Up to the time of his act of

resignation, his power and abilities made him looked upon as a possible

rival for the throne to his brother next-of-birth, the Wali-ahd, or heir-

apparent, who resided at Tabriz as Prince-Governor of Azerbaijan. This

province, bordering as it does upon Russian territory in the Caucasus on

the north, and upon Armenia on the west, and approached by the very

important trade routes from Trebizond and Tiflis, is very naturally

entrusted to the son who is expected to succeed to the throne. The
experience of the last two centuries has taught Persia what the Russian
" Drang nach Osten " means, and, if Turkey has not seriously trespassed

upon that still indeterminate boundary, stretching from Mount Ararat
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to Mohammerah, it is because the past antagonisms and more recent

unanimity of Great Britain and Russia have interposed between Persia

and her more powerful Ottoman neighbour. The last serious war
between Russia and Persia was in 1828, when Abbas Mirza, the then

heir-apparent of Fath-Ali Shah, did what lay in his power against the

Russian General Paskievitch. The result of the war was to advance
the Russian frontier to the Aras ; and, if one would read a description,

in the guise of romance, of Russian frontier life in the Caucasus between
1828 and the date of the fall of Shamil, I do not think that we can
seek it better than in the pages of Count Tolstoi's Cossacks.

Britain remained comparatively passive in 1912 while Russia was
coercing Azerbaijan with an iron hand ; but, in December of that year,

the murder of Captain Eckford, of the Central India Horse, in the

Dasht-i-Arjun, a valley which I described in my last paper, woke her

up. A regiment of Central India Horse had been sent from India to

South-Eastern Persia to protect British subjects and interests there.

The headquarters of the regiment was at Shiraz. Outwardly things

were quiet. When Captain Eckford hankered after a few days' shooting

round the Arjun lake, the Governor of Shiraz gave him an escort and
let him go. He was riding with or near the advanced guard of gen-

darmes, when the Boir-Ahmedi raiders, who annually in the autumn infest

the Shiraz-Bushire road, opened fire on it. Captain Eckford fell

mortally hit at once. If I attempted to enter into the story of tribal

raids on the roads around Shiraz, I could only repeat what was excel-

lently told by a Shiraz correspondent in the Pioneer Mail of November 8,

1912 (pp. 23-4), under the heading "The Tribesmen of Fars." I will

only quote one passage from that very well-informed writer, viz. :
" This

latter raid (i.e. on the Shiraz-Bushire road near Khan-i-Zinian, not far

from which village Captain Eckford fell) happens with the regularity of

clockwork every year in the early part of November." In 1912 it

selected the early part of December. The Governor of Shiraz, we
presume, then thought that the raid-season had passed. We may
exonerate him. The point that we cannot so easily get over is that the

British Foreign Office took no appreciable action in vindication of the

claim dear to the Briton, " Civis Britannicus sum," any more than it did,

about the same time, in the case of the Rev. A. T. Douglas, murdered

on Lake Nyassa in Portuguese Africa, and of another British subject

who came by a violent death in the Belgian Congo. When we consider

what a firm attitude Sir Edward Grey maintained in July 1911, ris-ii-ris

the German Ambassador, Count Paul Wolff-Metternich, in regard to

the Agadir affair,
1 and when J recall what I witnessed in the House

during the summer of 1889, we are tempted to marvel that the Foreign

Secretary, so resolute in great things, should let the minor ones lapse.

In 1889 the "Fashoda" crisis was approaching. Mr. G. N. Curzon (now

Earl Curzon of Kedleston) had kindly asked me, as a Central Asian

traveller in common with himself, to dine at the House of Commons,

and after dinner took me into the row of seats to which a few visitors

i Vide the report of his speech in the House of Commons on 27th November 1911.
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are admitted on a level with the members" seats— a position so much
superior to that of the Strangers' Gallery. It was then, unless memory
betrays me, that I heard Sir Edward Grey, then Under Secretary for

Foreign Affairs, warn France that encroachment by her from the French

hinterland on the Nile basin would be regarded by Her Majesty's

Government as an unfriendly act. There can, of course, be no compari-

son in point of gravity between our positions respectively on the Nile

and in South-Eastern Persia ; but, none the less, the unavenged death

of Captain Eckford hurts us to recall, albeit less so than the sad end of

Colonel Stoddart and Captain Arthur Conolly at Bokhara in or about
1842.

The Times of June 17, 1913, reviews the ' new Persian Blue-book
'

of that moment as "unfolding with relentless candour and completeness

the story of the final stage of the decay of an ancient kingdom." Pro-

phecies of the decay of kingdoms are illusive. Be it a century or two
centuries since the doom of Turkey was pronounced by Christian writers

—and no one took a more gloomy view of the Sick Man's condition than

Stratford Canning—that impersonation of " Old Mortality " is still

going strong, and not the wisest man among us at this moment can say

what fate, as the issue of this war, overhangs the Ottoman Empire, or

in whose hands Constantinople and the Straits will rind themselves on
the conclusion of it. Similarly, during the War, the stars of the fortunes

of the Allied and Central European Powers in Persia have alternately

risen and fallen. It is a long story and maybe sought in the 14-6th

No. of the Times' History of the War, in the Proceedings of the Central
Asian and Persia Societies, and in La Qnestu n Persant of M. G. Demorgny.
But the latest intelligence announces the arrival of the British Com-
mandant of the South-Eastern Persian Police at Teheran, and states

that the question of establishing communication between the ports of

the Persian Gulf and Shiraz and Kirman by high-road and by rail is

engaging the attention of British engineers. In view of the disorganised

state of the Russian Empire at this moment, the presence in force of

British arms at the capital is most opportune, the more so as we hear
that General Baratoff has been forced by the Turks to evacuate Penjvin,

Khanikin, and Kasr-i-shirin on the Turco-Persian frontier, and on the right

Hank of General Maude's position near Samarra on the Tigris. To-day
we have almost forgotten the intense interest with which railway develop-
ment in Persia was being pursued four or five years ago, in the world of

politics, commerce, engineering, and finance. All appears to be at a
standstill, alike in Persia and Russian Turkistan. It is but four years
since we were counting the days till the Orenburg-Samarkand railway
should reach the Oxus. The Times of the 17th June 1913 says :

—

"In Central Asia Russia is said to be collecting materials for the
continuation of the Samarkand Railway to Termes this year, and for

bridging the Oxus, and we can hardly suppose that the Amir will

regard this with satisfaction. The Orenburg-Samarkand Railway is of

the 5-foot gauge. It has sidings every seven miles, and can carry from
ten to twelve military trains each way per day. When this railway is

extended to the Oxus, Afghan Turkistan could be occupied in a few
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weeks after mobilisation ; the railway could be extended to Doski a in a
few months, and we could be forestalled on the Hindu Rush." Let us

apply these facts and arguments to the present much-altered situation.

Rumour has it that the Amir of Afghanistan's attitude is still closely

watched—watched doubtless both from Simla and Tashkent. It is

difficult to believe that, short of a successful revolt amongst the indigen-

ous population of Russian Central Asia, the Amir would dare to raise a

finger in support of the Hun and the Turk. His sympathy may be with
them—Turks and Afghans are both Sunnis, and few would contend that

it is love and not mere interest that unites Cabul to Calcutta—but the
moment does not seem opportune, albeit it would seem that General
Kuropatkin has recently had to deal with a serious Kirghiz rising in the

Semirechensk area.

In the summer of 1881 - the British residents of Shiraz were two tele-

graph officials, Mr. Fahie and Dr. Oddling, and the latter's wife. It

somewhat surprised us to find a tennis-court in Dr. Oddling's garden.

Mrs. Oddling, we heard, had succeeded in entering several of the mosques
at Shiraz. Speaking Persian very well, she put on the attire of a

Persian lady, which concealing the features and figure effectually defies

recognition, and accompanied by a female Persian entered the Masjid-i-

Shah-Chiragh. No one appears to have suspected her identity. The
entrance of Colonel Massey, of the 19th Bengal Lancers into the shrine

of Imam Raza at Mashhad was a much more perilous venture ; but upon
that it would be better to dwell when, if ever, I come to write of my
travels in North-Eastern Persia.

After our formal visits we, accompanied by Mr. Fahie and Dr. Oddling,

proceeded to visit some of the "sights." The appearance of the city

itself, viewed from a distance, is not attractive. The domes of two or

three large mosques alone catch the eye. The rest is the usual con-

glomeration of mud colour. The fortifications are in great disrepair,

and lie within the olden line of walls, which, with the old moat, are

clearly traceable. The vast expanse of verdant gardens, contrasting

with the barren, rugged mountains, is the one picturesque feature in the

landscape. From a slight elevation the shimmering waters of the salt

lake (Maharlu), lying ten miles away to the east, may be seen.

Our first visit was to the telegraph office, a fine building situated in

a large courtyard. It was formerly part of the palace of Karim Khan
Zend, who, after the death of Nadir Shah, obtained the sovereignty of

Persia, and made Shiraz his capital. A broad paved walk leads from
the gate to the "aiwan " (hall) of the building, flanked on either side by
tanks swarming with gold and silver fish. Sitting in this " aiwan,"

Karim Khan is said to have held " darbar." The base of the wall is orna-

mented with sculptures in stone. The interior of several of the chambers
are painted in arabesque, and the domes are adorned with mouldings in

" gach " or gypsum. As usual in the finer class of Oriental buildings,

the external decorations are done in tiles and mosaic. After a slight

1 I never before heard of Doski.— A. C. Y.
2 From here to the end is a quotation from my original diary.
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initiation into the art of telegraphy, we rode hence through the infantry

and artillery barracks, which are grouped round the citadel, in which

the Governor of Fars resides. These barracks were anything but models

of cleanliness, strewn as they were with litter, merchandise, stores, etc.,

and full of pack-animals. The soldiers were idling about in a slovenly

and dirty combination of mufti and uniform. The artillery wore busbies

in imitation Astrakhan fur, after the now obsolete British pattern.

Next we visited the Bazar-i-wakil. The number and persistence of the

public beggars was most astounding, and their pleas for begging or

extorting bakhshish were most edifying. Some even seemed to beg by

The Dasht-i-barm valley, just before arriving at the Kotal-i-dukhtar. (See the June
issue, p. 262.)

way of a joke. One veiled female followed us for some distance, and then,
bursting into a laugh and uttering a remark beyond my comprehension,
abandoned her pursuit. I fancy she was a member of the local demi-
monde.

The Bazar-i-wakil is of considerable length, and roofed over through-
out with brick. The road through it is 12 or 15 feet broad, and lined
with shops on each side. Each trade has generally its own quarter,
and every trade seems to be adequately represented. One sees hatters,

tailors, shoemakers, iron and copper smiths, jewellers, gold and silver

smiths, saddlers, cooks, and a variety of artisans busily at work. I had
a silver band put on to a briar pipe here, and the work was neatly
executed. The dealers in all articles of food are scattered here and
there all over the city, as is requisite for the purposes of local supply.
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One naturally sees no wine exposed publicly for sale in a Mahommedan
city, as the Kuran forbids spirituous liquor to its votaries. But a great

quantity of wine is manufactured, chiefty, I am told, by Jews and Armenians.
But the Mussulmans consume it largely, as well as European spirits, not

to mention the native spirit called sy; (araq). The wines of Persia are

by no means to be despised, and are very superior to the cheap porta

and sherries used in Europe. The method of bottling is not good, the

wine being generally in large glass bottles holding two or three gallons,

as in Italy, and badly corked. European residents in Persia bottle their

own wines on the European system, and I tasted at various tables many
varieties of Persian wine that, to say the least, were well worth drinking.

Undoubtedly an improved process of manufacture would improve the

quality of the wine. Hitherto, however, any attempt to introduce these

wines to the Indian or European markets has been a failure. Locally

its price is very low, and if the wine is originally good and pure, it

only requires to be well bottled and laid in the cellar for several years.

Some wines are twenty or thirty years old. Another wine is made from
the raisin, and if good is not unpalatable. At Kandahar the Hindus-

manufactured spirit from the raisin, but of very inferior quality to the

raisin-wine I tasted in Persia. The finest tobacco for the qaliun is-

grown in the neighbourhood of Shiraz. As soon as I got initiated into

the manner of smoking the qaliun, I could not but admit that it was a

very agreeable method of enjoying tobacco. We consume our tobacco

—except that of cigarettes, which in 1881 had hardly come into vogue

—

by suction of the lips, but the qaliun, like all Oriental pipes, can only

be worked by the action of the lungs. The smoke, which emanates
from very mild tobacco, and is cooled by passing through a bowl of

water, does not produce any irritation in the lungs or windpipe.

Shiraz, from its position, is naturally a centre of trade, standing as it

does on the high road of commerce from Kerman and Ispahan to Bushire.

Opening oft' the Bazars we saw many large sarais, the courtyards of

which were piled with a large variety of merchandise, chiefly wool,

grain, and opium. In the Bazars we noticed several varieties of native

cloths and silks, and many fine and delicate furs, with which the Persian

gentleman lines his winter robe. One of the chief sarais is the Mahall-

i-Mushir, a circular, covered building, from which domed or arched

passages branch off. Here many of the chief bankers and merchants-

have their houses of business. In the centre of the court is a fine tank.

The architecture is of the usual stamp—tiles, carved wood, etc. The
Mirza Mohammad Kuli Khan, Mushir-ul-Mulk, Wazir of the late

Governor, the Mu'tamid-ud-daula, appears to have amassed great wealth

during his tenure of office ; and that wealth, gotten though it doubtless

was by exactions from the people, he expended liberally in the construc-

tion of works of public utility. About a year ago, however, I was
informed, the Shah called him to account, and, having bastinadoed him,

compelled him to disgorge some of his wealth into the royal coffers. The
prevailing system of devolution in Persia appears to be this : the Shah
sells to the leading men in his kingdom, even to his own sons, the several

governments or provinces. The governors in their turn sell to their
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nobility the minor governments, and all other posts which confer rank

and influence and the power of extorting money on their holders. Thi&

principle is extended link by link from the Shah to the lowest official

and menial in the households of all these personages ; and on this

revenue-farming principle the kingdom of Persia is governed. Every

post is sold and bought, and every official, high and low, recovers the

price of his appointment by extortions from the tradesmen, artisans,

peasantry, soldiery, and all unofficial classes. A general feels no scruple

in embezzling some part of the pay of the troops under his command.

Every official, I believe, has to tender an account of his stewardship \

but a liberal administration of bribes or douceur* to all the superior

authorities enables him to pass his accounts, and still to reserve a com-

fortable little nest-egg for himself. The Shah is said to have amassed,

as his own private fortune, thirty lakhs of tomans, a sum equalling

about £3,500,000.

Leaving the Bazar-i-wakil, we emerged from the city by the northern

gate, along the Ispahan road, which leads by a gradual ascent to an arch-

way surmounted by a chamber, in which a precious copy of the Kuran
is said to be preserved. Any visitor, by a judicious use of the coin of

the realm, can see this Kuran. The whole or any part of it is said to

weigh alike, seven Tabrizi maunds. As a portion of this Kuran cannot

well be weighed, the truth of the statement is not likely to be put to

the test. If we estimate a Tabrizi maund at 6 lbs., we have the weight

of this book, 42 lbs. The distance from the north gate to this archway,

which stands at the point where the road enters the mountains, is about

two miles. About a mile from the city, on the left of this road, lies the

tomb of Hafiz, the poet, in a cemetery. The tombstone is a fine block

of marble, inscribed with two odes from his Diivdn, and girt bjT an iron

railing. The original tomb was destroyed in some war or fanatical out-

break between the Shi'ahs and Sunnis, and this new tombstone was
raised on the site of the old one by Karim Khan. After visiting this

tomb, we rode on to the burial-place or monument of Shaikh Sa'di, 1

another illustrious Shirazi poet, which lies within a walled garden about

two miles north-east of the city. The tombstone is a fine block of

granite, standing on the floor of an open chamber raised 4 or 5 feet

above the ground. On this stone, and also on the walls of the chamber,

are engraved selections from Sa'di's poems. An elderly Persian, pre-

sumably a Mullah, who has charge of the place, showed us a very fine

manuscript copy of the Kulliyfit-i-Sa'di (the complete works of Sa'di) r

handsomely illuminated, and containing a number of large plates

(painted), which, like all Persian paintings, appeared to us deficient in

perspective and proportions, and consequently rather grotesque. Having
rewarded the guardian of this spot with the douceur that he looked for r

we rode to the foot of a steep hill lying two or three miles north-east of

the city. We had not time to ascend it, but we were informed that on

its summit are three wells of great depth. One in particular is popularly

i Vide Vol. ii. of the History of Persian Literature, by Professor E. G. Browne of

Cambridge.
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supposed to be bottomless. Some years ago a man was induced to allow

himself to be lowered into this well, and on reaching the bottom found

. it (as he reported) quite dry. Some suppose that it was a subterranean

channel in former times communicating with the plain below. At the

present time, however, no trace of its outlet into the plain is to be found.

There are traces also on this hill of old buildings, and it is supposed that

there once existed here a fortress or fortified town. The popular report

is that in olden times unfaithful wives were thrown down into this well,

but the cynical modern Persian says, " No ! impossible ! it would have
been full long ago !

" Just under the scarp of this hill lies the Bagh-i-

dil-kusha, 1 one of. the finest orange gardens here. Thence, as the shades

of night were fast falling, we rode home to dinner. There are fortifica-

tions round the city, but in great disrepair. Outside these are traces of

an older wall and moat.

Next morning (5th) we mounted our horses early, and visited one or

two of the principal mosques. There are three striking masjids here, of

two of which the domes are roofed externally with blue tiles, and one
with green. As usual in Oriental masjids, the chief feature in the

external decorations is painted tiles, forming a variety of patterns. I

nowhere recall seeing human, animal, or any figures of natural life

depicted in tile-work. The designs are always fanciful and in arabesque.

The masjids in Persia are not open to the godless eyes of unbelievers.

In Kandahar I entered the tomb of Ahmed Shah Abdali, and the

Masjid-i-khirka-i-sharif, the latter containing, it is said, a robe of the

Prophet. But then at that time the Briton was cock of the walk, and
the mullahs had no objection to pocketing a fee. After the masjids, we
visited the Madrasa-i-khan, a college reputed to be about three hundred
years old, and in which may be seen some of the finest old tile-work in

Persia. Occasionally, I am told, the natives forcibly prevent foreigners

from entering this building. However, in our case, no objection was
raised. Like most other colleges, and indeed buildings of every descrip-

tion that we saw in Persia, this is rapidly going to ruin. The tiles fall

away, and are broken in the fall. Moreover, owing to the demand for

old tiles for sale in European markets, they are frequently stolen and

sold. The manufacture of them is carried on within the precincts of

this college. We visited the kilns, and saw a man creep into one of

them through a hole that appeared more suited for the passage of a fox

or badger than a human being. He went in to arrange the tiles, pre-

viously to lighting the fires. I regret not to have been able to witness

the process of colouring the tiles. Leaving this place, we passed out

of the south-east gate, and noticed some five or six of the pillars to

which I have before alluded, as the scene of execution of criminals.

Riding thence to the north of the city, we visited two gardens, one

styled " Chihal-tan," as being the burial ground of forty dervishes (one

sees the forty grave-stones arranged in rows), the other called the " Haft-

tan," or repository of seven corpses, the resting-places of which are

marked by seven fine blocks of sculptured stone. On the walls of the

1 See Malcolm's History of Persia, vol. ii. p. 176, note.
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building within the latter garden are five old frescoes or paintings, four

of which are said to represent respectively 1
(1) Sa'di : (2) Hafiz

;

(3) Abraham offering up Ishmael (the Mussulman legend prefers Ishmael

to Isaac, doubtless in deference to the fact that the Arabian tribes trace

their descent from Ishmael) : and (4) Moses. The personage depicted

in the fifth is unknown. These tombs, and some very fine cypress trees

that overshadow this garden, are said to be seven hundred years old, a

statement the truth of which is very doubtful. We passed hence to the

Bagh-i-nau and the Bagh-i-takht, both residences of the reigning family.

In the former we found some fine old paintings on canvas and frescoes

in the house ; but all alike, house and paintings, are going or gone to

ruin. An Englishman some time ago offered to purchase the paintings

on canvas from the Government, but the\T declined ; and whatever their

motives were for so doing, they have taken no steps to check their

decay. We found the coming Governor of Bushire encamped close to

the house, and were glad to take this opportunity of visiting a Persian

of rank. We found him seated on a gorgeous silk mattress, and our

host, Hyder Ali Khan, seated with half a leg on the edge of the mattress.

A colonel in the Persian army, who was also present, was not deemed
worthy to place so much as his little toe thereon, but sat on the rug at

a distance of several yards. We—that is. Messrs. Fahie and Oddling and

my brother and self—were accommodated with seats on beds, or some
such things, that were standing in the tent— doubtless in consideration

of our inability to squat on the floor. We found our host very civil,

rising and advancing to shake hands with us, both at our arrival and
departure. He told us he had been for two years cUtachd to the Persian

Embassy at the Court of St. James's, and he could still utter a few

English words. His tents were very handsome, but of rather thin

material. Coffee and qaliun were served, and we departed. The Bagh-
i-takht has the finest position of all the gardens near Shiraz

;
five or six

terraces rise one above the other, and on the summit stands the Palace :

but all is ruin—house, terraces, fountains, tanks, gardens. The terrace-

walls are inlaid with tiles. At the foot of the terraces is a huge tank
;

if full, what a swimming bath it would be ! In the centre of the octa-

gonal house in the Bagh-i-chihal-gusha (which is being repaired for the

new little Governor) is a most delicious tank—dark, deep, clear and
cool. On the sultry evening when we visited it, after a long, hot ride

on a restive, plunging, pulling horse, how I longed to jump in and cool

myself there ! Every decent Persian house has its bathing-tank, but the

water of all is not of the purest. They are not regularly and thoroughly
cleansed of the litter, leaves, mud and sediment that must collect in

them. I believe, however, that all the tanks are filled at least once a

week with fresh water. At Gul-a-hakk (the summer residence of the

British Legation near Teheran), a perennial karez-stream supplied all the

tanks with an ever-fresh inflow of pure, cool water. In the Bagh-i-takht

were very fine cypress trees. We rode thence home, it being 1 1 a.m.,

1 See the frontispiece to Clarke's translation of the Bustan, ami the note on page 10 of

ihe same book.
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and very hot. On the mountain-side behind the Bagh-i-takht, and to

the left of the Ispahan road, may be noticed a small house, surrounded

by a few trees. Thither Hafiz is said to have repaired to write poetry,

and the spot is still believed to possess powers of poetical inspiration.

From the top of the Bagh-i-takht Palace a very fine view over the Shiraz.

plain for miles is obtained—to the salt lake and far-distant ranges of

mountains to the south and east. In the opposite direction, north-west,

a high range of bleak, barren mountains, through which the Ispahan
road passes, rises and curtails the view. The present circumference of

the city of Shiraz is about two miles. The houses appeared to be mostly
built of good brick. Those of the well-to-do classes have large court-
yards similar to that of Hyder Ali Khan, and elaborately painted and
decorated rooms.

We breakfasted after our ride with the Oddlings, who refreshed us
with some iirst-rate iced ginger-ale. Their Shiraz wine, too, was excel-

lent, and in flavour somewhat resembled Burgundy. In the evening we
went for a stroll to the telegraph office, and handed over letters to be for-

Avarded by the telegraph "qasid" ( — courier) to Bushire. We were worried
incessantly by beggars. We passed on our way the "arq" or citadel,

in which the Governor's palace lies. It is surrounded on almost every
side by the barracks of the infantry and artillery of the garrison, and its

walls are high, built of brick, and in good repair. Comparing them with
the ruined city walls, one cannot but come to the conclusion that Persian

rulers have more dread of internal than external enemies. From the tele-

graph office we strolled out of the city by the western gate, and came across

several horsemen performing manoeuvres. They did not ride badly, and
managed their horses well, turning them in rapid curves to left or right,

just as one sees being done in our riding or breaking-in schools. Sud-
denly they would dart off at full gallop across the plain, legs and arms
flying and working, and at that pace stoop from the saddle till the hand
was not more than a foot from the ground. Their horses were certainly

not more than fourteen hands. In the evening all the British society

assembled to dinner at Hyder Ali's. It was very pleasant, but we would
have been better pleased could we have retired early ; for we rose before

3 A.M. to proceed on our journey to Ispahan.

THE GROWTH OF THE INDUSTRIAL CITY.

Professor F. Schrader contributes to the January issue of the Annates
de G-iographie an article, which, while professing to be merely a review

of some recent books, raises a number of profoundly interesting questions

connected with certain aspects of human geography. One of the books
discussed is Professor Geddes's Cities in Evolution, while another is a work
of much more limited scope, a publication by MM. Agache, Auburtin, and
Redont, entitled Comment reconstruire nos cites detruitcs.

Thus the paper deals with two problems which at first sight seem
quite distinct—the general question of the organisation of that huge
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unwieldy body, the modern industrial city, and the particular case of

the reconstruction of those cities in France which have been so terribly

ravaged by war. Part of the interest of the article is that it

suggests that the two aspects, the general and the particular, are in

reality closely related. Thus Mr. Schrader says :
" Is not the present

war, fundamentally, almost in the same sense as the modern develop-

ment of cities, a result of the extension and the rivalries of modern
industry ?" Both, in other words, are direct consequences of the indus-

trial revolution. Thus the paper hints, without directly making the

statement, that the reconstruction of the destroyed cities, the reorgani-

sation of the untouched ones, can neither of them be regarded in them-

selves as more than palliative measures, and that the malady of modern
civilisation can only be cured if its cause is squarely faced. Both the

war and the slums of the great cities are but symptoms of the deadly

disease which man's apparent conquest of space and time by the use of

mechanics has brought upon humanity, and the geographer, if he has no
certain cure to offer for the disease, should at least be able to formulate

the conditions which have enabled it to take so profound a hold upon
the civilised world.

Professor Schrader sees indeed the problem essentially as u geogra-

phical one. Intoxicated by his own skill in transforming old methods
of communication, in transporting heavy goods from one end of the

world to another, in transmitting ideas almost from pole to pole, in

upsetting old-established conditions of equilibrium, man believed himself

emancipated for ever from the grip of local place conditions. His
habitation was no longer the village, the town, the country, but the

world : the influence of coal and iron was to sweep away all the old

links between human groups and particular conditions of climate, of

soil, of relief; the diversity of nature was to become the organised

uniformity of industrialism—and when realisation of this strange ideal

seemed in sight, then the catastrophe came !

Professor Schrader believes that this standpoint was more wide-
spread in Germany than elsewhere. He speaks of the "morbid character

which drives modern Germany to deny to others the right to develop
along other lines than those which she orders. Progress Bhould be
directed by the German hand, gloved in Prussian steel. Thus it

appeared to her legitimate to destroy by violence the manifestations of

the art or of the thought of others, in order to replace them by those
originating in Germany. This project, realised by the devastation of

numerous historic cities, has made us feel with more force than ever the
intrinsic value of the 'backward' civilisations which she wishes to

efface and to replace. Thus, to paraphrase ironically certain of her
doctors, it is through evil that good will arise, for her devastations have
aroused in civilised humanity a great outburst of grief and of

indignation."

But at the same time he makes clear his conviction that if Germany
was the greatest sinner, all the civilised nations share the blame, and
Germany's action has at least shown the world the logical end of the

course which all were following steadily. She " understood no sign of
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progress except the quantitative one, measured all by the criterion of

force or weakness, undertook to realise her force at the expense of the

weak, by destroying all resistance or all independence of spirit and of

activity ; but the guilt was not hers alone. Nor must repentance be

left to her only. As we have suggested, he hints, indeed, that the
world owes something to her as a means to what should be a great

awakening.

Professor Schrader's description of the contrast between the old

city and the new one, and of the growth of what he calls "urbanism"

—

that is, of the desire to reconstruct the unified city from the huddled
dwellings of the industrial town—is so charming, that no excuse seems
necessary for quoting it in full :

—

" It is sufficient to have followed for the last thirty years the rapid

growth of the mechanical factor in the world, in order to feel that human
groupings, or at least those of them which have progressed with most
energy, have taken on a new character, without precedent in the cen-

turies of the past, corresponding to the new relations between man and
mechanism. The first fact which strikes the observer in this transfor-

mation is the rapid change in numerical proportion between urban and
rural populations, and the growth of the former in relation to the latter.

" The currents which flow towards the towns are more intense than
those which ebb from them ; cities increase in size, high chimneys
spring up, huge buildings without style and without beauty rise in the

midst of monotonous quarters composed of uniformly humble houses
;

within the town the dwellings press in upon one another, rising always
higher and higher, while open spaces are continually being encroached

upon. Thus arises the modern city, the industrial town, which as yet

has formulated no ideal for itself, and which provisionally has no motto
save 'toujours plus'—size is all. Urbanism owes its immediate origin

to the contrast between this purely quantitative growth and the qualita-

tive spirit which, in earlier centuries, made every town an individualised

personality, with a soul of its own.
" The strange charm which we feel in all the historic towns is a

product of this spirit which, clothed materially in their old stones,

emanates from them like a kind of radium, and transfigures the forms

and colours into thought and emotion. That part of themselves which

their creators embodied in the monuments or the avenues escapes even

from their ruins, and reveals the collective soul of the ancient city.

The Acropolis with the Parthenon ; the vestiges of a Eoman road ; the

great square of a cathedral ; the silhouette of a fortress : all correspond

to a historic epoch, or at least to the dominant manifestations of that

epoch.

"The spirit is revealed to us in the moral and social forces preserved

in the dwelling-places of the gods, of the ruling powers, or of the direct-

ing group. A street of Pisa makes clear to us the life of the mediaeval

Italian republics, as does an avenue of sphinxes the theocracy of Egypt.

Almost always two towns at least, built of different materials, are placed

in juxtaposition. The one, divine or royal, is built of rare and noble-

materials ; the other, servile or popular, made of modest materials, was-
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destined to disappear with its occupants ; but it was grouped round the

products of the communal spirit—the temples, the churches, the palaces,

the fortresses, the tombs, the markets, the theatres, the triumphal arches,

and so forth, the places upon which converged the various manifestations

of social life.

"This life of the city was not formulated, was not taught; it was

lived. So entirely was it an affair of instinct that centuries had to pass

before its bonds with history were perceived. It is, properly speaking,

the absence of a spirit in the modern town which has given rise to

regret for that which existed in the ancient cities. This spirit, if in the

first place it appears in the monuments which have been respected by
time, may also reveal itself in the vestiges of more modest constructions,

and even in the traditions of regional architecture. It reveals itself as

controlled not only by material necessities, but by unconscious efforts to

attain an end, an ideal of existence, a certain need for intimate beauty

or variety. How often during improvements undertaken by the City

Fathers some corner undergoing demolition shows to us a marvel of

naive delicacy or unexpected grace, bearing the impress of some old

custom resulting from the climate, from the habits of daily life, from
the relations between neighbours, from the commodities or customs of

an old forgotten century, appropriate to a region equally forgotten in

the midst of modern administrative units.

" The rapidity of communications, the invasion of a banal and
mediocre ideal of comfort, the industrialisation of the objects and
materials of construction, ready-made patterns or models, without
aesthetic value, multiplied indefinitely without reference to anything
save cheapness, all this has ended by giving a soul-destroying vulgarity

to the type of habitation most widespread in our modern world. The
ordinary middle-class block of flats, planned to hold the maximum
number of persons within the smallest area possible, or that of the
working-class dwelling which realises for the industrial population the
maximum of ugliness, mediocrity, or uniformity, these have certainly

brought about by a reaction the passing of building regulations, whose
object is to preserve at least the possibility of the material conditions of

existence ; but no regulation can prevent these conditions being realised

in dreariness and vulgarity."

Professor Schrader goes on to say that it is in England more than
elsewhere that the hideousness of the industrial town strikes the
observer, and that perhaps because of this it is in England that the
town-planning movement has acquired most strength, in the hope of
saving " the towns and the populations of Europe, Asia, and America
from a tolerance of an ugliness which, if it invaded everything, would
have led to a sort of intellectual torpor and a debasement of life."

As an aid in the growth of the new city spirit he stresses especially

the rise of modern geography. In attempting to liberate himself from
the control of the physical conditions under which all life must be lived,

man has been courting the disaster which has come upon him. The
instinct which led a peace-loving and unprepared people to rush to the
assistance of menaced Belgium was in a sense the spirit which previously
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h.ul only expressed itself in vague longings—unformulated, or only half-

formulated by small groups—longings " to give new life to the local

traditions of the diverse national regions, to infuse into them a vitality

more in conformity with the teachings of their geography and their

history.' Those moved by this spirit, according to Mr. Schrader, felt

"not only the necessity but the urgent human need for the small auto-

nomous groupings, the little nations, to counterbalance the despotic

influence of the great nations, to represent the shades of action or of

ideal which, were they obliterated by the crushing effect of the great

political collectivities, would leave humanity poorer now and for the

future. We find here once more the old struggle between centralisation

and diversity, between the ideal of unity and that of federation, which
characterised the French Revolution. What a theme for thought, at

the moment when the world is bleeding beneath the cruel pressure of a

nation which desires to control all humanity, and to admit no other

tvpe of culture in the world than that which takes its orders from
Berlin !

"

Returning from the general subject to the particular books which

form the subject of his article, Mr. Schrader notes that, " contrary to

custom," it is the French book which is concerned with the detailed

working out of civic ideals in practice. But is this contrast really

unusual ] Is it not true that in this country we tend always to keep

our ideals divorced from practical life, to preserve them untarnished by
taking care that they should not influence our. daily activities. Is it not

true, on the other hand, that in France there is at least more chance

that an ideal, clearly visualised, will be permitted to exert its effect on

life?

But we may hope at least that, having gone to war to maintain a

principle that is essentially geographical—the view that every indivi-

dualised human grouping, national or regional, is a product of a long

process of adaptation between man and his surroundings, and as such is

sacred, is an integral part of our human heritage which cannot be

destroyed without loss to all, we may as a result acquire sympathy and

understanding, may learn that our own ideals are products of a particular

set of conditions, and cannot with impunity be imposed upon those

living under different conditions.

Into the details of the best methods of restoring ruined cities, of

re-establishing shattered nationalities, this is not the place to enter ; but

Mr. Schrader's article seems worth special notice here as helping to

emphasise the significance for the world at large of the geographer's

standpoint, the value of his special contribution to human knowledge.
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POLAND AS A GEOGRAPHICAL ENTITY. 1

By Prof. Grenyille A. J. Cole, F.R.S., of the Royal College

of Science for Ireland.

Fkom the foreword we learn that the original Polish edition of this

work was published in 1912 as a memorial of the author, who died on

January 29, 1911. The Polish Information Committee, in reproducing the

book in English, takes a high view of the intelligence of those to whom an

appeal is made. This is no political tract, arising from the enthusiasms

of the war-time, but a serious geographical study, addressed to those

who have already thought on Poland. It is easy to say, "Poland is a

nation ; the claim of the Poles to freedom is unanswerable.'" Nalkow-

ski sets himself to ask what is the geographical basis for the claim, and

he ends this too brief essay by leaving us with a sense of fatal inse-

curity. The Poles themselves are Poland ; where they are sufficiently

concentrated, there they may hope to hold their own. The allies whom
they have invited have too often obliterated the frontier-lines, and these

boundaries must be marked out once more by the historian rather than

by the geographer.

If the northern and southern frontiers are fixed, if we grant that

Poland must extend from the Carpathian crest to the Baltic shore, the

east and west remain " directions of transitionality.'' Nalkowski indi-

cates the Oder on the west ; but the exceedingly condensed sentence on

page 54 regarding the eastern frontier will be completely unintelligible

to most readers. On the east, it is suggested, "you can draw a line

from the Riga, or Finland Gulf, to Odessa : along that line Hows the

Dnieper and Dwina or Dnieper and Wielika Narova with the Peypus."

Surely two alternatives are here put forward, one of which excludes,

while the other includes, Livonia and Esthonia. The choice of the

Dnieper, moreover, brings Kiev, and a vast territory where the land-

owners are Poles and the peasants predominantly Russian, within the

bounds of Poland. Kiev, where the Northmen of Novgorod met the

Byzantine culture, is surely bound up with the very origins of Russia
;

and then, if Kiev remains Russian, why not L^kraina and a good deal

else ?

The fact is that a reconstituted Poland must be a matter of mutual
concessions rather than of geography. Nalkowski's careful treatise only

serves to give this emphasis. The basin of the Vistula is clearly Polish,

and brings us from the limestone crags that loom up amid the pine

forests to the proud red castles of Marienwerder and Marienburg on

the Nogat, and so, without hesitation, to Danzig and the sea. Krakow,
where the kings of Poland sleep, becomes once more the inspiration of

1 Poland as a Geographical Entity, by W. Nalkowski. With a preface by James
Fairgrieve, F.R.G.S., Lecturer on the Methodology of Geography in the University of

London, and an ethnographical and historical map. Published for the Polish Information

Committee by G. Allen and Unwin, Limited, London, 1917. Price 6d.

VOL. XXXIII. Z
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the race, leaving the lowland mound of Warsaw, half way down the

waterway, as a convenient trading centre for those who pass from west

to east. But beyond this broad basin all the features point to "tran-

sitionality." The old commercial routes (p. 22) ran from north to south,

when Baltic amber was bartered for " besants " on the Mediterranean.

Later, the east and west traffic arose, and the way proved equally open
in that direction—a way that led, in fact, to Tatary. The author
aptly indicates the central position of Poland in modern Europe, aided

by a map of equidistants (lines of equal distance from the sea). This
very fact, which should assure commercial greatness to the country, has
proved its undoing in an imperfect world. Poland, so to speak, has lain

between the goals, and her level lands have experienced to the full the

trampling of rivals in the game.

The varied groups of the population are connected by Nalkowski
with their prehistoric origins, in a series of paragraphs that are models
of vivid concentration. The Jewish immigration is touched on very
lightly (p. 34). Those who know the streets of Krakow, or who have
sought, along some dusty Polish highway, the shelter of a village inn,

will have realised another problem in the revival of Poland as a nation.

Yet those who have passed from Pomerania to the gentle courtesies of

V'estpreussen ; or have descended to Krakow from the grey Carpathian

wall, and have offered up their thanks in the glory of St. Mary's nave
;

or have stood on the wind-swept knolls of Myslowice, and have seen, in

the striped frontier-posts of empire, partition manifest to the eye : these

will know that a kingdom or a republic of the Vistula needs no support

from the geographer. The present southern and western frontiers can-

not bound the living soul of Poland. Nalkowski urges the effect of the

open lands in diverting the love of country towards " sadness, indiffer-

ence, and dreaming immersion in memories of the past " ; but these

characteristics are found equally in Ireland, which is a most pronounced
geographical entity. Both countries need what he so finely calls an "active

clinging to the future." These five words are an effective illustration

of the compressed energy of his treatise.

GEOGRAPHY IN ITALY. 1—Second Article.

By George G. Chisholm.

The earlier volumes of two of these school books have already been noticed

in a short article which appeared in the Magazine for September 1916,

and the general character of their successors, including the sense in

1 Corso di Oeografia j/er il Ginnasto Moderno. Volume secondo : L'Europa. By Paolo

Revelli. Price L. 1.50.

Corso Pra./ico di Geografia Moderna per le Scuole Medie de l
3 Grado. Volume terzo :

/ Continenti extraeuropei—La Geografia astronomica, Price L. 1.80.

La Geof/rajia nel Ginnasio Superiore. Parte prima: Italia. By Professor Sebastiano

Crino of the Royal University of Catania. Second edition. Price L. 1.50. Novara :

Istituto Geografico di Agostina. 1917.
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which the term "practical" is used in the title of the second book, can

be learned from that article. One difference may be noticed in the

arrangement of the contents of the first of the books above mentioned

as compared with its predecessor.

In the first volume by this author, that on Italy, all that is said of

a general nature is given in the last chapter ; in the present volume,

on the other hand, the generalities are given both at the beginning and

the end. At the beginning we have sections on the primitive applica-

tion of the name Europa, and the applications of that name in later

times, on its "astronomical' position (by which the author means its

position in latitude and longitude), its geographical position—as a mere

peninsula of Eurasia in contrast with Africa, which is obviously a con-

tinent by itself—its area, certain general characteristics as to climate,

inhabitants, and influence in the world, its relief and physical regions.

At the end we have one chapter dealing, among other things, with the

origin of the relief, the hydrography, climate, and flora, the fauna and

the ethnography, religions, absolute and relative population (this latter

illustrated by density diagrams like those in the International Geography),

religions, economic conditions, and political divisions, and another

chapter on the position of Europe on the earth mainly taken up with

considerations bearing upon the present war.

One point we may note as requiring a somewhat fuller and more
careful statement, both in Mr. Revelli's work and the Corso Pratico, in

order not to mislead the young. On pp. 5 and 161 of L'Europa what
is said as to the influence of the Gulf Stream on the climate of Europe
may, no doubt, be defended, but, when all the facts are taken into

account, needs at least to be supplemented. On p. 5 we have a reference

to the beneficent influence of the Gulf Stream, in consequence of which

the annual isotherm of 0° [C] passes to the north of the North Cape.

On p. 161 we are told that the Gulf Stream, the great warm current of

the North Atlantic, mitigates in a notable degree the climate of northern

and western Europe. Then on p. 1 21 of the Corso Pratico we find it stated

that the western coasts of North America (on the Pacific) have a much
milder climate than the eastern (on the Atlantic) because the extremely

warm (caldissima) Gulf Stream pushes its way into the heart of the

Atlantic (si spinge nelV alto Atlawtico), while, on the other hand, the cold

polar current descends from the Arctic channels and brings icebergs

down to the latitude of Naples.

Now it is needless to call in question the indirect influence on the

climate of those parts of Europe due to the great body of warm water
that is steadily driven up to those shores. But while there is no doubt
that the temperature of that water must be largely due to the water

brought at least as far north as the 4(Jth parallel of latitude by the

Gulf Stream, while it is still recognisable as a distinct current, it

must be remembered that no distinct current can be detected

anywhere to the east of 40° W. Further, we must note that in the

south-west of the British Isles, round the Scilly Isles in 50' N. the

mean temperature of the water in January is only about 50° F.

(10° G). On the other hand, off Cape Hatteras in 35 N., in the east
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of the United States, where the genuine Gulf Stream comes close to

the shore, it has a mean winter temperature of 72° F. (22
-

2 C). Yet

the mean January temperature of the air at Cape Hatteras, 46° F.

(7'8 C), is just the same as at the Scilly Isles 15° farther north. Any one

considering these facts, and reading such bald statements as to the

influence of the Gulf Stream as have been quoted will be tempted to

ask, Why this difference'? The answer to this question is, of course,

well known to all geographers. A glance at Plate 14 in Bartholomew's

Atlas of Meteorology is enough to reveal it. But the young are, as already

stated, apt to be misled.

It may be noticed as a mark of the time in which the Corso Pratico

was issued that after each of the great divisions of the earth of which

this volume treats there is a short paragraph on its relation to the

world war. After the section on Oceania, under which name are included

Australia and New Zealand, we find (p. 185), following a reference to

the important aid rendered to the mother country by Australia and Xew
Zealand, the remark that " after the victory those countries will be able

all the more to regard themselves as allies rather than as possessions of

England." In the section on Astronomical Geography there is a great deal

about the moon and the planets of a kind now banished from English

geographies.

Several of the statements in the Corso Pratico require correction.

On p. 29 Shiraz (Sciras) is given along with Angora and Adana among

the towns in the interior of Asia Minor. Probably the author was

thinking of Sivas. The position of Shiraz is correctly given on the

next page. The next statement on p. 5 that Java has had for centuries

" the monopoly of drugs and spices (cinnamon, cloves, pepper, spices,

nutmegs, ginger, etc.)," is erroneous under many heads. The statement

on p. 179 that the production of cereals in Australia is small is, to say

the least, out of date, and altogether overlooks the fact that from the

first the cultivation of wheat in South Australia has been important,

especially when the quality is taken into consideration. The " v " in

place of "w" in the name " Commonvealth of Australia" (p. 177) may
for Italians convey the sound intended, but it is not English, as the

author seems to suppose.

The little book on Italy by Professor Crino is also well done, and

written in a thoroughly readable style. The divisions that he adopts for

the regional treatment of the geography of Italy are larger than those

of Revelli in the work noticed in the Magazine article above referred to.

Instead, for example, of treating the northern plains of Italy with their

mountain environment under the three heads of Piedmont, Lombardy,

and Yenetia, he considers them under the single heading of Regione

Padano-Yeneta, thus getting rid of the necessity for describing the Po

in sections. The strength of the Italian sentiment of nationality, on the

growth of which the author speaks emphatically on p. 137, is evident in

every part of the volume. Although what is included in the kingdom

of Italy is duly set forth, the handling of the geography of Italy

recognises no such limits. Thus under the general heading just men-

tioned we have a section on the canton of Ticino, another on Yenezia
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Tridentina, including Trent, Rovereto, Ala, and Riva, and a third on

Venezia Giulia, including "almost all the basin of the Isonzo, the coastal

strip in the neighbourhood of Trieste and Istria." Thp Maltese group

comes under Sicily, and one of the main divisions has for its subject

Sardinia and Corsica.

The present reviewer is indebted to Professor Crind for the know-

ledge of a new term in geography, the term " poleography, though

Professor Crino does not claim that term as his own. He defines it as

" that part of anthropogeography which studies the rise, development,

and decay of cities, along with their geographical distributions," and

under each of the divisions of Italy he has notes on the subject under

this head. One may venture to suggest that in an Italian geography

for a girmasio superiore one would like to see a little more than is given

on p. 108 about Amalti, which had such an interesting rise, develop-

ment, and decay. Limits of space must, of course, be borne in mind,

but one is nevertheless disposed to ask whether it is not worth as much
space in such a book as is given on p. 7 7 to Pisa. Further, is it the

case that, as stated on p. 52, the nucleus of the city of Venice was
formed in the sixth century after the barbarian invasions on the largest

and highest of the islands of its lagoon (Rialto = Rivus altus)1 The
usual statement is that the first islands occupied were nearer the inner

shore of the lagoon, and that it was not till 810 that the city was
founded on its present site.

1

Both Revelli's work and that of Crino indicate by accentuation the

stressed syllable of proper names (as is done also by Revelli in his earlier

volume), and it may be worth while to give from Crind the pronuncia-

tion thus indicated for a number of names which are, perhaps, apt to be

pronounced wrongly in this country, such as Adige, Anapo, Bastia,

Bergamo, Bolsena, Brindisi, Castrovillari, Ciineo, (Isole) Egadi, (Monti)

Euganei,- (Lago) Fiicino, Otranto, Pavia, Spalato, T.inaro, Taranto,

T' ranio, Veneto. Revelli also tries to give phonetically the pronuncia-

tion of non-Italian names, but here, of course, he has to fight with the

diflioulty that no alphabet is adequate for such a purpose. Still it may
be pointed out that the pronunciation of the (Isle of) Wight is not as

he gives it (p. 135) trig, but would be rendered by his phonetic scheme
unit.

All the books are illustrated by sketch-maps, some of the most
useful of which are large-scale maps of seaports and their environs.

In this respect Crino's work is the richest, and one of the most interest-

ing maps in his book is the sketch-map on p. 39 showing the history

of the rivers Xatisone and Isonzo, a map which, with the accompanying
text, affords a good illustration of the connection with human geo-

1 Bee Araati, Dizionario Corograjico dell' Italia, s.v. Venezia, and Roiuanm, Storia

document' ib i di Venezia, vol. i. pp. 148-9.

2 Shelley's accentuation is thus wrong :

—

Mid the mountains Euganean

I stood listening to the pwan
With which the legion'd rooks did hail

The Sun's uprise majesties!.
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graphy of a branch of physical geography, river capture, that may be

claimed by the geologist. Text and illustration give a summary of the

views set forth by Czoernig in the Mittheilungen der geog. Gesellschaft

Wienin, 1876. The Natisone and the Isonzo were in ancient times two
rivers flowing independently southwards, the Natisone past Aquileia into

the head of the Adriatic ; the Isonzo, farther to the east, ending in a

lake now dried up, the ancient Lacus Frigidus, which also received

the Wippach from the east, and had no superficial outlet, but was
drained through caverns of the Carso by the Timavo into the Gulf of

Trieste. A breach in the left bank of the upper Natisone carried its

waters to the upper Isonzo (the Idria), but the lake, no longer able to

contain so much water, gave rise to an outlet which, sweeping round to

the west of the Carso, captured also the lower Natisone, and led it round
eastwards to the Gulf of Trieste, leaving Aquileia deserted, so that it

was unable to revive after its repeated barbarian destructions.

THE MINERAL FIELDS OF THE FRANCO-GERMAN
BORDERLANDS. 1

By Prof. J. W. Gregory, D.Sc, F.R.S.

(With Skekh-Maps.)

Professor L. de Launay is one of the most honoured authorities on
ore deposits, owing to the exceptional width of his experience, and the

clearness and originality which characterise all his voluminous contribu-

tions to the literature of economic geology. The problem concerned

in the present war, which involves most fundamentally the material

interests of France and Germany, is the disposal of the mineral fields

in their borderland ; and Professor de Launay is the Frenchman whose
opinions on the mineral resources of that area will carry most weight
among geologists. His book is therefore of high present value, and as

his views are expressed with his usual eloquence and picturesqueness

they should interest and instruct a wide circle of readers.

At the School of Mines in Paris, Professor de Launay has main-

tained—not without protest—the two cases illustrating the minerals of

Alsace and Lorraine in the series representing the departments of France.

He has retained these exhibits in the full assurance that one day the

two lost provinces would be restored to France. This book vibrates

with the ring of triumph, as its author is confident that the long

expected day is now at hand. He foresees France at the end of the

1 France - Allemagne- Problemes Miniers- Munitions'- Blocus - Apres- guerre, par L. de

Launay, Membre de l'lnstitut. Paris : Armand Colin, 1917. Prix 3 fr. 50 c.

The sketch-maps illustrating this article are taken from Professor Gregory's Presidential

Address to the Geological Society of Glasgow, which appears in the Transactions of that

Society (vol. xvi. ). We are indebted to the Geological Society for the loan of the blocks.

—

[Ed. S.G.M.].
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war "triumphant, happy. We impose our wishes. "We impose them

completely. I do not consider any other hypothesis as possible, as

worthy of discussion" (p. 251). And the conditions that he expects to

be imposed include not only the restitution of Alsace and Lorraine, but

the annexation of sufficient German coal and coalfields to redress the

mineral deficiencies of France.

France is deplorably poor in coal, which, to use Professor de Launay's

happy phrase, is the true philosopher's stone. Germany, on the other

haud, has proved during the past fort}- years, by skilled and costly

enterprise, that she is the greatest coal country in Europe. An article

in the Contemporary Review (Dec. 1915, p. 771) remarked that ''in coal

Germany is the most richly endowed of European countries. The sig-

nificance of that pregnant fact does not seem to have been adequately

recognised.' According to Professor de Launay it was certainly not

realised in France, and he warns his readers that they will be dis-

agreeably surprised at the painful acuteness of the position in regard to

coal. His graphic statement of the facts should leave no grounds for

such ignorance in future. He shows how Germany by the discovery

and development of her coalfields bad been advancing to an economic

ascendancy which threatened to reduce France to relative impotence, and

to overthrow the maritime position of Britain. He traces the rise of

German coal production until, in 1914, it had become equal to that of

Britain, and must soon have become the greatest in Europe : and he

attributes the disturbed conditions of British politics to the economic

consequences of having been caught up in coal production. One passage

is so illuminating as to the French view of recent British politics that it

is worth translation :

—

"Let us then declare the truth. "When, after having just missed

reconciling France and Germany at Fashoda, Joe Chamberlain took

up that affair of the Transvaal, which seems to us nowadays to mark
a fatal turning-point for England, he was acting under a feeling of

uneasiness caused by the entrance into the game of German competition,

at a time when so many outlets were being closed by the progressive

emancipation of the new countries. From that time forth England
has been like a sick man who tosses and turns about on his bed. The
connection of incidents has been concealed by their complexity, but we
may duly set them forth in the following order :—development of German
collieries ; the German tendency to utilise their coal to increase their

exports ; colonial and naval aims of Germany ; decreased prolits of the

English competing manufacturers
; an imperialist conception, according

to which the group of British monopolist colonies ought to form a

common co-operative association for production and consumption ; a war
of conquest in the Transvaal costing milliards, resulting in damage to

the fowl which lays the golden eggs ; augmented taxation, demands and

disorders of syndicalist workmen ; an increase in manufacturing costs, and

consequently more industrial troubles ; on the other side senseless pres-

sure on the German industrial machine, driven headlong to over-produc-

tion by the abundance of coal ; the German necessity to conquer in

order to live : finally, such tension, on both sides of the North Sea,
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that the eternal Eastern Question was able to let loose an unparalleled

war from which, we cannot doubt, England will emerge entirely

regenerated.''

The French coal reserves are so small that she could take no part in

the great international coal race. She requires more than twice her

output of 40 million tons, but if it were raised to 100 million tons per

annum her coalfields would be completely exhausted in 150 years

(pp. 175-6). The author admits that the search for hidden coalfields in

France has not been exhaustive ; there are, for example, possibilities of

coal under the Paris basin, while the working at the known fields is

hampered by inertia, the ill-will of ministers, and restrictive labour

laws. He mentions various suggested remedies, but dismisses them as

palliatives, analogous to the injections of caffeine or inhalations of oxygen,

by means of which attempts are made to prolong the last hours of the

dying.

In aggravating contrast to the French deficiency of coal is her

superfluity of iron ore. The Lorraine ironfield, but for the war, would
now have had the largest output of iron ore in the world. Before 1871
it belonged wholly to France, and it was left to her by the preliminary

agreement at Versailles at the end of the Franco-German war. The
German geologist, Hauchcorne, however, pointed out to Bismarck the

potential value of this area, and France was persuaded to cede a strip

of it by the subsequent treaty of Frankfurt, in exchange for land of

military value near the fortress of Belfort.

Since then the field has been explored and developed. In 1913 the

German part of it yielded 21,000,000 tons of ore out of a total German
production of 28,600,000 tons. In the same year French Lorraine

produced 19,500,000 tons, out of the French total of 21,700,000 tons.

The largest and richest parts of the field are in France, which is

estimated to hold 3000 million tons as against 2100 million tons in

Germany and Luxemburg. As France has inadequate coal to smelt this

ore, increasing quantities are sent to Germany, and the proportion

reduced in France is treated with German coal. According to Professor

de Launay, the Germans began the war to annex the French portion of

the Lorraine ironfield, as its possession was regarded as indispensable to

the security of the German iron industry. The appropriate punishment

for this criminal aggression, says Professor de Launay, is to make Ger-

many " lose all where she sought to gain all. They threw themselves on

us owing to their gluttonous avidity ; as punishment they must be

made to fast" (p. 197). He insists, therefore, that it will be quite fair

for France, in addition to the re-annexation of Alsace and Lorraine, to

take sufficient German coal to secure her economic independence. He
proposes to annex the Saar coalfield as a " natural appendage " of Alsace

and Lorraine ; but the coal there is poor in quality and inadequate in

quantity. The extension of France across the Rhine into Westphalia

he realises as impracticable ; so he insists that the peace terms must

convey to France large concessions of Westphalian coal.

According to M. de Launay, iron ore occasioned the war, and has

guided its course, for he calls the battle of Verdun " the battle of the



Fig. 1.—Sketch-map of the German coalfields. The black squares show the important fields

and their relative output in 1910 (excluding lignite). The Lorraine ironfield is enclosed

in a thick black line. The black dots indicate the chief German potash works and the

cross the potash field ol Upper Alsace.
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ironfield." It is also to be the chief weapon in the coming "after-war,"

which is to be commercial and economic, yet longer and as bitter as

the present war. He holds that it will be necessary for some years

after the establishment of peace to prevent the export of iron ore from

Lorraine into Germany so as to "paralyse the German factories," and

retard their recovery ; and he declares that France must always be

ready to renew this boycott on the least suspicion of war.

That the Lorraine ironfield and the Saar and Westphalian coalfields

must be worked in co-operation is indisputable. Their relations are

illustrated by the following figures drawn from the article in the Trans-

actions of the Geological Society of Glasgow already mentioned (see also

Figs. 1 and 2):
—"The production of ore from French Lorraine has

increased from 5,282,000 tons in 1903 to 8,850,000 tons in 1908, and

in that year this field yielded 88 per cent, of the total iron production

of France. By 1912 the French iron ore production had increased to

19,160,000 metric tons, mainly owing to this field. The French reserves

of ore in this field are estimated by Nicou at 3,000,000,000 tons. The
iron ore reserves in German Lorraine, excluding Luxemburg, are esti-

mated at 2,000,000,000 tons. The total output of German iron ore

has nearly doubled between 1896, when it was 1-4,162,325, and 1912,

when it was 27,199,9-14 tons. The output from German Lorraine

during this period increased more than fourfold, viz., from 4,841,633

tons in 1896 to 20,083,236 tons in 1912. As Luxemburg is a member
of the German Customs Union, its output is usually included in the

German, and it has increased from 4,758,741 tons in 1896 to 7,492,870

tons in 1907. In 1896 the Lorraine field produced only about half the

German output of iron ore, whereas it now yields more than two-thirds.

Moreover, a steadily increasing quantity of the French ore is exported

to Germany, the amount having risen to 920,000 metric tons in 1908.

More than a tenth of the French Lorraine ore is now smelted in

Germany, as it is conveniently placed for transport to the Westphalian

-coalfield."

The Lorraine and Saar fields contain mineral indispensable to one

another, and in such convenient proximity that they must be worked

together, either by political changes, or by the industrial co-operation of

the French iron-owners and the German collieries. Professor de Launay,

however, clearly regards any such co-operation as inconceivable, and the

only solution is the cession of German coal to France. How difficult

agreement would be is shown by many of the author's remarks.

France is handicapped in her industrial competition with Germany
by one fundamental disadvantage—her limited and stationary population.

Professor de Launay tells us that on the Lorraine field there are 17,300

miners— of whom 12,000 are foreigners, mostly Italians and Belgians.

The deficiency of labour is less curable than the poverty in coal. It

might be thought that the re-annexation of Alsace and Lorraine would

remedy this deficit by a great increase of population ; but this would

not happen on the policy which appears to be now favoured in France.

Professor de Launay says that France must not be infected by Germans,

who must be expelled and expropriated from the lands annexed. He
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admits that this treatment will be unpleasant in families where French

and German have intermarried : but he trusts that those who are thus

severed from their exiled kin will find recompense for their sacrifice in

the honour of being French.

But is competition in coal and iron the best way to secure the prosperity

of France ? Professor de Launay remarks that the natural conditions of

France and Germany are so different that the two countries are comple-

mentary. Hence the two countries should develop on different lines.

France has the advantage of an unrivalled position for general commerce,

with great ports on both the Atlantic and the Mediterranean so that

both east and west are open to her trade, and through Algiers she has

an open gateway into Northern Africa. Her ports are connected by
magnificent internal waterways ; she has incomparably the finest climate

in Europe ; her rainfall is good, the soil rich, and it is tilled by a race of

supremely skilful agriculturists. Her people, with their intellectual and
artistic gifts, their courage and independence, are one of the most valu-

able assets in modern civilisation ; but they are not at their best when
working in the shackles of industrialism. Professor de Launay 's hopes

may not be fully realised. If so, his disappointment will be bitter, and
our sympathy with him keen ; but it will be brightened by the faith

that his is not the only way, and perhaps not the best way, to the

highest welfare of France.

A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SCOTTISH TOPOGRAPHY. 1

By the Hon. Lord Guthrie, LL.D.,

President of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society.

Some inventors of "labour-saving" appliances make money and

fame : Singer with his sewing machine, Cormack with his reaper, for

instance. Xow, dictionaries, encyclopedias, library catalogues, and

bibliographies serve the same purpose in the realm of books. But their

authors or editors seldom make their names illustrious, or line their

pockets with anything more than the copper needed for daily bread.

A popular author may owe his success to books, which he would never

have heard of but for the subject-index, the encyclopedia snippet, or the

bibliography ; but of these his preface contains no acknowledgment.

Mr. Cash, in his " Contribution to the Bibliography of Scottish

Topography," has rendered permanent and important service to Scottish

geography. His work will be supplemented. He modestly calls it a

" Contribution," and says in his preface :
" Obviously this list can make

no pretensions to completeness or finality." But it can never be

superseded. The book really breaks fresh ground, although many lists

have appeared of books dealing with particular Scottish counties ; and

1 A Contribution to the Bibliography of Scottish Topography. By the late Sir Arthur

Mitchell, K.C.B , and C. G. Cash, F.R.S.G.S. 2 vols. Edinburgh: printed for the

Scottish History Society, 1917.
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Sir Richard Iloare in 1815, and Mr. J. P. Anderson in 1881, published

catalogues of books relating to the topography of Great Britain and
Ireland. The idea was the late Sir Arthur Mitchell's, and began with

the modest intention to publish a topographical bibliography of his

native province of Moray. Sir Arthur thereafter enlarged his plan so

as to include all Scotland, with its islands : and, before Mr. Cash
became his coadjutor, he had collected a mass of unarranged material,

what Mr. Cash calls " a chaotic multitude of slips, thousands- in number.''

About 1901, Sir Arthur asked Mr. Cash's help, which, fortunately for

literary men, he was able to give. He devoted to the task much of his

scanty leisure, not only in holiday time, but when burdened with other

work, and conferred and corresponded with Sir Arthur Mitchell about
multitudinous details, till Sir Arthur's death in 1909. Thereafter,

Mr. Cash worked single-handed at an undertaking so immense that it

might well have absorbed the labours of a large number of workers. In

that case, however, while the number of entries might have been larger,

the work, as a whole, would probably have lacked the uniformity of

method which makes it so easy of reference.

A book of this nature might obviously be executed in many different

ways. The two prime requisites are facility of reference and the

minimum of repetition. In both these respects Mr. Cash's method is

amply justified. The book is arranged in two main divisions, Topo-
graphical and Topical ; the first volume deals with places and the

second with subjects.

In the Topographical volume, the division is by counties, with the

addition of three territories not limited by the boundaries of a single

county, namely, the Borders, Galloway, and the Highlands and Islands.

This county division is preceded by twelve pages of books containing

general descriptions of Scotland ; anonymous volumes come first, followed

by otbers, arranged alphabetically, according to their author's names.

Similarly, under counties, guides and general descriptions come before

the enumeration of books relating to towns, villages, parishes, and
districts. And, under the chief towns, the same method is pursued.

For instance, take Aberdeenshire, which is alphabetically first in the list

of counties. After books dealing with the whole county, we come, under

"Aberdeen," to (1) Guides and General Description; (2) History;

(3) Olden Aberdeen; (-4) University
; (5) Schools

; (6) Churches—22

in number; (7) Societies, beginning with '"Advocates, Anatomical, Boys'

Brigade," and going on through ''Freemasons." to "Shipmasters, Volun-

teers," etc. etc.; (8) Views: (9) Newspapers; and (10) Miscellaneous.

The second volume, dealing with subjects, is arranged under thirty-

one heads, beginning with " Antiquities, Architecture, and Art," and

ending with " Theatre, Tours, Universities, and Views." The number
of heads might have been indefinitely increased by sub-division. For

example, the comprehensive heading "Folklore, Manners, Customs, Etc.,"

includes Satan's Invisible World discovered, with the marvellous History of

Major Weir mid his Sister, Dean Ramsay's Scottish Life and Character, and

Allan Ramsay's Collection of Scots Proverbs, books which obviously admit

of more minute classification. But Mr. Cash has done wisely in framing
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his work on broad and comprehensive lines, although perhaps the General

Index at the end might have been more minute. It might, for example,

have contained such titles as Witchcraft, which are included under more

general heads.

Mr Cash's most useful book ought to be available to the general

public, as well as to members of the Scottish History Society ; and it

ought to be in every public library. Like Mr. William Geddie's Biblio-

graphy of Middle Scots Poets, issued in 1912 by the Scottish Text Society,

such books could not be published by private enterprise. Yet it is un-

fortunate that they can only be procured by or through members of the

Society issuing them. Mr. Cash has gone far afield, and has included

works in Latin, French and German, as well as in English. Most of the

entries are of published books, but he has ransacked as well the pages of

magazines, and the Proceedings of learned Societies. The result, con-

tained in 705 clearly but closely printed pages, represents an amount
of patient and highly skilled labour for which Mr. Cash will never get

credit from the public, because it can only be appreciated by those with

some experience in such work. Probably, had Mr. Cash anticipated the

amount of drudgery involved, he never would have undertaken the task.

The loss would have been great to many a litUratewr and editor, who,

thinking of the previously uncharted sea, will hold up his hands and
bless, not General Wade, but Mr. Cash.

Erratum.—" The Weddbll Ska.' On p. 251 of Dr. W. S. Brute's

article on this subject, the figures 1822 (line 12 from top) should read 1821,

making the date of Powell's discovery of the group bearing his name, 6th

December 1821.

PEOCEEDINGS OF THE KOYAL SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY.

Meeting of Council, July 19, 1917.

A Meeting of Council was held on the 19th July, when the under-
mentioned ladies and gentlemen were elected Ordinary Members of the

Society
:

—
Robert Findlay. Alexander Lawson.

The following were elected Associate Members :

—

Miss Kate Fraser. Charles O'Kane.

Miss Jean S. White. Robert H. Kinvig.

Miss Bella S. Littlejohn. Miss N. C. Buckley.

Miss Fletcher.
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OBITUARY.
DR. ROBERT BELL, F.R.S.

By the death of Dr. Bell, Canadian geologist and geographer, a promi-

nent name has been removed from the list of corresponding members of

the Royal Scottish Geographical Society. His father and grandfather

were ministers of the Church of Scotland, and he was linked by marriage

to a Stirlingshire family. From his father, who was an amateur
geologist, he inherited the bent towards natural science and love of

exploration which he displayed throughout life. Among the pioneers

of geographical research in the Dominion, he was a strong yet kindly

personality whose will power and tenacity of purpose never failed him.

Born in Toronto in 1841, he was educated at the Grammar School of the

county of Prescott and at M cGill and Edinburgh Universities, graduating

in science and in medicine at the former seat of learning.

His professional attainments enabled him to undertake responsible

positions in the Dominion, the duties of which were discharged with

characteristic energjT
. From 1863-67 he was Professor of Chemistry

and Natural Science in Queen's University, Kingston. He acted as

medical officer, naturalist, and geologist of the " Neptune " expedition in

1884, and of the " Alert " expedition in 1885 to Hudson Strait and Bay.

He joined the Geological Survey of Canada in 1857 under the Director-

ship of Sir William Logan, and ultimately became chief geologist and
director before his retirement.

As a geologist he was fortunate in his early life in receiving inspira-

tion from Logan, who laid the foundations of pre-Cambrian geology in

the Dominion. It fell to the lot of Dr. Bell to work largely among
these pre-Cambrian rocks which occupy such extensive areas in Canada.

His implicit reliance on the accuracy of Logan's classification of the

Laurentian and Huronian systems doubtless prevented him from appre-

ciating the value of later researches which led to modifications of that

classification.

The extensive topographical surveys which he made in various

parts of the Dominion as a basis for reconnaissance geological mapping
led him to take a deep interest in geographical questions. He surveyed

several prominent rivers, including the Athabasca, Slave, Beaver,

Churchill, Nelson, Winnipeg and Moose ; also some of the largest

lakes, Great Slave, Nipigon and Seal, together with parts of Athabasca,

Winnipeg, and the Lake of the Woods. The Bell River, the west

branch of the Nottaway, is officially named after him. The field work
by which he is best known is the exploration of the shores of Hudson
Bay and some of the rivers draining into that bay, the southern coast

of Baffin Land, and the hinterland adjoining the lakes of its interior.

He spent twenty-five seasons in carrying out his observations in the

Hudson Bay Territory. From his prolonged investigation of its physio-

graphy he became a keen advocate of the Hudson Bay route to Europe
from the prairie provinces of Canada. He maintained that the route
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was the shortest, and that it afforded a greater proportion of trans-

portation by sea with a shorter land haulage than any other. He
pointed out that suitable harbours are available, and that as neither

Hudson Bay nor Hudson Strait is frozen over at any time, they might be

navigated for several months each year. His advocacy of this route

extended over a long period. He presented his views on this question

to the Geographical Section of the British Association at York in

I860, and to the same section at the Winnipeg Meeting in 1909. The

latter paper was published in the Scottish Geographical Magazine, February

1910.

In the course of his field work he paid special attention to the

geographical distribution of forest trees in Canada. His official report

for 1880, published in 1882, was accompanied by a map, showing the

general northern limits of thirty of the principal forest trees east of

the Rocky Mountains. In a lecture delivered to our Society in 1897,

and published in this Magazine the same year, he gave an interesting

summary of the results of his observations. Some of the points in this

address are suggestive. He notes the approximate parallelism of many
of the tree limits to the general trend of the various sea-coasts, includ-

ing those of Hudson Bay. The present contours of certain tree lines

are in some way connected with conditions which existed in late geo-

logical time. He held that " any explanation of them must be involved

with questions of Pleistocene geology, such as the elevation and partial

subsidence of the continent, with consequent changes in the ocean

currents and in the temperatures of both sea and land ; also with the

shifting of glacial centres, followed by the presence or absence of ice in

certain regions at different times."

In recognition of his geographical achievements Dr. Bell was

awarded the King's Medal by the Geographical Society of London in

1906 ; and the Cullum Medal by the American Geographical Society in

the same year. He was elected a fellow of the Royal Society of

London in 1897. He received the honorary degree of Sc.I). from the

University of Cambridge. He was enrolled a corresponding member of

the Royal Scottish Geographical Society in 1888, and from time to time

contributed notes and articles to the Magazine. He died at Rathwell,

Manitoba, on 19th June 1917.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Europe.

Sugar-Beet in England.—According to an article in Nature the

numerous experiments which have been carried on for a number of

years in different parts of England may be regarded as having proved

that over wide areas sugar-beet crops fully equal in yield and quality

to those of the Continent can be grown. The difficulties in establish-

ing the industry here are chiefly economic, and are not now believed to

be of climatic origin. An experiment of a national character is to be
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carried out, with the assistance of a large grant from the Treasury, in

order to ascertain if the practical difficulties, which are chiefly con-

nected with the necessity for establishing the factories in a region

where a constant supply of the raw material is obtainable, can be

overcome. An estate of 5600 acres has been acquired at Kelham, near

Newark, and it is proposed to grow the beets on the estate, and to

erect a factory there to convert them into sugar. It is estimated that

the whole enterprise will involve an outlay of £500,000, but meantime
only partial development is contemplated.

Africa.

The Baharia Oases.—A correspondent of The Near East gives in

the issues for May 25 and 31a full account of these oases, based upon
an unpublished Arabic manuscript. The oases, it will be remembered,

have been recently occupied by British forces, owing to the fact that

they have served as centres of Senussi intrigue. The author of the

manuscript, Mr. Morcos Sidaros, is a Government official who some years

ago spent a year in this isolated region. During the period of his

stay Senussi influence was exercised exclusively along religious lines,

but during the Turco-Italian war, as well as during the present war,

it became of a military character.

The oases lie nearly directly west of Minia, and oan be reached both

directly from the neighbourhood of that town, or from either the

Fayum or Assiut. The author's route was apparently the most direct

one, and the waterless nature of the tract crossed, and the isolation of

the area, may be realised from the fact that sixteen camels were neces-

sary to transport him and his servant and their baggage, no less than

eight of these animals being required to carry the water-skins. Fifty-

two hours of actual travelling were required to reach the area at the

slow pace of the camels.

The arrangement of the cultivated lands in the oases is interesting.

They are surrounded by a line of hillocks, forming a kind of natural bastion,

through which passes lead to the inhabited area. The hillocks rise over

600 feet above the surrounding country. Within the hill girdle is a

pebble-strewn stretch of land, with certain elevations from which the

springs gush out. Their water irrigates belts of rich cultivated land,

which show everywhere the same arrangement. Nearest the springs lie

the dwelling-houses, this being. essential if the owners are to control the

water and obtain a supply for domestic purposes. Next, extending

northward, come the palm groves and orchards, for dates, olives, and

olive oil constitute the main source of revenue, and thus the trees are

planted nearest the springs. Further north occur grain fields, in which

rice is grown as a summer crop, and wheat with berseem (Egyptian

clover) as the winter crop. The grain is only grown for local consump-

tion, and is not an article of trade. The fields generally end in a

depression into which the surplus water flows, this depression being

again bounded to the north by hillocks of yellow sand. Owing to the

slope of the land the distribution of the water of the springs is an
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easy matter, and necessitates no mechanical appliances. The stagnant

pool at the extremity of each strip of land is, however, haunted by

mosquitoes, and would be a considerable danger to health were it not

for the intense heat and rapid evaporation of summer. At certain

seasons the pool is visited by birds of passage, who are caught in

ambushes by the inhabitants, and must form an addition to the food

supply.

Each strip of land is called a hatiya, and the hatiyas are fairly

numerous. Thus the Mendisha oasis contains twenty-three, and the

Qasr seventeen. The springs are both natural and artificial, the former

yielding the larger supply of water, and being more important. The

artificial springs are of the nature of artesian wells, with the dis-

advantage that the pressure is not sufficient to force the water direct to

the surface. It is found that the subterranean waters are confined by

a rocky layer, and when this is pierced by digging the water is reached.

In order to obtain it at the surface it is necessary to drive a sloping

shaft opening to the surface at the lower levels. These shafts are, how-

ever, soon choked by sand unless kept cleaned out, and the water

supply is feeble compared with the natural springs. Each hatiya has

at least one spring, and there are usually subsidiary springs in addition

to that which gives its name to the irrigated strip.

In addition to the lands which can be irrigated from the springs,

there are other fertile belts which lie too high for this to be done.

These are cultivated by the poor, who dig wells and obtain water by

means of the shaduf. Vegetables, especially water-melons and cucumbers,

are grown on these plots, and occasionally fruit-trees.

The orchards contain a considerable variety of the usual semi-tropical

fruit-trees, including the citrus fruits. But as the oranges and so forth

cannot be transported to the Nile valley at a profit, they have no money
value, and the surplus, after local needs are satisfied, is allowed to rot.

Apricots, on the other hand, which can be easily dried, form a consider-

able article of export. They are gathered in May and June, dried on

the ilat roofs of the houses, and then packed in baskets. These are

sold to the Arabs, who carry them to the nearest markets of the Nile

valley. After the apricots are gathered the rice harvest begins, rice

being the most important element in the local food-supply. The rice is

threshed by being trampled by cattle, and the straw is used both for

fuel and as cattle food. The dates ripen next, and as a great variety

of kinds is grown the gathering and preparation continue till Novem-
ber. Like the apricots, the dates are dried on the roofs of the houses,

and the best are pressed and packed for export. In connection with

the fruit-drying the aridity of the climate should be noted ; a shower

of rain may completely destroy the crop. In November the olives are

gathered. The oil is sold to the Arabs for their own consumption

and not for trade, and also to some of the fellaheen in the Nile

valley. During the intervals between the harvests the people collect

wood and twigs for winter fuel in the waste land and on the hillocks

surrounding the oases. Each family has a certain prescriptive right

to particular areas of land as a gathering ground for this purpose.

vol. xxxm. 2 A
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The land is worked entirely by tenant farmers, on a kind of metayer

system, but the tenants render personal service to the overlord in

addition, and are practically slaves, though traqes of a patriarchal

system remain.

Development of Kamerun.—A short article in the Journal of the

Royal Society of Arts for January 5 last gives some interesting facts

in regard to the German colony of Kamerun for the period immedi-
ately preceding the war. It will be remembered that in 1913 a con-

siderable tract of land, extending south to the Congo and Ubangi
rivers, was transferred from French Congo to Kamerun, this territoiy

having been named New Kamerun. With this area the colony covers

a total area of over 300,000 square miles, with a population of some

2,700,000, of whom only 1550 are whites. The natives are of Bantu
stock on the coast, and Sudanese in the interior. As in other parts of

West Africa the richest lands are in the interior, and transportation

difficulties have greatly checked development. The German authorities

have given a considerable amount of attention to road construction, the

longest road, suitable for motor traffic, running from Kribi, the chief

exporting port, to Yaunde, some 200 miles in the interior. Railway

construction has not yet proceeded far. The town of Duala (Kamerun),

the chief port by which goods enter the country, is linked by a line of

rail of about fifty-six miles in length to Edea on the Sanaga river, and

another line from Duala runs northwards some hundred miles to

Nkongsamba in the mountain region. There is also a tramway from

the port of Victoria to Buea the capital. In the interior, however,

away from the towns, native porters have to be employed, the rivers

being only navigable for some thirty to forty miles. The carriers can

only carry sixty to seventy pounds, and travel from twelve to fifteen

miles per day, so that it takes thirty days to travel from Duala to

Middle Kamerun, and another twenty to reach Lake Chad. Only the

more costly articles, such as ivory and rubber, can bear the expense of

this mode of transport.

In the first years of German occupation the chief products were

palm kernels and oil, but since 1902 rubber has become predominant.

In 1901 it was discovered that the vast forests of Southern Kamerun
contain the Kichxia rubber tree, and the natives were set to gather the

so-called silk or Lagos rubber which it contains. The collection of the

wild product was, however, not very successful, and soon fell off.

Previously rubber had been collected from the Landolphia tree found

in Northern Kamerun. A few years ago, as the value of Kichxia rubber

became apparent, the German colonists began to make plantations of

this tree, which being native can be planted on cleared jungle land at

little cost. Many plantations are now ready to come into bearing, and

it is probable that rubber will remain the chief export of the territory

for a prolonged period. In 1913 rubber accounted for about half the

total exports, but these do not greatly exceed in value one million

pounds per annum. Palm kernels and oil reach a value of less than one-

quarter of a million, while the rapidly developing cacao industry accounts
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for another quarter of a million. Thus immediately prior to the war
the predominant exports in order of importance were rubber, cacao, and

palm kernels and oil, the first two being in process of rapid expansion.

Bananas and other fruits were also being shipped in increasing amounts,

while at Victoria attempts were being made to grow various tropical

spices and flavouring matters, including vanilla and ginger. Before the

war about eighty per cent, of the total foreign trade was done with

Germany, chiefly owing to the existence of direct steamer services

between Duala and Victoria and Bremen and Hamburg, but about fifteen

per cent, was carried on with Great Britain.

The Vegetation of South Africa.—We have received a copy of a

paper by Mr. J. YV Bews, entitled "An Account of the Chief Types of

Vegetation in South Africa, with Notes on the Plant Succession,

reprinted from the Journal of Ecology, iv. The paper is for the most

part technical in character, but contains some points of general interest.

Thus it is noted that while in the British Islands soil and soil conditions

are the important factors which determine plant distribution, in South
Africa, where rainfall conditions differ notably, even within comparatively

small areas, it is the climatic factor which has most influence. The Cape
Peninsula forms a good example. Here within an area only 197 square

miles in extent, over 2000 species of flowering plants occur, these being

arranged in two well-defined sets. On the south-eastern side of Table

Mountain, with a rainfall varying between 43 and 63 inches, "bush,"
that is high forest, occurs, while on the north-western side, with a rain-

fall of 21-28 inches per annum, heath and maquis clothe the surface.

Similarly in Xatal there is always a contrast between the vegetation of

the south-eastern and north-western sides of the mountains, this again

depending upon rainfall.

Another contrast with the conditions which not infrequently exist

here, e.g. on moors or in pine or beech woods, is the rarity of plant

associations in which one species predominates. South Africa is rich in

species, and it is not uncommon to find half a dozen species of shrubs
with their branches intertwined and commingled. Curiously enough,

however, where the Australian wattle has been introduced and flourishes,

it forms pure stands, in which scarcely any native species can exist.

The wattle woods have no undergrowth of any kind. But in spite of

such conditions the author regards the plants of South Africa as gener-
al Iv resistant to invaders, only one or two introduced weeds having been
aide to obtain a firm hold. This, however, is doubtless due to the fact

that such weeds have been mostly introduced from regions of moist

climate, and are thus unsuitable to the region, while the wattle is

of course drought-resistant, and comes from an area generallv similar in

climate to South Africa.

The Population Of Egypt.—The provisional returns of the
decennial census taken in Egypt on March 6 last show an increase

of the total population to 12,566,000, as compared with 11.143,000 in

1917, a rise of 127 per cent. The figures do not include the Bedouin
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inhabitants of the desert or civilians, etc., in the military zone. The
most marked increase has taken place in the case of the large towns,

Cairo now having a population of well over three-quarters of a million

(785,000). Part of the increase in the town population has, however,

been due to migration from country districts. In districts where
irrigation has been most extended since 1907 the population has also

grown rapidly.

Desert Conditions in North-Eastern Africa.—Mr. W. H. Hobbs
contributes to the May issue of the Geographical Review, under the title

of "A Pilgrimage to North-Eastern Africa," an article of somewhat
unusual type. It is in part a description, illustrated by a number of

fine photographs, of a visit to Egypt, and in part a discussion of methods
by which a geological and geographical student may make a tour in the

area of such a type as to enable him to study desert conditions at the

minimum of outlay. A considerable number of details are given as to

the most useful books and maps for such a traveller, and the best routes

for him to take. The practical details are naturally now of less use

than in the pre-war period for which they were written, for not only is

the region at present barred to the tourist and traveller, but we have no

means of knowing how far the old conditions will return after the war.

Even as it stands the article seems to suffer from an attempt to combine
two standpoints, for it consists partly of the observations of an indi-

vidual, and partly of general recommendations to the traveller. But its

appearance is of interest, for it is a deliberate attempt to guide the

specialised as distinct from the totally unspecialised tourist. There is

little doubt that after the war the stream of travel, checked for so long

a period, will flow with increased strength, and it is very desirable that

travellers with geographical tastes should be aided to utilise their

opportunities to the best advantage. Papers of a similar type to the

one under discussion would be of great assistance to such travellers.

America.

Immigration into the United States.—An elaborately illustrated

article in the February issue of the X<i f «.„,i] Geographic Magazine gives a

number of statistics in regard to the immigrants which enter the

States every year. Recently a new law has been passed which will

exclude illiterates over sixteen years of age, who have hitherto been

allowed to enter without hindrance. Thus for the ten years ending in

1910, more than a quarter of the total number of persons entering the

States, or 2,238,000 out of 8,398,000 individuals over fourteen years of

age, were unable to read or write. So rapidly does this condition dis-

appear in the New "World, however, that in the same year there were

only 1,600,000 illiterate foreigners in the whole of the States. This

gratifying result seems to be largely due to the way in which night-

schools are organised in the great industrial centres in which the immi-

grants tend to congregate. The new law, on the basis of hitherto
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existing conditions, will result in the turning back of one-fourth of the

Armenians, two-fifths of the Serbians, Bulgarians, and Montenegrins,

more than a fourth of the Jews and Greeks, more than a third of the

Poles and Russians, and a fourth of the Slovaks.

To the present population of the States, Ireland has contributed more

than 4,000,000, Great Britain less than 4,000,000, Scandinavia a little

less than 2,000,000, and Germany more than 6,000,000. These

countries taken together have contributed more than half the total

immigrants since the beginning of the Revolutionary war. The great

majority of the Germans, however, arrived in the States before 1890,

only a little over a million having come since that date.

It is estimated that the country, excluding about one-third as waste

land, should be able to sustain 500 persons to the square mile, or a total

of 900,000,000 people.

Introduction of Rats into Sonth Georgia.—Mr. I. A. Luke,

who has recently paid a visit to South Georgia, gives in Science an

account of the effect of the introduction of rats. As a result of the

development of the whaling industry in the archipelago, which is carried

on in such a fashion as to yield an abundant amount of food for the

animals, they have become a veritable plague in recent years. Mr.

Luke notes first the natural conditions which prevail—the rigorous

olimate, which permits of an open season of only about three months, and

the dense growth of the tussock grass, which atone time supported many
rabbits, and perhaps some other mammals also. Rats, presumably the

brown species, though this is not definitely stated, were permitted to land

in small numbers from a sealing vessel about thirty years ago, and have,

as stated, since multiplied enormously. There are now nine whaling

stations on the large island, and in a good season several thousand

whales are dealt with. After the blubber has been removed the carcasses

are allowed to drift along the beach, and there are said to be several

miles of the huge decaying masses round the different stations. The

rats nest in the tufts of tussock grass and among the peat, and find in

the whale carcasses an unlimited food supply. They are now said to

number millions, and have made a well-travelled trail along the mountain

slopes, while they are a menace to the health and safety of the

inhabitants of the stations. As they have no natural enemies, there

seems nothing to check their reproductive power. Mr. Luke notes also

the possibility that their enormous abundance in this specialised habitat

may lead to rapid variation.

Dr. Hamilton Rice's Expedition.—We recorded here, in vol.

xxxii. p. 535, Dr. Rice's plans for an expedition up the Rio Negro. It

has proved impossible to carry out these plans in detail, and the war

news made it imperative for the explorer to return to the States at an

earlier date than he intended. His attempted ascent of the Rio Negro

had to be abandoned on account of the exceptionally low water this

year. The northern bank of this river, however, which has hitherto

been generally unknown, has been traced, and the previously unknown
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rivers Cuceras, Apiahu, and Curiahu examined. A beginning has been

made with the collection of material for a map of the Rio Negro region,

and other interesting data obtained.

The Flora of Canada.—We may note, without attempting a

general abstract, the appearance of a very useful paper with this title,

by Messrs. Macoun and Malte, which forms Museum Bulletin No. 26 of

the (Geological Survey of Canada. The pamphlet is illustrated by a
hue photograph of a prickly pear (Opuntia rafinesquii), which forms one
of the numerous southern species peculiar to what is called the Carolinian

zone, this being a small tract of land in southern Ontario, bounded
to the south by Lake Erie and to the north by a line running approxi-

mately from the northern shore of Lake Ontario to Windsor. It is

characterised by a hardwood forest flora which includes numerous
hickories and oaks, as well as black walnut, chestnut, and even, though
in smaller numbers and more locally distributed, such southern forms
as the cucumber tree and the tulip tree. It is worth note, however, as

helping to correct widespread notions about the climate and flora of

Canada, that cactuses occur also outside this region. Thus the form
known as Mamillaria vivipara covers large sandy tracts in the south-

western part of the second prairie step, i.e. south-west of Moose
Mountains in Saskatchewan, while the same species, accompanied by an

Opuntia, is found in the southern part of the third prairie step, where a

number of the plants show an approach to desert types. Again, the

south-eastern part of Vancouver Island forms a dry belt in which
Californian species occur. This area has a number of peculiar plants,

among which an Opuntia is again included.

It is noted also that the vegetation of the valleys and lowlands of

the Coast Range in Canada is almost sub-tropical in appearance, owing
to the long growing season, the high average temperature, and the

abundant precipitation. Not only do the conifers of the area reach

gigantic dimensions, but there is a luxuriant undergrowth, both of

shrubs and herbs, the latter including a number of beautiful species

grown in gardens here. The article gives long lists of species char-

acteristic of the different plant zones, and will be found of much value

to the geographer with botanical leanings.

Australasia.

Hartog's Voyage to West Australia.—In connection with the

article on this subject, contributed to our March issue (p. 120) by the

Rev. J. Bryant, a correspondent draws our attention to the fact that

the evidence for the authenticity of the voyage is stronger than might
be supposed from the summary given of Mr. Collingridge's conclusions.

The evidence is brought together in Heeres' work, The Part borne by the

Dutch in the Discovery of Australia, 1606-1765 (Leiden and London, 1899).

Thus there exists a chart of Eendrachtsland by Hessel Gerritsz, made in

1627, which was compiled from original reports by pilots. In the

locality in question, it bears the inscription 7 Jandt ran de Eendracht
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oj."jhedaen by Link Hartogs met't Schip cPEendraeht in October Ao. 1616.

This map was made seventy years before Vlaming's voyage, when the

facts were quite recent. Records show also that the Eendracht in ques-

tion sailed in January 1616, left the Cape in August, and reached the

East Indies in December, which seems to disprove the suggestion that

it was the ship referred to in the article as having reached Jacatra on

October 28 of that year. A letter from a Dutch supercargo at Bantam,

dated August 31, 1617, also refers to the voyage of the 1. . and

to the discovery, far to the southward, of various uninhabited "islands."

Lastly, a map by Philip Eckebrecht, printed at Niirnberg in 1630, at

the expense of Johann Kepler the astronomer, likewise marks
Eendrachtsland.

General.

The Routledge Expedition to Easter Island.—Last autumn
Mrs. Scoresby Loutledge read a paper before the Loyal Geographical

•Society on the adventurous expedition which she and her husband

undertook to Easter Island in a small schooner yacht in 1913-16. The
paper is published in full, with maps and illustrations, and a lengthy

discussion, in the May issue of the Journal, and gives fuller details in

regard to the expedition than have yet been available. The party were

absent three years and four months, and the boat, which was only of 91

tons gross, and had an auxiliary motor-engine, covered a distance of

about 100,000 miles, going by the east coast of South America, making
a number of voyages from the west coast to and from the island, and

returning vid the Society and Sandwich groups, San Francisco and the

Panama Canal. Some interesting observations were made on the

voyage, especially in the Straits of Magellan, but we shall limit our-

selves to the prime object of the expedition, the antiquities of Easter

Island.

The inhabitants consist of about 250 natives, of Polynesian race,

though apparently not of pure blood. The island is now used as a

cattle ranch by a Chilian company, and when the party landed con-

tained in addition to the natives the ranch manager and a French
carpenter, the only representatives of the white race. The island is

volcanic, being chiefly composed of sheets of lava, and produces an

abundant growth of fine grass, but no trees nor shrubs. The water

supply presents difficulties, as there are no surface streams, though
there are crater lakes. All round the coast are remnants of the famous
stone terraces or platforms, one type of which is adorned with the

remarkable stone figures characteristic of the island. These terraces,

now largely ruined, consist of a long stone wall facing the sea, usually

about 300 feet in length, and 8-14 feet in height. On the landward
side of the terrace there is a paved slope of masonry, and the wall is

inclined towards the land at each extremity, so that it consists of a

centre and two wings. The structure contains vaults in which the

bones of the dead were buried, while the bodies were exposed on its

surface. On the top of the central portion is a platform on which 6tood
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the images, which were placed with their backs to the sea, and thus

facing the burial-place. No complete statue now remains in position ;

they were apparently overturned by the victor in tribal wars. The
images vary in height from 12 to 20 or even 30 feet, and represent

sitting figures. Each figure bore a remarkable hat or crown, and they
have the peculiarity of displaying very long ears, being evidently

modelled from a people who extended the lobe artificially.

The statues are made of a soft volcanic rock, consisting of consoli-

dated ash containing lapilli. The quarry from which they were made
was subjected to a very careful examination by the party. It forms a
part of the volcano of Rano Raraku, which stands alone at the eastern
end of the island near the south coast. Here a very large number of

the figures occur in all states of completion, together with the stone

tools by which they were cut out. Another exceedingly interesting

discovery enabled Mr. and Mrs. Routledge to explain the existence of a

large number of scattered statues, which have been generally stated to

have been in process of removal from the quarry to the final position.

They were able to discover three old roads, approaching the quarry
from the south, north, and west respectively. The scattered statues are
fallen figures which once adorned these roads. On one of the roads it

was found that for a distance of six miles the figures had been placed

every few hundred yards, which must have given a most imposing
effect.

As to the origin of the statues and the people who made them,
great uncertainty exists : the present natives take little interest in

them.

In addition to the stone images, Easter Island presents another

remarkable peculiarity in the form of wooden tablets containing hiero-

glyphics which have not yet been interpreted, while the party also

found remains of a peculiar bird cult whose ceremonies were associated

with the image mountain, and which may cast light upon the origin of

the images. In the interesting discussion which followed the reading of

the paper, some of the speakers expressed the conviction that the present

inhabitants had nothing to do with the making of the images, which
may have been due to a Melanesian people, perhaps afterwards conquered
by Polynesians.

Personal.—It is announced in Science that Sir Ernest Shackleton,

who has recently returned to this country, has been elected to the

honorary fellowship of the American Museum of Natural History, the

highest scientific honour which the institution has to bestow. This is

in recognition of his Antarctic explorations and his heroic efforts in

rescuing the members of his party. Sir Ernest becomes the ninth

honorary fellow of the American Museum, among the others being

Roald Amundsen, Rear-Admiral Robert E. Peary, U.S.N., and Vilhjamur

Stefansson.

Meteorology and the Development of Flying.—A series of

letters in recent issues of Nature on aeroplanes and atmospheric gusti-
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ness are of interest as suggesting that the development of flying may
have a marked effect on meteorological research. The unsteadiness of

the air as it affects an aeroplane is described by flying men as " bumpi-

ness," and has very considerable practical importance. The gusts which

affect an aeroplane are especially those having a vertical direction* and

the indications of an anemometer may give a quite erroneous impression

of the degree of " bumpiness." Thus the air tends to be very " bumpy "

towards the middle of a hot summer day, with a light wind, and a sky

partly covered with small cumulus clouds, though the horizontal varia-

tion as shown by an anemometer may be less than three metres a second.

There are considerable practical difficulties in measuring the vertical

velocity as well as the horizontal velocity and direction of air currents

at a height. These difficulties can doubtless be overcome, but as one

writer points out the essential point is to find out the real structure of

the atmosphere and the causes to which this is due. Thus it seems

probable that the needs of the new mode of locomotion will lead to

increased attention being paid to some of the more difficult problems of

meteorology, with results which may well be scientifically important.

The British Association.— As already announced (p. 327

meeting of the General Committee of the British Association was held

on July 6. Other Committee meetings were also held, and a6 a result

it has been decided that Sir Arthur Evans shall retain his president-

ship during the current year, the Honourable C. A. Parsons not taking

up office till 1918, when it is hoped to hold a meeting at Cardiff. The
borough of Bournemouth has repeated its invitation to the Association

to meet in that town, and this invitation has been accepted for the year

1919. Certain grants have been made in aid of special pieces of

research, which it is thought desirable to carry on even under present

conditions.

The American Geographical Society's Gold Medal.—In the

Geographical Journal for July a short account is given of the presentation

of the Charles P. Daly Medal of this Society to Mr. George G. Chisholm

(cf p. 233). The presentation was made by his Excellency the Ameri-
can Ambassador, who said: "As the Lecturer in Geography in the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh, Secretary of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society,

and as the author of the Handbook of Commercial Geography, which has

gone through many editions, as the author of school books on geography
which have changed the whole conception of geographical science in our
time, and as the editor of Longmans Gazetteer of the World, you have
rightly earned the gratitude, which, I am happy to say, American
geographers, in common with all others, feel to you."

The medal bears the following inscription :

—" G. G. C, Scholar,

Teacher, Author. Through sustained research and broad generalization

he has created a world-wide interest in the geographical basis of

commerce. 1917."
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Commercial Geography.

Resources of the Empire.—The final Report of the Royal Commis-
sion on the natural resources, trade, and legislation of certain parts of

His Majesty's Dominions has been recently presented to both Houses
of Parliament, and contains some interesting facts in regard to the

products of the Empire. The Report is analysed in some detail in

Nature of April 26, and we note the following interesting list of materials

of which the world's requirements are mainly or wholly produced
within the Empire. Canada produces much the largest proportion of

nickel, cobalt, and asbestos, and, in conjunction with India, of mica.

New Zealand has a practical monopoly of kauri gum and phormium
fibre, and the Union of South Africa of diamonds and ostrich feathers.

India has a monopoly of jute, and the West African colonies yield the

major portion of the world's supply of palm-nuts and palm-kernels, and
the eastern colonies of plantation rubber. The Empire also produces 40
to 45 per cent, of the world's supply of wool, and more than 60 per cent,

of the total output of gold. But yet the valuable minerals are often not

worked up in the country of origin. For example, the United Kingdom
is largely dependent on outside sources, especially the United States,

for the manufactured asbestos which it requires, in spite of the Canadian

deposits, and Canada itself imports manufactured asbestos to an average

value of £70,000 per annum.

NEW BOOKS.

EUROPE.

Russia in Revolution: Being the Experiences of an Englishman in Petrograd

during the Upheaval. By Stinton Jones. London : Herbert Jones, 1917.

Price 5s. net.

We have here a narrative of absorbing interest in which an eyewitness

details the extraordinary events which occurred in Petrograd during the five days

of Revolution from the 10th to 14th March 1917. Mr. Jones had lived for twelve

years in Russia, had married a Russian, had travelled all over Russia and Siberia,

and had become fully acquainted with Russia and the Russians. He was there-

fore eminently fitted to understand and describe the Revolution, which not merely

shook Russia to its centre, but, by entirely removing at one blow the Imperial

Government, set Russia upon a new political path which it had not trod through-

out its long and eventful history.

The author asserts that while the Russians are " a highly civilised, honourable,

straightforward, hospitable, and gallant nation," it had "always been the chief

object of the old regime to advance its personal interests at the terrible cost of

suppressing the development of the nation mentally, morally, and physically."

Hence its employment throughout generations of the "terrible police of Russia,"

some of whose corrupt methods are exposed by the author from personal know-

ledge.

Mr. Jones
,
distinguishes between the Revolutionary Party proper and the

" Anarchist-Nihilist group, which is mostly recruited from those with unbalanced

minds or actuated by ideas of revenge." He also states that " for many years, the

majority of the leading members of the Russian Government have been, if not
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actual Germans, at least Germany's paid agents.'
1 Germany also "arranged that

the majority of the larger works and industrial concerns in Russia >hould be

managed by Germans, or Germans naturalised as Russians."

" In the abolition of that terrible drink vodka, Russia took her first step in

the direction of her own salvation." The people then became clear-minded, well to

do, and able to overthrow the Government and its German intrigues. The Govern-

ment attempted in the beginning of 1917 to force a revolt of the people by

secretly holding up supplies of food-stuffs destined for Petrograd, thereby causing

food to rise to exorbitant prices. The Government hoped that, as in 1905, it

would have suppressed the revolt with slaughter, and extinguished the revolution

of 1917. Things went very differently, however.

On 9th March 1917, the larger munition works in Petrograd were on strike,

and working-class processions were formed demanding bread. To its surprise, the

Government now met with the greatest defection it had ever known. The Cossacks

refused to lash and slash and cow the people. "Had they remained loyal to the

Government," says the author, "the Revolution could never have taken place."

Unlike the Cossack-, the police tried to ride down the people. The head police

officer was shot dead by a Cossack. On 12th March Tied Monday" the Revolu-

tion was in full blast. The police, from roofs of houses, poured volleys from

machine guns, killing large numbers of the people. The Tsar issued a ukase

dissolving the Duma, and the Duma declined to obey it. The soldiers refused to

fire on the people, who now carried red rla_rs and sang revolutionary song-. Then

the soldiers, having shot their officers, stormed the Arsenal, and armed the people,

who broke open the prisons and released the inmates who were mostly criminal.-.

Next they destroyed by fire both the prisons, the Courts of Justice, and the

police-stations, killing the men in charge. As the author remarks, this was by no

means, as some said, "a bloodless Revolution," either for the people or the

Government.

The author points out that when the revolutionary leaders took possession of a

room in the Duma building to discuss their plans, " these men were not of the

working-classes but were the real heads of the Revolutionary Movement. While

the mob hunted the police, there was brisk and deadly fighting. The author had

many narrow escapes amidst so much indiscriminate shooting. He took the

precaution of wearing a small Union Jack in his button-hole, and when challenged

by the mob, he uttered the magic word "Englishman," showed his flag, and all

was well.

"It is beyond question, says Mr. Jones, "that had only a few regiments of

troops loyal to the old regime been available, they could with very little difficulty

have cleared the city of its leaderless mobs. It was this lack of the necessary few

loyal regiments to aid the police that sealed the fate of the old regime." He adds
•" With Tuesday, March 13th, dawned a new era for the Russian nation.'' He -aw

two regiments of Siberian troops arrive, declare for the Revolution, and place their

officers under arrest, and remarks, " I was surprised at the wonderful order main-

tained by the soldiers." At the taking of the Astoria Hotel, however, a bloody

scene was witnessed, the Russian officers who occupied it defending it stoutly

while the mob stormed and sacked it.

The author is of opinion that if the Tsar had "made a clean sweep of the

entire Court, and replaced his old advisers by those chosen from his own patriotic

subjects, he would have been the most popular man in the whole Russian Empire."

Mr. Jones met the notorious Rasputin in a railway train and noticed his unkempt
appearance and his deep and piercing eyes, with which he hypnotised women of all

classes, including ladies of the Court. He was a most immoral scoundrel and was
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publicly thrashed by the Grand Duke Nicholas, whom the author absolutely
exonerates from any German proclivities, but who lost his command of the army
by the influence of Kasputin at Court. Mr. Jones warns us that " The greatest

danger of the new Government are the parties of the old regime and the police.

The mere dethronement of the Tsar, the imprisonment of the ministers, the killing

of a number of the police, and the elimination of the old police system, does not
mean that the old Government is quite dead and incapable of further action.

Although practically all the upper classes openly acknowledged that they were in

sympathy with the present new Government, they quite naturally find it difficult

to relinquish all hold of their former ideals and royalist views. The new order of
things will mean to such people numerous personal sacrifices, and they will without
doubt strive to regain power." He states that there are at present in Russia eight
distinct parties, viz., the Revolutionary, Soldiers', Workmen's, Jewish, Socialist,

Nihilist, Royalist, and Police Party, and he adds that if the Revolutionary, Work-
men's, and Soldiers' parties could combine, no other combination would be able to
challenge their position. " The object of the Revolutionary Party is the progress
of Russia. The Workmen's, Soldiers', Socialist,' and Jewish parties are out for

themselves
; they are individualists." In these words, the author furnishes a key

to a good deal of what has occurred since the Revolution, and which is summed up
in his concluding remark :—",At present, Russia does not know her own mind.
The people are too new to liberty to understand its uses, and to know how to avoid

its abuses." The volume contains several interesting photographic reproductions,

showing scenes in Petrograd during the Revolution.

The Future of Constantinople. By Leonard S. Woolf, author of International

Government, etc. London : George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1917. Price 2s. 6d.

This little book of 109 pages deals with a subject of the highest importance.

Mr. Woolf keeps strictly to the matter in hand, and sets forth his case with

vigour and terseness. There are two chapters, the first dealing with political

and economic, the second with strategical considerations, while there is added a

note on freedom of navigation for ships of war in the straits. The author is

strongly of opinion that the ultimate destiny of Constantinople after the war will

decide which of the opposing groups of nations has been successful. This is a big

statement, but an examination of the arguments set forth goes far to justify it.

Hence, then, the clamant necessity for settling the fate\pf Constantinople once

and for all in such a manner as to give reasonable security for permanence. We
need not enter here into the reasons for the importance of Constantinople except

to repeat that they are mainly, if not entirely, economic. It is upon a great high-

way of commerce. " Its strategical importance depends upon the use which can

be made of its geographical position for defence or offence in time of war." No
power has any legal or moral claim to Constantinople. It is a cosmopolitan city.

It is one of the world's trade centres. Therefore, the author urges, it ought to be

under international control. Has this form of government been tried already I

Lords Milner and Cromer assert that it has failed in Egypt. The author has no

difficulty in proving that international government in its true shape never existed

in Egypt. What did exist was international chaos. But he gives a complete

account of the International Commission set up to control the navigation of the

lower Danube, and shows conclusively that it has been entirely successful. The

Bosporus and Dardanelles are really nothing but navigable rivers. Their occupa-

tion by a single power, no matter which, would be a constant source of friction,

and would keep alive the spirit of imperial aggressiveness against which the allies

are fighting. The chain of argument in favour of international government for the
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straits we think is very strong. Since the hook was written free Russia has withdrawn
all claims upon Constantinople. We may have to wait a long time for the establish-

ment of the United States of Europe, and a still longer for a federation of the

world. But despite the obvious difficulties in the way of an international control

of a city as distinct from a waterway, the Peace Conference when it comes 'might
well consider in this respect the future position of Constantinople, and possibly of
Trieste. It is no argument to say that an International Commission would be
weak, and subject to easy conquest in time of war. If Constantinople were held by a

single power that power would almost certainly in the event of war either take or

be forced to take one side or the other ; while the power which violated the
neutrality of an international Constantinople would incur the obloquy and
enmity of all the other signatories. We commend this book to every student
of after-war problems.

ASIA.

The Intermixture of Races in Asia Minor: Some of its Causes 01 By
Sir William Mitchell Ramsay. London : Published for the British

Academy by Humfrey Milford. Price 3s. 6</.

This exceedingly suggestive pamphlet is reprinted from the / eedings of the
British Academy, its substance having been originally delivered as an address to

that body in October 1916. It contains both a general account of the original

settlement of Asia Minor, with a discussion of the probable sources of its population,

and a description of present-day conditions. We shall limit this notice to the

second half of the book, as being of must immediate interest to the geographer
and to the general public at the moment.

Sir William Ramsay emphasises the extremely diversified nature of the popu-
lation of Anatolia, the absence of intermixture between the different strains, the

extensive immigration which took place in the period prior to the war as the

result of territorial changes in the Balkans, and the remarkable fact that despite

this immigration the population did not increase. This last fact was well known
to Abd-ul-Hamid, to whose ability the author bears testimony. In so far as it

affected the immigrant Moslem population displaced from Europe, it was a matter

of grave concern to him, as constituting a real danger to the empire, whose army
has always found its best recruiting ground in Anatolia. The causes of the

decline of population are, no doubt, various, but disease due to dirt, disorder, and
general maladministration was undoubtedly very important. Sultan Abd-ul-

Hamid, as Sir William Ramsay pointed out twenty years ago, made it his deliberate

policy to stem the tide of depopulation, strove to unify the peoples of the country,

and allied himself with Germany for that purpose. He thought that Germany
was too far away to be an actual menace to the empire, while practically she could

be of enormous assistance to him. The lever upon which he relied chiefly as a

means of uniting the mutually distrustful Moslem sections in his empire was Pan-
Islamism, and especially the stressing of his own position as khalif, and thus as

the supreme head of the Moslem world. The increasing use of the term Osmanli

the author regards as a very important part of his method. The term, he says, has

now no racial significance whatever, but "it expresses and sums up all that exists

in the way of political and social unity and of loyalty to the dynasty." Before

the Young Turk revolution, the term Turk was in Asia Minor not regarded with

favour, for it was used as implying a certain amount of stupidity
; polite persons

used always the word Osmanli.

Sir William Ramsay's account of the later stages of the process of unification

initiated by Abd-ul-Hamid and their bearing upon the outbreak of the great war
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is extremely interesting. The Sultan himself, as has been suggested, encouraged

German influence, believing that the Germans would form useful tools in the

carrying out of his purpose. The Young Turks at the outset started with an

almost fanatical admiration for the free institution of Western Europe, and thus

with ideals opposed in every way to those of the former regime. But "the German

allies of Abd-ul-Hamid step by step succeeded, through the indifference and

errors of the free Western nations, in attracting a certain number of the leaders of

the new movement, and driving into exile, or bringing about the assassination of

others, and finally establishing their control of the forces of reform." The result

was " to substitute for Abd-ul-Hamid's Pan-Islamic and religious a national and

Turkish movement towards the same goal." But by this time Germany, thanks

to the intense enthusiasm and devotion of all Germans working in Turkey, was

deeply committed in Asia Minor, and fate was gradually removing the barriers

which had hitherto prevented that country from exercising serious pressure upon

Turkey. The formation of the Balkan league was a set-back, and Sir William

has no doubt that it was Austro-German influence which led to Bulgaria separat-

ing herself from her allies. " In the result there remained no hostile power

separating Germany from Turkey except Serbia, and the outbreak of the great

war in 1914 was a step in the consolidation of German influence over Turkey :

this Serbian impediment had to be removed at all costs, and the time seemed

favourable. . . . War with Russia was not desired for its own sake, but merely

accepted with a view to clearing the path towards the Bosphorus and Mesopo-

tamia. This was the step which Germany was driven to take by its immediate

interests and ambition, and any settlement which gives to Germany that chief

purpose will be recorded by history as a Adctory in the war, whatever be the price

great or small—that is paid for that victory." Further, as a result of German

influence and German methods—of whose efficiency the author speaks highly

—in Anatolia " a robber state of purely autocratic organisation is being

created, similar to that of the Mongols under Genghiz Khan and Tamerlane."

Unification and the disappearance of the old line of division between Christians

and Moslems is being attained by "the simple process of starvation, combined in

some cases with massacre," for everywhere "the Christians are dying of famine in

thousands."'

These quotations will serve to show that the book, by an author whose pro-

longed experience of the region entitles him to speak with authority, is of much

importance as throwing fresh light upon certain aspects of the Near Eastern

question. It contains much other matter that space does not permit us to discuss

here, and should be widely read.

With the Turks in Palestine By Alexander Aaronsohn. London : Constable

and Co., Ltd., 1917. Pp. 125. Price 2s. net.

Those apologists of the Turk who claim that " at least the Turk is a gentle-

man " ought to read this little book. It is the story of a Roumanian Jew, bom

and brought up in a Zionist settlement in Palestine, and who had spent three years in

the United States of America. Being impressed by the Turks he saw life in their

armies from the inside in all its callousness and corruption. Also he was able to

realise the complete domination of the Germans, and had occasion to witness the

fate of another "scrap of paper," the German guarantee of independence to the

Lebanon district, for that beautiful country was wholly in the hands of the

despoilers. Most cordial tribute is paid to the beneficent work of the American

Consuls in Palestine and the presence of their cruisers off the coast was "without

any doubt instrumental in the saving of many lives." Incidentally he bears testi-
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mony to the fighting qualities of their sailors in a street row. The description of

a visitation of locusts, the first in Palestine for forty years, depicts both the utter

devastation wrought and the hopeless fatalism of the Arabs. The narrative ends

with the escape of the writer and his sister under the American flag. It is through-

out told calmly and simply and must command respect as first-hand evidence

against the Turkish rulers of the land and their German masters.

GENERAL.
The Statesman's F< ar-Book : Statistical and Historical Annual of tht States of the

World for the War 1917. Edited by J. Scott Keltie, LL.K. assisted by

M. Eppstein, M.A., Ph.D. London : Macmillan and Co., 1917. Price 12s.

&L net.

The current issue of this annual has as usual a good series of special maps, of

which the most interesting, perhaps, is that showing the political divisions of

Arabia in 1917. This is accompanied by a short article on the country, which will

be found useful in view of recent changes. Another useful map shows the rail-

way -ysteiu of South America, and indicates clearly the increasing density of the

network, especially in the Argentine. The diary of the war is now brought up to

Miv I s . 1917, and certain additions have been made to the previous lists of books

on the war. On the whole, however, the volume necessarily bears the provisional

and incomplete aspect which has been imposed upon it since the outbreak of war,

and this in spite of the fact that it has been possible to obtain some recent infor-

mation in regard to enemy countries.

EDUCATIONAL.
The A Atlas of Physical and Politic 'phy. By J. G. Bartho-
lomew, LL.D., F.R.G.S. Oxford : University Press, 1917. Price 8s. 6d.

This atlas, which contains 96 plates, is especially designed for the use of

students, and includes a fine series of physical maps, as well as a number of other-.

To the geographical student a good atlas is ns essential as a text-book, perhaps

even more so, and that so excellent a series of maps should be provided at a price

which does not exceed that of a fair-sized text-book, is a notable geographical

event. Geography will make no rapid progress in this country till it is realised

that the student must handle maps as constantly, as systematically, as patientlv,

as the student of a foreign language must handle his dictionary. The publication

of the present atlas at a price which should put it within the reach of all those

specialising in geography, ought to help to increase the intelligent utilisation of

maps among these, and we hope that the atlas will meet with the wide support

which it deser

Another point which is becoming as clear to teachers of geography as the need
for the increased use of maps, is that atlases intended for educational purposes

must be a<l hoc publications, and not be made up of sheets which are mere reduc-

tions or cheaper modifications of plates from library atlases. The library atlas

must necessarily contain the greatest possible number of names, for it is intended to

be prim irily a work of reference, and those consulting it are quite often in search of

places whose general importance may be small. But for the student the important

should be stressed, even at the cost of the suppression of the unimportant. This

implies that there must be a close co-ordination between teachers of all grades and
mtp-publishers, so that school and college atlases published at any given date may
illustrate the most authoritative teaching of the period. This second aim is

sd to a notable extent in the present atlas, as is shown, for example, by the

number of good orographical maps, and the inclusion of certain special maps which
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will be of great use to teachers and students alike. Among the latter we note

especially two showing,- the one ocean drainage areas and co-tidal lines, and

the other equidistant coastal lines. Both are most suggestive, and bring out

points of great educational significance.

In some instances, however, we think that an even bolder policy might

have been carried out, both as regards emphasis and omissions. Maps of special

distributions should, it seems to us, be regarded in the general case as diagrams

constructed for a particular purpose, and therefore in their construction it is justi-

fiable to omit all that is irrelevant to the particular purpose, and so to stress the

essential points. "When the object of the map from the student's standpoint is not

kept in view, it may become actually misleading. Some of the smaller plates in

the atlas do not seem to us altogether to escape this fate. For example, the map
showing " Commercial Cultivation " of the world conveys the impression, owing

to one tint being used for the two crops of maize and wheat, that maize is grown

as a commercial crop in East Anglia. Now it is one of the fundamentals of modern

teaching that in this area there exists the wheat, but not the maize climate ; a

realisation of the contrast between the two types is essential if the student is to

grasp the peculiarities of the climate of Europe, and their effects on human life.

Some other maps, notably the industrial map of Europe, seem to us to contain in

the same way traps for the unwary. In certain of these cases a short note, such as

those attached to the sheets in Professor Yidal Lablache's beautiful Atlas GtHa-al,

which is of course a much more costly work, would have obviated the difficulty.

But though we have given rein to the instinct which leads those to whom
much is given at once to demand more, we must repeat that it is an imperative

duty for teachers to draw the attention of their advanced students to the atlas and

its moderate price. The Bathy-orographical map of England, and the Geological

map of Europe, among others, seem to us beautiful pieces of work. On the table

both of teacher and student the atlas should replace the German and Swiss

publications which have been hitherto so popular with both.
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THE DISCOVERY OF SILICIFIED PEAT BEDS IN THE
SCOTTISH OLD RED SANDSTONE.

By John Horxe, LL.D., F.R.S., P.R.S.E.

(With Sketch-Map and Illustrations.) 1

The discovery of plant-bearing cherts in the Old Red Sandstone of

Aberdeenshire has arrested the attention of geologists and palaeo-

botanists. It has thrown much light on the characters of the oldest

known land flora, and on the probable geographical conditions that

characterised the Old Red Sandstone period. This important " find
"

has been made by Dr. William Mackie, a medical practitioner in Elgin,

who, for many years, has devoted his leisure hours to geological

research. A skilled chemist and a keen petrologist, he has rendered

valuable service to Highland geology, for which he has recently been

awarded the Murchison Fund by the Council of the Geological Society

of London.
While investigating the isolated belt of Old Red Sandstone in the

valley of the Bogie, near Rhyme, in western Aberdeenshire, Dr. Mackie
noted, on its western margin, a narrow strip of silicified grits and
conglomerates with volcanic intercalations. He regarded these silicified

materials as forming a more ancient series than the normal Old Red
Sandstones and shales of the Rhynie outlier. He incidentally noticed a

number of loose blocks of dark chert lying on the surface or built into

stone walls—a rock which had not been found in place in that district.

In the absence of stratigraphical evidence, he naturally inferred that

the loose blocks of dark chert belonged to the silicified " Older Series."

1 We are indebted to the British Association for the loan of the block of the sketch-map,

and to Dr. Kidston for kindly supplying prints of the figures which form Plate I.

—

Ed. S.O.M.

VOL. XXXIII. 2 B
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In Argyllshire, cherts are known to occur in association with ancient

lavas among the metamorphic rocks of the Highlands. In Kincardine-
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Fig. 1.— Sketch-map of area in which excavations were made.

shire and in the Aberfoyle district, radiolarian cherts, probably of Upper

Cambrian age, form one of the interesting features in the geology of

the Highland border. In the Southern Uplands, radiolarian cherts of
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Arenig age, resembling in their mode of origin the radiolarian ooze of

the present ocean floor, have been of great service in working out the

stratigraphy of the Silurian tableland. In that region they overlie one

of the largest lava-fields in the British Isles, and, to the delight of the

field geologist, they cling to one definite geological horizon. Cherts

from the Old Red Sandstone formation in Scotland had not been

recorded. In view of this evidence, it seemed reasonable to conclude

that the loose blocks of dark chert might belong to a series older than

the Old Red Sandstone of the Rhyme outlier.

The next stage of the investigation shows the value of the micro-

scope in elucidating geological problems in the field. Numerous sections

of the dark chert were prepared and examined under the microscope

by Dr. Mackie. He detected in the micro-sections an abundance of

plant remains together with the remains of small Crustacea, which are

still under investigation.

The micro-sections, and the blocks from which they were cut, were

promptly placed in the hands of Dr. R. Kidston, F.R.S , who is one of

the leading authorities in Paleozoic fossil plants. He reported that

the plant-bearing cherts opened up a rich field of investigation, and

that an effort should at once be made to find the cherts in place, and,

if possible, to fix their age.

Under instructions from Dr. Flett, F.R.S. , Assistant Director, His

Majesty's Geological Survey, Mr. D. Tait visited the area and made
several excavations. He found the plant-bearing cherts in place, and,

from the sections laid bare, he inferred- that they are of Old Red
Sandstone age. The evidence, however, was not regarded as conclusive.

Hence grants were obtained from the British Association and from the

Royal Society, London, to pursue the inquiry under the supervision of

a British Association Committee. The detailed operations in the field

were carried out by Mr. D. Tait, and were crowned with success.

Several trenches were dug (Fig. 1) in the fields near Nether Ord, about

a quarter of a mile west of Rhynie village. A complete vertical section

of the cherts was exposed, and definite evidence was obtained that they

are interstratified with the Dryden Shales—the highest sub-division of

the Old Red Sandstone strata in the Rhynie outlier. Dr. Kidston

collected a suite of specimens, ranging from the bottom to the top of

the chert, which furnished a complete record of the history of the

plant-life of the zone. In the study of the plants Dr. Kidston colla-

borated with Dr. W. H. Lang, F.R.S., the Professor of Cryptogamic

Botany in the University of Manchester. Their conjoint labours have

resulted in an epoch-making memoir, published in the Transactions of

the Royal Society of Edinburgh (Vol. 51, Part in. No. 24, 1917).

Value of the Discovery to the Pal-eobotanist.

The existence of land plants in Lower Devonian time has long

been known. The researches of Sir J. W. Dawson in American localities

revealed more than one hundred species, nearly all vascular cryptogams,

the dominant forms being lycopods and ferns. Psilophyton princess is
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especially characteristic of the assemblage. Our Scottish types have

been described by Dawson and Penhallow, Reid and Macnair, and
recently by Don and Hickling. Contributions to the literature of the

subject have also been made by French and German authorities. But
owing to the imperfect preservation of the materials the study of

internal structures could not be successfully pursued.

In the materials furnished by the Rhynie chert band Drs. Kidston
and Lang have met with rare good fortune, for the structure of the

plants is in many cases perfectly preserved. The detailed study of the

micro-sections and the blocks has led them to the conclusion that the

zone of chert, measuring eight feet in thickness, is composed of a series

of beds of peat, which are separated from each other by thin layers of

sandy sediment. The growth of the peat was terminated by the infil-

tration of silica in solution supplied probably by ge}Tsers or fumeroles.

By this process the structure and contents of the silicified peat are

shown to-day very much as they existed at the close of the formation

of the deposit in Old Red Sandstone time, truly a marvellous

result I

Two vascular plants have been found in the peat. The most abun-
dant form has been named Rhynia Gm/rmerFaughani, after the late

Professor D. T. G-wynne-Yaughan, who, had his life been spared, might
have taken part in the investigation of the plants. The second form

has been named Ast&roxyUm Mackiei, after Dr. Mackie, who discovered

the original specimens. The published memoir, with its ten plates of

exquisite photographs, relates solely to Rhynia, and will be followed by
a later communication dealing with Aste.roxiilon.

The general organisation of Rhynia is thus described by the authors.

"The plant formed a practically pure growth, and its erect cylindrical

stems stood closely crowded. These stems probably attained a height

of 8 inches or more, and range from 6 mm. to under 1 mm. in diameter.

The plant was rootless and had no leaves, being composed entirely of

cylindrical axes or stems. Its lower portion consisted of branched

underground rhizomes attached to the peaty soil by numerous rhizoids.

Branches of the rhizome turned gradually or abruptly up and assumed

the characters of the aerial stems. The latter were occasionally branched

dichotomously and tapered gradually upwards. They bore small hemi-

spherical projections, which were more or less closely placed, without

apparent regularity. On some of these bulges tufts of rhizoid-like hairs

were borne, while in other cases the projections developed into adven-

titious branches, usually attached by a narrQw base. Some of these

branches appear to have been readily detached, and their occurrence,

free in the peat, suggests that they served to propagate the plant

vegetatively."

The silicified peat is largely formed of the prostrate stems and

rhizomes of Rhynia. In other cases the aerial stems are seen standing

vertically (Plate I., fig. 1), the lower portions being surrounded by the

peat, while the upper portions are embedded in an almost pure siliceous

matrix. A transverse section of one of the cylindrical stems shows the

epidermis, outer cortex, inner cortex, phloem and xylem (Plate I. fig. 2).



[Plate I.

Fig. 1.—Chert block showing stems of Rhynia. Lower part marks an old

land surface with stems lying horizontally ; in the upper part stems

are vertical.

Fig. 2—Transverse section of stem of Rhynia.
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The plant bore large cylindrical sporangia, which contained numerous

spores, all of one kind.

The authors have drawn a vivid picture of the mode of accumulation

of the series of peat beds.
" The whole history of the formation of the Rhynie Chert Zone, at

least of that portion from which our specimens were taken, can be clearly

read. One can in imagination see a land surface, subject at intervals to

inundation, covered with a dense growth of Rhynia Gwynne-Vaughani.

By the decay of the underground parts of Rhynia, and the falling down
of withered stems, a bed of peat was gradually formed, varying from an

inch to a foot in thickness. The peat was then flooded and a layer of

sand deposited on its surface. Again the Rhynia covered the surface,

and this process of the formation of beds of peat, with the deposition of

thin layers of sand, went on till a total thickness of 8 feet had accumu-

lated. After the formation of 8 feet of alternating peat and sand local

physical conditions must have altered, for water with silica in solution

poured over the peat bed and sealed it up."

The new facts raise interesting morphological questions, the discus-

sion of which is postponed by the authors till their investigation of the

second vascular plant, Ateroxylon, is finished. Meanwhile they have

compared Rhynia with the extinct Devonian plant. Psilqphyton prii

Dawson, and with the two existing genera of vascular plant?, Psilotum

and Tmesipterus, which are now restricted to tropical and subtropical

regions. These two existing genera resemble Rhynia in the absence of

roots and in other particulars, but differ from it in some important

points, such as the possession of leaves. The authors regard the exist-

ing genera of the Psilotacea> as slightly modified survivors of a type of

plant that flourished in early geological times, the most perfectly

preserved example of which is now Rhynia Gwynne-Faugha
Between Rhynia and certain of the specimens described under the

name Psilophyton princeps there are points of substantial agreement in

structure and points in which they differ. These two genera are

separated from all other vascular plants and are placed under a new
class, termed the Psilophytales, characterised by the sporangia being borne

at the ends of certain branches of the stem without any relation to leaves

or leaf-like organs.

Value of the Discovery to the Geologist.

The evidence described in the foregoing section has an important
bearing on the question of the geographical conditions that prevailed

during the formation of the Old Red Sandstone.

In Britain the great interval of time between the Silurian and
Carboniferous periods is represented by sediments of two distinct facies

;

the Devonian, containing a typical marine fauna, including corals,

trilobites, and brachiopods, and the Old Red Sandstone, yielding a

remarkable assemblage of fishes, eurypterids, and plants. The former

occurs in Devonshire and Cornwall ; the latter in Wales and Scotland.

The great development of the Old Red Sandstone in Scotland, with its
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conglomerates, red sandstones, flagstones, and cornstones, exposed in river

gorges and precipitous sea-cliffs, is one of the striking features in

Scottish geology. Ever since the publication of Hugh Miller's classic

volume on the Old Red Sandstone, much attention has been given to

the probable cause of such a wide divergence in lithological characters

and fossil contents from the normal marine type of the Devonian. He
regarded both facies as of marine origin—a view which is upheld by
Mr. P. Macnair.

The theory of the lacustrine origin of the Old Red Sandstone was
first suggested by Dr. John Fleming and developed by Godwin Austen
in his memoir " On the possible Extension of the Coal-Measures beneath
the south-eastern part of England.'' This view was supported by
Professor Rupert Jones on the basis of the fossil evidence, and by Sir

Andrew Ramsay on lithological grounds. It has been generally accepted

by geologists, largely through the researches of Sir A. Geikie, who
indicated some of the physical features of the old Palaeozoic continent

and gave names to the lakes in which the sediments were laid down.
At the beginning of Old Red Sandstone time the Southern Uplands

appeared as a broad tableland, and on either side of the Great Glen the

crystalline schists of the Highlands formed prominent ranges. According
to Sir A. Geikie Lake Caledonia occupied the central region between
the Southern Uplands and the Highlands ; Lake Orcadie extended from
the basin of the Moray Firth by Caithness and the Orkney Islands to

Shetland ; Lake Lome lay in the north of Argyllshire between Oban
and Loch Awe ; and Lake Cheviot included a part of the south-east of

Scotland and the north of England. A notable feature of the system
in central Scotland is the evidence of prolonged volcanic activity, the

relics of which are preserved in the Ochil, Sidlaw, and Pentland Hills.

According to Sir A. Geikie these interbedded lavas and tuffs point to

the existence of numerous vents along the lake or inland sea in which

the Old Red Sandstone sediments were deposited.

Another interpretation of the mode of origin of the Old Red Sand-
stone was advanced by the late Mr. J. G. Goodchild in 1904. He
suggested that the deposits of the lower division in central Scotland

were accumulated " under continental conditions, partly in large inland

lakes, partly as torrential deposits of various kinds, partly as old desert

sands, and partly as the result of extensive volcanic action." He further

suggested that the fishes of the upper division of the system " probably

found their way into the sediments from the rivers of upland origin,

whose waters were dissipated by the excessive evaporation when they

reached the lowland area." Dr. W. Mackie has reached a similar

conclusion that part of this formation was accumulated under continental

conditions.

In 1908 Professor Walther, in his volume Geschichte der Enle unci des

Lebens, described the Devonian continent, termed by him "The Old Red
Northland," situated to the north-west of central Europe, and extending

from Scandinavia by the British Isles to Canada. He compared the

climatic conditions and types of sedimentation in this continental region

with those now existing in the interior of Asia and Australia. He states
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that "often the sandstones lie on the steep-walled cores of the ancient

mountains, filling up deep basins, so that great regions of deposition, as

the lakes of Orcadie, Caledonia, and Lome, can be distinguished. One
should not conceive under that term, however, enduring bodies of water,

but rather wide basins surrounded by mountains limited by temporary

sheets of water, which converged to shallow lakes of variable area and

depth. These would dry up till the next period of rain filled them."

The deposits of this formation in the British Isles have been recently

discussed by Professor Joseph Barrell of Vale University, in an exhaus-

tive memoir entitled " Dominantly Fluviatile Origin under Seasonal

Rainfall of the Old Red Sandstone " (Bulletin of the Geological Society of

America, vol. xxvii. p. 345, 1916). He considers that sound conclusions

regarding the geography of the British Isles during this period depends

more on correct principles of interpretation than on the accumulation of

new evidence. Quoting freely from the official publications of the

Geological Survey and from the descriptions of other investigators, he

presents a new interpretation, based on fluviatile deposition in a conti-

nental region with a semi-arid climate and seasonal rainfall. This view

lies midway between the permanent lakes of the British geologists and

the permanent deserts of Walther and Goodchild. The essential point

in this theory is fluviatile deposition, spreading sediments over broad

and flat river plains, a form of deposition intermediate between torrential

and lacustrine, and distinct from either.

The description of the criteria of the modes of origin of sediments is

one of the valuable sections of this memoir. Some features, such as

ripple-marked, cross-bedded, and non-fossiliferous deposits, do not furnish

definite evidence of conditions of deposition, for they may be formed

underneath water or on river plains. The red colour of sediments has

been regarded as indicating seas destitute of life, terrestrial deposition,

a decayed land surface, a humid or an arid climate. Professor Barrell

maintains that the red tint may accompany any of these conditions, and

that, by itself, it cannot be considered a safe criterion.

He indicates certain criteria which may be helpful in interpreting

the origin of Old Red sediments in the British Isles. He notes the

methods of distinguishing between fluviatile and lacustrine deposition,

and shows that the shore deposits of lakes are essentially marginal, the

lake-bottoms for the most part being covered with fine clays and silts,

giving rise to finely laminated shales. He lays special emphasis on con-

glomerates as pointing to fluviatile and not littoral conditions. A broad

distinction is drawn between the deposits of semi-arid climates with

seasonal rainfall and the torrential and wind-borne deposits of true

deserts. The chief transporting agent in the former is rain, in the

latter, wind, giving rise to different types of sedimentation.

With the aid of these criteria Professor Barrell discusses the deposits

found in the various Old Red Sandstone areas in Britain, and draws the

following conclusions regarding the geographical features of the

period :

—

" In a larger view of Britain as part of a Devonian continent it

is seen to have lain between a sea on the south-east and a mountain
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system of unknown extent on the north-west. It was a region furrowed

with mountains and basins. But erosion in a region of strong relief is

so rapid that the uplands adjacent to the basins were kept fairly low and

the basins were in general maintained in a graded condition by the rapid

inwash of alluvial deposits. On these basin plains shallow lakes spread

at times but were inconstant in character. The greater supply of sedi-

ment came from the north-west, the direction of the greater mountain
system. Only the margins of this ancient upland remain exposed

above the waters of the Atlantic, showing now as the Precambrian rocks

of western Scotland and north-western Ireland.'"

Similar views have been briefly expressed by Professor J. W.
Gregory, F.R.S., in his volume on Geology of To-day. In the memoir of

the Geological Survey on The Geology of Caithness, Messrs. Crampton and
Carruthers have recognised the continental character of the formation

and the fluviatile origin of some of the sediments, though the existence

of lakes in a modified form is still maintained.

The discovery of the Rhyme chert band, revealing an old land

surface crowded with vegetation and subject to periodic flooding fur-

nishes a new and striking argument in support of the continental conditions

under which the Old Red Sandstone is supposed to have been accumulated.

The material presented in this paper touches geography in two ways.

It helps us to realise how some of the existing topographical features of

Scotland have been initiated in remote geological time. During sub-

sequent geological periods our old mountain ranges and tablelands have

passed through cycles of change and have been profoundly modified, but

they remain as memorials of an old Paheozoic topography. Further,

these investigations, based on the growth and decay of successive beds

of peat on an old land surface in Old Red Sandstone time, throw

additional light on the processes now in operation in the existing semi-

arid areas of the globe.

MOROCCO AS A FRENCH PROTECTORATE. 1

By Ralph Richaedson.

Whether or not the present European war originated in the defeat of

German claims on Morocco, the fact remains that France, Spain, and

Britain opposed these claims, and that Morocco is at present chiefly

under French, and partly under Spanish, governance. M. Victor Piquet,

well known for his works on the history of Northern Africa and the

colonisation of Algeria and Tunisia, has recently produced an import-

ant volume on Morocco, with an admirable map in colours, and three

other maps illustrating its populations, the estuary of the Sebu, and

the town and port of Casablanca. "This volume," says M. Piquet,

1 Le Maroc: Geographic . Ilistoire, Mise en Valcur, par Victor Piquet. Librairie

Armand Colin, Paris, 1917. Prix 6 fr.
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"appears during the European war. The Protectorate of Morocco

ought not to be overlooked during this long strife. France, surprised

in Morocco in the midst of her work of pacification, was compelled, in

order to maintain her position in the Sherifian Empire and to continue

her task, to put forth efforts of resistance and energy comparable to

those she had furnished in the principal theatres of the war. It is

thus that we should justly speak of the Moroccan front. The Moroccan

troops have been rarely at rest. They have conducted for many months

a trying campaign which, while presenting another appearance than the

war in Europe, has been not less hard. The war of movement, envied

by the armies confined to the trenches has, for the Moroccan contingents,

consisted in incessant compulsory marches during winter in the snow-

clad Atlas, as well as during the tropical heat of summer. They have

suffered, by fatigue and wounds, important losses which reinforcements

have not made good, and they have withstood frequently in all seasons,

and without yielding, the weight of the attacks of the enemy."

The work before us is divided into three parts—Geography, History,

and Administration. In the first part the author discusses the geo-

graphy, geology, climate, soil, watercourses, forests and cultivation, cattle

breeding, and industrial possibilities of Morocco, the area of which is

a little less than that of France. The geological structure of Morocco

consists of a vast plateau of primary schistose and granitic rocks over-

laid by secondary deposits, the chain of the Atlas being formed by

great folds of secondary strata, while this chain is enclosed like a girdle

by tertiary deposits. The peaks of the Atlas attain and exceed 4000

mitres 13,000 feet).

With regard to climate, Morocco does not, like Algeria or Tunisia,

enjoy a Mediterranean climate. Except in the north, it faces the

Atlantic. AVhile the eastern winds (Sirocco), which blow in summer,

raise the temperature, those from the west, which occur in winter, lower

it. In the interior, as at Marakesh, the thermometer in August and

September may register in the shade 40° C. (104° Fahr.). On the south

Moroccan coast the rainy season is from mid-October to mid-April ; in

the central region at Casablanca the rainy season lasts from the end of

September to the end of May, while in the north the dry season is

never free from occasional falls of rain. As we pass into the interior

the humidity of the atmosphere decreases. Snow falls from November
to April on mountains exceeding 1000 metres (3280 ft.), and the French

troops have had to make use of ski.

Morocco has, on the whole, certainly a great agricultural future.

The coast zone subject to the moist climate of the ocean possesses soils

of great richness, which encourage the highest hopes. At the same

time, there are soils which cannot be regarded as productive. M. Piquet

offers to the intending immigrant most valuable information on this

subject.

Morocco has been styled the " African Normandy " on account of

its abundant supply of watt r. It is a great surprise to a traveller arriv-

ing from Algeria to find in Morocco great rivers comparable to certain

European rivers, which offer occasionally possibilities of navigation.
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When the traveller realises the importance of the chain of the Atlas,

and the snows covering it in winter, he understands the origin of these

great rivers. Just as from the St. Gothard descend in three different

directions the Rhine, the Rhone, and the tributaries of the Po, so,

descending from the mountain centre of Morocco, we find the Muliya,

the Sebu, and the Um'rbia, without counting the rivers of the Sahara.

The climatic varieties of Morocco, those of plains, of plateaux, or of

high mountains, some temperate, others influenced by the desert, added
to the many different geological formations, give to the country a

peculiarly interesting character. This diversity in climatic conditions

makes itself felt in the flora, and especially in the forests. All Northern
Africa is a rich forest country. The French have long neglected this

natural source of wealth in Algeria, and are far from obtaining from it

what might be realised. Morocco is better divided than most regions

owing to the importance of its mountain masses. But it is not merely
among the mountains that we find immense forests, for in the Atlantic

plain, close to the coast, we discover the remains of important forests,

which historians maintain once covered the whole of the Maghreb (the

local name for Morocco).

In the high mountain area the cedar is the conspicuous species.

Cedars three to four hundred years old, 35 to 40 metres (114 to 131
feet) high, and 5 to 6 metres (16 to 20 feet) in girth, are not rare.

The oak is the most widely spread tree in all Morocco. The thuya is met
with nearly everywhere, as well as the carob tree, the gum tree, and the

ladanum cistus. But the flora of Morocco has one species peculiar to itself

in the argan tree (yielding argan oil), which covers the region of Sus,

and is found nowhere else in Northern Africa. With regard to shrubs,

the olive constitutes one of the principal sources of revenue. The
almond tree is found widely throughout the south, the fig tree occurs

in every garden, the walnut tree is very common in mountain districts,

while good dates are yielded only in Tafilet. Oranges and citrons are

carefully cultivated in gardens.

While wheat is an important cereal in Morocco, barley is the one

most developed at present. Maize demands abundant irrigation, but

on the moist Atlantic coast it can be cultivated without it. Maize and
sorghum seem capable of great development. Oats were formerly

unknown to the natives of North Africa, but have been introduced

successfully during the French Protectorate. Kitchen gardens are also

much neglected by the natives, who have prejudices against eating

vegetables, some declaring that potatoes give them the itch. They
confine themselves to growing plants to make dried vegetables, and the

chick or dwarf pea is one of the most remunerative of these plants.

The vine would do well, but is not developed, as the Mohammedan law

interdicts wine. Henna is one of the important resources of Morocco.

Cotton was once largely grown, and its cultivation, as well as that of

the sugar-cane, might be resuscitated.

Morocco possesses all the conditions requisite to form an incom-

parable breeding grownd for cattle. It has abundant and vast prairies of

strong and nourishing herbage, situated in valleys watered by neArer
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failing streams. Van Loo, a Belgian economist, estimated that these

grazings could carry about -40 millions of sheep, 10 millions of goats,

and 6 millions of horned cattle. This may be exaggerated, but travel-

lers and economists agree that Morocco could produce one of the finest

races of horned cattle in the world. At the same time, it is certainly

to the raising of sheep that Morocco must look for its greatest future

success. There are three varieties there, and at the chief market,

Berguent, 100,000 sheep are sold annually. The Morocco horse is

strong, but could be improved by breeding. Mules, goats, and pigs

could all be raised advantageously.

Turning next to the industrial possibilities of Morocco, we find that

each of its towns has acquired a great reputation in certain specialities.

Thus at Fez are manufactured the most beautiful stuffs, embroidery,

the finest goldsmith's work, and pottery. Marakesh and Tetuan are

the great markets for leather and arms. At Labat and Safi carpets,

coarse stuffs, and coverings are woven. At the present day there are

silk and cotton manufactories at Fez, besides pottery of a very par-

ticular kind, generally coloured blue. Although Fez is not the chief

market for leather in Morocco, it has not leas than three thousand

tanners.

Several local industries, especially weaving, will disappear in

competition with European importations. For a long time past, cotton

goods imported from England have competed with those manufactured

in Morocco. Local metallurgical industries will likewise suffer, but

leather manufactures will continue to prosper as well as those of

rugs and carpets. Embroidery and pottery will also hold their own.

While the fisheries of Morocco will develop as its ports are improved,

very little is yet known of the mineral wealth of the country.

In the second or Historical portion of M. Piquet's work, we find an

account of the Berber race which is now prominent in Morocco, and
once spread from the Atlantic to Tripoli. The Arabs appeared in

Morocco in A.D. 705, and entered Spain under Tarik, from whom was
derived the name of Gibraltar (Jebel Tarik). The Berbers of Morocco
came rapidly under the banner of Islam. After discussing the Berber

dynasties, M. Piquet describes the Sherifs who ruled during the six-

teenth and nineteenth centuries. The modern period of Morocco
opened on 8th April 1904, when by treaty Britain gave France a free

hand in Morocco, on receiving from France a free hand in Egypt, an
arrangement which enraged Germany, and which its ex-Chancellor,

Prince von Bulow, denounced as an instance of "two Powers disposing

arrogantly of a great and most important field of colonial interests

(Morocco), without even deigning to take the German Empire into

consideration." 1 Although the rights of Spain in Morocco were duly
recognised in it, Germany was by no means inclined to submit to the

Anglo-French treaty. By a series of dramatic strokes, she loudly called

1 1 • (London, 1914), p. 78. Germany has always coveted the French
Colonies. In July 1914 Dr. von Betliniann Hollweg, the German Chancellor, actually

suggested to the British Ambassador in Berlin that war might be avoided if Germany were
allowed to annex the French Colonies in Africa !
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Europe to witness that she had been dispossessed of Morocco. The
Kaiser's theatrical visit and message to the Sultan, the stationing of a
German vessel of war at Agadir in Moorish waters, the heated con-
ferences at Algeciras, all were employed by Germany to impress Europe
with the belief that her interests in Morocco (which were relatively

unimportant) had been appropriated. The only Power which sympa-
thised with her was Austria-Hungary, a subject empire.

The population of Morocco is much less than was formerly supposed.
It may be estimated at about four millions, whereof 450,000 are town
residents. Marakesh is the largest town, with 97,000 inhabitants, whereof
80,000 are Mussulmans and 17,000 Jews. Fez follows with 79,000,
whereof 9000 are Jews. There are in Morocco 150,000 Jews, half of

whom inhabit towns. The rest of the population is Mohammedan.
M. Piquet states that the population of Morocco is divided into

Berbers, Arabs, Moors, and Jews—all different, and often intermixed.
The Berber is the aboriginal race of the country, and is derived from a
mixture of two races, one brown, coming from Southern Europe, and a
brown race from the Sahara distinct from the black race. To these
brown races were added fair ones, originally from the North of Europe
and from Iberians. The Berber race speaks a language of its own,
which is not only a spoken but a written tongue, with an alphabet
termed the Lybian, and connected with the Semitic tongues.

The Arabs, with their Sherifs (or " descendants of the Prophet") are

descended from the conquering Moslems of the eighth century. The
Moors are descended from a mixture of Berbers and Syrians, the former
greatly preponderating. The Jews came to Africa at various periods,

the chief immigration being under Titus, when they multiplied greatly

in Tripoli. Like all non-Mussulmans in Arab countries, the Jews cannot
live in Morocco without paying a tax, the djezya, and they are also

placed in strict dependence on the Sultan in towns, and on feudal caids

in country districts. In towns they live entirely separate from the

Moslems, and enjoy a complete autonomy administered by the inaamad,

or council of seven members. The male Jews resident in towns wear
compulsorily a black dress, black slippers, and a fez. The Jewish
women, however, wear extremely gay costumes, covered with gold

embroidery. A silk handkerchief covers their heads. Many of the

town Jews have always traded in money and have made large fortunes.

Almost all the Jews profess an unyielding Hebrew faith, and strictly

observe its religious formalities. Even the poorest Jews speak French

well, and all the Jews are willing to accept the new Protectorate.

This brings us to the third and concluding part of the volume, the

Administration of Morocco introduced by that Protectorate. Taught by
experience in Algeria, the French Government preferred to govern

Morocco by means of a Protectorate similar to that which is established

in Tunisia, one founded on the maintenance of the Sultan, on the

restoration of the old machinery of government where its utility was

evident, while observing and controlling its working, and on the creation

of great new and indispensable public services. The treaty of 30th

March 1912 between France and Morocco established this Protectorate.
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By it the Sultan remains the sovereign of the Protectorate and of an empire

at present divided into two zones, and which will be divided into three

when Tangier obtains, according to treaty, a special regime. Morocco

is, however, one territory diplomatically, for the Kesident Commissioner-

General of France is Foreign Minister for all Morocco. The Sultan

appoints in the Spanish zone a Khalifa resident at Tetuan, who is assisted

in this zone by a Spanish High Commissioner. Although the Sultan is

an absolute sovereign and there is no representative assembly yet in

the empire, his orders are countersigned by the French Resident Com-
missioner-General. M. Piquet carefully details the manifold offices of

the French administration, and the reforms introduced both as regards

the land, mines, and finances of Morocco.

Turning to Public Works, the author remarks that rarely has so fine

a country been submitted to the activity of a colonising power. A vast

and fertile territory, slightly inclined towards the ocean and bounded

by a high mountain-chain which separates it from the desert. Morocco

is everything an engineer could desire. There is not a single place,

except perhaps the stony plateau of the Rehamna and certain outliers

of the Middle Atlas like the region of P]l Hajeb, which has not some

productive value. Great loans have assisted the public works, and

everything has been pushed on, including cartography, at the same

time as the pacification of the country, with unfailing rapidity.

Morocco is well supplied with seaports judiciously placed to serve its

different regions. The French Government has made a special effort to

improve the town and port of Casablanca (of which a plan is given), and

which, having a straight rocky shore and no river mouth, offered no

facilities for being converted into a seaport. Yet Government authorised

a scheme to cost forty million francs for this purpose, but the author

questions whether the traffic of the hinterland of Casablanca will repay

the cost.

Rabat was once a port of some importance, but the sand-bar at the

mouth of the Bu Regret is against it. The author considers that

Mazagan would be perhaps the most favourable point for the construction

of a great port. Safi would be a good port if its sand-bar did not make
it useless in winter. Mogador is at present one of the best ports, and
a project for its improvement to cost 1,300,000 francs was prepared in

March 1914. At Agadir also an important port could easily be made.

Tangier could be made a good port, but as it does not benefit financially

by the new state of affairs, it would need to rely on its own resources

(by granting a concession) in order to pay for construction. Five light-

houses are provided along the Moroccan coast, and cost two million

francs.

Ra will be a most important adjunct to civilisation in Morocco.

An international railway to be constructed by France and Spain will

unite Tangier and Fez. Leaving Tangier, which is neutralised, it will

pass through Spanish territory, and, entering French Morocco, will reach

Mekines and Fez. A military narrow-gauge line connects Uja (and

the Algerian lines) with Taza, Fez, and Mekines. Several other railway

lines are projected. In Morocco tracks take the place of roa<h, and one
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of the tasks of the French army has been the construction of roads with

their accompanying bridges. 1 Another necessity is the supply of wafer

for drinking or even for irrigation. Postal, telegraphic, and telephonic

services have also been established, and it is curious to note that the

first telegraph system set up in Morocco was a wireless one.

The cartography of Morocco is in a very advanced state, and probably

no new country has been so rapidly supplied with excellent maps. These
were prepared by the Geographical Department of the French Army,
which is admirably equipped for such work. M. Piquet expresses the

hope that the French equivalents of Arab or Berber names and even
of common words will become established. He instances discrepancies

in nomenclature between maps published under the auspices of the

Protectorate and official documents.

The Commerce of Morocco was in full force, and showed magnificent

progress when the European war began. It is satisfactory to add that,

after a short crisis, the economic activity revived, and that 1915 was
almost a normal year. The imports of Morocco in 1915 amounted in

value to 143,751,000 francs, and the exports to 48,680,000 francs.

The total was 192 million francs, against 126 millions in 1914, and
180 millions in 1913.

The principal articles imported in 1913 exhibited the following per-

centages :—refined sugar 20 per cent., cotton goods 12, corn 6i, flour 6,

tea 4^, stone 4|. Imports to Morocco were chiefly from the

following countries:—from France in 1913, 52f per cent., in 1914, 52

per cent, and in 1915, 55 per cent. From Britain in 1913, 21 percent.,

in 1914, 24 per cent., and in 1915 nearly 28 per cent. From Germany
in 1913, 8f per cent., in 1914 nearly 6 per cent., and in 1915 nil.

From Spain in 1913, 2h per cent., in 1914, 3| per cent., and in 1915,

5| per cent. From Belgium in 1913, 4 per cent., in 1914, 3£ percent.,

and in 1915 nil. More than half of the imports according to value are

annually landed at Casablanca, Rabat coming next.

Looking next at the exports from Morocco, we find that in 1913

France received exports of the value of nearly 12 million francs,

Germany 8 millions, Britain 5 millions, and Spain 4 millions, while in

1915 France took 32^ millions, Britain 12 millions, Tunisia H millions,

Spain less than a million, and Germany nil. The chief exports in 1913

were wool, eggs, skins, almonds, and barley. Previous to the French

Protectorate several thousands of oxen were annually exported to

Gibraltar for the garrison there.

The concluding chapter in M. Piquet's work relates to Colonisation.

In 1907, when the French first set foot in the Atlantic portion of

Morocco, there were in what now constitutes the French Protectorate

only 250 to 300 Europeans, these being merchants, managers of public

works, and workmen, residing chiefly at Casablanca. Europeans began

to increase after the campaigns of General d'Amade in the district of

i " Really excellent roads have been made, linking up the coast towns with one another,

and most of them with the trade centres of the interior."—"Germany and Africa," by

" Mallam," Edinburgh Review, July 1917.
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Shauiu. Italians and Spaniards took service as workmen in the har-

bour works, which acquired a hitherto unknown activity. Frenchmen
followed, either to obtain land in view of future agricultural colonisation

or to establish themselves as small shopkeepers and to supply the colonists

and troops at Casablanca with the most necessary articles. Englishmen,

especially from Gibraltar, and Germans, arrived to open offices' and

examine the country. The result was that at the end of 1911, on the

eve of the establishment of the Protectorate, some two or three thousand

Europeans resided in the French zone.

At Casablanca the increase of colonists attained unheard of rapidity,

the number of Europeans in 1915 reaching 31,500. The total European

population throughout the Protectorate on 1st January 1914 was

48,555.

Tangier, at one time a British possession, having been ceded by
Portugal to Britain in 1662, as the dowry of Katherine of Braganza, wife of

Charles n.,and held by Britain for twenty-two years, now occupies a special

position, and is neither French nor Spanish. According to the Franco-

Spanish agreement of 26th October 1912, "the town of Tangier and its

environs shall be given a special regime which will be subsequently deter-

mined." M. Piquet states that its future government has been discussed

by several Spanish, British, and French Commissions, but no result has

yet been arrived at. 1

The population of Tangier is about 54,000, of whom 30,000 are

Mussulmans, 12,000 Jews, 7500 Spaniards, and 3500 Frenchmen
(including Algerians), to whom may be added 700 Englishmen and some
hundreds of Italians and Germans. French is the current language,

and there are three French newspapers.

Like the geographer O. Reclus, M. Piquet considers that a great

future awaits Tangier, and that it ought to become a port of call of

the first class for east-bound ships. He thinks it ought also to take the

place of Gibraltar for coaling and watering vessels, especially since Algiers

now so largely replaces Gibraltar as a coaling station. He likewise

points out that Tangier is destined to become a charming place of

residence and to attract many visitors.

These prophecies regarding Tangier depend, for fulfilment, upon
its being in the first place supplied with a good harbour. As the present
writer found, it possesses only a wind-swept roadstead, which was
once partly protected by a mole erected by the British, which was
removed on their retiral from the scene after desperate fighting with
the Moors. A Scotsman, Andrew Rutherfurd, Earl of Teviot, when
British Governor of Tangier, was killed by the Moors in 1664. It*

was at Tangier that John Churchill, afterwards the illustrious Duke
of Marlborough, began his military career. With regard to the charms

1 "On one point all Spanish statesmen are unanimous : on the justice and the desir-

ability of restoring Tangier to the Spanish zone of influence in Morocco. They all believe

that, internationalised, Tangier is a fertile ground of discord and revolt ; its possession by
Spain would do away with all cause of disturbance. Tangier is necessary to Spain if she is

to continue the colonisation of Morocco. "— •'' Spain and the War," by Luis A. Bolin,

Edinburgh Rcvieio, July 1917.
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of Tangier as a place of residence, its atmosphere is delightfully pure

and bracing, and, provided the authorities could ensure law and order,

it would doubtless attract many visitors in winter and spring.

RUSSIA BEFORE THE REVOLUTION : A REVIEW. 1

By H. M. Cadell, B.Sc

At a time when all eyes are turned to the Muscovite and his great

and temporarily distracted country, a book such as Mr. de Windt has

just written is most welcome. The author's travels in the dominions of

the late Tzar have extended over some thirty years in time, and cover

no less than 50,000 miles of territory, from Finland to the Black Sea

and Caspian, the Arctic Zone and Behring Straits. Few, if any, British

travellers are thus more qualified to discourse on the vast Russian

Empire, which covers in Asia nearly 6,000,000 square miles, and

200,000 more in Europe. Mr. de "Windt speaks only of what he has

seen, much of what he has tasted and felt (and also smelt) among the

varied and queer races with whom he has lived in pre-war days. His

impressions are therefore those of an original observer who has gone

through many adventures in search of geographical knowledge, and has

suffered all the hardships of an intrepid explorer between the hot deserts

of the south and the terrible cold of the Siberian winter.

The writer does not profess to discuss politics, financial or statistical

matters, but his pages throw much important light on the character and

home life of many obscure sections of the community, and enable us to

outline a picture—not always a very pleasant one—that illustrates the

nature of the difficulties which the new administration will have to

overcome if Russia is to emerge unbroken and successful from the war

without and the recent political tempest within her huge domain.

The first chapter relates to Petrograd, which was, unfortunately,

founded by Peter the Great on a bad swampy site, and although the

population is now about 2,000,000, it has, next to Constantinople, the

highest death rate of any city in Europe. This is largely due to the

bad water of the Neva, which is all the poor have to drink. The city is

partly built on piles on an unstable foundation, and the cemeteries are

so often flooded that wealthy people are frequently interred in Southern

Europe, beyond the reach of inundations. Russians take every precau-

tion against the cold of winter, but they have no idea of providing

against the heat of summer, and have within doors a settled hatred of

fresh air. The reviewer once travelled in Mexico with two Russian

professors, worthy people in other respects, but who, in a tropical

district where the temperature was about 90°, insisted not only on

shutting every chink of window in their small bedroom, but on smoking

a pile of large and very strong cigars at intervals during the night, in a

1 Russia as I Know it. By Harry de Windt, F.R.G.S. London : Chapman and Hall,

1917. Price 10s. 6d. net.
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way that greatly upset the feelings and diminished the respect of their

British fellow traveller, and similar but far worse experiences are

related by Mr. de Windt at various parts of his narrative. The upper

classes in Petrograd have a pallid appearance, they indulge in no outside

sports of the British kind, and take little active exercise, but the lower

classes look aggressively healthy and robust, although they can afford to

eat little meat. The author does not speak much of the artisan class in

Petrograd, who have been lately conspicuous in the public eye, but his

general description of the gluttony and well-meant but overpowering

hospitality and home life of the aristocracy does not leave a pleasant

impression on the reader. One " trilling " mistake occurs on page 15.

The huge block of granite forming the pedestal of the colossal bronze

statue of Peter the Great was dragged, we are told, from a marsh

5 miles away, by 80,000 horses, and its weight is stated to be 15,000

tons. The real weight of the stone in question is " only " 1500 tons, and
no doubt the author has been likewise greatly misinformed as to the

impossible size of the cavalry division that he tells us was employed in

transporting it.

Moscow, the centre of Holy Russia, founded in 1147, is a far more
picturesque and interesting city than Petrograd, and here is related the

fact, not generally known, that the last Tzar narrowly escaped assassina-

tion by a well-born woman on the day of his coronation. Mr. de Windt tells

us how, after four months of incessant travel over the snows of Arctic

Siberia, he reached a terrible place, where the temperature is sometimes
60° below zero. Here he found fourteen miserable captives, one of

whom was The'isa Akimova, the attempted assassin of Nicholas II. She
spoke several languages fluently, and told him how she had nearly suc-

ceeded in throwing a bomb (in the form of a prayer-book) as the Tzar

was to have come out of the Cathedral of the Assumption by a particular

door. The secret police, however, had scented the plot in time, and
Nicholas, looking deadly pale, left by another door. There was a scuffle

for a few minutes, when, it appears, she was quietly arrested and after-

wards condemned to death, but was finally imprisoned for life in the

living grave where Mr. de Windt found her dragging out the end of her

wretched existence.

In this political connection an account is given in Chapter XVI.

of a night spent (at some personal risk) with an anarchist at Kharkoff
in Little Russia, which is interesting at this crisis. When Tzardom
exists no longer, revolutionaries can, for a while, carry on their activities

at large. Most Russian revolutionaries, we read, are " young people of

the better class, lured into the Socialistic net by old and experienced
agitators, who are actuated solely by mercenary motives, and who them-
selves keep safely in the background" (p. 178). The Russian youths
appear more precocious than those of other countries. A case is

mentioned of a deputation of school children who once visited the
editor of the Petrograd Bus, a liberal paper, and requested him to

publish their views on social reform, suggesting, inter alia, the substitu-

tion of " free love " for the marriage ceremony !

The revolutionaries' ideas appear devoid of all originality, clearness,

vol. xxxiil 2 o
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or depth of thought, and Russian Socialism, the author concludes, after

a long and varied experience, is in many cases taken up by young and

impulsive people as a fad. It is rendered attractive by its atmosphere

of romance, risk, and chance of notoriety which always appeals to the

young and immature mind, and is responsible for many crimes of violence.

There was among the political ex ;

a never any display of personal

animosity towards the Emperor or ny member of his family. Their

enmity was chiefly directed agaii the " Tchin " or Bureaucracy, and
next to it the priesthood, main embers of both these professions

having during the past few years been removed by violent means.

The terrorists in favour of assassination are now few in number and dying
out, and it has become apparent that political crime only impedes the

cause of reform. The vast proportion of the people are peasants to

whom Socialism has little attraction, and, if they are proportionally

represented under the new regime, the revolutionary but noisy element

will be hopelessly outnumbered. One of the author's friends declared

that the moujik was an ungrateful mortal, and related how two peasants

attended the execution of a famous Socialist leader from whom they

had received many kindnesses and favours. "He is to be hanged
to-morrow morning," said one, "let us go to the execution." "Why,"
said the other, "you don't want to see the poor devil suffer]" "Oh,
no," was the rejoinder, "but we might get a bit of the rope, and it

brings good luck !

"

Chapter v., "My Friend the Moujik," relates the impression on the

author of the Russian peasantry, for whose unbounded hospitality he

had often been very thankful. The Russian language, universal through-

out the empire, never varies, we are informed. Whether spoken in the

salons of Petrograd or in ice-bound Arctic regions, strange to say (and hard

to believe), there are no dialects, and the plebeian talks with as pure an

accent as the patrician, and a man's station in life is more readily

detected by his manners than by his mode of speech.

All the peasants' houses are built of wood, for the people regard

stone or brick dwellings as unhealthy to live in. The moujik generally

builds his house himself, and is very dexterous with his axe and with

his hands. Some years ago we are told (p. 36) that one peasant,

Telushkin by name, undertook for 80 roubles, alone and unaided by

scaffolding, to regild the spire of the Cathedral of St. Peter and St.

Paul at Petrograd. This herculean task was completed by means of a

little wooden saddle astride of which Telushkin sat hung on cords he

had himself suspended from the top of the spire, which is 455 feet in

height.

The houses of the people are nearly all infested with vermin,

especially the "tarakan," a kind of small cockroach, derisively called

" Prussak " or Prussians, and travellers are informed that nothing is of

more importance than a liberal supply of insecticide in Russia. The

moujik is described as one of the best of fellows in the world, a fact

greatly to his credit, since up to the time of his emancipation in 1861

he was practically regarded as an animal unworthy of the treatment of

a human being, and his condition was almost as abject as that of an
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African slave. He has now in less than sixty years become a decent

member of society. Some credit is due to legislation, and some to the

peasants themselves for suggesting the organisation of their " Mirs " or

village communes, corresponding in some ways to our Parish Councils,

where local government is carried out to settle village economical ques-

tions. The larger Provincial Council or Zemstvo is a sort of county

appeal court, corresponding in some respects to our County Council, to

which every litigant from the Mir has a right of appeal. The peasants,

who marry very young, have large families, but more than a third of

the children die under five years old (p. 45).

The landowners, as a rule, reside only a few weeks on their estates

in summer, and spend the rest of their time in Petrograd or Southern
Europe, and the local priest or pope is generally an illiterate person,

who formerly had a strong partiality for vodka which he is now unable

to gratify. He receives little or no stipend from the State, and, as he

has only a small piece of land for farming, his income is derived mainly
from fees for baptisms, marriages, and funerals, for which his Mock is

made to pay handsomely. The popes the author met were, for the

most part, unctuous and crafty individuals, like birds of prey, and the

local " tchinovniks " or government officials were equally objectionable,

mostly out to extort roubles from the peasantry. There is thus nobody
in a better social position to take a real and kindly interest in the wel-

fare of these poor people. The moujik is the soul of hospitality and
generous to a fault, but economical, and very fond of saving money,
even at the expense of his own ordinary comforts. But here we are

informed of a point that British manufacturers should carefully note.

The moujik's sole object in life is the improvement of his land, to

which he is so devotedly attached that if he were offered a life of wealth
and luxury in Petrograd he would probably refuse it. Although very
fond of hoarding, the most careful will financially cripple themselves to

bin/ good agricultural machinery, and after the war, when German influence

is likely to be largely eliminated, there is in this line of business
immense possibility of expansion in capable British hands. A vast field

here opens up for the enterprising British maker of farm machinery, but
the first thing he must do, and that when he is still young, is to sit

down resolutely and, like his successful German competitor, learn to

speak the difficult language of the Russian small holder well enough to
be easily understood. Enormous areas of unreclaimed land still exist in

Russia, and the possibilities of development, under an honest and intel-

ligent regime, are practically unlimited. The existing land can be much
better tilled than it is, and new agricultural tracts can be opened up all

over the empire. The sooner, therefore, that our traders learn to speak
Russian the sooner will they be able to occupy this new field, to which as
allies they will be heartily welcomed.

The moujik is likened to a giant with a baby's brain who is only
just beginning to realise his national importance, which is considerable,
seeing he represents 90 per cent, of the whole population. The backbone
of the Russian nation is the peasantry, and in view of the recent dethrone-
ment of the Tzar it is of interest to note that the author, writing before
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the Revolution, says the Tzar's most staunch and devoted subjects are

amongst these sons of the soil, and their allegiance to the Crown that

gave them their freedom is unswerving. The Revolution will be welcomed
by them in so far as it is directed against the corrupt system of bureau-

cracy and police oppression carried on after the German pattern, but
there is a sharp distinction between the servants of the Crown and the

monarch who wears it, in the eyes of the rural population. Such a great

section of the community is not likely to change its opinion all at once,

and it will be highly interesting to watch the attitude of the true
Russian people after the first blast of the revolutionary storm has sub-
sided in Petrograd and the deep voice of rural Muscovy makes itself

heard in the nation's councils.

The Russian Army is drawn from a population of 180 millions, which
outnumbers the German population by 100 millions. It increases by
three millions yearly, while Germany only adds one million to her popu-
lation ; Russian military service begins at twenty and ends at forty-

three, and about 250,000 men come up annually for enrolment. Russia
has in peace time three armies, those of Europe, Asia, and the Caucasus,

which in the aggregate amount on a war footing to about 8,000,000
men. "Ivan," the Russian soldier, is as brave as a lion, with a

muscular and rather surly demeanour, accustomed to meagre fare, and
passionately fond of music. Whatever he is told to do he will, even if

it means his own destruction, do it cheerfully. On a certain occasion,

near Plevna, it became necessary, at a critical moment, to move some
field pieces across a deep swamp, where no wood or faggots were avail-

able to make a passage for the guns. Volunteers were therefore called

for from an infantry regiment to serve this purpose, and a number of

men at once left the ranks and lay face downwards in the mud, while

several batteries galloped over their prostrate bodies, the guns and
horses crushing and trampling most of them to death !

"
(p. 94). In

point of numbers and valour the Russian Army is thus not likely to

fail, but there is still room for improvement in its organisation and
generalship.

The Russian officer is as brave as he is hospitable, but it is only

recently that he has treated his profession seriously. The Japanese war
was lost from the sheer incapacity and indifference of most of the

generals, and thousands of soldiers died of starvation owing to defective

transport and commissariat, and even now the latter is far from perfect.

The great improvement that has lately taken place is largely due to the

fact that champagne is now as rarely seen on a mess-table as vodka is in

the canteen, and the nocturnal scenes of regimental revelry and dissipa-

tion that the author has witnessed are now relegated to the past.

Russia cannot yet employ more than about a quarter of her forces for

want of equipment and munitions, and out of 18,000,000 men who are

available 12,000,000 are at present idle for this reason. The Russian

soldier never knows when he is beaten, and must eventually wear down
the enemy, who, in this case, is cordially hated by every class of the

people. The Japanese war, on the other hand, was a half-hearted

campaign, but it served to show where the weak points lay, and the
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present reforms that have been carried out—the one good result of the

disaster—are chiefly due to the personal efforts of Nicholas II In the

face of great opposition he deserves much credit for having dismissed

the old incapable gang of army chiefs and substituted younger, keener,

and more efficient soldiers, who were better paid and less likely to pilfer

from public funds, as their predecessors had been notoriously doing for

generations.
" With the exception of the more advanced Socialists, all classes of

society in Russia are now solidly united against a universally dreaded

and detested foe. Every Russian, of whatever creed or class, regards

this war as a purely national struggle. . . . Moreover, a moment's

calm reflection must surely show . . . that a nation which steadily

continues to produce ever increasing millions of men, and possesses such

inexhaustible wealth and resources, can never be really or decisively

conquered, either now or in the far-distant future." (Pp. 101-2.)

Mr. de Windt writes mainly of his personal experiences, and his book

is not meant to be an encyclopedia, as it is without an index, and the illus-

trations are chiefly of dismal snow-clad Siberian scenes quite unrepre-

sentative of the main theme. But it is one that should be read and

studied like all authoritative descriptions of Russian life and possibilities.

The possibilities of the Empire under a more intelligent, honest, and

energetic rule are inexhaustible. The Caucasus, for example, besides its

oil-wells at Baku, has undeveloped mines of nearly every kind of valuable

ore. The Caucasus, if better communications were opened, is accessible

on its southern side from the Black Sea along almost its entire range,

and besides its unworked minerals it has great tracts of valuable timber

to be exploited. Baku gets timber all the way from the Baltic, and
Batum imports it from Italy. British capital might therefore well be

devoted to the development of the timber supplies of the Caucasus for

the Black Sea market after the war.

These things and many others have been long noted by the wide-

awake Germans, who have spared no pains in pushing their political and
commercial influence into every corner of the Russian Empire by the

peaceful penetration which the great war has only now arrested. " It

was pitiable during recent years, to witness this great Empire help-

lessly writhing in the tentacles of the unclean octopus which cajoled

and fooled the Court, corrupted the army and navy, had its agents in

the Duma, dominated nearly every branch of trade and commerce, and
even, by dint of usury, bribery, and other nefarious devices, sought to

undermine the patriotism of the staunch and loyal moujik. I have met
these miserable German parasites everywhere, managing palatial banks
in Petrograd or running squalid grog-shops in the remotest parts of

Siberia, and marvelled at the tolerance and even kindness displayed in

both cases by generous and warm-hearted Russians towards these crafty

spies and emissaries, deputed to encompass the downfall and destruction

of the people whose friendship and hospitality they enjoyed "
(p. 231).

The Revolution is likely to produce inestimable benefit by the

elimination of this evil influence. " Yet,"' the author concludes, " I am
convinced that had it not been for the ex-Tzar's lamentable lack of firm-
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ness and inability to control a neurotic wife of pronounced German
sympathies, he would have remained the idol of his people until the day
of his death."

FURTHER STUDIES ON EARTHQUAKE WAVES.

By C. G. Knott, D.Sc, LL.D., Secretary R.S.E.

{With Sketck~Map and Diagrams.)

Nearly twelve years ago (vol. xxi.p. 569), in a review of the late Professor

Milne's book on Seismology, I drew attention to the remarkable develop-

ment of seismology as a mathematical rather than a geological science.

Largely through Milne's own efforts, the importance of world-wide seismic

surveys had become recognised by all nations. The investigator did not
require to be a resident in a so-called earthquake country, such as Italy

or Japan or the Caucasus. He could set up his instruments at any
point on the earth's surface, and ere long he was certain to be meeting
the earthquake face to face. Milne himself established his observatory

at Shide, in the Isle of Wight, and the Seismological Committee of the

British Association, under the able leadership of Professor Turner of

Oxford, have kept it going since Milne's death in August 1913.

Meanwhile the growing importance of seismological observations and
studies had led to the establishment of the International Seismological

Association, whioh met every three years at different centres for the

interchange of views and the voting of sums to definite lines of research.

The last Congress met in Manchester in July 1911, under the presidency

of Professor Schuster. Seismologists from all countries gathered

together ; and it chanced that the most distinguished workers in the

subject met each other in this friendly concourse. To name but a few
;

there was the great pioneer himself, John Milne ; there was Prince

Galitzin, whose seismometers are second to none for the accuracy of

their records ; there was Professor Wiechert, whose papers in conjunc-

tion with the late Dr. Zoppritz are among the most valuable communica-
tions of the last ten years ; there was Professor Omori of Japan, whose
unwearied labours have shed much light on the behaviour of after-

shocks ; and many others who, directly or indirectly, have increased our

knowledge of the earth as a body subject to change.

At the final social gathering of this Congress, Prince Galitzin, the

President-elect for the next three years, proposed, in a racy English

speech, the health of John Milne, as the one who had led the way into

the unknown fields of seismological research. Milne's reply was one of

the features of the meeting—reminiscent, humorous, genial. Yet we
all knew that at the back of his mind he cared not for this International

Association, with its central bureau at Strassburg. He held it a

grievance that this country should have subsidised an International

Council, and yet had never found it necessary to support the one great

central agency which, with the help of the British Association, he
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had established at Shide. Wherever the British flag fluttered in the

breeze, there a Milne seismometer had been established to catch the

faint flutters of far distant earthquakes. Of course it is the old story.

For the sake of scientific research in itself, our wise statesmen would
have none of it ; but when international politics had a look in. then

money was found for the Strassburg Bureau.

However, it was a most enjoyable Congress in 1911. Very valuable

papers were read ; important votes were made of funds for definite

purposes ; the University and the city of Manchester treated us kindly ;

and after the Congress had finished its deliberations. Sir Napier Shaw
gathered a goodly company under his personal guidance, and by train

and motor car took us to Eskdalemuir to view the Observatory, and
especially the Galitzin seismometers.

The next Congress was to have been held in September of 1914
;

but this, alas, was prevented by the nation which plumes itself on its

scientific culture, and within whose territory Strassburg still lies. The
place of meeting was what was then known as St. Petersburg, where

Prince Galitzin had his seismological laboratory. The invitations had
been sent out, and many were looking forward to a delightful experience

of Russian hospitality, as well as a renewed discussion of the profound

mysteries of the earth's interior, when—crack went the assassin's pistol,

and a veritable Teutonic earthquake convulsed Europe. Like all large

earthquakes, its tremors are felt to the uttermost bounds of earth.

It was grievous that such a cause should wreck the endeavour for

international interchange of thought ; but probably many of us felt a

more individual grief when, within a year after the outbreak of war.

Prince Galitzin died. His death removed one of the most conspicuous

and most successful workers at the problem of tracing an earthquake to

its origin from a study of the records of tremors at any one station far

distant from the source of the disturbance.

The outbreak of the war in 1914 totally disorganised the Inter-

national Seismological Association. Fortunately, in the widespread

distribution of stations which Milne established, there existed an

organisation closely approximating to an international character
;
and

good work could still be done in spite of the inaccessibility of the Central

European records. Since Milne's death the work of the Shide Observa-

tory has been carried on with great efficiency under the superintendence

of Professor H. H. Turner : and the Reports presented to the British

Association contain important developments and interesting suggestions

for new lines Jof research. I propose to discuss briefly some of the

problems attacked in these Reports, as well as other aspects of the va6t

question of the structure of the earth.

These may be treated under two headings : first, the improvement
of the instruments for recording the tremors due to distant earth-

quakes; second, the discussion of the available records.

It may be well to recall at the outset what a seismometer does, and
what the general character of an earthquake record is. A seismometer
is an instrument suspended or supported in a framework fixed to the

earth in such a way as to behave like a "steady point" when the earth
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moves. Attached to the steady point is a lever, whose movements

relative to the earth are recorded automatically on a steadily moving

surface, in most cases a strip of paper, on which rests the end of a fine

pen in connection with the lever. In Milne's instruments the record is

obtained photographically by means of a light thrown through a hole or

slit at the end of the lever or "boom," and focussed on a moving strip

of sensitised paper. To obtain a complete record of the relative move-
ment of earth and seismometer, three instruments are needed, two for

the N.S. and E.W. components of the horizontal movement, and one for

the vertical movement.
The Milne instrument as supplied to the many stations established

by the Committee of the British Association all over the world, records

only the horizontal movements. It is a simple type of horizontal

pendulum which may be briefly described as a horizontal rod suitably

weighted, bearing on a pivot point at one end, and supported by a

slanting wire, whose upper end is fixed to a point in the framework
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nearly in the same vertical as the pivot point. The pendulum rod is

continued outwards as a long boom, bearing at its far end the slit

through which the beam of light is directed towards the sensitised

paper. Any slight relative movement of earth and steady point is

magnified by the attached long boom. The framework is adjusted by
levelling screws until the periodic time of the free swing of the boom is

about seventeen or eighteen seconds.

The boom of one instrument lies E. and W., and records the N.S.

component of relative motion ; that of the other lies N. and S., and

records the E.W. component of motion. When a station is provided

with only one instrument it is set so as to record the E.W. movement.

When there are two instruments their records are taken side by side on

the moving strip of paper.

The merits of the Milne instrument as compared with other forms of

horizontal pendulum are given concisely in the British Association

Report for 1914 in these words :

—

"Extreme lightness and compactness characterise it, and no simpler

method of optical registration could well be devised. No expensive

lenses are needed, and, with the exception of a few parts of the
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mechanism, no specially high-class work is required in manufacture.

The whole of the apparatus is self-contained, and does not take up much

floor space."

All types of instruments agree in giving the same kind of earthquake

record, the main features of which are reproduced in the preceding

figure (after Omori).

The record begins with a, the first preliminary tremor, hereafter

represented by the letter P (for Primary). In a few minutes a

sudden increase of motion is shown at the point b, and this marks the

advent of the second preliminary tremor, represented by the letter S.

Following these we have the large waves beginning at e, attaining a

maximum and then gradually falling off to the end. In the present

article the discussion will be restricted mainly to the P and S tremors

and their reflexions.

As established by Oldham and Milne seventeen years ago, the laws

governing the transmission of the P and S tremors on the one hand,

and of the large waves on the other, are markedly different. The

rapidly growing mass of statistics and the improvement of seismometers

have not altered the main facts then established. The distinction

between the preliminary tremors and the large waves has been proved

beyond all possibility of dispute. The large waves travel round the

surface of the earth with a constant speed which has been variously

estimated according to the particular part of the large wave record

which has been under contemplation. In the recent set of Tables

compiled by Dr. Klotz of Ottawa the speed is given as 3 8 kilometres

per second (236 miles per second) and refers to the advent of the large

waves, and not to their maximum.
This simple law of arcual transmission is not satisfied by the P and

S waves. To show this it is sufficient to reproduce, with more recent

data, the following table from my book on the Physics of Earthquake

Phenomena (1908), p. 225. It also gives an epitome sufficient for present

purposes of the times of transit of the P and S curves as given in the

Bulletins of the Seismological Committee of the British Association.

They are practically identical with the tables prepared by Wiechert and

Zoppritz in 1907. The main purpose of the short table here given is to

compare the chordal and arcual speeds of the J' and S waves. The arcs

are expressed in radians, the chords in earth-radius, and the times in

minutes. Hence the speeds are in earth-radius per minute :

—

Arc.
Degrees.
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It is obvious at a glance that the P and S tremors do not pass along

the surface, since the arcual speeds steadily increase with the length of the

arc. The chordal speeds also increase with distance, but not so rapidly.

Moreover they tend towards a constant value for the greater distances.

Hence the P and S tremors pass neither along the surface nor along the

chords ; but their paths approximate to the chords as the distances

increase. Those P and S tremors which appear at far distant stations pass

across the body of the earth. Those which appear at nearer stations

pass by curved paths which come nearer to the chordal position than to

the arcual position.

These facts were the basis for the next advance in the theory of

seismic waves, the general nature of which will be found in the Physics

of Earthquake Phenomena, Chapter XII. It will suffice to recapitulate a

few of the leading conclusions.

The P and S tremors are universally accepted as the compressional

and distortional waves started by the earthquake cataclysm and pro

pagated by brachystochronic paths through the body of the earth.

What the seismometer at any station measures is the disturbance at the

surface due to the outcrop of these waves.

On account of the greater velocity of the compressional or P wave
the interval of time between the arrival of the P and S waves will

become longer with increasing distance of the station from the earth-

quake focus. From his early statistics Milne drew up a table giving the

relation between this time interval and the arc between the epicentre

and the station of observation. Now any good seismogram will show
this interval, which is simply the length a b in the diagram expressed in

minutes. This single measurement determines the arcual distance of

the epicentre from the station of observation. The epicentre must
therefore lie on the small circle drawn on the earth's surface with the

station of observation as its centre and the arc corresponding to the time

interval (S—P) as its arcual radius. From his knowledge of where
earthquakes usually had their origins Milne was often able to locate the

epicentre from this one observation.

When the corresponding datum from the record at another station

is obtained another small circle with this station as centre can be drawn
on the terrestrial globe, intersecting the former circle at two points, one

of which will be the epicentre. The record from a third station should

fix the position of the epicentre indisputably.

To quote again from the British Association Report of 1914 :

—

" The Milne type of instrument is very sensitive as a mere seismo-

scope. With the exception of very faint movements indeed, some record

of a distant quake can always be obtained by it ; this is due to the

absence of damping and almost entire absence of solid friction ; by

altering the period of oscillation of the boom we may make it particu-

larly sensitive to any wave-period desired."

Owing to the absence of damping and the effects of resonance, the

maximum movements on the Milne record do not necessarily coincide

with the maximum movements of the ground. By slight damping a

more faithful record might be obtained ; and if the pendulum were
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made accurately dead-beat by suitable damping, quite close agreement

would no doubt prevail between the actual earth movements and those

worked out from the record.

But damping means great reduction in the amplitude of the record.

This must, therefore, be greatly magnified before efficient damping can

be applied. This has recently been done in the Shaw and Burgess

modifications of the Milne instrument ;
but before considering this I

propose to discuss briefly the merits of the Galitzin instruments.

The Galitzin horizontal pendulums are constructed after the Z<>llner

system. This principle may be very simply illustrated by means of a

model made of a rod, say a ruler, and two pieces of string. Attach the

strings to the rod at two points on the same side of the centre of gravity.

Take hold of the free end of the string which is nearer to the centre of

gravity and lift the rod from the table. With the other hand seize the

other string and draw it down until the rod is pulled into a horizontal

position. The strings will then be found to be inclined to the vertical

and to be nearly parallel, while the two hands are approximately in the

same vertical line. A slight movement of either hand at right angles to

the lie of the rod will cause the rod to swing round through a large angle.

The arrangement may be made very sensitive, and is free from pivot

frictional resistances. The main features of the Galitzin instruments

are very succinctly given in the British Association Report already

referred to. After the description of the Milne instrument, Turner

continues :

—

" The Galitzin instrument, on the other hand, is a very much more
complicated affair. It is designed to follow a somewhat elaborate

mathematical theory, and high-class workmanship and accuracy are

needed in its construction. Its pendulum is shorter than the Milne

and much heavier—say, seven kilograms. It is hung by two steel

wires (Zollner system), and has no pivot at .all in some cases. Provi-

sion, however, is made on the pendulum and frame for a steel point and
cup to be inserted if required . . . Close to the outer end of the boom
are fixed to the frame four powerful horse-shoe magnets. Between the

poles of one pair of these moves a set of wire coils fixed to the boom
and coupled in series with a delicate galvanometer placed in any con-

venient position elsewhere. Between the other pair is a large copper

plate, also fixed to the boom, and this last acts as a magnetic clamper.

The magnets can be adjusted as desired to vary the magnetic field

between the poles.

" The galvanometer is of the moving coil type, and has a long

period of oscillation when undamped. This galvanometer is an excellent

piece of work, and is electrically damped so that it can be rendered just

aperiodic. With the whole instrument in normal working it is neces-

sary that the undamped periods of both pendulum and galvanometer

should be the same, and that they both should be damped just to the

limit of periodicity.

" The optical registration consists of a collimator with a fine slit

powerfully illuminated. The beam is reflected from a mirror in the

galvanometer and thence to the sensitive paper on the revolving drum,
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where a cylindrical lens condenses the line of light into a point on the

paper. . . .

" A good deal of floor space is required, and the room in which the
recording parts are placed must be kept dark."

As already pointed out, the Galitzin seismometer does not record

the movement of the ground but the movement of a galvanometer coil.

This movement is produced when a current flows through the coil ; and
this current is produced by induction in the floating coil at the end of

the boom as it moves across the lines of force in the air gap of a power-
ful magnet. The strength of the current is proportional to the velocity

of the end of the boom, and the galvanometer deflection must also be
proportional to this velocity. Hence the Galitzin record is a record of

velocities, not of displacements, of the horizontal pendulum. Its zero

position is not affected by the wandering of the horizontal pendulum
from its position of equilibrium, a trick which often disturbs the record

in the other forms of seismometer. On the other hand, the Galitzin

record takes no cognisance of slow movements of the horizontal pendu-
lum. There must be a certain rapidity of to and fro movement of the

ground to give rise to velocities large enough to produce appreciable

currents through the galvanometer.

By attaching to the light boom of the Milne instrument a thin sheet

of aluminium moving within the air gap of a magnet, J. J. Shaw has

successfully applied the magneto-electric damping to this type of seis-

mometer. At the same time by an optical arrangement of great

lightness and delicacy he has magnified the record of the undamped
instrument 300-fold ; and obtained in combination with the damping
arrangement a record with magnification about forty times that of the

ordinary type of Milne instrument. The records obtained with this

modified instrument are comparable with those obtained with the

Galitzin form. The results are of great interest as proving that

massiveness is not essential in a seismometer yielding precise records.

With the increased magnification, however, other troubles arise which
are difficult to cope with.

One fact which will militate against the Galitzin instruments being

installed in other than first-class observatories is the expense of the

equipment. Another is that it requires the attention of a highly trained

scientific observer with a good working knowledge of dynamical mathe-

matics. " The interpretation of its records is not a very simple matter,

but by those prepared to spend the time a vast amount of information

can be obtained. The scale of magnification varies widely with different

wave periods, being in general approximately 800 as a maximum for

periods of about fourteen seconds, and falling off for either longer or

shorter periods." Thus neither slow movements nor rapid vibrations

leave any record.

An instructive account of Galitzin's instruments, of their mode of

action and the interpretation of their records, is given by G. W. Walker
in his Modem Seismology. Dr. Walker was for several years superin-

tendent of the Eskdalemuir Observatory, the one station in Great Britain

possessing a complete installation of Galitzin's seismometers. He
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had, therefore, ample opportunity of becoming acquainted with the

instruments in all their moods.

As an instrument of precision the Galitzin seismometer is certainly

superior to any other. Galitzin showed how the records of one set of

instruments at one locality could lead to the determination of the posi-

tion of the epicentre of the distant earthquake. The success of this

determination depends on certain conditions being satisfied. The P
tremors must begin distinctly, and not be mingled with tremors due to

other causes. Both the horizontal instruments must be of the same
sensitiveness, so that the first displacements of the record are propor-

tional to the north and east components of the velocity of the ground

produced by the initial impulse. The ratio of these first displacements

in the record will then give the azimuth from which the compressional

wave has come—-that is, the azimuth of the epicentre referred to the

station. The epicentre will lie on the great circle having this azimuth
as it passes through the station. The distance of the epicentre along

this great circle will be given by the interval of time the P tremor
lasts before the S tremor comes on. All that is now needed is to know
in which direction along this great circle the epicentre is ; and that is

given by the up or down direction of the first impulse shown on the

vertical motion seismogram. Thus in favourable cases the three records

of the Galitzin instruments at any one locality suffice to determine the

situation of the epicentre. It has never been claimed that this could

be effected by any other form of instrument.

There is no doubt that the ingenious combination of electric and
optical methods used by Galitzin gives great scope for magnification

of the records. The only limit is the delicacy of the galvanometer.

Nevertheless it is a disadvantage that the velocity, and not the dis-

placement of the ground, is what is given directly. It is conceivable

that the improvements recently effected by J. J. Shaw and J. H. Bur-
gess in the Milne instrument may lead to further improvements, and
give us an instrument of precision comparatively easy to manage.

With the ever-increasing number of observations the times of transit

of the P and S waves to various distances should be gaining in

accuracy. There are, however, great difficulties in co-ordinating the
data. Of the numerous large earthquakes which produce clear marked
records at the majority of the stations, comparatively few occur in popu-
lous regions, where alone accurate times are determinable. This is, no
doubt, a fortunate circumstance as regards destruction of life and
property. The position of an epicentre and the time of the disturbance
there are generally estimated from the records of P and of S at fairly

distant stations. It was by this method that Milne discovered the
positions of the epicentres of many large earthquakes, and was thus
able to lay down on the terrestrial globe or map his areas of origins of

large shocks. Year by year these were indicated on a map of the world,
published along with the British Association Report, for each year.

This map was on Mercator's Projection, which is not at all convenient
for indicating great circles other than the equator and the meridians.
The other familiar projections of the hemispheres are even more
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inconvenient. In the British Association Keport for 19H Turner
suggested a new method of projecting the whole surface of the elobe
so as to make it more convenient for seismological purposes

Three great circles, cutting at right angles, divide the spherical
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surface into eight equal right-angled triangles. Let tangent planes be
described touching the sphere at the centres of these triangles. These
planes when made to meet each other will form an octohedron. On
each octohedron face project radially the points on the corresponding
spherical triangle. Each projection will be very similar in appearance
to the original surface ; and the whole terrestrial map will be projected
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on faces of the octohedron which may be unwrapped into a plane in

various ways. The particular set of great circles was chosen so as to

bring out the striking symmetry of the earth both seismological and

geographical. The projection is reproduced p. 414, with the permission

of the author, from the British Association Keport of 1916. Six of the

triangles are immediately recognisable. The other two have been

divided into halves, AOB and DCB, GKH and LKIl, so as to retain

symmetry with compactness.

The continents are slightly shaded. The dots represent earthquake

origins, as recorded by Milne, from 1899 to 1910. All small islands

have been omitted so as to prevent possible confusion. The line

GKECA represents one of the original great circles, and about it a large

number of earthquake origins cluster. The similar great circle,

IjKFCD, is not at present a conspicuous line of earthquake activity, but
it may have been so in the past. The third great circle is formed by
EF and the boundaries of the map, but there is no evidence of this

being or having been a line of seismic disturbance. If, however, we
draw LFW with ZD half way between the two circles we find another

line about which epicentres cluster. These two great circles, near which
earthquake origins crowd, are distinguished by triplets of lines. The
"Libbey's Circle," which was drawn by Milne on the earthquake maps,
in the Keports for 1903-1909, is a small circle parallel to II'FL, and
would fall in fully better with the distribution of origins. Still the

rough grouping of these origins about two great circles is an interesting

point.

It will be noticed that the great majority of these origins lie under
the ocean waters. They were therefore estimated entirely from the P
and S phenomena in the records of three or more stations. And this is

the method which has still to be used. The tabulated times of transit

of P and S waves are means, and the probable errors are considerable.

No single earthquake, however fully detailed as regards the position of

the epicentre and the times of arrival of the important impulses at the
various stations, gives numbers in accurate agreement with the tables.

A particular instrument may not catch the first impulses ; the times
recorded at some stations may not be accurate ; the tremors may travel

more quickly in some azimuths than in others (Milne indeed believed
he had found evidence of this) ; the initial impulses of the earthquake
disturbance may produce larger effects in some directions than in others

j

the decay of motion may vary with the azimuth so that records at
different places may not catch corresponding movements

; the geological
formation in the neighbourhood of a station may deflect a large portion
of the wave energy ; the reflexion and refraction of elastic waves at
surfaces of discontinuity may, as I pointed out thirty years ago, produce
such changes as to alter entirely the subsequent propagation of the wave
motion. When we have regard to all the possibilities, it is not
surprising that our data for the transmission of the P and S tremors
are still lacking in absolute certainty.

Consider for a moment the question of the reflexion of an elastic
wave at the outer boundary of the vibrating rock. This is a purely
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elastic problem, and was worked out mathematically in a paper com-

municated to the Seismological Society of Japan of 1888, republished

with extensions in the Philosophical Magazine for July 1899. l There it

was shown that when a compressional or P wave is reflected within the

transmitting medium there is also reflected a distortional or S wave
which sets off with a definite direction of propagation and carries with

it a definite fraction of the original energy. The value of this fraction

depends on the original angle of incidence. The numerical details will

vary with the elastic constants and the density of the material. Kecently

I have calculated the case in which the material is such as to transmit

the P and S elastic vibrations with a velocity of 718 and 3'98 kilo-

metres per second, nearly 4*5 and 2 5 miles per second. 2 At high

incidences, that is for low values of what is usually called the angle

of emergence (the angle between the direction of the ray and the

surface) the energy carried off by the reflected 5 wave is much greater

than those carried off by the reflected P wave. A few of the numbers

are given in the following table for the two cases of rock backed by a'r

and rock backed by water :

—

P = original energy of compressional wave.

P
x
= energy of reflected compressional wave.

S
Y
= energy of reflected distortional wave.

P' = energy of refracted compressional wave in water.

e =90° — angle of incidence (or reflexion) of P wave.

e
1
= 90° — angle of reflection of S wave.

Angles of in-
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gence angle is 60 the arcual distance is 40 . For higher emergence

angles and greater arcual distances the energy in the distortional or S

wave falls off and the energy in the reflected condensational or P wave

increases.

Suppose now that at a station distant A" from the epicentre we are

studying the inflow of the P and S tremors. The first tremor to appear

is the P wave, passing brachystochronically through the earth and

emerging at distance A ; the PP wave which after one reflexion

at the point half way between the epicentre and the station emerges at

the station and produces on the seismogram possibly an increased dis-

turbance ; the PP wave which after two reflexions from points

one-third and two thirds the distance A from the epicentre. But in

addition to these reflected waves there is the case of a wave P giving

rise to a reflexion >', and this PS wave will emerge at a slightly later

time than the direct S wave from the epicentre. The reflected rays

produce appreciable effects at the recording station for the same reason

that rainbow colours are produced. There is a turning value in the

time of transmission with a consequent crowding of the rays.

The relations are shown in the rough diagram in which E is the epi-

centre, J/ the station where the record is being produced, and the arc

AB represents the surface of the earth. The direct P wave travels

from E to M by the path E, /', .1/ ; the once reflected wave PP is

indicated by the double arc ERM ; the twice reflected wave PPP by
the triple arc Err'M] and the reflected wave PS by the double arc

ESM.
For certain angles of incidence the energy carried off by the reflected

S wave at any position will be a greater proportion of the incident
energy than the amount carried off' by the V wave

For example at R the reflected S wave will pass away in the direc-

tion 1,'S' and will have no influence on the record at M. But if the arc

EM is of moderate size most of the reflected energy goes away in the
distortional S form and only a very small fraction passes from 11 to M.
^ hat comes to M in the distortional form is the energy reflected at S,

SM being the reflected S wave : and this may easily be greater than the
amount associated with the reflected waves ELM and Err'M.

The point I wish to accentuate is that for small and moderate values
of the arc A

x
less (say) than 60 we cannot expect the PP and the J'PP

vol. xxxiii. 2 D
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reflected waves to bring in much energy with them. The PS wave wiil

bring in more and will materially add to the increase of the motion after

the S tremor has begun to appear. In many cases the S and I'$ will lie

indistinguishable.

On the other hand when A is larger, say, greater than 80';

, the

energy in the reflected P wave becomes comparatively larger and

increases for greater arcual distances. We should therefore expect

to find in the seismogram indications of the arrival of the PI' and the

PPP waves.

The PS wave which reaches a station at a distance, say, of 1 20

from the epicentre may still bring with it more energy than the /'/'

wave for this distance. For its point of reflexion is not half way but

at a point about 25" from the epicentre. Now the particular P wave

which starting from the epicentre impinges at the point 25° distant has

most of its energy passed over into the reflected S wave. The other

particular P wave which impinges at the point distant 60° from the

epicentre has fully half of its energy passed over into the reflected /'

wave ; and the reflected S wave at this point emerges at a position far

beyond the distance 120°, and therefore does not affect the seismogram

obtained there.

According to the tables at present in use the times of transit of these

various waves over an arcual distance of 120° are as follows:

—

Character of wave.
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consequently quite a possibility that although PP (or briefl}T
J'.,) or PPP

(or /'..) may carry with them a comparatively small amount of energy.

or /'.,,, may carry more, and the greater proportionate amount of energy

associated with the reflected compressional wave for small angles e may
balance the loss due to the successive reflexions.

This conception of multiple reflexions over small arcs has been

developed in a novel way by II. II. Turner in the British Association lieport

for 1915, as a suggested explanation of what he calls the 1'phenomenon.

In some seismograms in the neighbourhood of the S impulse which

marks the advent of the S tremors, there are two well-marked dis-

turbances a minute or two apart. The observer naturally regards the

first maximum as the true S and the second as the reflected wave PS.

But a careful analysis of the whole record in certain cases has con-

vinced Turner that in these cases the second maximum is the true s
;

and the first maximum is what he calls the Y phenomenon.
In suggesting that this Y phenomenon might be explained as being

due to multiple reflexions. Turner pointed out that the time of transit

of these reflexions tends to a maximum as the reflexions are taken over

shorter and shorter arcs. For example for an arc of GO , sixty reflexions

over arcs of 1° take 900 seconds to reach the position 60", thirty over
2" take 930, twenty over 3 take 940, fifteen over 4 take 930, twelve

over 5° take 92 4. and so on. This maximum means a crowding together

of the reflected rays, and this might show as an increased displacement

on the seismogram. The following short table compares the time
transits of the multiple-reflected /' and the S waves.

Arc =
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such changes do not bring improvement all round. The corrections

which have been suggested as likely to bring greater consistency into

the comparisons between observed and estimated times do not amount
to more than half a minute one way or the other. I do not propose at

this time to do more than mention these suggested corrections, the

whole question being still sub judice. When we bear in mind the

heterogeneity of the earth's crust and the certain asymmetric nature of

an earthquake shock, it is rather matter of surprise that there is after

all so good an agreement in the times of transit as obtained from the

various records. Any discrepancies in the records obtained at stations

within a quadrant distance from the epicentre, might easily lie assigned

to the causes just named, without an appeal to more recondite theories.

The discussion is on a different footing, however, when we try to

co-ordinate the results obtained from records at very distant stations.

It has long been recognised that the observed transit times for epicentral

distances greater than 110° do not fit in well with the times for smaller

distances. The question was discussed in some detail, in the light of

the data then available, in Chapter xii. of my book on the Physics of

Earthquakt /' The difficulties in the way of obtaining satis-

factory records at very distant stations a dozen years ago were (1) the

comparative imperfections of the seismometers then in use
; (2) the

natural decay of disturbances as they travelled to more distant points
;

(3) the spreading out of the wave front so that the energy per unit

surface was greatly diminished
; (4) the small horizontal component of

the compressional impulse P as it impinged on the surface.

As examples of these general statements it was shown (p. 219 loc. cit.)

that, as estimated from records of large earthquakes containing the

trace of the large waves passing round the earth by the longer as well

as by the shorter route, the amplitude of the maximum motion was cut

down to one half within an arcual distance of 41°. It was also shown

(p. 254 loc. cit.) that, in the case of the J' and S waves, about 50 per cent,

of the whole original energy was "distributed over the small surface

whose boundary lies about 7 from the epicentre, and that 75 per cent,

was distributed over a surface which does not extend to 18° from the

epicentre." Finally as regards the direction of the impulse emerging

at great distances it will suffice to point out that at an epicentral

distance of 120° the emergence angle is 71°. Hence only about

one-third of the amplitude of the P disturbance is horizontal.

All these causes necessarily led to great uncertainty in the appearance

of the P tremor. There was a better chance for the S tremor to make
its appearance : for in the first place it is generally more conspicuous

than the P tremor, and then at a distance, say of 120°, the horizontal

component of the displacement, which is transverse to the direction of

propagation of the wave, is 0'95 of the whole displacement.

It was hoped that as time went on the improvement in the sensitive-

ness and accuracy of the seismometer would surmount these various

difficulties in obtaining satisfactory far-off records. This,however, does not

seem to be the case. In the British Association Report for 1916 Turner

writes as follows :

—"At distances from the epicentre greater than 110
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the times recorded for the arrival of P and S are such as cannot be

reconciled with adopted tables by any reasonable extrapolation, and to

explain the anomalies various hypotheses of discontinuity in the interior

of the earth have been suggested. It is believed that these are

unnecessary, and that the hypothesis outlined below will fit the faots.

It calls for a modification of existing tables between the origin and 40°

distance ; and until it is disposed of in one way or the other, the improve-

ment of these adopted tables cannot be satisfactorily undertaken."

Led by these considerations Professor Turner has done great service

in gathering together all available material in a form convenient for

statistical investigation. The Shide Bulletins are now issued in such

a form that the records from the various stations for each single earth-

quake are grouped together. At present, unfortunately, the Central

European stations supply no records. This, however, is not such a

serious matter, since they form a cluster generally having much the

same azimuth and the same average distance from epicentres. It is a

curious fact that the well-equipped European stations are in the vast

majority of cases about a quadrant distant from the usual run of

earthquake origins. What we wish now are more numerous and more
consistent and accurate records from stations with epicentral distances

of 120 and greater. There is still extraordinary uncertainty in

diagnosing the advent of the /' and S tremors in these far distant

seismograms. The most recent data from the highly perfected seis-

mometers of the present day have not simplified the interpretation.

"What appears as the first disturbance in the trace as recorded at these

distant stations is probably a later phenomenon than the true V. It

cannot always be identified with /'.„ which according to the theory of

the reflexion of elastic waves should be specially prominent for arcs

greater than 100 .

In attempting to identify the observed phenomenon with P
2

or

Turner finds discrepancies which seem too large to be errors of

observation. He has, therefore, speculated on the existence of a new
phenomenon which he distinguishes as 1'X ; and in the British Associa-

tion Report for 1916 has developed an ingenious explanation of this

phenomenon. He regards it meanwhile as a purely tentative effort : and

we shall do well to await further investigations into this problem.

It is of the utmost importance to obtain the time transits of the

various types of disturbance as accurately as possible, for these are the

data from which we deduce the manner in which the seismic radiations

pass through the body of the earth. In 1907, basing on a certain hypo-

thesis as to the change of velocity of the compressional and distortional

wave with depth below the earth's surface, I showed how the times of

transit as observed at the surface could be explained. 1 Wiechert and
Ziippritz about the same time solved the same problem on different

assumptions, and their investigations are among the most valuable con-

tributions that have been made to the theory of seismic radiations.

Following up this line of investigation there appeared in the Gottingen

1 See "Seismic Radiations," Proc. R, S. £., 1907-8; also Physics of Earthq
Phenomena, p. 248.
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hrichten in 1 912 l a paper by " Xijppritz, Geiger and Gutenberg," form-

ing No. v. of the series on " Erdbebenwellen," and specially dealing with

the constitution of the earth's interior as deduced from the relation of the

surface displacements associated with the longitudinal wave P and the

once reflected wave Y'.„ with several other observations on earthquake
waves. This paper is essentially the work of Zoppritz, whose early death

at the age of twenty-seven robbed the scientific world of an investigator

of great promise. The paper is partly edited by YViechert, the mathe-
matical notes left incomplete by Zoppritz being worked up into final

form and applied to the data of observation by Geiger and Gutenberg.
In this paper Zoppritz, beginning from certain assumptions as to the

law of change of velocity with depth, shows how closely the conclusions

based on these assumptions agree with the data of observation of the

times of transit of the P waves. The final results point to the existence

within the earth of three surfaces of discontinuity at which the veloci-

ties of the seismic waves do not change continuously. This method,
however, of assuming the law of change of velocity with depth and then
making it fit the observed values of the times of transit of the P and S
waves to points on the earths surface is not convincing, although it is

the only method which so far has been adopted. Recently I have dis-

covered a method of directly calculating from the observations, without

any assumptions whatsoever, all the properties of the seismic radiations

through the earth. It is a laborious process, and should bemused on\y

when we have the best possible data to hand. Unfortunately, on account

of the uncertain values of the times of transit to epicentral distances

greater than 110°, it is not possible to calculate the velocities of the

seismic waves to a depth greater than half the value of the earth's

radius. For example, the path by which the P radiation passes from
the epicentre to an epicentral distance of 100° is a curve concave out-

wards whose vertex is distant from the earth's centre by -55 of the

earth's radius. The velocity of the P waves at this depth is 12-8 kilom.

or 8 "48 miles per second; and the most obvious conclusion is that the

same velocity holds for all regions nearer the earth's centre. The
velocity of the S waves is 6"84 kilom. or 4"53 miles per second at the

same and greater depths. The ratio of these velocities is 1/87.

If k is the incompressibility and n the rigidity of the earth's sub-

stance at these depths, 2 then the well-known theory of the propagation

of elastic waves gives

A:+^ = (l-87)- = 3---> or/.- =2-1 7 n.

n

Poisson's ratio has therefore the value 03.

Errata.—"Travel Memories."—On p. 339 of the last issue the letterin , of

the illustration should read " Orange Garden at Kazerun with Bagh-i-Nazar to right

seen from the Telegraph House," and not as printed. Further, on pp. 342, 347

and 348 Dr. Odling's name was by mistake given as Oddling.

1 "Ueber Erdbebemvullen," Nachrichten von der Kdn. Ge.s. d. Wissenschaften zu

Gottingen, 1907.
2 See Physics of Earthquake Phenomena, p.

'-'-
r
>l : also Phil. Mag., 1889, p. 67.
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GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Europe.

A Devastated Area in France.— Mr. Val A. Bell, R.A.M.C., sends

us an interesting description of the summer vegetation of a reoccupied

area in Northern France, from which certain passages may be quoted,

as illustrating the way in which Nature strives to repair the ravages

caused by man.

The area described was, before the war, a typical agricultural village

of about six hundred inhabitants, consisting of farmhouses, church, and

'//, grouped round cross-roads, at the summit of one of the undula-

tions of the Artois chalk plateau, surrounded by hedgeless fields crossed

by numerous straight, tree-lined roads, and with a view of an old

cathedral city lying in a basin a few miles off. " Owing to the occupa-

tion by the enemy for two and a half years, the fields have lain fallow.

Trenches have been dug in all directions through the fields, village, and

gardens. Forests of barbed wire have been erected. Our shell fire has

shattered the houses, decimated and marred the trees, and peppered the

ground with holes by the thousand. All that remains standing, six feet

above the ground, is about ten feet of the church wall and a concrete

observation post, which was exposed when the maire's house was blown

to bits. All around is nothing but ruin and devastation. The trees

that lined the roads are no more. The fertile fields are one blazing mass

of weeds, and the eye is fascinated by the patches of colour, which

gradually become less distinct as they recede and finally merge into a

neutral tint. It is as if some vast patchwork quilt has been spread out

over the land. Great clusters of purple thistles, yellow sow-thistle,

mustard, toadflax, and tansy ; rose-flowering willow herb, scarlet poppy,

blue cornflower, and white ox-eyed daisy, all help to make up the

colours, which are framed, as it were, by the lines of chalk which denote

the parapets of the evacuated German trenches. The agricultural

products, self-sown, are still there, mixed with the weeds—wheat, oats,

and barley, turnip, cabbage, and flax, sugar-beet and sainfoin. Each
shell-hole is as interesting as a rock-pool, for here the smaller growths

have a chance of freeing themselves from the taller plants. A stroll

down a former trench is like walking between hanging gardens, and the

depth is greatly enhanced by the plants overhead (thistles, corn sow-

thistle, wild carrot, goosefoot, succory, nipplewort, and willow-herb,

amongst others;. The sides are festooned with fumitoiy (that most
delicate of plants), woodruff and goosegross ; sun-spurge, persicaria, and
bindweed

;
pimpernel (scarlet and blue), speedwell, crane's bill, and

forget-me-not. The passing through what was once a garden is always

apparent by the presence of self-sown flowers—borage, bachelor's

button, golden rod, nasturtium, and campanula, and by the overhanging

fruit-trees and bushes. Roses are very plentiful. The stretches of

barbed wire are effectually hidden, and their presence is only recognisable

by the heads of the stakes that peep above the tangled mass of weeds.

It is here that the great bindweed flourishes, for the wire has proved a
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useful support. In the gardens, too, the wire has been clothed with

crimson ramblers and nasturtiums.

"The trees left standing have lost a good deal of their ugliness by
this year's shoots, and even from the bases of those that have been shot

down shoots have arisen, and the ensuing bushy appearance gives a very
pleasant effect, especially in the case of the walnut.

" A great number of birds have gone, particularly the rook, chaffinch,

wren, tit, yellowhammer, robin, and jay. The magpie, crow, and
kestrel, swallows and house-martins, skylarks and sparrows are still

very numerous."

The writer goes on to describe the way in which the swallows have
overcome the difficulty of finding places to nest in the midst of the ruin.

"The concrete observation-post is plastered with nests, and in the

chamber at its base are more than thirty, built against the iron girders

that support the ceiling and the floor above. One was found inside a

motor repair-lorry, and another was built at the top of a cord swinging

from the roof of a tent."

Asia.

Kala-azar in India.—Sir Leonard Rogers, F.R.S., devoted his

presidential address to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, delivered on

February 8 last, to the very deadly Indian disease of kala-azar. The
address is summarised in Nature of June 7, and, though in large part

technical, contained matters of some geographical importance, in view of

the effect of the disease both on the population of Assam and on the

prosperity of the tea industry there. Some twenty years ago kala-azar

caused such havoc in parts of Assam that in the period 1891-1901 the

population showed a decrease of 31 "5 per cent., as against an increase of

9 to 1 6 per cent, in the more easterly region which was unaffected by
the disease. Large areas of land fell out of cultivation as a result, and
even in the town of Nowgong land lost its value and became unsaleable.

When the coolies working in the tea gardens became infected, and
accurate figures as to the rate of mortality were available, it was found

that in several hundred carefully treated cases the death rate was 90

to 96 per cent. These facts justify Sir Leonard Rogers' statement that

the disease is the most terrible scourge occurring in India.

Its causation was for long obscure, but it is now known to be due

to an infection of the blood by trj^panosome parasites, and is thus

analogous to sleeping-sickness in Africa, though the particular parasite

is, of course, quite different. Before this discovery had been made the

fact that the disease was "infective" had become apparent, and a very

interesting account is given of the successful attempts made to check

its spread, both among the plantation coolies and also among the

general population of Assam. Important measures were the building of

new lines for incoming uninfected coolies, the destruction of houses in

which cases of the disease had occurred, and the segregation of the

infected. Where these measures were adopted the incoming coolies

remained free from the disease ; where particular managers of the tea
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gardens refused to adopt them it continued to rage. It was further

shown that the kala-azar of Assam is an epidemic form of a disease

which occurs sporadically in Sylhet and Lower Bengal. This point also

is of general interest, for it confirms a common experience of employers

of labour in tropical Africa and elsewhere. This is. that the transference

of labour on a large scale from one area to another frequently, unless

special precautions are taken, results in the appearance of an epidemic

of often highly fatal disease, shown later to have been present in a

mild or sporadic form in an area from which some part of the labour

was derived. The importance of kala-azar to the tea industry of Assam
may be realised from the fact that at one time the mortality was over

20 per cent, from this cause alone, and that where proper precautions

have not been taken the disease has persisted for over twenty years.

The carrier of the disease appears to be the bed-bug, whose habits

account for the way in which "infection" clings about old houses.

Measures for the destruction of these insects form therefore the most

useful preventive of the disease, while curative treatment has now made
great progress. Geographically, however, the important point is that

the development of previously unutilised areas in hot climates, involving

as it does the transference of labour on a large scale, is always menaced

by the outbreak of fatal diseases, whose conquest may be a very costly

matter. This fact is, of course, well illustrated by the Panama Canal

scheme, where the actual difficulties of canal construction were on the

whole less important than the mastery of malaria and yellow fever.

Africa.

Climatology of German East Africa.—To the April issue of the

Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society Major H. G.

Lyons contributes a long and finely illustrated article on the climatic

conditions which prevail in German East Africa. The illustrations,

derived from several sources, show both the natural vegetation and the

plantations of the cultivated area>. A very striking photograph shows
a specimen tree of Kigelia characteristic of the savanna plains

of tropical East Africa. The tree belongs to the same family (Big-

noniacere) as the handsome Catalpa, so extensively grown in the warmer
parts of the Continent of Europe, and is characterised by its very long
flower stalks, at the end of which the huge capsules hang. Another
interesting figure shows open savanna forest near Tabora with a giraffe

feeding.

From the standpoint both of climate and productions German East
Africa can be divided into the following regions : (1) the hot damp
coastal belt; (2) the hill district of Usambara in the north-east:

(3) the region round Mount Kilimanjaro
; (4) the inland plateau, which

is a continuation of the plateau of British East Africa: and (5) the

lake region.

The coastline of German East Africa has a length of about 450
miles, and the coastal belt may be said to extend 15 to 40 miles

back from the shore. Three important towns are placed on the
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coast, Tanga to the north, Lindi to the south, and Dar-es-Salam near
the centre. The whole of the coastal belt shows a very small range of

temperature, both diurnal and seasonal, the mean temperature of the
hottest month being only some 5' to 6

5

F. higher than that of the coolest
month. July and August are the coolest months, and mark also the
beginning of the dry season. The rainfall is heavy along the whole
coast, but diminishes from north to south, and the dryness of the dry
season increases in the same direction. Even at Lindi, however, there
is no month entirely without rain, while at Tanga every month has a
considerable amount. The total fall shows great variation ; thus at
Tanga the totals for two successive years were 102 inches and 23 inches
respectively. The dampness and the hot nights make the climate very
trying for Europeans. Vegetation is luxuriant, despite the occasional

drought ; coconut palms, sugar-cane, aloes for fibre, bananas, mangoes,
etc., are characteristic.

The hill district of Usambara is the most fertile and prosperous
part of the colony, and is connected by rail to Tanga. In the north-

west, the highest region, the hills have a height of about 6000 feet,

but to the south-west the maximum is not much more than half this.

In the dry region at the foot of the hills to the north and west are

wide plains covered with coarse grass, thorn forest, and scattered trees,

but to the south and south-east, with full exposure to the rain-bearing

winds from the sea, true tropical forest occurs, with a wealth of creepers,

orchids, ferns, etc. In the highest parts of the hills coniferous forests

crown the summits, while the lower heights are grass-covered. The higher

levels, with a very considerable temperature range, are suitable for

colonisation. There are two rainfall maxima—the greater in March,
April, and May, the lesser in November and December. To the west
and north-west, as the type of vegetation suggests, there is a well-

marked dry season, but the south-eastern slopes get some rain at all

seasons. In the zone of tropical forest, coffee, tea, cacao and the

cardamom plant are cultivated by planters, while the natives grow
bananas, maize, and sugar-cane in the fertile forest soil after burning
off the vegetation.

On the slopes of Kilimanjaro the conditions are somewhat similar,

but here the zone of cultivation lies within the wooded region of the

mountain, at heights of from 3500 to 5500 or even 6000 feet. Coffee

plantations have also been established here, while bananas, maize, and
eleusine are grown, and sheep and cattle are grazed on the upper
slopes.

The plateau lies generally at an altitude of from 4000 to 5000 feet,

but parts are higher. Here there is a long, hot, dry season in the

period from May to October, and the country is clothed with thorn,

forest or savanna. Thus the region is mainly pastoral, and in the

natural state carries flocks of antelopes, zebra, and giraffes. In the

more favoured areas bananas, maize, sugar-cane, and tobacco are

cultivated.

In the Lake region the rainfall is abundant, the temperatures high

and showing but little seasonal variation. In places tropical rain forest
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is present, and everywhere the vegetation is luxuriant. Coffee and

rubber are being cultivated for export, while the oil-palm is also grown.

At Muanza. on Lake Victoria, in addition to the usual maize and bananas,

rice is grown.

Amerk a.

An Orinoco Expedition (with Sketch-map).—Mr. Leo E. Miller

gives in the Geographical /'• view for April and May some account of a

Scale of miles
SO 'W

':-niap cf the Orii

collecting expedition to the region round the Rio Cunucunuma, especially
Mount Duida, undertaken under the direction of the American Museum
of Xatural History. The first article is limited to the journey up the
Orinoco to San Fernando de Atapabo, the last settlement on the' Orinoco,
while the second deals with the further explorations of the paity. Both
are illustrated by a very fine series of photographs, which give an admirable
picture of the scenery and vegetation of the river and its banks, while the
first contains the sketch-map which is reproduced here.

Mr. Miller and his companion took steamer to Ciudad Bolivar, on the
narrows of the Orinoco, and there chartered a sailing boat of shallow
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draft to take them as far as the rapids of Atures, which are six miles

long. The rapids of this region are impassable, and a portage is neces-

sary, for which ox-carts are used. Between Atures and the next great

cataract at Maipures, a forty-mile stretch, only a small canoe was avail-

able. Above Maipures it is again possible to use a large boat, though
the current is very strong. A vivid description is given of the wealth

of animal life, and it is noted that from below Atures the country on
the Columbian side consists for a long stretch of level llanos, with good
grass and an abundance of water. The Meta tributary also flows through
a great area of the same kind of country, and is navigable. Thus if the

Orinoco were opened to navigation a large new area would be available

for cattle-grazing, and would increase the world's supply of meat.

Among other resources of the district mentioned in the article are

the tonka-bean trees, whose fruits are sought after by parties of

adventurers. The tree resembles the mango in appearance, and its

fruit is also mango-like, and contains a large seed with a hard coat.

These are cracked to obtain the kernels, which are sent down to Ciudad
Bolivar for export. The seeds have a strong smell, and are used in

making perfumes and for flavouring extracts. Rubber also grows in the

forests, and the birds, which include egrets, give rise to a trade in

plumes. Another product is the bark of a tree called iabari. This after

soaking in water is beaten out into thin sheets, which are used in rolling

cigarettes. The explorers were told that the Spaniards built a road

from Atures to a point above the highest fall at Maipures, thus avoiding

a difficult stretch of over fifty miles, and that the Indians still occasion-

ally use this route. The account of the difficulties met with show what
a great convenience such a road must have been if it ever existed.

In the second article an account is given of the experiences of the

party on the Upper Orinoco and its tributary the Rio Cunucunuma.
The dry season in this area is short, for it was already drawing to a

close at the end of February, when rain occurred intermittently every

day. The approach of the wet season was heralded later by heavy gales

and severe thunderstorms. The shortness of the dry season is a great

obstacle to exploration, for both the Upper Orinoco and its tributaries

flood as soon as the heavy rains begin, the waters extending many miles

from the banks of the rivers. It also limits the collection of rubber, for

this also must be abandoned as the rivers rise. Of the process of rubber

collection Mr. Miller gives a few interesting details. On the Upper
Orinoco only Hevea rubber is collected, but farther down the main

stream and on the Ouaviare tributary, balata gum is also obtained. In

the latter case the trees are cut down to obtain the latex, and, as illus-

trating the extraordinary destructiveness of such methods, it is noted

that along the Guaviare fifteen million trees are estimated to have been

cut down within the last ten years. The methods of collection seem

apparently no better than elsewhere in South America, the collectors as

usual being enslaved as the result of the fact that they are compelled to

buy their stores at exorbitant prices from the proprietor of the camp,

and are thus bound by a load of debt. It is even stated that one

proprietor will sell some of his men to another for the amount of their
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debt, or more if obtainable, while unsatisfactory workers may be simply

turned out to shift for themselves.

In addition to the descriptions of the wealth of animal life found in

the forest areas, there are some notes on the Maquiritaie Indians.

One communal house visited on the Cunucunuma was found to contain

eight fireplaces, indicating the presence of eight families. In addition

to the small clearing, containing manioc plants and pineapples,

immediately round the house, this group possessed an immense planta-

tion, estimated to occupy one hundred acres, placed in a cleared section

of the forest about a mile from the dwelling. This large area was
carefully cultivated, fenced, and free of weeds. It contained manioc

plants, with lanes of plantains and banana plants, bordered by rows of

pineapples, sugar-cane, and cashews. Such huge plantations are due to

the fact that the women make a considerable amount of the prepared

manioc to sell to the traders in exchange for cloth, matches, perfume,

and trinkets. In making plantations the men clear the ground, cutting

down and burning the tree.-, while the women plant and cultivate.

Presumably the large plantation described was not the exclusive pro-

perty of the small group of Indians resident in the house visited.

In addition to the natural history collections, the party were able to

make some corrections in the map. especially in regard to the course of

the Cunucunuma. They found that Mount Duida presents frowning
precipices to the Orinoco, but could apparently be ascended by the more
gradual western slope. The forest proved especially rich in birds and
arboreal mammals : among ground mammals mention is made of the
capybara, the tapir, the jaguar, and also deer. Large collections of

animals were obtained.

General.

New French Journal.—In the middle of July there appeared the
first issue of a new French journal, entitled ( Marine, published

at Paris, which is being added to our list of exchanges. At present the
new journal is to appear quarterly, and it is to be devoted alike to the

interests of the French colonies and of the French rleet. An editorial

note stresses the interdependence between colonial power and sea power,
and points out that when Germany rlung herself upon France in August
1914 the latter power had completed the establishment of its colonial

domain, but was only beginning to reconstitute its rleet and mercantile
marine. The French colonial possessions have been of inestimable
benefit to France, and thus to the Allies, in the conflict, but the fact that

they have been able to contribute men and material has depended, of

course, upon the Allies' command of the seas. .Some interesting details

are given as to the French colonial contribution during the war. The
Overseas Possessions have supplied to the Mother Country 300,000
soldiers, hundreds of thousands of workers, sugar and coffee (from the

Antilles), iron, phosphates, corn, and wine (French North Africa), pea-

nuts and rubber (West Africa), rice and maize (Indo-China), copra and
nickel (Oceanic Islands). Peace, it is pointed out, will bring as many
new problems as has the war, and the object of the new journal is to
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assist, during the post-belhm period, in a reasonable development of the

French colonial possessions and French shipping, regarded not as ends

in themselves, but as necessary elements in the harmonious development

of the country and of civilisation in general.

The first issue contains a number of important articles, of which the

first, devoted to the petrol problem in France, is of special interest in

view of Professor de Launay's statements in regard to the coal supplies

of France, which were summarised in full in our last issue (p. 358). The
second article deals with the French African possessions, the third with

the French colonies and the French mercantile marine, while a very

interesting fully illustrated article deals with the submarine problem.

This last, though somewhat extensively censured, contains matter of

great current interest, and some of the photographs, derived from

military sources, are remarkable. In addition to the articles named,

there are a number of interesting notes and summaries.

Commercial Geography.

The Sheep Industry in Guatemala.—A note in the Times Trade

Supplement for August on this subject raises a point of some geographical

importance, in view of the possibility that some as yet unutilised tropical

areas may in the future be developed as grazing lands. It is stated that

last year for the first time wool appeared in the export returns of

Guatemala, and, with the help of American capital, efforts are being

made to develop the sheep industry there. The best grazing grounds

are in the province of Quiche, where excellent lands lie at an average

elevation of 4000 feet, and can be purchased at a cheap rate. Except

for one ranch stocked with 5000 sheep, the Guatemalan sheep are mostly

raised by Indians, whose methods are not good, while the native breeds

are poor. By crossing with imported stock, the yield of wool could

be greatly increased.

NEW BOOKS.

EUROPE.

Through Eussiavn War Time. By C. Fillinoham Coxwell. London:

Fisher Unwin, 1917. Price 12s. 6<7. net.

It was a bold and adventurous scheme, on the part of a retired medical man,

such as we gather the author of this book to be, to make a journey through the

length and breadth of Russia in war time. He did not travel under govern-

mental, official, military, or society auspices, but simply as an individual, in order

to see the country and the peoples, and to make acquaintance with the prevailing

conditions. Contrary to the practice of the average globe trotter who, wholly

ignorant of the country's language, picks up and retails second-hand and often

erroneous information from books and from chance acquaintances, the author tried

always to get into touch with realities. He lost no opportunity of conversing

directly with the people he met. There is quite a false impression in this country

that the Russians are good linguists. As a fact there are probably not one-tenth
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of one per cent, of Russians who know any Language but their own. French is

the best known foreign tongue among the upper and official it German

was fast becoming the commercial man's second string. Of late years, b

the classes who could aftbrd it, English tutors and governesses have been in great

demand. It is realised by all far-seeing continentals that English is destined,

v by the help of American emigrants, to become the leading language of

the globe. As yet, however, very few Russians in Russia are able to speak it.

Consequently Mr. Coxwell found that even his not very extensive knowledge of

Russian often stood him in good stead.

He entered the country by way of Archangel in the spring of 1915-, visited the

ancient city of Vologda, and spent some time in 1 studying the life of

the people and the Russian Language. He then travelled to Moscow. These two

cities he had visited in winter many years previously, and of Moscow he gii

interes _ unt. describing the wonderful churches and the Greek citadel <>f

the Kremlin. He note- the strong religious character given to the city by the

numerous open shrines in the streets, to which people constantly resort for public

praye - equently the author travelled south, visited Kieff, and went on to

Odessa. He notes and describes the great changes of climate, of product-, and of

races as the traveller passes from the barren, Arctic severity of Archangel to the

vines and maize of open-air Odessa. He point- oul especially the great pL

contrast between the tall, fair, blue-eyed Great Russians, and the slighter, darker,

and less energetic inhabitants of Little Russia, whose capital is Kieff.

From Odessa he took a coasting steamer, in spite of mines and submari

and sailed up the Dnieper to Alexandrovsk, where he took rail again to the

Crimea, visiting - oL This, by the way, he calls & ol, repeating the

old mistake of transliterating the Russian b as that letter in English. It is, of

course, equivalent to our v. Another worse blunder, even yet persisted in by
some new-paper-, i- to employ the German w for this v sound in English. The
letter w does not exist in Russian, any more than in French or Dano-Norwegian.

After Sevastopol the writer visited numerous localities along the beautiful

coast of the Crimean peninsula, whose scenery and climate recall that of Greece

and the Riviera. Of some of the natives, said to be Nogai Taters, he remarks

that their eyes are not oblique, while the nose is large and prominent, and suggests

a mixture of Greek and Semitic blood. At Yalta he found that although the

town was not crowded, the usual diversions of a fashionable watering-].lace

were being carried on. It may he remembered that Yalta and Feodosia, like

Whitby and Scarborough, were specially selected by the Germans for attack early

in the war. as being of small military importance, and therefore likely to be least

dangerous. At Kertch, the site of ancient Ponticapaeum, a seal of Mithridates
the Great, the author visited the numerous Greek remains, as well as some of the
numerous Tatar kurgans or burial mounds. From here he determined to visit

Vladikavkaz and Tiflis, the ('is- and Tran--< 'ancasian capitals. The usual coasting

steamer not being running owing to the war, he crossed the straits in a small

steamer, drove across the rlat lands of Apsheron, and took rail again at

Ekaterinadar. The Kuban river, 150 yards wide, up which he steamed, -truck

him as presenting '"an unusually pale and dirty colour," but the obvious explana-

tion seeing to have escaped him. as it escaped the geographers and scientists who
used to assert that " the glaciers of the ( laucasus are few and small,'' or even that

"there are no glaciers in the Caucasus." The Kuban is, .if course, a glacial river.

From Vladikavkaz Mr. Coxwell drove over the famous Georgian military road
through the Dariel defile, and under the mighty snow-peak of Kasbek 16 546
feet). As the usual motor was not running he hired one of the old posting chaises,
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called a perekladnaya. The price was not high, as the whole 132 miles to Tit! -

only cost 26s. Mr. Coxwell was favoured by the weather, and had a good view

of the great peaks of Kasbek, so that he was much impressed by the grandeur

,.f the scenery. At Tiflis local hot springs a short stay was made, and a visit

then paid to Baku and Derbend. From the latter place he went to Petrovsk

and on to Astrakhan, where he visited a settlement of nomad Kalmucks who
-pend the winter here in wooden huts. He next made a 48-hours journey

into Asia, at Uralsk, to visit another of the Russian peoples, the Kirghiz. On
the way thither he was kindly entertained in a German colony by a descendant

of Wurtemberg emigrants. These people were brought here in the sixteenth

century by Ivan the Teirible, and, though Russian is taught in the schools, they

still speak quite good German also. Mr. CoxweU's host, a simple peasant farmer,

who avowed himself happy, and said he desired to live at peace with all men
was of a type frequently met with in remote parts of the fatherland a generation

r -'i ago.

The Kirghiz Mr. Coxwell found "remarkable for their reddish-tanned faces,

high cheekbones, narrow eyes, and sunken nose.'
; They are said now to number

altogether 3,000,000.

Kazan and Nizhni Novgorod were visited after a long voyage up the Volga,

after which the author returned to Petrograd. The homeward journey was made
through Finland and Sweden, a special excursion being made to visit a settlement

of Lapps. Thus the tour was remarkably comprehensive. Travelling in war time,

in a seemingly aimless fashion, and also using a camera with a freedom which

would certainly not have been permitted in any other belligerent country, the

author was naturally not free from adventures and the notice of the police. But

his obvious innocence, the easy-going nature of the Russians, and above ail h ; s

English nationality, always brought him through without serious trouble or delay,

except at the moment of leaving the country. He succeeded in bringing away a

large number of interesting views of places and peoples. Without going deeply

into politics, he gives some interesting reports of conversations and opinions.

Thus he notes the freely-given expressions of the one and only pro-German he

met with. The general opinion of Russians, however, may be taken as tersely

uiven to him by a Russian gentleman, who said :
" AVe were under the Tatars two

hundred years, we have been under the Germans two hundred years, and now

we mean to be our own masters/'

Besides the numerous photographs a sketch-map is given showing the author's

route. Harold Rajbburn.

GENERAL.

Gred- Ideals: A Study of Social Life. By C. Delisle Burns. London :

G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1917. Pp. 275. Prict 5s. net.

The author has no novel views to expound, but sketches for the benefit of those

not already familiar with them, the political conceptions of the keen Greek, or

mure strictly Athenian, intellect. The individual was always regarded as a unit

in the State, and his duties towards it were never lost sight of. Thus, too, the

sense of the beautiful permeated the life of the Greek. There is much that we

might learn with advantage to-day, and apply even in our wholly different

environment. A chapter on Socrates gives him fitting prominence, not only as

•'the clearest-sighted and most humane " of all Greek thinkers, but as standing at

a turning-point in the history of the national mind. The whole subject is freshly

and aptly treated.
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TRAVEL MEMORI]

By Lieut-Col. A. C. Yate, F.R.G.S, F.R.Hist.Soc.

( With Illustrations.)

When I last laid down my pen, we (my brother and I) were left

wrestling with the yoke of Morpheus at 3 A.M. on 6th June 1881. We
wrestled so effectually—considering that we were starting with new
horses and new attendant— that at -4.15, just as the dawn became per-

ceptible, we got under way. As soon as we found ourselves on an
open road, we put our horses into a canter, and straightway the kh/wjin

(saddlebag) under the shdgird-chapar (postboy) parted in the middle,

the two halves flying off at divergent angles. Loud was the clatter of

pot, kettle, and dubba (tinned food). The posthouse luckily was at hand.
A man was promptly despatched in search of a new khurjin, for which,
presumably, we paid through the nose. The price was thirty karans, in

round terms one guinea. At 5 A.M. we were off again, but, as often

happens on the first day of adjusting loads, we found that our kit was
neither well balanced nor well secured. We learned our lesson that
morning, and, if I remember rightly, although we subsequently rode
some troublesome steeds—one a professional bolter—our saddlebags
behaved with perfect decorum.

Passing under the archway on the Ispahan road, to which I have
already alluded (p. 345) as the home of a very precious copy of the
Kuran, we found ourselves pursuing for fifteen or sixteen miles a road
which I may succinctly describe as " switchback and stones."

"

2 The
diversion to this lay in the streams of pure, cool water that careered

1 Continued from p. 348. The three illustrations with this article are from photographs
taken by Mr. B. W. Staiuton.

2 C'urzon's Persia, vol. ii. p. 93. "One of the stoniest and most disagreeable post-roads in
Persia. Its course lies over a succession of mountain ridges," etc.

VOL. XXXIIL 2 E
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along by the roadside in the direction of the Shiraz plain. One of

these, about six miles out of Shiraz, was the classic rill of Kuknabad, 1

to the poetic fame of which I have already (pp. 267-8) endeavoured to

pay a tribute. The general aspect of this tract reminded me of the

country between the Khojak range and Kandahar, a country of which
we had seen more than enough since the end of August 1880. We
finally emerged into a broad valley, and then breaking into a smart
canter reached the Zargun posthouse, twenty miles from Shiraz, at

8.25 a.m. Zargun is a village of some size, which from the lower slope

of a rocky range of hills looks away to the Mervdasht plain. Here we
changed horses expeditiously, and were off again at 8.50. Our road
now led us across a wide plain (Mervdasht) well irrigated, and in part

cultivated. The presence of a causeway here, and the freshness and
luxuriance of the grass and reeds, showed that we were crossing ground
which in winter, or after heavy rain, became a swamp. We were thank-

ful not to be forced to ride over the more rugged pavement of the cause-

way. Six or seven miles from Zargun our road led us through a gorge
or cutting so narrow that, as I calculated, a loaded camel could not pass

through it. The foreigner, desirous of visiting Persepolis and Pasarga-

dae, and the many monuments of antiquity which surround those his-

torical sites, must take the road by Dehbid and Abadeh ; but caravans,

at any rate in summer, can take the shorter route via Mayin, Dehgerdu,

and Yazd-i-khwast.

When we think of the thousands of Europeans who, since the days

of our Queen Elizabeth, have travelled, and some of them spent years

in Persia, we may well pause to reflect upon the fact that of them all

one only, the author of Hajji Baba, was gifted with that genius which

has enabled him to reproduce in a really classic work of fiction Persian

life and Persian character. To attempt to judge whether Hajji Baba or

Gil Bias de Santillane exhibits this type of genius in the highest form

would mean reading both books through once more ; and that is a task,

albeit a pleasurable one, which I cannot undertake at short notice. The
highest testimonial to either is the number of editions of them which

has appeared. Hajji Baba ran through three editions in the first ten

years of its life, and in more recent times editions have appeared with

introductions by Dr. Wills, a well-known character in Teheran forty

years ago, and by Lord Curzon of Kedleston. What, however, has

to-day passed into oblivion is the character of the reviews of James

Morier's masterpiece which appeared in the leading periodicals at the

time of its publication. As regards that which appeared in the

Quarterly Review, vol. xxx. p. 199, I have not had the opportunity of

reading it, but I am told that it "consists largely of extracts." That,

we presume, is a tribute to the quality of a book ;
for, as a rule, when

we help ourselves to large slices from any confection, we suggest that

it suits our palate. The palate, however, that it did not suit was that

of the editor of Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine in 1824, and the review

i Curzon s Persia, vol. ii. p. 93. "This slender rivulet is no less a stream than the

Ruknabad, which, rising in the hills twelve miles away, races gaily down to Shiraz, and was

celebrated by the patriotic Hafiz," etc.
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which he publishes (vol. xv. p. 51) is intended to be most bitterly

satirical, and, if I remember rightly, drew down upon Blackwood righteous

and plainly worded indignation and censure. One short sentence only will

I quote from this review, because in the face of fact it is singularly

laughable. The words are :
" He shall have no encouragement from us

to continue the history of Hajji Baba." Within four years of the

writing of that sentence appeared Hajji Baba in England, published

by Mr. John Murray in 1828, a book which had a success second only

to that of its forerunner (the Hajji Baba in Persia), and which, as Lock-
hart ] tells us, was reviewed by Sir Walter Scott himself in the Quarterly

Review of, probably, 1828. I was very interested when, in one of the

usually overcrowded bookshops in or just off Charing Cross Road, I

came across the copy of Hajji Baba in England which had once been, as

the autograph showed, in the library of Stratford Canning ; and I feel

confident that, if I add that at the same time I dropped upon the copy
of Sir John Malcolm's "Poems," on Persia, etc., inscribed "To the

Ettrick Shepherd from his friend the Author," I shall revive memories
not devoid of appeal to Scottish readers. I will only add that the

original of Hajji Baba in England was Mirza Abul Hasan Khan, Per-

sian Ambassador to I^ngland in 1809. Mr. James Morier accompanied
him as " Mehmandar," which may, perhaps, be somewhat loosely trans-

lated "bear-leader." M. Tancoigne in the Appendix to his Journey into

Persia with General Gardanne (1808-9), and Lord Curzon in his Intro-

duction to Hajji Baba (Macmillan, 1895), give some information about
Mirza Abul Hasan Khan, who, under the name of Mirza Firoz Khan,
plays the title-role in Hajji Bala in England. 1 Now at the moment when
James Morier, under the nom de plume of Peregrine Persic, took England
by storm with the humours of his Hajji Baba, a Scotch surgeon, named
John M'Neill, was bringing out in Blackwood, under the nom de plume of

Meerza Ahmed Tubeeb (the last word means "physician"), "Visits to

the Haram." We can very well understand that Meerza Ahmed Tubeeb's
publisher would not welcome the rivalry of Peregrine Persic, and in this

may lie the secret of that would-be crushing review. Mr. W. Blackwood
in a letter to John M'Neill, dated 23rd March 1824, commences:
" The Mirza's First Visit I was quite delighted with, but on showing it

to a certain friend of ours, who is not apt to start at trifles, he was
afraid the Harem in this climate would be thought too warm." I have
read all three visits of the Mirza (Ahmed Tubeeb), and I certainly,

thought them " warm," but not "too warm." I can only regret that the
singularly handsome and very able man, who rose to be Her Majesty's
Minister Plenipotentiary at the Court of the Shah, and to be known as

1 Life of Scott, vol. vii. p. 146, edit. 1838. I am informed, however, after inquiry, that
"There is no record of any article in the Quarterly Review on Hajji Baba in England,
written by Sir Walter Scott or any one else." I have further ascertained that the article in

the Quarterly Review on Hajji Baba is attributed to a Captain Procter.
2 Dr. Joseph Wolff in his Mission to Bokhara, vol. ii. p. 200, writes: "Before leaving

Teheran, I called on Mirza Abul Hassan Khan, the Haji Baba of Morier and the Secretary
for Foreign Affairs to the Court of Persia. Haji, though looking older, is cheerfulness

itself." This was early in November 1844.
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The Right Honourable Sir John M'Neill, G.C.B., did not continue those
" Visits to the Haram." He spent far more years in Persia than the six

which were the span of James Morier's residence there, and had his

literary bent been duly encouraged, the power to write was undoubtedly
his. As it is we must look to Sir John Malcolm's admirable Sketches of
Persia as the pendant to Hajji Baba. Lord Curzon of Kedleston, writing

about 1895, three years after the completion of his monumental and
invaluable Persia and the Persian Question, wrote : "If all the solid litera-

ture (on Persia) were to be burned by an international hangman to-morrow,
and were Hajji Baba and the Sketches of Sir John Malcolm to survive

—

together the two works are an epitome of modern and moribund Iran."

Personally I do not believe that Iran is "moribund." I believe that

this war, and that most self-denying and modest organisation, the Rus-
sian Workers and Soldiers' Delegates Council (W.S.D.C.) will probably
prove the salvation of it ; and, as Britain will certainly not lag behind
her capricious Slav ally, I think that we may congratulate ourselves that

at this moment two of the greatest living British authorities on Persia

are to the fore—one in the House of Lords, and one in Persia. I refer to

Lord Curzon of Kedleston, and Brigadier-General Sir P. M. Sykes. In his

Introduction to Hajji Baba (p. xxiii) Lord Curzon playfully alludes to

his " having added no inconsiderable quota to the bulk of the great

tomes that had been written about Persia." We cannot say if this

modest self-allusion fired Sir Percy with the spirit of emulation ; but

we do know that we are indebted to him for the first effort since Sir

John Malcolm to lay the foundations

—

and they are solidly laid—of a

history of Persia. That their literary and administrative studies and
labours should thus culminate in a partnership, at a time of great crisis,

for the rescue of Persia from a too bitter atonement for her own sins,

is a fact that impresses me strongly. It seems to augur well for Persia.

We Britons have, I think, honestly striven to preserve the independence

of that country ; and now that Russia has evolved the quixotic pro-

fession of " no annexation and no indemnity," I really believe that there

is some hope for it. The Stephen Graham cult has received a shrewd

shock. I would fain hope that the Peacock Throne may yet welcome a

Shah who will, as a constitutional monarch, rule once more all that

Nasir-ud-din Shah ruled in his day. I am the more tempted to dwell

upon that, because of late wild hints have been thrown out of Britain

" taking on the whole of Persia and garrisoning Tabriz " (Mr. Athelstan

Riley in the Morning Post of August 28, 1917). That is mere nonsense,

though it does come from one who "writes with some assurance, on the

ground of his personal knowledge of the country." The factor we have

to wait upon is the ultimate issue of the Russian Revolution, and the

influence upon political and social Europe, and indeed upon the world,

of extreme Socialist and Labour aspirations. My hope is that the

United States, Japan and China will exercise a restraining influence upon

Russian Socialist fanaticism, and that Persia, strengthened and guided

by Britain, will attain good government and independence.

Shiraz itself is a treasure-house of story and romance, and the road

from it leads the traveller straight into a country which for twenty-five
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hundred years to our knowledge, and doubtless much longer unbeknown
to us, has inspired the poets, historians, chroniclers, and anecdotists of

many countries. Lord Curzon, when he arrived here, decided to be

unique (Persia, vol. ii. p. 92) in denying himself the luxury of quoting

Moore's hackneyed verses on " Bendemeer's stream." 1 When that

accomplished Indian civilian, Mr. C. J. Rich, Resident at Baghdad,

reached Persepolis in August 1821 (he died, I regret to say, of cholera

in Shiraz on 5th October of the same year), and pitched his tents on the

platform of Persepolis, "close by the portals which contain the colossal

figures of the mythological animals," he writes and tells his wife that he

did not sleep that night. He wandered about in the moonlight. "As
I walked among the lofty pillars," he writes, "numberless were the

fancies that arose, and the incomparable ode - at once presented itself to

my recollection. I was actually walking among the remains of those

very 'Persian abodes.'" Geographical literature, more or less modern,

abounds with descriptions of Persepolis and the remarkable sepulchral

and sacrificial monuments in its neighbourhood ; and if we would seek

ancient testimony we find it in Herodotus and Xenophon, or in the pages

of Barnabe Brisson, President of the Parliament of Paris, whose scholarly

pursuits were, I am sorry to say, brought to a close in 1591 by the

lynch-law of "The League." Barnabe Brisson, who wrote in Latin, had
the Classics at his fingers' ends. His " Bt Regio Persarum Principatu,

Parisiis, 1591," is a treasure-house of quotation from the Greek and.

occasionally, the Latin. He was a writer who himself had never seen

Persia, and therefore could not discourse, as I once heard Sir Mortimer
Durand do before the Persia Society, with genuine conviction, on Tht

Charm of Persia. Travellers differ naturally as to wherein this chaim
lies. For instance, there is, a few miles out of Shiraz, on the Ispahan
road, a point known as Teng-i-AUahuakbar? whence the traveller

approaching Shiraz obtains his first view of the city and valley. Moved
by the enchantment of this sight, the lips of the enraptured wayfarer
burst into the involuntary ejaculation, Attdhit-akbar

!

— i.e. "God is

great
!

" I have, however, known strangers confess that, on their arrival

at that point, their feeling was one of thankfulness at approaching the
end of a long journey rather than of rapture at the attractions of the

landscape before them. 4

My brother and I, however, who were just starting on a three hun-
dred or more mile ride to Ispahan—a distance which we were timed to

cover in four days—were far from being in that frame of mind. "We
crossed the Kur or Bend-i-Amir stream, some eight miles after leaving

Zargun, by a stone bridge (Pid-i-lhan). Before and to right and left of

1 " Bend-i-Amir "== the Amir's dyke or dam; the name by which the River Kur is

known, eight or ten miles below the Pul-i-Khan, the point where the main Shiraz-Persepolis

road crossed it. Lolla Rookh is a marvel, as a feat of imagination. The real Bend-i-
Amir would not recognise itself in " Bendemeer's stream."

2 Dryden's Alexander's Feast, pronounced by Dr. Richard Garnettto be the finest ode in

the English language
3 Pictured at p. 92 of vol. ii. of Curzon's Persia.
4 Memory brings back to me the daily delightful alternation of both feelings on my way

from Bushire to Resht. Therein lies much of my "Charm of Persia." It lies in contrast.
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us stretched the broad fertile valley of Mervdasht ; and ere long Perse-

polis (now known to Persians as Takht-i-Jamshid), lying under a range

of rocky, rugged hills at a distance of seven or eight miles, came in

sight. It so happened that I was mounted on a pony which could give

points to those ridden by my brother and the guide. My impatience to

see Persepolis and my desire to have as much time there as possible,

prompted me to push ahead, and finally to try to take a bee-line for

the ruin. As a result I got hopelessly entangled amid the numerous
ditches and kdrezes that irrigated the plain. Only by a long detour to

the foot of the hills on my right did I get clear of these obstacles, and
when I finally reached the Takht-i-Jamshid I found that my brother,

despite the sluggishness of his mount, had got there before me. It was
then 1 P.M. We decided to "do " the Takht before we refreshed the

inner man. Travellers and historians who have described, pictured, and
photographed Persepolis are " legion." I will not pit our two hours'

roamings against these studies of weeks', months', or years' duration.

Mr. Odling kindly lent us Mr. Binning's (1851) book, and most helpful

we found it. Rawlinson, Curzon, Rich, Morier, Bradley-Birt are a few
of the many who, individually or collectively, present exhaustive

accounts of the capital of ancient Persia. What we did remark, that

the historian and classic traveller could hardly notice, was that the

European passer-by could not, in some cases, curb his vulgar passion for

scrawling his name on the Cyclopean masonry of the royal house of

Achtemenes. Our brief visit included the three or four tombs in the

side of the hill overhanging the " Takht." We then returned to our

ponies, remounted, and rode to the posthouse at Puza, passing on our

right, just before reaching the posthouse, four sculptures of the Sassanian

period, one of which struck me as being an exact facsimile in miniature

of a carving which I had already seen at Shahpur (ride ante, pp. 171 and

259).

At Puza the chaparchi (posthouse keeper) was most obliging, boiling

water and eggs for us, washing up our things after our meal, and helping

to pack and load our fresh ponies. It was just after 3 p.m. when we
reached Puza. We had been going since 3 A.M. on our morning cup of

tea. He spread a drugget for us in the covered gateway of the post-

house, where we could enjoy the breeze, such as it was, and partake of

our meal of cold mutton, eggs, black Persian bread and tea (without

milk or lemon), in some coolness and comfort. We lost no time.

Before 4 P.M. we had eaten, packed, and loaded, and were under way
across the river Pulvar for Naksh-i-Rustam, the site of four royal tombs,

one that of Darius Hystaspis, excavated high up on the face of the cliff,

and accessible only with the aid of ropes and ladders. To reach these

we rode for three miles across cultivated lands, intersected by numerous

ditches, large and small, which seriously tried the powers of our hard-

worked and, doubtless, poorly-fed postal ponies. Both Canon George

Rawlinson (Ancient Monarchies, vol. iii.) and Mr. Bradley-Birt describe

Naksh-i-Rustam well, but the best idea of the scene can be gathered from

the folding-plan, No. LXXIV. vol. ii. p. 172, of Chardin's Voyages d'Ispahan

h Bandur-Abassi. On the level ground in front of the tombs stands a
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quadrangular building some thirty feet high, constructed of massive

blocks of stone. On each side are seven or eight blind windows, but no

practicable door, although entrance can be obtained by clambering up to

a large opening on one side. The interior is a single empty chamber.

Rawlinson (op. cit., iii. 324-5) reproduces it, but offers no suggestion as

to its use. Bradley- Birt gives an excellent photograph of it, as an

edifice " round the origin of which much controversy has raged," and

favours the idea that it is a mausoleum, possibly that of Hystaspis,

father of Darius, built prior to the construction of the four royal tombs

in the face of the cliff.

Daylight was on the wane, we had been actively on the move for

Butcher's Gate" of the city of Istakhr or " Takht-i-Kawus." Taken about 1887.

fourteen or fifteen hours in no slight heat, and our steeds already showed
signs of fatigue. We judged it wise to make for our night's halting-

place, Kawamabad. A ride of six or seven miles brought us back to

the banks of the Pulvar and to the main road some ten miles north of

Persepolis. (The river Pulvar finally discharges itself into the Darya-i-

Niriz, an extensive salt; lake situated forty miles east of Shiraz.) Working
up the Pulvar valley for six or seven miles, we passed Old Sivend, lying

back under the hills in a recess to the right of the road, and half con-

cealed by a high outlying spur. Desolate it looked in the failing light,

and the face of the cliff' above had the air of having been prepared for

sculpture. The dusk perhaps caused that illusion. Ere long we reached

New Sivend, "an ugly conglomeration of mud huts thatched with sticks

and straw. The banks of the river, however, are densely lined with
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gardens and vineyards, thickly studded with plane-trees, willows, and

poplars. Such verdure was a luxury to the eye, extending, as it did,

for several miles up and down the tortuous valley. The telegraph

inspector was away. Seeing his wife and child sitting outside the

telegraph house, we stopped for a few minutes' conversation with her.

She very kindly offered us a cup of tea. but the fast-falling shades of

night and the distance of Kawamabad constrained us to decline it. Our
horseflesh was now getting simply 'dead beat,' and finally I dismounted
and for the last few miles drove my exhausted beast before me. It

would not be led, and I dared no longer bestride it. We ascertained

afterwards that all our three ' mounts ' had done one stage that same
day before we mounted them. The following day we had no recourse

but to ride two out of the three for twenty-five miles to Mashhad-i-

Murghab." l I shall probably mention later some of the records made by
British telegraph-men in riding between Teheran and Shiraz or Teheran
and Ispahan ; but let it be noted that these record-riders secure before-

hand their mounts, and, not infrequently, have them got into condition

ready for the effort required of them. We of course had to take what
we found, and sorry beasts they often were. And yet, later on, I

mounted one "bolter," and a pleasure it was to ride him, though I had
but a snaffle to put in his mouth. The fact is his owner could not hold

him, and had just sold him to the Persian postal service. He had Arab
blood in him, and his vigour had not yet given way before the overwork

and under-feeding of the Persian postal officials. On our travelling days,

between Shiraz and Resht on the Caspian, we averaged per diem seventy

-

five miles, plus 25 per cent, labour due to the shortcomings of our

mounts. That is a moderate estimate for the labour. I deem it quite

pardonable to mention some of the amenities of our travels. It may
forewarn and prepare others. At Kawamabad, finding no straw where-

with to fill our mattress and pillow-cases, we spread a rug and greatcoat

on the roof. But the roof was replete with burrs or fine prickles, and

we were driven from its coolness to the stuffiness of the chamber below.

We tossed there till 3 a.m. on 7th June, rose, drank tea, packed, loaded,

saddled, and went off. I had to choose between a pony dead lame and

one which I had driven in the night before. I chose the lame one

—

poor beast—and rode him four farsakhs (about twelve miles) to the

tomb of Cyrus. There I overtook my poor old mount of the previous

day on his way back to his own stable at Mashhad-i-Murgbab. The
dead lame one had by this time almost driven me to despair ; so I trans-

ferred self, saddle, and khurjin to the homeward-bound one. It struggled

on with me gallantly till within four miles of its home, and then I dis-

mounted and "had to drive it in. We arrived at 10.30 a.m., having

taken seven hours to cover twenty-five miles. On tolerable post

ponies we could cover that distance in from three to four hours. We
again followed the Pulvar valley, through picturesque, well-watered, and

not unfertile scenes. Half-way we passed the old Pasargadae ruins and

the tomb of Cyrus, up the gigantic steps of which we scrambled to the

1 Extract from Diary.
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little smoke-blackened room on the summit. Among the European

names carved on its walls were one or two of Oriental travellers of note.

The neighbouring peasantry regard the building as, in a sense, sacred,

and resent the intrusion of Christians. Even our shOgird ch&ptir was

averse to us entering the enclosure. We declined, however, to humour

him. The usual authorities may be consulted for detailed descriptions

of these scenes. If I remember rightly, a fanciful revivification of them

is to be found in Ebers' Egyptian Princess, a book which, however, has

had its day. If Canon Rawlinson be correct, it was at Pasargadae that

Cyrus the Great achieved that victory over Astyages the Mede that

made Cyrus's soldiers salute their leader on the spot as "King of Media

and Persia." Lord Curzon (Per.<in, vol. ii. pp. 75-6) sustains the view

that this tomb really is that of Cyrus, and gives an excellent photo-

graphic picture of it. The modern Persian knows it as " Kabr, or

Reputed Tomb of Cyrus. Taken about 1889.

Masjid-i-M;ldar-i-Suleiman," i.e. the tomb or temple of Solomon's mother,

and it is probably in this belief that they resent the intrusion of those

who are not of the faith of Islam, a bigotry which must be simply put

down to their very excusable and essentially human narrow-mindedness.

The seed of Jesse is as much the appanage of the Christian as of the

Mahommedan. History has not placed on record how Bathsheba found

the way from Palestine to Pasargadae.

In her wide experience of the vicissitudes of fortune, in love, war,

and all other crises of existence, from the days of the absolute monarchy
of the Great Cyrus to those of the constitutional government of Ahmed
Mirza, the youthful Shah of today, Persia is second to no nation. Tartar,

Arab, Turk, Afghan, Briton, French, and Russian have all moulded her

destinies. Finally comes the Teuton, thinking to make her the instrument

of his vast ambitions, which aim at nothing less than an empire extending

from the mouths of the Elbe and Scheldt to that of the Yangtse-
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kiang. 1 Is Persia, having escaped from the embraces of the Bear, to fall

into the clutches of the Eagle, while the Lion looks on ? As matters
stand at this moment, that is not likely. It is the Lion that will, in all

probability, secure, as far as possible, the independence and prosperity
to the land of the Lion and the Sun. Intelligence which, at the end of

August, had filtered through Russia, stated that the Russian forces,

based upon Hamadan, were still holding their own near the Lake of

Zeribar, which is situated about eight miles to the south-west of Penjvin
and some seventy miles east by north of Sinna. In the interests of the
maintenance of peace in Persia, and as a support to Sir Stanley Maude,
who may at any time be called upon to face G-erman, Austrian, and
Turkish troops under the command of General von Falkenhayn, and
whose defeat would probably be the signal for a renewal of anarchy in

Persia, we cannot but welcome the news that General Baratoff and his

detachment are still to the fore. We may further presume from this

that Kasr-i-shirin and Khanikin, important posts on the Turco-Persian
frontier not far from the Diyala river, and due east of General Maude's
position near Samara, are still held by the Russians. Many of us with
anxious eyes turned towards Mesopotamia, and some remembering those

who have found their last resting-place at or near Kut-el-Amara and
under or near the great arch of Ctesiphon, cannot but have read with
keen feelings the story in Blackwood for August of " The Battle beyond
Baghdad," so admirably told by a Highland officer. Satisfaction devoid

of sentiment also greets the announcement made by Mr. R. I. Money
in the Geographical Journal for September that "the Hindiya barrage (on

the Euphrates forty miles south of Baghdad) was found uninjured on

the British occupation of Baghdad."

Of the village and posthouse of Mashhad-i-Murghab, situated 6500
feet above sea-level, where we halted from 10.30 a.m. to 3 p.m., probably

because the chaparchi could not sooner provide us with three horses for

the continuance of our journey, my diary notes the picturesqueness of

the village, the abundance of water, the expanse of pasture and arable

land, the distant mountains flecked with snow, the white and purple

flowers of the opium fields, and lastly a plentiful supply of good milk.

This last-named luxury we often found to be unprocurable at midday
in the heat of summer in Persia. The morning's milk, I gather, is at

once set up for some edible purpose. The stables of the chaparkhana at

Mashhad-i-Murghab were roofless, and the traveller's room was floorless.

1 Vide "German Ambitions in the East," a letter to the editor of the Times of 16th

January 1917. Brigadier-General Page Croft, M.P., expounding the aims of the new
National Party, said : "If a solid economic and military block extending from Hamburg
to the Persian Gulf, with its 140 millions of people, were united at the. conclusion of

hostilities, it is evident that there would be no peace for the British Empire, or, indeed, for

the world."

—

(Daily Telegraph, 30th August 1917.) Some four months ago Herr von

Henting. Secretary of the German Embassy at Constantinople, returned to Germany after

carrying out a two years' political mission in Asia, in the course of which he visited Persia,

Afghanistan, Turkestan and China. For this line bit of work the Kaiser conferred upon

him the Chevalier's Cross with Swords of the House of Hohenzollern, and well he deserved

it, although to-day Persia, Afghanistan, and Turkestan are seemingly neutral and quiet, and

China calls herself our ally.
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This was due, we were told, to very heavy rains which had fallen some

months before our arrival. The patois of the inhabitants was to us, at

that time very inexperienced students of Persian, quite incomprehensible.

The women, we noted, mostly went about veilless, in short petticoats,

wearing a coloured kerchief as a headdress. Comparatively cool as it

was at an elevation of 6500 feet, the rays of the sun were powerful.

Our faces, necks, and hands were now badly blistered and cracked, and

our lips were so raw that eating was painful. I began to regret the

narrow area of my light Elwood helmet. We did not shave between

Shiraz and Ispahan. I have not forgotten my experience on arrival at

Ispahan, when the Persian barber came to make me fit to present myself

to the European society of the former capital of Persia.

Telegraph Office, faciDg south, at Dehbid in Per-ia. Nomad tents in foreground.

Taken about 1889.

We had a most trying ride from Mashhad-i-Murghfib to Dehbid, a

distance of about twenty-six miles. Our animals were hopeless, and
that robs a march of all pleasure. The road was a rough track over

hill and dale, with water only at rare intervals (about half-way we crossed

and bade farewell to the Pulvar river, which had been our companion
since Pul-i-Khan), through a wild pastoral country frequented by flocks

of sand-grouse and by "sisi." 1 We reached the telegraph house

at Dehbid (Willow Village) about 9 p.m., long after sunset. The
sergeant of the Royal Engineers, who was in charge there, very kindly

made us his guests, and we spent a very pleasant evening listening to

his story of life in these out-of-the-way parts of Persia. His house,

with its small garden and courtyard, stood within four walls. 2 A
deliciously pure and cool stream ran through it, supplying a small tank

1 Ammoperdix bonhami. Vide Murray's Gfamt Birds of India, 1S89. p. 74.

2 Vide photograph.
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and the requirements of the household and garden. Late as it was (9 P.M.)

I could not resist the pleasure of a refreshing bathe in the tank, after
the heat and dirt, toil and dust of an eighteen hours' journey.

" Having bathed and donned what I was pleased to consider my clean
kit, we sat down to a cup of coffee and a pipe and a chat with our
host, who gave us many details of his life and surroundings. In
the neighbourhood of Dehbid are extensive plains, the largest stretch

of level land, it is said, between Shiraz and Teheran. These afford

good grazing. Our host told us that he owned and grazed three
large flocks of sheep, and by breeding, and by the sale of the animals
themselves and of their wool, skins, etc., realised considerable profits.

In winter when the snow lies thick and the thermometer goes down
to 12° below zero, these flocks demand close attention to shield them
from death by cold and starvation. Even in summer the thermometer
at night is always below 50° (the height above sea-level being over
7000 feet). We slept that night with soundness and comfort under
several quilts. None the less the sun is very powerful by day.
As a further example of the opportunities which this Indo-European
telegraph life threw in its early days in the way of its employees, let

me add that our host also explained that he did a considerable business

in Persian antiques, obtaining them through his agents in all the chief

towns in Persia, and reselling them either in the country or in Europe.

He also dealt in grain and in the skins of foxes and other furry animals,

which he traps. On the completion of twenty-one years' service in

the Eoyal Engineers, it was his intention to retire on his pension and
settle as a merchant in Ispahan. It should be noted that at Dehbid
meet the great routes from Shiraz and Ispahan, and from Kirman through
Yezd. It will therefore be understood what an advantageous trade-

centre it was. A short study of a good map will show that through
Kumisheh and Yazd-i-khwast three other caravan routes to the west of

Dehbid connect Shiraz with Ispahan. By one or other of these routes, I

gathered, most of such caravans travel during the summer months, but

from September to March all caravans travel through Dehbid. This

accounts for our meeting no caravans on our journey. As the Dehbid
route was not in 1881 suited for wheeled traffic, the carriages of the

young Prince-Governor of Fars must have gone by one of the other

routes." 1

The tank into which I plunged was later almost the scene of a tragedy.

Persian tanks accumulate mud for a lustre, a decade, or even half a

century. A Eoyal Engineer officer, arriving at Dehbid hot and dusty,

stripped and took a header in. Head and shoulders he buried himself

in the mud, his legs dangling aloft. Laughter shook the onlookers, till

they realised that the situation was serious. They extricated the officer

in time. Our host, Sergeant Hamilton, probably warned me. He, I

regret to say, never lived to retire and settle down at Ispahan. Some
years after our visit, he went out in the winter in deep snow and very

cold weather to repair the lines in a bad breakdown. His food and

1 Extract from Diary of 1881.
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clothing were very inadequate. He was taken ill at Mashbad-i-Murghab

and died there. His grave is at or near the telegraph station at

Dehbid. Sergeant Hamilton's son came home and was educated in the

R.E. schools. He turned out a very fine young fellow, and went out

to Persia in the Telegraph Department. The latest news of him is

that he became Lieutenant in charge of the Basra Telegraph Office and

had received the D.S.O. for good service.

The late Major-General Sir Charles M'Gregor, whose death thirty

years ago was a serious loss to the Indian Army, travelled up from

Bushire to Dehbid in the spring of 1875 by the same route that we
followed in June-July of 1881. If Sir Charles had been able to choose

his route, he would have taken that via Herat and Mashhad. Similarly

in 1897 or 1898 I had formed the idea of travelling with my wife from

Quetta via Nushki, Sistan, and Mashhad to Europe, but I found the then

Lieutenant-General commanding the Bombay Army a hopeless person

to deal with. Had Sir Charles M'Gregor lived, and by any chance been

in command in Bombay in 1897-8, I do not think any obstacle would
have been placed in my way. I think, if I may be allowed, I would
like to quote here the kindly tribute which Sir Charles (then Colonel

C. M.) M'Uregor pays in his Khorasan (vol. i. p. 51), to his host at

Dehbid, and add that I look back to our stay in the Dehbid telegraph

house with a pleasure no less real than that to which Sir Charles thus

gives expression :

—

"On 30th April (1875) before leaving I had a light breakfast, and
then said good-bye to my friend Sergeant Eadon. A meeting like this,

with a man whom in the ordinary course of events one would not be

thrown across, proves that there is not so much difference between the

various strata of society as we imagine. ' A man 's a man for a' that.' At
all events, the best-bred gentleman in Europe could not have treated me
with greater courtesy or more delicate attention than did Sergeant Eadon,

and I shall ever look back with pleasure to my stay with him at Deh-y-

Beed." It was in the hot weather of 1 883 that I made the acquaintance of

Sir Charles M'Gregor at Simla, and I have always understood that, when
the proprietor of the Pioneer was in July 1884 looking round for a special

correspondent to accompany the Afghan Boundary Commission, I owe it

to Sir Charles and to Sir West liidgeway that the post was offered to

me. Between July 1881 and July 1884 I had spent two years with
an Ispahani Persian, studying his language. AVe usually spent two or

three hours together daily, and we used no language but Persian. In

a measure I learned a fair pronunciation, and having passed high pro-

ficiency in the language in 1883, I stayed on in Bombay and read with
an educated Persian the books, mostly ridiculous, which the pedantic
Board of Examiners at Calcutta had selected for the Degree of Honour
Test. I was rewarded for this by being summarily sent back to my
regiment at Jacobabad in Sind in June 1884, without being given a

chance of facing the examiners. This is the encouragement with which
effort meets. That eccentric genius, Sir Richard Burton, also a subaltern

sixty years ago in the Bombay army, was treated in just the same
way. However a month later came the offer of accompanying
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the Afghan Boundary Commission as special correspondent of the
Pioneer, and upon this the Adjutant-General who had snubbed my
ambitions after Persian scholarship smiled benignly. I went to Herat
and almost to Penjdeh, and thus spent the most interesting year of my
life. M'Gregor (Khorasm, vol. i. p. 39) fully realised what a worthless
school India is for the study of Persian, and wrote what many English-
men, knowing both countries, have said. The Indian pronunciation of

Persian is on a par with that of the French of Stratford-at-Bowe. I at

least profited by the teaching and society of a real Ispahani. The pro-

ficiency in Persian of most Anglo-Indian officers and civilians who have
passed examinations under the Calcutta Board is farcical. M'Gregor
advised the Government of India to send students of Persian to Shiraz,

not Calcutta. He advised in vain. Sir Charles M'Gregor was of a
warm temper and could be very plain-spoken. But that kind reminis-

cence of Sergeant Eadon shows the spirit that was in him. I have
always understood that his Life and Opinions, published by Messrs.

Blackwood in the autumn of 1888, were held by the authorities at Simla
and elsewhere to have been a trifle indiscreet. Be that as it may, his

diaries (vol. ii. pp. 249-55) make it clear that Phayre was expected to

be up in time to co-operate with Roberts (as in my first " Travel

Memories " I contended that he should have been) in the attack upon
Ayub Khan. M'Gregor admits that the desire to forestall Phayre
existed, but deprecates it. It was M'Gregor's Third Brigade that

passed us early in September 1880 (we were moving on Kandahar),

hastening southward to punish the turbulent tribes to the east and
south-east of the Hurnai railway route.

CIVILISATION AND CLIMATE : A REVIEW. 1

By James Cossar, M.A.

Dr. Ellsworth Huntington's latest work is in many respects a most

noteworthy and valuable contribution to geographical science, owing its

significance, perhaps, rather more to what it attempts than to its actual

achievement, although that is by no means slight. The author's task is

nothing less than an attempt to define and to measure as accurately as

possible the dependence upon climate of certain vital phenomena,

especially those which contribute most to human character. Readers of

The Pulse of Asia and The Transformation of Palestine are already familiar

with some of the author's activities and ideas in recent years, and many
of the conclusions of these volumes are repeated in his latest work,

supported by a considerable body of evidence which has become
available since these works were first published. The most valuable

part of the present volume, however, deals with the influence of climate

1 Civilisation and Climate. By Ellsworth Huntington. London: Humphrey Milford,

Oxford University Press, 1915. 10s. 6d. net.
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on the civilisation of the present day. Some of its conclusions are dis-

tinctly original and of far-reaching importance, and the author might

perhaps have won a readier acceptance of them if he had refrained for

the time being from the attempt, ultimately necessary and desirable, no

doubt, to link up his investigations of modern conditions with his theories

relating to the civilisations of antiquity. The present volume is avowedly

an interim report, issued in order to stimulate discussion and to promote

further investigation, for, as the author frankly admits, some of his

hypotheses demand much closer examination than they have yet received.

Moreover, criticism of some of the conclusions must be withheld until he

makes public the evidence on which they have been based.

Huntington's main thesis is that a stimulating climate is an essential

condition of civilisation. He cannot be charged with the one-sided view

that climate is the only, or the all-important factor, for he makes it per-

fectly clear at the outset that there are many other potent influences to

be taken into account in analysing the complex of civilisation, but it is

not his present business to assign to each its relative weight. His aim

is to obtain for climate a proper recognition of its peculiar place and

function in the evolution of any community and its status in civilisation.

He has set out to investigate, in so far as the available data aHow, the

exact effects of climate upon human activity, and in particular to consider

to what extent the climatic conditions tend to help or hinder the develop-

ment of strong character, of which, after all, the various institutions and
elements in the life of a community, its government, its religion, its

economic and social structure, are but the outward expression. The
practical interest of such a problem is obvious, especially to us from

the colonial and imperial point of view, and in this connection Hunting-

ton's reasoned views upon the place and prospects of the white man in

the tropics may be commended to all serious students of empire.

It is a commonplace to remark that every individual (although all

might not willingly admit the statement) is affected by the weather

conditions from day to day, certain conditions being bracing and others

depressing, some inducing activity, while others tend to discourage, if

not actually to prevent it. But few people have set themselves to

analyse their own personal experience of the effect of the atmospheric

conditions, and in any case their observations are so entirely subjective

as to have little value as a basis for any general conclusion. Some more
stable and impersonal criterion is necessary as a standard of measure-
ment. In the ordinary task of every day, the most important thing in

life for most people, to which they devote the greater part of their time

and energy, Huntington finds the necessary standard ; the degree of

efficiency which man attains in the performance of his daily work reflects

the effect of climate, and forms the best available test of its influence.

That climate may be taken as the most nearly ideal which best enables

man to reach the highest level of efficiency.

The author first seeks to establish that a definite relation does exist

between human activity, both mental and physical, and the seasonal

climatic conditions. In order to obtain a reliable statistical measure of

the effect of climate, he has made a careful analysis of the daily efficiency
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throughout a considerable period of several large groups of factory
operatives, as tested by their average daily earnings on a piece-work
basis. The records of wages applied to different types of factories, free
from artificial restrictions of output, which indeed was fully encouraged
by the use of methods of remuneration designed for that purpose ; the
workers employed were of different sexes, ages, and races, performing a
wide variety of operations which required different degrees of skill. and
aptitude. Thus steps were taken to secure that, as far as possible, the
earnings of the workers could be regarded as a fairly reliable index of

their efficiency. From the material thus obtained Huntington has com-
piled an interesting series of curves to show the fluctuation in earnings
throughout each of the years 1910-1913; he also supplies the curve of

the average temperature for this four-year period, but he omits to give
the temperature conditions for each of the years, and this seems really

essential for purposes of comparison.

The diagrams bring out several very striking results. It appears
that the efficiency of the operatives reaches its minimum point in

mid-winter, while a second, but less important and more variable,

minimum occurs in mid-summer ; earnings attain their maximum at the
end of October, but a high point is also recorded for June, and again in

December, immediately before Christmas. This fluctuation seems to
have no connection with questions of trade conditions or factory manage-
ment, and the only feasible explanation appears to be that it is closely

related to the varying climatic conditions. A similar relation is estab-

lished for mental energy by a study of the marks obtained in the periodic

examinations of between 1700 and 1800 students at the Naval and
Military Academies at West Point and Annapolis. This general relation

between seasonal climate and human activity is also suggested by the

seasonal variation in the death rates of New York and of Japan, by the

studies of the strength of school children in Copenhagen carried out by
Lehmann and Pedersen, by the seasonal variation in the gain in weight
by patients in a Consumptive Sanatorium, as well as by the efficiency of

workers in other factories in different climatic zones of the United States.

Huntington next proceeds to analyse in turn the effect of the different

elements of climate and the special features of the seasonal changes

which appear to be of the greatest importance for man's activity. The
amount of light, the humidity of the atmosphere, and its freshness, all

have a very considerable influence, both physiological and psychological
,

upon man's work. A point of practical importance upon which Hunting-

ton lays stress is the debilitating effect of the extremely arid atmosphere

engendered by the method of heating houses in winter, and by the

exclusion of the fresh moist air ; his remarks may be profitably studied

by people who have not yet discovered the proper use of gas fires for

heating purposes. But of all the climatic elements temperature is the

most important in its effects upon human energy, and indeed upon life

in all its forms, as is shown by the researches of Brunnow, MacDougal,

Thomson, and others, into the relation between the temperature con-

ditions and the vital processes of plants, animals, and man. It is a

matter for regret that the author does not give detailed references to
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the authorities and sources from which he has drawn some of his material

;

to do so would certainly facilitate the discussion of his own conclusions

and promote further investigation.

Two factors in temperature are proved to be of the utmost signifi-

cance—the actual amount of heat, and its variations from day to day.

Huntington s studies of the work of the factory operatives and the

students lead him to the conclusion that the optimum temperature for

physical energy is in the neighbourhood of 60 F., while that for mental

activity is a mean temperature of about 40 F. "Inasmuch as human
progress depends upon a co-ordination of mental and physical activity.

we seem to be justified in the conclusion that the greatest total efficiency

occurs half-way between the mental and physical optima, that is, with a

mean temperature of about 50 F." (p. 103). It should be noted, how-

ever, that in his comparative study of temperature and energy, Huntington

seems to draw no distinction between the temperature of the outside

air, to which his figures and curves refer, and that indoors, which is

artificially controlled, and to which the workers were subjected at the

time their efficiency was being tested.

So far as is at present clear, the daily changes in the weather con-

ditions, and particularly in temperature, are quite as important as the

mean conditions for any given day or period. The author furnishes an

interesting series of curves (p. 114). which brings out the fact that

human activity varies in accordance with the change in the mean tem-

perature from one day to another. Thus it appears from the records of

some 300 men in two Connecticut factories that their efficiency rises

towards its maximum when there is a fall in the temperature on succes-

sive days of from eight to ten degrees : thereafter the curve of efficiency

dips ; on the other hand, an increase in the temperature produces a

similar effect, although not quite to the same extent. The same relation

holds good for mental activity, but with rather important differences.

The significant point is that uniformity of temperature, at whatever
level, does not conduce to maximum efficiency; in other words, "a
variable climate is highly desirable if people are to be efficient."

Xow two factors determine the number and intensity of these daily

temperature changes, which seem so necessary for human activity,

namely, the seasonal change of temperature, since more or less corre-

sponding to it there is a daily variation, and the number of cyclonic

storms. From this point of view Huntington has a most suggestive

chapter on the ideal climate, that being defined as those average atmo-
spheric conditions which are best for man's work. From a study of the

distribution of these principal factors—the mean temperature of the

seasons and the degree of storminess induced by the passage of cyclonic

conditions— it becomes possible to form an estimate of the relative

stimulating power of the different climates of the world, and hence to

arrive at an approximate idea of the possible distribution of human
energy throughout the globe. It affords a certain amount of satisfaction

to discover that England, with which the author would no doubt also

associate Scotland south of the Caledonian Canal, "apparently comes
nearer to the ideal than almost any other place. The climate is stimu-

VOL. XXXIII. 2 F
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lating at all times, both by reason of abundant storms and because of a

moderate seasonal change." California is also among the regions where
the climate approaches the ideal, but there the conditions are too

uniformly stimulating, and Huntington has some suggestive remarks to

make upon the possible relation of this fact to the prevalence of insanity

and suicide in that State.

On the basis of his conclusions as to the necessary elements in

climate from the point of view of maximum human efficiency, Hunting-

ton has compiled a map to show the distribution of energy throughout

the globe ; not, however, the energy of the present inhabitants of each

region, but that which might be expected of Europeans if they settled

in these areas and were influenced in the same way as are the people of

the eastern United States, whose degree of energy and activity forms

the basis of Huntington's arguments. Unfortunately, for the purpose

of such a map, all the requisite data are not available : there are no
satisfactory records of humidity or of daily temperature changes from

which a world map of any accuracy could be constructed, and conse-

quently the author has been obliged to omit the consideration of

humidity altogether, and to make use of approximations in the case of

some other factors. He makes no greater claim for his map than that

it is a first approach to the truth, and as such it succeeds in bringing out

several extremely interesting and rather surprising points. Perhaps the

most significant relates to the position of Siberia, which occupies a

comparatively low place among the regions of energy, and, if this can

be ultimately established as correct, it must considerably modify the

p3ssible development and prospects of Russia's eastern domains as a

centre of European civilisation. The position accorded to Siberia on

the energy map seems to be in accordance with Nansen s view of the

Siberians as lacking in care, forethought and energy in cultivating and

fertilising the soil, and also with that of RodisheV, who regards them as

" a people without enterprise or initiative." Thus, concludes Huntington,
" Russian autocracy has accomplished its purpose more fully than it

realises. It has not only exiled many of its most thoughtful and active

people, but has sent them to a place where not only do the isolation and

hardships diminish their power, but where nature insidiously accom-

plishes exactly the kind of repression that the authorities desire," for

although many of the exiles have gone east with the intention of pur-

suing their intellectual activities and their scientific work, their purpose

is seldom achieved. " They say that at first they begin to wOrk with

great vigour, but after a year or two their energy declines. They have

the desire to work, but do not seem able to do so "
(p. 147 ).

So far Huntington's arguments and conclusions are of the highest

possible interest, and he has been able to bring together much useful

material in support of his main contention. Enough has been said to

suggest the originality and value of the work, for obviously many of his

conclusions are of great significance from the point of view of practical

life. If, for example, mental energy is so intimately bound up with

the climatic conditions, then the intellectual worker stands to gain

from a careful consideration of these conditions. In the same way
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Huntington's conclusions have a valuable lesson for the more scientific

management of industry. Thus the manufacturer, " who contemplates

establishing a factory, will be able to determine the precise efficiency of

labour in the different places which he has in mind, and can put the

matter into dollars and cents for comparison with the cost of transporta-

tion, raw materials, and other factors.'' Moreover, if the industrial

output could be regulated in accordance with a well-established seasonal

curve of energy, there would be a total economic gain to the country

concerned, while " the operatives would scarcely be conscious of the

difference, and they would probably do more work and preserve their

health better than under the present system." Huntington makes the

rather extravagant suggestion that the day may come when there will

be a seasonal migration of communities on a very large scale from one

climatic zone to another, in order to obtain the benefit of the optimum
conditions at every period of the year. " The expense of such a system

of having two homes for a large part of the population will doubtless be

enormous, but that is relatively unimportant. Perhaps so, but there

are other difficulties. Without indulging in such extravagant fancies, it

seems clear that the application of some of Huntington's conclusions may
in time effect very considerable changes in the distribution and mode of

life of the world's population, from the industrial, the economic, and

the social point of view.

Having developed this extremely suggestive argument upon the

relation between climate and human energy, Huntington proceeds to a

much wider question, and one which, owing to the lack of data, calls for

entirely different and much less reliable methods of investigation. So
far he has been able to apply a quantitative test to his conclusions, and
then only within narrow limits ; but in passing to examine the distribu-

tion of the higher elements of civilisation he essays a much more difficult

problem, to which the quantitative test cannot be applied. His purpose

is to prepare a map to show the distribution of those characteristics

which are generally recognised as of the highest value : that is, of such

qualities as " the power of initiative, the capacity for formulating neAv

ideas and for carrying them into effect, the power of self-control, high

standards of honesty and morality, the power to lead and control other

races, the capacity for disseminating ideas. . . . These qualities find

expression in high ideals—respect for law, inventiveness, ability to

develop philosophical systems, stability and honesty of government, a

highly developed system of education, the capacity to dominate the less

civilised parts of the world, and the ability to carry out far-reaching

enterprises covering long periods of time and great areas of the earths
surface.

Now it is obvious that for most of these qualities no quantitative

standard exists ; in some cases statistics may afford a means of measure-
ment for the material things, but " the higher elements of civilisation

"

are not material, nor can they be measured by material standards.

Huntington is, of course, quite alive to the difficulty, but by no means
daunted by it, and he has made an exceedingly ingenious and interest-

ing attempt to ascertain the distribution of civilisation throughout the
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globe. For this purpose he obtained from over fifty representative men
of wide knowledge throughout the world—geographers, anthropologists,

publicists, and scientists—their opinions as to the position in the scale of

civilisation of the different political units of the world. In passing it may
be remarked that British opinion was represented by Mr. George Black
of Sydney, whose were the only views forthcoming from any part of

the empire outside our own islands, Lord Bryce, Sir Leonard Darwin,
Sir T. H. Holdich, Sir H. H. Johnston, Dr. J. S. Keltie, Mr. T. S. Long-
staff, and Mr. Douglas Carruthers.

On the basis of the votes of those who responded to his appeal for

their views, Huntington has compiled a map of the world distribution

of civilisation, one aim of which is to endeavour to supply a need that
exists in all our geographical, historical, sociological, and economic dis-

cussions for "a stronger emphasis upon human character, that is, upon
the mental and moral qualities which dominate the civilisation of the
various nations."

A moment's consideration will suggest what scientific value can be
placed upon a map, the basis of which is simply a consensus of expert
opinion, however representative and carefully selected. Even if the
world did contain as many as half a dozen individuals competent to

express a judgment upon the status in civilisation of every part of the

globe, such individual opinions would still remain entirely subjective,

arbitrary, and inevitably biased by personal considerations of race,

history, and environment. Huntington obtained his material prior to

August 1914, but if the task had to be undertaken again it is just

possible, in the light of what has happened in the interval, that Germany
would not occupy the exalted position in the scale of civilisation which
these experts formerly accorded to that country. It would have added
to the entertainment of the book, and also perhaps to the discomfiture

of the experts, if Huntington had been at liberty to make public the

detailed opinions which he obtained from each contributor. He has,

however, been able to publish the views of a shrewd observer, the Swiss

anthropologist, H. Ten Kate, and the opinions of this neutral upon the

relative positions in civilisation of our own country and Germany have

more than usual interest at the present time. It should be explained

that the contributors were required to assign each country to one of ten

classes, No. 10 being the highest in the scale, so that this class number
may be regarded as the " index of civilisation " for the country in

question. For power of initiative Ten Kate assigns our own country

to the highest group, while Germany is placed in group 8 ; in ability

to carry out far-reaching enterprises Great Britain finds a place in

group 10, while Germany is allocated to group 6. But he considers

Germany superior to ourselves in inventiveness and the capacity

for formulating new ideas, in the ability to develop philosophical

systems, and in the sense for beauty both in art and literature.

Under the head of the standard of honesty and morality our own
country is placed in class 7 and Germany in class 6, the Nether-

lands being the only country in a higher category than our own.

In the power to lead and control other races our country is assigned to
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class 9, while Germany occupies a humble place in the second lowest

group.

In spite of the shortcomings and limitations, which Huntington

candidly recognises, of this ingenious attempt to arrange the countries

of the world according to their status in civilisation, or what a sedate

President of a certain Geographical Society describes as " the most

humiliating game I have ever tried," it is by no means devoid of interest

and value, although its actual scientific worth, because of the absence of

definite standards of comparison, appears to be of the slightest. "With

this rather unpromising and certainly wholly inadequate material

Huntington has endeavoured to construct a map. The primary object

is to afford a means of comparison of the distribution of energy and of

civilisation, and ultimately of climate, and certainly some of the results

are exceedingly striking and suggestive, showing in most cases a

remarkable degree of harmony between the different phenomena. This

method of indicating the distribution of the elements of civilisation

may perhaps be more safely and successfully applied to a small area

within which the necessary data are more ascertainable, and for that

reason more value may be attached to Huntington's series of maps for

the United States. The close agreement which these maps reveal

between the climatic conditions, the energy and the civilisation of the

country, certainly strongly supports the author's main thesis as to the

intimate relation between these various factors, and his inquiry has

resulted in an exceedingly stimulating and brilliant contribution to a

complex and difficult problem.

Huntington endeavours to complete his investigation by applying

the results he has reached as to modern conditions to the civilisations of

antiquity. Whoever undertakes the task of reconstructing the pre-

historic conditions, whether of the physical features of the earth or of

its inhabitants, must too often abandon the realms of fact to enter the

fields of pure speculation, and these are inclined to be rather trackless.

With a less safe guide than Huntington the wanderer is seldom likely to

return. Vet the fact remains that in regions which today are barren

and backward, where the climatic conditions almost prohibit human
settlement, we find memorials of an ancient civilisation that evidently

reached a remarkable level, in the tombs of Palmyra, the temples and
irrigation works of Mesopotamia, in the buried cities of Central Asia,

and, perhaps above all, in the wonderful Maya ruins of Central America.

Obviously, unless we are to assume that the members of these past

civilisations possessed very remarkable powers, such as belong to no

modern people, whereby they were able to make many blades of grass

grow where none can be grown to-day, there is a very strong argument
in favour of climatic change within historic times. If such a change

can be demonstrated and some light be thrown upon the contemporary

climatic conditions of these ancient civilisations, it will make much
easier the interpretation of the history of these peoples, but it will still

leave much unexplained. Thus, if it can be proved, for example, that

when the Mayan civilisation was evolved the climate of Central America
was completely favourable for human activity, it would certainly elimi-
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nate the factors of food-supply and health from the Mayan problem, but

it would offer no solution of the mystery of the remarkable accomplish-

ments of a people devoid of metal tools and of beasts of burden.

The course and explanation of such a climatic change has long been

a matter of acute controversy. Many of the theories formerly held to

account for the process of desiccation, such as deforestation, seem no
longer tenable. Huntington's conclusion is that a movement of the

climatic belts has taken place, the effect of which has been temporarily to

shift the zone of cyclonic storms towards the equator, thus bringing

within the region of storminess areas which to-day are either arid or

semi-arid. This migration appears to have been a world-wide pheno-
menon, neither regular in time nor uniform, but subject to pulsations

which seem to have reached their greatest intensity in the earlier eras

of histonr
. It may be noted that this pulsatory hypothesis has been

adopted by Penck (Scot. Geog. Mag., vol. xxx. p. 281), quite independently

of Huntington's investigation and from an entirely different standpoint

Huntington finds evidence for the theory in an elaborate series of

measurements which he carried through on a large number of Californian

trees, some of which were over three thousand years old. The variation

in the size of the annual rings furnishes a fairly exact indication of the

fluctuation of the rainfall throughout the period, and the evidence thus

afforded agrees in the main with the theories which the author had

already formed with reference to the conditions in Palestine, and

suggests that the pulsatory movement was a widely distributed pheno-

menon. Further, he has been able to adduce an interesting piece of

fresh evidence in support of his views, based on researches upon the

sodium and chlorine deposits and the past levels of several brackish

lakes in the Western States. From his examination of the data, some

of which, however, appear to be highly conjectural and scarcely adequate

enough to be convincing, he concludes "that about two thousand

years ago the dry, western parts of the United States were still under

the influence of a pronounced moist period "
(p. 235). Moreover the

series of strands on the exposed margins of the lake seems to point

to a very irregular rise and fall in the level of former times.

In explanation of the pulsation of climate in the past Huntington

suggests the influence of solar activity during cyclical periods of

maximum sunspots. Following Koppen, Newcomb, and Kullmer, the

argument seems to be that the increased amount of heat, which the sun

radiates during periods of maximum spottedness, gives rise to a wider

and more frequent distribution of cyclonic storms, resulting in strong

convectional action, which probably explains the fact that at such periods

the earth's surface becomes cooler than the normal. Two very instruc-

tive maps show the comparative storminess throughout the United

States and the distribution of the rainfall in Europe during the times

of maximum and minimum sunspots, and the conditions which these

maps reveal seem quite in accordance with the theory of Penck and

Huntington as to the shifting of the climate belts. But the diagrams

on page 248 of the number of sunspots since their occurrence was first

recorded in 1749 does not appear to justify the statement that "they
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show unmistakably that the sun's spottedness varies in cycles having

a length of a century more or less," unless an extremely wide latitude

is to be allowed
; the curves suggest something much nearer a fifty-

year period. Obviously much more information is required not only

about the frequency of sunspots but also about their intensity, and, un-

fortunately, that is unattainable except for the last century and a half
;

but even with the available data it is still impossible to postulate very

much until further investigation is made into the relation between these

sunspots and the frequency and degree of storrniness and the general

climatic conditions. Meanwhile, however, the sunspot theory supplies

a useful working hypothesis for Huntington's thesis.

In all investigations of such a kind as Huntington so brilliantly

attempts, there is a very real danger lest they should be undertaken

by individuals who do not possess the necessary equipment and

scientific training. Already the interests of geography have suffered

more than enough and grievously at the hands of a certain school of

geographical teaching on account of a reprehensible tendency to pass

into popular currency certain phrases and ill-defined ideas and general-

isations, based upon wholly inadequate data. A ready example may be

found in many current geomorphological speculations which the unwary
reader is too apt to accept as established facts. .Sometimes the danger

springs from the fact that the necessary materials for the particular

conclusions are not available, but more often perhaps because the

authors of such generalisations do not possess the requisite scientific

temperament to sift all the evidence, and are usually more attached

to their theories than to the facts. Nevertheless such con-

siderations must not be allowed to prevent legitimate scientific

inquiry, honestly pursued. And that is what Huntington has

attempted. Xot only does he give an extremely lucid exposition of

his own theories but he does his utmost to anticipate and to counter the

objections likely to be raised against them. Even if his arguments are

not always convincing or conclusive (we wish, for example, he had

carried his theory as to the stimulating effect of the climate upon the

successive conquerors of Mesopotamia a stage further and offered some

explanation why the same results are not in evidence among the late

occupants of Baghdad), yet they always deserve the most careful con-

sideration. As the author points out.it is possible " to discuss scores

of ways in which a knowledge of the exact effect of climate may assist

in the understanding of historic events, or help in guiding future develop-

ments. Such fliscussions are bound to be inconclusive until the world

comes to a more definite agreement as to the exact effects which climate

exerts upon human beings," both from the physiological and the psycho-

logical point of view. It is because Huntington has initiated an inquiry,

which in time may be productive of many far-reaching scientific results,

that his book demands the most thoughtful attention not only of geo-

graphers but of all students of human progress.
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IMPRESSIONS OF OSTIA.

By F. W. Flattely.

" Ostia munita est : idem loca navibus pulchris
Munda facit ; nautisque mari tjuaerentibus vitam."

Ennius.

Ostia, once, as its name indicates, situated at the Tiber mouth, but now
a couple of miles inland, is reached by motor omnibus from Rome.

The journey of about thirteen miles is not a beautiful one, but the
historical interest which pervades all this part of the country partlj'

compensates for the dulness of the landscape. The road follows the left

side of the shallow valley which the Tiber has Avorn for itself among the
low hills of tufa, the river winding a sinuous course between banks of

stunted brushwood-—a far from attractive sight. Between Rome and
Ostia these banks are said, in Roman Imperial times, to have been lined

with villas, but one fancies that what beauty they possessed must have
been almost entirely artificial, for nature contributes but little. Nor
is it easy to see how the countryside could have been ever so prosperous-

looking as we are led to believe. There are undoubtedly fertile areas

in the Campagna Romana, but in many places the rock crops up to

within a few inches of the surface. The numerous plants one sees

flowering by the roadside are nearly all of the xerophilous kind,

rough and prickly. Now, in early June, many fields are a mass of

yellow with the tall Verbascum, or Mullein, one of the most successful

plants of the Roman Campagna. It is curious how in this country one
particular plant will take entire possession of acres of ground—towards

the Pontine Marshes it is the asphodel which, with its tuberous, creeping

root, must be one of the worst pests ever devised to plague the farmer.

A few miles from Ostia the land looks better ; one passes some
farm-buildings of modern type, all with mosquito-proof windows, which
evidently form part of the Government's scheme of reclamation. The
motor traverses a small forest of brushwood, and, passing a fine old

mediaeval castle, stops at the end of the small lane which leads to the

ancient city.

The history of Ostia is closely interwoven with that of Rome itself.

Founded, so tradition says, by Ancus Martius, on the spot which Virgil

assigns as the landing spot of ^Eneas in Latium, it shared the greatness

of the mother-city and quickly declined with her failing fortunes.

This mass of ruins, lying silent and forgotten among the low brush-

wood of the desolate Campagna, was, in Roman Imperial times, the

busiest port in the world. It was the naval base whence for hundreds

of years the Roman expeditions embarked for the conquest or subju-

gation of nations, for instance, that of Scipio to Spain and of Claudius

to Britain. Above all, though, it was through Ostia that the Romans
looked to receive their food supply, and therein undoubtedly lay its chief

importance.

From before the time of the Gracchi and onwards the same factors
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were at work on Italian agriculture as on that of Britain in our own
clay. The Roman farmers were discouraged from sowing wheat by

foreign competition, and found that it paid better to leave their land in

pasture. The growth of large country estates with parks and ornamental

gardens meant so much land taken from agriculture. Parallel with this

was the policy of "bread tickets" (tesserce frumerUarue), started by Caius

Gracchus, by means of which the poorer citizens could obtain their bread

at half-price. It is common knowledge how this idea was taken up by
aspirants for power as a means of gaining the favour of the populace.

In the time of C;tsar it was estimated that as many as 320,000 indi-

viduals were in receipt of free doles of grain. The majority of this

grain was borne from Egypt to Ostia in special fleets, and it is easy to

understand with what anxiety the arrival of these ships was awaited.

Seneca draws a vivid picture of the anxious crowd upon the quay at

Ostia, eagerly scanning the distant horizon for the Alexandrian sails.

Tacitus went so far as to say that the life of the Roman people was the

plaything of the waters and of the tempests: " Vita pop per

incerta m latum quoHdie volvitur" Take "incerta maris" to

include " U-boats,'
-

and the analogy is obvious !

Little now remains on which the imagination may seize in its effort

to reconstruct the busy scenes along the wharves. Even in the time of

Claudius the sand, of which the swiftly flowing Tiber carries such a

quantity, was already beginning to choke the mouth of the harbour, and
one of the useful works of this rather maligned emperor was to con-

struct a fine new port a few miles to the north of Ostia. This rapidly

shared the same fate as the old harbour, however, and Trajan was
compelled to construct still another one. which formed a kind of con-

tinuation of that of Claudius and was connected with it by a canal. This

canal, the so-called " fossa Trajana," now forms the northern arm of the

river, the only one navigable to-day, and enters the sea at Fiumicino.

Trajan's port is now a marsh, and lies, like Ostia, a couple of miles

inland. The coastline in this region is still advancing rapidly, according

to Professor Lanciani at the rate of three metres at Fiumicino and nine

metres at Ostia per year.

However, if Ostia no longer presents the appearance of a port, there

is no lack of evidence of its earlier commercial prosperity. Parallel

with the river lie remains of the extensive horrea, or warehouses,

with their sunken receptacles (dolia) for oil and grain. Not far away
is the office of the " Measures of the Grain " (mens One
of the most fascinating of the ruins is that of the Forum of the Corpora-

tions. It was here that the various guilds had their offices, each with

its own insignia in mosaic upon the pavement before the entrance.

Those of the shipowners and mariners (navicularii) are naturally in a

majority, and the various signs, portraying the particular interests of

the owners or indicative of the foreign lands with which they traded,

are full of interest.

The usual accompaniments of commercial prosperity are not lacking.

There is a fine theatre, and the baths are on the usual scale of Roman
magnificence. Great importance is given to the barracks of the
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" Vigiles, or firemen, a very necessary force where such a large amount
of grain was stored. The firemen (they also acted as policemen) of those

days must have been of a devout turn of mind, for a number of honorary
pedestals have been erected by them to the deified Emperors, and stand
in the colonnaded court. The number of religious monuments is one of

the features of Ostia. The most striking ruin in the place is that of

the temple of Vulcan, who apparently was worshipped with considerable
assiduity. There are also numerous evidences of the worship of Mithras.
The cult of this Persian divinity was a very popular one, and obtained
great importance in the last days of the Empire, when, as M. Boissier

says, in his interesting Promenades Archdologiques, it seemed as if all the
live forces of Paganism were united in him to combat the new religion

of Christianity. It is interesting that such a thorough-going pagan
town as Ostia should hold one of the most precious souvenirs of the

Christian Church. One refers, of course, to the death of St. Monica
and the conversion of her son, St. Augustine. The scene is described

and the story beautifully and simply told by St. Augustine himself in

his well-known Confessions.*****
The desertion of Ostia is complete. One has the impression of a

city abandoned—almost in haste—at the height of its prosperity. Nor
is this very far from the truth. Even if the harbour had not been
rendered useless by the rapid accumulation of sand, the importance of

Ostia would still have rapidly diminished with the declining power of

Rome. Eventually, its close proximity to the sea, once the cause of its

prosperity, was to be the reason of its final downfall. This particular

portion of the coast was the natural landing-place for any band of

desperadoes who wished to make a bid for the accumulated riches of

the Campagna Romana, The repeated raids of pirate and barbarian

made continued existence in the unlucky town insupportable, and it was
eventually abandoned.

In spite of our sympathy for the last unfortunate inhabitants, we
cannot but feel grateful for the course of events which has preserved for

us so fine a monument of antiquity in such picturesque surroundings.

From the archreological as well as from the aesthetic point of view, the

abandonment of Ostia has been its salvation.

THE ORIGIN OF THE ESKIMO. 1

(With Sketck-Map.)

This pamphlet is an enlarged and modified version of a work published

in Danish in 1905. Its author's main thesis may be briefly summarised

by saying that he endeavours to prove that the Arctic type of Eskimo

1 An Anthropological Study of the Origin of the Eskimo Culture, by H. P. Steensby.

Copenhagen, Bianco Lunos Bogtrykkeri, 1916. The sketch-map is reproduced from the

pamphlet by kind permission of the author.
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culture has arisen by the adaptation of an originally North Indian mode
of life to the conditions which prevail on the winter ice of the Arctic

Ocean. In other words, he regards the Arctic Eskimo as having

originated from the migration northwards of a group which once lived

in a zone transitional between the tundra and the prairie, probably in

the vicinity of Great Slave Lake (see map), to the coasts of the Arctic

archipelago, from which its members spread in various directions. But

this brief summary does injustice to the paper as a whole, as scarcely

indicating its significance for the geographer.

This significance seems to us to be twofold. In the first place, the

paper gives a reasoned and ordered account of the Eskimo as a whole,

and of their characteristic mode of life, which shows how partial and

incomplete are the accounts, based on the descriptions of particular areas,

which have passed into geographical literature as typically Eskimo.

Second, it indicates clearly the complex origin of that almost perfect

adaptation of the mode of life to the geographical conditions of which

the Eskimo are often taken as perhaps the best example. The descrip-

tion of this particular case seems to us to show that there has been a

tendency among anthropogeographers to regard the general problem as

much simpler than it is. If Mr. Steensby is right in his deductions, we
must regard the Eskimo, less as showing a perfect example of the

deliberate utilisation by a human group of a peculiar set of geographi-

cal conditions, than as the result of the spread of an inland people to

the parts of the coastal margin which presented conditions similar to

those with which they were familiar in their original home.

The distinction may, perhaps, appear needlessly subtle, but it does

seem to contain a point of some importance. The Eskimo, with a very

rudimentary social organisation, show in their hunting methods, house-

building, clothing, and so forth, a singularly close relation to their sur-

roundings. It is therefore commonly assumed that this is an example

of direct environmental influence, that the peculiar form of culture was

produced by life under Arctic conditions. But Mr. Steensby shows that

parts at least of the characteristic Eskimo mode of life exist in germ
among some of the North American Indians, and suggests that the

Arctic Eskimo developed what had been the winter side of the life of

their ancestors, and found that it could be practised with success on the

winter ice of the Arctic archipelago and elsewhere. Thus he believed

that the Eskimo culture in essence did not originate in situ but in the

interior. It is at least possible that similar conditions may exist else-

where, and it seems a useful deduction that the geographer should not

assume that the adaptation of a particular mode of life to a given set of

conditions is in itself proof that all the peculiarities of culture can be

explained as the effect of that environment.

This is, perhaps, only another way of saying that man, even in his

more primitive forms, is highly adaptable, highly migratory, and highly

intelligent. Thus while, in the case of animals, close adaptation to a

particular environment seems to limit the geographical range, such

adaptation in the case of man, being of a quite different type, may
enable particular groups to extend their range, by the discovery that
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the means suited to life under one set of conditions require but little

modification for use under another.

The paper seems to us so interesting from these standpoints that we
propose to summarise some of its more important conclusions. The
sketch-map which accompanies it has been reproduced in order to render
it easier to follow the account.

It should be noted, first, that the most striking features of the
Eskimo mode of life are the use of the remarkable kayak, or skin-

covered canoe, of the large umiak or women's boat, used in some cases

by the men in whale-fishing, of the harpoon, bird-dart with throwing-
board, the three-pronged salmon spear, the compound bow strengthened
by a backing of sinew, the dog-sledge, the snowshoe ; the building of

the winter earth house and the snow house with its lamps for burning
blubber and the characteristic platform, the use of a summer tent, and,
finally, the manufacture of the peculiar skin garments. Further, the

methods of hunting are very varied, and while the chase of seals in the
open sea by means of the kayak is generally familiar, two other modes,
which are of much importance to the author's argument, should be
noted. These are the " Maupok " and "'Utok" methods. In the first,

the hunter stations himself beside the hole which the seal keeps open
in the ice in winter, and waits motionless till the animal appears. He
then seeks to harpoon it, and, if he is successful, it disappears at once,

carrying with it the detachable head of the harpoon. "When the

animal becomes exhausted it is hauled up and killed, the hole being

finally widened so that its body can be drawn through. The author

emphasises the resemblance between this method of hunting and the

harpooning of large freshwater fish through holes in the ice which is

carried on by certain North American Indians. In the Utok method,

practised in spring, when the seals leave the water to sun themselves

on the ice, the hunter lies down and wriggles along after the same
fashion as the animal, till he can get near enough to strike with his

harpoon. Both the forest Indians and the tundra Indians hunt deer by
putting on the skin of the animal and endeavouring to steal upon it

while imitating its movements—a practice from which the Utok method
of seal-hunting may have been derived.

Other peculiarities of the Eskimo, who are estimated to include

some forty thousand individuals at the present time, are the wide dis-

tribution, the limitation to coastal areas, and the uniformity in

language and mode of life throughout the wide range. To the

linguistic uniformity there are, however, two notable exceptions—the

coastal Chukchees in Northern Asia, and the Aleuts or original inhabi-

tants of the Aleutian Islands. The coastal Chukchees carry on the

Eskimo mode of life, but speak an entirely different language, and this

is true also of the Aleuts. This general uniformity of language and

culture the author regards as proof that the Eskimo of to-day have had

a late origin, and have spread outwards from a comparatively small area

—whose position we have already indicated.

The range of the Eskimo to-day may be appreciated by a study of

the accompanying map, their small numbers being at the same time
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kept in mind. The easternmost point where Eskimo culture has been

recognised, is on the east coast of Greenland, in about 20" W. long.,

and the westernmost is Tschaun Bay, Siberia, in about 170° E. long.

The southernmost point reached is the Strait of Belle Isle, in lat. 51° N.,

and the northernmost lat. 82°-83° in north-eastern Greenland. Taking

South Alaska, Labrador, and the north-eastern coast of Greenland, as

marking the points of the great triangular area of distribution, it is to

be noted that the distance between the first two, measured along the

coast, approaches 7000 miles, while the distance between Labrador to

the northernmost point reached in eastern Greenland, measured in the

same way, is approximately the same.

Climatic conditions differ considerably throughout this vast extent

of coastline, and it is thus legitimate to speak of two main types of

Eskimo culture, adapted respectively to the Arctic and Sub-Arctic

regions. It is upon the Arctic type that the author is disposed to lay

most stress as the more primitive.

As regards race, the author states that though the Mongolian type

is unmistakably present among the Eskimo, it cannot be described as

definitely predominant. Certain Eskimo of the central districts seem

nearer the Indians than the Mongols, and, on the other hand, in the

north-western parts of North America, the Mongolian type occurs also

among the Indians. Thus the facts seem rather to suggest a late

immigration of Mongolian types than a directly Asiatic origin for the

whole group.

There follows in the pamphlet a detailed account of the mode of life

practised by the various groups of Eskimo in the different parts of their

range. The account, which is partly historical and is fully documented,

is of great interest, but is necessarily too detailed for summary. The

essential points are the relatively sharp distinction between the occupa-

tions, and so forth, of the Arctic and Sub-Arctic types throughout the

year, and the proof that, partly owing to the geographical conditions, inter-

communication is possible throughout the whole area inhabited by the

Eskimo, so that a new implement or a new mode of hunting introduced

at one point can, theoretically at least, spread throughout the whole

area, provided the conditions are such as to render the utilisation of

either possible.

The main difference between the Arctic and Sub-Arctic mode of life

is due to the presence of winter ice in the areas occupied by the former

group, which renders possible hunting methods which cannot be practised

by the Sub-Arctic groups. The Arctic Eskimo do not occur continuously

along the Arctio coasts. They are limited to the sheltered fiords,

sounds, and inner waters which are protected from the intrusion of the

pack-ice in winter, and whose surface then is covered by the smooth

winter ice, on which the maupok and utok modes of hunting can be

carried on, and are absent from areas where from any cause this winter

ice does not occur. Further, despite the length of the truly Arctic

coastline, which is several times greater than that of the Sub-Arctic

coasts, only about one-third of the total number of Eskimo can be

regarded as belonging to the Arctic group. The members of the
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Sub-Arctic group, on the other hand, tend to occur continuously round

the coasts on which they are found, the intervening uninhabited areas

present in the Arctic belt not being represented here. The sea in these

areas not being permanently frozen, their hunting is carried on from

kayaks in the open water, and hunting on the ice forms no part of their

occupations. Thus they do not need to seek sheltered inlets. Two
interesting tables, which we may summarise briefly, show the contrast

between the occupations of the two groups.

The Arctic Eskimo at the beginning of the winter season are found

on the coast, but as winter advances they migrate to the sea ice. Here
they carry on hunting, using the dog-sledge and the harpoon. At the

beginning of winter they live in an earth house, but later in the char-

acteristic snow house. With the coming of summer they migrate

inland, and then hunt land animals and rish in the rivers, using the

kayak, the lance, the bow and arrow, and the salmon spear. The
summer residence is the tent.

The typical Sub-Arctic groups occupy the coast throughout the

winter, and hunt by means of the kayak, using the harpoon. Some-
times the umiak is also used, if whale-fishing is carried on. The winter

dwelling is the earth house. In summer many Sub-Arctic groups migrate

inland, their life then being similar to the Arctic forms. In the extreme
southern part of their range, however, they remain on the'^ioast

throughout the year, and the differences between summer and winter

occupations are small, the kayak and umiak being used in both seasons.

This umiak the author regards as not original to the Eskimo, but as

borrowed from Pacific Asiatics, together with the practice of whale-
hunting. Where whale-hunting is not carried on, the umiak is used
only for travelling, and becomes exclusively the women's boat, as

it carries the feminine as distinct from the masculine implements,
and is despised by the hunter.

The author, as already stated, is of opinion that the Arctic type of

culture is definitely the older. The Sub-Arctic he regards as recent

and as considerably influenced by outside sources. The problem of the
origin of the Eskimo thus reduces itself to the problem of the origin of

the peculiar Arctic implements and methods, etc.

Considering first the area in which the peculiar Arctic Eskimo mode
of life may have originated, the author comes to the conclusion that this

must have been the southern part of the Arctic archipelago and the
adjacent parts of the coast of the mainland, especially the vicinity of

Coronation Gulf and the Xetchillik district (cf. map). The special fea-

tures of this area are the presence of smooth winter ice, the abundance
of aquatic mammals, the movements of the herds of reindeer, the absence
of wood, and finally, in the first instance, the presence of the musk-ox.
In regard to the last named it is stated that, although the contrary has
been maintained, the Eskimo are excessively fond of the flesh of the
animal. But, in contrast to the aquatic mammals, which cannot be
exterminated by Eskimo methods as they can by those of the white
man, the musk-ox cannot persist in the vicinity of Eskimo settlements.
Owing to the habits of the animal when attacked, and its relatively
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sedentary nature, as compared with the migratory reindeer, a successful

attack means the death not of one animal hut usually of a whole herd,

and its complete extinction in an area inhabited by Eskimo therefore

takes place with some rapidity. Thus while the presence of musk-ox
may have in the first instance attracted Eskimo to a particular area,

the disappearance of the animal is so rapid thereafter that the Eskimo
cannot remain unless there are other sources of food-supply.

Another point of much interest which is brought out is that,

contrary to what is generally believed, the Eskimo are not, in the strict

sense of the term, a coast people. This is illustrated in an interesting

fashion by the fact that shellfish and Crustacea, which form so important

a part of the food of coastal peoples elsewhere, do not enter into their

diet at all, except, as Stefansson has pointed out, where they have been

taught by the white man to eat shrimps and clams. In the Arctic

region the Eskimo dwell in the interior in summer and in winter, as

has been already stated, on the sea ice ; they do not, within the truly

Arctic area, sojourn for any length of time on the actual coastline at

any season.

Mr. Steensby then goes on to consider in detail the extent to which

the gei i s of the peculiar Eskimo mode of life may be found among the

Amer -n Indians. He describes fully the modes of life practised both

by V_. Prairie Indians and by the Forest Indians, and points out that

just as to the south the prairie and the forest pass into each other

gradually, so to the north the forest thins out gradually into the tundra,

and is in places interpenetrated by belts of tundra. In the forest belt

of the Hudson Bay area the winter climate is very severe, and the region

is peculiar in its wealth of lakes and rivers, which are rich in fish, and

are ice-bound in winter.

Between the life of the Northern Forest Indians and the Arctic

Eskimo there is in summer considerable resemblance. Both spend this

season on the tundra, attracted by the herds of reindeer and the

abundance of fish ; both live in tents and use the canoe. The Indians

bring with them their birch-bark canoes from the forest ; the Eskimo,

deprived of wood, except driftwood, use the kayak, which in the author's

opinion has been derived from the birch-bark canoe by replacing the

bark by skins. The great difference between the two groups occurs

in regard to their winter occupations, and this fact leads the author to

the conclusion, already stated, that the Arctic Eskimo mode of life has

been derived from a North Indian type by adaptation to life on the

winter ice of the Arctic Ocean.

The Sub-Arctic, or, as he calls it, the Neoeskimo type, has, he believes,

originated from the Arctic type under the influence of neighbouring

peoples, especially the Pacific Asiatics. Among these he is inclined to

lay most stress upon the Japanese seafarers and fishermen. He believes

that prior to the first half of the seventeenth century, when the Shogun

Lyeyasu and others ordered the destruction of all Japanese sea-going

craft, the Japanese must have carried on extensive trade in the Behring

Strait region, and must have hunted whales and walrus, carried

on- extensive fisheries, and collected furs in the sea and on the
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shores of these areas. Such Japanese sailors would not, he believes,

be themselves at a high level of culture, but he holds that they

have influenced the nature of the Eskimo race, and introduced

various improvements in technique. For example, he considers that

the hunting of the whale, and all that pertains to it, must have been

an acquisition from the Japanese. The ease of communication along the

coast made it possible for these Asiatic influences to become widely

distributed among the Eskimo.

It will be obvious from this summary that whether the views put

forward in the pamphlet do or do not stand the test of further investiga-

tion, it yet contains much that is of great interest, both, as we have

already suggested, on general anthropological grounds, and because of

the details given in regard to the Eskimo themselves.

OBITUARY.

C. G. Cam i.

We regret to record the death during the month of August of Mr.

C. G. Cash. Mr. Cash joined the Society in 1892, and at the time of his

death was a member of Council. During his long connection with the

Society he contributed a number of papers, reviews, and notes to the

Magazine, more especially on subjects connected with the topography

and cartography of Scotland. His monumental Bibliography of Scottish

Topography, compiled in conjunction with Sir Arthur Mitchell, was noticed

here in the August issue, pp. 363-5.

Mr. Henry Johnstone, a former colleague of Mr. Cash's on the staff

of the Edinburgh Academy, sends us the following personal notes :

—

" The late C. G. Cash was a man of manifold interests, of wide good-

will, and of a few close intimacies. Many knew him as a geographer,

antiquary, musician, teacher, a good neighbour, and a vivid talker : to

the few with whom he was more intimate he revealed himself as a hearty

and most faithful friend, a lover of his fellow-men, and a zealot for

knowledge, whose eye was ever on the goal, never on the prize. From
boyhood he had been a hard and steadfast worker, eager for truth and
indifferent to by-ends. Some of his colleagues and friends thought that

his work should have been more generally recognised, that he was more
worthy of distinction than some to whom distinctions fell ; if any such

thought ever crossed his own mind, he certainly never allowed it to

cloud the serenity of his spirit. He was always glad either to learn or

to teach : whether he liked a man in all respects or not was irrelevant
;

if he could learn from him, if he could teach him, learning or teaching

was an end in itself, to be pursued irrespective of little personal likes or

dislikes.

" Always a good companion, he was at his best on the heather or the

ptarmigan ground above it. The nature of the rocks, soil, and plants,

the direction of the wind, the aspect of the sky, the patch of late-lying

snow, birds heard or seen, the red deer, the hill fox—all these arrested

VOL. xxxiii. 2 G
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his attention and set his mind a-work, framing problems and attempting

solutions.

" A keen curiosity about the lives of animals sometimes goes along

with a considerable measure of indifference to their sufferings : in Cash
it went along with a very tender goodwill towards them. He disliked

hunting, shooting, and fishing. His disgust at anything gross was
hardly less marked than his indignation against cruelty, and those that

knew him best were aware of a shy and seldom-displayed feeling of the

mystery that surrounds human life—a feeling perhaps best to be

described as devout—which appeared, for example, when he was taking

part in the performances of the Antigone and the Alcestis at the

Edinburgh Academy.
" There is a line in a Latin comedy, familiar to every one, which

might have been written for Cash to utter

—

'Homo sum : humani nihil a me alienum puto.'

Yet neither Terence, who wrote the line, nor his audience, who ap-

plauded it, nor Augustine, who long after endorsed their applause, could

fully have comprehended a spirit whose humanity extended beyond
mankind and embraced all sentient things.

" Many Will regret the death of one who had done much valuable

work, and had it in him to do more. A smaller circle of intimates will

mourn a friend not to be forgotten or replaced."

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Asia.

An Indian Village Industry.—The Agricultural Research Insti-

tute, Pusa, has recently published, as Bulletin No. 68, an account of the

methods employed in India for the extraction of saltpetre from the

surface soil in the vicinity of villages. The Bulletin is abstracted in

Nature for August 2, where two striking figures are reproduced. As Sir

T. E. Thorpe, who writes the abstract in Nature, points out, the methods

employed are purely empirical, and have been elaborated and improved

by the experience of centuries in India, without any exact appreciation

of their rationale. The process of manufacture is based primarily upon

bacteriological agencies, but it has been left for modern bacteriological

.science to render intelligible the reason for the different steps.

The methods employed differ little throughout India, and the industry

can only be carried on when certain initial conditions are fulfilled. Thus

the soil to be extracted must contain a suitable proportion of nitrifiable

organic matter, a condition which is usually only satisfied either in the

vicinity of existing villages, or on abandoned sites of habitations.

Further, the soil must contain lime, which is essential to the activity of

the nitrifying bacteria. The conditions in regard to water are complex.

A certain amount must be present, but this must be so distributed as
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not to interfere with aeration, and to provide for continued capillary

rise to the surface. This water must be present in sufficient amount

during part of the year, but there must be a complete, or almost com-

plete, absence of rainfall, otherwise the soluble nitrates would be washed

away. There must also be low humidity during a period sufficiently

long to allow of the rise of capillary water to the surface, as a result of

rapid surface evaporation, for otherwise the salts will not accumulate in

the upper layers in amounts sufficient to be worth extraction. The

temperature also must be favourable to bacterial action, and the soil

must be loose enough to allow of continuous upward movement of water

to the surface.

If all these conditions are fulfilled, then saltpetre manufacture

becomes possible. The first step is to make a circular filter bed, which

consists of a mud wall plastered with clay, having a bottom layer of

bamboos and straw. The soil to be extracted is then collected by

scraping the surface to a depth of one quarter of an inch, is mingled

with the residue of a previous extraction, and is trodden loosely into the

filter bed. Water is poured over this, and is collected in earthen jars

placed at an aperture in the wall of the filter bed. The first runnings

contain most of the nitrate, mingled with common salt. The solution is

then concentrated to crystallisation point by boiling in an open pan over

a fire of dead bamboo leaves. The ash from this fire is mingled with

the extracted earth, in order not to lose the potash content, and this

compound is mingled with fresh earth, equal parts of each, in the next

extraction. Owing to the regulations of the Salt Department the native

manufacturer is not permitted to separate the mixed salts, and sells the

crude product to a refiner, who works under Government supervision.

The author of the Bulletin, Mr. C. M. Hutchinson, considers that this

Government interference is injurious to the industry, as tending to

check efforts on the part of the native manufacturer to improve hie

methods, which are wasteful and uneconomical. In view of the import-

ance of nitrates in the arts and in agriculture, it is to be desired that

the industry should be conserved and extended, and the native manu-
facturer's remarkable empirical knowledge taken full advantage of.

America.

The Katmai Volcanic Eruption.—The Katmai District of Alaska,

the scene of a vast volcanic eruption in June 1912, has been visited by
two scientific expeditions sent by the National Geographic Society of

Washington in 1915 and 1916 respectively. A third expedition, like

the other two under the leadership of Professor Kobert Griggs of Ohio
State University, was arranged for the summer which is just past.

Some account of the first two expeditions is given by Professor Griggs

in an article which appeared in the January issue of the National Geographic

Magazine, and is illustrated by a very remarkable series of illustrations.

The Katmai eruption was characterised by the enormous amount of

pumice and ash thrown out, and by an apparent total absence of lava.

It seems to have involved some other peaks in addition to Mount Katmai
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itself, though this mountain, .which has altered greatly in form as the

result of the eruption, was probably responsible for most of the ejecta.

Owing to the fact that the whole district is very sparsely inhabited little

direct destruction was wrought by the outburst. The nearest settlement

to the disturbed area was Katmai village, about twenty-five miles from
the mountain of the same name. The people of this village were absent
at the time of the eruption on a fishing expedition, and were not allowed

by the Government to return to their devastated homes, so that the
village is now completely deserted. The nearest considerable settlement
was the town of Kodiak, on the island of the same name, which lies a

hundred miles from the volcano. Despite the distance the island was
buried nearly a foot deep in volcanic ash. The inhabitants deserted the

town for a few days at the time of the eruption, and on their return

found that all vegetation had apparently been destroyed by the deposits.

The island has for its latitude a mild climate, and before June 1912 was
covered partly with forest and partly with rich pastures. The Govern-
ment was endeavouring to utilise these rich grasslands for stock-rearing,

and the destruction of the pastures seemed to be so thorough that the

Government herds were shipped back to the States to avoid death by
starvation. The barren and desolate appearance persisted for a year

after the eruption, but when Professor Griggs visited the region two
years later he found that the pastures were more luxuriant than ever,

the grass being tall and unusually early, so that it was possible to bring

back the herds. Examination showed that the new vegetation is

different in several respects from the old, for surface-rooting plants have

been killed out, while deep-rooted perennials have been able to send new
shoots upward through the ash. In marked contrast to the conditions

which prevail at Kodiak, is the absolute desolation of the Katmai region

as seen in 1915 and 1916, for here the coarser material, and its greater

depth, has completely destroyed almost all the vegetation, save in a few

favoured spots. Vivid descriptions are given of the appearance of the

ash-strewn land, and it is noted that in places the wind-blown ash

protects the winter snows from melting, so that the depth of snow is

steadily increasing. The dust storms, produced by the strong west

winds which carry the finer particles of ash from the mountains down
to the Katmai valley, are very violent and proved a great obstacle to

exploration.

Australasia.

Utilisation of Water-power in Tasmania.—An article in the

Engineer for July 27 gives some account of the Tasmanian Government's

Great Lake hydro-electric power undertaking, which was inaugurated in

1909, and opened last year. The scheme is based chiefly upon a joint

utilisation of the two rivers Ouse and Shannon, the latter of which rises

in the Great Lake, and the former in what are known as the Ninety-

nine Lagoons. The Great Lake lies at an elevation of 3250 feet

above the sea, and the lagoons are some 200 feet higher. The two

rivers are remarkable for the dissimilarity of their gradients, and this
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in spite of the fact that their sources are but a few miles apart, and they

unite only some twenty miles or so downstream. At one point, about

five miles south of the Great Lake, the Ouse is actually 1300 feet below

the Shannon. A dam has been built across the south end of the lake,

giving a storage area of 50 square miles. The catchment area of the

basin lies in the centre of the island, and is some 227 square miles

in extent, the annual precipitation of rain and snow being upwards

of 60 inches. By means of a diversion weir the water from the

Shannon is turned into a canal which serves a storage reservoir of 380
acres, while the exhaust water from the power station is turned

into the Ouse. At present the power station only supplies Hobart, but

its position is such that it could be used to transmit power to any part of

the island.

General

Flying and the Weather.—A recent lecture by Lord Montagu of

Beaulieu on possible future developments, after the war, of the aero-

plane as a regular commercial means of communication, at least for

pissengers and mails, has aroused considerable general interest. But in

climates like those of the British Islands the weather presents consider-

able difficulties to flight for purposes of regular communication, and some
of these difficulties are set forth with much clearness by Mr. W. H.

Dines in an article in Nature for July 26. The article is important, not

only in its practical bearings, but because it illustrates, from another

point of view, what has been already said here (c/. p. 376) on the

probable effects on meteorological science of the development of

aviation.

Mr. Dines points out, in the first place, that while a large part of

the work of the Meteorological Office since its foundation has been the

issuing of storm warnings for the benefit of shipping, yet the displace-

ment of sails by steam, and the great increase in the size of ships has

been steadily diminishing the importance of the weather to sailors. Large
ocean-going steamers, as a rule, make their voyages irrespective of the

weather. The aeroplane, on the other hand, is singularly sensitive to

weather, and if it is to be used to any extent for transmitting mails,

weather forecasts will become of very greatly increased importance, and
will require to be developed further. The kinds of weather unfavour-

able to flying are too much wind, low cloud and fog, fog being probably
the most important of these, as it is also in the case of shipping. Wind
affects an aeroplane especially in connection with starting and landing,

and the fact that an aeroplane must land, once its supply of petrol is

exhausted, puts it at a great disadvantage as compared with a ship,

which can, for example, wait outside a port with a dangerous bar till the

weather moderates. Once up in the air the aeroplane is not affected

directly by a steady wind, though this has great importance in connec-

tion with the direction of its course. If the earth is hidden by a sheet

of clouds the pilot is absolutely ignorant both of the strength and
direction of the wind in which he is flying. But the effect upon the

drift of his machine may be very considerable, and for this he cannot
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allow. "The sailor is also concerned with the drift of his vessel, but he

has in general a fairly good knowledge of how much it is : the currents

due to the tide can be predicted, and the leeway due to wind can be
estimated, but it is not so with the airman. Moreover, the rate of drift

of a vessel is mostly small in comparison with her motion through the

water, but in exceptional instances the velocity of the wind may equal

the velocity of the aeroplane/' Mr. Dines goes on to state that an aero-

plane leaving Plymouth and flying due north at eighty miles an hour
should theoretically in five hours reach Glasgow. But if a strong west
wind was blowing, and clouds were present so that he could not see the
earth, the pilot might, at the end of five hours, find himself over the North
Sea ; and, with present knowledge, the information supplied to him by
meteorological bulletins in regard to the strength and direction of the wind
would not enable him to hit off Glasgow within 100 or 200 miles, if no
landmarks were visible to direct him during his flight. Thus in windy
countries it seems clear that flying would have to be carried on at a low
elevation, below cloud level. Fog, which is practically cloud touching the

ground, introduces a further difficulty, especially in landing. It is noted
that landing places are usually placed at low elevations, both for shelter

and in order to get the necessary expanse of level ground. But such

low-lying level areas are specially liable to fog. Thus, before flying can

become commercially important as a means of communication, the fore-

casting of wind, fog, and cloud must be greatly improved. At present,

if wind be expressed in terms of its two components, west to east and
north to south, the probable error of the forecast for each component is

perhaps about ten miles an hour, and there is not much prospect of

improving this. The estimate is for England and the Continent ; further

south the conditions are much better. Clouds introduce another great

difficulty in that the pilot in cloud loses all sense of the vertical direction,

and it is said that the machine may be almost upside down without the

pilot knowing it. Some of these difficulties will doubtless be overcome,

but they must first be recognised. The great dependence of the aero-

plane upon the weather suggests also an interesting point—that areas

where wind and cloud tend to prevail will always be less suited for this

mode of locomotion than those where calm sunny weather is normal.

The point is not without geographical interest, for such areas, e.g. deserts,

have at present less developed modes of locomotion than the areas

of temperate and changeable climate ; it is possibly in the former regions

that the new mode may prove of most value.

Hourly Time Zones at Sea.—At the July 23 meeting of the

Paris Academy of Sciences, M. Ch. Lallemand read a paper on the

extension to the sea of the system of hourly time zones in use on land.

This extension was suggested by M. J. Kenaud in January last, and has

been adopted by France for warships and mobilised vessels. The Service

Rydrographique de la Marine has published a planisphere of the hour

zones. It is stated that in Great Britain a committee appointed by the

Admiralty has unanimously recommended the adoption of the same rules

for British ships.
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Commercial Geography.

The Channel Tunnel Scheme.—Sir Francis Fox read a paper last

April before the Royal Geographical Society on "Geographical Aspects

of the Channel Tunnel," and this paper, illustrated by a sketch-map,

plans of the proposed tunnel, and a reproduction of a very curious

French picture of date 1804, is printed in the Geographical Journal for

August. The paper is divided into two sections, the first dealing with

the geological and engineering aspects of the projected tunnel, and

the second with its possible effects on railway communication throughout

the Euro-Asiatic continent, and even beyond.

Under the first heading it is pointed out that both the nature of

the rock, and the fact that the existing Channel is worn out in beds

which once stretched uninterruptedly from France to England, greatly

facilitate the task of the engineer. Stress is laid upon that curious

feature of the part of the Channel north of the island of Guernsey
which is called Hurd's Deep on the Admiralty Chart, this probably

representing the valley of the ancient river which effected the separa-

tion of the two countries. In regard to the rocks, the presence of grey

chalk or cenomanian beds on both the English and French sides of the

Channel is emphasised, these beds underlying the porous white chalk

of the coastal cliffs. The white chalk is unsuitable for tunnelling, owing
to its water-bearing nature, but the grey chalk, which has apparently

been derived from white chalk by infiltration with clay, is impervious

to water, and thus well suited for the engineers' operations. Below the

grey chalk lies the Gault clay, another impervious layer, again well fitted

for carrying a tunnel. Sir Francis Fox illustrates the suitability of clay

beds for tunnelling operations by pointing out that only those parts of

London which are underlain by the London clay contain tube railways.

Where this deposit is absent, as in the south-eastern part of the metropolis,

these tubes have not been found practicable. In planning the Channel
Tunnel, it is necessary to take the precaution of keeping the work well

within the thickness of the grey chalk. As the tunnel may, near the two
coasts, for a short distance run out of this bed, it is so arranged as there

to enter the Gault. an equally suitable deposit. In consequence of this

necessity the line of the tunnel is not quite straight, a slight bend being
allowed for. The maximum depth of the water above the sea-floor in

the line selected will be 160 to 180 feet, and it has been arranged that
a cover of chalk of a minimum of 100 feet in thickness shall be left

above the tunnel. This means that the total load to be allowed for

will be far less than in the great Alpine tunnels.

The plans for the actual construction provide for twin tunnels, as

in the case of the Simplon tunnel, and a "water lock" is planned, by
means of which a length of one mile of the tunnel can be flooded if

need arises, and the water so let in can only be pumped out by
machinery to be placed at a power station in Kent, possibly ten miles

inland. This, together with other arrangements for the protection of the

entrance and exit of the tunnels in time of war, would, it is believed,

meet the military objections which have been urged.
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As regards the effect of such a tunnel scheme on international traffic,

Sir Francis Fox lays stress, in the first place, on the obstacles which the

Channel crossing at present places in the way of communication between

England and the Continent. Before the war the traffic from all conti-

nental ports to England did not exceed 1,600,000 passengers per annum,
whereas 4,000,000 persons travelled between France and Belgium, and
a like number between France and Germany. With the cutting of

the tunnel, trains could run from Paris to Loudon in less than

six hours, and, even with existing railways, could be run through
Frauce, Belgium, Holland, Spain, Italy, Germany, Austria-Hungary, and
Turkey as far as Constantinople without any difficulty as to gauge or

minimum structures. In addition, Sir Francis Fox visualises much
greater developments of the railway system of the world. Some fifteen

years ago, he says, plans were made for an extension of the Trans-

Siberian, which would start at Irkutsk and run to East Cape on Behring

Strait. At the same time, the Canadian and American railways were to

be extended from Vancouver by Dawson City to Cape Prince of Wales,

the most westerly point of the American continent, as East Cape is the

most easterly of the Asiatic. The tunnelling of Behring Strait is at

present impossible, so that on this system a gap would still exist,

even if the ambitious programme outlined were carried out. On the

other hand, Sir Francis Cox considers that there would be no difficulty

in connecting Turkey-in-Europe with Turkey-in-Asia by a bridge,

tunnel, or ferry, which would connect the two sides of the Bosporus,

and thus give continuous communication between Europe and the

Baghdad Railway. This railway again, in addition to its connections,

existing or proposed, with Syria, Arabia, and Egypt, should, he thinks,

be continued to Basra and Koweit, and then along the coast of Persia

to Karachi, and so to the Indian railway system. The connection with

Egypt would involve a bridge or ferry over the Suez canal, and would pre-

pare in the future for a connection with the Cape-to-Cairo line. He
visualises also various connections in Further Asia, both from the northern

or Trans-Siberian system, and from the proposed Persian-Indian system.

Ambitious as this programme seems, the author thinks that it is by no

means impossible of realisation even within comparatively a few years.

The Australian Trans-continental Railway.—It is announced

in the Times that only thirty-six miles of the trans-continental railway

from Kalgoorlie to Port Augusta remains to be completed, and that it is

expected by the Minister of Railways that the line will be finished early

in October. The route will afford direct railway communication between

Perth and Freemantle, on the one hand, and the railway system of the

eastern half of Australia on the other, and the suggestion is made that

after its completion the mail steamers may decide not to come further

than Freemantle, mails and passengers being carried east on luxuriously

appointed fast trains.

Utilisation of Tropical Products in Industry.—To the June

issue of Tropical Life Mr. H. C. Brill, of the Bureau of Science, Manila,
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contributes an article on the utilisation of certain tropical products in

the alcohol industry. He states that three of the cheapest sources of

alcohol are tropical, these being sugar-cane molasses, " tuba " from the

nipa palm, and possibly from the coconut palm, and starch from the

tropical starch-producing plants, such as cassava and arrowroot. Both

the two former sources, but especially palm sap, are already extensively

used in the Philippines. Thus in 1914 the islands produced about

12,000,000 proof litres of alcohol, of which more than 95 per cent, was

produced from the sap of the nipa and coco palms. Each fruiting stalk

of the nipa palm yields normally 30 to 50 litres of sap during the season,

equivalent to an output per hectare of fully 30,000 litres of juice, with

an average sugar content of 15 per cent. The utilisation of the starch

plants still awaits development. It is estimated that an average acre of

cassava would yield more than three times as much starch as an average

acre of maize, whilst in addition the cassava contains 4 to 6 per cent, of

fermentable sugars. Arrowroot yields 18 to 22 per cent, of starch, and

is no more difficult to handle than potatoes. Mr. Brill predicts that when
these various sources are fully developed the tropical countries will

secure a practical monopoly of the alcohol industry. His article is

abstracted in Nature for August 9.

NEW BOOKS.

EUROPE.

Greater Italy. By William Kay Wallace. London : Constable

and Co., Ltd., 1917. Price 10s. Gd. net.

It is not until the reader is well through the book that he discovers what

precisely is meant by "Greater Italy." It does not mean unified Italy, the out-

come of events from 1859 to 1870. Neither does it mean united Italy plus the

Italian provinces of Tripoli, Italian Somaliland, and Eritrea, as " Greater Britain"

means the homelands plus the colonies and dependencies. "Greater Italy" is the

phrase of the Italian patriot, poet, and novelist, D'Annunzio, whose ardent advocacy

of active participation in the war roused Italy out of her first policy of calculating

neutrality, and quashed Prince Biilow's efforts as Germany's ambassador extra-

ordinary to Italy. In D'Annunzio's eloquence, "Greater Italy
'"'

signifies not only the

territories now marked Italy and Italian but those other territories also which Italy

aspires to possess—the Trentino, portions of the Adriatic littoral, the south-western

portion of Asia Minor, and portions of Abyssinia forming the back-lands of Italian

Somaliland and Eritrea. A juster idea of the contents of the book would be con-

veyed were we to call it "The Problems and Aspirations of Italy." Chief of her

problems are the Vatican problem or the presence of the Pope, a would-be secular

sovereign, within the capital of Italy ; the domination of Italian finance, com-

merce, and industry by Germany ; "the problem of the Adriatic," or the question

whether a rival power is to dominate the eastern littoral, and be a standing menace

to the opposite coast ; and fourthly, the Mediterannean problem, or Italy's rela-

tionship to and rivalry with France, the main cause of Italy's annexation of Tripoli.

Her territorial aspirations have already been referred to. According to Mr. Kay
"Wallace, Italians still aspire to an extension of their empire at the cost of Abyssinia,
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despite the fact that the treaty upon which Italy based her claim to suzerainty

over Abyssinia was cancelled at the close of the Italo-Abyssinian war in 1896.

The story of modern Italy from 1858 to 1890, set forth in the first half of the

book, is not, of course, detailed for the first time in Mr. Kay Wallace's interesting

volume ; it is for the luminous statement of Italy's problems in the light of the

war that the reader is specially grateful. With reference to the Vatican problem,

for example—we see how the Vatican Court cannot but be in opposition to the

Quirinal, which has ousted the Vatican from her temporal sovereignty, cannot but
favour the aggrandisement of Austria rather than Italy, is naturally in opposition

to France, to Britain, and to Russia. The volume is somewhat lacking in historical

breadth—historical parallels, e.g., that of Henry vin. of England faced with the

Papacy in political alliance with England's enemies, might have been quoted to

lift the Vatican question beyond modern ecclesiastical politics. To those who
wish to understand clearly the position of Italy in the war alongside of the Allies,

the chapter on the Adriatic problem may be commended. For the northern Allies,

the war is manifestly a struggle to manacle the aggressive bully-nation which
treaties do not bind, and no considerations of humanity deter. But we need to

trace step by step the conversion of Italy into an Ally—the Italy which in 1914

was Germany's willing and admiring thrall, and particularly the Italy which after

the first Balkan war was Austria's partner in preventing the development of

Serbia upon the eastern Adriatic littoral. Of the alliance with Austria, Mr. Kay
Wallace makes too little.

A few errors of omission and commission may be noted, mainly in the first half

of the work.

With French in France and Flanders. By Owen Spencee Watkins.

London : Charles H. Kelly. Price 2s. net.

Mr. Watkins was attached as a chaplain to a Field Ambulance, and took part,

in this capacity, in the retreat from Mons, the battles of the Marne and Aisne,

and the first great battle of Ypres. He reported for duty on August 16, 1914,

and his book brings the story down to the end of that year. Its contents originally

appeared as a series of articles in the Methodist Recorder, and they help to supple-

ment the accounts which others have given of those first months of storm and

stress. There are several illustrations, and the book is well and clearly printed.

History of Serbia. By Captain W. V. Temperley, Fellow and Assistant Tutor,

Peterhouse, Cambridge. London : G. Bell and Sons, 1917. Price 10s. 6d.

net.

This book, though of very direct interest at the present time, is not itself a

product of war conditions. Its author, who has travelled extensively in the Bal-

kans, tells us in his preface that it was partially written before the outbreak of

war, and was then interrupted, to be finished ultimately during a period of conva-

lescence. As originally planned, the work was to discuss only the history of Serbia

from the time of the revival of her independence in the nineteenth century,

until the period just before the Balkan War of 1912. As his studies progressed,

however, the author became convinced that it was necessary to enlarge his scheme

in order to embrace Serbia's complex and tragic past. The complexity of that

past, again, has made it necessary to enlarge the scope of the work to an extent

which is scarcely indicated by the title. The result is that, to a very considerable
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extent, the book becomes a history of the Southern Slavs, and of their relations

with the neighbour!*!; peoples. To the natural question why this enlarged scope

should not be indicated in the title the author gives a reply in his introduction.

Here he points out that the Slavonic nationalities in general, and the Southern

Slavs in particular, present a problem so complex and difficult that it may well be

the despair of the historian. The only way out of this labyrinth of blood and

slaughter and Intrigue has seemed to him to be to select a particular group among

the Southern Slavs, and to follow its fortunes in relation to those of the other

groups. In making such a choice it is inevitable that the Serbs of .Serbia and

Montenegro should be selected, for alone among the Yugoslav- the Montenegrins

have—until the present moment—preserved their freedom, and the Serbians alone

—

again with the same qualification—have achieved freedom. These peoples have

therefore, he says, "become a hope and a beacon to the Slavs enslaved under other

rulers, or imprisoned in other lands," and again, " If ever there is a Southern Slav-

federation, it will be because of the kingdom of Serbia, which has held up the

same kind of hope and example of unity to the Southern Slavs that the kingdom

of Piedmont did to the Southern Italians." The result is that the book is less a

history of Serbia in the limited sense, than a history of the Serb people as a well-

defined group of the Southern Slavs, and thus it makes a wider appeal than its

title, or a mere casual glance at its pages, might suggest.

It touches the geographers sphere of interest at many points, more especially

in the earlier chapters, and may be briefly described as a discussion, from a special

point of view, of that great problem, perhaps one of the most difficult which the

present war will leave |behind it, of the possibility of the foundation, as an inde-

pendent political entity, of a great South Slav federation. Without directly com-

mitting himself, Captain Temperley would appear to be hopeful as to this possibility,

though his plan in this book does not permit him to enter into any detail on

the subject

Perhaps, naturally, as a historian, the author is disposed to lay on the whole

more stress upon racial and historical causes in moulding the destiny of the

peoples discussed than upon environmental conditions. But this does not prevent

him from giving in the beginning of his book a very vivid sketch of the contrasts

between the different Yugoslav peoples as related to the physical conditions under

which they have lived. Thus he contrasts the Croats, living in a tract of land

which has through Fiume an easy access to the sea, and which northwards lies open

to the Danube plains, with the Serbs who, especially in Montenegro, were for long

almost shut off from outside influences. He recognises the effect of freer com-
munication with other peoples in the case of the Croats, not only in the obvious

points of their religion and their alphabet, not only in their art and literature, and
generally in their higher standard of civilisation, but also in their political gifts

—

" the Croats alone among these peoples have persistently shown political gifts of

high order." At the same time, he points out that the isolation which gave the

Serbs the opportunity to keep or to win independence, endowed them also with

their amazing military qualities. "Though Croatia has been the spiritual force

behind Jugo-Slav unity, Serbia has been the material arm which achieved it."

Similarly he traces, in a very interesting fashion, some of the political difficulties

of the Serbs back to its source in their original loose political structure, itself a

result of their primitive, scattered mode of settlement in remote wooded and

mountainous regions. Indirectly, therefore, if not directly, he seems to lay much
stress upon environmental conditions as determining the course of history. His
own detailed acquaintance also with the regions inhabited by the peoples he

describes adds greatly to the value of his work for the geographer, who, as already
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stated, will find much more of direct value to him in the book than he might at

first sight suppose.

We should add that it is illustrated by a good series .if maps, though these,

unfortunately, owing to the absence of physical colouring, are not always sufficient

for a complete grasp of the text. The authpi adds also an excellent annotated

bibliography, a comprehensive index, and, as an appendix, a hitherto unpublished

report on Macedonia, of date 1807, which contains a number of interesting points.

The chapter on Macedonia, indeed, forms one of the most interesting in the book.

ASIA.

The Geography and Geology of West Central Sinai. By John Bali., Ph.D., 1 ».Sc.

Cairo : Government Press, 1916. Price P.T. 30.

This book describes the results of a survey of a part of the Sinai Peninsula

which has become of economic interest owing to the discovery there, by the late

Mr. Thomas Barron, in 1898-99, of deposits of manganese iron ore. These

deposits occur in carboniferous limestone rocks, and have recently, after careful

prospecting, come to be regarded as of sufficient importance to warrant commercial

exploitation. The ore is suitable for use in the manufacture of manganese steel,

and a company has been formed to work it, the product having to be shipped to

England, owing to the absence of natural fuel in Egypt. The presence of these

deposits made it desirable to carry out a detailed survey of the area, and the

memoir is accompanied by a coloured geological map on the scale of 1 : 50,000.

But while the primary purpose of the survey was the fuller investigation of these

deposits, the results have much general scientific value, owing to the geological

complexity of the area, and the admirable examples which it affords of desert

topography and of the effect of the agents of erosion under desert conditions.

The area surveyed occupies an area of 380 square miles, and forms a small

rectangle on the eastern shore of the Gulf of Suez, placed at a distance from the

town of Suez which represents about one-third of the total length of the peninsula.

In the great variety of its rocks, and in its rugged topography, the area is fairly

representative of the peninsula as a whole, a fact which adds interest to the

detailed descriptions. It as a whole shows evidence of interne erosion, but it is

noted that the wadis, the natural lines of access in the more rugged parts, are

frequently blocked by low cliffs or rocky walls, wThich cannot be traversed by

loaded camels, the arrangement apparently resembling the "steps" which are so

characteristic of certain Alpine valleys. Another apparent resemblance to such

valleys is the fact that the lateral valleys frequently "hang" over the main ones,

being separated from these by a precipice which may reach three hundred feet or

more in height. In the Sinai peninsula this seems to occur especially in limestone

areas, and is ascribed to the greater amount of erosion which occurs in the

main valley than in the tributary one. Some of the large main wadis generally

contain water in places, but this is too brackish for human use. A striking

account is given of the temporary streams which run after heavy rainstorms.

Such storms occur on an average once in three or four years, while very heavy

storms, turning the wadis into raging torrents, may be expected once in ten years

or so. These streams are powerful agents of denudation, but it is noted that the

gentle showers which occur every year seem to be protective rather than denuding

agents, and this is the case also with the dew of winter. The reason is that in

such cases a thin film of water remains on the surface of the rocks, for a period

which, in the case of night rains or dew, may extend to several hours. This film

of water dissolves small amounts of carbonates and silicates from the underlying
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rocks, and when it evaporates leaves these behind as a protective skin upon the

surface and thus renders the rock more resistent to subservient denudation. These

notes may suggest how much of general interest the ireographer will find in the

memoir, which is admirably illustrated, and gives a striking picture of desert

scenery.

AMERICA.

The American Indians north of Mexico. By W. H. Mixer, Member of the

American Anthropological Association. Cambridge : At the University

Press, 1917. Pria 3*. ,,-t.

This little book is intended as a popular introduction to American ethnology.

I sists -ix chapters, to which are added a few explanatory notes, a biblio-

graphy, and an index. The bibliography does not pretend to be exhaustive, but

to provide guidance for the beginner in the study of the American Indians. Infor-

mation is also given as to where a complete list of authorities may be obtained.

An introduction, mainly geographical, is followed by a chapter on general facts.

Indian sociology is then summarised, and the author proceeds to treat in detail

two representative groups of Indians—those of the Plains and those of the South-

West. The last chapter deals with Indian mythology. While necessarily much
compressed, the book is clearly written. It is interesting to note that while the

Indians as a whole have greatly decreased in numbers during the past three hun-

dred years, some tribes have actually become more numerous These, as might be

expected, are to be found in the south-west, and have had little contact with the

white man until recent times. The total number of Indians north of Mexico,

inoluding the Eskimo, is now about 403,000. At the beginning of the sixteenth

century, the native population, according to careful estimate, amounted to

1,500,000.
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Six-inch and larger Scale Maps. 1 : 2500 Scale Maps (revised), with houses

stippled and with areas. Price 3s. each. *Dumbartonshire (Det.).—Sheet N 34

—6. * Revised on new meridian, the plan numerals therefore differ from those of

the previous Revision.

Note.—There are no coloured editions of these Sheets, and the unrevised

impressions have been withdrawn from sale.
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Price 4s. Admiralty Office, London.
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the map, and a sheet of letterpress gives a useful summary of the principal Euro-
pean languages. The map is of special interest at the present time in view of the

readjustment of political frontiers after the war.
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Department of the Interior, Ottawa.
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COAL IN THE UNITED STATES : PEODUCTION AND TRADE,

By James V. Erskine, M.A.

{With J/"/'
1 and Diagrams.)

In 1899 the position of leading coal-producing country passed from

Great Britain to the United States, and the production of the latter

has since increased at a more rapid rate than that of the former. Thus

the production of the United States has increased within the period

1899 to 1913 from 254 million short tons (227 million long tons) to

570 million short tons (509 million long tons), 2
i.e. a gain of nearly

125 per cent, as against a -46 per cent, gain by Great Britain in

advancing from 220 million to 322 million (long tons) in the same

period. Of the world's total production in 1913 the United States

claimed 40 per cent., and, as 95 -

6 per cent, of this was for the home
market, her coal production forms, to a certain extent, a measure of her

industrial activity.

Discovery and Early Transport of Coal.

Within what we now call the United States of America coal was

first discovered at Ottawa, Illinois, about 70 miles south-west by west

of Chicago, in 1679, and again in 1701 near Richmond, Virginia. It

would seem that it was in this latter region that coal-mining was first

developed, and that sometime between 1720 and 1750. Costly trans-

1 This article was written under the direction of Mr. George G. Chisholm, of Edinburgh

University, and tiie construction of the map is entirely his idea.

- The short ton = 2000 lbs, is generally used throughout the United States, but for

anthracite and export trade the long ton= 2240 lbs. is adopted.
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port and difficulty in getting the coal to burn, however, prevented the

fuel from obtaining a ready market.

Although coal production in Ohio is not recorded till 1838, the

mineral was discovered there in 1755, and five years later bituminous
coal was discovered on the Monongahela Kiver opposite Pittsburg.

Anthracite was not mined in Pennsylvania till later. Its earliest dis-

covery seems to have taken place in 1762 in the "Wyoming Valley, and
it was first used in 1768. In 1770 it was discovered near Shamokin,
in the south of Northumberland County, but little was done in the way
of development till 183-1, although it is worthy of note that it was
from here, in 1776, that there came the first recorded transportation of

anthracite in the United States. It was sent by boat down the Susque-

hanna to Harrisburg and thence by wagon, about 20 miles west, to

Carlisle, then the armoury for the States. In 1791 coal was discovered

in the Lehigh region near Mauch Chunk, Carbon County, and in 1804
at Carbondale on the Lackawanna. The first discovery of coal west of

the Mississippi Kiver was made in 1804, and not till 1834 was it found

in Alabama.

Probably the first transmission of coal in the United States was
that of the anthracite, noted above, in 1776. In 1800 Lehigh anthra-

cite was carried to Philadelphia by the Lehigh and Delaware Rivers,

while the bituminous coals of Clearfield, a county in Pennsylvania,

crossed by 4U N. and 78V W., and traversed by the west branch of

the Susquehanna River, were sent down that river to Columbia,

Lancaster County, in 1804. Not till 1828, however, did Clearfield

coal first reach Philadelphia. This coal was taken from the town of

Karthaus, in the north-east of Clearfield County, and sent down the

Susquehanna to Port Deposit on Chesapeake Bay and thence by vessel

to Philadelphia. About the same time this coal also reached Baltimore.

In 1829 a gravity railway was built to carry coal from Carbondale to

Honesdale, in Wayne County, a river port on the Lackawaxen, sixteen

miles east. The obstacle to this trade in coal between the Alleghanies

and the manufacturing districts in the east was the imperfect and

costly means of transport to a then comparatively distant market. In

order to overcome these difficulties water communications were con-

structed, and in 1825 anthracite began to form the principal part of

the tonnage on the Schuylkill Navigation, which opened up communica-

tion between the Schuylkill region and Philadelphia. In 1827 the

LTnion Canal stretched from Middleton on the Susquehanna to about

Reading on the Schuylkill, while about the same time the Delaware

and Hudson river canal was built. These canals facilitated, to a great

extent, the transport of coal, and it is interesting to note that in 1838

the cost of transporting Cumberland coal (Md.) to Georgetown D.C.

was 83*19 (13s. Hd.) per long ton, while the cost of mining was S112

(4s. 7£d.) per long ton, making a total of $431 (17s. 8fd).

More rapid advance in coal production came with the development

of the railways. Their iron and steel requirements made a great

demand for coal ; they consumed a great deal, and as carriers they also

stimulated production.
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From this account it will be seen that the map does not profess to

show with absolute precision where the coal-workings are. For that

the scale is too small, and more minute data would be required. What
it does show, however, is the distribution of the areas within which all

the workings of any importance are to be found, and it enables us to see

at a glance how much more numerous are the coal-working areas in the

Appalachian regions than in those of the great interior. Moreover,

the data l from which the map was compiled reveal something still

more striking. From these we learn that in 1913 the anthracite field

of eastern Pennsylvania, together with the north and south Appalachian

fields, both situated in regions not naturally favourable to population,

and on the whole, notwithstanding the great development of the mining

industry, more thinly populated than most other parts of the eastern

half of the United States, produced in 1913 over Tv of the total

amount of coal produced in that country, and, as the accompanying

tables show, has had this pre-eminence from, at least, 1870 onwards.

Attention should also be paid to the increasing percentage of produc-

tion in the Eastern Interior coal-field, especially since 1900, indicating

the westward movement of the centre of manufactures since that

date. 2

Coal Production of the United States

(Millions of Short Tons.)
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Reasons for Pre-eminence of Eastern Coal-Fields.

(a) Market.—One thing that must obviously be taken into account as

partly explaining this greater production of these eastern fields is the

fact that a very large proportion of the population is found near the

eastern seaboard. From our data it may be seen that the production of

coal in the interior fields has been increasing rapidly, but the rate of

advance has not been so rapid as one might have expected from the

growth of population. The percentage of the total production due to the

Appalachian regions is going down very slowly indeed. How is this to

be explained • One of the causes has been alluded to, viz., proximity to

the more populous region near the eastern seaboard, but other factors,

probably more important, are the quality of the coal as a fuel, and the

ease with which it can be worked. In the following division of the coal-

fields of the United States it will be seen that the coals of higher quality

lie mainly within the Appalachian regions. The Appalachian region

stretches from the north-Avest of Pennsylvania in a south-westerly

direction to the central part of Alabama. This region, over 900 miles

in length and ranging from 30 to 180 miles in width, has an area of

almost 63,000 square miles.

(//) Quality.—A second factor explaining the pre-eminence of the

eastern coal-fields is the quality of the coal, as to which some details are

given in later paragraphs under the head of fuel value. From wThat is

said there, it will be seen that the coals singled out, on account of their

high quality, all belong to the east, while the western product is made
up very largely of inferior bituminous coals and lignites.

The Pacific Coast fields include all those in California, Oregon, and
Washington, and the coals, slightly developed in scattered areas,

show a wide range in quality, but are mostly poor. Of these three

states Washington is the chief producer, having a number of beds of

excellent cooking coals.

The coal-mining industry of this region has suffered considerably

from the competition of fuel-oil from California. This oil is used almost

exclusively by coasting vessels and to an increasing extent by trans-

Pacific steamers, and railways crossing the Cascade Mountains to the

east.

(c) Ease of TForking.—Another factor explaining the great production

of the eastern fields is the ease with which, in many cases, the coal can

be mined. In 1 9 1 3 the average production of bituminous coal per person

employed in the United States was 747 long tons as against 262 long

tons in the United Kingdom in the same year, and 248 long tons in

Germany in 191 1.
1 The outstanding states were Pennsylvania with an

average of 901 long tons; Virginia, 861 ; West Virginia, 858 ;
Montana,

797 ; Wyoming, 792 ; New Mexico, 765 ; and Maryland, 756. The

most productive counties were as follows :

—

1 In the case of Germany "number employed" may only relate to those insured

against accident, so that the real total may be a little in excess of that, thereby lowering

the tonnage per person employed.
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about 9 feet, running to between 5 and 7 feet in a north by west direc-

tion to Ohio County.

The Kanawha and New River l fields are well developed naturally, the

beds being exposed on the steep banks of the river, working being

further facilitated by the softness of the coal, and the exceedingly gentle

dip of the strata.

In Ohio, the area of greatest production is in the east, close to the

river between Steubenville and Bellaire. There are thirteen beds in this

area which, after dipping towards the west, rise to the surface again till

the outcrop of the lowest bed marks the limit of the region of the coal-

bearing rocks.

The production of Wyoming has risen through the exceptional thick-

ness of the coal-beds, especially in the south-west of the state.

Generally, it may be said, there are no deep mines in the United

States, and it is obvious that the conditions just described greatly

facilitate the use of coal-cutting machinery, which goes so far to account

for the high output per person, and hence for the fact that the average

value per long ton of bituminous coal at the collieries in the United

States was, in 1913, 5s. 5d., as against 10s. T52d. in the United

Kingdom in the same year, and 9s. lid. in Germany in 1911.

Fuel Value—Standard Coals and their Distant Markets.

What we have obtained, however, is merely the production of a

certain amount of material—coal—per person employed. Now this

production, as already indicated, includes coals varied in composition

and adaptability, and their utility will depend upon their several fuel

constituents. In the United States it is already becoming a common
practice to buy coal according to its fuel value or heating power. In

general the fuel value increases with the fuel ratio, which is arrived at

by dividing the percentage of fixed carbon by the percentage of volatile

combustible constituents. When coal approaches the graphitic stage

the fuel ratio becomes high, but the fuel value decreases, since other

coals must be added to bring about combustion ; and, on the other

hand, gas-producing coals should have a low fuel ratio. In consequence

of this, there are recognised, in the United States, standard coals from

which others are judged, and these standard coals are of such high value

as to be able to stand the cost of a long journey even by rail. In con-

nection with this railway transport it has to be borne in mind that the

cost is greatly reduced by the opportunity for carrying large quantities

at a time to individual markets.

Generally speaking, there is a decrease in fuel value as we go from

east to west ; and, consequently, large quantities of coal are transported

westward, in which direction freight rates are, on the whole, lower

than those on eastward bound commodities.

The production of the Eastern Interior coal-field almost exclusively

1 Above the confluence of the Gauley River, the Grand Kanawha Eiver is sometimes

known as the New River.
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goes west, the low freight rate enabling it to travel farther than otherwise

would be the case. The coal-fields west of the Mississippi River, it will

have been noted, have a much smaller tonnage production than those to

the east, but it may be stated that this is due to the fact that there is

no economic reason for rapid development. Bituminous coal seems to

exist there, and a higher rate of production than is going on at present

will set in when the time comes. It is the higher qualities of the

eastern coals that tends to arrest this development.

The three standard coals that are carried the greatest distances

because of their high value are (a) Pennsylvania anthracite, (b) coking

coal of Connellsville, (c) Pocahontas coal of the south of West Virginia,

and Tazewell County in Virginia.

Within the Pennsylvania anthracite field the three chief regions in

1913 were :

—

(a) the Wyoming Valley with 58-5 per cent, of the total

production, (b) the Schuylkill region with 28 per cent., and (c) the

Lehigh region with 13 - 5 per cent.

This fuel, with its excellent heating .[ualities, its freedom from smoke

and its cleanliness, is now used almost solely for domestic purposes, the

high price now almost prohibiting its use in blast furnaces and manu-

factures generally. It may also be mentioned that a very small amount

of anthracite is known to lie in the extreme west of the state of Colorado

and running into Utah, as well as a small area in the Santa Fe* region of

Xew Mexico.

Besides reaching the Atlantic coast for export at Philadelphia and

Baltimore, it is transported in large quantities westward by lake and

rail, and in 1913 Chicago imported by lake 1*1 million long tons;

Milwaukee U2 millions; and Duluth 2"0 millions. This fuel is imported

into Canada duty free, and is used from Nova Scotia as far west as

Battleford. If we take Scranton as the point of origin, and Buffalo and

Fort William as the lake ports, the coal is carried roughly 1'200 miles

by rail and 900 miles by water, making a total of 2100 miles. Of the

coal used in Chicago the anthracite comes largely by lake, for it is but

a short railway journey from the anthracite field to the lakes, while the

average daily freight rate in 1913 for anthracite was 3"> cents per net

ton between Buffalo and Chicago, and 30 cents between the former and

Duluth. 1 The Eastern Interior bituminous coal used in Chicago comes

by rail, since the distance of the field from the lakes makes despatch

by these impracticable. Ohio ports, however, ship bituminous coal to

Duluth and Milwaukee. It might be thought at first that the carriage

of coal over such long distances, especially by rail, would add to the

cost such a burden as to make it prohibitive. But against this it has

to be remembered that the cost of transport per mile is much lower for

long than for short distances, especially where, as is general in Ame'rica,

large quantities have to be carried. This is well illustrated in Fig. 2

(p. 492;, which shows the cost of railway carriage of United States

coal in Canada, but shows also that the saving under this head is much

1 United States Geological Surrey, -'Production of Coal, 1913," ami probably only for

40,000 lb. lots (20 short tons).
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higher for the first than for the later augmentations of distance and is

ultimately almost or quite eliminated. With Fig. 2 it will be found of

interest to compare Fig. 1, illustrating the 6ame point with reference to
British conditions. 1

The average cost of anthracite per long ton in Pennsylvania in 1913
was 9s. 10d., while at Philadelphia it brought 19s. 8d. In the same
year the rail freight rate to Buffalo from the anthracite mines was $2
(8s. 3d.), and lake freight rate was 35 cents (Is. 5£d.) to Chicago, and
30 cents (Is. 3d.) to Duluth ; while it was ST75 (7s. 2-i-d.) by rail from
Buffalo to Chicago. 2

The chief railways serving the Pennsylvania anthracite district are

the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad ; the Lehigh Valley Railroad
;

the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad; the last-mentioned

Ca—r ° /a s so 3r 3° *«" *o A3" s
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to points where the cost of transport exceeds by far its value at the

ovens. So long as this coke can be obtained, that from other regions

will not be taken. At Chicago, about 550 miles away, this coke can

successfully compete with that from the mines in Illinois, and it is

worthy of note that the Pocahontas fuel can stand the cost of an even

longer railway journey to this market.

Two comparatively new railways, the Monongahela River Railroad

and the Connellsville Central Railroad, have greatly facilitated the

traffic in coke in the Lower Connellsville region, and it is in this district

that of late there has been the greatest advance in the number of coke

ovens.

For the carriage of coal water transport, where available from mine

to market, is the cheapest, and Pittsburg, for communication south and

west, is in this respect almost unrivalled. Even if the fuel cannot be

carried to its ultimate destination by these waterways, they, in many
cases, can shorten appreciably the railway haulage. In view of this the

population of Pittsburg and other towns standing on the river front have

jealously guarded this possession, and have done their utmost to bring

about improvements in wharfage and depth of the Ohio River and its

tributaries. By river and rail Pittsburg sends coal south to Xew
Orleans for steamships, and north-west to the railways crossing the

Rockies.

The coals of the Pittsburg region are very valuable both for raising

steam and as gas producers. Other valuable bituminous coals include

those of Clearfield, comprising good steaming varieties, to which

proximity to the Atlantic coast gives additional value ; the smithing

coals of Blossburg (Tioga Co., Pa.) and Cumberland; and those of

Mahoning Valley and Hocking Valley, Ohio, which, in blast furnaces,

can be used "raw," that is, without being converted into coke. These
last, along with Belmont coal from the same state, produce a high

grade gas.

The average price of Clearfield coal (Pa.) in 1913 was Si '16

(4 9ld.) per long ton at the pit-head, while at Xew York harbour,

f.o.b., it realised $2 -84 (11 8|d.). Coal from the Cumberland seam,

Maryland, was ST89 (7/9|d.) at the mines, and S280 (11 4d.) at

Baltimore.

The better qualities of the United States bituminous coals from the

northern districts are imported—but not duty free, as in the case of

anthracite—into Canada, and supply the region from Farnham, south-

east of Montreal, westwards to a line from Battleford to Moose Jaw,
and thence to Estevan, south-west of Winnipeg. Although a considerable

quantity of United States bituminous coal is used in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan, these provinces are also supplied by the Crow's Xest,

Edmonton, and Lethbridge districts of Canada. The following table x

gives the freight rates for United States coal in Canada, and the graph

forming Fig. 2 illustrates the table.

1 Co of Conservation of Coal in Canada. Bryant Press, Ltd., Toronto, 1914,

W. J. Dick, Table, p. 9, Graph, p. 13.
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Station.
Distance from
Fort William

Miles).

Tariff per Ton
(Minimum

n i.
<
mo lba. lot).

Rate per Ton-
Mile (Mill-.

Winnipeg by C. P. R.,. . 420
Winnipeg by C. No. R., . 43b*

Sioux Lookout by ('. Trunk, 196
Winnipeg ., 447
Portage La Prairie .. 501
Watrous ,

.

855
South Saskatoon ,, 914
'Wain wright ,, 1114

§2-50
2-50
18-0

2-50
2-90
4-30

4-80
5-40

59
5*7

913
5 vi9

5-79

503
5-25

4 73

The only rival to Connellsville coal as a coke producer is the Poca-

hontas coal, and as a steam fuel it ranks with Cumberland and Clearfield.

It is a high grade semi-bituminous coal, and the most valuable seam has

>*

t
/o

>
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Norfolk has increased with remarkable rapidity, -while her former exports

of wheat, Hour, and raw cotton have dwindled almost to insignificance.

In 1903 Norfolk exported less than 50,000 tons of coal, whereas in

1913 her export was about 1 '5 million long tons. The distance from

the Pocahontas region to Norfolk is about 375 miles.

Of the other valuable bituminous coals mentioned, those of the

Grand Kanawha region are without rival in facility of working, and

most of the coal is of the best quality. On the whole, West Virginia

produces the cheapest coal, at the pit head, in the whole of the United

States, but there is little local demand. The Grand Kanawha and New
River fields were developed chiefly by the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway,

but the Norfolk and "Western and the Virginian Railways now serve

them. That part of the production intended for export is taken by
these railways to Norfolk, at which point the total amount of coal

shipped in 1913 was 1T6 million long tons. In the extreme south of

the Appalachian region we have the excellent coking coals of south-east

Tennessee and Alabama. In the latter State but little use was made of"

the coal until iron ore and limestone flux were found in the vicinity.

The Eastern Interior field gives us the " block " coal of Brazil

(Clay Co., Indiana), so called from the way in which it breaks. It is

excellent for domestic and steam purposes.

coal-flelds in relation to manufacturing areas and the

Seaboard.

Another aspect of the facts that have been considered is presented

by the relation of the great towns of the United States to the coal-fields

as contrasted with what we find in the United Kingdom and Western
Germany. The earliest and still, on the whole, most important seats of

manufacture in the United States are those of the north-east, where such

industries are favoured by greater density of population, and in many
instances were originally (and still to some extent are) greatly promoted
by water-power. Even in the interior it is mainly commercial advan-

tages, not the presence of coal, that have promoted the growth of the

great cities, and manufactures have followed the population.

At the census of 1910, out of 109 cities in the United States with
a population above 50,000, there were only eighteen situated in

counties producing at least as much as 100,000 short tons of coal.

These were Birmingham, Ala., Caxton, O., Chattanooga, Tenn.,

Des Moines, la., Evansville and Terre-Haute, Ind., Peoria, Spring-

field, and East St. Louis, 111., Pittsburg, Allegheny, Altoona and
Johnstown, Pa., Saginaw, Mich., and 'Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.
Besides there were Harrisburg, Scranton, and AVilkes Barre in

the Pennsylvania anthracite counties. Of all these Pittsburg, which
now includes Allegheny, is the only one of great importance, the only

one with a population exceeding half or even quarter of a million, and
the only one besides Birmingham whose importance is to be ascribed

largely to the trade in coal combined with the use of coal in manu-
facturing industries.
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Hence it is that the great bulk of the coal for use in manufactures as

well as for domestic consumption has to be conveyed long distances from
the mines ; and the situation of the more important fields containing

coal of such value as to bear long transport involves long hauls for such
coal as is exported by sea.

^ AVe have noted that the Pocahontas coal, one of the few that reach

the coast for shipment, is at a distance of about 375 miles from Norfolk.

3 Z 6 S /o 7z 7^ Ti, 7g si 2z 2f. ~Ti 2f 3o 3Z 3+ J(,

Fig. 3.— Coal shipment from Durham and Northumberland collieries.

Contrast with this the coal-fields of the United Kingdom, situated within

but a short distance from tide water. In the case of the whole of the

Durham and Northumberland collieries the accompanying graph 1 (Fig. 3)

shows that of the total coal forwarded for shipment in one month,

1,488,989 long tons, 21 per cent, of the whole, was carried between

4 and 6 miles only, and that 73'8 per cent, did not exceed a 12 miles

transport, while the average distance was only 10*1 miles.

1 Diagram K. Railway operating Statistics, C. P. Mossop.
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The Panama Canal and the United States Coal Trade.

The Panama Canal was opened for shipping in August 1914, but as

this month also witnessed the outbreak of the European War, the figures

for shipment of coal through that waterway have not the interest they

would have had in quite normal times. It is interesting, however, to

note that the first cargo of coal passed through the Canal from Norfolk

to San Francisco on September 27, 1914. Up to the end of 1914

there passed through to the Pacific Ocean 43,240 long tons of coal from

eastern United States, and 53,257 long tons from the United Kingdom,

the latter tonnage being exported from South Wales and Glasgow.

THE MEXICO OF TO-DAY. 1

By H. M. Cadell.

"The Mexicans of Mexico"' would be a more appropriate title for

a book that has far more to say about the people than the land they

live in. There is nothing to show that the author has been in Mexico
himself ; and so far as physical geographical information goes his

picture is rather lacking, and he does not even mention the fact that

there is one active and various dormant volcanoes in the Republic.

But he has presented in short compass much useful and interesting

historical information, including the chequered tale of the career of

the late President Porfirio Diaz, and the revolution and civil war that

followed it. Most books on Mexico in recent years have been written

by Americans, but Mr. Spence regards the country from the British

point of view, and shows no great love for the American capitalists and
the financial vultures whose smart dealings with the Mexican Govern-
ment have, he thinks, contributed materially to the troubles of that rich

but unhappy country.

Mexico is a large but thinly peopled country with a population of

over 15,000,000. It is 2000 miles in length, and is divided into twenty-
seven states, several of which along the Pacific slope are almost inaccessible

mountain fastnesses inhabited by wild Indian tribes that have never
been completely conquered or civilised. These but little explored
regions, mostly in the tropical zone, are still the scenes of strange
aboriginal existence where witchcraft, sorcery, and various forms of
primitive idolatry are commonly practised. The roads and railways are
often as primitive as the inhabitants, and even the more accessible minin°-
districts are very badly served by such means of transport and com-
munication as have grown up or been tardily provided by an unenter-
prising and not very honest nor intelligent government of the old Spanish
variety.

The history of Mexico since the conquest by Cortes four centuries

1 Mexico of the Mexicans, by Lewis Spence. London: Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons 1917.
Price 6s. net.
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ago is for the most part a sad record of oppression, misrule, and
revolution. But the deplorable thing about it is that after forty years

of more outward peace and apparent prosperity than the country had
enjoyed since it threw off the cruel Spanish yoke, it has lately relapsed

into the chronic condition of disorder from which there was reason to

hope President Diaz had succeeded in rescuing it. The " United States

of Mexico," under the autocratic rule of Porfirio Diaz, which came to an

end in 1911, when at the age of eighty he was deposed and the

visionary but incapable Madero was elected as his successor—the

Mexican liepublic, appeared then to be in a fair way towards a brilliant

career among the nations. But alas ! according to Mr. Spence, the

administration of Diaz and his minions Limantour and Corral was

founded on Witter oppression of the poorer classes, and the seeds of his

ruthless tyranny are now bearing their natural fruit. Diaz, to the un-

initiated foreign visitor, was a benevolent patriot, severe, no doubt, but

just, enlightened, and capable ; but to his poorer countrymen at home he

was not a Jekyll but a Hyde who reduced the majority of them to abject

slavery. He made it legal to subject whole tribes to a life of misery

under cruel millionaire masters who exploited them for gain on a gigantic

scale. Whole village communities were destroyed and their people

massacred without compunction in some districts, and the Yaqui Indians

from the State of Sonora, who were regarded as specially troublesome,

were deported wholesale to end their short and wretched days on the

hennequen estates in the pestilential districts of Yucatan under the most

inhuman conditions of employment. The peninsula of Yucatan, forming

the extreme south-eastern end of Mexico, is 2000 miles from Sonora,

the home of the poor Yaquis. It is largely a flat sandy plain devoid of

rivers, and the Maya Indians, the aboriginal natives, are a distinct race

from the Mexican Indians of the northern states. They also have been

cruelly sweated by their Spanish masters, who own vast haciendas

cultivated by means of irrigation. They are at liberty to leave their

employers if they wish, but since the hacienda owners possess all the

water supplies, any one quitting his employment is sure to perish of thirst

before he has gone far from his place of bondage.

The peons or peasant inhabitants of most large estates were kept by

their masters in a state of legalised serfdom and debt that the labour of

a lifetime could never extinguish, and the revolution and civil war that

has followed this generation of despotic reactionary rule originated in

an attempt to regain the freedom that Diaz and his oligarchy had taken

away from their poorer countrymen. Diaz, it must be mentioned, was

largely Indian by descent, a pure Mexican who could speak no foreign

language, and his countrymen from the time of the Aztecs downwards

have always evinced a strong vein of cruelty in their character. British

or American ideas as to humanity either to men or animals have not

penetrated far into the nature of the average Mexican, and the number

of brutal murders and crimes that constantly took place long before the

change of government, and the universal fondness of the natives for the

intoxicating pulque. or fermented juice of the great aloe, all go to indicate

the immense difficulty in the way of putting matters quickly to rights
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even by the wisest and most capable of rulers of so demoralised a people

with no really great men among them.

This is not a political magazine, but the development of the natural

resources of any country with which the geographer has to do, is often

so much mixed up with governmental considerations that it is impossible

to ignore altogether the social and political aspects of the whole

geographical situation. The Great War has shown the dwellers in- these

islands the need of cultivating and improving every available corner and
natural resource of our country. The vast loss of valuable lives and
wealth has set all the wise heads of the human race thinking of the best

means of repairing what can be repaired, and of opening up new sources

of profitable industry after peace is declared and we are free to return

to a more or less normal state of existence. In Mexico we behold a land

of enormous mineral wealth and great agricultural possibilities, a country

that is not yet, at all events, embroiled in or impoverished by this

gigantic struggle. We see this fair region sunk in fratricidal war,

hopelessly destroying its own resources, throwing away what credit it

had managed to gain, and heaping up debt in a senseless strife between
contending factions and bloodthirsty robbers without the brains or the

knowledge to rule even the smallest village sensibly. Murderous bandits,

such as Villa and Zapata, are still at large who have killed numbers of

the British and American traders who alone have been able in recent

times to help the country to develop its resources, to construct harbours

and railways, to work mines and open up new oilfields, so that Mexico
should flow with milk and honey if her children would only allow her.

The world cannot afford at this crisis to witness such senseless and
criminal waste that leads to no end or has no moral or material object.

But who is to put matters right !

The Americans, who naturally have the greatest interests at stake,

and have invested large sums in Mexican ventures, are the most cordially

hated of all possible benefactors, and the Mexicans have never forgotten

how the United States stripped them of their northern states two genera-

tions ago. Diaz encouraged British enterprise, as Britain could not be

suspected of having any ulterior territorial ends in view. The construction

of the new harbour of Vera Cruz, the Tehuantepec railway across the

isthmus, the opening up of the Tampico oilfields, and other important
commercial developments, are all the work of Lord Cowdray and other
British engineers and capitalists. It is thus very much to our interest

to see that order is restored as quickly as possible. The ubiquitous
Germans are also largely represented among enterprising foreigners, and,

inter alia, they have taught the Mexicans how to brew excellent beer.

In the present turmoil Mr. Spence says that outsiders should not interfere,

as matters are mending under Carranza (who is, by the way, the sixth

President or Provisional President since 1911), and that order has been
restored in thirteen of the twenty-seven states. That is perhaps not saying
very much, but so far as people on this side of the water are concerned
his advice to leave Mexico alone is likely to be followed, in the meantime
at all events. The people who see in a Republican form of government
a panacea for all the ills that flesh is heir to have only to cast their eyes

VOL. xxxiil 2 I
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on the " United " States of Mexico, and they will learn that the form of

government is of far less importance than the moral character of the
people who rule, and a free republic may be only a polite and popular
name for a cruel autocracy of the most reactionary and tyrannical order.

Mr. Spence briefly describes Mexican history, society, family life,

statesmanship, literature, art, religion and sports, in the first eight
chapters, and the provinces and larger towns, ranches, and mining
districts in the next three. Aboriginal and savage Mexico, and the
Revolution and future prospects, form a fitting end to a well-planned
and very useful little epitome that all who wish to gain much information
in a condensed and handy form would do well to read.

GEOGRAPHY IN RELATION TO WAR.

By G. B. Mackte, Lieut., 9th Officer Cadet Battalion.

{With Figures.)

It would doubtless be possible at the present time to over-emphasise the

importance of this subject, but I do not intend to plead for anything

that cannot be amply justified on purely educational grounds. Not
that I consider that a military bias to subjects that have a military bear-

ing would be more injurious than beneficial. Even to-day only a few,

who have been able to see the innermost workings of our military machine,

realise how ill-fitted was our pre-war education to become the foundation

of a sound military training ; and if it is admitted that the subject-

matter of Geography, including therein the cognate parts of the sciences

from which it borrows, has more military significance than all the other

branches of standard curricula taken together (and I do not see how
this can be honestly denied), there can be no question about the neces-

sity for a radical readjustment.

But it is not expedient meanwhile to insist on these melancholy facts.

If I can reveal their existence sufficiently to cause them to be recognised

when the days of peace return, my whole purpose will have been

achieved. I hope, besides, to be able to give my suggestions a direct

appeal. The most immediate obstacle is the inadequate geographical

equipment of the average teacher and of most inspectors. For this the

teacher is not to blame. He is not encouraged to specialise ; when he

does, his motive is generally love of the subject for its own sake ; and

while his appointment is in the hands of that most incompetent of

governing bodies, a School Board, he serves his own interest better by

studying and laying to heart the crude psychology of the average School

Board member. The only practical way out of the difficulty is a general

realisation among teachers that constant preparation and pioneer work

are more essential to themselves than to their pupils. As the great

majority of the secondary teachers of to-morrow are at present junior

officers, the future can safely be left to look after itself.
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The value of geography as an instrument for mental discipline and

the cultivation of the imagination is not generally recognised. It is

usual to claim the former virtue for every young science, and it is not

my purpose, nor have I the space, to insist on it here ; but modern

education certainly does little for the latter, which is one of the most

important parts in the make-up of the successful soldier. Geography

rivals literature in its power to stir the imagination, and, when formal

education is finished, although literature may be absent, the material of

geography is always present. Every wind that blows issues the chal-

lenge :
" Whence come I .' What is the secret of my birth ?" And the

so-called inscrutable hills have the magic of their origin displayed for

him who runs (and knows their language) to read.

I.

—

Map-Reading.

I have often felt recently that it would be better not to attempt to

teach map-reading at all than to teach it badly. Bad teaching invari-

ably results in a desire never again to see a map, which has become
more formidable in its apparent inexplicability than when unknown. In

the words of a distinguished officer, what too often happens is that a

map to a badly taught student becomes a kind of monkey-puzzle. It

is much more important that the average person should know how to

read a map than that he should be aware of the principles upon which it

is made. Many people who cannot read a large-scale map intelligently

know every process of its construction. It seems to be taken for granted

that ability to read a map will follow from a knowledge of how its

makers worked. "Whether this is true or not, I know from experience,

both as a student and as a lecturer, that there is no subject requiring

more careful and laborious teaching than map-reading, no matter what
may be the age or the attainments of the student ; and in war so much
depends on familiarity with the use of maps that it is hardly possible to

exaggerate the importance of thorough training. As well build a rudder-

less ship as send an officer into the field to whom a map is a kind of

monkey-puzzle. The neglect of map-reading is probably due to the

dangerous tendency to regard it as self-evident, or to consider that it is

confined to ability to realise the relief as represented by contours, etc.

Some sort of description is necessary for every feature. Take, for

example, inland water. The following remarks on the subject should

help to facilitate map-reading, clearing up, as they should do, many
apparent anomalies, which are the bugbear of the beginner.

Where colour-printing is used, there is happily a universal practice

to represent water in blue. Except in the case of contours crossing ice,

every blue line on a map symbolises water. When the line is sinuous,

and does not run parallel to contours, the water is flowing under natural

control. When it is straight over a considerable distance, the channel
has been (a) made, or (/<) artificially controlled by men. In the first

case it is a drainage ditch or an irrigation waterway or a canal ; in the

second, a canalised river. Flanders, especially the region near the coast,

is covered by a network of drainage ditches. The straight stretch of
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the Leven, where it emerges from Loch Leven, is an example of a canal-

ised river in the home country. When water runs parallel to contours,

whatever the nature of its course, it is confined within a canal. There
is no mistaking canals on continental maps, since they have their own
conventional sign. French maps have also an elaborate system of con-

ventional signs for weirs, locks, etc.

The inland water of a region, once it has been picked up, should be
studied in relation to the devices used to represent the relief. It should,

in fact, be regarded as one of these. Water flowing under natural

control will always be traversing the lowest ground in its immediate
vicinity. It therefore marks the lowest points of valley floors and assists

materially in defining the ridges. Its course tends to be from contour

to contour by the shortest available route. There are many apparent

exceptions to this rule in Flanders, where streams repeatedly cross the

same contour. This is due to the flatness of the country. At the first

crossing the stream is confined within artificial banks above the ground
level, which is the height represented by the contour; at the last cross-

ing it is flowing at a lower level than the ground level. Similar

conditions prevail with regard to lakes, marshes, etc.

Few maps are so easy to read as the British one-inch Ordnance Survey,

and a proportion of the great multitude of maps recently produced for

official use should be available after the war for purposes of comparison.

It would be useful, too, if other than local Ordnance Survey maps could

be purchased in quantity at a low rate. Abundance of material un-

doubtedly stimulates effort and makes for efficiency ; scantiness of equip-

ment and restriction of facilities are greatly responsible for much of

present-day backwardness. I wonder how many secondary schools

in Scotland possess a prismatic compass as part of their geographical

equipment.

There is so much that is essential in the teaching of map-reading

that there is no time for any of the non-essentials by which school-

practice has become overloaded. I mean—to cite one of the least

pernicious— such exercises as the calculation of the size of a given area.

Apart from anything else, such calculations, arrived at by school methods

on small-scale maps, are quite inaccurate. On the other hand, there

can be no better test of a student's ability to read a map than to have

him write a description or draw a sketch of what he would be likely to

see if looking at the country from an aeroplane or walking along a

road.

Map-reading is essentially a practical subject. The first topographi-

cal map a student uses should be one of a countryside he knows well,

preferably that of the district in which he is stationed. He has his

mental pictures ready-made before he endeavours to associate them with

the symbols on the maps. The less usual features should be seen and

named in the field—knolls, rideaux, cols, spurs, etc. It is only in the

field that certain facts can be made apparent

—

e.g. that a strip of wood,

when closely approached, may cease to be a bar to vision, and that an

unmapped line of hedgerow trees may completely hide the country

beyond.
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Practical map-making can be made to subserve map-reading, and

this seems to me its chief justification. In this connection plane-tabling

is excellent. It is at once rapid and accurate. More use might be

made of map-enlarging and filling in unmapped detail. "Within the

limits of available time, these things cannot, in my opinion, justify their

inclusion for their own sake, but one of the most notable charms of

Geography as an educational science is the way in which the various

departments can be made to dovetail into each other.

II.

—

The Physical Side.

There is so much on the physical side that is of value to the

soldier that I cannot even indicate it all here. I propose to deal only

with those items which for one reason or another appear to me to have

some special interest. One of these is underground water, a subject of

which many students never hear, but which has an important bearing

on numerous activities. In trench-warfare it is the chief problem to be

faced. One of the greatest advantages of our recent victories in Flanders

is the fact that we have lowered our winter water-table. We have, so

to speak, turned the water-tables on the enemy. It is not generally

known how closely, even in certain deserts, the water-table approaches

the surface. The following facts also are not readily apprehended— (i.)

that the water-table seldom conforms precisely to the lie of the ground
;

(ii.) that the long-standing pools that appear in depressions in winter or

during long, rainy spells are an emergence of the water-table above

ground level ; (iii.) that water percolates very slowly through the ground

—a movement sometimes aptly described as " seepage "
;

(iv.) that to

attempt to drain ground below the water-table is to plough the sands.

Consider the ground represented in Fig. 1 (exaggerated for the sake

of clearness) with reference to entrenchment. If the line is going to

Fig. 1—The position of the water-table with reference to ground slope, in summer
ami winter.

The continuous line represents the surface. AB is the winter, A.iBj the summer, water-table.

run from east to west, and if the winter water-table is six feet below
ground level at the summit of the knoll, this position will always be

suitable for fire trenches, and it will be possible at all times to drain off

ground water into the depression. As the trench line descends the

slope, however, the water-table approaches the surface, and at no time

will it be possible to have a dry fire trench. Here a combination of

trench and breastwork will be necessary. In winter the depression will

be untenable ; in summer only breastworks will be possible. If, midway
down the slope, a fire trench has been made in summer, when the water-

table was six feet below the surface, rising to three feet in winter, no
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practicable method will keep the trench dry in the latter season, because

no trench pump can drain away the water-table.

Suppose now we consider the knoll to be a ridge or ridea/u running
north and south, and the depression a longitudinal valley, with one
trench line on or near the crest, the opposing line being midway down
the slope. The former line could easily be kept dry at all seasons. The
latter has now two water difficulties :— (i.) it receives the drainage from
the enemy trenches, and (ii.) it has the much more formidable embarrass-
ment of having the water-table only three feet below the ground level, and
supplied by the mighty reservoir of the ridge. It must, therefore, be

Fig. 2.—Diagrams to show favourable sites tor fording rivers.

The uppermost sketch represents a river, the arrow showing the direction of flow. Below

are cross-sections indicating the probable depth conditions along the lines AB and CD.

permanently water-logged. The further it is pushed down the slope the

greater will its water difficulties become.

Similarly, a knowledge of the nature of soils, subsoils, and the

relative hardness and porosity of rocks is also of much value in connec-

tion with entrenching. It is interesting to note that porous rock (e.g.

chalk) absorbs poison gas, which is slowly exuded long after the rock

has been saturated.

Of prime importance to the soldier are the nature and the shape of

the beds and the speed of the rivers that bar his wajT
. A knowledge of

the life-history of a river, in fact, adds considerably to his efficiency, in

which case, e.g., he will not be likely to look for a ford where that

convenience does not exist.

Thus in the case of the river represented in Fig. 2, an examination

of the cross-section A B from the right bank would seem to indicate

that this was a favourable place for a ford, especially if, as often happens
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in nature, the left l>ank had collapsed along the dotted line, leaving,

apparently, a landing-place excellently covered from fire aid view. At

the right hank in C D a greater depth is more quickly reached in

the same horizontal distance, but the complete sections show that

C D is the only practicable place. The dynamical explanation of these

cross-sections will be found in any good text-book.

III.

—

Weather and Climate.

Here again everything that is acknowledged to be good practice is

useful knowledge to the warrior. The modern British soldier may be

called upon to face any condition of weather and to campaign in every

climate except the Arctic. Obviously, the more he knows about them
all the better will he be able to combat their rigours. The errors that

can be made through ignorance in this matter are harelly credible
;

- ./. the sending to Mesopotamia of alleged bullet-proof vests consisting

of several inches' thickness of a thickly woven woolly material. Here
again I must limit myself to a few examples.

The problem of dealing with gas clouds, offensively and defensively,

is largely wrapped up in considerations of weather and climate, and
when we remember that at all seasons the prevailing winds in Flanders

are south-west, it is difficult to understand why the German introduced

this barbarous form of warfare, at anyrate on this front. He has to

depend for the most part on uncertain local winds. His meteorological

service labours under far greater disadvantages than ours, because the

distribution of pressure over Germany is of far less moment to us than

the records of Atlantic stations. We are aware, for example, not only

of the approach of cyclones, but of when they are due to arrive at the

western front. The sending of gas clouds over an enemy front is

entirely at the mercy of the weather, and the fact that European
weather comes mainly from the west has enormous advantages to us.

This is a large and interesting subject, about which I would like to say

more when the time is more opportune.

Whatever resolutions may be arrived at by future international con-

ference with reference to poison gas, its use will remain for ever one of

the great facts of the present war, and much interest will be added to

the following studies if their intimate connection with gas clouds is

pointed out :

—

(a) Estimating the speed of the wind ;

(A) Deducing from a weather chart what will he the direction of the

wind at a certain place at a stated time ;

(c) The construction and use of wind vanes.

Over such exercises as the construction of wind roses those I have
enumerated have the merit of producing original results.

Fig. 3 (p. 504) is a wind vane, which is the invention of Captain Ross
of the Western Area Gas School. The mechanical part is an ordinary

letter balance, which can be purchaseel for about one shilling. Fig. 4

(p. 506) is a wind vane designed by Captain Learmonth of the Scottish

Command Gas School.
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There are few facts connected with the origin and effects of winds
that do not at one time or other take on military significance. This
summer at a certain part of the Ayrshire coast used by troops as a

bathing-place the water seemed warm one day and cold the next,

although there appeared to be little variation in the temperature of the

air. On the first day, however, the wind was on-shore, oft'-shore on the

second.

What weather means to the infantry soldier only the infantry soldier

can fully realise. The great natural obstacles that so impeded armies in

the past have been largely overcome. A wide river is no great hindrance

Fk;. 3.—A simple foini ol Wind Vane.

The anemometer consists of a thin aluminium disc (AL) fixed perpendicularly to the rod

KK. which is connected by means of a metal stirrup at D with a quadrant, bearing a

graduated scale GS, which is calibrated from a standard anemometer, and with the hori-

zontal support by the metal strap AB, hinged at A and B. The quadrant is pivoted freely

at C, and ABCD is a hinged parallelogram which allows the rod BE to move freely and
horizontally according to the pressure of the wind, the variation in pressure being recorded

by means of the graduated scale on the quadrant. I is an indicator (MN) fixed to the

horizontal support, and VS the vertical support of the vane. The direction of the wind is

shown by the arrow.

to a well-equipped modern army with its pontoon bridges. The Italians

have scaled lofty mountains that stood between them and their objective.

We have thrown railways across the desert sands, entrenched in solid

rock, and cut through tropical jungle; but the "fifth element" that

Napoleon found in Poland—mud— still frequently leaves us baffled.

Mud is the result of frequent rain, heavy soil, soft rock, high humidity,

and absence of sunshine. The removal of any one of these factors makes
a very great difference to military operations. Even if all the others

remain, for example, the presence of hard rock makes it possible to keep

the roads in good condition, and roads are the arteries of an army.
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Mud is the greatest enemy the British army has had to face in France,

and the only one it feared.

IV.

—

The Human Side.

Geographic Control.

Britain being a democratic Empire, with possessions and depend-

encies in every continent, a well-informed public opinion becomes not

only a desideratum, but a necessity to imperial well-being. It is not

enough that we should aim at familiarising the adolescent mind with

the Empire as it is ; in some respects it is more necessary that we

should throw light on the framework of adjacent countries in which

the Empire is set. In our educational perspective, therefore, the

Balkans and Asiatic Turkey should loom large. From a broad, national

point of view intimacy with the main facts concerning those regions is

more important than, for example, a similar knowledge of China or

Burma. Further, social intercourse and business relations extend our

acquaintance with such regions, but too often countries whose signific-

ance to us is mainly political, become nothing more than names when

school life is past. Ignorance of the Near East has been to me the

most conspicuous geographical failing of the great majority of people in

this country since the war began. Wherever we may look for a military

decision, the Near East is the pivot on which political readjustment

must swing. If Antwerp is " a pistol pointed at the head of England,"

the Baghdad railway in German hands is a gun pointed at the heart

of the British Empire.

Further, the obsession of domestic politics is obscuring the import-

ance of the Empire to us at home. Bereft of its possessions, this

country would sink to the level of a third-rate power. It could not

support one-half of its present population without a readjustment of

activities that would take many years to accomplish. It could not rise

on the wreck of its dead self as Germany may. How many realise the

latent power of Germany, even if she should accept to the uttermost the

terms we demand of her \ She has borne the brunt of this world-

shaking war without outside assistance. Her resources are still only in

the development stage ; she has vast stores of minerals as yet hardly

tapped. Our greatest mistake has been to underestimate her material

strength. Our overweening self-confidence, which is such a prolific source

of revenue to our yellow press, has been nothing more or less than geo-

graphical ignorance. This is even more striking in the case of Russia.

Every schoolboy is familiar with tittle-tattle as to how Swiss moun-

taineers spend their winter evenings, but he is left to imagine that the

Russian peasant is cast in the same mould as the man he sees working

in his native fields. He knows the manners and customs of the dwellers

in the tundra and the steppes, but of the inhabitants of the great plains,

who are the Russian people, he knows nothing.

This is the fault of the system and of the teacher. To take the

system first : Geography should be compulsory as long as a pupil
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remains at school, provided there is a qualified teacher. The time
allotted to it is quite inadequate. That there is no more time available
is so much " let-well-alone " nonsense. The dawdling days of coercion

FlG. 4.—Another form of Wind Vane.

The instrument consists of a quadrant tin vane V) fixed to a hollow rod that is free to

rotate on ball bearings (B.B.) in all directions ; wind direction is thus accurately obtained.

A calibrated brass tirp ,B T. ) is let into the outer pait of the vane. A rectangular piece ol

tin ( it. P. ) is suspended at A. and is always at right angles to the direction of the wind (line

BC). The angle its surface presents to the wind decreases as it moves up, but thi~ is

allowed for in calibrating. B.S. is a brass support, and S the support of the whole. The

anemometer is shown in elevation in the small figure, where V is the edge of the vane, B.S.

the brass support, X a post by means of which readings of the strength of the wind are read

off from the calibrated strip. T= tin support.

in subjects that have no value, except for their own sake and for mental

discipline, must be ended, if we are not going to commit national

suicide.

So much for this aspect, since this is not the place for a philippic.

The dependence of the pupil on the teacher is here greater than in any
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other subject except literature. The Geography teacher must be well

read. The text-book, which is the pupil's stand-by, should appear to

him as merely so many avenues of approach to his full knowledge—

a

kind of index to keep fresh his memory of authorities. In these days,

when school age may extend into the early twenties, fulness of know-

ledge is a debt to the student, who after all is responsible for none of

the handicaps that dog the teacher's path, and even in this age it is

still worth something to move in the world of men, and to be able to

step into the midst of futile argument and display irrefutable truth.

Of inestimable benefit is a well-selected geographical library. Home-
reading from this library should be encouraged in the same way as

home-reading of literature. A school that is well equipped with appara-

tus and books can hardly fail to produce creditable pupils.

CONSTANTINOPLE AND THE STRAITS : THE PAST

AND THE FUTURE.

By Marion I. Newbigin, D.Sc. (Lond.).

It has now become widely recognised that Near Eastern questions

played a very large part in bringing about the great war, and that hopes

of prolonged peace in the future can only be entertained if an adequate

solution of these is found. This being so, there is everything to gain

from a free and full discussion of all aspects of the problems involved,

among which the geographical are certainly not the least important.

We have published here a number of articles dealing with various sides

of the geography of the Balkans, but have hitherto given no special

attention to the question of the desirable future political position of

the Bosporus and the Dardanelles and of the city of Constantinople.

Advantage may, therefore, be taken of two recent publications l in

order to indicate some of the main geographical facts which bear upon
this subject.

The two publications are markedly different in purpose and outlook

as well as in bulk, for the one is a short pamphlet and the other a book
of considerable size. But to some extent they supplement each other,

for Mr. Dominian writes from the geographical point of view, while Dr.

Phillipson and Mr. Buxton deal primarily with political and legal

problems, and offer a definite solution of the question mentioned on

their title-page. Their absorption in legal technicalities to a certain

extent obscures the geographical factors, and it is here that Mr.
Dominian's small pamphlet becomes specially helpful. It throws light

incidentally, for example, upon certain statistics in regard to the trade

1 Ti Q ofthi B tphorus and Dardanelles. By Coleman Phillipson, M. A., LL.D.,

Litt .1).. ami Noel Buxton, M.A., M.P. London: Stevens and Haynes, 1917. Price 12s.6d.

The Site of G pie: -I Factor of Historical Value. By Leon Dominian.

Reprint from the Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. xxxvii., 1917,
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through the Straits given in the book, for these require commentary
before their significance is grasped.

Our discussion here may conveniently be divided into two parts. It

is necessary, first, to look at the problem of Constantinople and the

Straits as this arises from the geographical position of the two, and as it

has varied in historical time ; and second, to discuss the solution of the

problem which Messrs. Phillipson and Buxton offer, in so far as this

solution has geographical bearings ; its political significance is, of course,

beyond our scope. Before doing this, however, it seems desirable to

give some general account of their book.

We may note, first, that the solution which they suggest is that the

Bosporus and Dardanelles be internationalised—not neutralised, for the

latter term implies the exclusion of warships, and the authors propose

that the Straits should be open to both merchantmen and warships, in

times of war as well as of peace. In their own words :

—
" The most

rational, judicious, and practicable solution is to internationalise the

Bosphorus and the Dardanelles on the lines of the regime applied to the

Suez Canal, and place them, together with sufficient hinterland to safe-

guard the strategic position, under the administration of an International

Commission somewhat similar to that which has existed in the case of

the Danube." In regard to Constantinople they say:—"The best

solution in the circumstances is without doubt to constitute it a free

town, and place it under the conjoint protection of the Powers, including

the United States."

The two authors of the book are the one an authority on international

law, and the other a member of Parliament who has taken a special

interest in Xear Eastern questions. No indication, however, is given,

so far as we have been able to find, of the part which each has taken in

its preparation, and this in spite of the fact that in more than one case

mention is made, in the singular number, of ''the writer" in dealing

with particular statements. We regard this omission as unfortunate.

The book contains a detailed discussion of the position of waterways in

international law, with an historical account of the treaties made in

regard to the Straits, and of the subsequent development and modifi-

cation of these. It contains in addition a proposed solution of the

problems concerned which has definite political bearings. If the two

subjects are treated separately by the two authors, it would surely

conduce to clearness if this fact were stated. For it is obvious that

legal and political discussions are necessarily conducted from different

standpoints. If we may take an analogy, no prudent geographer would

accept the maps and time-tables of a particular railway company without

question as representing the actual state of affairs in regard to the rail-

way system of the country concerned. It is well recognised that such

maps represent those conditions in which the particular company is

interested, but that their appearance may be very greatly modified if other

facts,.of no immediate interest to it, are also inserted. In the same way

a political document tends naturally to lay stress upon those facts which

make a special appeal to a particular group of individuals, and often shows

a largely unconscious tendency to slur over others. On the other hand,
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a statement of the law as it applies to a particular set of conditions should,

so far as possible, set forth all the relevant circumstances. If the two

modes of presentation are to be combined in one volume, and especially

if they are due to two different hands, it is desirable that the line of

demarcation between them should be as clear as possible.

Further, there is a certain suggestion that in the preparation of the

book authorities have been used in what we may without offence describe

as a political fashion. The politician, since by definition he is concerned

to advocate a particular policy, is apt to appeal chietiy to authors who
set forth a point of view agreeing with his own. The impartial student,

desirous of forming an independent judgment, desires to know, especially

in regard to matters of opinion, whether there is a possibility that the

views of a particular author are or are not coloured by the fact that he

is already committed to a particular policy.

The book does not contain a complete or annotated bibliography.

There is a list of works and documents referred to, mostly in English or

French, several of which have been written during the war. To some
of these works the authors attach great importance as representing

public opinion. In one case, indeed, an almost crucial importance, as

we shall see later, is attached, at a critical point in the argument, to a

book by Mr. X. Dascovici, published in French at Geneva. But the

question of the extent to which this author can be regarded as repre-

senting a large body of opinion is not discussed, nor is his nationality

stated.

Finally, to conclude all that we have to say in detailed criticism of

the book, we may add that the index is inadequate for the needs of the

student.

Turning now to the actual problem under discussion, we have to

note, first, the geographical importance of the Straits and of Constan-

tinople in the past and in the present. The first point which emerges
is that the presence of the Black Sea, and, across a relatively narrow
isthmus, of the Caspian, together with the existence of the frozen

tundra in the north, and, to a less degree, of the Ural Mountains,
divides the chief land ways between Europe and Asia into two, a

northern and a southern group. The easiest northern way leads

through the Caspian Gate, and involves the crossing of the great river

Volga. The southern ways lead through Asia Minor and involve the

crossing of the Bosporus, itself in origin apparently but a sunken river

valley.

But if in earlier days these land ways led from Asia into Europe,
now the direction of movement is from Europe to Asia. The northern
routes are held by the Slav, whose advance into Asia was the distin-

guishing feature of the pre war period. The main southern route, in

the years immediately preceding the war, was in act of being seized by
the Teuton. "Latterly," say Messrs. Phillipson and Buxton, "the
influence of Germany has been supreme at Constantinople, having
displaced that of Russia ; and it is not too much to say that this

Germanic penetration into the dominions of the Sultan is virtually

responsible as the proximate cause for the outbreak of the present war."
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In other words, the consciousness of enormous military strength,

coupled perhaps with some appreciation of impending financial diffi-

culties, both in Austria and Germany, induced the dominant party there

to abandon the policy of slow penetration and to make a gambler's

throw.

But this is not all. The problem is enormously complicated by the

fact that Constantinope and the Bosporus stand at a crossing-place of

routes, for the Straits form Russia's only access to a permanently ice-

free sea. It is the increasing importance of this outlet, not only for

Russia but for Western Europe generally, which has been instrumental

in leading to recent changes of policy on the part of the Great Powers
in the Near East.

This aspect of the question Messrs. Phillipson and Buxton do not

perhaps emphasise sufficiently. They appear to regard the difficulty as

primarily due to the struggle between Slav and Teuton for dominance
in Asia, embittered by the existence at an important crossing-point of

roads of the alien Turkish Empire, an Empire incapable of developing

the resources of its own lands, and "disposed to enter into the sinister

policy of secret transactions and ambiguous relationships." But, as the

tables which they quote in another part of their book show, in the long

list of ' nations whose merchant ships pass the Bosporus, Russia's share

is relatively small, Germany's insignificant, while this country largely

predominates. Thus for the three years 1911-13, of the total shipping

passing through the Straits an average of 41 per cent, by tonnage flew

the British flag. Greece came next with 15 per cent., then Austria-

Hungary with 11 per cent., while Russia had under 8 per cent., and
Germany 6 per cent.

Russia is thus supremely interested in the freedom of the passage of

the Bosporus in that she has much to sell, which can only find an easy

exit by this route. But the other nations of the world, and more
especially this country, are also greatly interested, in that they find

round the Black Sea important raw materials. The fact that raw
material is so largely carried in British ships gives the question of the

control of the Bosporus enormous interest for us, no less than for Slav

or Teuton. Thus the growing importance of the products of the lands

round the Black Sea—on all sides save the as yet almost undeveloped

south—has been steadily increasing the significance of the north-to-south

road through the Bosporus. As yet the cross-road, that from west-to-

east, the Berlin-Baghdad route, remains potentially rather than actually

important.

Now the presence of the Turk at Constantinople has led, among
other difficulties, to vexatious interference with through traffic by the

Bosporus. Germany, to facilitate her extension into Asia Minor, wishes

to keep the Turk at Constantinople, and so perpetuate a condition of

instability ; for we are far indeed from the time when the Sultan of

Turkey could maintain that the Euxine was a "chaste and pure virgin,"

inaccessible to outsiders. One aspect of the present war, then, is that

those parts of Europe interested in the traffic in raw materials through

the Bosporus are in conflict with those who, from a variety of motives,
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are combining to obstruct north to-south ti attic, with a view to the

ultimate development of a great east-to-west and west-to-east line of

traffic. Military questions also, of course, greatly complicate the

problem.

Further, since southern Russia, if not Asiatic, is at least extra-

European in being a large producer of raw material which must find

external markets, we may say that the two roads which cross at Con-

stantinople are rival lines of access to raw material. Most of the ^ estern

Poivers, together with most of the Mediterranean states, seek, as the

latter have always sought, access to grain, to which petroleum has

recently been added. Germany seeks especially the cotton and minerals

of Aiia Minor, with, in addition, various types of sub-tropical produce

other than cotton of which she has need, as well as access to potential

markets for her manufactured goods. That access to Asia Minor, and,

ultimately, to the great Asiatic world beyond, would, once established,

render a blockade of her ports relatively innocuous, is. of course, for her

a point of great importance, in view of British sea power. To obtain

her ends, she seeks to prop up the falling Turkish Empire. For most

of the other states, including even the present Turkish ally of Bulgaria,

Turkey has been in the past an intolerable anachronism. Turkey her-

self, that Asiatic interloper. ha6 found, as she has always found, the

possibility of continued existence in the rivalries and conflicting interests

of the European states. This seems to us the essence of the position,

and we may turn next to Mr. Dominians pamphlet as throwing addi-

tional light upon the present through its descriptions of the past.

Mr. Dominian regards the choice by Constantine of the site for the

capital which bears his name as evidence that by this time (330 A.D.)

Asia had become of more importance for the Roman Empire than Africa.

The Roman Empire, no less than ancient Greece, and the Italy and

Greece of to-day. was not self-supporting, but required external supplies,

especially of grain, but of other products in addition. By the fourth

century the wealth of ancient Africa had been undermined, its resources

had been drained. To Constantinople, as a result of its marvellous posi-

tion, came the grain, especially the wheat, of the plains lying to the north

of the Black Sea, as well as the fur, slaves, honey, and wax of the as yet

undeveloped north. To it also came the silks, gums, dyes, spices, gems,

and all the other products of Asia. It was the great centre, storehouse,

and mart, and from it were supplied first the Slavs and later the inhabi-

tants of most of northern and western Europe with the articles of luxury

which could only be found in the East. It became, therefore, a great

merchant town, and, as Mr. Dominian emphasises strongly, it did not

need to sell abroad in the modern fashion, for the merchants came from
all parts of the western world to buy in the great city. With its access

to raw material and to articles of luxury, it thus gave a new lease of life

to the Roman Empire.

One result, and it is one whose effects remain to the present day,

was that almost from the first Constantinople was a cosmopolitan city,

one in which men of many races dwelt together, but did not blend nor

mix. Right down through the centuries Greek, Armenian, Slav, with
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later Turks and Arabs, have dwelt here side by side, each race retaining

its special characteristics.

Still another historic fact, directly due to the peculiarities of the

site, is that for a threatened empire—for the Roman no less than for the

Turkish—Constantinople was, and is, an incomparable capital. As we
have but too good reason to know, its position renders it all but impreg-

nable, save perhaps from the west, and then it can be assaulted only

with great difficulty. For an empire constantly engaged in border

fighting it is also, says Mr. Dominian, "the ideal site from a military

standpoint." It forms a centre from which armies can move out in

many directions to threatened areas ; while to it, as to a central fortress,

defeated armies can retreat till the opportunity comes for a fresh

offensive.

Whatever also may in the future be true of the value of the city

from a military standpoint, its commercial significance, based securely

upon advantages of site, is likely, in Mr. Dominian's opinion, to remain

great. He says:—"Overland traffic between Europe and Asia—that is

to say, between European centres of industry and the Asiatic markets of

consumption situated in the densely peopled regions of the eastern con-

tinent, is bound to pass through Constantinople, because the city lies on

the path of shortest distance between the two centres. Even the air

line, which we must henceforth take into account, passes over Con-

stantinople in its shortest stretch between populous India and industrial

Europe." As will be noted later, however, it is not perfectly certain

that this statement takes all the facts into account.

Mr. Dominian regards the question of the future of the town and of

the Straits as beyond his scope. But he points out that if inter-

nationalisation be the adopted solution, it would be possible to establish

a geographically well defined neutral zone by taking the Ergene valley

as a boundary to the west, and to the east a line defined by the Sakaria

valley and a fault line distinguished on the map by a string of lakes.

This is an area far greater than Messrs. Phillipson and Buxton, if we

understand them aright, contemplate in their own scheme.

To that scheme we may turn next, limiting ourselves strictly, how-

ever, to its geographical aspects. The authors express the opinion that

the occupation of Constantinople by Russia would be a danger to

Europe at large, and also to Russia herself. To Russia, for they consider

apparently that the significance of the site is such that its inclusion in

the former Empire might lead to a splitting-off of the southern provinces

from the northern, and thus to dismemberment. In other words,

they seem to suggest that Constantinople has too many advantages of

site to form a second city in any state ; they believe that it would

tend to dominate any country in which it was included.

They add, further, that internationalisation or neutralisation under

Russian sovereignty would not be a satisfactory solution, for "Europe

could not be reconciled thereto." It is here that Mr. Dascovici is

quoted as showing that a Russian administration could not be satis-

factory, and it is added that " Modern Europe is in reality as much

opposed as Napoleon was to the possession of Constantinople and the
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Bosphorus by Russia.'' The evidence for this is, however, not discussed

in detail.

The question of the Straits we do not propose to discuss further,

beyond emphasising, once again, that in so far as it involves free, unre-

stricted navigation it is far from being a purely Russian problem.

Russia, Rumania, Bulgaria, and even other more westerly states through

the Danube, must have, if there is to be peace, an unrestricted outlet here

to the seas of the world. Almost all the European states, again, are

concerned with the question of the free inlet. That the Turk, with all

his military strength, with all the power given by his hold on Con-

stantine's city, can hold the gate for ever against this double current

of traffic would appear impossible. Geographically, it is only necessary

to emphasise the number of states interested in the problem : details of

a settlement which will tend to reconcile the conflicting interests of the

different parties must be left to the diplomats.

The question of Constantinople is, however, rather different. Messrs.

Phillipson and Buxton quote, though without comment, and without

even giving it a place in their index. Mr. Toynbee s estimate of the

present composition of the population of the city. This is as follows :

—

estimated total, 874,000, including 385,000 Moslems, 153,000 Greeks,

150,000 Armenians, 129,000 foreign subjects, -14,000 Jews, 13,000

others. Mr. Toynbee (Nationality and tht H'>rr, 1915) goes on to say that

the present Turkish superiority in numbers is largely artificial, being

due to the official and retired official circles with their immense house-

holds, and to the numerous dock labourers. It is quite probable, as is

suggested, that if the Turks lost Constantinople a large number of these

Moslems would follow the Administration to its new quarters, wherever

these might be, and that the Turkish majority would thus be greatly

reduced, or even obliterated. Such migration has tended to happrn in

the past when Turkish territory has changed hands, and would probably

happen again.

But even if it occurred, the fact would remain that the popula-

tion of the city, now as in the past, is a jumble of nationalities. Con-
stantinople, perhaps as the nemesis of its advantages of site, has never

been able to produce citizens in the strict sense. It has always been a

bazaar, a meeting point of traders of all nationalities, a centre of intrigue

and bargaining, dominated by military force—not the brain of a well-

defined entity which looks to it for inspiration and guidance. Mr.
Toynbee regards the Greek element as that which will, if the Turks
depart, preponderate over all others, but he is alive to the danger to

peace which an autonomous state of Constantinople, forming a Greece
outside the kingdom of Greece, would present. Messrs. Phillipson and
Buxton, in their brief treatment of the problem of the city, beyond the

suggestion, already noted, that it should be placed under the "conjoint
protection of the Powers, including the United States," do not discuss

the supremely difficult questions to which an internationalised Constan-
tinople would necessarily give rise.

But some of these difficulties are so obvious that a solution which
does not recognise them is no solution at all. If we leave aside alto-

VOL. XXXIII. 2 K
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gether the Turkish element, and consider only the Greeks, Armenians,
and Jews, some of these difficulties become at once apparent. All
three races—using the word in its generalised sense—have in the past
shown, where they are town-dwellers, a remarkable capacity for thriving
within the Turkish Empire. All, again where town-dwellers, and, espe-
cially, therefore, in Constantinople, have tended to appropriate certain
forms of trade and oommerce, for which the Turk shows but little

aptitude. All have tended therefore, within the towns, to form classes
rather than communities.

Again, if, as seems possible, some form of independent or semi-inde-
pendent Armenia arises as a result of the war, then the Armenians of

Constantinople, like the Greeks of Constantinople at present, will be
extra-territorial members of an organised state. Now the presence,
within the heterogeneous Austrian Empire, of extra-territorial members
of independent states has been everywhere recognised as one of the
causes of the unrest which led to the war. So strongly, indeed, has this

been felt that not a few writers bluntly express the opinion that there

will be no peace in Europe while large groups of human beings, who
regard themselves as belonging by race to a particular state, live outside
the boundaries of that state, and within a neighbouring one—or, in

other words, while there are irredentist lands. But the proposed Inter-

nationalised Constantinople, whatever its boundaries, would be an arti-

ficial community, afflicted from the start with that racial heterogeneity

which has been the bane of Austria-Hungary. Further, while, for example,

the Serbs of Bosnia-Herzegovina, or the Rumanians of Transylvania

are, at least to a considerable extent, communities, including representa-

tives of different classes of society, the nationalities within Constantinople

tend, as we have seen, to form classes. Is the government of the inter-

nationalised town to be imposed by "the Powers," without regard to

the wishes or interests of the inhabitants ? If so, how are those Powers
to reconcile their own conflicting interests? Oris it to be determined
from within, and if so, by which element, Greek, or Armenian, or Jew,
or "foreign subject"? Is the Greek within to be allowed to form a

combination with the Greek without in order to sway the other Powers
in his favour? Has not the Turk remained at Constantinople just

because within it, as in Turkey-in-Europe at large, each element of the

population has more or less fought for its own hand, while the diplo-

mats of the Powers have similarly struggled unceasingly with each other?

Turkey, say our authors, "must withdraw from Constantinople and the

Straits territory, and leave both to Europe to be made free and to be

internationalised." But can Europe free the inhabitants of a city which

has found profit in servitude, and how, in detail, can this be done ? It

would be rash for the geographer at least to say that the suggested

solution is unworkable, but it seems necessary to point out that it is no

solution so long as no attempt is made to face the difficulties.

It seems desirable also to indicate that the fact that Constantinople

has in the past been of very great strategic and economic importance,

both under the Romans and under the Turks, does not necessarily prove

that it may keep this importance unchanged when the conditions alter.
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Smyrna to-day is Constantinople's rival as the outlet of Asia Minor, and
were it not that the Baghdad Railway had been deliberately arranged

to promote the interests of Constantinople as against those of the former

city, its importance would be greater than it now is. As Mr. Woods
points out in his article on the Baghdad Railway in the Geographical

Journal for July last, the course of the Baghdad Railway was planned

by Germany and Turkey so as to give those Powers control of the long

land route from Berlin to Baghdad free from the menace of naval

power. ''So long as the forts of the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus
remain intact, the Sultan and his Allies enjoy the advantages of naval

power in a limited area—the Bosphorus. the Sea of Marmora, and the

Dardanelles—without the possession of a fleet."

The Baghdad Railway gives increased importance to Constantinople,

while Smyrna has been deliberately cut off from the direct route. But
this only shows once again that, held by a soldier state, Constantinople

is bound to have its economic significance artificially increased for

strategic reasons. The possibility that, held by a Power which was not

strongly military, or whose strategic centre lay elsewhere, it might
diminish in importance, is at least worth discussion. But our immediate
purpose here is only to suggest that no solution of a profoundly difficult

problem can be satisfactory which does not take into account all the

geographical factors involved.

It may perhaps be added, in order to emphasise the importance of

the problem, that the fact that, so far as appears at present, Germany's
direct attack on British naval power has failed, greatly enhances for

her the value of the Berlin-Baghdad route, which, if securely held, would,

as shown, enable her to a very considerable extent to circumvent that

power.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY.

Lecture Session, 1917-18.

The opening lecture of the session will be delivered in Edinburgh by
Dr. C. Delgado de Carvalho on November 29, his subject being "The
Geography of Brazil in Relation to its Political and Economic Develop-

ment." The lecture will be repeated before the Dundee, Aberdeen, and

Glasgow centres on the 21st, 23rd, and 2 7th November respectively.

Mr. A. F. YYhyte, M.P. will address the Edinburgh centre on Decem-

ber 20. His subject will be " The New Europe."" The same lecture

will be delivered at Aberdeen, Dundee, and Glasgow on the 18th, 19th,

and 21st December respectively.

The following lectures will be delivered in 1918:— "'America in

Arms," by the Rev. John Kelman, D.D , Aberdeen, January 29 : Dundee,

January 30; Edinburgh, January 31} and Glasgow, February 1.

"China's Geography: Historical and Social," by Mr. S. G. Cheng,

Aberdeen, February 26; Dundee, February 27; Edinburgh, February
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28; and Glasgow, March 1. "International Frontiers in East Central

Africa," by Sir Alfred Sharpe, K.C.M.G., C.B., Aberdeen, March 19;
Dundee, March 20; Edinburgh, March 21 ; and Glasgow, March 22.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Europe.

Migrations within the Balkan Peninsula.—Professor Cvijic, of

the University of Belgrade, delivered during the session 1916-17 a

course of lectures on Balkan problems at th6 Sorbonne, and one of

these lectures is published as a paper in the first issue of the Monde
Slave (July 1917). This paper, a copy of which has been sent to us, is

entitled " Les Mouvements Metanastasiques dans la Peninsule des

Balkans," and deals with the migrations of certain of the Balkan
peoples, which resulted from the Turkish invasion, and have continued,

with various modifications, up to the present day. The author points

out that the present population of the Balkan area owes its origin to

the great invasion of Slav tribes which occurred at the beginning of the

Middle Ages (sixth century). But this original invasion was followed

by that of the Turks at the end of the fourteenth century, and the

result was to cause a great series of movements among the earlier

inhabitants, who in some instances migrated out of the area, and in

others changed their position within it. In order to distinguish between
these last movements and those of the first great Slav migration, on the

one hand, and, on the other, those which resulted from the rise of the

Balkan states during the period of Slav domination, Professor Cvijic

employs the term " mouvements metanastasiques," from the Greek
mataTiastasis, meaning change of habitat. These movements affected

the whole Balkan area, but, owing to geographical causes, were more
important in the central and northern parts than in the south

and east. They began at the time of the Turkish invasion, attained

their maximum in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but,

though with certain changes, continued after the liberation of the

existing states, especially after that of Serbia at the beginning of the

nineteenth century. In regard to the lines of movement, an interesting

point is that migration tended to take place along the transverse lines

of communication. This was inevitable, in view of the fact, which has

been often pointed out, that the great longitudinal lines in the

Balkan peninsula lead through it rather than from one part to another,

and that these great through roads were naturally held and traversed

by the conquering Turks.

Four main currents of migration are recognised. The first,

and most powerful, was the Dinaric current. In other words, the

people especially of Herzegovina, Montenegro, and Sienitza, originally

driven from the low grounds to the mountains by the Turks,

soon began to utilise the transverse river valleys to stream out from
the mountains towards the Morava valley. The actual valley, swampy
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and exposed to the invaders, was not occupied by these migrants. But

between the lower Morava and the Drina lies the region known as the

Sumadija (suma, forest), a region of varied but not lofty relief, fertile,

and densely clad with forests of beech and oak. Here, remote from

Constantinople, the immigrant population early enjoyed a measure of

freedom, and here, therefore, was the nucleus of freed Serbia. Another

branch of the same stream of migrants crossed the Morava, and found a

refuge in the mountainous region between the Morava and the Timok.

Still another branch, utilisingthelongitudinal valleysof Bosnia, crossed the

Save, and established itself in Slavonia- Croatia and partially in Syrmia.

Finally another branch, less important, reached Dalmatia by the trans-

verse cols of the mountains, and its members, favoured by the Venetians,

established themselves in the coastal belt. From the sixteenth century

onwards another great stream of migrants took its origin in the Kosovo
region, over a wide area, entered the Morava valley by means of its

lateral streams, and succeeded in establishing itself step by step in a

series of basins in the Morava region. This stream was mingled with

another stream which came from the south, from the Vardar region and

western Macedonia, and found its way slowly down the Morava valley.

These two latter currents, together with factors from the original popu-

lation of the Morava valley, supplied elements which crossed the Save

and the Danube, and formed a fourth current which entered southern

Hungary, peopling the Banat, parts of eastern Slavonia, Baska, Syrmia,

and penetrating even to the north of Hungary. In the eastern Balkan

region the absence of a sheltered forest region like the Sumadija and

the greater proximity to the Turkish centre, hindered movements on

the same scale as those of the west, and delayed the rise of an indepen-

dent Bulgaria. It was otherwise with the Albanians. This people at

the time of the great Slav invasion was driven to the littoral and to the

mountains, and remained here, with a certain Serb infiltration, during

the whole period of Slav domination. At the time of the Turkish

conquest many became converted to Islamism, and partly on this account,

partly apparently on account of an energy stored during their long

period of isolation, they showed, especially towards the close of the

Turkish period, a sudden power of expansion, which carried them east

and south, and enabled them to penetrate into both Serb and Greek

territory.

The detailed accounts given of the migrations suggest that the

intermixture of peoples, more especially in the western half of the

Balkan region, is far more intimate than is suggested on ethnological

maps.

Poland, the Land, and the State.—Under this title Professor

Eugeniusz Romer, of Lemberg University, contributes a long article to

the July issue of the Geographical Bern w. According to an editorial

note the article, accompanied by a series of maps, was received by the

American Geographical Society before the entry of the United States

into the war. The military censor refused to pass the accompanying

maps, and the article is therefore accompanied by a series compiled in
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the editorial office. In addition to the maps the editorial staff have also

added a number of notes to the article.

The author begins his paper with some account of the North Slav
migrations from the fourth century onwards. He lays stress upon the fact

that the Slavs migrated only along broad river valleys, avoiding ravines,

narrow valleys, and similar obstacles. The result of this tendency is

seen in the territorial extent and boundaries of the Poland of Boleslav
the Great (992-1025), no less than in the subsequent history of the
Polish state. Thus the author recognises four great natural highways
as determining alike the migrations of the Slavs and the expansion of

the Polish state. First and most important is the series of east-to-west

valleys which extend from the Pripet to the Elbe, and are due to the

conditions which prevailed during glacial times. These valleys mark
the main line of the advance of the northern Slavs. In Boleslav's time
the Polish state extended westward to the Elbe, but eastward its limit

was not the Pripet but the Bug. This was due, however, not to

physical conditions, but to the fact that here his kingdom abutted upon
another Slav state, the Ruthenia of Kiev.

The second or south-eastern highway leads by the Dniester valley

towards the Black Sea. Towards, but not to, for the Slavs were
checked along the line both of the Dniester and the Black Sea Bug,
at the point where these rivers* descend from the meadows of the

uplands into deep wooded ravines. This south-eastern road enabled

Boleslav to include in his kingdom the part of Ruthenia called Red
Russia. The third highway is the south-western one, leading through
the Moravian Gate towards the Danube. But just as in the case

of the south-eastern road, commanded by the gate of Przemsyl, so the

Bohemian lands could only be held by a Poland strong enough to force

and to hold the Moravian Gate, and thus Red Russia and Bohemia
alike could only be held by a strong Poland. Bohemia was, of course,

lost after Boleslav's time, and Red Russia was controlled ultimately by
Cracow and Kiev, till the Tatar shock in the thirteenth century caused
it to gravitate towards the west. The fourth road is the northern or

Baltic highway, which seems at first sight to be less dangerous than the

preceding two, for it has no hinterland. But the passage from the

broad valleys of the Warta and the Netze to the Baltic heights is

difficult, and thus the coastal highway also could only be held by a

strong Poland. When, in a moment of weakness, she permitted the

Teutonic knights to organise themselves on the lower Vistula, then in

this region rose the greatest danger to the Polish state. Poland's

reaction against this loss of the Baltic coast caused in its turn another
highway, the north-to-south Lithuanian road, to play a great part in

Polish history. The Lithuanians till the end of the twelfth century

were limited to the Baltic region, being unable to advance beyond the

bend of the Niemen near Kovno, where the river emerges from its

winding ravine. Under the pressure of the Teutonic knights spreading

eastward along the coast, they finally succeeded in emerging beyond the

valley of the Vilia, and took possession of the highroads which dominate
the great southern route along the Berezina into the territory of
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Kuthenia. Thereafter, despite the superiority in civilisation of the

Kuthenes as compared with the Lithuanians, the latter were able to

dominate the former politically. The union of the two countries of

Poland and Lithuania, completed in 1569, enabled Poland to recover

her Baltic coastline, and led to her most brilliant period. In the

authors opinion, however, in her struggle with the western foe she

weakened her power of resistance to the eastern one by retiring to the

Dwdna and Dnieper, thus turning what should have been her great

arteries into dead border lines. She thus, in his opinion, prepared the

way for the partitions, which carried further the same process of turn-

ing rivers into frontiers. He lays great stress upon the fact that beyond

the Dnieper the system of valleys which permits of a Drang nach Osten

comes to an end, and thinks that the natural limit of Polish expansion

eastward is the Dnieper-Don watershed. Eejecting altogether the

German conception of a Central Europe, which he regards as a political

doctrine which sought to find support in geography, he considers Poland,

Lithuania, and Kuthenia as parts of a physical unit, a bridge between

the Baltic and the Pontic Seas.

AUSTKALASIA.

The Australian Trans-continental Route.—The virtual com-

pletion of the railway route from Kalgoorlie to Port Augusta was

noticed here in our last issue (p. t72). It may be added that the Times

Engineering supplement for August 21st contains an article, illustrated

by a sketch-map, on the railway. It is pointed out that in addition to

facilitating commercial intercourse between the east and the west, and
tipping a hitherto undeveloped country, it has some strategic import-

ance. Thus, after his tour of Australia, Lord Kitchener pointed out that

the isolation of Western Australia might prove in time of war a serious

source of military weakness.

The total length of the new line is 1051 miles, somewhat less than was

anticipated from the preliminary survey. Across the Nullabor Plain there

are 330 miles of rails laid in an absolutely straight line, believed to be the

longest stretch of the kind in the world. As to the country traversed, it is

noted that for ths first 70 miles the railway traverses the main auri-

ferous greenstone belt in which the Kalgoorlie goldfield is situated, and
thence for about 100 miles the country is granitic, mostly covered with

alluvial gravel and loam. The soil through which the line passes is good
over a large area, being covered with vegetation consisting of various

salt bushes, blue bush, and grasses suitable for fodder. The rainfall is

light, averaging 7 in. or 8 in. a year, but evidence was found of artesian

and sub-artesian water. For 900 miles of the route, and for a width of

at least 100 miles (50 miles on each side), there is good pastoral country,

on which it should be possible to pasture millions of sheep. The highest

elevation attained by the line is 1354 ft. at a point about 100 miles

east of Kalgoorlie.

When the ballasting is completed it is expected that the journey

between Kalgoorlie and Port Augusta will be completed in twenty-four
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hours, including stops. Till this is done a lower rate of speed will be

necessary, and the first through services are expected to accomplish the

journey in about thirty-five hours. Among the difficulties of construc-

tion were the absence of local supplies of food, water, and labour. At
least 800 miles of the total was entirely uninhabited, and over a stretch

of 337 mdes there was no local water, even for animals or locomotives.

The necessity for bringing all supplies from a distance made the work of

organisation difficult.

General.

Royal Geographical Society's Lecture Session.— It is announced

that General Smuts is to open the Royal Geographical Society's winter

session with an address on East Africa on November 12. The chair is

to be taken by the Duke of Connaught, and the meeting is to be held

in the Central Hall, Westminster, instead of at Burlington House, as

usual. On November 26, Dr. de Filippi is to speak on the geography

of the Itilian front, and will show a large collection of war photographs

and cinematograph films. On December 10, Colonel Harold Swayne
will discuss " The Future of Siberia and her Neighbours."

Geodasy in Britain —In vol. xxxii., p. 560, we noted that at the

Newcastle meeting of the British Association a joint discussion took

place between the Committees of Sections A and E on the " Future of

British Geodesy.'' In the course of the discussion the original terms of

reference were enlarged to include other departments of geophysics in

addition to geodesy, such as terrestrial magnetism, tides, atmospheric

electricity, and seismology. The general conclusion was that it was

desirable that a committee should be constituted to promote the advance

of the various branches of science which deal with the physical, metrical,

and dynamical properties of the earth, on both their theoretical and

observational sides. Such a committee has now been appointed by the

British Association, and has arranged meetings for the discussion of geo-

physical subjects. The first meeting will be held in the apartments of

the Royal Astronomical Society on Wednesday November 7, at five P.M.,

and will be presided over by the chairman of the committee, Sir Frank

W. Dyson, the Astronomer Royal, who will make a brief statement

concerning the object and future programme of the meetings. The sub-

ject of magnetic surveys will be introduced by Dr. S. Chapman, who
will make a report on magnetic surveys and charts throughout the world

by land and sea. Dr. G. W. Walker will give an account of the recent

magnetic surveys of the United Kingdom made under the auspices of

the Royal Society and the British Association. Major Lyons will

exhibit and describe two of Gauss's heliotropes, on loan to the Science

Museum. At the second meeting, which has been provisionally

appointed to take place on December 5, Prof. A. Schuster will pre-

side, and Sir Napier Shaw will open a discussion on the general con-

stitution and condition of the atmosphere, which will be continued by

Mr. J. H. Jeans and others. Among the subjects which the committee
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has under consideration for report and discussion at later meetings may be

men tionedseichesand tides,atmospheric electricity, British earthquakes, ob-

servatories, methods and instruments connected with the various branches

of geophysics, geodetic and gravity surveys ; and the constitution, tem-

perature, and other physical conditions, motions, and secular changes of

the interior of the earth. Papers on these and other geophysical sub-

jects for reading and discussion at the meetings, as approved by the

committee, should be addressed to Dr. S. Chapman, secretary of the

committee, Royal Observatory, Greenwich, London, S.E. 10.

Commercial Geography.

Industrial Developments in Japan.—One result of the war has

been to lead to an extensive development of the chemical industry in

Japan. Before the war Japan, like most of the rest of the world, was

chiefly dependent on Germany for coal-tar dyes, which she imported to

the extent of about one million pounds annually. With the cutting off

of these sources of supply, energetic efforts have been made to start a

home industry. A considerable measure of success has been already

attained, although the new industry is hampered by want of capital and
lack of expert assistance. Similarly great attention is being paid to

the manufacture of the chemical compounds used in medicine, and a

number of these are being produced for the first time. Supplies of

other substances which Japan previously bought from Germany, Great

Britain, or America have also been cut off or diminished by the war, the

German supplies being no longer available, while the enormous manu-
factures of munitions in Great Britain and America have diminished

certain exports from these countries. Among such are the products of

the distillation of wood, and glycerine. In these cases also a great

impetus has been given to home manufactures, which previously took

place on a small scale only.

EDUCATIONAL.

Calcutta University Commission.—Prof. J. W. Gregory, of

Glasgow University, has been chosen as one of the four members
appointed in the United Kingdom to the Calcutta University Commis-
sion, and has obtained leave of absence from his work at Glasgow for

this purpose. The other members appointed in this country are Dr.

Michael Sadler, Vice-Chancellor of Leeds University, Mr. J. P. Hartog,

CLE., of London University, and Prof. Ramsay Muir, of Manchester
University. Three other members have been appointed in India.

The general terms of reference of the Commission are to inquire into

the working of the present organisation of the Calcutta University and
its affiliated colleges, the standards, the examinations, and the distribu-

tion of teachers ; to consider at what places and in what manner provision

should be made in Bengal for teaching and research for persons above

the secondary schools age ; to examine the suitability of the present
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situation and constitution of the University, and make such suggestions
as may be necessary for their modification ; to make recommendations
as to the qualifications to be demanded of students on their admission to
the University, as to the value to be attached outside the University to
the degrees conferred by it, and as to the relations which should exist

between the University and its colleges or departments, and between
the University and the Government, and to recommend any change of
constitution, of administration, and educational policy which may appear
desirable.

It will be a source of gratification to geographers in this country to
know that Science is to be represented on the Commission in the person
of Professor Gregory, who is a geographer as well as a geologist.

NEW BOOKS.

EUROPE.

Bedfordshire. By C. Gore Chambers, M.A., late Assistant-Master at Bedford

Grammar School. (Cambridge County Geographies : General Editor, F. H. H.
Guillemard, M.A., M.D.) With Maps, Diagrams, and Illustrations.

Cambridge : at the University Press, 1917. Price Is. (5d. net.

This is the work of a writer who was specially well qualified for the task, but

who, as we learn from the Preface, did not live to see its completion. It is more
than a Geography ; the historical element bulks very largely, and is treated with
sympathetic insight and skill, though with the brevity and condensation which the

limits of the series require. The illustrations are really illustrative, as well as

excellently reproduced. Regarding the maps in colour, physical and geological,

one criticism may be made. It seems a mistake to stop the colouring at the

political boundary of the county, while roads, railways, and rivers are rightly con-

tinued to the full extent available. Areas of high or low ground, or of a special

geological system, should be similarly treated, and would often gain in meaning
from connections being shown beyond the county boundary. The relief map on

page 39 suffers even more from this insularity of treatment.

The Expansion of Europe, the Culmination of Modern History. By Ramsav
Muir, Professor of Modern History in the University of Manchester.

London : Constable and Co., 1917. Price 6s. net.

In this elaborate and well written treatise Professor Muir describes how the

whole world has been gradually subjugated by the civilisation of Europe. He
shows us that it was in the times of the Commonwealth and Charles II. that the

definite organisation of a clearly conceived imperial policy appeared in Britain.

He points out the conflict which occurred between France and Britain for colonies

between- 1713 and 1763, and how the self-government system of the latter proved

more successful than the centralised autocracy of Royal France. From 1815 to

1878 the main extension of European civilisation in the non-European world took

place, and Britain was specially benefited by it, but France made a great extension

in Africa, while Russia added Asiatic territories to her empire.

The author then relates the "Transformation of the British Empire (1815-

1878)," which " had greatly increased in extent, and, by every test of area, popu-
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lation, and natural resources, was beyond comparison the greatest power that had

ever existed in the world." However, the Congress of Berlin in 1878 " may he

--aid to mark the opening of a new era in the history of European imperialism, an

era of eager competition for the control of the still unoccupied regions of the

world." The partition of Africa then took place, and Germany largely profited by

it, while Britain added twenty-five million new Negro subjects to her Empire.

What the author terms "The great Challenge" occurred between 1900 and

1914. Germany, with her 1,5<>0,000 square miles, challenged the British Empire

with its 12,000,000 square miles, or one quarter of the land surface of the globe.

Germany had persuaded herself that she had a monopoly of power, wisdom, and

knowledge, and deserved to rule the earth, maintaining that she " must l>e the

mistress of the world, and no empire or nation must survive beside her own,

except byT her permission and on her terms."

The result of this German megalomania was the present European war, regard-

ing the outbreak of which the author ^ives some interesting and hitherto little-

known details. He illustrates his excellent treatise with eight valuable maps.

L < Question d'Alsace-Lorraine dr 1871 h. 1914. Par Jules Duhem. Paris : Felix

Alcan, 1917. Price 1 Jr. i

This valuable treatise, originally published in the Rt rue de Paris in 1916,

details the troublous history of Alsace-Lorraine ever since the provinces were

annexed to Germany by the treaty of peace signed at Frankfort on 10th May
187L The author points out that Bismarck made a great mistake in attempting to

strengthen the annexation. " He thought he could impose mechanically on Al-ace-

Lorraine the industrial technique, the administrative methods, and the discipline

of Germany. As in Poland, the German authorities attacked the language and

tne intellectual culture. It would be idle to recall all the repressive measures

which were employed against the use of French in the public departments, public

announcements, publications, journals, and emblems. In Lorraine, as the children

did not speak German, they could not understand the explanations of their teachers,

so remained lamentably ignorant. Police inspection penetrates even to behaviour.

Lists of son--, considered dangerous were rigorously proscribed under pain of fine

and imprisonment.' Kaiser Wilhelin n. stated that he never would allow any

revision of the Treaty of Frankfort. The election of M. Poincare (a member of

an old Lorraine family; to the French Presidency marked the active revival in

France of the question of Alsace-Lorraine. " Germany may announce her intention

of retaining Alsace-Lorraine, her writers may accumulate arguments which are

but a travesty of the subject, her historians may actually allege that the conquest

of the provinces by Germany has proved a blessing to Alsace-Lorraine, but the

declared wishes of the inhabitants, the unquestionable right of France, and the

opinion of the world dominate these controversies. The coming settlement of the

question of Alsace-Lorraine will restore the two provinces to their old country,

and France will regain her legitimate Eastern frontier according to the infallible

law of mutilated nations."

// rigary. By Arthur B. Yollahd. London: T. (
.'. and E. C. Jack, 191,.

With Sketch-Maps and Illustrations. Price 3s. 6(/. net.

The author of this book is described on its title-page as Professor of English

Language and Literature at the University of Buda-Pest, and speaks of himself in

his preface as an Englishman qualified to write the history of Hungary, among
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other reasons, by his eighteen years' residence in the country. He has, we believe,

taken an active part in Magyar political controversy, anil there appears to be

some doubt as to his real nationality. In his book he manifests himself as a whole-

hearted admirer of the Magyars—" one of the noblest people on earth, whose only

mistake has been an honest conviction of their own innocence." Now, since the

grievances and aspirations of the non-Magyar peoples of Hungary have been very

frequently set forth in this country, more especially since the outbreak of war,

the impartial student here would be naturally disposed to welcome an informed

and dispassionate presentation of the Magyar point of view, even in the midst of

war bitterness. But, unfortunately, though Dr. Yolland is prodigal of encomiums

—

we hear of the Magyars' " sacrifices in the cause of culture " (ill-omened word !),

and of their "mission unselfishly undertaken and nobly fulfilled"—he shows a

tendency to evade the real points at issue.

In the text no definite account is given of the present composition of the

population of Hungary, and, except for oblique allusions to the "lower classes of

the non-Magyar nationalities," and to " Serb and Roumanian extremists," there is

nothing to suggest to the uninitiated the actual position. So complete, indeed, is

the assumption that the kingdom is peopled by Magyars, with a background

consisting of " an illiterate and ignorant rabble," that we can imagine an unlearned

reader receiving a severe shock when he turns from the text to the appendix. The

latter is contributed by another writer, and is unrelated to the text. It bears on

its second page a table showing the population of Hungary in 1910, classified

according to language spoken. The first entry reads "Hungarian, 48"1 percent.,"

and affords an interesting commentary on the implications of the body of the

book.

The tendency to ignore or to suppress facts unfavourable to Magyar claims

makes the accounts of recent history—for the book ends with the outbreak of war

—necessarily both artificial and obscure. Artificial, for we can scarcely believe

that the most unsophisticated of readers would accept the tale as told as the whole

story ; obscure, for the actions descrihed seem out of relation to the scanty facts

given. Thus, it is stated that " the fundamental principles of Parliamentarism "

form " the idol of every true Hungarian." One gathers, however, that Parliamen-

tarism has not in Hungary the meaning which it carries here, and also that the

true Hungarians have curious methods of displaying their devotion to their idol.

These seem at least safe deductions from the accounts given, inter alia, of the

scenes in 1912, when the Speaker, Count Tisza, had the "obstructionists," i.e.

presumably the political opponents of the government in power, removed from the

Chamber by the police, and passed opposed bills in the absence of the Opposition.

If this be Parliamentarism, what, in Hungary, are arbitrary methods ? Dr.

Yolland somewiiat naively adds that "social intercourse between the opposing

parties ceased," and the doughty Speaker proceeded to fight duels on a consider-

able scale. No adequate account, however, is given of the questions over which

feeling ran so high.

Dr. Yolland says of Maria Theresa that "her intentions were most praise-

worthy, but her methods were not above reproach, though the result they

produced was just the opposite to what she had expected." Without pressing the

analogy too far, we may say that his book is more likely to send the careful

reader to the works of other authors, than to inspire the sympathy which he

apparently desires for the "noble and unselfish" Magyar.

The book contains a number of photographs of Hungarian buildings, three

sketch-maps, and the Statistical A.ppendix already mentioned. There is a good

index.
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AF1IK A.

Thrice Through tlu Dark Continent. A Record ofJounm yings across Africa during

tin Y, ars 1913-16. By J. Du Plessis, B.A., B.D., Professor in the Theological

Seminary of the Dutch Reformed Church, Stellenbosch, South Africa ; author

of A Thousand Miles in the Heart of Africa, etc. With Map and 60 Illustra-

tions from Photographs. London : Longmans, Green and Co., 1917.

Price 10s. net.

Some day, doubtless, a history of the progress ol communications in Africa will

be written, and this book will be one of the original sources. It is a truism that

during the last quarter of a century travel facilities in Africa have immensely

developed, but few people adequately realise how much has actually been

accomplished. Mr. Du Plessis crossed Africa three times : first, from Lagos to

Mombasa ; second, from Mombasa to Matadi on the estuary of the Congo ; third,

from Matadi to Quilimane ; thence he travelled by sea to Beira, and by rail from

Beira to Cape Town. " Thus ended," he says (p. 349), " my enterprise. I had been

two years and two months en roxite, and had covered in round numbers seventeen

thousand miles, of which I did approximately two thousand on foot, and the rest

by the various means of transit whicli I have described in a previous chapter."

This reference, having been traced with difficulty owing to the absence of an index,

reads (p. 195) :

—"By water I travelled on ocean steamers Viet ween West African

ports, river steamers, barges, and canoes ; on land I had the railway, the motor-

trolley, the motor-cycle, the bicycle, the ricksha, and the machila (hammock'; ; the

ox-wagon, the ox-cart, the Cape cart and horses, the horse, the mule, and the

donkey. No camels were available so far south as my travels lay, and a tame

elephant was a luxury beyond my means. Excluding these, I think I have pretty

well exhausted the means of transport in Africa.'' The refeience to tarne elephants

is interesting, as it is generally supposed that the African elephant has not been

domesticated, at least since Roman times. On pa<;es 151 to 154 Mr. Du Plessis

describes a visit he paid to Api, situated on one of the tributaries of the Welle,

where, under the auspices of the Belgian Government, attempts have for some time

been made to tame the African elephant and to make it do useful work. These

attempts, he says, have been signally successful. The elephants are " harnessed to

make roads, construct dams, and plough and harrow fields." The author's object

in undertaking his long journey was to study the progress of Christian missions in

Central Africa. He disclaims any results of value to geography, archaeology, or

ethnology
; but the extracts given above will prove that his volume is not without

scientific interest. Here and there, while not neglecting his main purpose, he

devotes a page or two to the characteristics of the lesser known tribes he visited,

and his remarks on the government of the various colonial possessions he traversed

are shrewd and illuminating. The illustrations are excellently reproduced, and

some of them uncommon, the map is sufficient—but, alas ! for the index.

AMERICA.

The Discovery of America, 1492-1584. Edited by Philip F. Alexander, M.A.,

Hertford College, Oxford. (Cambridge Travel Books.) With 16 Maps and

Illustrations. Cambridge : at the University Press, 1917. Price 3s. net.

The chief point in this educational series is the telling of the story of geo-

graphical discovery in the words of the discoverers themselves, or of contemporary

writers, with only such modernisation of spelling and punctuation as is required to

facilitate its reading. The obvious difficulty in carrying out such a plan is that,
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in dealing with any considerable period or area of discovery, only extracts can be

given in volumes of so small a size. The present volume suffers somewhat from

this cause. It includes the first three voyages of Columbus, Cartier's second

voyage, Gilbert's voyage, and that of Amadas and Barlow, covering almost a

century in time, and the whole eastern coast of North America in area. Probably

a more interesting result would have been secured had two volumes at least been

devoted to this extent of subject. Otherwise the work is excellent, and the

extracts are well chosen, as well as the illustrations. The modern maps would

have been more useful if the explorers' tracks and the localities named in the text

had been marked, so far as known. There seems no reason why the map on p. 95

should not have the conventional orientation of the top of the map representing the

north, instead of somewhere about " nor'-nor'-east."

GENERAL.

Our Soldiers and Sailors in War and Peace. Edited by Henrt Solding. With

21 Coloured Plates and 600 Illustrations. New and Revised Edition.

London : Ward, Lock and Co., 1917.

This would make a capital gift-book for a boy or girl, and is well calculated to

convey a great deal of information in a simple and attractive fashion. There are

a large number of striking illustrations as well as many diagrams. Among articles

of more direct geographical interest we note one on the Panama Canal and another

on the main steamship routes.

EDUCATIONAL.

La France : French Life and Ways. By G. Guibillon, Professeur agrege au

Lycee de Bordeaux. (Dent's Modern Language Series, edited by Walter
Ripman, M.A.) London and Toronto : J. M. Dent and Sons, Limited.

Price 2s. 6(7. net.

In the twenty-eight chapters of this book the student of French has his

vocabulary. of the French language, and incidentally his knowledge of France and

of every aspect of French life, domestic and public, enlarged and confirmed. The

time is opportune for the appearance of such a work, in which the ways of

life among our honoured allies are simply set forth by one of themselves. An

excellent characteristic of the book is the absence of an English vocabulary
;
the

technical and other terms are learned by their use. The work is not professedly

geographical ; otherwise one might comment upon the first sentence, which affirms

that France is at the centre of the northern hemisphere, and upon the second,

which attributes its temperate climate to the Gulf Stream, among other causes.

Yet the young reader will obtain from its perusal much useful geographical

information regarding the country. The doubt may arise as to how far a student

who requires this linguistic aid will be able to read many parts of the book—for

the parts vary much in difficulty of language—or, alternatively, whether one

capable of reading it all is likely to require its help in his vocabulary. The

drawings, especially those of architectural subjects, are very attractive.

Charts: their Use and Meaning. Prepared by G. Herbert Fowler, B.A., Ph.D.,

F.L.S., Etc. With Charts and Diagrams. London : J. D. Ratter, 1916. Price As.

The object of this book, as stated in the Preface, is to explain the use of charts,

both for navigation purposes and for showing the salinity, temperature, animal
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life, etc.. of the sea. The author states that " the present attempt to make an un-

familiar subject clear is addressed to men of average education, but of no technical

sea-knowledge ; mathematical science of all kinds has been reduced to the lowest

minimum necessary for comprehension of the outlines of the subject in hand."

Terms connected with the circle and its parts, altitude, longitude, meridians, are

all very fully explained. It is shown that the sea or nautical mile, which is repre-

sented by one minute of longitude at the Equator, and measures 6087*1 feet,

varies from 6045*94 feet at the Equator to ClOT'SS feet at the Poles. The knot

—

which is a unit of Telocity—used in this country measures 6080 feet, that being

the nearest in round numbers to the mean length of f)077 feet. The U.S.A. knot

is 6080 -27 feet, and both France and Germany use 6076*23 feet.

A considerable amount of space is devoted to a discussion of the various cliart

projections, and the author shows that the Mercator projection—which is so much
disliked for geographical purposes, on account of the amount of distortion towards

the Poles— is by far the best and most used for navigation.

The use of the magnetic compass is explained, and an excellent diagram showing

the modern Mariners' Compass is given p. 14), with the circle divided into deg-

as well as the old 32 point-.

It would have been an advantage if a chart had been inserted to show the

magnetic lines, and the discovery of the North and South Magnetic Poles might
have been mentioned. It appears that almost every country in Europe us

different Prime Meridian for their charts, all differing from Greenwich by 2 to

17°. The unit of length for showing depths also varies ; our own and Russia being

the only two—fathom and sajene—of equal length, viz. 6 feet. Austria fa

" faden," measuring 6*223 feet, and Sweden its "famn," 5*844 feet. The heights

shown on the land are taken from the Ordnance Survey datum ; but the depths

appears to be taken from low-water mark, and are not uniform (paragraph 60,

pp. 26-27).

Great progress has been made in the construction of charts since the Hydro-
graphic Department was established in 1795. with a proviso that the annual
expenses would not exceed £470; for in 1913-14 the main items in connection

with this branch of the Navy cost £65,494 p. 37 . The book is illustrated with

diagrams, and there are eight specimens of charts, for navigation purposes and also

for showing air temperatures, atmospheric pressure, animal and plant life, etc.

etc., the last being a very interesting specimen of the early charts, taken from the
Pilot of Captain (ireenvil Collin.-. H\ dr.._-rapher to the King. 1686.

The volume is somewhat clumsy. in size [8"x 13"
; the print appears to be un-

necessarily large ; and the insertion of the maps at the end, where they cannot be
read with the text, is unsatisfactory. It is surprising that, with our advanced
education, the author should consider it necessary to explain the use of pens,

pencils, parallel rulers, straight-edge, etc., when these things are taught in every
school. Nothing is said as to how the configuration of the land is indicated by
hachures and contours, and no example is given of the useful sketches sho-vrim-

the entrance to harbours, etc., which appear on most Admiralty charts.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Discovery of America, 1492-1584. Edited by Philip F. Alexander
M.A. Crown 8vo. Pp. xviii + 212. Cambridge : at the University Press, 1917.
Price 3*. net.
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Croquis et Souvenirs de la Nigeru du Mord. By Isabelle Vischkr. Medium
8vo. Pp.138. Paris: Attinger Freres, L917.

Belgium and Germany: Texts and Documents. Foreword by Henri Davr;n< in.

Royal 3vo. Pp. 132. London : Nelson and Sons, 1915.

I ted by Professor F. Noel.

Through Lapland with Shis and Reindeer. By Frank Hedges Butler, F.R.G S.

Demy 8vo. Pp. xii - 2S6. London: T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1917. Price 12s.

6</. net.

Map-Beading and Panorama Sketching. By An Instructor. Crown 8vo.

Pp. 113. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged. London: Sifton, Praed and

Co., Ltd., 1917. Price -is. 6A net.

A Brief Introduction to the Study of Regional Geography. By H. D. Sutherns,

B.A. Crown 8vo. Pp. 44. Durban : Griggs and Co., 1915. Price Is. net.

Real Russians. By Sonia E. Howe. Crown 8vo. Pp. xv + 240. London:

Sampson Low and Co., 1917. Price 6.?. net.

Livingstone: The Hero of Africa. By R. B. Dawson. Crown 8vo. Pp.249.

London : Seeley, Service and Co., Ltd., 1917. Price 5s. net.

Two Summers in (hi Tee- Wilds of Eastern Karakoram. By Fanny Bull<>lk

Wokkman and William Hunter Workman. Medium 8vo. Pp.296. London:

T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1917. Pria 25s. net.

The Andes of Southern Peru: Geographical Reconnaissance along the 73rd

Meridian. By Isaiah Bowman. Royal£8vo. Pp. xi + 336. New York : Pub-

lished for the American Geographical Society by Henry Holt and Co., 1916.

Geographia do Brazil. Tomo i. By C. M. Delgado de Carvalho. Small

Royal 8vo. Pp. xii-f 253. Rio de Janeiro, 1913. Presented by tlte Author.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey, Scotland. The Economic Coalfield of Scot-

land. Description of Area n. Edinburgh, 1917. Price 4s. Gel. net.

A Study of the Ancient Speech of the Canary Islands. By John Abercrombv,

LL.D. Reprinted from the Harvard African Studies, Vol. i. Cambridge, 1917.

Presented by the Author.

Sumy of India. General Report 1915-1916. Prepared under the direction of

Col. Sir S. G. Burrard, K.C.S.I., R.E., F.R.S. Calcutta, 1917. Price 2s. 8c/.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India. Vol. xlv. Part i. : Tlte Geology of

North-Pastern Rajputana and Adjacent Districts. By A. M. Heron, B.Sc, F.G.S.

Calcutta, 1917. Price 4s.

Geologiccd Survey of Egypt. Palseontological Series. No. 3: Catalogue des

hi vi rtebres Fossik s de VEg'ypte. Par R. Fourtu. T< rrains < V. knees—

2

me Partie :

Mollusques Lamellibranches. Cairo, 1917. Price 40 p. t.

Annual Statement of the Trade of Of United Kingdom with Foreign Countries

and British Possessions, 1916. Vol. ii. London, 1917. Price 4s. Gd. net.

Board of Agricidture Statistics. Vol. iv. Part n. Edinburgh, 1917.

Colonial Reports (Annual).—Gilbert and Ellice Islands (922) ; Weihaiwei (9-4
;

Zanzibar (925); Fiji (926); Turks and Caicos Islands (927); Cayman Islands

(Jamaica) (928) ; Seychelles (929).

Annual Report of the Department of Mines of New South Wales for the Year

1916. Sydney, 1917.

Summary Report of the Geological Sure, y Department of Mines, 1916. Ottawa,

1917. Price 25 cents.

Publishers forwarding books for review will greatly oblige by marking the price

in clear figures, especially in the case offoreign books.
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THE PLACE NAMES OF THE EMPIRE. 1

By Sir Charles Lucas, K.C.B., K.C.M.G.

I want this evening to try to interest you in the place names of the

Empire, and to try to illustrate the clue which they give to the history

and the nature of the Empire. Richard Hakluyt refers to geography

and chronology "which," he says, "I may call the sun and the moon,

the right eye and the left of all history." Place names are a great aid

to ohronology. I take one or two obvious instances. The name Adelaide

was the name of the Queen of William IV. It tells us at once that the

city of Adelaide, capital of South Australia, was founded in the reign of

William IV. It was, in fact, founded in 1836. Hard by, as distance

goes in Australia, the name Melbourne tells us that that city was officially

founded while Lord Melbourne was Prime Minister in England. He
was the first Prime Minister of Queen Victoria, and the city was so

named in 1837. The State of Victoria, of which Melbourne is the

capital, tells by its name that it became a separate colony in Queen
Victoria's reign. It was so constituted in 1851, having previously been

the Port Philip district of New South Wales. Port Philip, now
Melbourne, was called after Captain Philip, who took out the first

settlers to Australia and founded the first settlement in New South
Wales. The name Natal does not tell the year of first discovery, but it

tells the day of the year—Christmas Day, the natal day, the birthday

of the Christian religion. It was sighted on Christmas Day, 1497, by
the Portuguese navigator, Vasco da Cama, on his first memorable
voyage to India round the Cape. Dominica tells the day of the week :

it was discovered on the Lord's Day—Sunday. This West Indian

1 A Paper read at a Meeting of the Royal Colonial Institute on April 3, 1917. Reprinted

from the October number of United Empire, by kind permission of the Author and the

Editors.
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island was sighted by Columbus on his second voyage, on November 3 r

1493.

The names of kings and queens are clearly a great help to chronology.

The many Victorias scattered throughout the world are specially inter-

esting as testifying how much of the Empire was discovered, or acquired,

or developed in the great Queen's reign—interesting not only for their

number but still more for their variety. You have, for instance, a lake

—the Victoria Nyanza ; falls on a river—the Victoria Falls on the

Zambesi ; a colony—the Colony of Victoria ; counties in all parts of the

world called Victoria. There is the city of Victoria in British Columbia,

in the extreme West ; in the Far East, the city of Victoria in the Island

of Hong-Kong ; there is a Victoria Land at the North Pole, a Victoria

Land at the South Pole. These Victorias do not tell of conquest : they

tell of discovery, growth, expansion, and development; and they are

specially useful for chronological purposes, because there was only one

Victoria. It is a different matter when we come to the Georges. I do

not recall any notable instance in which his present Majesty has given

his name to places beyond the Seas

;

1 and when we meet with George

Town—as in Penang, or in British Guiana, or in the Island of St.

Vincent, or in Prince Edward Island— or when we meet with South

Georgia, we do not thereby learn in which of the four Georges' reign

the town or settlement was founded or the island discovered. It

usually was in the reign of George III., simply because his reign was

the longest. Georgia, in the United States, was planted in 1733, in the

reign of George II. ; the name bearing witness to the historical fact

that this was the youngest of the original thirteen colonies which

formed the nucleus of the United States, that it was an eighteenth-

century colony, whereas all the others dated from the seventeenth

century. South Georgia was discovered or rediscovered by Captain

Cook in 1775. He called it the Isle of Georgia, in honour of King

George in., and he gave a most gloomy description of its appearance

—

" Not a shrub even big enough to make a toothpick."

Prince Edward Island, which I have just mentioned, was so called

after the Duke of Kent, Queen Victoria's father ; the name being given

in 1799. The older French name of the Island was Isle St. Jean—one

of the very numerous St. Johns on the eastern side of Canada and in

Newfoundland, which bear witness to Cabot's discovery on St. John

the Baptist's Day in 1497. There is St. John's, Newfoundland; St.

John, New Brunswick ; there are towns, lakes, rivers of that name in

the Province of Quebec. Our King Edward vn.'s name is to be found

in Lake Albert Edward in Central Africa, called after him, while he was

Prince of Wales, by the explorer Stanley ; and also in Port Edward,

the little capital of Weihaiwei, called after him when king, though

Weihaiwei was leased to Great Britain while Queen Victoria was still

on the throne.

The difficulty which we have with the Georges occurs also in the

1 I am informed that since His Majesty visited Madras City, the quarter which is known-

as Block Town has been renamed George Town.
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case of possessions which we took from France and in which the name
Louis is found, as in Port Louis in Mauritius and Louisbourg in Cape

Breton Island. There were so many French kings of that name that it

does not give an approximate date. It can only be said that, like

George HI., Louis xiv. had the longest reign and stands out most in

history; though, as a matter of fact, Port Louis in Mauritius was so

christened in the reign of Louis XV.

Jameses and Charleses flourish more, I think, in the United States

than in the British Empire. The first permanent British Overseas

settlement, Jamestown in Virginia, was founded in King James i.'s

reign. The Carolinas and Charlestown tell of Charles II. These names

are useful as showing that, in Stuart times, the main trend of British

colonisation was, as we all know it was, to North America. Still we
have, for example, Charles Town in the little West Indian island of

Nevis; and the only town in St. Helena is called Jamestown, after

James n., but while he was still Duke of York and before he became

king.

Queen Anne had a reign made glorious by the victories of the Duke
of Marlborough, but I can only think of one part of the Empire where

her name is perpetuated. This is Xova Scotia. In the wars with the

French in North America in her reign, we took the French Port Royal
in Acadia, as Xova Scotia was then called, and rechristened it

Annapolis.

Apart from Christian names of kings and queens, the British Empire
is dotted with Kingstowns, or Kingstons, and Queenstowns. In England,

for example, we have in Surrey Kingston-on-Thames : in Yorkshire,

Kingston-on-Hull—so called when King Edward I. took Hull into his

own hands, to make a great port on the Humber ; Kingston is the port

of Dublin ; Queenstown the port of Cork ; Kingston is the capital of

Jamaica ; it is a leading city in Ontario ; the Queenstown Heights,

crowned by the Brock Monument, overlook the gorge of Niagara (the

scene of a great fight in the second American War of 1812). We have

Queenstowns in New Zealand, in the Cape Province, in British Guiana

;

Queensland is very familiar to all of us.

The real point of the multiplicity of the Kingstowns and Queens-

towns, as well as of the Georgetowns and Victorias, and again of the

Princetowns, the Prince of Wales's islands, the Windsors, and so forth,

which are to be found Overseas, is that, all the world over, they bear

witness, in the first place, that the British Empire is the product of a

monarchy, and, in the second place, that the peoples of the Empire have

been at pains to advertise the fact. It cannot be too much emphasised,

I think, especially at a time when everybody is throwing up his hat for

republics, that the Crown is a very great asset to our Empire—probably

the greatest of all our connecting links. The more widely spread an

Empire is, the more important it is to personify the whole in one central

figure—in one sovereign. Those who have been among the advanced

democracies beyond the Seas must have been struck by the wa}r in

which the King is, so to speak, taken for granted as the indispensable

personality, embodying and representing the British State—the British
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Empire ; and in the case of India, where there are feudatory princes of

long descent, there could never conceivably be the same loyalty to the

changing head of a republic or to a House of Commons as there is to a

King-Emperor. Monarchy seems to me to be specially valuable as intro-

ducing a personal, a human element into the State as opposed to the

machine which is so much in evidence in a republic. The King stands

for the British race and for the traditions of the British race ; he repre-

sents the continuity of the Empire. Louis xiv. used the phrase, " L'6tat,

c'est moi." This phrase must be reversed in the case of our monarchy

and run, " Moi, c'est l'etat"—"I, the King, stand for the State—I stand

for the British race and Empire." This truth can well be brought home
by reference to the place names of the Empire, and, personally, I should

always add the comment that hardly any British subject has seen and

knows so much of the Empire as our present King himself.

I have referred to the Louises and the possessions acquired from

France. Of course, place names usually indicate who were the previous

European owners of the land, if they were not British from the first.

For instance, the names of Port of Spain, the capital of Trinidad, and

Spanish Town, the old capital of Jamaica, tell us that those islands once

belonged to Spain. But let us take names indicating Dutch origin, to

show what a clue place names give to history. I have referred to Port

Louis in Mauritius. We took Mauritius from the French, not from the

Dutch : the island is full of French names, and, as far as the white

population goes, is pre-eminently French. But, as matter of fact, the

island originally belonged to the Dutch, who left it, upon which the

French came in. The French called it Isle de France ; but, when we

took it long afterwards, we revived the old Dutch name, called after

the great Stadtholder of Holland, Count Maurice of Nassau. If it were

not for the name Mauritius, we should probably lose sight altogether of

the Dutch connection ; although, if you look at the map, you will find

a district bearing the name of Plaines Wilhems—evidence of Dutch

occupation ; and also there is a curiously shaped peak overlooking Port

Louis harbour, called Pieter Both, after the first Dutch Governor-

General of the East Indies, who bore that name, and who was lost off

the island in 1616. Now turn to the Southern Seas. The Dutch never

had any colonies in these seas, but yet there is abundant evidence of

Dutch discovery and navigation. New Holland, as Australia is called

on the old maps ; New Zealand ; Tasmania, called after the great Dutch

explorer, Tasman ; Van Diemen's Land, the old name of Tasmania, called

after a Dutch Governor of the East Indies ; the Leeuwin—the Lioness

—the famous south-west cape of Australia ;—all bear witness to Dutch

exploration and enterprise. South Africa, of course, teems with Dutch

names. I take only one instance to illustrate to what extent place

names are guide-posts to history. In the infancy of Natal, both Dutch

and English tried to secure it. The Dutch came in from inland over

the mountains in the course of the Great Trek ; the English came in by

sea and began settlement on the coast. The two chief towns in Natal

at the present day are the Port of Durban and the inland town, which

is the local capital, of Pietermaritzburg. The port is called after the
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English Governor of the Cape Colony at the time, Sir Benjamin Durban
;

the inland town, after two Boer leaders, Pieter Retief and Gerrit Maritz.

You will notice that nearly all the names which I have given

by way of illustration are names of places in the west and south, not in

the east. There is a Victoria in Hong-Kong, as I have said, and in the

Island of Labuan ; and I have mentioned Port Edward in Weihaiwei.

Penang used to be called Prince of Wales' Island : and other instances

could be given. But they are few and far between. The reason is

obvious : the East was an old world, and had all its names already.

Think how great Robert Clive was in the history of India, yet I do not

personally know of any single place in India that bears his name. On
the other hand, take James Cook, the explorer and navigator. His

name is perpetually in evidence in the southern seas
;
you have Mount

Cook, Cooktown, Cook Island, Cook Straits, and a river called after his

ship, The Endeavour. In India there was Fort William at Calcutta, and
Fort St. George at*Madras, but the names died out. I can only think

of one interesting case of a place name in India telling of a great

Englishman—that is Jacobad—on the frontier of Sindh, which was
called into existence in the desert by the famous border leader of

Sindh Horse—General John Jacob ; and you will notice that his name
has been half Indianised. Ceylon has been in the hands of the Portu-

guese, the Dutch, and the English. There is a Point Pedro which
sounds Portuguese ; otherwise I do not know of any name in Ceylon,

unless it be Adam's Peak, which would tell of European connection.

Thus you will notice how these place names indicate a cardinal

feature in the story of the Empire. In the west and the south the

British people were making new homes, called by their own names or

by the names of their old homes. In the east they were trading

among, dominating ruling, long-established peoples, with old civilisa-

tions and old centres of population, doing a wholly different class of

work. Babies are christened, given names, as soon as possible after

they have been born into the world. There was little or no christening

in the East, for, from the point of view of history, the East was not in

childhood, but in much more venerable age than the peoples of Western
Europe, including ourselves. Note, too, how, all the world over, native

names tend to hold their own against imported names. I have
instanced Fort William at Calcutta, and Fort St. George at Madras,
which have died out. Penang has ousted the name of Prince of Wales'

Island. Canada has taken the place of New France, possibly for

political reasons. Toronto was rechristened York after the then Duke
of York, in or about 1792, but York gave place again to Toronto. In

New Zealand Maori names stand side by side with English, in a much
stronger proportion than the Maoris are to the English—Taranaki,

Wanganui, and many others. Even in Australia, where the natives

were always sparse and of very low grade, native place names are plenti-

ful. Murrumbidgee and Wallaroo are presumably of native origin :

they are certainly not English.

I will now ask you to look back to the early days of modern dis-

covery. The New World and the route round the Cape were discovered
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in pre-Reformation times, and Roman Catholic peoples—Spaniards and

Portuguese—were the chief discoverers. Hence the number of saints'

names given to lands and waters, which remain still wherever in the

British Empire we have trodden in the footsteps of the Spaniards, the

Portuguese, or the French. The AVest Indies are full of them— St.

Christopher or St. Kitts, St. Vincent, St. Lucia. Sometimes the look of

the land suggested the name. This, according to one account, was the

case with St. Christopher, the outline of which is said to have suggested

the saint carrying the Infant Saviour in his arms. Trinidad (Trinity)

is reputed to have gained its name from three hill tops sighted on

Columbus's third voyage. The story goes that Columbus vowed to call

the first land which he sighted on this voyage after the Trinity, and

the three hill tops gave additional point to his vow. Usually, how-

ever, a place was called after a saint from having been discovered on

or about the saint's day. I have already mentioned the St. Johns in

North America. Jacques Cartier, the great Breton sailor and discoverer,

on his second voyage to North America in 1535, sailed into a bay at

the mouth of the present river St. Lawrence ; he stayed there from

the 8th to the 12th August, and, St. Lawrence's Day being on the

10th, he called the bay after the saint—a name which was subsequently

extended to the gulf and the river. St. Helena was discovered by

the Portuguese on May 21, 1502—that is, St. Helena's Day according

to the Calendar of the Greek Church. After the Reformation, the

English, being Protestants, took little count of saints' days. The

Puritans were prone to give scriptural names to places, but the

Puritan settlements were mainly in what is now the United States,

where we find such names as Providence, Salem, and so on. I believe

it was Mark Twain who said, with much humour and no little truth,

that the Puritans went out to North America not only to enjoy their

own religion, but also to prevent other people from enjoying theirs.

At any rate, they were fond of Bible names in their new homes. There

is a Providence in the Bahama Islands ; the island on which Nassau,

the capital of the colony, stands, is called New Providence to dis-

tinguish it from Old Providence, an island off the coast of Central

America, which once belonged to Great Britain and is now one of our

lost possessions. At a later date, Protestant names came more into

evidence in the empire, as Protestants began to be more active in

mission work. Where the London Missionary Society and other evan-

gelical societies went, we find such names as Bethelsdorp, Bethany,

and Bethesda, in South Africa. The Moravian missions in Labrador

include Hebron and Nain ; and the greatest of all Protestant mission-

aries, David Livingstone, has given his name to the present seat of

Government of Northern Rhodesia—Livingstone, close to the Victoria

Falls. The chief settlement of the Nyasaland Protectorate is called

Blantyre, so named by the Church of Scotland after Livingstone's

birthplace on the Clyde. South-Central Africa was the scene of his

great and noble life and work, but his name is perpetuated elsewhere

in the British Empire, as in North America and Tasmania.

The manifold names in the British Empire which are directly or
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indirectly connected with religion and ministers of religion, illustrate

what a potent force religion has been in the making of the Empire.

This can, and should be, insisted upon as a historical fact, without

creating any denominational bias. For instance, think how much the

British Empire owes indirectly to Richard Hakluyt, the tercentenary of

whose death was lately commemorated. He compiled his collection of

voyages to stimulate his countrymen to overseas enterprise. His out-

look was that of an intense lover of England, an enthusiast that England

and the Church of England should do its part in moulding the New
World. He was, as he calls himself, a preacher—Archdeacon of West-

minster. You have, on the one hand, religion in its crusading guise

urging kings and peoples on to acquire lands and peoples for the Cross

;

you have it, on the other hand, calling on men to go out, like Abraham
of old, and make new homes in the Wilderness, in order to win freedom

of worship and belief. In later and more tolerant times, missionary

influence is nearly always found to be on the side of annexation, for the

sane and wise reason that the interests of natives and their security

against tyrants of their own race, or white interlopers, are promoted by
placing them directly under the rule and protection of the British

Government. You have men like Livingstone calling attention to the

horrors of the Arab slave-trade, and inviting its suppression, all their

influence and enthusiasm tending to intervention, protectorate, rule.

You have a West African colony—Sierra Leone—directly founded by
religion and philanthropy ; and, lastly, the influence of religion upon

the individual men—explorers, soldiers, sailors, empire-makers—may
constantly be traced at all times and in all regions, illustrating what the

present war is illustrating—that among men of action and in times of

action, religion is a more living and potent force than among ordinary

citizens in ordinary days. Whenever death comes close, religion tends

to come close also ; and among the men who have been prominent in

making the Empire, risking their lives and facing every form of danger

on land and sea, religious faith has been and is constantly in evidence.

In the reign of Queen Elizabeth Sir Humphrey Gilbert gave us our

claim to our oldest colony, Newfoundland : the last words recorded of

him before he went down in the smallest of his ships, a little ten-ton

vessel, were: "We are as near heaven by sea as by land." It was, as

the chronicler says, " a speech well becoming a soldier resolute in Jesus

Christ.'' I repeat that the story of the Empire cannot be told truly

without pointing out the part which religion has played in it, and that

part can be traced by place names.

I always try to insist on the fact that our Empire is the result of

growth, not of conquest or of military subjection. We shall all agree

as to the amount of diversity within the Empire—the enormous variety

of what the Book of Daniel would call peoples, nations, and languages.

Diversity is at once the result and the symbol of growth. A plant or

tree grows, sends out shoots, leaves, flowers, branches, on this side and

on that. The more it grows the more different it becomes from the

original seedling. It is impossible to maintain uniformity without

arresting growth in one direction or another. Change, diversity, is the
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law of life ; and the fact that the British Empire is a kind of curiosity-

shop of endless diversities is evidence that it has not been artificially

made, but has grown on natural lines. To these diversities the place

names bear witness. The names are of all languages and kinds ; they

are obviously not of uniform pattern imposed by a conquering race

which crushes out all language and nomenclature except its own.
Uniform is our word for military dress, because soldiers are all dressed

alike. There is no military dress about our Empire. No doubt in all

empires there is great variety of names, but it is specially marked in

the British Empire. Taking imported names alone, you will note how
they bear witness to the diversity of men who have had a hand in

making the Empire : explorers as Cook—soldiers as Wellington— sailors

as Nelson—statesmen as Chatham—missionaries as Livingstone

—

scientific men as Banks—governors as Durban or Brisbane. There is,

however, one leading characteristic which, no doubt, appears in other

countries, but is also rather specially English. They are nearly all

names of men of action. If we were asked the rather foolish question,

Who was the greatest Englishman that ever lived ? most of us would
probably say—I should myself—William Shakespeare ; and, though
Shakespeare only lived to see the very first beginnings of the Empire

—

as witness the reference to the " still vexed Bermoothes "—no English

poet or writer was more instinct than he with the sense of England's

island destiny. Yet, though I am told that his name does occur, I have

never myself come across Shakespeare among the place names of Empire.

It would at least make as good a place name as, say, Clapham Junction.

There are two or three Miltons, but, it may be assumed, they are not

called after the poet, John Milton ; for Milton, the Milltown, is a

common town name.

Some scientific men, as I have said, have left their names. There is

a Port Darwin in the northern territory of Australia, and in the Falk-

land Islands, which Charles Darwin visited, among other places, and
described in The Voyage of the "Beagle" I would like to quote words
from that book which show that scientific men, like missionaries, have

believed in the good done by placing lands beyond the seas under British

rule—"To hoist the British Flag seems to draw with it, as a certain

consequence, wealth, prosperity, and civilisation." But Darwin and

Banks, the botanist, who was the friend and shipmate of Captain Cook
when he explored the coasts of Australia and New Zealand, and who
left his name in Banks Strait, for instance, and Banks Peninsula, and
the name of his pursuit in Botany Bay, were scientific men who travelled

and explored : they were not simply men of the study. Similarly,

Herschel is a place name in the Cape Province ; and this is because the

great astronomer spent some time in Cape Colony about the beginning

of Queen Victoria's reign. The name of Murchison, again, widely dis-

tributed, comes from a scientific man, the geologist Sir Roderick

Murchison. Though he did not travel round the Empire, he was

President of the Royal Geographical Society ; and presumably in this

capacity, as encouraging exploration, he was a prolific godfather.

The inference which I draw from place names is that our Empire
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was made, as we all know it was, by a practical rather than a senti-

mental race, a race of makers and doers rather than of thinkers and

dreamers. This is what Carlyle insists upon in his great book Past and

Present, saying of England, "Thy epic, unsung in words, is written in

huge characters on the face of this Planet"; and it was this practical

capacity which led to the use and development of the peculiarly English

machinery for making an empire, of chartered companies—that is, of

associations of business men.

Scotsmen have a well-earned reputation for business capacity and

also for perpetuating their names. The number of Macs and other

Scotch names strewn through the Empire is very large, and I sometimes

wonder where the extraordinary number of Scotsmen and Irishmen

throughout the Empire have come from. In Rhodesia we have a name

bearing witness to a great English man of action, founder and head of a

chartered company. Rhodes was also a politician and prime minister of

a colony. But among men of action whose names are perpetuated, apart

from governors of the particular places, it is not so much the politicians

who are commemorated as the explorers, the sailors, and the soldiers,

who did the work, while the others, though nominally men of action,

talked about it. Wellingtons and Xelsons are dotted all over the

Empire. Wellington especially, comes next, I should say, to Victoria

in frequency ; and we shall all agree that Wellington as a soldier is

placed on record, not Wellington as a Prime Minister. Wellington is

the capital of Xew Zealand. The mountain overlooking Hobart in

Tasmania is Mount Wellington. The name is all through Australia,

Canada, and the Cape Colony ; Waterloos, too, are thickly strewn.

Among politicians, prime ministers are to some extent commemo-
rated, but not greatly so. There is Melbourne, of course ; there are one

or two Palmerstons, Salisburys, Peels, and others ; but the ministers

who have been in charge of the Colonial Office are more in evidence than

prime ministers ; in other words, the men who were practically and

directly connected with the job are specially named. Lord Kimberley

was Colonial Secretary under Mr. Gladstone ; he gave his name to the

great diamond centre in South Africa and to a large district in Western

Australia, and his name is more in evidence than Mr. Gladstone's. The
name of Lord Carnarvon, Colonial Secretary in Disraeli's Government,

is distinctly more in evidence than the name Disraeli or Beaconsfield.

There are several Bathursts in the Empire. Bathurst is the chief town

on the Gambia ; there are Bathursts in the Cape Province, in Xew South

Wales, Tasmania, Xew Brunswick— all called after Lord Bathurst, who,

so far as I can ascertain, was a man of no particular merit, but who was

Secretary of State for the Colonies under Lord Liverpool, and held office

consecutively for a longer time than any other Colonial Secretary

—

namely, from 1812-1827. He was among colonial secretaries what

George III. was among kings in the length of reign. Mr. Chamberlain

had, next to him, the record for the longest tenure.

Before there wa3 a Colonial Office there was a Board of Trade and

Plantations. In the middle of the eighteenth century this Board was

presided over by a very active man, the Earl of Halifax, who gave his
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name to Halifax, in Nova Scotia. Halifax was founded in 1749, as a

set-off against the great French fortress of Louisbourg, hard by in Cape
Breton Island, and the first settlers were largely old soldiers and sailors.

Francis Parkman says of it :
" Alone of all the British Colonies on the

Continent, this new settlement was the offspring, not of private enter-

prise, but of Royal Authority." It became the capital of Nova Scotia

instead of Annapolis. The greatest city in Australia, Sydne}-, takes its

name from Thomas Townshend, Lord Sydney, who was dealing with the

Colonies in the younger Pitt's administration, when Australia was first

colonised. He was godfather, too, of the town and port of Sydney, in

Cape Breton Island. This Sydney, a great coal centre, was founded in

1784-85 by the North American Loyalists after the War of Indepen-

dence ; and I would like to take this opportunity of stating in the

strongest possible terms that in our histories very scant justice is, in my
opinion, done to the United Empire Loyalists and to the important part

which they played in our colonial history. We concern ourselves with

the rights and wrongs of the American War of Independence, generally,

in English fashion, with condemnation of England, always, as is right,

with admiration of George Washington ; but we leave out of sight the

men who gave up home and endured every kind of adversity for the

sake of United Empire. They regenerated Nova Scotia ; they colonised

New Brunswick and Ontario ; they should always be held in grateful

memory and their story should ever be told. I laid stress upon the

evidence which the place names of the Empire bear to monarchy, and

gave the Kingstons in illustration. Kingston in Ontario, on the site of

the old French fort, Frontenac, was a Loyalist settlement. The
Loyalists were the King's men, and were not willing to part with

the Monarchy and the Empire and be incorporated in an American

Republic.

Another rather common name in the Empire is Melville. I trace

this to Dundas, Lord Melville, who also handled the Colonies for some
time under the younger Pitt ; and his family name of Dundas is, or was,

in evidence in the province of Ontario. But there seem to be very few

Pitts in the Empire, though there are various Chathams.

The chief city in the world bearing Pitt's name and called after Lord

Chatham, not his son, is Pittsburg in Pennsylvania. It gained its name
after the old French fort Duquesne, on the site of which it stands, had

been taken in Chatham's great war—the Seven Years' War. The officer

who took it, John Forbes, renamed it Fort Pitt, and wrote to Chatham :

"I have used the freedom of giving your name to Fort Duquesne."

Stanleys are fairly numerous, chiefly recalling the Prime Minister, Lord

Derby, but not as Lord Derby, and not as Prime Minister, but while he

was Lord Stanley and Secretary of State for the Colonies under Peel.

There are many Newcastles to be found. The Newcastle in New South

Wales is a great coal port and a replica of Newcastle-on-Tyne. New-
castle in Natal, on the contrary, is called after the Duke of Newcastle,

who was Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Notable governors are, or were, always perpetuated by all nations

in lands which they governed. In Mauritius, for instance, Mahebourg
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is called after the great French governor Mahe de Labourdonnais ; and

there is the port of Mahe in the Seychelles Islands, which used to be a

dependency of Mauritius. In the Cape Province there is Simon's Town,

Simon's Bay, and Stellenbosch, recalling the famous Dutch governor,

Simon Van der Stel. But British governors have, perhaps, specially

given their names to places. I do not think that this is due to any

particular British egotism or self-advertisement, but simply to a desire

to mark the date of opening a new district or finding a new river by
attaching the name of the man on the spot—a practical and not a fancy

proceeding. Macquarie, Brisbane, Darling, Gipps, were early Australian

governors and have left their names behind. There is a good instance

in the Cape Province of the perpetuation of a governor's family name.

Lord Charles Somerset, a son of the Duke of Beaufort, was Governor
after the Waterloo era. We find Beaufort West, Beaufort East, Fort

Beaufort, Somerset East, Somerset West, and Worcester, the last being

the second title of the Dukes of Beaufort.

My view is that the nomenclature of the Empire is extraordinarily

diverse ; that the British names testify .to the great variety of agents in

making the Empire ; but that nearly all, outside royalty and names
derived from religious sources, testify to action, to practical work, and
to the immediate agents concerned. There is very little that is

picturesque about them. The Dutch are usually regarded as a some-

what prosaic people ; but the name Bloemfontein is a very pretty one,

suggesting flowers and streams in the desert. I cannot from memory
find an English parallel. Cook and Banks explored the New Zealand

coast : they called one bay Poverty Bay, another the Bay of Plenty.

These are not beautiful names, but they are very practical and repre-

sent the exact facts that the explorers found. English philanthropists

founded a colony for freed slaves in West Africa. They chose a place

called by the Portuguese Sierra Leone—Mountain of the Lions or

Mountain of the Lioness, the best account says because of the roaring of*

the thunder in the mountains. This is a name which has a little fancy

about it ; but the English philanthropists called their settlement Free

Town ; nothing could be plainer and nothing less picturesque. In the

Bahamas, however, there is an island called Eleuthera, the correct and
older name being Eleutheria, which is Greek for freedom. This island

was colonised from Bermuda about 1646, and was then given the name
Eleutheria, to indicate, we are told, that " Every man might enjoy his

own opinion or religion without control or question. ' I infer that the

English were less prosaic in the seventeenth than in the eighteenth

century, and, that when they wanted to be picturesque, they had to

turn to Greek.

But so it has ever been with our race. The actual men who did the

things, the actual things that were found or done, are the men and
things that have mattered to us. Systems and constitutions and theories

and sentiments have been neither here nor there. We have not cared

to find or to produce one special type. Different men have taken the

different things as they came and with matter-of-fact good sense have
made the best of them. That is the story of our Empire.
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COMMERCIAL RELATIONS BETWEEN NORTH AND
SOUTH AMERICA.

One of the minor consequences of the war has been increased commer-

cial intercourse between the United States and South America. At its

outbreak South America was largely cut off from her usual sources of

supplies in Europe, and the market for her exports there was to a

considerable extent destroyed. The effect is seen in the recent steady

increase in the percentage of exports and imports which have their

market or their source in the States. This has necessarily led to a

greatly increased interest within the States in the South American

market, which, according to many, could be permanently captured by
the States.

This interest has been stimulated by two other causes, unrelated to

the great outbreak. The first is the fact that the United States is

becoming more and more industrialised, is passing gradually from the

condition of a community whose chief exports were agricultural produce,

and whose industrial products were absorbed by the internal market, to

that of one for which external markets for manufactured goods are

essential. Second, the piercing of the Panama Canal has brought the

west coast of South America nearer to the industrialised parts of the

States, and has given rise in the States to a widespread belief that a

new and large market was thus opened to its products. The combined

effect of all three causes is seen in the animated discussions which have

been going on in the States during the last few years on the best methods

of reaching and of holding the South American markets. That there are

certain difficulties, more especially of a geographical nature, is of course

obvious, but these difficulties have frequently been slurred over. In a

public lecture delivered during the session 1916-17, under the auspices of

' the University of Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia, Mr. George B. Roorbach,

assistant professor of geography in the University, sets forward some of

these difficulties with great clearness. A copy of his lecture has been

sent to us, and as it brings out a number of interesting geographical

facts, it may be summarised here.

Mr. Roorbach begins by tabulating the increases in exports and

imports to and from the United States on the part of the South Ameri-

can States which have occurred during recent years. He gives figures

of amounts and values for the years 1911-16 inclusive, pointing out,

however, that those for 1916 are only an approximation. If we neglect

the fact that the year 1914 was only in part a war year, we may arrange

these figures in two sets, those of the ante-bellum years 1911-13, and

those for the war period 1914-16. Summarising the tables, we find

that during the first period the average annual percentage of the total

South American exports which were sent to the United States amounted

only to 20 per cent, of the total. During the next three years this

average had risen to 28 per cent. As regards imports the averages are

16 per cent, for the first period, as against 27 per cent, for the second.

As classified by value, the average for the three years 1911-13 was 182
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million dollars, as against 322 million dollars in the second period for

exports, and 150 million dollars as against 166 million dollars, for im-

ports. The fact of the increase is thus apparent. But that it will be

permanent when peace returns is, according to Mr. Boorbach, doubtful,

and that for a number of reasons.

He considers, in the first place, the question of the accessibility of

the States from South America. It is generally believed in the States

—and perhaps here also by those whose geography is somewhat inexact

—that South America is much nearer to the United States than to

Europe, and that the Panama Canal has increased the supposed natural

advantage. Now it is true that northern South America—and thus the

states of Venezuela and Colombia—is much nearer to the chief seaports

of the United States than to those of Europe. Further, the Panama
Canal does bring the west coasts of Peru, Ecuador, and northern Chile

much nearer to the United States than they are to Europe. But these

apparent advantages are largely neutralised by the geographical and

commercial conditions which prevail in these regions. The hot tropical

lands of the Amazon basin and of the north coast of South America
contain but a small part of the total population of South America, and
this part is largely Indian and stands at a low plane of economic develop-

ment. It is doubtful if this part of the continent can ever become the

home of rich and developed peoples.

The west coast of South America also, which is brought nearer by
the Canal, forms but a small part of the continent as a whole, and is

economically poor. Where the narrow coastal plain here is not desert,

it is an unhealthy jungle. The desert areas themselves can never

support a large population, and are at present chiefly important for

their rapidly diminishing deposits of nitrates. It is true that the

Andes are rich in minerals of various kinds, including tin, copper, gold

and silver, but the mineralised areas are difficult to reach from the coast.

Valuable as the minerals may prove to be also, they cannot as yet
compare in value with the agricultural produce of the fertile plains of

southern and eastern South America. In brief, the part of South
America which at present produces most, and which offers the best

market, consists of the great agricultural and grazing lands of Argentina,

Uruguay, and Southern Brazil. Here also is progress likely to be most
rapid in the future. Xow these lands, broadly speaking, are as access-

ible from the seaports of Europe as from those of the United States,

and at present, owing to the better steamboat service, are more easily

reached from Europe than from the States.

The second point of importance is the nature of the products of

South America generally, and the United States need of these. Trade
is an interchange of commodities, and the securing of a foreign market
by any country largely depends upon that country's capacity to take the

other country's produce in return.

A very interesting table gives the principal exports of South
America in the year 1912, classified according to value. These fall

into four main groups—(1) tropical produce, including, in order of

importance, coffee, rubber, cocoa, and cotton—these form 32 per cent.
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of the total
; (2) temperate grains (including linseed), forming nearly 26

per cent, of the total
; (3) animal products, chiefly of temperate origin,

forming 19 percent, of the total
; (4) minerals, constituting 14 per cent,

of the total. The remaining exports, of a miscellaneous nature, are not

considered. The grains, chiefly maize, wheat, and linseed, constitute the

largest single item in South American trade. Further, they are very

bulky, an important point in connection with international trade. This

is well illustrated by the fact that although the grains form about 26
per cent, of the total so far as value goes, as compared with 22 per

cent, for coffee, yet in 1913 Argentine's grain and flour exports reached

approximately 10,000,000 tons, as compared with 792,000 tons for

Brazil's coffee crop.

Of the grains the United States has no need. They, together

with the bulky meat products, find their market in Europe. This means
that large steamers are required to carry the temperate agricultural

produce to the European market, and this again makes the return freight

for manufactured goods relatively small. The United States purchases

chiefly the tropical products, of relatively small bulk. Thus the steamers

carrying on the traffic are smaller, the return freights higher, the

commercial connections less developed. The consequence is seen in the

fact that freight charges from Hamburg, London, and Liverpool to the

River Plate are less than those from New York and Philadelphia, though

the latter towns are a little nearer in actual mileage. Since southern

South America will probably remain for long predominantly an agricul-

tural and grazing region, these conditions are not likely to change in

the near future.

Turning next to the articles which the United States buys in South

America, we find that, as already suggested, these are chiefly tropical

products, of small bulk in relation to value, and, further, that the

tropics are the least developed part of the continent, making the trade

connections of the United States chiefly with those regions which have

least to offer as markets for industrial products. The United States

in 1912 took 40 per cent, of the Brazilian coffee export, 50 per cent, of

the rubber, 25 per cent, of the cocoa. Rubber and cocoa especially

come from regions which are little developed, and which afford but

poor markets. Further, South American rubber is being more and

more displaced on the world market by plantation rubber. Of the

group of animal products—including wool, hides and skins, meat

—

only the hides and skins are taken in any quantity by the United

States, and these are not of large bulk. The exports to the States con-

stitute only 25 percent, of the total produced.

The fourth item in the list of exports—that of minerals— offers

the best prospects for the future development of trade between the

United States and South America, but this is a matter of the future

rather than of the present. At present the nitrates of Chile bulk most

largely in the mineral exports, and are themselves a bulky product.

Five-sixths of the boats engaged in the nitrate trade ply, however,

between Chile and Europe, though the United States import of nitrate

is increasing. The existing conditions are natural when one reflects
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that in the old continent of Europe intensive farming has been long

practised, whereas in the immediate past North America has been

chiefly exploiting her virgin lands.

The tin of Bolivia has hitherto found its almost exclusive market

in England and "Wales, the centre of the world's tin market. Only

copper, of the South American minerals, has hitherto found its way in

any amount to the States. It is expected, however, that trade in

minerals between the United States and the west coast of the southern

continent will increase in the future, tin and iron being now imported

direct from Bolivia and Chile respectively to the States. Further,

there is a large deposit of good iron ore to the north of Rio de Janeiro,

and it is hoped that this may be exploited and carried direct to the

States, giving bulk to the Brazilian trade, as coffee and rubber now give

value, and rendering possible a low return freight on imported goods.

The general conclusion, however, is that for a long time the United

States cannot be expected to be a large buyer of bulky goods, such as

grain and meats and cotton, and this fact will tend to keep the South

American trade in European channels.

Thirdly, South America does not at present form a large market

for the goods which the States have to sell, and is not likely to do so

in the future. As regards food products, South America is either self-

supporting, or, owing to the extension in latitude, can be made so.

Future trade movements in such products are likely to be inter-state

rather than external. As regards imported manufactured goods, and

especially textiles, the most important single item, the States cannot

compete with European manufacturers, and Southern Brazil is already

beginning a textile industry of great promise. Coal is needed in large

quantities, but comes as a cheap ballast cargo from Europe. Wood and
petroleum are at present supplied by the States, but with the develop-

ment of South America are likely to be supplied to an increasing extent

at home.

Iron and steel manufactures might be thought to offer large possi-

bilities, and do form a considerable item in the trade with the United

States, but competition with Europe is in the way of great future

developments. The difficulty of the absence of bulky outgoing cargoes

as compared with the trade with Europe has been already mentioned.

Further, the fact that in the past Europe, rather than the United States,

has been the region exporting capital, has led to European—especially

British—capital being largely invested in the Argentine, and this makes
a trade connection with the country supplying the funds for railway

construction and so forth. In 1912, it is noted, Argentina imported
locomotives and railway materials to the value of 10,000,000 dollars

from Great Britain, while the United States 'only supplied such goods

to the value of 1,000,000 dollars.

The total market offered by the South American continent is, of

course, not very large. The total population is estimated at 50,000,000,

but of this three-fourths is Indian and negro, or mixed Spanish and
Indian. The purchasing power of the great bulk of the community is

thus likely to remain low for many years to come.
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As a fourth bar to the development of trade between the States and

South America Mr. Roorbach mentions the existence of social and racial

prejudice, which makes intercourse between the North and South

American difficult. Associated with this difficulty are the facts that

Xorth American financial and business organisations in South America

are in a rudimentary stage, and that North American ways of doing

business are neither understood nor appreciated in South America. The
author lays great stress also upon the many ties with Europe which

exist in South America, and upon the strong personal dislike which the

Latin American is apt to feel for the Northerner and his methods. His

general conclusion is that when the war ends the tendency will be for

South American trade to rovert to its old channels, and for the continent

to look, as in the past, to Europe for most of its supplies.

THE EASTERN KARAKORUM 1
: A Review.

Dr. and Mrs. Workman are indeed fortunate. On several occasions

during the past twenty years they have been able to combine two of

the highest pleasures open to human experience—exploration and

mountaineering. They have made the Karakorum region their special

province ; they have penetrated its wild and remote valleys, ascended

many of its glaciers, and climbed some of its lofty peaks. The Society

has been favoured on different occasions by lectures from Mrs. Workman,

and has admired their wonderful photographs. They have already

published several volumes, while Dr. Workman has contributed articles

to various scientific publications. In their books, while not neglecting

the adventure interest, they lay special stress on problems of topography

and geology, and touch besides on many questions of purely geographi-

cal importance. Their luck, or rather skill, with the camera is extra-

ordinary, as may be judged by the specimens reproduced in the

pages of their books.

The present volume deals with the expeditions made in the summers

of 1911 and 1912. Its publication was intended to take place in the

autumn of 1914, but was unavoidably delayed by the war. We
congratulate the publishers on their enterprise in bringing the book

*out now, as well as upon the sumptuous form and general excellence of

their work.

While so much praise is conscientiously and freely given, it is with

regret that we note one feature. A controversy, arising from differences

of°opinion regarding some points of topography, has taken place between

the authors and Dr. Longstaff. Into the merits of that controversy we

do not intend to enter, but we would deprecate the tone which Dr. and

i Two Summers in the Ice-Wilds of the Eastern Karakorum : The Exploration of Nine-

teen Hundred Square Miles of Mountain and Glacier. By Fanny Bullock Workman and

William Hunter Workman. With 3 Maps and 141 Illustrations by the Authors. London ;

T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1917. Price, 25s. net.
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Mrs. Workman adopt in discussing the matter. We shall make no

further reference to this subject except to express the opinion that a

controversy of this kind should be carried on, if it is necessary to carry

it on at all, by debate, or in the correspondence pages of some suit-

able publication, and not in a book which is presumably of permanent

value.

The volume is divided into three parts. The first deals with the

expedition of 1911, which explored the glacier sources of the Hushe
and Korkondus rivers, and included a preliminary visit to the Siachen

Glacier by way of the Bilaphond La ; the third treats of the physio-

graphical features of the Bilaphond, Siachen, and Kaberi Basins and

Glaciers. For these two Dr. Workman is responsible. The second

part is by Mrs. Workman, and is an account of the 191.! expedition,

the main result of which was the very complete exploration of the

Siachen Glacier. Of this expedition Mrs. Workman had full charge.

She was the leader, and undertook the whole management. With
pardonable pride she places on record this achievement of a woman,
" not because I wish in any way to thrust myself forward, but solely

that in the accomplishments of women, now and in the future, it should

be known to them and stated in print that a woman was the initiator

and special leader of this expedition " (p. 284). We do not think,

however, that, especially at the present time, there is any need to

emphasise the fact that women have capacities for excellence in many
fields of activity. Even as explorers Mrs. Bishop, Mrs. Archibald Little,

and Miss Mary Kingsley are well-known names. Is it not time for

people to recognise that women and men are neither superior, nor
inferior, nor even equal to each other ]—they are simply different. But
we return to geography.

The region covered by this volume, apart from the journey to it by
way of Srinagar, is that of the eastern Karakorum tributaries of the

Shyok a river, itself a tributary of the Indus, and included in the

country of Baltistan. Dr. Workman has something to tell of the modes
of life followed by the inhabitants. In those high valleys the popula-

tion tends to form isolated groups, each situated at the junction of a

tributary with its main stream. " Projecting into the valley on both
sides in front of gorges are irrigated and fertile fans, upon which villages

are situated" (p. 48). " The Shyok valley from Kiris to Kapalu, aside

from the broad, sandy flood-bed of its river and from some stretches of

rough hill-country even more desert, blasted, and desolate, if possible,

than the Indus valley, is carpeted with a succession of extremely fertile

and thoroughly cultivated oases, which support a large population." . .

" The inhabitants utilise every foot of arable land, and get good crops
from many areas that would in most countries be discarded as unprofit-

able and worthless. They carefully wall in and terrace their fields in

such a manner that these can be irrigated to their utmost confines, for

irrigation here, as in most Himalayan valleys, is the key to agricultural

1 This n ame is spelled Shyok in the text and in the first map, but Shayok in the map at
the end.
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success, which means the maintenance of life itself. They lay out areas

devoted to the cultivation of vegetables in plots of various shapes

arranged with almost mathematical accuracy, an accuracy the more
remarkable in view of the simplicity of their intellectual status and the

rudeness of their implements. The care bestowed on the land is rewarded

by abundant harvests, and the impression produced on one traversing

this region in summer is that the inhabitants are, in proportion to their

needs, exceedingly prosperous "
(pp. 34, 35). Two crops are obtained

in each season. The first consists of wheat and barley, and is harvested

in June or early in July. It is followed by a second season crop con-

sisting of millet, maize, and other grains, with buckwheat and peas.

But in addition to these main crops many fruits and vegetables are

grown. The former include mulberries, apricots, apples, cherries, pears,

plums, melons, grapes and walnuts, the latter besides peas, beans,

cabbages, egg-plant, marrows, onions, and turnips. Some further details

as to these interesting settlements would be welcome. A very striking

photograph of the oasis of Chino, in the Saltoro valley, illustrates the

description given.

On page 69 there is a weather note :
" Monsoon atmospheric

conditions as well as the influence of unknown factors in unexplored

districts, are likely to interfere with the complete success of undertakings

in Himalaya, however carefully the details of preparations for their

attainment may have been arranged." "The weather on this day, as

had been the case for several days, was lowery, and the heads of the

twin peaks that dominate the glacier and formed its most impressive

adjunct were veiled in heavy clouds, which obstinately refused to move

during three hours we waited with cameras ready for instant use. . .
."

Here Dr. Workman remarks :
" Not a single peak of this basin [the

Sher-pi-gang] is olimbable." Is not this rather a sweeping statement ?

It has been made in the past of several Alpine peaks which have since

been frequently ascended.

The physiographical problems discussed by Dr. Workman are of

much interest, but they cannot be followed in detail here. We merely

refer to one, the effects of an earthquake which occurred when the party

was encamped on the Kaberi Glacier (pp. 215-16 and 270-2). "It was

much more severe and its effects more marked in the mountains than

on the glacier. Had the latter been shaken to the same degree as were

the mountains it is doubtful whether we should have lived to tell the

tale. We were camped at the central line of the glacier, here fully a

mile wide. The different tents were spread over a considerable area,

and the vibrations appeared to be felt more severely in some than in

others. In my own tent they were so slight that I should scarcely have

considered them as anything more than ordinary movements of the

^lacier, had not my attention been called to their real cause by the rattle

of debris and resounding thunder of avalanches on all sides. "v\ hen I

stepped out of my tent and looked down the nala, the air, aa far as the

eye could reach, was filled with clouds of dust, even where the nala was

enclosed by bare granite-walls which, with the avalanches, indicated

that the mountains had been severely handled. The dust was perceptible
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in the air throughout the day, and, indeed, did not wholly subside for

two days. The only reason that occurs to me for the difference in

severity of the earthquake in the mountain and on the glacier might lie

in the absorption or neutralisation of the oscillations by the elasticity

of the ice" (p. 270).

The party was accompanied in 1911 by Dr. Calciate as topo-

grapher, with an Italian assistant ; in 1912 by Mr. C. Grant Peterkin

and a native plane-tabler from the Indian Survey. The result is two
excellent maps of the regions explored, and a general map on which the

tracks of the numerous Workman expeditions make an impressive show.

An Appendix contains notes on the rock specimens collected, and

an explanation by Mr. Grant Peterkin of the Siachen Map. Details are

also given of the Siachen Survey. A sufficient index concludes an

admirably appointed volume. T. S. MuiR.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY.

Meeting of Council.

A meeting of Council was held on the 8th of November, when the

under-mentioned ladies and gentlemen were elected members of the

Society :

—

Ordinary Members. Associate Members.

Hugh J. G. Macmillan. Miss J. S. Cook.

John K. Stothert. Miss E. I). Willes.

Joseph Andrew Wylie. John W. Broome.

Robert Fullarton. Richard Biddulph.

Alexander Buyers Kennedy, F.S.A., Mrs. Sivewright.

Scotland.

William Mackay.

Henry T. Pearson.

H. W. F. Temple.

Sir James Alfred Ewing, K.C.B., LL.D.

James Y. Enskine.

Ernest Manchester.

Mrs. H. M'Alister Hall.

John Buchanan.

James Howden Hume.

The Society s Magazine.—The Council resolved that, in view of the

increasing cost of producing the Magazine, arising from the higher price

of paper and cost of printing, it should be for one year again reduced by
eight pages monthly, accordingly to forty pages each issue, and that

other economies should be effected in its production. More drastic pro-

posals were rejected in consideration of the fact that the maintenance of
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the Magazine at a high standard seemed to the Council essential to the

existence of the Society.

Afternoon Meetings in connection with the War.—It was decided that a

number of afternoon lectures on subjects connected with the war should

be delivered in the course of the current session in the Council Room.
Additional Vice-President.—The Council unanimously agreed to

recommend the election at the Annual Business Meeting immediately
following, of Sir J. Alfred Ewing, K.C.B., LL.D., as one of the Vice-

Presidents of the Society.

The Annual Business Meeting.

The Annual Business Meeting was held on the 8th of November,
the Hon. Lord Guthrie, LL.D., President of the Society, in the chair.

The Thirty-third Annual Report of the Council, which appears on

pp. 564-568, was read by the Secretary, and, on the motion of Mr.
David Wylie, seconded by Mr. James Cossar, was adopted.

After the reading of the Report the President congratulated the

members of the Society on the fact that, in spite of adverse circum-

stances, the financial statement still showed a favourable balance on the

year's working. But, he added, the members could not blind themselves

to the fact that next year's results might not be so favourable. Accord-

ingly every reasonable economy had to be practised. Nevertheless he

was sure that the members of the Society would approve the resolution

of the Council to maintain, so far as possible, the level of the Society's

Magazine. Friends he had consulted agreed with him in thinking that

of the three functions discharged by the Society, the library, the

organising of courses of lectures, and the issue of a monthly magazine,

the last was the most important.

The list of office-bearers recommended by the Council for election

for the current session was also submitted, and, on the motion of Mr.

Clendinnen, seconded by Mr. Lee, were elected.

The Hon. Lord Guthrie, LL.D., was re-elected President of the Society,

and Colonel Sir Duncan A. Johnston, R.E., K.C.M.G., C.B., Chairman of

Council. Sir J. Alfred Ewing, K.C.B., LL.D., Principal of the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh, was elected as an additional Vice-President.

The following members of Council who retired by rotation were

re-elected :—Dr. D. F. Lowe, Mr. H. M. Cadell, Sir James Russell, Mr.

C. E. Price, M.P., Professor Jehu, Professor Sir Richard Lodge, Pro-

fessor J. Y. Simpson, and Dr. W. B. Blaikie as Edinburgh representa-

tives ; Mr. M. Pearce Campbell as Glasgow representative ; Mr. David

Air, J.P., and Mr. William Hunter as Dundee representatives : and Mr.

W. 0. Duncan as representative for Aberdeen. Vacancies in the Council

were filled by the election of Professor T. Hudson Beare, Mr. James

Cossar, and Mr. David "Wylie (Edinburgh), Mr. J. Leiper Gemmill (Glas-

goiu), Mr. William Mackenzie (Dundee), and Mr. John Clarke (Aberdeen).

Mr. Robert S. Allan, Mr. J. C. Buist, and the Very Rev. Sir G. Adam
Smith were re-elected Chairmen of the Glasgow, Dundee, and Aberdeen

centres respectively.
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GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

Europe.

The Coastal Plain of Flanders.—Professor Raoul Blanchard con-

tributes to the September number of La Gfagraphk a short article on a

peculiar feature of part of the coastal plain of Flanders. In the

vicinity of Dunkirk, and extending across the Franco-Belgian frontier,

from about Bergues to Furnes, there occurs a belt of low-lying land, to

which the name of Moeres is given in French, from a Flemish word
signifying marsh. The belt is, perhaps, the lowest part of the plain

of Flanders, lying only some three feet above low-water mark at spring

tides. If the sea had access to it, therefore, it would be covered with

water to the depth of some six to ten feet at high-water. But the sea

is prevented from reaching the area by an intervening belt of land

reaching a minimum height of ten feet. To the north and north-west

of the low-lying belt there appears a band of inland dunes, standing

in the midst of the plain, rising to a height of about forty feet, and
sinking to the general level of the plain beyond the limits of the

Moires. The history of the low-lying belt is fairly well known. In

the fifth century it was invaded by the sea. The invasion was not,

however, catastrophic, but seems to have consisted merely in an

exposure to the tidal currents, which entered and left the depressed

area twice a day. At some unknown later period the tide lost the

power of entering, and the region became a large reed-covered lake,

varying in size with the seasons from 10,000 to 12,000 acres. As such

it was exceedingly unhealthy, and fevers and agues were prevalent in

the vicinity. In the seventeenth century a drainage scheme was under-

taken, and with the help of windmills the water was pumped out and
the area drained. But the completed work had only a brief existence.

In 1646, twenty years after its completion, the Spanish governor
of Dunkirk, menaced by Turenne, flooded the area round the fortress,

and the water entering by the opened sluices reached the Moeres,

and once more flooded the drained region. It is not without interest

to recall that on the Y'ser, in October 1914, the Belgian army practised

the same device. Though several attempts at re-drainage were made,
it was not till the beginning of the nineteenth century that this was
accomplished. The scheme was then so successful that, on its comple-
tion in 182G, two large communes were established on the site of the

former lake, and the land, which is now thoroughly drained, is in a

high state of cultivation. The problem in which Professor Blanchard is

especially interested, however, is the question of the origin of this

curious depression. Direct sinking of the land is excluded on geologi-

cal grounds, and he offers an ingenious hypothesis which makes it

depend upon the presence of the dunes described above. He believes

that these offered a great obstacle to the tidal movements already

mentioned. The tide in this part of the coast comes from the west and
travels eastward. At the moment when the flood is strongest the current

is practically parallel to the coast. The barrier of dunes prevented its
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direct access to the Moeres region, and it was obliged to turn the barrier at

its ends in order to enter. The check to the force of the current thus

produced led, he believes, to a deposition of alluvium at either end of the

barrier, and there was thus formed a flattened bar, which in course of time

prevented the entrance of the sea-water, and became the elevated tract

already described. As a result of this marginal deposition the actual

area of the Moeres received less alluvium than the rest of the plain, and

its present low level is thus due not to depression, but to the absence

of the silting up which has occurred elsewhere. Behind the barrier a

brackish lagoon formed, which ultimately became the large lake described

above. Thus the accident of the presence of a line of ancient dunes

determined the persistence of a belt of marsh land, while the level of

most of the rest of the plain was raised by deposition. The case is

apparently not an isolated one, for other moeres of probably similar

origin occur elsewhere on the plain.

Coastal Fisheries of Western France.—Professor Jules Welsch

contributes to the issue of the Annales de Giographie for September 15

an interesting article on the resources of the littoral zone in parts of

the Vendee and the department of Charente Inferieure, and the way in

which these are utilised, more especially by the inhabitants of the islands

of R6 and 01e>on. He points out that this part of the coast, more

especially in Charente Inferieure, is very irregular, the presence of

estuaries, promontories, and islands giving much variety to the coastal

belt. Further, the islands already mentioned, on account of their size,

give shelter from storms, and thus there are large littoral tracts in

which the intensive cultivation of shellfish, especially oysters and

mussels, can be carried on. In this respect the inhabitants of the

coastal belt are favoured as compared with those living on the exposed

shores farther south. These advantages are utilised fully, and in conse-

quence the inhabitants, more especially of the island of Re, are relatively

prosperous, despite the small area of cultivable land available. Further,

a point of some importance, while in normal times the area serves as a

nursery for a maritime population, it has suffered less from the war

than many other areas, owing to the fact that the coastal fisheries can

be carried on by the old men, the women and the children, in the

absence of the men of military age. A great variety of produce is

collected from the belt between tide-marks, the " fishers " being often

agriculturists who supplement in this way the produce of their crofts.

As compared with the conditions which prevail on most of our coasts,

it is noticeable that a far greater number of shellfish are used as food
;

many of those mentioned in the article are almost unknown here as

articles of commerce. The reason is probably to be sought in the

greater abundance of food fish to be found off our coasts, especially

the east coast, which faces the rich fishing grounds of the North Sea.

The most important of the shellfish which form the object of

fisheries appear to be oysters and mussels. In both cases, in addition

to the collection of forms of edible size, there is a large trade in young

stages, which are collected in order to stock the local " parks," or are
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exported for the same purpose to the other parts of the French coast

where the rearing of these molluscs is carried on. The importance of

the fishery is suggested by the somewhat elaborate regulations under

which it is carried on, regulations which favour the coastal population

as compared with the deep-water fishers or strangers. Two species of

oyster occur, the true French oyster and the Portuguese oyster. The
presence of the latter is ascribed to the throwing out of a spoiled cargo

of these shellfish at the mouth of the Gironde in 1857. Now the Portu-

guese form is much more abundant than the French one. Fish are also

trapped in the tidal waters, and the collection of seaweed, used especially

for manure, is an important industry. So important are the tidal water
•' fisheries'" that they are carried on both by day and by night, when
the conditions are suitable, the duration of the period of collection being

about three hours for every tide. Three striking photographs illustrate

an article of considerable human interest.

Asia.

Assam and its Petroleum Deposits.—An article on the petro-

leum deposits of Assam, which appears in the Journal of the Eoyal
Society of Arts for July 13, may be noted as containing some interesting

facts in regard to that province. Politically Assam consists of the two
valleys of the Brahmaputra and the Surma, with the hilly country

separating them, the Surma being the main branch of the river Barak.

Geographically, however, the name of Assam Valley is applied to that

part of the Brahmaputra Valley which lies between the point where the

river emerges from the Eastern Himalayas, and that where it turns south

to flow to the Bay of Bengal. It thus comprises the east-to-west part

of the valley river south of the Himalayas. The northern side of this

valley is bounded by the Eastern Himalayas, while to the south lies the

hilly country whose central section forms the Khasi Hills. It is at the

margin of this hilly belt, which reaches an elevation of about 4000 feet,

that the petroleum deposits occur, in the region where the hills sink

towards the plain. Other similar deposits occur at the southern margin
of the same hill belt, where the elevated ground sinks to the Surma
Valley. Though the first discovery of indications of petroleum was
made so long ago as 1828, active development has only taken place

within the last twenty years. This is due to the scanty population of

the valley, and the difficulties in working the deposits. The whole of

the eastern end of the Assam Valley, except where clearances have been
made for cultivation, is clothed with dense jungle. The trees vary from
100 to 120 feet in height, and in places the undergrowth is so dense

that it is sometimes difficult even for an elephant to penetrate. The
rock exposures are few, and thus geological investigation is rendered

very difficult, the rocks being concealed by extensive deposits of alluvial

material. Prospecting has, however, been unexpectedly facilitated by a

curious local phenomenon. Open places in the jungle occur which are

much frequented by wild animals. The furred animals are said to lick

the surface soil here, but the elephants and buffaloes churn up the mud
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by trampling, and then roll in it. So much frequented are these areas

by the wild animals that well-beaten paths lead to them, and where

these paths pass through gaps in exposed rocks the rocks at the sides of

the gap are polished by the passage of the animals. Now it is found

that in all cases oil can be traced in the vicinity of these open spaces,

locally called "pungs." The author of the paper, Mr. H. S. Maclean

Jack, does not attempt to explain the association. It may be suggested,

however, that the jungle animals find that the oily mud is a good
cleansing agent, probably being especially useful in enabling them to

get rid of the skin parasites with which all wild animals are infested.

Even when the presence of oil is known owing to these "pungs,"

however, working is a matter of great difficulty. The only means of

transport between the settlements and the outlying areas is the elephant,

and this animal has to be used for carrying all supplies. The jungle is

very unhealthy for six months of the year, so that frequent sick-leave

has to be allowed for, and the local wood has proved very unsuitable

for the necessary drilling apparatus. Now the construction of a railway

line always precedes the sinking of wells in a new area, and steel has

been substituted for wood in the necessary apparatus. Steady progress

in the industry is thus being made, and petroleum spirit is produced on

a scale large enough to supply the local needs in the Assam Valley and

to be sent to Eastern Bengal and Northern India generally. Other

important products are "batching oil," sent to Calcutta down the river

for use in the jute industry, and paraffin wax, which is extensively

exported.

Beersheba.— An article in The Near East for November 9 gives

some interesting notes on Beersheba and its neighbourhood. It is

pointed out that the village marks the junction between the wilderness

lying to the south and east, and the corn and pasture-lands of the

north and north-west. The settlement lies in a fertile though treeless

expanse on the course of a great valley which, after running south from

Hebron as the Wady-el-Khatil, here turns westwards under the name of

Wady-Bir-es-Seba, and still farther west deepens into the AVady

G-huzzeh. The original town was placed upon a lofty hill some three

miles east of the present one, and the site has yielded some interesting

archaeological remains. It is a place of considerable natural strength,

and was fortified during the recent operations. After the Seleucid

period a new town was built on the lower and better-watered region

where the present buildings stand, and was supplied by many springs.

With the Arab conquest this new town decayed, the wells were choked

up, and the site was utterly deserted, save by wandering Bedouin, till a

few years before the war. Then, as part of a scheme for strengthening

the southern border of Palestine, the Turks cleared the wells, put in

oil-engine pumps, and constructed a Serai or Government House, a

mosque, a post and telegraph office, and a khan. As a result a number

of merchants built shops, and before 1914 the settled population is

estimated to have reached upwards of a thousand. The houses and

streets were well supplied with water from the re-opened wells,
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eucalyptus trees were planted, and the whole settlement took on an

air of prosperity. After the outbreak of the war Beersheba became the

chief depot for the stores and troops accumulated for the Turkish attack

upon Egypt. It was connected up with Hebron and Jerusalem by an

excellent carriage road, later continued to el-Auja. The next step was

to provide railway connection, which was done by the prolongation of

the railway of the plain. This line starts from the Damascus-Haifa

route at Afuleh, in the Plain of Esdraelon, and, before the war, was

intended only to reach Jiamleh, on the Jaffa-Jerusalem route. After

the war it was continued to Beersheba (Bir-es-seba), which thus now
stands at the point of connection between road and railway. It was

therefore the pivot of the whole Turkish system of defence in the south,

and the comparative abundance of water here, in an otherwise waterless

region, makes its capture of great importance.

Africa.

Progress in the French Zone in Morocco.—In connection with

Mr. liichardson's article on Morocco, which appears in the September

issue of the Magazine (p. 392), we may note a recent speech by Mr. J.

M. Macleod, the British Consul at Fez. The speech was delivered at

the first general meeting of the British Merchants' Morocco Association

in London, and gives an interesting account of the work done by the

French in Morocco; it is printed in full in the Report of the proceedings

of the meeting, a copy of which has been sent to us. Mr. Macleod

speaks in the highest terms of what has been accomplished by the

French in Morocco in the short space of six years (three of which have

been those of the world war). In the north-east hinterland especially

an economic revolution has been accomplished. Formerly lawless and

inaccessible, the area has become peaceful and easy of access. Narrow-
gauge railways, originally intended only for military purposes, have

been made from Algeria to Taza, and these are now open for the trans-

port of passengers and goods. The remaining section, connecting Taza
with the Fez-Mequinez-West Coast line, is in course of construction,

and will probably be completed within twelve or eighteen months.

Oran and Nemours are already the best, and practically the only, points

of entry for foreign goods for all the areas east and south-east of Taza,

including the Tafilet oasis.

In French Morocco, as a whole, it is stated that 250 miles of first-

class highways have been constructed, as well as 500 miles of light

railways, available both for goods and passengers. There is a telegraph

service by wire over the whole zone, and urgent messages can be sent by
wireless or telephone. Departments have been established to supervise

the health of stock animals and to effect improvements in the breeds

reared ; to improve methods of cultivation and supply better seeds ; to

insure the peasantry against failure of crops ; and to improve the health

and appearance of the towns. Up to the end of 1913 no less than 68
new schools had been established, with 5695 scholars, and many others

have been added since. Great use has been made of teachers, doctors,
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dentists, and skilled men of all sorts among the members of the Terri-

torial regiments now garrisoning the area, who, so far as possible, have
been diverted to the work they are specially qualified to do. A very
efficient medical service has been established, which is making a deter-

mined attack upon the disease by which Morocco has always been
ravaged ; the slave-trade has been stopped ; and the conditions of the
prisons and prisoners greatly improved. The population, which is said

to be naturally good-humoured, healthy, and industrious, is showing
gratitude to the new administration, and it is stated that, despite the

unsettlement due to the war, no district once brought under the French
regime has shown the least desire to throw it off. Mr. Macleod believes

that there are considerable openings for British trade in Morocco under
the new conditions.

America.

The Copper Eskimo.—In connection with the general article on
the Eskimo in the October issue (p. 458) attention may be drawn to an
article on the Central or Copper Eskimo, which appeared in the August
number of The Geographical Review. The author, Mr. Diamond Jenness,

the ethnologist of the Canadian Arctic Expedition, spent seven months
with these people in 1915, and his article is based upon his personal

experiences, supplemented by those of other members of the expedition.

The Copper Eskimo live in the Coronation Gulf region on the mainland
of Xorth America, and in part of the great land mass which lies

directly north of the Gulf, and is called Victoria Island. The paper

gives some account of their life and migrations, and is illustrated by a

fine series of photographs. One of these shows an Eskimo boy with a

large bag of the dried leaves of the plant Dryas octopetala, which is

said to be collected by these Eskimo for fuel. It is stated that the

food staples are seals, harpooned in winter through holes in the ice,

with fish and caribou, the latter two caught in spring and summer.
Salmon are especially caught in the act of migrating up the streams,

while the caribou are similarly hunted during their migrations. The
weapons used in this case are bows and arrows, but the animals are also

driven into lakes and then speared from kayaks. A fine full-page illus-

tration shows how the Eskimo trap the migrating salmon by means of

stone weirs, and then kill them by spearing.

Flora of the Hawaiian Islands.—Professor A. S. Hitchcock, of

the U.S.A. National Museum, together with his son, has recently been

travelling in the Hawaiian group, with a view to studying the plants,

especially the grasses, which are important in connection with the local

livestock industry. Some of their results are noted in Nature for Sep-

tember 20th, and in the Scientific Monthly for October, and are interest-

ing in their emphasis on the present predominance of introduced

plants in the flora of the islands. The natives, as is well known,

are decreasing ; the primitive customs are disappearing, and many
of the original plants seem in the same way to be diminishing
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in numbers. Only in the less accessible parts of the group do the

native grass huts still occur. These have a wooden framework, the

interstices being filled usually with an indigenous grass, Heteropogon

coniortus, which is abundant upon the rocky soil of the lowlands. Of

sixty species of grasses found in the island of Oahu, about fifty are

introduced, and it is necessary to go some miles from Honolulu before

indigenous plants of any kind can be found. Among the introduced

trees the algaroba tree (Prosopis), with its edible pods, much relished

by stock, is very important. It is found in a belt in the lowlands along

the shores of all the islands, and occupies the surface almost to the

exclusion of other plants. Its flowers yield excellent honey, which i3

largely produced in the islands. The prickly pear is also abundant, no

less than the guava (Psidium) and a Lantana, which are said to have

become pests. The indigenous flora is highly interesting, but does not

include many species. The Lobelias are represented by about one

hundred species, belonging to six genera, and include many aborescent

forms, some of which reach a height of 30-40 feet, and are palm-like in

appearance. A plant peculiar to the islands is a beautiful composite,

called silversword (Argyroxiphium sandwicense), with silvery leaves, which

is confined to a few localities on Hawaii, and to the slopes of the cinder

cones in the crater of Haleakala, on the island of Maui. Indigenous

grasses are few in number. A tall species of Eragrostis is the dominant

plant on the plain between Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea in Hawaii. On
many of the summits of the high mountain ridges in the regions of

heavy rainfall an open bog formation occurs, characterised by the

number of plants showing a tussock mode of growth. In these bogs a

showy lobelia, peculiar violets, and a sundew all cccur. Three species

of tree ferns are found in the islands and in some places form extensive

forests. The woolly hairs produced by these plants are used by the

natives in stuffing pillows and mattresses.

The article in the Scientific Monthly, which is to be continued,

contains a more general account of the tour, which included visits to

six of the larger islands. It is noted that, in order of importance, the

chief industries of the islands are sugar-growing, carried on in the four

largest islands of Hawaii, Maui, Oahu, and Kauai, stock-rearing, and
the growing of pineapples. The present population is very varied, but
Japanese predominate. The article is illustrated by a fine series of

photographs, showing some of the characteristic plants.

Polar.

The Crocker Land Expedition.—The third attempt to relieve

this expedition, alluded to on p. 277 and p. 327 of the present volume,
was successful in August last, when the relief ship Neptwne returned

from Etah to Sydney, Cape Breton, with the members of the expedition

on board. The fact was reported in the daily press at the time, but no
further details were then available. In the October number of the

Geographical Review, however, a copy of which has only reached us

recently, some further details are given. The account there, together
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with a note in the July issue of the same journal, and two short articles

in Science, make it now possible to summarise the recent history of the

expedition, which went north so long ago as 1911.

During 1916 Mr. Donald B. MacMillan, the leader, made a journey

from the base camp at Etah westwards across Smith Sound and

Ellesmere Island to Finlay Island. The following notes on this journey

should be followed with the help of the maps published here in vol. xix.,

illustrating Captain Sverdrup's discoveries (p. 392), and Captain Peary's

in his 1900-2 expedition (p. 672). Mr. MacMillan's journey was partly

over land and partly over sea-ice. It occupied 56 days, and the party

covered 1350 miles. During the crossing of Ellesmere Land much game
was seen, as well as evidence of large coal-beds. From the western side

of Ellesmere Land the party crossed to Cape Southwest, at the southern

end of Axel Heiberg Island, and continued to Amund Eingnes Island,

and finally, as already stated, reached Finlay or King Christian Island.

Here game became scarce, and the absence of dog food made it necessary

to return to the base. Finlay Island and the adjacent shores are stated

to show evidence of recent uplift, a point of some importance, and it is

stated that on the basis of the observations made the existing maps of

the region will require to undergo alteration.

In December 1916 Dr. H. J. Hunt, the surgeon of the party, left

Etah, in company with Mr. W. E. Ekblaw, another member of the party,

for Upernavik. They had an adventurous journey over Melville Bay,

where the winter ice was found to be very thin, while the weather was

very bad. Mr. Ekblaw remained at South Upernavik, while Dr. Hunt,

accompanied only by Eskimos, travelled on to Egedesminde, and then

by kayak to Holstenborg, where he got a steamer for- Copenhagen,

whence he returned to the States.

In the spring of the present year Mr. MacMillan made two trips

along the south-eastern coast of Ellesmere Land, which resulted in a

survey of the coast from Cape Sabine to Clarence Head. Starting from

Etah on March 26, he crossed Smith Sound in four days. Open water

along Ellesmere Land forced the party to go south by the strait

separating Pirn Island from the mainland. Later they were again

stopped at Cape Herschel, a little farther south, and had to turn inland

again and cut across the intervening promontory to Baird Inlet. Here

they found remnants of Greely's camp in 1883. Further progress

southward was stopped by open water and impassable ice-foot at Cape

Isabella, where records of the Nares expedition of 1886 and of Sir Allan

Young's Pandora expedition were found. On the return journey Baird

Inlet was mapped. Another trip was begun on May 3, and similar ice

conditions off Ellesmere Land made an inland route necessary. That

adopted led from Cadogan Inlet to Paget Point, south of which the

sea-ice was followed to Clarence Head. Between Paget Point and Cape

Faraday a very large glacier was discovered, while two new islands were

also encountered, one south of Paget Point, and the other in Talbot Inlet.

The non-existence of Sonders Island is also stated to have been proved.

Throughout the region glacial activity appears to be increasing. On the

return journey a camp was set up at Peary's old hut at Cape Sabine,
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while Greely's second camp was also visited on the north shore of

the cape.

General.

Obituary : Brigadier-General C. G. Rawling, C.M.G., CLE.—
We regret to have to record the death, in action, in October last, of

General Rawling, an explorer of note. In 1903 Captain Rawling, as he

then was, explored and surveyed 40,000 square miles of Western Tibet,

and in 1904-5 commanded the Gartok expedition across Tibet. In

1909 he was awarded the Murchison Bequest by the Royal Geographical

Society. Between 1909 and 1911 he was first Chief Survey Officer, and

later leader of the British Expedition to New Guinea. Of this expedi-

tion Captain Rawling gave an account to the Society in lectures

delivered in November 1911. To the Magazine he contributed a paper

on the expedition, which appears in vol. xxviii. p. 1. He was promoted

to the rank of temporary brigadier-general in June 1916.

Commercial Geography.

Canadian Coal Production.—According to statements made by
the Canadian Minister of Trade and Commerce, Canada last year

produced 13,800,000 tons of bituminous coal. Of this total the Mari-

time Provinces supplied 6,000,000 tons, British Columbia 2,800,000

tons, Alberta 4,600,000 tons, while Saskatchewan supplied a small

amount. In addition, 13,000,000 tons were imported from the United

States, while Canada exported 1,800,000 tons. For its anthracite

supplies Canada is dependent on the United States, and in addition to

the supplies of bituminous coal just mentioned, imported 4,500,000 tons

of anthracite. It is not expected that the amount of coal obtained in

the Dominion will this year be greater than last, and the stocks of

anthracite have been lowered to an extent which makes it probable that

an extra million tons will be required to be imported this year. The
results of recent prospecting and research, however, make it likely that

in the future Canada will be less and less dependent on the States for

supplies of minerals.

EDUCATIONAL.

Gilchrist Educational Trust : Studentship in Geography.

—

We are informed that the Gilchrist Educational Trust will offer in

February another studentship in Geography. The value of the Student-

ship will be £80 for one year, and the Committee will be prepared to

consider any application from the successful candidate to postpone the

necessary attendance at any recognised school of Geography till after the

close of the war. Applications for the studentship, accompanied by

testimonials and references, should be sent to Professor L. W. Lyde,

University College, Gower Street, London, W.C., not later than

February 1, 1918.
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NEW BOOKS.

EUROPE.

Studies in Greek Scenery, Legend, and History. Selected from his Commentary on
Pausanias' "Description of Greece." By Sir Gkorge Frazek. Lomlon :

Macmillan and Co., 1917. Price 5s.

This book is a reprint of one which was published in 1900 under the title of

Pausanias and other Greek Sketches. That work, in its turn, as the full title

quoted above indicates, was based upon the author's version of Pausanias'

Description of Greece, published with a Commentary in 1898, but includes also an

article on Pericles, originally contributed to the Encyclopedia Britannica. The
sections of chief interest to the geographer as such are the short articles on places

and scenes described by Pausanias, which form about one-half of the whole book.

These articles are based either upon Sir James Frazer's own travels in Greece, or

upon the descriptions of other authors, especially of Messrs. Vischer and Philipp-

son. They give interesting accounts of places famous in Greek history. We may
note, for example, the description of the Plain of Marathon ; of the Plain of

Argolis with the town of Mycena?, this section being followed by a short article

on the end of the Mycenean Age, which Sir James Frazer ascribes to the Dorian

invasion ; of Mount Hymettus, in which some account is given of the plants from

which the bees still obtain the famed Hymettian honey, by some regarded as

inferior to Scotch heather honey ; of the fall of the Styx, an excursion to which

is described in detail, the cliff over which the water descends being said to be

over 600 feet high. Of geography, in the strict sense, there is but little, but the

descriptions help to add vividness and reality to the more formal accounts of the

text-books. No maps are provided, and the absence of an index is a great obstacle

to the use of the book as a work of reference. There is not even any geographi-

cal classification of the places described, while at the same time the absence of any

division into chapters, and of a continuous narrative indicating the route adopted

makes the book difficult to read. There are, however, a number of useful notes

on the plants of modern Greece, both wild and cultivated, and the classical geo-

grapher will welcome the comparisons between present-day conditions and those

prevailing in ancient Greece.

Spain. By David Hannay. London : T. C. and E. C. Jack, 1917.

Price 3s. 6d. net.

This, an excellent little book, supplied with a sketch-map and some good

illustrations, forms another volume of The Nations' Histories. It gives a brief

preliminary sketch of the geography of Spain, and, after a short survey of the early

centuries, follows the changes within the peninsula down to the present day. A
chapter is devoted to Spain in America, in which Spanish colonial policy is dis-

cussed in suggestive fashion, and a lengthy note to the chapter on Mediaeval Spain

gives some useful hints to the traveller desirous of seeing the best the country has

to offer in the way of architecture. Another, in this case brief, note on the Pilgrim

Road to Santiago de Compostella should also be mentioned.

The treatment throughout is fresh and interesting. Mr. Hannay is not content

merely to repeat what others have said, but examines the basis of the moral judg-

ments commonly applied to Spain and the Spaniards, and shows that not all of

them are justified. In the same way he does not merely summarise political

events, but investigates the underlying economic causes which influenced or

determined these.
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In the introductory sketch the main feature of Spain, the natural difficulty of

communications, is emphasised, and throughout, by implication, rather than by

assertion, the effect of this upon the whole history of the country is made clear.

Throughout their history the Spaniards have shown a tendency—common in

Mediterranean countries—to dwell in towns or villages, placed in fertile or produc-

tive areas, and separated from one another by scantily peopled areas. The diffi-

culty of communication between these focal points has led to the development of

a passionate local patriotism, but to an incapacity for combination and for shaping

and working national institutions. A very instructive account is given of the

effect of these characteristics at the present day. Some two and a half millions or

so of the Spaniards of to-day live in the large industrial towns, having, partially at

least, the character of similar towns elsewhere. The rest, estimated at about

ei-hteen millions, live in townships and large villages. The latter pay the bulk of

the taxes, and furnish the whole of the conscripts which fill the ranks of the army,

from which the Guardia Civil is recruited. But these eighteen millions will either

not vote at all at elections, or will vote obediently as they are directed from above,

for their interest in politics is virtually confined to their own local regions. Thus

any central administration, which can rely on the army and the constabulary, can

obtain a majority for any party which it pleases. The large towns can be terrorised,

corrupted, or ignored. In this way the Ministry of the day can always "make"
an election. The result, as a distinguished Spaniard has said, is that Spain has

been dragged along by Europe, but in modern times has contributed nothing to

her own progress. The Spanish-American war i-> -aid by the author to have been

a benefit to the country, in spite of its disasters, for it has turned the attention of

Spaniards to the need for the development of their own land, and has relieved

them of the constant drain of men which Cuba demanded. Mr. Hannay thinks

that there is hope that the present King may be able to do for his country what
Queen Victoria did for the monarchy in the British Islands, and ends on this note

of hope.

There is a short bibliography, a statistical appendix, a comprehensive index,

and, as already indicated, the illustrations, which are of a varied nature, are

good.

Through Lapland with Skis and Reindeer. With some Account of Ancient Lapland
and the Murman Coast. By Frank Hedges Butler, F.K.G.S., etc., Author
of Five Thousand Miles in a Balloon; Travels by Land, Water, and Air.

London : T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1917. Price 12s. 6rf. net.

Mr. Butler has observed and collected a number of interesting facts about
Lapland, but their value is greatly diminished by their haphazard arrangement.
The book is indeed put together with extraordinary lack of method. For instance,

one learns incidentally 'pp. 93 and 99 that the author has carried out several

expeditions in Lapland. Mr. Butler's interpreter, a Lapp, wrote accounts of two
of them (pp. 132-136 and 213-217 . It is from these only that we learn that one
journey took place in 1913, another in 1914. For some unstated reason the latter

is described (Chaps, iv., v. before the former (Chap. vii.). Chapter n. deals with
the "Laplander of Old," that is, in the last quarter of the seventeenth century.
" because there is, on the whole, very little difference between the Lapland of

to-day and of that period " (p. 16). The information is taken mainly from the
works of Johannus Schefferus (1621-1679), but there is no indication as to how far

his account may be accepted as accurate in its details. In Chapter in. the

author treats of the "Laplander of To-day," and this involves a considerable

amount of repetition. The eighth section of Chapter n. on the Lapp language is
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apparently the author's own, as he concludes with the Lord's Prayer in Lappish,

as given to him in Karasjok. The map of part of Lapland at the end of the

volume is rather inadequate. It does not contain nearly all of the names in the

text, even Bosskop, one of the author's starting points being omitted, for example,

while some are spelt differently.

The last chapter treats of modes of travel. Early March, it appears, is the

best time for journeys in Lapland. " The days are longer, all lakes and bogs are

covered with ice, the weather is reliable, and the roads are firm in the usual routes

— firm, strong tracks leading across all the mountains" (p. 224). The cold neces-

sitates the wearing of many garments, a long and detailed list of which is given.

So clad, it is possible for one to sleep in the open without danger. All persons

use ski. These are frequently mentioned all through the book, and indeed the

ski-lore is of much interest. But we wish Mr. Butler would make up his mind as

to the plural. Usually he says "skis," the English plural, which is quite defen-

sible. Sometimes, however, he writes "ski" in the plural (pp. 227-228). As a

matter of fact, the Scandinavian plural of this word is the same as the singular,

and we think that "ski" is a more euphonious word than "skis." Also the k is

pronounced as h. Chapter v. relates in a most interesting manner the present

condition and past history of the monastery of St. Tryphon at Petchenza. It was

founded in 1533, destroyed by Swedes in 1590, and restored in 1896. At the

present time the monks exercise a most beneficial influence upon the Laplanders.

Apart from the services of the church, a school has been opened, workshops of

several kinds established, swamps have been dried, roads made, and the land cul-

tivated. Chapter vi. deals with the Kola Peninsula and the Murman Coast. Its

climate and resources are spoken of in a most favourable manner. Trees grow well

here farther north than in any other parts of the world, and there is much rich

pasture. Excellent potatoes are raised in sheltered positions on the fiords. The

fisheries await only capital and skill to become most productive. The railway to

Kola should assist greatly in the development of this region.

Several appendices provide information of a statistical order. Roads, water-

ways, and routes are described, a list is given of Fjeldstues, or Rest or Guest

Houses, another of telegraph and telephone offices. Appendix iv. gives an account

of the Murman Coast and Russian Lapland, read to the Royal Geographical Society

in 1880 by Lieut. Temple, and followed by some remarks by Admiral Ommaney,

who had commanded the White Sea squadron in the year 1854. Appendix v. is

a bibliography of Lapland, containing the names of forty-eight books, beginning

with Stephanius in 1629, and concluding with the present volume. The illustra-

tions from photographs are excellent, the reproductions of old plates and maps

curious and interesting, and the book as a whole is very well got up. We shall

welcome another book by Mr. Butler, but we hope that he will show a little more

consideration for his readers, by thinking out a plan beforehand, and by presenting

them with an index.

The Frontiers of Language and Nationality in Europe. By Leon Dominian.

New York: Published for the American Geographical Society by Henry

Holt and Company, 1917.

The appearance of this handsome volume, with its numerous illustrations and

its many coloured maps, indicates an increased interest in problems of European

geography and politics on the other side of the Atlantic,, a definite emergence

from a rigid "continentality." On this ground it will be welcomed here, while it

makes a further claim upon our notice in that it affords a presentation of keenly
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disputed questions through eyes which distance renders largely impartial, or at

least unclouded by the mists of emotion.

The book is based in part upon certain articles which its author has con-

tributed to American scientific journals, some of which were noticed here on their

appearance. What these articles attempted to do for small parts of the area in

which fighting is going on, the book does both for the whole European continent

and for Turkey in Asia. That is, a detailed investigation is made of what Mr.

Dominian calls linguistic areas, in their relation to nationality and to the natural

features of the surface ; in other words, the distribution of the various European

languages is discussed in detail, and is carefully mapped. In his preface the

author definitely disclaims any intention of offering a solution of particular

boundary problems, stating that his sole purpose is a presentation of facts. As
was to be expected, however, he is not able to refrain wholly from practical sug-

gestions, and his final chapter makes a number of detailed recommendations.

In e-sence it may be said that his main thesis—that which justifies the method

adopted in the book—is that the boundaries of the New Europe should, so far as

possible, be linguistic. " Gradually," he says, " natural features of the land lose

value as national boundaries. . . . Adoption of the linguistic criterion in boundary

delimitation becomes, therefore, a mere matter of expediency. Its worth is not

due to any assumed abstract value of language. It is merely a practical manner

of settling divergencies regarding national ownership of border territories. It is

of value because the guiding consideration in boundary delimitation or revision

is to eliminate future sources of conflict. . . . The practical value of linguistic

frontiers as national boundaries is due to their geographical growth. They are

natural because they are the result of human intercourse based largely on human
needs. Having developed naturally they correspond to national aspirations.

Such being the case, the task of frontier delimitation can be made to assume a

scientific form. Only in the case of uninhabited or sparsely populated regions

will an artificial boundary—say of the straight line type—prove adequate."

These quotations will serve to show the general trend of the argument. It is

noteworthy that strategic questions, access to the sea, and generally the factors

which permit a state to form an entity, a going concern, as it were, are not con-

sidered in those cases in which the author commits himself to definite recom-

mendations. It would almost seem indeed that the "states" which he has in

mind have more in common with the individual elements of the United States

than with independent countries as we know them here. For example, Hungary
is to be the plain land in which the Magyars tend to dwell, and the difficulties

in regard to the Franco-German borderland are to be met by the establishment of
" a number of buffer-states which, from the Alps to the North Sea, would repre-
sent the borderland of the central mountain zone and the northern plain." But
the question whether these buffer-states are to be wholly artificial, i.e. guaranteed
and preserved entirely by external Powers, or are to be given the right of self-

defence is not raised A curious statement in regard to Belgium—"Belgium's
unhesitating rally to the French cause in the present war was also the spontaneous
response to the greater cultural appeal emanating from France"—seems to sug-
gest that the author is neither well informed as to the duties and rights of neutral
states, nor as to the events of the early part of the war. The statement as it

stands implies, of course, a libel upon the Belgian Government. Behduru as was
her duty and her right, took up arms to defend her own territory, violated, on
the cynical ground of supposed necessity, by one of the guaranteeing Powers ; the
assertion that she had failed to observe the obligations of neutrality was not
made, in the first instance, even by Germany.

VOL. XXXIII. 2 N
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In regard to the body of the book, we may note that Mr. Dominian seems to

be personally familiar with the conditions in Turkey and the neighbouring areas.

The chapters devoted to Turkey appear to us the best in the book, and it is rather
curious to find that for a part of this area Mr. Dominian regards the linguistic

factor as of slight value, as compared with economic needs. With other parts of
the European continent we gather that the author is less familiar, and there are
various errors of fact and of inference which diminish the value of some of the
chapters for readers here. Nor do we gather that he is well acquainted with the
literature and history of Western Europe. Bismarck is assigned a part in

connection with the Treaty of Frankfort which he not only did not play, but
which he himself stated that he opposed with all his strength. The account
of the Alsace-Lorraine problem would, we think, be less colourless, and,

perhaps, stated somewhat differently, if Mr. Dominian had studied the French
authors who have expressed the feelings of the original inhabitants, and have
fanned the flames of local patriotism there. A minor error, which takes on some
importance from the fact that it will be readily detected by readers here,

owing to wide familiarity with the region, occurs in the lettering of Fig. 20,

which represents the village of Zermatt, stated to lie within the area of

French language in Switzerland. The line of demarcation between the French
and German languages is, however, given correctly in the text.

There are two indexes, one forming a key to place names, and some other

appendices, including a good bibliography, while the maps are clear, simple, and
useful. The book contains an enormous mass of material of much geographical

value, and, even if its main thesis be not accepted in its entirety, forms a great

addition to a geographical library.

AFRICA.

Livingstone, the Hero of Africa. By R. B. Dawson, M. A. (Oxon.). London :

Seeley, Service, and Co., 1917. Price 5s. net.

While this book is specially written for the young, we cannot forget that,

during the present war, many gallant lads have lived and died like Livingstone,

although in a different way, for both they and he lived and gave up their lives for

the same purpose—for that which was noble, and right, and good, and true. The
Rev. Mr. Dawson has from boyhood taken the deepest interest in African explora-

tion, and in this interesting, well-written volume describes the life and work of

the Prince of explorers. In one pregnant sentence he summarises the achievements

of his hero : "Livingstone, 'the Path Clearer' (as the natives called him), added

just about one million square miles to the known parts of the world. He discovered

the great lakes and rivers which now form a highway into the very heart of Africa.

About eight new kinds of animals were added to the Natural History books by

this great explorer, not to speak of all the discoveries he made in the way of plants

and insects and birds. His words led to the abolition of slavery in its most

horrible and degrading forms. His energy made possible all the commerce and

prosperity of modern Africa—a tremendous record for one man. But, greatest

record of all, as Florence Nightingale (" the lady of the lamp") said of him, "He
opened up the dark places for the light to come in."

Mr. Dawson emphasises the breadth of Livingstone's mind, remarking that he
" never expected too much of the native African ; he knew what a long time it

must take to change the heart of the savage. He never sent home unduly rosy

accounts of mission work ; he knew his black friends were just children, and

naughty and cruel children at that. But he did expect the white man to set a
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higher standard, ami if the natives skinned alive one of their Boer neighbours

when they caught him, Livingstone felt the man had probably brought it on

himself."

In the most graphic manner the author describes Livingstone's courageous

conflicts with lions, buffaloes, and hostile natives. " In one bit of forest land, for

instance, they were trudging along, Livingstone on his ox, ' Sinbad,' and feeling

very low with fever, when suddenly a body of men came charging down upon

them. Livingstone had a six-barrelled revolver in his hand a present from one of

his naval friends of H.M.S. Linnet;, and in a trice he pulled himself together

and made for the chief l>andit. The sight of the revolver pointed straight at his

stomach, and Livingstone's furious face, yellow and emaciated with fever, behind

it, was too much for the ruffian, and he instantly ' climbed down.' "

There is also plenty of good sense and humour in this book. Take the follow-

ing : "Livingstone puzzled certain good people very much. Their idea of a

missionary was taken from imaginary pictures of a man in a long clerical coat

preaching to natives under palm-trees, or, as Livingstone put it, ' a dumpy kind

of man with a Bible under his arm.' They did not think that this bluff, capable

explorer looked at all like a missionary. Neither did he talk like one.''

The volume contains excellent illustrations of stirring scenes in Livingstone's

career, including one of him sawing a wooden yoke off a slave's neck in order to

set him free. It will prove a splendid trift-book for the adventurous young, and

a valuable epitome of a noble life which will be read with interest by all.

KDUCATIONAL.

Map-Beading and Panorama Sketching. By An Instructor. Second Edition.

London : Sifton, Praed and Co., 1917. Price 4s. 6rf.

The second edition of this very useful manual, which originally appeared in

1916, and was reviewed in our January issue of this year (p. 47), contains new
matter and illustrations which add to its value considerably. Increased attention

has been given to contours and compass work in the field, and most of the

text has been rewritten. The illustrations are clear and graphic, and the

examples of military sketching are attractive as well as instructive, which

is a point of some importance to beginners. At such a time as this, when

map-reading and topographical study are of the greatest importance to young

officers and non-commissioned officers, we cannot do better than recommend
them to make this little book a bosom companion, and to master its lucid instruc-

tions and advice before they go forth to face the foe.

Erratum.—In the review of Dr. Fowlers Charts : Their Use and Meaning,
on p. 526 of the last issue, the publisher's name was wrongly spelt. It should be

J. D. Potter, as given on p. 477.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

La France de L'Est. By P. Vidal De La Blache. Medium 8vo. Pp. ix +
280. With 2 Maps. Paris: Librairie Armand Colin, 1917. Price 10 fr.

Highways and Byways wi Wiltshire. By Edward Hutton. Crown 8vo.

Pp. xvii + 463. With Illustrations. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1917.

Price 6.v. net.

Central Aw rica. By W. H. Koebel. Demy 8vo. Pp. 377. With 25 Illus-

trations and a Map. London : Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1917. Price 10*. 6'?. net.
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Semes de la Vie Recolutioanaire en Chine (1911-1914). By Jean Rodes.

Crown 8vo. Pp. ii + 301. Paris : Plon-Xourrit et Cie, 1917. Price 3 fr. 50.

La Question d' Orient: depuis ses Origines jusqu'a nos jours. By Edouard
Driault. Preface de M. Gabriel Moxod, Meinbre de lTnstitut. Sixieme

Edition, mise au courant des derniers Evenenients. Medium 8vo. Pp. xv + 411.

Paris : Librairie Felix Alcan, 1917. Price 7 fr.

Cotton and other Vegetable Fibres; their Production and Utilisation. By
Ernest Goulding, D.Sc. (Lond.), F.I.C. Demy 8vo. Pp. x + 231. London:
John Murray, 1917. Price 6s.

Annual Report of the Secretary for Mines of Victoria for the Year 1916.

Melbourne : Albert J. Mullet, Government Printer, 1917. Price 5s.

Burma District Gazetteers. Pegu. Vol. a. Rangoon, 1917. Price 2s. 3d.

Central Provinces District Gazetteers. Balaghat. Chanda. Betal. Wardha.

VoL b. Statistical Tables (1891-1914). Bombay : Calcutta, 1916.

Punjab District Gazetteers. Ferozepore. Vol. xxx a, 1915. Lahore, 1916.

Price is. 6d.

United Provinces District Gazetteers. Meerut. Supplement to Vol. iv.

Mirzapur, 1917. Supplement to Vol. xxvii. Allahabad, 1917.

Pvblishers forwarding books for review ivUl greatly oblige by marking the price

in clear figures, especially in the case offoreign books.

ROYAL SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

REPORT OF COUNCIL.

Thirty-Third Session, 1916-1917

(1st October 1916 to 30th September 1917).

The Council have the honour to submit the following Report :

—

Ordinary Membership.

The changes which occurred during the Session in the number of members

were as follows :

—

Number on 1st October 1916, .... 1471

New Members added, . . • H

Deduct by Death, ..... 38

„ Resignation, . . .70
„ Arrears,..... 7

1482

115

Number of ordinary members remaining on roll on 1st

October 1917, ...... 1367

Of this number, 703 are on the Edinburgh list, 334 on the Glasgow list,

122 and 93 on the Dundee and Aberdeen lists respectively. In addition to

those on the lists named, 30 members reside abroad, and 85 reside in England.

The number of Life members in the total given above is 193.
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Teacher Associate Members.

Number on 1st October 1916, .... 155

New Members added, ..... 8

Deduct by Death, ..... 1

„ Resignation, . . . .13
„ Arrears,..... 1

163

15

148

The number of Associate Members at the various centres are as follows :

—

Edinburgh, 58 ; Glasgow, 59 ; Dundee, 2 ; Aberdeen, 13. In addition 15 reside in

England and 1 abroad.

Diploma of Fellowship.

There are at present five Honorary Members, thirty-seven Honorary Fellows,

and eighty-eight Ordinary Fellows of the Society.

The Diploma of Fellowship has been granted during the session to Mr. Joseph

G. M. Bannerman, Corstorphine.

Corresponding Members.

The Honorary Corresponding Members of the Society now number forty-nine.

Meetings of the Society.

The Society's Anniversary Meeting was addressed by Mr. Douglas W. Fresh-

field, M.A., D.C.L., President, Royal Geographical Society. Twenty-one ordinary

meetings were held, five in Edinburgh, six in Glasgow, five in Dundee, and five in

Aberdeen. These meetings were addressed by Mr. H. Charles Woods, F.R.G.S. ;

Prof. J. W. Gregory ; Dr. W. S. Bruce ; Mons. Rentier ; Sir John M. Stirling-

Maxwell, D.L. ; Mr. F. H. Chevallier-Boutell ; Mr. Alexis Aladin ; Mr. E. P.

Stebbing, Lecturer on Forestry, Edinburgh University ; and Prof. J. Y. Simpson,

D.Sc.

Society's Medals.

The Livingstone Gold Medal was presented to Mr. D. W. Freshfield, on

account of his distinguished services to geography, especially mountain geography.

The Society's Silver Medal was awarded to Mr. David Anderson, B.Sc, the

first in the merit list in the ordinary class in Geography in Edinburgh University.

Appointment of New Treasurer, and of New Honorary Local
Secretary, Dundee.

Mr. David Callender, C.A., has been appointed Treasurer to the Society in

succession to the late Captain P. A. Blair, C.A. ; and Mr. John F. Simpson has

been appointed Honorary Local Secretary to the Dundee centre in succession to

Mr. D. Wylie, F.R.S.G.S., who has removed to Edinburgh.

CO-OPERATION OF THE SOCIETY IN THE TRAINING OF OFFICERS IN

His Majesty's Service.

As in previous years since the beginning of the war the Society's rooms were
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open during the ordinary hours to the officers in H.M. service for the consultation

of maps and other materials in the possession of the Society.

Association of Scottish Teachers of Geography.

Owing to the war this Association has been obliged to suspend its activities.

The Scottish Geographical Magazine.

The Society's Magazine has, as usual, been published throughout the past

session monthly, with maps and illustrations.

The Council are glad to acknowledge their obligations to the contributors of

articles, and to the following gentlemen who have rendered valuable assistance to

the editors :—Dr. J. G. Bartholomew ; Mr. J. Hamilton Birrell, M.A. ; Dr. R. N.
Rudmose Brown; Mr. H. M. Cadell ; Dr. R. Campbell ; the late Mr. C. G. Cash,

F.R.S.G.S. ; Mr. George G. Chisholm, B.Sc. ; Mr. A. Patterson Gray, M.A. ; Mr.
J. Mathieson, F.R.S.G.S. ; Mr. J. D. Monro ; Rev. J. Morrison, D.D. ; Mr. T. S.

Muir, M.A. ; Mr. Ralph Richardson, W.S. ; Mr. W. B. Wilson, W.S. ; Dr. John
Gunn ; Mr. T. C. Macgregor, M.A. ; The Hon. Lord Guthrie, LL.D.

The Library and Map Department.

During the past session 115 books, 21 pamphlets, 92 reports, 3 atlases, 170

map-sheets and charts have been added to the library. The transactions and
periodicals received regularly number 149. The number of volumes borrowed by
members was 2215, and the library was, as usual, much consulted by non-members

in search of geographical information.

The Council desire to record their thanks to Foreign and Colonial Governments

for the official publications they have presented to the Library ; to the Treasury,

for the revised Ordnance Survey maps of Scotland, both in outline and colour, as

each of the revisions now in progress is published ; to the Geological Survey of

Scotland ; to the Geographical Section, General Staff, War Office ; to the

Admiralty ; to the British Museum (Natural History) ; to the Edinburgh Univer-

sity Library ; to the Survey of India ; and also to the under-mentioned private

donors of books and maps, viz. :—Dr, J. G. Bartholomew ; Dr. W. S. Bruce ; Dr.

William Hunter and Mrs. Fanny B. Workman ; Sir Charles Bruce, G.C.M.G.,

and the late Mr. C. G. Cash, F.R.S.G.S.

Obituary.

The Council regret to have to record the death of Captain P. A. Blair, acting

Treasurer of the Society, and Mr. C. G. Cash, Member of Council ; also Dr. Robert

Bell, and Mons. V. Dingelstedt, Corresponding Members.

Finance.

The Annual Financial Statement here follows.
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